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INTRODUCTION.

sometimes greatly helps to the understanding of a book ~hen
the author can give his readers an account of . how the
subject first engaged his own mind, and what were the different
stages through which it passed before its final expression in
writing. I do not know if a writer can always give such an ac·
count even when he is willing. I do not know that I can give
an account of the origin of the present essay. So many causes
have arisen during the last few years, calling for a more complete enquiry into this subject than has been made by any
English author, that the marvel is it has not been taken up
by some who have the learning, leisure, and ability necessary to
do it JUStice. Germany and France have their Essays on Pantheism from all sides, and by the representatives of all schools.
England has nothing but meagre accounts in Encyclopedias or
Histories of Philosophy, the reading of which, speaking generally,
would make no man wiser than he was before. Pantheism is
aomething so frightful and so frightfully vague that running a lance
against it is a dash of rhetoric, which hurts no one and offends
no one; not that it is a man in an iron mask, but that it is an
iron mask and nobody knows who the man is who owns it. ·
Towards the end of the year 1859, after I had been four years
in orders, and working in a parish far away from books and
civilization, I was deeply affected with a sense of my ignorance
of theology. I found many difficulties which I could not answet;
and which I yet believed could be answered. I remoYed to a
curacy in London and formed a plan of reading all the books
which had been written against Christianity and mastering all
the systems which are said to be in opposition to it. I had no
conception of the magnitude of what I undertook ; but, being
within reach of the British Museum, I began to work, and con·
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tinued till I had collected materials for a complete history of the
various forms which unbelief in Christianity and Natural
Theology had assumed. I intended so putting them together that
I might have a comprehensive view of the whole, and see at a
glance what was their real value. The publication of the
'Essays and Reviews,' and the controversies which followed them
gave a new and absorbing interest to my studies. I had already
seen that such a book must come soon. It was the expression
of the phase through which theology was then passing. It only
startled those who did not know the signs of the times. The
book itself and the answers to it all deepened my conviction
that the whole science of theology needed to be reviewed, and,
in many cases, new ground to be occupied. I intended to treat
of Pantheism, Atheism, Deism-French, English, and German ;
the antagonism of Christianity with Heathenism in the times
of Porphyry and Celsus, French Socialism, German Rationalism
in all its forms; and, finally, of the present state of theology
and the prospects of the Church of the Future. In the spring
of 1863, I showed the plan to a friend, who said it would take
me twenty more years to complete such a work. He advised
me to finish one pa.rt first, and then go on to the rest. I have
followed his advice, and the volume which is now published is
the result. If this Essay has any success, it will be followed
next by an Essay on Deism--a subject on which we have no
work in English, such as it deserves.
The question of Pantheism and its relation to the received
doctrines of Christianity was first raised in my mind by a passage in Dr. Caird's sermons. This pasl!age I have quoted at
page 212. The preacher showed the difFerence between the
Divine mechanism and the human. Man constitutes a machine
and leaves it to God's laws, but God can only leave a machine
to His own laws ; in other words, He cannot leave it. There is
no second God to take care of it. 'Not from a single atom of
matter can He who made it for a moment withdraw his superin&endence and support. Each successive moment all over the
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world the act of creation must be repeated.' This idea, as I have
elsewhere shown, i.$ purely Cartesian. Leibnitz set his face
against it as the very essence of the errors of Spinoza. But,
here I found it in the sermons of a popular preacher, whose
orthodoxy as a minister of the Calvinistic Church of Scotland
had never been questioned. I was anxious to know what was
Spinoza's doctrine, and wherein he really differed from such
theologians as Dr. Caird. I read first the article on Spinoza
in Bayle's Dictionary. It gave me no satisfaction, for I had a
strong suspicion that Bayle was trying to refute what he did
not understand. I then read the account of Spinoza in Mr.
Lewes's History or Philosophy; but here, too, from the writer's
want of sympathy with such thinkers as Spinoza, he seemed
unable to grasp the real significance of Spinoza's theology. I
went through other Histories of Philosophy in search of
Spinoza's doctrines. At last I read Spinoza himself, and found
what I had often found before that every second-band account
of any author is to be received with suspicion. From Spinoza
I proceeded to Malebranche, and here I perceived how easily
Spinoza's doctrines might be held along with ' the faith of the
Catholic Church.' Malebranche, like his master, Des Cartes,
claimed to be a disciple of S. Augustine and S. Anselm. The
exercise of reason in theology had the same results with the
priest of the Oratory as with the Jew or Amsterdam. After
reading Malebranche, I met the works of Theodore Parker,
which, with all their errors, must do good to every earnest man
who reads them. Here the Cartesian idea of the Divine
Immanency was applied with a boldneas which was startling and
astonishing: yet, with such a power of eloquence and such an
exercise of manly reason as to carry the conviction that there
must be some truth in it somehow or somewhere. I had heard
that the German Tranaeendentalists were all Pantheists. H
wu neceeaary to the completion of my enquiry to study them.
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This, in itself, was no ordinary undertaking. I was warned of
. the danger of the study. I was told that the power of the
Transcendentalists was so seductive, that over the study of them
might be written what Dante inscribed over the gate of Hell,' No one who enters here 1till ever return.' It is true that
no one who enters here will take the same view of Christianity
which he had before. He will believe it more, or less. It is
the furnace of mind where men's thoughts are tried. It is good
for a man to go there, but be must go in earnest. There is
wisdom there for the wise, but only confusion for him who' reads
to scorn.'
After studying the German philosophies, it was evident that the
whole fie~d of theological thinking had to be gone over. I began
with the theology of the Hindus. On Hinduism I was
necessarily limited to translations and second-hand accounts. I
followed Creuzer with such assistance as I conld get from
English writers. I do not suppose that Creuzer has any foundation for some of his conjectures. Even the divisions which I
have adopted are adopted only for the sake of convenience. The
great point at which I aimed was to set forth the underlying
Monotheism, and this I think is evident, whatever may be our
mistakes concerning Hinduism. On this subject the tracts of
Romahun Roy were of great service. He has shown that the
foundation of the Indian religion, like that of all other religions
is a belief in one Supreme God. Mr. Maurice, in the preface to
his Boyle Lectures, partly objects to Romahun Roy's conclusion
because of the character of the Monotheism at which ho arrives.
'It was,' says Mr. Maurice, ' a Monotheism , which made it impossible to distinguish the object worship~ from the mind of
the worshipper, and, therefore, which implicitly contained, and
out of which was inevitably developed the later Polytheism.'
But the character of Monotheism, of all Monotheism, is just what
we have to determine. The same objection might have been
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made to S. Paul when he argued against the Polytheism of the
Greeks appealing to their Monotheism, which was not only implied, but plainly expressed. We might suppose an objector
saying to S. Paul, 'You appeal to the Monotheism of Aratus,
quote the whole passage, the Deity of Aratus was that Zeus
who is all things.' The theology of the Hindus was essentially that of the Greeks. They both had difFerent stages and
various forms corresponding to the difFerent character of the people
and their progress in refinement and civilization.
On Budhiam, the authorities are more uncertain than on
Brahmanism. The evidence is great, and yet surely it is
incredible, that the Budhists are Atheists. A religion without
a Deity to be worshipped must be impossible. In the
present state of our knowledge of Budhism I think it reasonable
that it should be interpreted by Brahmanism, in which it had
its origin. What are the real doctrines of the Budhists is one
of the most pressing questions thai have to be answered concerning the theologies of the Eastern world.
It was not till I had nearly finished this Eseay, that I discovered how the subject was connected with Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophy, Professor Mansel's celebrated Bampton
Lectures, and the controversies to which they gave rise. After
what I had written on this subject was printed, I had doubts if
I had really understood the question when I agreed with Mr.
Calderwood in opposition to the interpretation of Mr. Mansel.
If, in what Sir William Hamilton says of creation, he is .simply
showing the impotence of thought, then he must mean that
reason baa no right to be heard in theology, that we have no
right to exercise our faculties as to the mode of creation ; it is
really inconceivable by us. And this accords with the general
principles of his system. Mr. Mansel, in a note appended to
the second of his Bampton Lectures, seems to admit that Sir
William Hamilton, in his doctrine of creation and causation, has
spoken inconsistently with his own philosophy, and, as it appears
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to me, virtually to allow that there was a real ground for Mr.
Calderwood's criticism.
I could have wished that I had been able to enter more at
length into the theologies of the Fathers and the Schoolmen. I
was not aware that the former at all approached my subject till
I had read Dorner on the Person of Oh.rist, and it was then too
late to go into the reading necessary for so extensive an inquiry •
I satisfied myself with what I had time to read of Origen and
Synesius, S. Augustine and S. Athanasius, taking Dorner's
authority for the theology of the others. As to the Schoolmen,
the chapter on them in this volume was merely an outline
written years ago which I intended to fill up when I had an
opportunity, but that opportunity has not come. . What, however, is here written is sufficient for my argument. Those who
dispute the interpretation of the Schoolruen which I have given,
must dispute not with me but with Dean Milman and Bishop
Hampden.
A work of this kind ought to have been written by one who
had a good knowledge of Plato, with the Greek and Alexandrian
philosophies as his capital to begin with. Instead of this I have
been writing backwards, and not till 1 had made considerable
progress did I know that Plato had anything to do with the
subject. When I discovered this I was perplexed with the extent and indefiniteness of Plato's writings, and the conflicting
views of his interpreters. I found it necessary to fall back
on an authority. Such an authority I found in the Editor* of
Archer Butler's Lectures on Philosophy, whose clear and definite
notes pn the Greek philosophies are of greatly more value than
the diffuse and rather wordy lectures to which they are appended.
Certain views may be disputed whether or not they are Plato's,
but this does not afFect my argument. It is enough for me that
they have been ascribed to Plato.
The plan of this Essay the reader can see for himself. It is
simply an enquiry. It is written to answer the question which
is the heading of the last chapter. In going over 90 vast a
• William Hepworth Thomp~<~n, RegilD ProCC81101' of Greek in Ule UniYet'·
aity of Cambridge, now Master of Trinity.
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field it is possible that I may have misunderstood some of the
authors and some of the systems. I have tried iii every case to
put the best, that is, the most orthodox construction upon them.
I have tried to put myself in the position of each writer, to give
his viewj as I apprehended he would give them himself, to
say what I have supposed he meant when he is obscure
or seems to contradict himself. It is much to be regretted that I have not been able to give the references for the
verifying of the quotations. This was entirely impossible, as
only a very small number of the books which were read or
consulted ever belonged to me. The majority of them were
read in the British Museum, where the extracts were generally
made. I shall be g;ad if no serious mistakes are found in the
translations from foreign languages, which were often made in
haste. Sometimes the original was copied out so hurriedly that
it was read afterwards with difficulty. I believe, that I am rarely
wrong in the sense, however free the translations may be found.
I am well aware of the danger to which every man exposes
himself when he writes and enquires freely on any great subject
of theology. There is still intolerance in science, but that is
nothing to the intolerance that proverbially clings to theology.
Many will be ofFended that I have given a fair hearing to
theologians and philosophers who have long by universal consent
been placed without the pale of the Church. Some will be
dissatisfied with the conclusions to which I have come. I
have been gnided by no motive but a desire to make a full and
free examination; to receive what seemed to be true, or as containing truth, and to regret what seemed false. I have made
it altogether a question of reason. A believer in the impotence
of thought has no business anywhere but in the infallible church.
There let him rest. We have another vocation. We acknowledge no blind submission to authority. To the earnest man there
is no reward but the truth itself. The external reward in
theology is not to the truth seeker or the truth finder, hut to
those who tread its beaten track, and who pledge themselves even
to the phraseology of a party. Truly does Richard Baxter de·
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scribe the condition or the earnest inquirer in theo~ogy, where he

says :-" And when I have found the truth, I have found but an
exposed naked orphan that hath cost me much to take in and
clothe and keep ; which, though of noble birth-yea, a Divine
ofFspring, and amiable in mine eyes, and worthy, I confess, of
better entertainment, yet from men that know not its descent,
hath dralfD. upon me their envy and furious opposition, and so
the increase of knowledge hath been the increase of sorrow. My
heart, indeed, is ravished with the beauty of naked truth, and I
am ready to cry out, ' I have found it ! ' but when I have found
it, I know not what to do with it. If I confine it to my own
breast, and keep it secret to myself, it is as a consuming fire
shut up in my heart and bones. I am as the lepers without
Samaria, or as those that were forbidden to tell any man of the
works of Christ. I am weary of forbearing; I cannot stay. If
I reveal it to the world, I can expect but an unwelcome entertainment and an ungrateful return, for they have taken up their
standing in religious knowledge already, as if they were at
Hercules' pillars, and had no further to go nor any more to
learn. The most precious truth not apprehended doth seem to
be error and fantastic novelty. Every one that readeth what I
write will not be at the pains of those tedious studies to find out
the truth, as I have been, but think it should meet their eyes at
the very reading, so that if I did see more than others, to reveal
it to the lazy prejudiced world, would but make my friends turn
enemies, or look upon me with a strange and jealous eye."
Yet I know that there are thousands of earnest men in the
Church of England at the present hour who know the necessities
of the age, and the need for deep and searching enquiry into all
great subjects, men who know that if Christianity is to be
allowed to make its own way in the world, it must not be afraid
of the light, it must use no cowardly devices, it must be set
forth as what it is and what it professes to be, and not converted
into something which it is not and which it does not profess
to be. I have written in the interests of truth, and with a
sincere intention, and I am not afraid to submit what I have
written to the judgment of wise men.
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BlU.lDlANISK AND 8UDIDSK.

word Pantheism
have no accurate definition.
OF Thethe moat
opposite beliefs are sometimes called by this
we

name ; and systems which, in the judgment of some, are
notoriously Pantheistic are defended by others as compatible
with the received doctrines of Christianity. The popular
definition does not go beyond the etymology of the word, •
God is All, or the All is God. But this defines nothing until
we know either whll.t God is, or what the AU is. If tlie universe is material, taking matter in its ordinary sense, then
aooord!ng to this definition God is matter, or, what is the
aame ~' there is no God. If, on the other hand, the universe is sptritual, then God is a spirit and matter is only an
illusion-there is no material universe-what we call matter is
only an appearan~the image or shadow of the Infinite Being.
Hence two classes of Pantheists wholly distinct from each
other, the material and the spiritual: the one is without a
real God, the other is without a real world. To call the first
by any name whieh at all implies that they are Theists is a
contradiction in terms. The second is the class which are
chiefly intended when we speak of Pantheists. Since we
neither know what is matter nor what is spirit, it being
impossible to demonstrate the existence of the one apart from
the other, the indefinite meaning of Pantheism necessarily
remains. Between these two kinds of Pantheism, that
which denies a real God and that which denies a real universe,
are a multitude of intermediary views approaching more or
leu to either of these. It is conceivable that mind may be
eternally associated with matter, and thus the relation between
God and the universe may correspond to that of the human
soul with the hnman body. It is again conceivable that
• Div All,

e.~

God.
B
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matter may be the mere external manifestation of mind, having
reality only from it& connection with mind, or there may be
an essence of which mind and matter are both but manifestations. In this essence they may find their reality, and this
reality or essence may be that AU which is identical with
God. It is evident the question of Pantheism cannot
be disctl88ed tall we have examined the beliefs that have
been called Pantheistic.
1. BRAHHANIBH.-Nearly all writers on Pantheism trace
its origin to India. The· Abbe Maret reaches the climax of
his argument against the French Socialists in declaring that
their doctrines come from India-" the mother of superstitions." Pkrre Leroo:e admit& the fact of his agreement on
many subjects with the Indian sages, and answers with att
air of triumph that " all religions, and all philosophies have
their root in India, and that had Pantheism not been found
in India that would have been a strong ar~ent against its
truth, for then humanity would have erred m its be~innin~. ' 7
In India the creed of modern intellect is combined With
the worship of an infinity of gods. This· is the problem of
Brahmanism ; this is the Juzzle on every Hindu temple.
When this problem is solv for Brahmamsm there will be
light shed on a similar problem that presents itself in nearly
all religions. M. Leroo:e again trnly says : " the religion of
India does not concern India alone : it concerns humanity."
Though beginning with Brahmanism we do not thereby
intend any inference to be drawn of its prior antiquity to
some other ancient religions. We tak~ it simply as the best
representative of the great Aryan famiir-the branch which
has grown to the moat gigantic proportions, and that one in
the light of which the others may be understood. •
We cannot reach the beginnmgs of humanity. The first
races probably had no literature and no religious books ; we
must therefore begin with the oldest religious books in our
posseBBion, which are those of the Hindus. In saying this
we do not raise any question of the relative antiqmty of the
• It ia found ouly in India ; yet recent diacoveriee IIJOOIIl to show that
India ia not ita birth place. There are tribes in India-acattered remnants
of conquered races, dwelling on mountains and in bolder lands-who have
no priests, and give no reverence to Brahmans. Theee are the Khonda, th&
Koles, and the Soura.ha, auvJ)()IIed to be the aborigines of Hindoetan. They
differ lfl'C'ltlY from the Hinifus in their character and mode of life aa well aa
in thetr religion. Their principal deities are Bura Pt~tnu, afld
Pe111111.
The first ia their chief god. and the eecond a malignant female deity-Uie
author and promoter of ill the evil in the world.

To.ri
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HINDU LITERATURE.

Vedas and the Bible. Some of tho Brahmanical books were
written many centuries before tho Christian era, and others
perhaps as many centuries after it. And though we speak
of them as one set of books, we do not forget that they are
many; and though we come to them in search of only one
elass of doctrines, which indeed are the most prominent and
the most characteristic of their general spirit, we do not
forget that other doctrines will also be found in them. The
Vedas contain traces of many phases of religion and germs
of many different philosophies. •
To find a complete harmony of sentiments in a mass of
literature so varied as tho Indian is more than we have an)'
ri~ht to expect, yet there is a predominant characteristic
nngning generally through it all. In it is reflected the mind
• The Vedaa aa they now stand are four in number: the Rig-Veda. the
8ama, the Y agur, and the Atbalva Veda. Originally th61'6 w- only thnle ;
the last being of a much more recent date than the others. In tho estimation
of modem Hindus they are all eternal. The boob themaelvea claim this duration of existence 1111 oontaining the very words which were spoken by Him who
ia ~ They are distnouted among the four claaeee into which Hindu
IIOCiety ia divided : the fint to the Brahmans, the sooond to the Warrior caste,
the third to the Merchant CMte, aatl the fourth to the Soudraa. ~ agree.,

too, with the Olltimation in which they are held.; for, though all iuapired, the
first takea the higheat place. The Rig-Veda ill indeed the most important of
the Hindu boob. It ill a collection oi'hymns and prayers in verse and \>roae.
It ia the nucleus around which all the othel'8 have gathered-the authonty to
which all subeequent teachers appeal. That it ill the oldest is not disputedita age being generally fixed at about 3,000 ye&1'8.-The Yagur Veda, also
oonsisting ofhymns and prayera, ill divided into two parts : the WhiteYagur
and the Black Yagur. It ia more modem than the Rig-Veda, but formed in
imitation of it. The Sama Veda consists for the most part of extracts from
the other two. In early timea when the Vedas were only three in number,
the ~nd and third were oouaidored aa simply the attendants of the first.
The bowlMge of the V edaa waa called the threefold knowledge, or literally
the threefold Veda, " which," says Max Miiller, " again preaupposea one
Veda, and that the Rig-Veda." The Atharva ill the most modem of these
four boob. Ita use indeed ill wholly different, for while the prieate performed
their regular I&OrifiCOII with the other thr'oo Vedas, the fourth contained only
the formnlaa of ooJIIOCr&tion-how to appeaae our enemies and how to curse
them. The four Vedas were reduced to their preeent form by the aage Vyaa
-the Indian Ezra, who lived about 400 years before the Christian era. He
added expoeitioua of the text which form what ia called. the Vedanta. These
are known aa Brahm.an.aa and U nAniah...U, which profeas to explain the origia
of the ritaala, and to .at forth
religio11.1 philosophy of the V edaa. There
ia al8o a volnmiDou work called Puranaa, which haa been aacribed to Vyaaa,
but haa probably had many authol'8. The Puranaa are translated into the
YQ]gar 18nguagea of India, and may be read by women and Soudraa. Concerning the age of these different books there ia great uncertainty, and no
agreement either among Brahmans or Europeans. The laws of Menu were
written, probably, about 600 ye&l'8 before Christ. They present a picture of
the Social life of the Indians at a time when they laa4 reached a high degree
of civiliation.

tha
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JII.NDUB, POLYTHBISTB OR KONOTHBIS'l'S?

of the people in different states of civilization and different
eras of development. In the earl)' books there is manifested
a strong love of nature, and a htgh appreciation of the life
that now is ; and this spirit appears at mtervals, not only in
little episodes of family life, but sometimes in the very acts
and prescriptions of religious worship. But it is not the
spirit that prevails-it is not the character of the old Hindu
people. Ther were not satisfied with this transitory existence:
their thou~ts were on things unseen ; they were seeking
a world Without change. The character which the Greek
historian • gives them is fully confirmed ; "they considered this
lifo as the life of an embryo in the womb, but death aa the
bit'th to a real and happy life for those who had ~ht, and
had prepared themselves to die." Weary of the life of nature,
hecau&e of its brevity and its uncertainty, the Indian disregarded it and strove after indifference, both as to its
pleasures and its sorrows. It waa not his rest. He felt
within him a spirit greater than the transient and the finite ;
he sought the Eternal and the Infinite.
We have already raised a question which must be oonsidered at the threshold of Brahmanism, that is, the co-existence of a species of Theism with Polytheism. Are the
Hindus, Polytheists or Monotheists? Ask a Brahman of the
present day " How many gods he worships? " and he will
answer ·'Millions ; " by which he means that their number is
not to be numbered ; for all the vast a.oownulatione of deities.
in the mythology, and of idols in the Hindu temples, are but
efforts to express the Infinite One.
Every Brahman may not be able to give the reason for
the multitude of objects he worships, but from our point
of view this is the ratUmak of his worship. When we turn
to the old Hindu books the same ~rinciple serves to guide us
throu~h the labyrinth.
In the Rtg-Vcda we have a simple
worship of nature : the elements and powers of nature personified are the first gods of the A'Yan ra<'.e. t But of th68e,
chiefly the heavens, hence the worship of fire, of the sun, tl1e
moon, and the stars; and yet it is not these objects themselv~
that are worshipped, hut the power which is in them-thd '
manifestations, so to speak, of a mind in them which is sometimes identified with them. We have instances of tJiis in the
• Megaathenes.
t PlRto thinks that the ll1lJl, moon, and lltlln were the only objects of
worship in Greece in the enrly ages. C~e~~~~r 81\ya that the ~nnans wonhipped
thl' sun, moon, and fire.
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WORSHIP OF NATURE.

names of deities passing to the object&. Thus ~mu the old
deity of the Rig-Veda came to mean the sky, m the same
way as the name of Jupiter among the Romans. Fire was
called Agni, and the elements lndra, from their being originally the names respectively of the god of fire and the god
of the element&. But though tJte deities in the Hindu Pantheon are numerous, and though many of them may be
explained as mere personifications of the mighty powers in
natore, there is yet ever in the Hindu mind a passing beyond
the external, and a reaching out after something which is not
finite. Their Polytheism is but a phase of their religion, and
one more apparent than real. The spiritual effort of the
Hindu is not limited to the worship of the powers of nature
but strives to embrace nature infinite, and there to adore the
One who is present in all nature, and who nourishes nature
in Himsel£
Creuzer divides Hinduism into three eras, which have
three different phases corresponding to them. The first is
that of simple nature worship, where no distinction is made
between the Creator and creation. The second he calls that
of reflection and devotion when this distinction is made, but
only in a confused way. The third is that of philosophy,
when reason seeks to explain how God and nature are one.
Creuzer here applies to Hinduism the general law of the
re~oua sentiment. In youth, whether that of a nation or
an mdividual, religion is a feeling full of poetry. To this succeeds an age of enquiry when reason begins to be exercised ;
hence 81'ites, as the result, a religious philosophy. By
examining in suecession these three phases we shall best be
able to jud~ of the general character of the Hindu religion,
considered as a consistent whole. The first era is represented
by the Vedas, the second by the Vedic Commentaries, and the
third by the schools of philosophy. That Hinduism was at'._
first a simple worship of nature is evident from almost every
page of the Vedas. Two hymns that have been translated .
mto most European languages will be sufficient for our present
oi;ect. The first is " The Gaytri, or holiest verse of the
Vedas." It begins, " Let us adore the suf.remacy of that
divine Sun: the God-Qead who i1luminates al, who re-creat()S
all, from whom all proceed, to whom all mu!!t retunt, whom
we invoke to direct our mtderstandings aright in our progress
towards His holy seat. • • . • What the sun and light are
to this visible world, that are the 8Uprt'I'M
and truth to
the intellectual and invisible universe; an , a.CJ the corporeal

/.ood
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eyes have a distinct perception of objects enlightened by the
sun, thus our souls acquire certain knowledge by meditating
on the light of truth which emanates from the Being of
beings-that is the light by which alone our minds can be
directed in the path to blessedness." The other hymn is from
the Yagur Veda. The Dei!J is called by the name Tlwi, 88
we find frequently in this Veda. He is simply Essence, or
Being.
" Fire ill Tlaat, the sun ill T/aat;
The air, the moon-eo also that puro Brahm.
W atcrs, and the lord of croo.iure».

•

•

•

•

" He, prior to whom nothing wu born,
And who became all beinga,
Produced the IIUJl, moon, and fire.
To what God should we offer oblations,
But to Him who made the fluid sky and the eolid earthWho fixed the eolar orb, and formed the drops of rain.
To what God should we offer aacriftce,
But to Him whom heaven and earth contemplate mentally.
" The wise man views that mysterious Being
In whom tho universe perpetually exiBta,
Resting upon that eole auppo~
In Him ill the world abeorbed,
From Him it iseuee.
In creatures ill He twined, and wove in various forma.
Lot the wile man, versed in Holy Writ,
Promlltly celebrato that immortal Being,
Who 18 the mysteriously existing various abode."

We have chosen these two hymns, not simply because
they set forth the Hindu worship of nature, but, also, at the
same time, the peculiar characteristics of that worship. It is
not the sun itself that is worshipped, but the sun 88 the
emblem, yea, the abode of that Being towards whom the
hearts of the worshippers are filled with reverence. And tlte
same of the moon, the fire, the waters. They are that Being
because that Being is in all, and is the being of all. We have
here an intimation of the Pantheism, the Polytheism, and
tho Monotheism of Hinduism ; how they are related to each
other, and l10w the one is to be interpreted by the other.
Bralnn, the supreme, is impersonal. His name is mystery,
m· He Tlwt Is. Placed at the summit of all thought, and
beyond all thought, He is called by tqe name of all the gods
and of all things, that He may be excluded from none. Again
He is the One mysterious and nameless, that He may be
distinguished from all things. He is pre-eminently One, everlasting, without bodf, parts, or passions. His power, wisdom,
and goodness, are mfinite. He is the Maker and Preserver
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BEING AND NON•BBING.

of all things, both visible and invisible. " May that soul of
mine," says a prayer in the Ri~-Veda, " which mounts aloft
in my waking hours as an ethenal spark, and which, even in
my slumber has a like ascent, soaring to a great distance, as
an emanation from the Light of lights, be united by devout
meditation with the Spirit supremely blest and supremely
intelligent." And the hymn on creation, from the same Veda,
thns speaks of that Infulite Spirit :
"Then there waa no entity, nor non-entity,
Nor world, nor sky, nor ought above itNothing anywhere.
Nor water, deep and dangeroU&Death waa not.
Nor then waa immortality,
Nor dietinction of the day or night.
But TlaGt breathed without afllationDarkneea then waa."
"This univerae waa enveloved in darkn-,
And waa undi.&tinguiahabfe water.
Who knowa, and 8hall declare when and why
This creation (ever) took place.
The gods are subeequent to the production of the worldWho then can know from whence
This varied world comes P
He, who in highest heaven ill Ruler, does know;
But not another can poe~~ees that knowledge."

The Y~ur Veda speaks of the primordial soul as ineffable.
" He is nexther great nor small, large nor long. He is without color, shadow, smell, or taste; without youth or age,
beginning or end, limits or bounds. Before Him there was
no one ; after Him comes no one. He is unspeakably ?,ure,
living in eternal repose, and in eternal joy, stable amxd all
change-in His grandeur free. He sees without eyes, and
hears without ears. He sees all, hears all, understands all;
hut is seen by no one, is comprehended by no one." Brahm is
pre-eminently Being_ ; hut lest that term should seem to
exhaust His infinitude, He is also said to be Non-Being-not,
however, in the sense that material fonns are non-being, not
becanse He is less than being, but greater than all ooing.
Oor thoughts of existence are too mean to be applied to Him.
We must declare their insufficiency so as it may be understood that when we, the finite, affirm anything of God, it is
but our finite effort to express Him, and therefore imperfect,
for no number of finites can make up the Infinite ; no accumulations of being can express Him who is the source of all
being, therefore it is said that Brahm is both Being and NonBeing. This vel'hal contradiction pervades the whole of
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Hindu Theology. "The Polytheism of the Vedas," says
Creuur, " is dissolved into Monotheism,• and all the names
of the szods may be reduced to three. These are chiefly
physical' powers : fire, sun, and air ; and these again go into
the great soul. This great soul is sometimes called the sun,
I because it animates all which moves and is. It is the physical
· unity in all. There are many names sometimes for the
: same god, and of some gods nothing is affirmed, their name
. and nature is mystery. Such is the terrible Deva and the
mysterious Om, which name belongs to all the gods, and is
yet so sacred that no Hindu,ronounces it. There are besides
deities, which are portions o other deities, and sometimes the
same god becomes many by the multitude of his incarnations
or manifestations." The very vastneBB of the Hindu Mythology obliges it to be inconsistent. It is an effort to represent
a Being who can only be grasped by an infinite thought.
Were it consistent its failure would be still more signr:tfi~e
many being but fractions of the One, and this One an
·te
Spir1t. It therefore takes refuge in poetry, and struggles to
utter by luxuriant similitudes, what language cannot with
accuracy expreBB. t The great soul animates and pervades all
thiugs. He speaks in the thunder, flashes in the lightning,
roars in the cataract, glances in the sun, smiles in the moon,
glitters in the stars, rolls in the ocean, sparkles in the fountain,
reposes on the sleeping lake. He is imaged in the mountain.
He whispers in the zephyrs, and murmurs among the leaves
of the forest trees. He is one, and ;ret He is manifold. AJJ
the One no tongue can truly name Him-no thought worthily
conceive Him. AB the many He peoples the heavens, the
earth, the air, and the waters, so that every region is full of
gods, and everything that lives, and moves, and is, becomes
• Pro'-or Wilaon comee to the a.me conelwJion reepeeting the theology
of the Puranaa. In the Introduction to hill tranalation of the Vllhnu
Parana he eaye : " The Po.ntheiem of the Puranaa ie one of their invariable
chiU'IICterietica, although the particular divinity, who ie all things, from whom
all things proceed, and to whom all things return, be divenifteCl according to
their inili.vidual eeetarial bias. Ther 11ee111 to have derived the notion from
the Vedas ; but in them the one 11111vel'llal Being ie of a higher cmler than a
personification of attributee or element&, and however imperfectly conceived
or unworthily deacribed, ia God. In the Puranaa the one only Supreme
Being ie euppoeed to be manifeet in the penon of Siva or Viabnn, either in
the wa.y of illusion or of spirit, and one or other of theBe divinitiee ia therefore, aleo, the caUBe of all that ie, and ie Himeelf all that exieta."
t " That Divine Self ie not to be IP'UJ)ed by tradition, nor by understanding, nor by all revelation ; by him w"hom He, HiDIIMllf, cmoc-, b}' him alone
ie H e to be grasped-that Self ehooee. hill body as Hie own."-UPANISHAD,
Quon:o BT MAx MiiLLBB.
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a god. The fields are sacred, for Brahm is there ; the rivers
are wonhipped, for Brahm lives in them. Brahma-putra, as
its name implies, is the river of Father Brahm. The Ganges
flowing down from the divine mountains, laden with the
richest blessings of the great God of nature, is wonhipped
as itaelf divine. The beasts become sacred ; and the images
of the elephant, the ox, the goat, the hawk, the eagle, and
the raven are found side by side with the idol gods of the
Pantheon. Brahm is all things, and without Him things in
themselves are but illusions : matter has no real existencematerial forms are the forms of Brahm.
The Vedanta, or Vedic Commentaries mark the second era
of Hinduism, when the spirit of reflection begins ro distinguish between God and nature. They give prominence
ro the Monotheism of the Vedas, and at times protest agaittst
Polytheism and the worship of the natural elements. " The
vulgar," says the Vedanta, " look for their ~ in the water;
men of more extended knowledge, in the celestial bodies; the
ignorant, in wood, bricks, and srones ; but learned men, in the
tm.iversal soul." The soul of the tm.iverse now becomes the
single object of worship. The Vedas had declared God " incomprehensible ro reason, and inconceivable ro imagination,
compassed by no description, beyond the limits of the explication of the Vedas ; " and again they had said " all that exists
is indeed God." On these and similar passages the author
of the Vedanta establishes his theology, commenting on the
texts, explaining what seemed inconsistent with his interpretation, and reducing the whole, so ro speak, ro an analogy of
faith. " God, he says, " is called
all names ro denote the
diffusive spirit of the Supreme Bemg equallr over all creatures by means of extension, for in this way His omnipresence
is established ; " but yet " God is a Being more extensive
than all the extension of space. He sees everything, though
never seen ; hears eve~g, though never directly heard.
All material extension 1s clothed with His existence ; for He
is not only the efficient, but the material cause of the universe. He proceeds more swiftly than thought. He seems ro
advance, leaving behind human intellect, which strives ro
attain a knowledge of Him. He seems ro move everywhere,
though in reality He has no motion. He is distant from
those who do not wish ro know Him ; but He is near those
who earnestly seek Him. To know God is ro feel that we
do not know Him, and ro suppose that we understand Him
ia ro show our ignorance of Him. We see His works, and

br
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IIATTU 18 IGNORANOB AND ILLUSION.

therefore infer His existence ; but who can tell lWUJ or what
He is ? He is something distinct from the universe, yet in
some way the being of the universe is involved in His being.
It is He that is the Eternal, the unchangeable, the ever-present.
He applies vision and hearing to their respective objects. He
is the splendor of splendors ; the sun shines not with respect
to Him, nor the moon, nor fire. As the illusive ap~ce
of water, produced by the reflection of rays in the Jllll'age, so
the universe shines in Him-the real and intelligent spirit.
The universe had its birth in Him ; and as bubbles blll'8t in
the water, so shall it find its destruction in Him." • "As from
a blazing fire," says the Atharva Veda, "proceed thousands
of sparkS of the same nature, so from the eternal Supreme
Being various souls come forth, and again return to Him.
He is immortal without form and figure, omnipresent and
all pervadin~, unborn, without breath, or individual mind."
Matrer 1s called ignorance, because we know nothing
about it ; and illusion, because it professes to be something,
while it is nothing. Creation is not, when considered as a
thing. It i8 only when regarded as a manifestation of Brahm,
1 its existence is due to emanation ; it is the Eternal Being
· coming out of Himsel£ When He thinks, He becomes an
( object as well aa a subject-that which is tho~ht of, as
well as that which thinks--as a man beholding himself in a
mirror becomes the subject seeing, and the object seen, so is
Brahm and creation : He projects His thought, and in it
sees Himself as in a glass. That reflection of His being_is
one to Him; but to human beings the embodiment of His
thought presents itself under a thousand modifications : hence
we call the universe what it really is, an appearance ; and
this appearance is the out-shado~ of the Eternal Brahm.
creation is not so much illusive lD itself, as it is illusive to
us. It has a real side which is divine: it is the thought of
the Eternal Spirit-it.is His speech-His t.DO'I'd going forth.
The Rig-Vec:Li calls this Vach, or speech, the daughter of
the primeval spirit-eternal, and yet transitory. "I uphold,"
she says, "both the sun and the ocean, the firmament and the
fire, both day and night. Me the ~ render universally
present everywhere : pervader of all beings; even I declare
this myself, who am worship~ by gods and men. I make
strong whom I choose-origmating all beings-! pass like
the breeze, I am above the heavens, beyond the earth, and

I

• Quoted by Romahun Roy.
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THE WOBD OF BBAHJI.

what is the ~t One that am I ? " • She lives eternally in
Brahm, she IS the instrument of creation, she presents herself
throughout the universe as illusion ; so that whatever we see
is the voice of the creating God, and this voice is the thou~ht
of the eternal Spirit. The appearance of creation is the voice
of the Creator, and that agam is the volition of the Eternal.
Around this doctrine of creation are clustered, not only the
most abstruse of Hindu philosophies, hut innumerable legends.
There is not, however, on this subject, any more than on some
others, a perfect agreement. Sometimes creation is the act
of Brahm ; at other times of the gods. Sometimes Brahm is
represented as willing the creation ; at other times it Bows
unconsciously from Him. In setting forth one view as the
most prominent, we do not forget that others are also to he
found. In the Vedanta we read that a point was reached
in endless duration, when creation emanated from Brahm;
in other places we road that Brahm reaolved to create :
probably the difFerence is only apparent. We do not expect
the most exact language in hylDDs and le~ends ; yet they all
agree generally in this : that the things which Brahm created,
He formed out of His own substance ; and the reason given
is, because there was no other substance from which He could
form them. As the spider weaves its web from its own
bowels, or as the tortoise protrudes its legs from the shell ; so
did Brahm weave or protrude creation. As milk curdles, as
water freezes, as vapour condenses ; so was the universe
formed from the coagulation of the divine substance. These
comparisons being derived from objects of sense have an air
of materialism, which is not intended by the Brahmans who
use them. They express nothing concernin~ the nature of
substance, and must not he taken as exhaustive of the idea
of creation. We have alr~y seen that, though Brahm and
creation are thus identified, the nature of Brahm is absolutely
spiritual. In the hJlDD quoted abo~ from the Rig-Veda the
gods are said to he created after the world. This we may
regard as the orthodox view; hut, as the gods are the powers
of Brahm manifested in nature, we can understand how the
Brahmans often apparently reverse the order, and make the
gods Brahm's agents, creators, and world-makers. The gods
and the universe are thus one; and these again are Brahm
in His objective being. To this meaning we may reduce the
majority of the Brahmanical legends of creation. " In the
• Quottd hy Dr. Williauw-" Hindu.ilm and Chriatianity Compared."
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BRAIUIA.

beginning of all things the universe clothed with water rested
in the bosom of eternal Brahm. The world-creating power,
or person of the Godhead, swam over the waters upon
the leaf of a lotus, and saw with the eyes of his four heads
nothing but water and darkneBB. Hence his self contemplation, " Whence am I ? Who am I ? " He continued a hundred years of the gods in this self-contemplation without
profit, and without enlightening the darkness, which ~ve
him great uneasiness. Then a voice reached His ear," D1rect
thy prayer to Baghavat, the Eternal Being." Brahma (this
was the name of the person of the godhea(l), raised himself,
and placed himself on the lotus in a contemplative position,
and thought over the Eternal Being. Baghavat appears as a
man with a thousand heads ; Brahma prays : This pleases the
Eternal-He disperses the darkneBB, and opens Brahma's
understandin~.
But after the darkness had been dispersed
Brahma saw m the exhibition of the Eternal, all infinite forms
of the earthly world, as buried in a deep sleep. Thereupon
the Eternal commands him again, " Brahma return to contemplation, and since, through penitence and ab'IOlntion,
thou hast desired the knowledge of my omnipotence, then
will I give thee power to bring forth, and to develop the world,
out of the life concealed, in my bosom. In another place
Brahm is described as surrounding Himself with Maya
(illusion); that is, joyful self-forgetfulness. He clothes Himself with it-it becomes, as it were, His garment. In this
May-a, wherewith Brahm has encircled Himself, is desire-dt.nrt of creating; but in desire is love, and so far beauty.
:-In relation to itself the Maya has true being ; but, in relation
· · to the Being of beings to the self-existent, to Brahm, it is
· only appearance : deception-illusion. World making is the
sport of Brahm ; creation is the play of the godhead, while
God Himself is eternally at rest. The world, considered byitself, is a beautiful worftl, a choice form of art ; but, placed
over against the Eternal, it is nothing. We have here the
first being, who is above all, and before all ; and then we
have love, which again has its existence in the Maya. Hence
God is divided irito the loving and the loved. And this
separation is the original condition of all things. They are,
and they are not. They exist only in and through separation.
~ the standing ground above separation they are not. Love
18 the world mother; hut what she has brought forth is
form onl,r in appearance. Material things are but semblance
forms, WIZard gardens, which, with the wands of coujuratwn,
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Tm: TRIHURTI.

sink back into themselves. The One, that which is Beino (
remains. The productions of the Maya, which are only
appearance, change and vanit~h. So far as creation is Brahm, i ',.. •
it has true being; without Him it is illusion, and non-being.
In this relation of the Supreme God and the gods-of
Brahm, and the universe, we have the true explanation of the
Indian Trimurti, which plays so distinguished a part in the
later s~ of Hindu worship. The early gods of the elements disappear before Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva; which
at once represent Brahm, in His objectivity, as the creating,
preserviag, and destroying powers of nature. Brahm becomes
Bramha ; the universal soul becomes a person ; the pervading
spirit, a creator. This means that the universe emanates from
Brahm, and becomes the first of the gods; hence the man1
passages in the Vedic Commentaries, which identify the omverse with the body of Brahma, and the legend which refers
the origin of the castes to four emanations of Brahma : the
priests from his head, the warriors from his shoulders, the
·merchants from his belly, and the Soudras from his thighs.
From him was born the spirit, the understanding, and all
the senses ; from him was produced the heaven, the light,
the wind and water. His head is fire, his eyes the sun
and the moon ; the regions of heaven are his ears, his voice
is the open Vedas. Tlie world is his breath, at his feet is the
earth ; he is the internal spirit of all creatures. • Brahma is
the Macrocosm ; man is the Microcosm. The creating power
of God is sometimes set forth bv Brahma and Vishnu together.
Two powers are placed in Brahm ; the one centripetal, and
the other centrifn2a}. The first is Vishnu. Whilst the
head gives itself
the emanation seeks to return agam to
that from which it came. Its desires are towards the centre
of being. The other power is Brahma, which is the spring
of emanation. God by Brahma goes out of Himsel£ In
creation He places Himself outside pf God. There is a
tendency in Brahm to turn from Himself-to ste.P out of
Himself, to deprive Himself; and every such depnvation is
already a mintu of God. This idea which evidently belongs
to the Vishnu period, elevates Vishnu above .Brahma; as tlie
work of returning to God is higher than that of departing
from Him-the reabsorbing power is deemed nobler tlian the
act of creation. Here too, Brahma is a man, the prototype
of men ; but Vishnu is a God. In the older Vedic writings

F.-

rorth,

• Quoted by Creuzer.
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we only read of Brahma. Creuzer suppc>eeS that each person
of the Hindu Trinity marks an era in Hindu worship. The
first was that of pure Brahmanism, when men lived in holy
innocence, and worshipped none but the creating god. He
was an incarnate deity, the teacher of men, the first )awgiver,
author of the immortal Vedas. He was worshipped with
bloodless offerings-the fruits of the earth, and the milk of
cows. But this primitive worship was soon swept from the
earth ; no traces can now be found of the temples of Brahma.
To Brahmanism succeeded the worship of Siva. This was
the reign of terror, when the worshippers performed cruel
rites, and sought to appease the destroyer with blood. The
era of Vishnu was a reformation of the worship of Siva, which
was completed by Budhism.
Each person of this Trimurti appears as the Supreme
God, yet there are never wanting some traces of their relation
to the powers and elements of nature. Their symbols hinted
at this. To Brahma the earth was sacred, to Siva the fire,
and to Vishnu the water. Of the being and work of each of
these three gods, the Hindu writings are full. In the laws
of Menu, we read that the invisible God created the five
elements. First He created water, and gave it the JX?Wer of
moving. Through this power arose a golden egg which shone
like a thousand suns, and in this was born Brahma, the selfexistentr-the great father of all reasonable beings. At this
date we do not read of the Trinity, and Brahma is scarcely
distinr,tished from Brahm. In another part of the " Laws of
Menu ' it is Brahm Himself who creates and manifests
Himself in creatures. This universe was only darkness
incomprehensible, invisible, unknown, and as if plunged in
a profound sleep. Then the self-existent God impenetrable
yet penetrating all things, reuniting the vital elements,
suddenly dissipated the darkness. The spiritual, infinite,
incomprehensible, and eternal Being-mysterious principle of
all creation, revealed Himself in all His splendor.
It is in the Vedanta we must look to find the Trimurti,
and there we find innumerable legends of their birth, life, and
works. One gives them a mother named Blwgaood, who, expressing her joy at her own creation, dropped from her bosom
three eggs, from which the three deities were produced. •
Another legend says, "Brahm existed &om all eternity in a
• Vans Kenned~ says that Creuzcr took this from Madame Polier, and
that it ia not found m the Vedanta. He aleo dispute& the exiBtonN' of 110me
other legends cited by Crcuzer.
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BRAIIMA CREATES.

fonn of infinite dimensions. When it pleased Him to create
the world he said : ' Rise up 0 Brahma.' Immediately a spirit
of the color of flame issued forth, having four heads and four
hands. Brahma gazing round and seeing nothing but the
immense image out of which he had proceeded, travelled a
thousand years to understand its dimensions. But after all
his toil he found himself as much at a loss as before. Lost
in amazement Brahma gave over his journey, he fell !J~strate
and praised what he saw with his four mouths. The
ightv
then in a voice like ten thousand thunders, was pleased to say
' Thou hast done well, 0 Brahma, for thou canst not comprehend me. Go and create the world.' " The le~nd then
describes how Brahma seeing the idea of things floating before
his eyes, said," Let them be," and all that he saw became real
before him. Then Brahma was troubled lest creation should
be annihilated, and ad~ immortal Brahm, asked, "Who
shall preserve these things which I behold." Then from Brahm's
mouth issued a spirit of a blue color, and said aloud," I will."
This was Vishnu, the preserver. Brahma then commanded
him to go and make animals and vegetables. When this was
done, man was wanted to have dominion over the new made
creation. Vishnu made some men, but they were such idiots
that Brahma destroyed them. He then created four men from
his own breath, but they could do nothing except praise Brahm,
and therefore they likewise were destroyed. With this work
of destruction Siva appeared. Thus Brahma, Vishnu, and
Siva, together began to create, to preserve, and to destroy.
The following dialogue, also from the Vedanta, • gives
nearly the same account of creation, besides touching on some
other points of Hindu Divinity. The speakers are Brahma,
who is called the wisdom of God, and Narud his son. Narud
is reason, or the first of men, who according to one account of
creation were created by the Trimurti. "Narud: '0 Father,
thou first of God, thou art said to have created the world, and
thy son Narud astonished at what he beholds, is desirous to be
instructed how all these things were made.'-Brahma: 'Be
not deceived my son. Do not imagine that I was the creator
of this world, independent of the Divine Mover, who is the
great original Essence and Creator of all ~ Look therefore upon me only as the instrument of the <freat Will and a
part of His being, whom He called forth to execute His
eternal designs.'-Narud: 'What shall we think of God?'
• Quoted by Colonel Dow.
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VISHNU CB:&A.TBB, PIUI:BBBVES, AND DESTROYS.

Brahmo.: 'Being immaterial, He is above conception ; being
invisible, He can have no form : but, from what we behold in
His works, we may conclude that He is eternal, and omnipotent-knowing all things and present everywhere.'-Narud:
' How did God create the world P' - Brahmo. : ' Affection
dwelt with God from all eternity. It was of three kinds :
the creative, the pre&erving, and the destructive. The first
is represented by Brahma; the second, by Vishnu; and the
third, by Shiblah (Siva). You, 0 Narud, are taught to worship
all the three in various shapes and likenesses as the creator,
preserver and destroyer.' - Narud: ' What dost thou
mean, 0 Father, by intellect P'-Bral&mo.: 'It is a portion of
the great soul of ~e universe, breathed into all creatures to
animate them for a certain time.'-Narud: 'What becomes
of it after death.'-.Brahma : 'It animates other bodies, and
returns like a drop to that wtbounded ocean from which it
just arises.'-Narud : What is the nature of that absorbed
state, which the souls of good men enjoy after death P' Brahmo. : ' It is a ~:btion of the divine nature where
own and where consciousness is
all passions are utterly \l
absOrbed in bliss.'- Narud : 'What is time? '-Brahmo.:
'Time existed from all eternity with God.'-.Narud: 'How
long shall the world remain?' - Brai&Jna : ' Until the four
jugs shall have revolved. Then Rudra (Siva) shall roll a
comet under the moon, and shall involve all things in fire and
reduce the world to ashes. God shall then exist alone, for
matter will be totally annihilated.' "
In the Puranas, the doctrines of the Vedanta are repeated,
but in many different forms. The essential and characteristic
doctrines of the Vedas concerning the Divine Being reappear
in all prayers, hymns, and legends. The One Supreme is
everywhere acknowledged, but chiefly as manifested m one or
other of the three persons in the Trimurti. Brahma is all
things, comprehending in his own nature the spiritual and the
natural. Iri the Vishnu Purana, Vishnu is all things, all gods,
and all persons of the ~ead. He is Creator, Preserver,
and Destroyer. As lord of the elements, He creates,_J>reserves, and destroys Himself. His form is infinite. He is
the giver of all good, and the fountain of all haJ?piness. He
is the sacrifice and the sacrificial fires, the oblations and the
mystic Om, • the Vedas and Hari, the object of all worship,
• "Om, or Omb.ra, it welllmown oe a combination of'letten invel&ed by
Hindu myetici.sm with peculiar eanctity. In the Vl'dne it ie 1111id tQ oompre·
hend all the gode."-PaoFII8801l Wu.eo!r.
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VISHNU IS ALL THINGS•

the sun, the planets, the whole universe, the formed and the
formless, the visible and the invisible. As the widespreading
fig-tree is compressed in a small seed, so, at the time of dissolution, the whole universe 'till be compressed in Vishnu, as
in its germ. As the fi&-tree germinates from the seed, and
becomes first a shoot, and then rises into loftiness ; so the
created world proceeds from Vishnu. As the bark and the
leaves of the plantain tree may be seen in its stem ; so mal
all things be seen in Vishnu, the stem of the universe. He ts
the essence of the gods and of the Vedas-of everything,
and of nothing. He is night and day ; He is time made up
of moments, hours, and 1ears; He is earth, sky, air, water,
and fire ; He is mind, mtellect, individuality; He is . gods
and men, beasts, reptiles, trees, shrubs, and grasses ; He is
all things, great and small, all bodies, composed of atoms,
and all souls that animate bodies.
Brahma having addressed the deities, proceeded along
with them to the northen shores of the sea of milk, and with
reverential words, thus prayed to the supreme Hari :
" We glorify Him who is all things, the Lord supreme
over all, the unperceived, the smallest of the smallest, the
largest of the largest of the elements, in whom are all things,
from whom are all things, who was before existence; this god
who is all beings, who is the end of ultimate objects, who is
beyond final spirit, who is one with supreme Soul, who is contemplated as the cause of final liberation l>y sages anxious to
be free. To Him whose faculty to create the universe abides
in but a part of but the ten millioneth part of Him ; to Him
who is one with the inexhaustible supreme Spirit I bow, and
to the glorious nature of the supreme Vishnu, which nor gods,
nor sages, nor I, nor Sankara apprehend; that whicli the
Yogis, after incessant effort, effacing both moral merit and
demerit, behold, to be contemplated in the mystical mono..
syllable Om-the supreme glory of Vishnu, who is the first
of all, of whom only one goo the triple energy is the same
with Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva.
"Thou art evening, night, and day; earth, sky, air,
water, and fire; mind, intellect, and individuality. Thou
art the agent of creation, duration, and dissolution ; the
master over the agent, in Thy forms, which are called
Brabma, Vishnu, and Siva. Thou art gods, men, animals,
deer, elephants, reptiles, trees, shrubs, creepers, climbers, and
grasses : all things, large, middling, and small, immense or
minute. Thou art all bodies whatsoever composed of aggrec
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gated atoms. This, Thy illusion, be~les all who are ignorant
of Thy true nature ; the fools who 1ma!rine soul to be in that
which is not spirit. The notions, 'f am,' 'This is mine,'
which influence mankind are hut the delusion of the mother
of the world, originating in Thy active energy."•
This universality of existence, which is ascribed to Brnhma
and Vishnu, is also ascribed to Siva. " The gods,'' says the
Rudra Upanishad, "J>roceeded to the celestial abode of
Rudra, and enquired 'Who art Thou?' He replied, 'I am,
the fount and sole essence. I am arid shall be, and there is
nothing which is distinct from me.' Having thus spoken He
disappeared, and then an unseen voice was heard saying, ' I
am He who causeth transitoriness and yet remaineth for ever.
I am Brahm ; I am the east and the west, the north and the
south ; I am space and vacuum ; I am masculine, feminine,
and neuter; I am Savitri, the Gayatri, and all sacred verse ;
I am the three fires ; I am the most ancient, the most excellent, the most venerable, and the mightiest; I am the splendor
of the four Vedas, and the mystic syllable ; I am imperishable and mysterious, but the revealer of mysteries; I am aU
that is, and all space is comprehended in my essence.' " In
the Devi Upanishad the same attributes arc ascribed to the
terrible goddess.
The third era, according to Creuzer, is that of philosophy, when reason seeks to explain how God and nature are
one. W c have confined ourselves hitherto to the reli~ous
books of the Hindus, strictly so called, but there yet remams a
large field of Hindu thinking in what is properly their philosophy. The history of mind in India corresponds to the same
history in Europe. Every system that has appeared in the
West has had its counterpart in Hinduism. There we have
dogmatism, mysticism, materialism, idealism, and scepticism,
in all thflir manifestations, and in all their stages of development. M. Jfartin even finds " Positivism,''t in the Rig-Veda.
Sir William Jones compared the six leading philosophies of
India, with the principal systems of the Greeks. The two of
Nvaya have tl~eir counterpart in the Peripatetic and Ionian
scl10ols. The two of Mimansa correspond to the Platonic,
and the two of Sankya to those of the Italics and Stoics.
• 'Vilson's "Vi~hnu Purana."
t Epicureanism would be a moro appropriate name. The paBSagC quoted
bv M. Martin is thi~: "Life and t.lenth follow each other. Let the invocation
which to day we nddross to the gods be propitious to us. Let us give ourselves up to laughter, and the ple118ures of the dunt'e, and prolong our
existence."
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We noticed in the beginning that if God and the wtiverse
are one, if the nniverse be material, and that which we call
matter has any reality in itself, the conclusion is, that the
Deity is matter. There is no escape from this alternative
but by declaring our ignorance of what matter is, or our
conviction that it is not· any true being. And this, in the
majority of cases, is the declaration of Hinduism : yet the
Indians like ourselves have their systems of materialism. The
chief of these is the Sankya of Kapila, who has been reckoned
an atheist. This is peculiarly the system of Hindu Rationalism.
Setting aside the authority of the Vedas, Kapila substitutes for
vedic sacrifices, knowledge of the imperceptible One. we
are to free ourselves from the present servitude and dc~
tion, not by following the prescriptions of holy books, but by
being delivered from our individuality, by ceasing to know
ourselves as distinct from other things, and other things as
distinct from us. Knpila did not mean to be an Atheist, but
it has been inferred that he was one, from his making some
indefinite principle which he called Prakriti, or nature, the
first of things. What he meant by this principle may be open
to many answers. It was the undefined eternal existence
without parts or forms which produced all which we sec and
know. There is an intelligence indeed in nature, for nature
lives, we see its presence in all thinking and sentient beings ;
but that intelligence is not the producing cause, it is itself
produced.
Budluz, or intelligence, is not the first, but
the second principle in nature ; it depends on the organization of material particles. What is true of this world soul,
is also true of the soul of man : it originates with the body,
and with the body vanishes. Kapila describes the soul as the
result of seventeen anterior principles. He places it in the
brain, extending below the skull, like a flame which is elevated
abo\"e the wick. It is the result of material elements, in the
88llle way as an intoxicating drink is the result of chemical
combination of its ingredients. •
The other Sankya bears the name of Patanjali, a disciple
of Kapila. He agrees with his master in making knowledge,
t The Atheism of the Sankya of Kapila, has been disputed. He makee
the greet One to proceed from nature or matter, but it doee not neccssarily
follow that thia matter is visible or divisible. It may, as Professor Wilson
conjectulul, find ita counterpart in the jint principle of tho Pythagorean&
of the Platoniats, and of Aristotle ; and thia Intellectual One, who proceeds
from the fo•tfrinciple, doee it not correspond to the "Mind" of Plato, and the
" Intellect" o Aristotle P In Hesiod and Aristophanee the immortal gods are
lllid to be produced from chaos : there is first matter aa an indefinite first
prindplo, tht>n mind.
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IDEALISM.

the means of deliwerance from this present bondage ; ,carrying
this principle to the extreme of mysticism, he inculcates an
entire abstraction from all objects of sense, and a pure contemplation of the Deity alone. He exhorts all men to become
Yogil, meditators upon God. Patanjali departed entirely
from Ka~ in his doctrines of matter and spirit. Regarding
bodies as the result of soul, he leaned to idealism : admitting
that matter exists as a reflection, an illusion, an appearance.
The soul, he says, is placed above sensibility ; intelligence,
above the soul ; being, above intelligence. This is that nonbeing without attributes, which is most truly Being, one and
all tliinge.
The Nyaya is divided into two schools: the physical and
metaJ.>hysical. The author of the first is Kanada. Being a
doctrine of atoms, it has been compared with the system of
Democritue ; but the agreement is only in appearance. The
atoms of Kanada were abstractions-mathematical or metaphysical points that had neither len~, breadth, nor thickness.
Though a physical system, it enaed in idealism. Kanada
judged that material substances had no reality but that
derived from their qualities ; and these, again, were derived
from the mind perooiving, and were not to be found in tlte
object perceived. The author of the second Nyaya was
Gotama. He docs not concern himself much witl1 matter,
but discourses chiefly of mind. His great question is, "What
iK soul ? " He concludes that it is a principle entirely distinct
from the body, and does not depend for its existence on any
combination of elements. The treatise of Gotama is purely
dialectical, and rivals in abstmseness and subtilty anything
that is to be found in tl1e Metaphysics of the West.
The third s1stem is the Vedanta, which has two schools :
the Parva Mtmru1sa, and the Uttara Mimansa. The first,
which is attributed to Jamini, is entirely practical, a11d seems
to have no characteristic beyond the commendation of a
virtuous life. The second was taught by Vyasa, and is the
one chiefly intended when we speak of the Vedanta. This
is, properly, the orthodox philosophy-ilie generally received
exposition of Vedic doctrine. Here Brahm is ilie axis, ilie
centre, the root, ilie origin of all phenomena. Mind is
not here made a product of nature ; but nature is declared
to be a product, or railier a mere ma11ifestation, of mind.
The true absorption of man is declared to be not into nature,
but into the bosom of eternal Brahm. In the Vcdanta
Sara, or essence of the Vcdanta, Brahm is called the tmh·ersal
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KRISHNA AND .ARJUNA.

soul of which all human souls are a part. These are likened
to a succession of sheaths which envelop each other like the
coats of an onion. The human soul frees itself by knowledge
from the sheath. But what is this knowledge ? To know
that the human intellect and all ita faculties are ignorance and
delusion. This is to take away the sheath, and to find that
God is All. Whatever is not Brahm is nothing. So long as
man perceives himself to be anything, he is in ignorance.
When he discovers that his supposed individuality is no individuality, then he has knowledge. Brahm is the substance, we
are his tmage, and the countenance of Brahm alone remains.
Man must strive to rid himself of himself as an object of
thought. He must be only a subject, a thought, a joy, an
existence; as subject he is Brahm, while the objective world
is mere phenomena-the garment or vesture of God.
In the Bhagavat Gita we have a beautiful illustration of
the idealist philosophy of the Hindus. The Bhagavat Gita is
an episode in the great national poem called the Mahabharatta.
The subject of this poem is the qtiarrel of two branches of one
great family. The hero, A:tjuna, looks on his kinsmen whom
he is about to s~:l~ and his courage fails him. Krishna, an
incarnation of v· u appears, and exhorts him not to fear to
slay his kinsmen. The argumenta addressed to Arjuna, are
derived from the illusive nature of all existences except the
divine, which being eternal none can injure. Krishna tells
.Aljuna that kinsmen, friends, men, beasts, and stones, are all
one ; that which to-day is a man, was formerly a vegetable,
and may be a vegetable again. The principle of everything
is eternal and indestructi6Je ; what then matters the rest ?
All else is illusion. If Arjuna will not meet his friends in
battle, Krishna shows that he is deceived by appearances :
he mistakes the shadow for the reality. At last Krishna .
reveals Himself and tells Arjuna that He appears not only in
this form, but in all forms ; for He is in everything and is (
ev~. He is Creator, Preserver, Destroyer.
He is
matter, mmd, and spirit. There is nothing greater than He ,
is, and everything depends on Him, as the pearls depend upon I
the string which holds them. He is the vapour in the water,
and the light in the sun and moon. He is the sound in the
air, and the perfume in the earth. He is the brightness in
the flame, the life in animals, the fervor in zeal-the eternal seed in nature-the beginning, the middle, and the end of
aJJ things. Among the gods He is Vishnu, and the sun among
the stars. Among the sacred books He is the Canticles. Among
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MYSTICAL UNION WITH BRAIIM.

rivers He is the Ganges. In the body He is the soul, and in
the soul He is intelligence. Among letters He is Alpha, and
in words combined He is the bond of union. He is time eternal. He is that preserver whose face is turned to all sides.
He is death which swallows up all, and He is the germ of
those who do not yet exist. In this manner to show that He
is all things, Krishna calls Himself by the chief names of all
things.
The mystical knowledge of God whereby we become
one with Him, is said to be a later introduction mto Brahmanism ; but it is as old as the oldest philosophies, and makes an
essential part in them all. The ever repeated doctrine continually meets us, that so far as we exist we are Brahm, and
so far as we are not Brahm, our existence is only apparent.
To know God is to know ourselves ; to be ignorant of Him is
to live the illusive life. What then is our duty and destiny ?
To be united to Brahm, in other words,- to realise that we are
one with him. To contemplate merely the world of forms
and the apparent existence, is to contemplate nothingness, to
gaze upon delusion-to remain in vantty, yea to oo vanity
itsel£ W c must soar above phenomena-above the brute
instincts-above the doubts of reason-above intelligence.
We must separate ourselves from all which is subject to
change, enter into our own being, unite ourselves to pure
being, which is Brahm, the Eternal. He that hath reached
'1
this state is free from the bondage of individuality. He no
more unites himself to anything. He has no more passionsconsciousness is absorbed in bliss. He has neither fear, nor
joy, nor desire, nor activity, nor will, nor thought. For him
is neither day nor night, nor I, nor thou, nor known, nor
knowing-all is gone. There remains only the universal soul;
, 5eparatcd from the world, delivered from the illusions of Maya ;
he is one with the Eternal. He has found the object of
his search, and is one with the object of his knowledge. He
know~ himself in the truth of his being.
To reach this
elevation is the end and object of all religion and all philosophy.
To know ourselves in our true bein~ is to know Brahm.
To lose ourselves as to our illusory bemg is to find Brahm.
Every man has a foretaste of this union in dreamless sleeJ>,
when the life spirit is simple and free; then speeeh with all1ts
names, the eye with all its forms, the ear with all its tones, the
understanding with all its images, returns to Brahm. Then
those who at death are not prepared for this union must retnrn to earth, some for one, and others for several times, till
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the soul is sufficiently purified for the final absorption. Ycs,
the final absorption-for this is the blessed consummation of
all things. Their coming forth from the Eternal is accounted
for in many ways. Tlie general burden of all is, that by
creation came imperfection and evil, • and therefore we long
for deliverance from creation, we long for that existence which
was before creation was. That in all things which is real,
being eternal, will remain united to Him who is eternal ; that
which is illusory will pass: Brahm will change His form, as
a man changes his garment. As the tides return to the
ocean, as the bubbles burst in the water, as the snow flakes
mingle in the stream, so will all things be finally lost in the
universe of being. Creator and creation are sleep plus a
dream. The dream shall vanish, but the sleep shall remain.
Individual life will min~le in that shoreless ocean of Being,
that a~yssal Infinite which no intellect can comprehend, and
even Vedic language fails to describe- the eternal and
unchangeable Brahm. t
2. BUDHISM.-The most widely received religion in the
world is Budhism. It originated about six centuries before
Christ and claims to be a reformation of Brahmanism, a continuation, as we have already hinted, of the reformation of the
Siva worship. The Budhists do not receive the Vedas, but
follow their own sacred books which they call Banas, and
which they say were written before the age of inst>iration
ceased. That was the time following the advent of thexr great
• Though all things procood from Brahm, yet the Hindus admit, by a
lr:ind of contradiction, that they are not the 118Ille as Brahm. The human
eonl, for instance, ia not of the 118Ille perfect purity as the &wpreme SOld; for
when God willed to manifeet Himself, then HIS nature wns, in a certain degree,
changed from ita real and original state by the production of three 0880ntial
qualities, which combining together gave riae to a consciousnCilll of individual
exiateDce. It ia thia oon.eciousne&ll which ia combined with the human soul,
and which auft'er& pain and joy in the world, and ia subject to reward o.nd
puniahment in a future state : consequently the supreme Being, after willing
the manifestation of thia univer&e, becomee unconscious. The increment of
con.eciousneea which accrued to Him from creation forms no part of Hia 0880nce,
and it nCCC1!88rily follows that whatever the human soul auft'er& from being
united to it cannot affect the supreme Soul. The former ia also suppoeed to
be e.scluded from actual union with the latter, by being encloeed in a subtle
vehicle, as air in a v08801, and it ia not until the walls of the vehicle are
diaeolved that the human soul becomes homogeneous with the supreme Soul.
-Su V.All'a .Kl!NNBDT.
t Vans Kennedy says that, in Hinduiam an evil princi,Ple diatinct from
the Divine Cll8Cnce is utterl.Y. unknown. Perfection con818ta in complete
quieecence, and the mere volition of the supreme Being to manifest Himself,
bein~ a chAnge from thia state was necet!llllrily evil, and consequently commumcatod ita nature to the effecta produced bythi.a volition, and hence it was
that evil originated.
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teacher, Sakya Muni, the historical Budha. Brahmanism
and Budhism part here. The Hindus admit a Budha, who
was the ninth incarnation of Vishnu, but they reject the
.claims of Sakya Muni to be this Budha. There are many
Budhas, some of celestial origin who are called by a name
which means parentless.z.. others are men who have been elevated to Budha-hood. J:Sut the greatest of all is this Sakya
Muni, who is regarded as the founder of Budhism. H;s
history is overgrown with le~nds, yet a few things are re·garded as facts. He was a prmce who early saw the vanity
.of all that belongs to earth, of even what falls tQ a prince. He
turned his thoughts from the visible world to the invisible.
This transitory life appeared worthless when compared with
the unending life of which his highest thought was only a
negation of all that is. He renounced the world and became
a Brahman. By a long course of study and severe mortification in the time of his noviciate, he sought that knowledge,
which according to Brahmanical teaching, would free his soul
from the finite and the personal. When he had reached the
absorbed state he declared that knowledge was not enough,
that we must add to it a sense of right, and a love of what is
~ood and true. He saw, too, the inconsistency of Brahmanism
m denying that the Soudras could rise to the absorbed state,
while it made all human souls portions of the universal soul.
Like all great reformers, Sakya Muni poshed the popular
doctrines of his times to their legitimate conclusions, and thus
swept away inconsistencies that others did not venture even
to look in tl1e face. The Divinity of man was a part of
Brahmanism, why then should there be Soudras? If man is
divine he is capable of divine thoughts, so reasoned Budha,
and went forth to break down all distinctions of caste, to hold
forth eternal blessedness as offered to all conditions of men,
to proclaim a gospel to the poor Sondra as well as to the twice
born Brahman. This gospel was a declaration of the wretchedness of life and a belief in something that was better than
life ; at its foundation was the doctrine of transmigration.
Our sufferings, which he said sprang from our pass1ons, were
declared to be punishments for sins committed in former
states of being. We are troubled, restless, tossed about on
the sea of life. Our aim then should be to extinguish our
passions, to free ourselves from their bondage, to find rest,
but where shall we find it? In annihilation, in non-existence,
in being free from that existence which is itself a punishment
for sin.
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The feelin~ in which Budbism originates is not poouliar
to India. It ts found wherever men are found. There is no
man who has not at some moment felt it. We hear it in the
Rad exclamation of Solomon : " Vanity of vanities ; all is
vanitr ; " in the words of the Greek poet, who said : " the
beat IS not to be hom ; " and of a modern poet who, lamenting the condition of the poor, addressed death as "the poor
man's dearest friend." The soliloquy of Hamlet was the essence
of Budhism : " Oh that this too, too solid flesh would melt."
Thou~h the feeling of the vanity of life be universal, the
Budhist's mode of deliverance is-peculiar. The Brahman did
eal.l his God Being, and the final absorption was into the
eternal and unchangeable Essence ; but the Budhist looks
and longs for pure nothingness. To other men non-existence
is the most terrible of all things-the loss of being that from
which we naturally shrink, exceP.t in moments of the deepest
sorrow ; but to the Budhiat annihilation is the consummation
of blessedness. Men die, but that is not their end ; so long as
sins are unatoned for, they must be re-born into existence.
Ftrf)(Jft(J is the full deliverance when the soul is destined no
longer to bt. It is that death which is followed by no birth
and after which there is no renewing of the miseries of existence. Nirvana is beyond sensation and the world of change.
What is in Sansara, or the transient world, is not in Nirvana;
and what is in Nirvana is not in Sansara. In Sansara is coming and ~ing, chan~e and motion, fullness and manifoldness,
combination and individuality. In Nirvana is rest and stillness, simplicity and unit,r. ln the one is birth, sickness, age,
and death, virtue and vtce, merit and demerit ; in the other
complete deliverance from all conditions of existence. Nirvana is the bank of deliverance nodding to him who drinks in
the stream of Sansara.-the sure haven to which all souls are
directing their course who are seeking deliverance from the
ocean of sorrows-the free state which furnishes an asylum
to those who have broken the chains of existence, and snapped
the fetters that bind to the transient life. The soul goes
through its transitory existences till the source of re-birth is
exhausted-till it can no longer be re-born, and therefore no
longer die. The I is e:a:tinguished as plants no longer watered,
as trees whose roots have been dug up from the earth, or as
the light fades when the oil of the lamp fails.
This universe, though called being, is less than non-beinQ;
for the one is nothing while it professes to be a reality, the
other is what it professes to be. Being i1 but the image of
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non-bein~.

The one is the shadow, the other the substance.
Sansara 1s transient-it is in truth nothing ; and, more than
that, it is a nothing of phenomena-a deception. But Nirvana is the unchangeable, the consistent, the true nothing.
Sansara has no being-its form is illusion-its reality may
be destroyed. Nirvana has indeed no being, but it annihilates all deception, and liberates from all eviL But whence is
this universe--this existence-which is the cause of all sorrow?
We do not know-Budha alon~ knows-probably it has always
been. We only know the round of existence-the circle of
phenomena. We plant a seed, from it springs a tree ; the
tree bears fruit, the fruit bears a seed ; from the seed springs
again a tree; or a bird lays an egg, from it arises another bird,
tliis bird lays another egg, from it arises again a bird : and so
it is with the world, and with all worlds. They have come from
earlier worlds, and these from others that were earlier still.
Existence unfolds itself, forms appear and disappear, but being
remains unchanged. Life succeeds life, but nothin~ is lost and
nothing is gained. Being is a circle that has netther beginning nor end. As the moisture is drawn up into the clouds,
and poured down upon the earth, to be dra.wn up again by
the sun's rays; so being undergoes its perpetual and manifold
evolutions in the midst of which it remains unchanged. One
individual falls here, and one there ; but others rise to replace
these, and thus the procession advances in a circle which
never ends. We say " never ends," but if it were asked if
these worlds are to roll on for ever, the true Budhist would
decline to answer. He does not know if this suC<".ession will
be eternal, any more than if it has been eternal ; but he
recognizes a necessity in the world which connects existence
with the merit and demerit of animated souls. Every deed, be
it good or bad, continues to work through infinite space, and
brings with it its inevitable fruit until the effect be removed
through perfect freedom from sin. The present destiny of
every individual-his happiness or misery, sorrow or joy,
birth, death, or condition in life-is but the ripe fruit of all
his actions which he has committed in his many previous lives.
This same power moves the universe : its destruction and
renewal is but the working of the merit and demerit of animated beings.
Brahmanism has often an atheistical sound, but Budhism more. If we examine only the surface, or if we confine
ourselves to the mere positive teaching of Sakya Muni,
we might be led to the conclusion that Budhism is a simple
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Atheism, and indeed this is the judgment of some learned
Europeans who have spent long years in the study of Budh~
ism. But looking at it as we do, after analysing Brahmanism
and finding there its roots and germs, we have a guide with
which our present knowledge of Budhism in itself could not
supply us. That Nirvana, • or state of annihilation for which
. the Budhist longs, is to him annihilation only so far as it is
opposed to the present existence. It is non-existence, in the
sense that it 1s the only real existence. The Budhist renounces the life of sense, passion, and consciousness, for that
of pure bliss, where he beComes a Budha, and lives the life of
intelligence. He receives Budha-hood, or, as it is etherwise
expressed, he becomes one with Adi-Budha.-that is Intelligence freed from all limits-the human intellect in its infinity.
All Budhas are in reality but one, and the great object of the r
Budhist's austerities is to lose himself in this one Budha ; the \
very meaning of the word is intellii6nce. It is the soul of
the Wliverse, the one only substance beside which all else is ,
phenomena. We have here a repetition of thoughts preeminently Brallmanical, but Wtder new forms and with
new names.t
• Budhism, in spite of its apparent hopelesaness, ia by no means a goapeJ.
of despair. Its general teaching ia univeraally practical. Thoee who have
become Budhaa and are themaelvee freed from existence, are labouring to
free othen, which llho'WII that their Nirvana ia not Annihilation aa we understand that word ; and though little or no worship ia directed to the supreme
God, thoee men who have reached Budha-hood are objects of worship. Of
all Heathen religions the moral precepts of Budhiem come nearest to Christianity. Some of these concerning richee, and the difficulty of the rich
entering Nirvana, are almoet in the word& of Christ. The following
precepts have eomething of Chrietianity in them : " To honour father and
mother ia better than to serve the gode of heaven and earth." "Brahm ia
with that family in which father and mother will be perfectly honoured by
• their eons." " To wait ~ moment eilently with one's eel! ia better than to
bring ofl'eringl every year for hundrede of months."
t There are two kinde of Budhiete: thoee of Ava and Ceylon, and the
Budhiete of Nepaul. The latter only are considered Theiate; their God
ia Adi Budha. Their worship approaches nearer to Brahmanism. They
have aleo a Trinity of pereone in the Divine Nature: Budha, pure light, or
intelligence ; Dharma, matter ; and Sanga, the mediating inftuence between
Badha and Dharma. The Jainee are aleo reckoned a eect of Brahmanical
Budhiate. Though moet writers on Budhiam have peremptorily affirmed that
it ia a system of Atheism, it ia probable that a better acquaintance with Budhiam willllhow their mistake. SUr.a lluni renounced the externala of Brahmanism. but he did not renounce 1ta spirit; and it ia generally admitted ;that
the later Budhiete admitted a su~e Deity. "The educated Lamas aay,
that Budha ia the independent Being, the principle and end of all things.
Th• earth, the stars, the moon-all that exiate ia a partial and temporary
manifeetation of Budha. All haa been created by Budha in thia eenee, that
all comes from Him, as light from the eun."-Huo AND GuBllT's"Tuv.y
Ill TART.llll',"
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The schools of philosophy so far as doctrines are con..
earned are common to Brahmans and Budhists. They are
the heirlooms that ancient India has haaded down from
generation to generation. Forms of religion, yea, religions
themselves may change, yet there are thoughta belonging to
nations which reappear in all reli~ons. The Budhista have
eir materialists, who, like Kaplla, ascribe intelligence to.
attar ; who see in the beauty of the world, not the wisdom
f God, but the wisdom of the inherent powers of nature
hich they call God. They have also the representatives of
Epicurus, who admit that God is an immaterial Being, and
yet den}'"'that He either roles the world or cares for it. Some
believe Him to be alone eternal and the sole cause of all things ;
others add a co-equal and co-eternal principle of matter,
and derive all things from the joint co-operation of the110
two eternal principles ; but the current of Budhist philosophy
is idealistic. •
For subtility of thought and extravagance of speculation
the Budhists surpass even the Brahmans. What is a body?
a Budhist will ask; and he will answer by showing that
a body is a spirit, or perhaps only an illusion of the mind
which thinks, or the senses which perceive. He will argue
that, as we can only know that any external object exists by
perception, if perception ceases, how know we but the supposed existence of the object ceases with it? A body is
composed of atoms ; when these change the body chariges,
when the body is reduced to atoms it has ceased to exist.
What then is a body? At the foundation of all existence

S

• Koeppen eays, the Budhiste have no COIDiogony, only a COIDiology.
They do not relegate the world to a flrllt oaUBe, for outlide the Beooming is
the Nothing. There is no caueal nexus between the actual visible world and '
the flrllt Actor. Four things, eay the Budhiate, are immeaaurable: the word
of Budba, IJliiCO, the multitude of animate beings, and the number of worlds.
Numberlees worlds move in eternal space. The world system is divided into
three worlds : that of desire, that of form, and the formlees; and theee
worlds, in all their de~e, from the highest heaven to the lowest hell, are
peopled with animated beings, whoee flrllt creation is not explained. Ia the
soul something eternal, and does it keep ita identity in ita wanderings P Y ee
-at least this is the doctrine received by the North Budhiste. Nirvana
is for the disciples of Budha the highest good, the List p~, the eternal
aafety. How can man reach deliverance is the flrllt question of all Indian
philosophy P When man returns to Bl'Rhm, IUliiWer the orthodox Bl'Rhmane
-when the soul, knowing itself, is sopa.rated from na~1 ~or the Bankya
philoeophere-when man goes to Nirvana, eaye the Budll18t.
Koeppen, aleo maintains that the Budhiete are Atheists, and tranalatea
Dharma as doctrine, denying that the Trinlty of the Budhist baa any a11lnity
~ the Trinity of the Bramans, the Christillllll, or the Philosophers. It 1s
simply Budba and his doctrine with the relation between them.
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there must be a something. When we see a tree, we infer
a root; so when we see a body, we infer a substratum. What
is it ? We do not know, and therefore the Budhist philo·
sopher calls it ignorance. This ignorance is that other
co-etemal principle of which all things are formed, Dharma
or matter. But it vacillates between something and nothing,
-with a close approach to the latter, even if it be a something.
The Budhist leaves it under the significant appellation of the
unknown something. In the universe there is obviously the
manifestation of a mind-this mind is Budha. We see an
animating power making itself visible, but o( its origin we
know no more than we know of the other unknown. Hence
the conclusion that they are co.existent and co-eternal, for if
matter is anything it must have existed always, it being im~ible for the aggregate of being ever to have been less than
1t is. Budha is then the reality of matter-the substratum
of all existence.
The materials of this Chapter have been gathered from the tranalationa
of parts of the Vedas in the "Oriental Tranalation Societh'a" PublicatioJIB,
ProfCBilOr WilBon's translation of the Vishnu Purana, an
li8h version of
the Baghavat Gita, a French tranalation of the "Laws of enu," and the
Engliah tracts of Romahun Roy, with the works of Maurice, Colebroke,
Moore, Coleman, and Sir William Jones. The Author has chiefly followed
Creuzer, but he has been largely indebted to Vana Kennedy on Indian
Mythology, to Mrs. Spier's "Life in Ancient India," and to the admirable
work of Dr. Rowland Williams. On the ~ial subject of Budhism the
authorities chiefly followed are Spence Hardy a Manual, 8. Hilaire'a "Btullla
et k Bvdhinct," and Koeppen's " Die Religion des Budha."

•
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CHAPTER II.
PERSIAN, EGYPTIAN,

AND

GREEK RELIGIONI.

the light of the Indian religions we may interpret all the
I N religions
of antiquity. Tiley differ, and yet they are
alike. We cannot determine if the one sprang from the other,
or if each is a natural growth of the religiousness of man ;
but they haYe all a fundamental likeness. Worship of the
powers of nature is the origin of them all, and as the mind
\ expands worship of nature in ih! infinitude, including con. sciously or unconsciously, the whole conceivable assemblage
)·of being as shadowing forth a Being infinite and inconceivable,
whom we can neither know nor name ; hence on the one hand
a Polytheism, and on the other, alongside ot it, a Monotheism. The Chaldeans and the Syrians worshipped the sun
and moon. They had their ~ods and idols, their Images, and
amulets ; yet the higher mmds worshipped the one God.
While the philosophers contemplated the "'nfinite, the multitude idolized the finite. After Brallmanism, the chief religions
of the ancient world are those of Persia, Egypt, and Greece.
1. THE PERSIAN RELIGION. - Of the antiquity of the
religion of the Persians we cannot speak with certaintyt The
sacred books called the Zend Avesta, are the chief sources of
information ; but these are only a fragment of the original
scriptures-part of one of the twenty-one divisions into which

1

• Nearly two thotlllllnd families of the fire wo1'1hip~ are still found in
Perai& where they are called Guebree. In India, whither theJ.: were driven
by the followers of Mahomet in the aeventh century, they are still a numerous
eect. In Bombay they have three m&a'IIiflcent temples in which the sacred
flame burna day and night. "The P&riiOOII," eaya Niebuhr, "followers of
Zerduaht or Zoroaster, adore one God only, eternal and almighty. They
pay, however, a certain worship to the sun, the moon, tho stars, and fire, as
visible images of the invisible Divinity. Their veneration for the element of
fire inducee them to keep a sacred fire '&Instantly burning, which they feed
with odoriferous wood, both in the temples and in the houses of private

persona."
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thev were divided. The Zend Avesta was written or collected
by ·zoroaster, the great prophet of Persia, who may have been
contemporary with Budha five or six centuries before the
Christian era. It is, however, generally admitted that portions of the Zend Avesta writings are of much more ancient
date than the time of Zoroaster.
The Parsees both from their lAnguage and mythology are
classed with the Indians as members of the great Aryan
family, and as they inhabited the birth place of the human
race it is probable that the religion of Persia is the oldest in
the world. When we compare it with Brahmanism wo find
each possessing a sufficiently distinct individuality of its own.
The ingenious mythologer will find many points of resemblance,
but the general student will be more struck with their difference.
Brahmanism is more metaphysical ; Parseeism more
ethical. The spirit of the one is contemplation ; that of the
other, activity. The Indian is passive and speculative; the
Persian is not without a speculative tendency, but he is more
concerned to oppose the forces of evil which are in the world,
and to subdue which he feels to be the vocation of man. To
the degree that Parseeism is ethically strong, it is removed
from what is called Pantheism, but the speculative side claims
our attention, both for its own sake, and for its subsequent
history and its connection with other systems of religion
and . philosophy.
Much has been written, not only in France and Germany,
but in England, on the infinite and impersonal God of the
old Persian religion. His name is ZeM.UJne Akerne, time
without bounds, or beginningless time. The idea of His
existence is simultaneous in the mind with the ideas of infinite
time and infinite space. He is the Being that must constitute
eternity and infinity. That the Persian had this idea of an
inexpressible Bein~ who is above all the gods, as Brahm is
above the Trimnrtt, may be considered as settled. But it
appears that the name by which this Being is known to
European Mythologers is a mere mistranslation of a sentence
in the Zend .Avesta. Zeruane Akerne is not a name as recent
Persian scholars have shown : it simply means infinite time. •
The infinite Being of the Persians was nameless, but sometimes called by the names of all the gods. He becomes
• The pusage is, "Spento-Mainyus (Ormuzd) created, and He created in
infinite time (zeruane akeme).
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personal. He is Ormuzd, god of light; • Miihnu, the reconciler between light and darkness ; HonofJer, the Word of
Him who is eternal wisdom, and whose speech is an eternal
creation. Huychiut calls Mithras the firSt God among the
Persians. In his conference with Themistocles, Artabanus
describes Mithras as that god who covers all things. Porphyry,
quoting from Eubulus, concerning the origin of the Persian
religion, speaks of a cave which Zoroaster consecrated in
honour of Mithras, the Maker and Father of all things. It
was adorned by flowers, and watered with fountains, and was
intended as an image, or symbol, of the world as created by
Mithras. The same Porphyry records that Pythagoras
exhorted men chiefly to the love of truth, for that afone could
make them resemble God. He had learned, he said, from
the Magi that God, whom they called Ormuzd, as to his body
resembled light, and as to his soul, truth. Etut/Jiul quotes
from an old Persian book as the words of Zoroaster, that
" God is the first Being incorruptible and eternal, unmade
and indivisible, altogether unlike to all His works, the principle and author of all 2000. Gi.ft8 cannot move Him, He is the
best of the good, and the wisest of the wise. From Him
proceed law and justice." The Chaldean oracles, ascribed to
Zoroaster, call God "the One from whom all beings spring."
On this passage Psellus, the scholiast, says, " All things
whether poroeived by the mind or by the senses, derive their
existence from God alone, and return to Him, so that this
oracle cannot be condemned, for it is full of our doctrine."
This original impersonal unity created Ormuzd, who thus
becomes the chief of
He 1s the living personal Deity,
first begotten of all bemgs, the resplendent image of Infinitude
the being in whose existence is imaged the fulness of eternal
time and infinite space. AB the manifestation of the impersonal, He is infinite-none can measure Him, none can set
bounds to His will or His omnipotence. He is pre-eminently
Will, altogether perfect, almighty, infinitely pure and holy.
Of all thirigs in heaven, He is supreme ; of all things, He is

F·

• "The Peraiana invoked the whole 'circle of the aky,' aa Zeua Patroiia
(l)l'Obably Ormuzd). It baa been 888UJiled that the general namee which
figure at the heacl of the old theogonies, such aa Uranua, were refinements
placed by 8J)8Cillation before the goda of JM!Pular belief; yet the lll'l'IUlgeJI1ent
18 juatified "by the coll.lideration that nothing but a general idee could have
BD8Wered the emotions of the first men : nature waa deified before man.
'Theee,' aaye Philo,·~ the real obJect& of Greek wol'llhip: the;r call the earth
Ceres; the sea, P011e1don; the B.U', Here ; the fire, Hepha.iltos; the lUll,
Apollo.' "-MACK4Y'8 "PROORB88 IIF THB lNTBLLBCT,"
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the ground and centre. The sun is His symbol, yet the sun
is but a spark of the unspeakable splendor in which He dwells.
Whatever the original One is, that is Ormuzd-infinite in light,
in purity, in wisdom. But as the first begotten of the Eternal,
his duration is limited to 12,000 years. As a pt;rsonal deity,
he is finite-he is a king, and has a kingdom which is not universal, for it is opposed by the kingdom of Ahriman.
It has been commonly believed that the Persiana wor·
shipped two ~ode. This is the account given by Mahometan and Cbnstian writers, but the Persians themselves have
always denied it. They are not Dualists, but Monotheists on
the one side and Polytheists on the other. Ormuzd alone is
worshipped as the supreme God. His kingdom is co-extensive with light and gOodness. It embraces all pure existences
in earth and heaven.
Ormuzd's domain bas three ordera. The first is the
Am81taspand&, or seven immortal spirits, of which Ormuzd is
himself one. He created the other six, and rules over them.
The second order is the twent}-eight lzeds, and the third an
innumerable number of inferior spirits called the Fereur&.
The lzeds are the spiritual guardians of the earth. By them
it is blessed and made fruitful. They are also judges of the
world and protectors of the pious. Every month and every
day of the month is under the guardianship of one of the
Amsbaspands or lzeds. Even every hour of the day has an
lzed for its protector; they are the watchers of the elements.
The winds and the waters are subject to them. The Fereur&
are without number, because Being is without bounds.
Tbef are co-extensive with existence; sparks as it were of
the umversal Being, who, through them, makes Himself present always and everywhere. The Fereurs are the idealsprototypes or patterns of things visible. They come from
Ormuzd, and take form in the material universe. By them
the one and all of nature lives. They perform sacred offices
in the great temple of the universe. As high priests they
present the pra.Yers and offerings of Ormu:&d. They watch
over the pious m life, receive their departing spirits at death,
and conduct them over the bridge that passes from earth to
heaven. The Fereurs constitute the rdeal world, so that
everything bas its Fereur, from Ormuzd down to the meanest
existence. The Eternal or Self-existent expresses Himself in
the almighty Word, and this expression of universal being is
the Fereur of Ormuzd. The law bas its Fereur, which is ita
J)
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spirit. It is that which is thought by the Word as God. Tn
the judgment of Ormuzd, Zoroaster's Fereur is one of the
most beautiful ideals. becauBe Zoroaster prepared the law.
But there is another kingdom besides that of Ormuzd, king
of li~ht. There is the kingdom of Ahriman, Lord of d>\rkness.
He 1s not worshipped as a god, but he is in great power in the
world. The effort of the Persian to solve the problem of evil
is seen in his idea of the kingdom of darkness. It emerges
face to f4Ce with the kingdom of light. There is not the hope. lessness of human existence which we find in Budhism ; but
there is the declaration that evil is inseparable from finite
being. The old question had been asked " What is evil ? "
How did He who created light also create darkness? If lie
were good and rejoiced to make the kingdom of goodness, how
has he also made the kingdom of evil ? The answer is :-It
did not come from the will of the eternal. The creation of the
kingdom of evil and darkness was the inevitable result of the
creation of the kingdom of light and goodness. As a shadow
accompanies a body, so did the kingdom of Ahriman accompany that of Ormuzd. The two kingdoms, though opposed to
each other, have yet a similar organiution. The one is the
counterpart of the other. At the head is Ahriman. Then
seven En-Dews, and then an innumerable multitude of Detolf.
These were all created by Ahriman, whose great and only
object was opposition to the kingdom of Ormuzd. When light
was created, then Ahriman came from the south and mingled
with the planets. He penetrated through the fixed stars and
created the first Erz-w, the demon of envy. This J!Jrz..detD
declared war against Ormuzd, and then the long strife be~an.
As on earth beast fi,:!hts with beast, so spirit warred with t'prrit.
Each of the seven Et'Z-dtwlf has his special antagonist among
the Amshaspands. They come from the north and are chained
to the planets; but as powers and dignities in the kingdom of
Ahrima.n they receive the homage of the inferior Dews, and are
served by them as the !zeds are served by the Fereurs. The
existence of the kingdom of darkness is an accident in creation ;
a circumstance arising from the Infinite positing Himself in
the finite. He permits evil to continue; not because it is
strong for Him, but that out of it He may educe a greater good.
The limitation will be finally removed. The discord between
light and darkness will cease. The reconciler will appear, and
'hen shall begin an eternal kingdom of light without shadow,
and purity without spot. The spirits of Ahriman shall be

too(
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HITBRAS.

annihilated. According to some representations, their chief shall
be annihilated with them ; but others think he shall continue to
~ign without a kingdom. Now, the !zeds wait for departing
souls and preserve them for the final day. They shall then be
brought forth to be purified with fire. They shall pass through
mountains of burning lava, and come forth without sin or stain.
Ahriman shall be cast into darkness, and the fire of the burning metals shall consume him. All nature shall be renewed.
Hades shall flee away. Ahriman is gone. Ormuzd rules. The
ki~~om of light is one and ~1. But, who is th_e ;econciler?
M1ihras, the human god. He JS God, and yet he IS m the form
of man. All the attributes of Ormuzd are gathered up into a
human form and make Mithras. He is fire-He is light-He
is intelligence-the light of Heaven. To the Persian, the end
of all religion is to become light. In all nature he strives for
the victory of the good over the evil. He craves light for the
body and light for the soul-light to guide his household-light
to rule the state. As the symbol of all that is good in creation,
.his cry is, light! light! more light!
Mithras is the giver of light. But how is he to be distin •
guished from Ormuzd, who rules over the kingdom of light?
This is not so easy to answer. It would perplex the mythologer
to find the place of Mithras in the Persian Pantheon ; yea, to
find a place for him at all, without giving him some of the attributes of Ormuzd, just as Ormuzd had to get some of the attributes of the inefFable One. But the perplexity of the mythologer matters nothing. It is enough for the Persian that
Mithras is the mediator-the human god or the human side of
God. It is enough that He is light ; the Creator of light ; the
grand wrestler for light against darkness, and that he will
finally win the victory, for which the disciple of Zoroaster waits
and longs. The sun must be His image. He has kindled that
globe of fire; it is a reflection of His splendor. He is the
heavenly light that came forth from the Eternal, and he is the
· principle of material light and material fire ; therefore the Persian says in his ofFerings to the sacred flame, " Let us worship
Mithras.''
When the finite world was , created, the darkness placed itself
in opposition to Mithras, but this opposition is posited only in
time. It is the strife of day and nig;ht ; the light side of the
year striving with the dark side; piety struggling with impiety ;
virtue with vice. The Eternal only willed· the light, but the
darkness arose, and as the world emanated from Him, He cannot
D
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THB SUN IS IIITBRAS.

leave it. AB Mithras, He mediates and works to hasten the
victory. We see the great sun fighting and wrestling; every
year, yea, ev~ day he obtains a fresh victory, and purifies
himselt from the apots of darkness. Is not this Mithras? What
other power is in that ann but the intelligible light which is
fighting a~t darkness? There the mighty principle of right
is struggli~ for victory ; there glow sparks of that eternal
splendor whtch is too strong for darkness, and before which all
spots must disappear, and all shadows fiee away. The kingdom
of darkness shall itself be lightened with heaven's light. The
Eternal will receive the world back again into Himself. The
impure shall be purified, and the evil made ~ through the
lilewation of Mithras the reconciler of Ormuzd and Ahriman.
Mithras is the good, his name is love. In relation to the Eternal
he is the source of grace ; in relation to man he is the life-giver
and mediator. He brin~ the word as Bra.bma brings the Vedas,
from the mouth of the Eternal. It is he that speaks in the
prophets ; he that consecrates in priests ; he is the life of the
saciifice and the spirit of the books of the law. In heroes he
is that which is heroic ; in kings that which is kingly ; in men
he is man.*
• Creuzer gives a repreeention ol Mithru from old Persian IICIIlpture. It is
a yuang man about to plunge a knife into the equinoctial bull. The young
man is the god Mithru. God when eoudeecended to the limitl of time and

~~p~~Ce, beoomel iDcorparated in the world, identifies Himself with itl perishable
nature. Thus by a IIOlt of aelf..acrifiee, originating life, 'fe&r after 'fe&r, the

life of. Ddare fa1la a 'ric&£ to the IIIIIIIOUI.
In India the nodou ol OOIID~'! was annuall7 eommemorated in the
.AnPn•IIAcr, or hOl'IIHIICrlflee. The hone being a general offering to the
lllll-god llmCJIII the Dativee ol uP.per Asia, and in this imtanee emblematic of
the univene or of universal bfe embodied in creation. Ita members reprelll!llted the ~of nature ; itl blood, the principle of life, poured out from the
lleainniua. The idea of uerUice, which m itl primal type was the outpouring
of-the milnna!. into the pllrticul&r, was the re.olution of the partial mto the
nninnal. The Sanscrit name for aacritlee means union with heaven. The
nniOD alcht be either the original outpouring ol the Divine Spirit into the
wodd, or the return of th• emanations to their IIOIIJ'Ce. The eommemora&ive
lla'i!cea ol the Magi, in which the life alone was eo!lllidered as the apprepriate oblatlon to the II01IJ'Ce of all exiltl8nee, were "ffllbo1ical fmitatiODII ol the
Di'rine procedure, In whic:h death it ever the ant.Geedellt and condition of life,
as the teed periahel within Cbe fri'01llld. and the gloom or winter precedes the
Iowen of lpl'ing. EAch 'feliZ lfithrai ld1ls the bull afrelb J thu relfioring
nature to lier prfme, ad liberating the imprilcmed genua of Certllity. But
the Allllual rnolution of the IMIIIIOU Ia only a &'fpe of the g_rea& clolmlcal
revoludon of time. Be it the lUll phJiicallyJ ad IDCll'ally intelligencll. Be
diiiJI8ls the darbeu. Thit ......,. it
Oil through the instrimumtality
of the" Ward," that ever U'ring emaDitiOD of the Deity, b.r Yirtue of which
the world .mtB, and of which the revealed formulariel w-.ntly apeated in
the liturgies of the Jlacl, an but t.he ~011. Ormuad ill himlelf the
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RONOVER,

Creation is sometimes ascribed to Mithras, and sometimes to
Ormuzd. God rises and speaks the word " Honover." Through
this word all beings are created. The progress of creation advances as Ormuzd continues to pronounce the word, and the more
audibly he speaks the more creation comes into being. From
the invisible heaven which he inhabits he created the surrounding heaven in the space of forty-five days. In the middle of
the world, under the dwelling of OrmUzd, the tun is placed.
Then the moon arises, and shines with her own light. A region
is assigned to her, in which she is to produce verdure, and give
warmth, life, and joy. Above this is placed the heaven of the
fixed stars, according to the signs of the zodiac. Then the
mighty high spirits were createil-the Amshaspands and the
Izeds. In seventy days the creation of man is completed, and
in three hundred and seventy-five days all which is, is created
by Ormuzd and Ahriman.
Honover, the creative word,-" I am," or "Let it be,'' is the
bond which makes the all one. It unites earth to heaven-the
visible to the invisibl&-the ideal to the real. A period
may be assigned for creation, but in truth creation is eternal.
Ormuzd has been always creating. From moment to moment
in eternal ages the word was spoken by the Infinite by the
Amshaspands, by the Izeds, by the Fereurs, by ali spirits
thro~hout nature. It is the mystery in and by which the ideal
world has its existence. It is the ground of all being&-the
centre of alllif&-the source of all~~ity. Zoroaster's law
is the embodiment of the law o Ormuzd; hence the Zend
Avesta is itself called the living word.
In this mysterious llmwver, the originals and patterne of
visible things existed eternally. Here we catch a_gllin~ of the
meaning of the symbolic worship of Persia. H.eganting all
U?ing W Clrd. Be Ia ealled flnt..bom of all things ; expreea image of the
Et.erllal-nry light of very light-the Creator, who by the power of the word
which be DeTer oeuea to pronounce, mabs in 365 days, the heavens aad the
ecth. Mlthru Ia die Ormuzd..delceDded hero appointed to speak the word in
heaven and annoance it to men. Between life aDd deatll, IIIJIIhine and lllulde,
he Ia the preeent exempliftcation of the primal unity, from which all beluga
aroee, and into which, through his mediation, all contraries will be abeorbed.
His annual ucrifice Ia the pueover of the ~- symbolical atonement-a
pledge of moral and physical regeneration. He created the world in the beitinniDg, and u at the close of each aucce111ve year he aets free the current oflife
to invigorate a fresh circle of being, so in the eud of all things. Be will bring
the weary ltUil of all ages u a hecatomb before God ; releasing by a final
811Cri11ce tlle soul of nature .from her perishable flame, to commence 11 brighter
and pqrer existence.
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FIRE WORSHIP.

visible things aa copies of the invisible, the ideal WM wor·
shipped through the sensible. Prayers were addressed to fire
and light, to air and water, because the originals of these were in
the word of Onnuzd. But chiefly to fire-temples were erected
for its consecration, liturgies framed for its worship; l!acred fire
was carried before the king; it burned religiously in all houses and
on all mountAins. Not that adoration was directed to the mere
material element, but to that divine and heavenly existence of
which fire was the copy, the symbol, the visible representation.
What is fire? Manifested spirit; matter in its pMsage to the
unseen. What is light? Who can describe that splendor
which irradiates the world? Is it not the outbeaming of the
majesty of Ormuzd, the effulgence of the intellect of the infinite,
all-embracing One. This symbolism wM seen in all nature, and
in all forms of the social and civil life of the Persian. The
Iranian monarchy was a copy of the monarchy of the universe. It had its seven orders, corresponding to the seven
Amshaspands. It had ranks and gradations, which all blended
into one. As with the state, so with the family; it too was
fashioned after the pattern of things heavenly. On the same
principle all animals were divided between Ormuzd and Ahri •
man. They were clMsed M useful and injurious, clean and
unclean. As the kingdoms of light and darkness had their
chiefs, so had the animal kingdoms their protectors and leaders.
The unicorn represented the pure beMts of Ormuzd, while the
symbol representative of the animal kingdom of Ahriman was
a monster-in part a man, in part a lion, and in part a scorpion.
The watching and far-seeing spirits were symbolized by birds.
These belonged to the pure creation, and were enemies to Ahriman. Ormuzd was represented by the hawk and the eagle,
whose heads were supposed to be images of eternal time. The
dragon-serpent is Ahriman; his spirits are dews, and their
~bois the griffin, inhabiting the clefts of the desolate rocks.
In this way of difference and intelligible unity, the Persian
placed the being as well as the origin of all things in the impersonal One. •
• Bunsen maintains that B~~etria, and not Persia, waa tl:e original seat of
Zoroaster and his doctrine. The Fargard, or first book of the Zcnd Av~ta.
gives an account of the emigration of the Aryans to India throngh Bactria.
Now the language of the oldest portion of the Zend Avesta is High Bactrian,
and approaches ver'f near to the Vedic language, that is, the old East Iranian
which ta preserved m the Punjab. Another argument is derived from a comparison of Zoroaatrianism with Brahmanism. The old Vedic worship waa a
worship o( nature, but the Zoroaatrian books place a supreme God above
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DARKNESS.

2. Tn EGYPTIAN RELIGION.-The gods of a nation take
their character from the climate of the country, and from the
condition and character of the people. So true is this, that
where foreign deities are adopted they become as it were
naturalised ; and however great the affinities between the
gods of different nations, every country has its own peculiar
deities. We notice first the difference; but when we pass from
the mere outward features to thfl inner reality we find the likeness becoming closer, until we discover the principle in which
they have a common origin.
The great systems of religion that prevailed in the East, all
have their foundation in the doctrine of emanation. On the one
side they are tho worship of a Being infinitely great ; on the
other side, the worship of the attributes of that Being as these
are seen or symbolized in nature. They are different forms of
the God-consciousness in man, and often when the form is most
different the substance ..is most alike. The supreme Deity of the
Persians dwelt in light; but the supreme God of the Egyptians
dwells in thick darkness.* There is a sphinx at the temple gate;
it speaks a riddle-it proclaims a mystert. Inside the temple
are the statues of young men, who int1mate, with suppressed
speech, that the name of God is secret, pointing with their fingers, they admonish us to beware that we profane not the Divine
stillness. The incomprehensible Deity must be adored in silence ;
we may not speak of Him but in words of the most awful reverence. It is permitted us to feel and to know the truth of His
presence ; but the amulet of Lis, the voice of nature, is alone
the true speech of God. t
~Ware.

"We may aaeume," aays Baneen, "that the original Zoratblllltra
Coanded a new religion before the migration to India u a mere ooanterpoiae to
the earliest Bactrian naturalism, and that the Aryans, when they Jmgrated,
carried with them the primitive Zoroastrian religion on their great conquering
expedition, the last ecene of which wu the Indian ooantry. The Agni, or
8re wonhip, of which mention is made in the Vcdic hymns, mut be oouidered
u a remnant of the pro-Zoroutrian doctrine.''
• Aceording to Herodotns, the shrew moue ,...,.~ Sll~ to Boto (Mot), thia .
animal pused Cor being blind and was thenorore dedicAted to the mother or the
aod, becaue "darkneas is older than light," as Plutarch nys.
t Chaeremoo (as cited by Porphyry) explained the Egyptian rel~on as
ignoring a supreme cause ; Ensebiu followed this interpretation, rejmcing to
ahow the absurdity of Paganism. Depuis extolled it, expecting to prove th11t
the idea of an intelligent spiritual cause is au invention of modern ttmes, 11nd
too absurd for the wise men or antiqnlty. Iamblichu re(ated C!ulenomon. This
interpretation of the Egyptian religion is of the 1111me kind with the inter:JrttMion which makes Bndhism atheistic, and thus chargea with Atheism th•
IDOit religiou nations of the world.
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AMMON, THE CONCEALED GOD.

What then is He? None can tell. His symbol is a globe or
sphere, for He has neither beginning nor end. His duration is
eternal-His Being infinite. He is present in all things-His
centre here ; His circumference nowhere. We may call H1m
Ammon, but this only means that He is hidden or veiled.* We
can call Him by no true name, for no name can express Him.
" Call Him then by all names," said Hermes Tresmegistus, for
as much as He is one and all things; so that, of necessity, all
things must be called by His name, or He by the name of all
things.'' We cannot see Him, but, says Plutarch, " He sees all
things; Himself being unseen." Material things are the forms
of which He is the substance ; the garment with which He
clothes Himself, and by which He is made manifest to men.
The workmanship of nature, like the web of Arachne, is wonderful ; and by it we can see that there is an intelligence at work,
veiled indeed, yet visible in its productions. The work manifests
the Worker.
The writings that bear the name of Hermes Tresmegistus contain a full exposition of Egyptian theology.t In them, the iden• The Greeb, rightly coiiBidered Ammon as Zews and the highest God :
according to Manethoa' interpretation, which ill deaerring of attention, Hils name
Bigt'liftea, " the concealed God" "concealment.'' We have alao the root A.luf "to
veil," "to conceal," now actually before us in the hieroglyphics. The manner
of writing Men, inatead of Amen for Ammon is new ; we do not therefore at all
events import a modern Philoaophiclll idea into Egyptian Mythology, by considering him as the "hidden or not yet revealed GOd.·• He stands incontestably in the Egyptian system at the head of the great coamogonic dsvelopment.
Buruna.
The gods of the ftrst order poueued one general attribute, that of revealing themselves ; in other words, the creative power or principle. The mythological system obviously proceeded from the concealed god Ammon to the
creating god.
t Oar knowledge of Hermes is chiefly through the Nec>-Platoniats. The
books whi<'h bear hils name are supposed to have been written about the 4th
century after Christ, and must onlr be reoeived as the Nee>-Platonic interpretation
of Egyptian theology. Their Pantheistic character may be learned from the
following quotation from the 8th book :-" There is nothing in the whole
world which God is not." He is being md non-being ; he has manifested
being, but He has non-being in Himself. He ill not manifest, and yet He is
the moat manifest of all. lie is whatever may be contemplated by the mind,
or is visible to the eye. He is incorporeal and multi~ There is
nothing of any body which He is not, for He is all things. Therefore has He
all names, becauae He ill oue Father, and, therefore, has He no name in Himself, because He is the Father of all things. Who, therefore, can worthily
~~ of Thee, or to Thee. Whither turning, shall I praise Thee P Above,
below, within, without I' Neither mode nor place belong to Thee, nor anything
besides. All things are in 'l'hee, all are from Thee? Thou giveat all things
and Thou receivest nothing, for Thou hast all things, and there is uothin~t
which Thou hast not. When 0 Father shall I praise Thee ? For what shall
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HERMES TRISKBGISTU!.

tity of God and nature is distinctly taught. Among the infan'
nations of the world, this identity seems to have been always assumed, not perhaps that they consciously made God and nature
one, but that they had not yet learned to separate between
matter and the power which works in matter. The ancient
Egyptians may not have been philosophers, but Hermes Trismegistus undertook to expound the philosophy which was underlying their religious belief. How far he reads his philosophy
into their religion, or how much of it he found already there,
we cannot now enquire. For the identity of all tb.i.DS(S with God
he adduced the favorite argument, that they must liave existed
as ideas in the divine mind. The reality of things, he says, must
be eternal, for that cannot be which has not been before. Created
things he calls 'parl8 and member• of God.' • These words
sound like materialism ; but Hermes Trismegistus was no materialist ; God is not matter, but the power which quickens matter.
'l'he sensuous world is strictly HiS creation; by His will it exists. It is the receptacle of the forms which He endows with
life. All creation is from Him and by Him, but it is also in
Him,/
This idea is repeated in all Eastern religions. It is felt that
the highest Being must in some way descend through all
spheres and circles, and forms of existence. No order is conceivable if God be not conceived as everywhere conditioning the
most conditioned. And this presence is not merely passive, but
acth·e. Nor is it merely a presence; it is also a connection.
'1 he Creator is in some way united to His works. The Hindus
used the simple illustration of a spider and its web, or a tortoise
I praise Thee ? For thoee things which Thou hast done. or those which Thou
hut manifested, or thoee which Thou hast c:onc:ealed ? But why will I praise
Thee ? Aa being of myself, 88 my own, or 88 if I were another? For Thou
art what I am; Thou art what I do ; Thou art what I say ; Thou art all
which ie produced, and which is not produced. Thou art an intelliaent min1l
an efticient Father, a God at work; good, doing all things well. 'The moat
attenuated part of matter is air; that of air, soul; that of soul, mind; that of
mind, God.
When Patriciue edited the works o( Hermes Trismegistus in
the 16th century, the Catholic authorities obliged him to add Sc:holia, explaining that some things, such 88 the doctrine of creation and the existence
the gods were not ac:c:ording to the Catholic faith, but the essence of the
· theology; euch 88 that God ie intellect ; that He made the world in imitation
of the Word ; that perhaps God baa no essence-that He bringe forth mind u
a father generatee a son; that God is masc:ul~t'eminiue, and that man is mad11
from life and light were to be understood in an orthodox sen&e-6a110 wuxlo.
•Plutarch, quoting from Hecatacue, aaye that the Egyptians c:oueidered the
primitive Deity and the univeree 88 one and identic:al ; and Eusebiua, citing the
G«aica or old Hermaic books, asks, "Have you not been infurmed, by the
<Haiea, that all indiTidualaoule are emauationa from the one pat Soul ? '

m
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protruding its limbs 'fhe Persian made God the light of cr~
tion, and darkness the necessary shadow of the light: so- that light
and darkness had been one, and would ultimately be one again.
Sometimes creation was called God's garment, but Hermes
changed the figure, and made God the garment of the world.
" He embraces it in His bosom ; He covers it with His being;
He takes it into Himself as the universe includes in its existene
every world of which it is composed." God is the supreme
World. The constutition of nature is not merely the work of
God, but God is its compage8-the power which by its presence
and being constitutes nature. And thus God is every thing, one
and yet all things-things which are, for He h88 manifested
them ; and things which are not, for their ideals and patterns
are in Him. He is incorporeal, but He is also omnioorporeal,
for there is nothing in any body which He is not. He is all
that is, and therefore He has all names. He is the Father of
all things, and therefore He has no name. He did not receive
things from without, but sent them forth from His own being.
The world is His conception, visible things are His incarnated
tho~~hts.
' Is God invisible? ' says Hermes; ' speak worthily
of Him, for who is more manifest than He? For this very cause
did He make all things, that in all things thou mightest see
Him. As the ,mind is seen in thinking, so is God seen in
working.' Hermes avoids materialism, but he is not afraid of
an apparent contradiction. He feels that the truth concerning
God, must be a contradiction to man. In the spirit of Egypt
among sphinxes and beings grotesque and indefinite-after
showing how God is the Lord and Maker of all thin~s, yea, and
is all things, be concludes, ' that all being parts of God and He
the Maker of all, He, as it were, makes Himself.'
Tho deities of the Egyptians are arranged into three orders
This was the division made by Herodotus. In the first order
three are twelve gods ; in tho second eight; and according to
Bunsen, in the third seven. The only deities that were worshipped throughout Egypt, belonged to the third order, these
were O.siris and Isis.• Ammon, the concealed God, was doubtless
• Isis and Osiris are of the third order ; 'they are,' BBYB Herodotus ' the onl.t
gods worshipped in tho wholo of E!O'pt.' Temples and cities of Isis, which
boasted of ha,·ing the tomb of Osins, and sacred animals dedicated to him, arefound from Elephantina, to the mouth of tho Nile. Isis, according to l'lutuch
was called Myrionymous, antl ' tho prayer~~ of the dead ' contain a countless
multitude ofl names, by which Osiris is invoked. Isis and Osiris ha'l"e, according to Herodotus, and the genealogia~ on the monuments, their roow in the
first, like the deities of the second order 1 but according to the whole testimont
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worshipped everywhere, for to Him all worship was ultimately
referred". He was the supreme God. As the Persian One became
Ormuzd, or Brahm became Brahma so did the concealed God
of Egypt become the revealed. But there we:·e others beside
Ammon who stood tor the supreme God, the chief of these was
the ram-headed god of the Thebaid, the patron deity of Egypt :
Ptah,* the creator of the world, and the Lord of truth, with
Neith, the goddess of wisdom, all of the first order, but chiefly
O,.iris, his, and their son Horus, of the third order. Osiris
and Isis are the most familiar of the Egyptian gods. They
represent singly, or together, the whole of nature, and that
Being whose power and presence are everywhere manifest in
natnre. The Egyptians have many legends of Osiris and Isis,
of the time when they once reigned in Egypt, of tho murder
of Osiris by the treachery of Typhon, and of the sorrows and
lamentations of Isis :t how much of history there may be in this
we cannot determine. The interpretation most like the truth
of the monumenta, they are, in a word, the first and aecond order itaelf:
10 that eome peculiar forma of Jsia or Osiris, or both of them alm011t invariably
conupond to each development, split up as it were into many clliferent pcr-mlcations. Iais, Osiris, and Horua combined, can be shown to comprise in
thelll8elves the whole sys~ of Egyptian Mythology, with the exception, perhape, of Ammon and Kneph, the concealed God, and the creative power. In
them all the attributes are concentrated. Iais is the sister, wife, daughter, and
mother of Osiris ; in her cosmogonic property abe is like N eith ; in the Papyrus
abe is called the Ncith of Lower Egypt. Plutarch speaks of an Egyptian tradition, according to which Zeus was originally unable to walk-his lege were
growu together ; Iais loosed his lege. lsi&-Neith is nature, through the
medium ol which, Go4 became manifest and renaled.-BIUIIn.
Plutarch tells ns, that Osiris was sometimes pictured as an eye 1 thie is a
natural conception. In children's books we sometimes see God pictured as an
eye 1 it was the favorite symbol with the Jewish Cabbalista.
• Ptah is the Creator of the world, Neith belongs to Ptah, and is found by
his aide; the name is said to signify, "I came from myself." She is the
ereative principle, considered as feminine ; her titles are, "the great mother,"
"the mother of Hellos her first-bom ;" she ie also called the cow which has
produced the san ; as mother of the !iring she appears nursing two crocodiles.
ID Ptah and Neith the Deity completes Hie manifestation as the soul of the
world.
t The Osiris of historY was king of Egypt; he was killed by his brother Tr·
phon, who abut him up in a coft'er, and threw him into the Nile; Isis went m
.-rch of the body of her husband, and found it cast np on tbe shores of Phaanicia. Osiris has some relation to the Greek Adonis, and is perhaps connected
with Thammuz, in the Phamician mythology.
"Thammm came next behind,
Whoee annual wound in Lebanon allured
The Syrian damsels to lament his fate,
In amorons dittiee all a summer's day,
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is that which regards them as personifications of the operations
of nature. Osiris is the deity unveiled, he is sometimes Kneph
or A thor, and this Athor is ..gam united to Isis as the hidden
principle of the universe, the creative wisdom of the Deity.
She had a temple at Sais, on which was written the famous
inscription preserved by Plutarch, " I am all that hath been, is,
and shall be, and no mortal has uncovered my veil.'' But
Osiris and Isis could only_ manifest the highest Being to the
extent that nature reveals Him.
WhUe smooth Adonia from bil D&tin rock
Ran..d!:!~ to the - , ~appoeed with blood

Of
us 1early woaiic1ed : the love tale
Infected Sion'a ~ht.era with like heat;
Whoee Wlllton JIUilona in the aacred porch
Ezeldelaaw, when, by the vision led,
Hia e1e IUl"TeYed the dark idolatriea
Of alieua&ed lndah."

Jlilto11'• PGI'GiliH Lo.t.

" n. dyirtg god."

The 1IDI80il MOTer of the uni~ wu ruhly identi11ed
with ita obviou 8uetaationa, and eince the l..n11 of eternal experience influence the fancy long before they reach the nndG'Standing, an ordinary Panthei•t. who CIOIItemplated" one" all-pen'8ding Spirit adorable even in the animal
world, would not be iDOODaiatent, in the idea thM God ia liable to death in that
u dwelling in all forma, He might in agea put have been more originally
manifested in one, though it were a human and periabable one. The specul&Jative deit, nggested by tbe drama of natnre wu worshipped with imitative
and sympathetic ritea. A period of IIIOIU'Ding about the antnmnal eq_~ox ~d
ofjoy at the return of apringwu almost nnivenal. Phrygian and Papblagoniau,
Bactian and even Athenian were more or leal attached to aneh obeervancea.
The SJrian damaela aat weeping for Thammuor Adonia myataionsly wonnded
b7 the tooth of winter, and the prieata of A~ analogoua incarnation of
aolu powfll'--«Duenlated themaelvea and danced in female l&ttire, in devotional
mimicry of the temporary enfeeblement of their god. Their rites were evidentlyiRiggelt.ed by the amei of vegetatioa. wha the ann, delcending from
ita altitude, appeara deprived of ita generative power, and thole ceremoniea of
pu.ionat.e lamentation, whiCh in the East were c:omm.onli_ o~ to the dead,
were adopted in the periodical obeervancea of religion. Monming, mutilation,
eelf-immolation, and eYeD the wid&olpread CUJtom of aacrUlce, were maiuly
IYDlbolical, either expreaaive of devotion to the all~ and devouring
nature, or of sympathy with the being Pantheistically incorporated in itll
chaugea. The recurrence or theee annual aolemnitiea wu more marked
among agricultural racea, whose ordinary life and C1lltoma were immediately
depeDdeut on ClOI'l'lllpODding phenomena. The Greeks -Y diviDe hoa.onr to
h - , bnt in Egypt a deit, ia aaid to die. Oairia ia a helD. t.nalogoul to the
Syrian Adonia, and the "aacred l~d" ia a narrative
of the popular
religion of .EcPt, of whieh the hero 11 the IUD, and the agricnltnral caladar
t.he moral. 'the moiat valle;r of the Nile, which oootnllted with the 111111'011Dding desert, appeared like life m the midat of death, owed ita rertillty to the annual
innndation, 1taelf in evident dependence on the sun. The Nile waa called ' the
antimime of heaven,' and Egypt, environed with arid deaerta, like a 'heart
within a bnming ClfiiJIIer' (Creuer) waa the female power dependent on the
idnence personified in Ita god."-Jlada.v'• Progrtu of tlu l11ttll«t.

form
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B.lJLI'OCRATBS.

"Osiris and Isis," says Dr. Prichard, "are the universal
Being-the soul of nature corresponding to the Pantheistic or
maacalo-feminine Jupiter of the Orphic verses. Typhon repreeentach.cal evil. To him are attributed eclipses, tempests,
and irre
seaaons. He is the sea which swallo'WS up the
good N' e and produces drought and famine. He is the enemy
of Osiris, and his wife Nephthys is the enem1 of Isis. Nepbthp is represented by the desert; and the mundation of the
Nile is the Deity leaving his garland in her bed. 'fyphon is
the south wind of the desert, and to him all hideous beasts are
sacred. Another Deity is Horus, the brother of Osiris ; he too
is the sun, tho world, the all of nature. He is supposed to be
identical with Harpocrates, who is sometimes called the aon of
IaiL llarpocrates was the god of silence-the emblem of nature
in her silent progress. When the buds opened in spring time,
and the tender shoots burst silently from the earth, then was
Harpocrates born. Every spring was the festival of his birth.
~oung god died, but his everluting mother lived and reprod
him as the seaaons changed." Apuleios, an Egyptian
£~of the third century, represents Isis as thus addressing
after he had been initiated into the Egyptian mysteries, "I am
abe that is the natural mother of all thiDge-mistrese and governor of all the elements-the initial progeny of worlds-chief
of divine powers-queen of heaven-the principal of the gods
celesti&l-the light of the godesses at my will are disposed
the planets of the air-the wholesome wintU of the seas ; and
the silences of the unseen world-my divinity is adored through
all the world, in divers manners, with various rites, and by
many names. 'fhe Phrygians call me the mother of the gods;
the Athenians call me Mine"a; the Cyprians, Venus; the
Candiaos, Diana ; the Sicilians, Pl"'Serpina ; some call me
Ceres, Juno, Bellona, Hecate; the Ethioptans and the Egyptians worship me as Queen Isis.',.
What was said of Isis was said also of Kneph. The Egyptius, according to Porphyry, acknowled,ted one intellectUal
author and creator of the world under the name of Kneph.
They worshipped him in a statue of human form, with a dark
blue complexion, holding in his hand a girdle or aoeptre, wearing upon his head a royal Jllume, and thrusting an egg from his
mouth. Iamblichus, quoting from the Hermaic boob teaches
nearly the same concerning Kneph. " This god is placed as the
• Fable of the Golden M'l.
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ruler of the celestial gods. He is a self-intelligent mind absorbed in his own contemplations. Before Kneph, is a Being
without parts, the first occult :power, and by Hermes called
Eikton. He is worshipped only m silence. After these, are the
powers that preside over the formation of the visible world.
The creative mind which forms the universe is called Ammon
Ptah, or Osiril!l, according to the character it may assume."
There was another deity to speak the wisdom of God, this
was Hermes, the wisdom of Ammon, the teacher of wisdom
among men.* Osiris was the great body of nature, Hermes the
incarnation of the divine intellect; he was called by other
names, Anubis " the golden," that which shines in the sun, the
leader of the stars, the dog star. He was also called Thoth the
pillar, because a pillar is the bearer of all the Egyptian wisdom
which was preserved by the priests-Hermes is speech and
wisdom; he is the discoverer of astronomy, the teacher of
science, the inventor of arts. Among the gods he is pre-eminently the good spirit, the giver of gifts inte1lectua.l and spiritual.
Osiris and Isis are the good king and queen, Hermes the wise
priest. As ~irius in the highest part of the firmament overlooks
the other planets, and protects the fiery animals of heaven, so
does Hermes protect and care for all creatures ; the whole of
nature is revealed before him, his wise mind rules the world.
He is physician, lawyer, judge; he teaches immortality, he
guides souls in their wanderings, by imparting wisdom he makes
men one with himself-the wise priest becomes Hermes. If all
nature be as we have seen the exteriority of God, the exhibition
to the senses of the invisible Ammon, it must then be all divine,
and, if divine, why may it not be worshipped? How indeed can
we worship the" veiled God," but through His works which declare
His wisdom and His power? So perhaps the Egyptians reasoned,
or rather more probably concluded without reasoning, and consecrated the visible world as an obJect of worship.
1'he Persian, with his clear and ever radiant sky, saw God in
the light. The Arabiam, with his thoughts directed to the sta.r'r!
heavens, saw God in the planets; the Egyptian, too, saw God
both in the daylight and in the stars, but much more in that
• Xneph forma the limbs of Olliria in contradistinction to Ptah, who, u the
ltrictly Demiurgic principle, forme the visible world. The second order are
ehlldren of the firlt : Hermes or Tl!oth is of thia order ; his sign is the ibis, and
hia name is connected with the Egyptian root for "word ;" he is the ecribe of
the Gods, and is ulled " Lord of the di'rine w~rds and scribe of truth," " the
guardian ef the pure eoula in the hall of the two truths."
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abundant Certility which came be knew not whence, with the
overflowing of the Nile, without which Egypt would have been
a desert. How sacred then, above all things, the river Nile !*
How it must have connected itself with the life and thought
and religion of every Egyptian ! It was the father of the
country, on it depended the strength of Pharoah. But the
Nile is only an inanimate object-true, all things may have
come from sand and water originally created by the Unknmon
Darknus. From these has sprung the lotus with which the Nile
abounds, but the Nile has higher developments of existence
than sand or water, higher forms of life than the vegetable
lotus. It has beasts innumerable, the true children of father
Nuw, cherished in his bosom, and abundantly provided for.
They are very terrible, they are stronger than men and apparently wiser. They are the genii of that bountiful river, the
gods of the stream, why may they not be worshipped if only for
their terribleness ?
But Egypt is peculiarly a land of beasts. It is prolific in
animal life, the lion comes from the desert, the ibis gathers its
food on the river's banks, the crocodile basks among the rushes.
The Egyptian sees all formd of brute life everywhere abundant,
he sees them guided by a wisdom which is above human wisdom,
he sees a regularity in their movements which is equaiJed only
by the regularity in the works of nature. As the fruitful Nile
ebbs and flows, as summer, winter, spring, and autumn, come
and go, by the r.ame law do the brutes live ; they have their
part in the same order. In some respects man is superior to
these creatures ; they build no tents, they plough no fields,
neither sow, nor reap, nor gather into barns, yet in many
respects they are superior to man. Without his cares and disappointments, they lead a joyful life. The law of nature holds
it.R dominion in them, they are determined by a high wisdom.
"The stork in the heavens knows her appointed season." They
live the universal life, and, as the Egyptian would call it the
bi~hest life, they are unconsciously one with the being of the
un1verse. How natural for the Egyptian to worship the brute
creation: to see in the wisdom which guided them a high
reflection of that wisdom which is manifest in all nature. t
• The Nile, like the Ganges, is a deity-" The father or the father of the
.00.," the &eJTeltrial and maierial repreeentation of the Divine purpoee.-

.B.-.

t The F.fyptian prielta, aaya Porphpy, having proftted by their diligent lt'ady
ol phillophy, Uld their in~ IICqlWltanee with the nature or the pll, han
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Animal worship is usually the lowest form of idolatry and the
mark of a low degree of civilization, but in Egypt it prevailed
among a people famed in antiquity for cultivation and learning,
and had ita roots in a philosophy of being.* We must distinguish between the worship of animals, and the worship of them
as symbols : the latter was that of the Egyptians, it did not
obscure the worship of the gods, but was rather connected with
it. Their deities were mostly represented in the forms of
beasts, even Hermes had a dog's head because of his connection
with the dog star: Kneph twas a good deity, and therefore was
represented as a harmless serpent. Osiris had the hawk for
his symbol, and his image was usually formed with a hawk's
head; this bird was symbolic of the soul, the crocodile was
sacred to the highest God ; Plutarch aBBigns as the cause of
this, that it is the only animal living in water which has its
eyes covered with a transparent membrane falling down over
them, by means of which it sees and is not seen, which is a thing
that belongs to the supreme God, " to see all things, Himself
being unseen," Plutarch says in another place," Neither were
the Egyptians without a plausible reason for worshipping God
symbolically in the crocodile, it being said to be an iuutation of
of God in this, that it is the only animal without a tongue, for
learnt that the divinity permeates not only hnman beings -that man is
not the only creature on the earth po8llelled of soul, bnt that nearly the same
spiritual - c e perTades all the tribes of living creatnres. On this account
in fashioning the images of the gods, they have adopted the forms of all animals, and have sometimes joined the hnman fignre with that of beasts. They
adore, nnder th- semblances, the universal power which the gods have aecretly displayed, in the vario1111 forms of living nature.
• The following Pantheistic description of Serapis was given by an oracle
of the god :-"My divinity shall be described in the words, I ahall now
otter. "The eaoopy of heaven is ml head, the - is mv belly, the earth is my
feet, my ears are in the ethereal regtollll, and my eye iB the ftsplendent and
far-mining snn.-JCacrobiu."
t Kneph u creator appears nnder the fignre of a potter with a wheel In
Philae, a work of the Ptolemaic e!dh, he is represented making a figure of
Olllria with the inscription Nrmc, who forms on a wheel the limbe of Osiris,
who is enthroned in the great hall of life. He Is likewise called Nnm-ra, "who
Corms the mother, the genetrix of the gods." IDa rep~ntation of the time
of the Boman EmJICI'ora he is called "the aeulptor of all men. " In a monument at Eeneh, of the same date, he is said to have made mankind on hia
wheel, and fashioned the gods, and is called the lfOd who hu made the ann
and moon to revolve under the heavens and above the world and all thiDga on
it.
Acrording to Plntareh and Diodorna, the name of the Egyptian Zeus lignifies " a spirit," which c&D only mer to Kneph. At Esneh he it said to be
" the breath of those who are in the firmament."
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the Divine Logos or Reason does not stand in need of speech,
but going on through a silent path of justice in the world with·
out noise, righteously governs and dispenses all human
affairs." Horus Apollo in the hieroglyphics says the Egyptians
acknowledged a superior Being who was Governor of the world,
that they represented Him symbolically by a serpent, and that
they also " pictured a great house or palace within its circumference, because the world is the royal palace of the Deity," and
again he says " that the serpent as it were, feedi.n.ll upon itself,
fitly represents that all things produced in the world by Divine
Providence are resolved into it again.'' "The serpent," says Philo
Byblius quoting from Sanchoniathon, " was deified by the
Egyptian Hermes, because it is immortal and is resolved into
itself." Sometimes the symbol of the Deity 'W88 a serpent with a
hawk's head, and sometimes the hawk alone. In the temple of
Sais there was a hieroglyphic which consisted of an old man, a
young man, and a hawk, to make up the meaning, says Plutarch,
'' that both the beginning and the end of human life depends on
God." We need not suppose that the multitudes of Egypt who
paid their devotions to the sacred beasts had any conscious
conception, that in so doing they were worshipping the One
and .All of nature. They saw God in nature and therefore
they worshipped all the parts of nature as parts of the Divine.*
God 80111, tho world, to primal man were on&In shapely stone, in pietare, and in song.
They worshipped Him who was both one and all ;
God-like to them was human kind. God dwel'
In the piled mountain rock, tho veined plant,
And pulsing brute, and where the planeta wheel
Through the blue akiea God-head moved in them.

Bt~ruers'•

E!J!1Pt.

• .AnchiJee, in the sixth book of the &eid, e~lainin~ to JEnea.s the law of
the transmigration of II01lls, says, " The spirit withm nourishes heaven and earth
IUid the watery plaine, and the eulightened orb of the moon, and the llhining
~tan ; and di«1ised through the parts, a mind, actuates the whole fabric, and
mingles itaelf with the large body : hence the races of men IUid cattle, and the
liYM of birds and mollllt.enl, which the eea produces nuder its marble plain."
" Thil," aays Bishop W arburtou, " was the doctrine of the old EgyptiaruJ, as
we t.m frOm Plato, who says, 'they taught that Jupiter is the spirit which
pervadee all things.' " He adds that " the Greek philosophy corrupted this
principle Into Splnosilm, of which we have an inatauoe in the fourth Georgie
- " Some have said that bees have a part of the Divine mind and ethereal
drughtB, for that God pervades all lands IUid tncte of the - and the lofty
heaTeD~~. Hence tlocb, herds, men, all the race oC wild heuta, each at birth
derive &beil' eleuder liV81." This might paea for simple Blm>tian doctrine,
without euppoeing that it bu uud.erpe the eorrwptirt(l (?) iliflllenoe of Greek

philoeopbr.
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GREEK MYTHOLOGY.

3. THB GREEK RELIGION.-" To understand," says Mr.
Maurice, "the difference between the Egyptian and Greek faith,
it is not necessary to study a great many volumes or to
visit different landS, our own British Museum will bring the
contrast before us in all its strength. If we pass from the
hall of Egyptian Antiquities, into the room which contains
the Elgin Marbles, we feel at once that we are in another
world. The oppression of huge animal forms, the perplexity
of grotesque devices has passed away, you are in the midst
of hl.lman fo!lJls, each individually natural and graceful, linked
together in harmonious groups, expressing perfect animal beauty
yet still more the dominion of human intelligence over the
animal." No truer contrast could have been made between
the gods of ~gypt and those of Greece. The former are rarely
human, the)atter rarely anything but human: Yet here the
contrast Pnds. We have passed apparently from the indefinite
to the debite, from the infinite to the D!te, but it is only apparent!(', it is only as regards the externaiform of the mythologies.
In the inner spirit, we are surrounded by the infinite
still, the Greek may be enjoying nature more than the Egyptian, but he still stands in awe of it. He may feel the
dominion of man over nature, and be conscious that the life of
human freedom is higher than that of brute instinct, but he is
not without thoughts of the Infinite; he is not without a deep
feeling that there is a something, or some Being above, and
beyond all his thoughts and all his conceptions-a Being but
feebly and imperfectly imaged by these human deities which he
creates, and which he worships for their wisdom, their power,
and their forms of beauty. The Greek, as well as the Egyptian, worshipped nature.t The names of the old deities in the
Theogony are a sufficient evidence of this. Kronos! and Chaos,
Erebus and Nyx, with Gaea, Ether, and Hermes testify
to their own origin and meaning. An element of history
• The gods of Greece are so fixed and personified in its poetry as almost
entirely to conceal their essential generality of character ; but in proportion as
we approach the Asiatic sources of Greek ideas, or in any way extend our
view beyond the limits of the Epic circle, the gods, or the human beings representing them, become more complex, multiform, and independent, until at last
all the mysteries and contradictions of genealogies sink into the one mystery of
Pantheism.-Mackay's ProgreBB.
t Bryant says, that the worship on mountains, in caves, in foreata, and under
green tree~, all show that nature is ever the object worshipped.
; Pherccydes snys, " Zeus and time ure the same, and the earth always
ex1stcd.''
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doubtless mingles itself with the legends of the gods; mysterious and even foreign deities may have been introduced from
other nations, but the evidence is overwhelming that Greek
worship was essentially o. worship of nature. The heavens, the
ocean, the unseen world was eaeh made a kingdom, and had each
a divine king, or ruler placed over it. All mountains, rivers,
lakes, woods, and forests had their presiding deities. The spirit
of poetry could not go further. An abundant harvest was Ceres
rejoicing; when the wine-press was trodden, ii was Bacchus in
the revel; the tempest tossing the ships was Neptune ra~ing
in the deep; conscience tormenting the evil doer was the furies
seeking revenge; all virtues and all vices, all endowments, intellectual and moral, became gods. War was 1\Iars, and beauty
was Venus ; eloquence was Mercury; prudence, Minerva; and
Echo, no more a sound reverberated by the air, but a. nymph in
tears bemoaning her Narcissus. They were beautiful human
gods, but they owed their existence to Greek imagination,
giving life and form to the manifested powers of nature. They
were all created ; Pindar knew them, and spoke of them when
he said-" There is ont> kind both of gods and men, and we both
breathe from the same mother, and spring from the same original." Hesiod knew them when he gave their history and
origin, and showed how each was produced from each.
Nor are we without traces of a transition period, when the
Greek mind was passing from the Egyptian reverence of grotesque forms to the worship of humanized deities. The early
Greek gods were monsters. The children of Uratlos and Gaca
were Titans and Cyclops, and hundred-headed giants. Even
the deities that were afterwards the most famous of the Pantheon were originally of monstrous forms. Pausanias mentions
a statue of, Jupiter, which, in addition to its two eyes, had an
eye in the forehead. We read also of a four-handed Apollo,
and a two-headed Silenus, with a three-handed and threeheaded Hermes, reminding us of similar stages in the development of Hindu mythology.
But the Greeks were Monotheists as well as Polytheist~.
They worshipped one God as well as many. We know this from
Greek philosophy, also from S. Paul, who found the Athenians
worshipping " the unknown God,'' whom he had come to declare
to them. 'l'hat they were inconsistent eome of the philoeophers
felt and thought, and this inconsistency S. Paul made the
ground of his argument, why they should turn from idols to
E 2
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ZEUS IS ALL TIIINGS.

the living God.* That they did worship the one God, who is
unlike all the others, is manifest even from their mytl10logy.
Homer makes all beings gods, as well as men, come forth from
Oceanus, except Him who is pre-eminently God, the Father
of gods and men. Hesiod, too, gives to all beings a beginning
except Zeus. Sophocles says, " There is in truth but one God,
who made heaven and earth," and Euripides addresses Zeus as
the self-existent--as He who unfolds all things in His arms,
who is resplendent with light, and yet who, because of our
weak vision, is veiled in darkness. Pindar distinguished between the created gods and Him who is the most powerful of all
the gods, the Lord of all things, and the Maker of the universe.
This one God was like the Brahm of the Indians, the impersonal
and the unknown. In the mythology He is represented by the
greatest of the deities. Zeus bears some of His highest attributes. Zeus corresponds to Brahmo. and Ormuzd. His name
is the name of the highest One : He is nature in its infinitude.
This is the character of Zeus in the Orphic verses. In later
times He became famous as the King of gods and men, but 11t
first he was a prodigious Being, the One and yet all things,
the Father, yea the Mother of the world, for Zeus was
neither masculine nor feminine, but both genders in one. The
universe is created in Him, and by His presence He constitutes the height of the heavens, the breadth of the earth and
He is the vast ocean-profound Tartarusthe deep sea.
the rivers, fountains and all other things-the immortal gods
and goddesses. Whatsoever shall be, is contained in the womb
of Zeus. He is the first and the last, the head and the middle
of all things. He is the breath of all things-the force of the
untameable fire-the bottom of the sea, the sun, the moon, and
the stars, the King of the universe; the oae power and the one
God that rules over all ; the great body of Zeus is identical
with the great body of nature. The antiquity of the Orphic
verses may be disputed, but what they say of Zeus agrees with
what we read in other poems. In the famous hymn of Cleanthes
we are called " the offspring of Zeus." The universe is there
said to emanate from Him, and to obey His sovereign will.
He is immanent in creation-present at all times-filling all
places. Heaven, earth, and ocean present Him to our eyes.
• S. An~ no adop,ted the same argument against the philosophical Pagans.
In the" C1ty of God ' he nsks-" It Jupiter he all, whd is Juno added, and
the other gods P" And ~"ftin he savs, "If Jupiter &n Janus are both 'the
nuivcree,' they shonld not be two gods, but only one."
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APOLLO IS ALL TliiNGS.

au-

The verses of Aratus from which S. Paul quoted when he
dressed the Athenians on the "unknown God," have the same
meaning, while they show us how Zeus stood for Him who was
omnipotent and omnipresent. "Let us begin with Zeus. That
name should never be forgotten, for all is full of Zeus-all ways,
public places and all harbours, as well as all seas; He is present
always everywhere ; all we who breathe do not breathe without
Zeus, for we are all His offspring."
Nor was Zeus the only universal Deity. Tho Alexandrian
commentators, with some show of reason, brought forward other
deities, to whom were ascribed the high attributes of Him who
is infinite. Such wero Kronos and Minerva., Necessity and
Fortune, and even Venus and her son Eros,* according to the
saying of Zeno, that " God is called by as many names as there
are different powers and virtues." The chief of these deities was
Apollo. Under the imoge of this youthful god-the bearer of
light and joy to the creation, the Greeks adored that majesty
which, as Euripides said, was veiled in light. As the sun rejoices the earth, giving health to the sick and strength to the
weak, so Apollo, the god of medicine, comes forth with his healin~ beams radiant with light. 'l'he earth owes the comeliness
of her fields, the music of her groves, and the sparkling of her
streams and fountains, to the glorious king of day. Therefore
Apollo is the god of beauty, the emblem of wisdom, and the
author of harmony. On his temple at Delphi was inscribed the
word .Ei-" Thou art ;" in which Plutarch read the true name
of God. t We are but the creatures of a day placed between
birth and death : as soon may we retain the flowing fountain as
our fleeting existence ; being does not belong to us-" God alone
IS.''
"The mysterious physical phenomena," says Mr. Mackay,
" were throughout ancient mythology made prolific of moral
and mental lessons. The story of Dionysus was profoundly
significant : he was not only creator of the world, but guardian
liberator, and saviour. The toys which occupied him when
• In the" .Argonaut." of Orpheus, Er01 is represented aa producing Chaos ;
and Kronus al.eo, in an Orphic fragment preserved by Proclas, is represented
with ancient mg1it.
t " This title," Plutarch eays, " is not only proper but peculiar to God,
becanee He altnae i. Beirtg; Cor mortals have no participation of true being,
becanle that which begins and ends and is continually changing, is never one
nor the same, nor in the same state. The Deity, in whose temple this word
waa inacribcd, was called Apollo, which meana "not mo.nv," because Ood is
one-Hil nature i:s simple-His essence uncompounded. •

&I <lOeTeal
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PAN IS ALL THINGS.

sUI'priscd by the Titans-the top, the wheel, the distaff, the
golden Hesperinn apples-were preminently cosmogonic. An
emblem of a similar class wa.s the magic mirror or face of
nature, in which, according to the Platonic notion, but which
probably exi11ted long before Plato, the Creator beholds Himself imperfectly reflected, and the bowl or ' womb' of being, in
which matter became pregnant with life, or wherein the
Pantheistic deity became mingled with the world. Dionysus,
god of the many-coloured mantle, is the resulting manifestation personified. He is the polyonymous-the all in the
miWy, the varied year, life passing into innumerable forms.
But, according to the dogma of antiquity, the thronging forms
of life are a series of purifying migrations, through which the
divine principle re-ascends to the unity of its source. Inebriated
in the bowl of Dionysus, and dazzled in the mirror of existence
the souls, these fragments and sp:-srks of the universal intelligence forgot their nativity, and passed into the terrestrial forms
they coveted-Dionysus, the god of this world, the changing
side of Deity."
The shepherd god Pan occupied, even in the judgment of
Socrates, the place of the supreme God, and this because, as his
name implies, he was the all-God, the personification of infinite
all-embracing nature. Pan was the nature side of the Greek
divinities. He ruled over the woods and dwelt in desolate and
solitary places. He was nature as it appeared to herdsmen and
shepherds, in its wilder and grander and more savage aspects,
but he is not without gleams of gentleness, and by no means
destitute of joy. Every school boy knows that he was a merry
deity, making music on his pipe of seven reeds, with the glad
nymphs dancing to his rustic tunes. His body was rough like
the luxuriant earth, but his face beamed with intelligence, which
showed the .Amnwn concealed. As the heavens are radiant with
light, so smiled the countenance of Pan. He had horns like
the sun and moon, and his garment of leopard's skin wa.s a
picture of the varied beauties of the world; but he was not all
beautiful. As nature veils some of her secrets, so must we
veil the deformities of Pan. In the Orphic verses he is
called the All of the universe-heaven and sea, the ruler of the
earth, and immortal fire; for all these are but the garments of
Pan.*
• The attribute of prophecy deputed to Apollo was not founded solely on
his n-presenting the all-seeing, all hearing Zell8, but upon the higher notion of
Pantheistic omniscience, which may have been inherited from the forest of
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JUPITER IS ALL THINGS.

What has been said of the gods of the Greeks may be also said
of the deities of Rome. The Romans, too, made God and nature
one-finite on the human side, infinite on the divine side. Their
mythology, like their literature, was but a feeble echo of the
Greek. Their poets and philosophers only repeat what was said
before. Their Jupiter is the Greek Zeus; he is primarily the
heavens, or that portion of the visible universe which appears to
us. This truth is petrified into the Roman language. Bad
weather is " bad Jupiter;" to be in the open air is to be " under
Jupiter;" and to be out in the cold is to be under "frigid
Jupiter." ''Behold," says Ennius, "the clear sky, which all
men invoke as Jupiter.'' And Cato says, "His seat is heaven,
earth, and ocean. Wheresoever we move, wheresoever we go,
whatever we see, that is Jupiter." Virgil, in imitation of the
Greek poet, says, " Let us begin with Jupiter; all things are
full of Jupiter." In another place he describes " the prone
descending showers,'' as the omnipotent Father coming down
into the bosom of His glad spouse. The powers of nature personified; that is Greek Polytheism. Nature in its infinitude,
embracing the whole conceivable assemblage of being in which
mind is pre-eminently manifest; that is Greek Monotheism.
Epirwl. or transplanted from the shrines of Asia. Poetry and philosophy
eerved only to give different forms of exfresaion to the same immemorial
eentiment, which, through the treatment o art receding from it, universally
lost in intellectual campus what it gained in distinctness. The comprehensiveDe$(of the original teelin~ ~a.a preserved only in the most ancient symbols,
such a.a the Scarabaeus pomtiDg to tho great Dodoruean parent and artificer,
as the all~nerating ungenerated cause, and the triform or triophilialmic
statues of ~lis and C'A>rinth exhibiting his triple dominion over time and
space. And if Zens was Triopian or Triophthalmic, so also was his son or
oorrelative, Apollo. Apollo, again, was akin to Nomian Pan the companion of
Rhea and foster brother of Zeus. In the praise of Zens every element and el·ery
deity are united. His mythical brethren the autocrats of the sun and ahade
were felt to be repetitions of himself. It is not without reason that Arcadia
and many oilier places disputed with Crete the honor of his birth for tho
eeemi.ngly new dmty was only a reproduction of the Pelugic or Lycaean Pantheilln in a new form.-Maday'• Progreu.
'-

The chief authorities for thia chapter are Creuzer and Bunsen. On the
l'mrian religion ; the Latin work of Hyde ; Spiegels' translation of the Zend
AYeeta, and Framjee's volume," The Parsees, &c." On the Egyptian religion
10me things are taken from Dr. Prichard, and eeYeral pusages on mythology
in general, and ita interpretation are from Cudworth.
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CHAPTER ill.
GREEK PHILOSOPHY.

A cry

LL philosophy is a seeking after God-a reiteration of the
of the patriarch, " 0 that I knew where I might find
Him." And the all but universal answer has been, "He is not
far from any one of us." This is pre-eminently true of the
philosophy of the Greeks in all its stages, and in nearly all its
schools.
As to the early Greek philosophers, there are two great difficulties. First, their own writings are not extant, so that the
materials are both scanty and uncertain. Secondly, these materials have been used for the most opposite interpretations.
Cicero, the Neo-Platonists, and the Christian Fathers hold the
early Greek philosophers to have been pure Theists. They assumed rightly, unconscious indeed that it was an assumption ;
that the fact of these old enquirers after truth, being philosophers,
was no argument, for their being irreligious, some of them believed in the gods of the Mythology, and some of them did not ;
but they were seeking after the One who was yet greater than
all the itods. Aristotle, to whom we are chiefly indebted for the
materials re~ting them, refers their speculations to the old
" Theologies, ' intimating that these are to guide us in the interpretation of their cosmogonies. And this is in the order
of things : religion comes before philosophy, men bow in
reverence before the unseen, long before it becomes the subject
of reason. The view which makes the early Greek philosophers
advocates of positive science, without reference to religion,
is an anachronism in the history of philosophy. It places them
in another age of the world than that in which they lived, and
i~ores the natural religiousness of man.*
THE IoNrcs-In the fifth century, before the Christian era,
lived Thales of Miletus, a lover of laiowledge, and a seeker after
• Thia ia the view taken by M.r. Lewea in hia Biographical History of Phi}010phy, but it is contradicted by all we know of the hiabry of mind. Man
bas rcligioua feelings about natm:e long before he Btll!llet it ecienti1ieally.
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THALES OF MILBTUB.

wisdom. lie visited Egypt, at that time the sacred dwelling of
science--sacred indeed, for out of religion Egyptian wisdom had
arisen. The priests' lips kept knowledge-knowledge of all kinds.
Thales probably learned there of the" unknown Darkness ''which
produced the " water and sand" from wluch all things were made.
He may have compared this with what we read in Homer and
Hesiod about the origin of all things from Oceanus and Tethys
and hence the thought arose " water is the first principle of
creation."• Perhaps he made experiments on matter. A rude
chemist he must indeed have been, yet it was within his reach to
know that material forms are fleeting and unsubstantial. He
felt that !lot the foundation of nature there was a unity in which
all things were one, a substance of which all partook.-....&
material capable of being formed into suns and stars, and
worlds, trees, animals, and men, an original element in which
all the elements had their beginning; and what more likely
than water to be this original element? It is the blood of
nature, by it all things live, without it all die. He took a
material element for tlie original unity, what he meant more we
cannot tell. Did he find that he could go no farther? Did he
make no distinction between the material and the spiritual?We cannot answer. Aristotle says that Thales believed " all
things were full of gods." Laertios, that he called God " the
oldest of all things, because He was uncreated," and Cicero, that
he held " water to be the beginning of things, but that God was
the mind which created things out of the water."
•water ia a Protean quality, and therefore was thought the original Hyle;
mythicallJ Thetis, Nereus, Proteus. Tradition emanates from the centre of
&he alln"rial plains of Babylon and Egypt. The opiniOn of the Ionian sage is
from the ~ho recognized adeity in moiature and identified the great
and good Oiiiis with the NUe.-Maday'• Progreu of the IJttellect.
The inherent life with which the Ionica endowed the universal element
wu but the enaonled world of Pantheism- re-union of the clements which
poetry bad parted and pereonified.-/bid.
The reuon why Thales concluded that water was the first of all things is
thus ~iTen by Plutarch :-First, bec&tUe natural seed, the principle of all things,
ia motet ; whence it is highly probable that moisture ia also the principle of
all other things. Secondly, because all kinds of plants are nonrished by moisture, witbont which they wither and decay. .And thirdly, because tire, even
tbe IR1D iteelf aud the stuB, are nourished and 81lpported vaponra proceeding
from water, and, coneeqnently, the whole worli consista o the same.
A.cconling to Diogenea Laertius, M118118us was the first who taught that all
things were created of one matter, and wonld be di.uolved into the same

y

ma&ter

•

" ~neatora " eays Ariatotle, "arul men of great antiqnity have left us

a tnldition, invohed in Cable, that these fint euencea are god•, aud that tho
Divinity comprehends the whole of nature."
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ANAXIMANDER AND ANAXIMENES.

"But why, ''asked Thales' disciple Anaximander, "should
the preference be given to water over the other elements? That
which you assume to be the ground of all things is finite. By
thus plaeing it above the others, by making it the one thing
of the universe, you make it infinite. It then ceases to be
water. Why not at once call the one substance ' the infinite,'
that which is unlimited, eternal, unconditioned.'' A universe
of opinion has arisen about the meaning of Anaximander's
"infinite.'' Was it material? was it incorporeal ?-we only
know that He believed in an "infinite" in which all beings
have their being.*
Anaximander's successor, Anaximenes, thought it might 'be
determined what that is which is infinite. It was not water,
that was too gross, too material. Was there no existence
conceivable in thought, nor perceptible by sense, that appeared
infinite-;-no essence that is in all things-and yet is not any
one of them ? There is that which we call breath, life, soul.
It pervades all. It permeates all. It penetrates all. Is not
that " the infinite ?" We breathe it. We live in it. It is
the universal soul. This may have been what Anaximenes
meant; we do not know for certainty. But this is the interpretation of the " air" by Anaximenes' disciple, Diogenes of
Apollonia. He thought the Deity a divine breath, air, or spirit,
endowed with the attributes of wisdom and intelligence, and
pervading the universe of being. These philosophers begin with
enquiries that belong apparently to natural philosophy, but they
do not stop there ; they cannot-they go beyond the bounds
of the finite and the phenomenal.
TnE ITALics.-The Ionics began their search for the truth
of the universe from external nature. The Italics began with
mathematics. The former declared that all was one-<>ne something, one infinite; they could not explain it further. Pythagol'b.S
said it is simply one. What he meant is not easy to determine.
In Persia t he ma;r have learned of the nameless One, who created
Ormuzcl and Ahr1man. Was not this a Monad creating a Dyad?
• Aristotle and Plutarch suppose Annimander's "infinite ; " to have been
material-the original or first matter out of which all things were made.
Ritter on the other hand says, that Anaximander's " infinite" wsa not a mere
multiplicity of prim1117 material elements bnt an immortal and imperishable
unity-an ever productng energy.
tIt is only conjecture that Pythagoras ever was in Persia. There is no contemporary evidence that the early Greek philoeophera learned anything from
the East.
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PYTHAGORAS.

Did not One thus become the father of the world, and two its
mother? What cun be the essence of all things but numbera ?
Do not all come from the original Unity? As the number
one is the foundation of the manifold operations of arithmetic
and geometry, so the divine One-the universal Soul-is the
foundation of the world's manifoldness. The universe is areflection of the Divine. It is a " living arithmetic, a realized
geometry." Because of its beauty, and harmony, and everlasting order, it is called the Kosmos.
But the Monad of Pythagoras; was it a mind or simply an
original something, out of which the all was evolved? If the
Monad was not the active principle, it is identical with Chaos, and
the Dyad contained in it becomes the active power which causes
the harmonious world-development to arise from the Chaos. On
this supposition the Pythagorean doctrine of the Deity could
have risen no higher than that of an evolution or emanation out
of Chaos-an original substance from which has proceeded the
divine world-soul. But if, as Tenneman thinks, the Pythagorean Monad was the active principle, the divine Being, then
God is above and before Chaos, He is mind, and the producer,
not the product of the material ; while matter is only God
posited on one side, and subject to Him. That the latter was
the true Pythagorean doctrine is probable from its agreement
with the fragments ot Philolaus, an old philosopher of the school
of Pythagoras. The essence of things is regarded as arising
out of two grand elements-the limiting or limit, and the unlimited. Philolaus shows how this takes place through the
the opposition of the one and the many. The one was unity
to many, and the many, as such was the indefinite Dyad,
through the limitation given by the unity, and through the
participation in the unity. But now that the essences of
things consist of these two original elements, consequently the
principles, or original elements of numbers, must be also the
principles of things themselves. The Pythagoreans found the
reason of the necessity in this, that only under this condition could things be an object of human knowledge ; for
neither the one nor the many, in the abstract, can be known
by man.
The produced alone is cognizable to the human
understanding. The union of the limited and the unlimited
form a Kosmo~. This Kosmos implies a principle of harmony,
and this harmony a first cause or author, who is truly and
simply God. '' Were there not," says Professor B&kh," above
the original one and many, the limit and the unlimited, a
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ELEATICS.

highest absolute Unity, in which, as in the original ground of
all things, these opposites and their harmonious union constitute a Kosmos, then in the system of the most religious
Pytha.goreo.ns would be no trace of the Godhead, since neither
the limited nor the unlimited appears in this system as God.
But now that such a trace exists, and that in the Pythagorean
system God is recognised and represented under the idea of
the highest Absolute outside of and beyond these opposites,
expressly as the first or original cause of harmony, we find
established through undisputed testimrmy of many of the
ancients." According to Aristotle, Philolaus acknowledged
one Original as the cause of the two principles--as the absolute
Reality of all, and thus God as the highest Unity yet posited
above that other unity as dift"erent from it. The Pythagoreo.ns regarded this first cause as an intellect; this we may
consider as certain. But the limit, the unlimited, and the
Kosmos were all clearly allied to the first cause. The Kosmos
consists of IJecades, each of which bas ten bodies. These revolve round a common centre. This centre is the most resplendent part of the universe. It is the seat of the Supreme Deity.
From it proceeds that light which gives life and gladness to
creation. The stars in the resplendent heavens, outside the
centre of light, are dwellings of the gods; if not themselves,
divinities. Beneath them in rank are demons or good spirits;
then men; and lastly, the brute creation. Through all ranks
goes the divine essence of the One. All are in some wa y allied
to God ; all are divine. •
THE. ELEATICS.-The first genuine metaphysicians among the
Greeks were the Eleatics. They first doubted the reality of
matter, and felt the difficulty of distinguishing between knowing
and being, thought and existence. The lonics evidently assumed the reality of phenomena. The Pythagoreans, the reality
of a mind or thought, as the substance of matter. The Elcatics
annihilated the Duality, conceiving the identity of thought and
existence.
The transition from Pythagoras to the Eleatics was easy.
The reality of phenomena is in some seuse admitted, but we are
• The Pythagorean& were of opinion that the infinite existence and the one
itself are the essence of thoee things or which they are predicated, and hence
they aaserted that number is the essence or all things.-Ari.ttot/e.
The tme is the fonnal principle and cause of all things. As in all men is
man itself-in all animals, the a11i111al-in all beings, the being.-tilezaJtder on
tile PytluJgoretJ" Doctrme.
·
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XUOPBANES.

•ithout a certain criterion for a kno•ledge of its existence.
Reason tells us of the One, and this must be absolute and
eterao.l. Xenophanes the founder of Eleaticism, did not deny,
scarcely perhaps doubted the reality of matter. He flaW the
contradiction between the verdict of reason and the teachings of
experience. The one resolved all existence into a unity-an
eBBence eternal, impenetrable, and unchangeable-yet the senses
proclaimed the exiBtence of the manifold. The reali~ of both
he admitted, though the mode of their reconciliatton could
neither be understoOd nor ~lained. "Casting his eyes upwards
at the immensity of heaven,' BaJll Aristotle; " Xenoph anes declared that the One is God." But he asked if the One be
God, what mean the gods of Homer and Hesiod? If God is
an infinite Being, how base to ascribe to Him the foolish actions
of men ; how unwise to suppose that He is like themselves,
that He has their voice, and shape, and figure. If an ox or
a lion were to conceive God, they would conceive Him as like
themselves. If they bad hands and fingers like ours, they
would give Him an image and a shape like their own. But this
is only God finitely conceived ; God so to speak as created by
the mind. He that is God must be a Being not created by us.
He is not anything finite. He is the Infinite; not the infinite
as an abstraction, for that, like the finite, may be only a form
of onr minds ; He is an infinite Being, independent of all our
thoughts and all onr conceptions of finity or infinitude. Unlike
to men in outward shape; unlike, too, in mind and thought.
He is without parts or organs, but He is all sight, all ear, and
all intelligence. He is pre-eminently Being, and the only true
lleing. Whatever really exists He is in Himself and all that
does exist is eternal and immutable. Nothing can come from
nothing. Whatever is must have come from Him. The producer! is then identical with that which produces. If not, something has arisen which was not in the cause from which it arose.
This is absurd, and therefore, said Xenophanes, all that is really
being is God. He is One and all things.*
Parmenidee did not lift his eyes to the immensity of heaven
to see the One. He did not believe in the representations
• Profetlor Thompeon uya that Xenophanea earefully diatinstnished the Deity
from the outward univeriiC on the one hond, and from the Non-"Eu on the other.
It was Parmcnidea who first imagined the necessity of identifying plurality
with the No11-Eu, in other words, of denying reality to the outward phenom•
t'nal world ; ~ that there aeems no ground for qualifying the theology of
XM~ophnnes

with the epithet "Pantheistic."
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PARMENIDES.

of the senses. All that is merely appearance, delusion. Becoming and departing, being and non-being, change of place
and vicissitude of circumstance-all which men generally regard as realities, are merely names. Whatever is is, there
cannot then be anything produced. It cannot be in part and
in part produced. If it has once been, or is yet to be, then
it is not. An existence only to come, or a becoming which implies a previous non-existence takes away all idea of being,so that
being must be always or never. There is a reason in man by which
he knows that pure Being is that which is free from change of
time, or of place. The sens~:s reveal the manifold, but that is only
deception. Thought acquaints us with pure being, and is
itself identical with that being. It is opposed to the manifold,
and the changeable which indeed do not exist, and therefore
cannot be objects of thought. All things which really exist arc
one, and this existence is without change. It pervades all space.
This one is not the collected manifold as revealed by the senses,
but the one substratum which is the foundation and reality of
all app:~rcnt existence. Parmenides does not call it God. His
philosophy is a science of being and knowing. He denies the
existence of the many: yet he is compelled to regard it as in
some way eXisting. It exists in the sensuous representation.
A 11 men so perceive it to exist. Parmenides must, therefore,
mnke an effort to explain how the world of phemonema has this
apparent existence. Being and non-being set themselves as it
were over against each other in Ppite of the philosopher. He
denies that the latter is anything, and yet he must treat it as if
it were a something. There must be a One prior to the multitude of beings. Every thing which is participated subsists in
others which participate it. It has then. a progression into
being from that which cannot be pnrticipated. '!'hat which is
most profoundly united, or simply being is one and many;
but in the order of beings this multitude is occult and characterized by the nature of the One. Since there is then everywhere a monad prior to the multitude we must suspend all
beings from the proper Monad. In souls the Monad of souls
is established in an order more ancient than the multitude of
souls, and about this as a centre all souls converge; divine souls
in the first rank ; their attendants next, and after these the coattendants, as Socrates says in the Phredrus. Therefore the
Monad of all beings is prior to all beings, and so Parmenidcs
calls it the One.*
• " This truth alon11 it now remains to tell,
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ZBNO AND JdELISSUS.

The work of Zeno and Melissus was to annihilate completely
this lingering duality. They did this by showing that no knowledge could be derived from the senses; that from the very conception of being the manifold could not exist, and, therefore,
belief in its existence was contradictory and absurd. " We
cannot," sa-,s Melissus, " determine the quantity of anything
without takmg for granted its existence. :But that which is real
cannot be finite, it must be infinite, not in 8pace but in time."
It fills all time, and must always be the same. Tho multiplicity
of changeable things which the senses reveal, can only be
deception. The appearance is in us. The reality is nowhere.
If the apparent thin~ actually existed, they could not change.
A that would remam what it is in the reality of its being
whatever be the representation to our senses or whatever the
subjective condition and circumstances of the representation.
Zeno maintained the non-existence of the phenomenal. His
argument was that in dividing matter, we must in thought reach
a stage where divisibility ceases to be possible--where the subject of division becomes a mathematical point, which has no
real existence, and as all experience is found to be contradictory,
no objective reality can be deduced from it. The only way to
certainty of knowledge is to establish the conclusiQns of the
pure 'reason and to explain phenomena for a mere illusion of the
senses.
HERACLITUS.-The Eleatics tried to end the Dualism between
the permanent and the changing by denying reality to the latter.
But the phenomena remain as that which is given in the experience of the senses. There was still the one and the many. The
That in this path 011e Bei11g we shall find,
As numerous tokens oumifeatly show ;
And there its character, without decay;
And unbegotten, stable without endOnly begotten, whole, nor once it was,
Nor will hereafter be, since now 'tis all ;
At onre collected, a continued one,
}'rom whence its source or growth could you explain ?
Not from non-being which no mind can see,
Nor speech reveal ; since as of being void,
Tis not an object of the mental eye,
But, as from no one it derived its birth,
Say, why in time posterior, it begun,
Rather in some prior time to be ?
Then mnst it wholly be or wholly not,
Jo'or neTer will the power of faith pcnnit
That aught should ever into being rise."
Pamt11idu, TraJU[ated by Thomas Taylor.
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HERACLITUS.

unity of reason and the sensuous multiplicity. Herachtus
undertook to reconcile them, and to show how both existed
in a perfect monism ; the one in the many and the many in
the one ; so that true being was neither the one nor the
many, but the union-the flux and reflux-the Becoming. Heraclitus's doctrine is generally acknowledged to be obscure. Cudworth calls him a" confounded philosopher," and Socrates, with
gentle irony, said of his book concerning nature, that what
be understood of it was excellent, and he had no doubt that
what he did not understand was equally good. Regarding him
as coming after Parmenides and engaged with the same problems
as the Eleatics, we may conceive him as asking the question,
" What is the univerae ?'' Is it being or non-being? and he
answers, "It is neither because it is both." All is and all is not;
while it comes into being it is, yet forthwith it ceases to be.
There is no continuance of anything ; the only reality is an
eternal Decoming. Into the same stl'811m we descend, and yet it
is not the same stream. We are, and at the same time we are
not. We cannot possibly descend twice into the same stream,
for it is always scattering and collecting itself again, or rather
it at the same time flows to us and flows from us. The reality
of being is not an eternal rest, but a ceaseless change. Hfl'l'aclitus does not, like the Eleatics, distrust the senses, be holds
them for true sources of knowledge, channels whereby we
drink in the universal intelligence, and become partakers of the
common reason. We arrive at truth in proportion as we partake of
this reason. Whatever is particular as opposed to it is false ;
''Inhaling through the breath the universal Ether, which is
the Divine Reason, we become conscious. In sleep we are
unconscious, but on w~ we again become intelligent, for in
sleep, when the organs of tne sense are closed, the mind within
is shut out from all sympathy with the surrounding ether, tho
universal reason; and the only connecting medium is the breath,
as it wero, a root. By this separation the mind loses the power
of recollection. Nevertheless, on awakening, the mind repairs
its memory through the senses, as it were through inlets, thus
coming into con~act with the surrounding ether, it resumes its
intelligence. As fuel, when brought near the fire, is altered,
o.nd becomes fiery, but on being removed again, becomes extin~uished; so too the portion of the all-embracing, which sojourns
tn our body, becomes more irrational when separated from it,
but, on the restoration of this connection through its many
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pores and inlets, it again becomes similar to the whole."*
This doctrine, 88 here announced, may be contrasted with
Eleaticism, ll'hich found certitude only in pure reason, while
Heraclitus finds the senses to be means of communication
between the mind and the universal reason ; yet, after the
contrast the doctrine of the unity of being is the same. With
the one, reality is only in the permanent; with the other, it
is in the Becoming. In both cases the One is all. Heraclitus
was originally of the Ionic school, but some call him a. disciple
of Xenophanes. Aristotle says that he took fire 88 the first principle in the same way 88 Thales took water and Anaximenes
air. "The universe," said Heraclitus, "always was, is, and ever
will be a living fire, unchanged, and at the same time endowed
with the power of thinking and knowing."t The relation between this fire and the Becoming we do not know, and can
only conjecture. Ha.d Heraclitus been in Persia? ! Was he
a worshipper of fire ? Ha.d he learned of Ormuzd-the fountain
of light-the all-embracing element whence all things 1low?
And did he, like the P<ersians with an indifferential difference,
call it now the symbol of the first principle of creation, and
again the principle itself? By this fire Heraclitus illustrates
the eternal transformation and transposition of the Becoming.
He makes it the substratum of movement, the origin and energy
of existence. In the strife of light and darkness the universe
arose. " Strife," he says " is the parent of all thinr· The one,
by separating itself from itself, unites itself again.' In another
place he says, "Unite the whole and the not-whole, the coalescing and the not-coalescing, the harmonious and the discordant,
and thus we have the one Becoming from the All, and the all
from the One."
EHPBDOCLES.-To what school Empedocles belonged, is a
• The human soul, says liel'll<:litus, M it is endowed with reason is an
emanation from the unh·ersnl mind 1 but it is united to an animnl nature in
common with the inferior orders of creation. 1\[an breathes the universal son!
or mind, and readily unites with creature intelligence in a state of watehing ;
sleep bein~ an immediate and temporary suspension of this commnnicntion.
f The nrc of Heraclitus is endowed with spiritual attributes ; Aristotle cslls
it" soul" and "incorporeal." It is the common brround of the phenomena,
both of mind and matter. It is not ouly the animating, but also the intelligent
and regulative principle of the universe : the universal word or reMan which
it behoves all men to follow. This interpretation seems to materialize mind,
but it also spiritnalizcs matter and makes the moveable one of Heraclitus, the
Becoming, as immaterial M the resting One of the Elcatic!l, which is Being.Profuwr Tlwrllp•on'• Notu to Arclaer Butler'8 Le-:tures on Philosophy.
·
: ProfCS80r Thomp$0n is of opinion that Heraclitus nc,·cr was in l'cr.-ia.
f"
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question left undecided by Aristotle. With the Eleatics, he
distrusted the senses. Regarding human and divine reason as
one, he found in reason, the source of knowledge. In placing
the origin of the universe in material elements, he seems
allied to the Ionic school; but he separates from them in assuming four original or root elements instead of one.* Of these he
.makes fire the most important, and thus seems to approach
Heraclitus. These elements are each original and eternal.
'fhey are mingled again by the working of two powers-strife
and friendship. Men call these changes, birth and death, but
in reality there is neither birth nor death. Nothing can be
produced which has not always existed, and nothing which has
once existed can ever cease to be. This indeed is the fundamental doctrine of the philosophy of Empedocles. It is truly
Elea.tic. But to his doctrine of separating and co-mingling
elements, he seems to have added the Becomit~g of Heraclitus,
not however purely, for in Empodocles' bel!ef the elements do
not change in themselves, but only in their relations. The four
elements are eternal, yet not as material elements, but as ideal
existences in the Divine mind. The world as revealed to the
senses is but a copy. The world intellectual is the type. The
latter, being the ideal, is the reality of the former, whi<'h is
only phenomenal. The root elements exist eternally in the One.
The separating and uniting which we see incessantly at work
aro caused by discord and friendship. As these root-elements
are the original thoughts of the Supreme, and as these undergo
continual transformations, so the being of the supreme One is
interfused throughout the universe. His essence pervades all.
All life and intelligence are the manifestations of the Divine
Mind. God is not like anything which can be seen or touched,
or imaged by human intellect. ·He is an Infinite Mind. Here
Empedocles joined with Xenophanes in opposition to the popular
deities of the mythology. He was a great enemy to the gods
of Homer. Karsten describes Empedocles' theology as an apotheosis of nature aud pre-eminently Panthei:~tic, that is, in the
sense of merely worshipping external nature. But the verses of
Empedocles evidently mean more than this. Polytheism was an
apotheosis of Nature; but the Pantheism of Empedocles was
the worship of Being. His God is not the phenomenal, but the
• Empedocles called the original uncreated uniTersc a sphere or globe. It
contnined in its bosom the four element&-& syncretism of the J!rimacval cha011.
His Jo,·e and hatred arc C\;dently su~ri(Csted by the eternal strife, the Heraclitl·an f11ther of all thinge.-ProfU~<~r 7'1wmpJOn'8 Notu.
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re.al, and is allied to the One of Pa.rmenides. Only on this
ground could he have opposed the worship of the popular
deities. But we have seen in another place that this worship of
Being had nearly the same origin as the worship of natural
powers and objects. The one was the goal of reason, the other
was the result of imagination. The one made the theology of the
philosopher, the other that of the multitude. Reason protested
against Polytheism, which Empedocles could not have done hal
his theology been merely a deification of phenomenal nature.
Tmdition says that Empedocles proclaimed himself divine, and
to prove it, leaped into the crater of Mount Etna. The mountain disproved his divinity by casting up his sandal. This may
be true or it may be only the popular interpretation of his
identification of the human and the divine Reason.
ANAXAGORAs.-To understand fully the development of the
theological sentiment among the Greeks, it is necessary to notice
Anaxagw>ras, the great father of all Anti-Pantheistic theologians.
What men are saying to day against Pantheism was said with
equal force by Anaxagoras, and the more vulnerable parts of
his theology are as ill defended by church doctors as they were
by this ol~ Greek. He was no metaphysician, but a man who
believed his senses, and had never made sufficient enquiries into
the nature of reason to be troubled with the questiona that
perplexed Zeno or Parmenides. Why should he doubt the
reality of the visible world ? Was it not there before his eyes?
and why should he suppose any bidden relationship between
mind and matter? Was not mind the active principle, and
matter the passive reality. Why should some material element
be the first being, and not that mind which is the ruling power
over matter? God is mind, and matter is something arranged
by Him. What theology can be more simple? No questions
of the eo-existence of a material finite and an immaterial infinite stood in the way of Anaxagoras. Speculations on the attributes of time and space did not concern him. Why should an
infinite Being differ from a finite, except in being greater, and
wh,Y otherwise should an infinite Mind not be the same as a
finite mind ? God made the world as a man makes a machine.
He gave it laws and left it to the operation of laws, interfering
only when it needs repair. In His far off dwelling place beyond the bonndaries of the universe He beheld His workmanship, and was :('resent to it as a man is present to the objects
perceived by his sense of sight.
Compared with the other philosophers of the Ionic school,
F ~
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Aristotle said " the philosopher of Clazomenre was like a sober
man." Socrates, however, did not estimate him so highly.
"Having one day," says that philosopher, "read a book of
Ana.xagoras, who said the divine mind was the cause of all
things, and drew them up in their proper ranks and classes, I
was ravished with joy. I perceived there was nothing more cer·
tain than this principle that mind was the cause of all things."*
Socrates purchased the books of Anaxagoras, and began to
read them with avidity, but he had not proceeded far till he
found his hopes disappointed. The author, he said,'' makes no
further use of this mind, but assigns as the cause of the order
and beauty that prevailt.-d in the world, the air, ""ater, whirlwind, and otht>r agencies of nature."
Aristotle, too, on further study was less pleased with Anaxagoras, and corrected his own views by coming nearer Parmenides.
In after times the theology of Anaxagoras developed into the
schools of Democritus and Epicurus, who dispensed with the
hypothesis of a world maker, or rather left Him in His far distant home, reposing in !:lilent dignity, and regarding the world
as unworthy of His interference.
SoCRATES AND THE 8cEPTICS.-For the same reason that we
notice Anaxagoras, a: few words are required for Socrates and
the Sceptics. The Eleatics had questioned the objective reality
of the phenomenal world on the ground of the uncertainty of
sense knowledge; but if the objects of sense are denied reaJity,
why, said the Sceptics, should it be granted to the subjects of
reason. Knowledge is only relative. Our perceptions are different at different times and in different states. How do we know
that truth is not beyond the reach of the human mind? "Man,"
said Protagoras, " is the measure of all things : what be perceives is, but its exisknce is only subjective-it exists only
for him. The universal application of this principle ended in
universal scepticism. In the light of it, knowledge is a dream,
religion is superstition, might is right, and laws, but the conventional regulations of governments and states.
Socrates occupied himself solely with Ethics. t lle tried to
• Anaxagoras says that all things at the beginning aro.e, and then came
the world's Intelligence and shaped and embellished every individual specie8,
wherefore it Will called the great lntelligence.-Diogmu Lurtiw.
f Socrates employed himself about Ethics, and entirely neglected the speculation respecting the whole of nature, in morals indeed investigating the
universals and applying himself to definitions. Plato approving this, biB investigation of morals, adopted this much of his doctrine, that these definitions
respect other things and are not convel'llaDt with anything eenaible.-.hutotk.
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find in reason a certain foundation for morals. The Sceptic
Said " What I perceive to be true is true only to me ; my
knowledge is not merely subjective, but it is individual, and
therefore empirical.'' "That," Socrates would have said, " may
be so with yon as an individual, but not as a partaker of the
universal reason. Human knowledge is not merely relative and
empirical, for the measure of all things is not the individual, but
the universal man. Morality has a basis in universal reason.
It is something eternal, immutable, absolute.
Consistently with his purely ethical studies, Socrates sought
in God a Being who answered to the moral necessities of the
heart. From his youth he felt himself drawn towards the
" pure and unchangeable mind." His God was the " mind" of
Ana.xagoras ; but Socrates did not introduce Him as simply
making the world. He also preserves it, He is the God of providence as well 88 of creation. He takes care of all. Nothing
is unworthy of His regard-nothing too mean for Him to be
indifft>rent to it, He is at once the author and king of the
world.
PLA.TO.-Socrates sought to establish a foundation for moral
truth. He found it in absolute reason.* In the same reason
Plato found a basis for the truth of our knowledge of the reality
of being. It comes not from the senses, but from the intercourse
of our reason with the Divine. There can be no science
derived from the perceptions of sense. ~'hey cannot reach
that which is. They never go beyond phenomena. All their
intercourse is with the apparent. But the mind has reminiscences of its former knowledge. Though now imprisoned in
the body, it h!I.B its home in the bosom of the Eternal. It
remembers the truth it once knew when it stood face to face
with real existence. Truth belongs to the mind. Thoughts
• Thia eonnection between Socrates and Plato is only inferential, and mny
be disputed.
His " Knowledge," according to .Professor Thompson, was
aJkoowledge of eonsequencea generalized from experience. On thts ground
Grote claims Socrates for a" Utilitarian."
·
According to Xenophon, Socrates re~ed the soul of man as allied to tho
DiTine mind, not by ita essence but by its nature elevated by reason above
the rank of the mere animal creation.
It appean &om the Phatdo that Socrates had the Bndhilt notion of the
wretchedness of the presen' existence. He looks upon the union of a body
with the soul as a penalty. By the pre-cxi:!tencc of the soul he seems to
mean its identity with the di\ine Being. He cnlls the soul " That wlticll ;.,."
In the Gorgiru again, he says, "I shonltl not womter if Euripides Sp<'nks the
the truth when he says • Who knows whether to Jh·c is not death, nnd to
die, life.'"
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are verities. To limit the reality of existence to the Ou.e,
Parmenides denied it to the 1114nijold, and Heraclitus denied it
to both the One and the many that he might ascribe it to the
Becoming. But Plato saw in the One* the thinker, and in the
manifold his thoughts. And who shall separate between the
mind and its thoughts? ~ are one. Both are realities,
and therefore we ascribe retd4!tence 'bOth to the one and the
manifold. Objects of sense have an extstence so far as they
participate in the ideal. Thus, man, house, table, exist but
only because tho ideas, man, house, bble, are real existences.
Our conceptions become perceptions. Tho manifold has thns
a double existence. One in its ideals, another in phenomena.
The latter is the world of sense, what men call the material,
and what the vulgar suppose to be reality. But its existence is
only borrowed. It is a shadow-a copy of that which is real,
the realities are the ideas, the architypes. The manifold then
is at once bemg, and the semblance of being.
But these ideas, are they identical with God or distinct from
God ? Plato answers sometimes that they are identical, and at
other times that they are distinct from God. This lies at the root
of Plato's theology, and leaves an uncertainty whether God in
his system is merely abstract Being or a personal creative Deity.
• This is only an interpretation of Plato. He does not call God the One,
he calla Him Being. " :Plato's one," aaya Professor Thompson, " is relation, a
thought as against a thing or perception, a geuna as oppoeed to iudividoals, &c.,
he reJects the absolute One of Parmenidee at least under that name. Mind
is with him the giver of the lirait not the limit itself ; the efficient rather than
the formal cause ; that cause which blends the limit with the unlimited ; in
short, a creative energy, if we may not say, conscious Creator."
Warburton ascribes the notion of the derivation of the souls of ·men from
the Divine essence, and their final resolution into it to all the philosophers of
antiquity, without exception. Archer Butler thinks this opinion unsupported in the case of Plathnism, as it came from the hands of Plato ; yet he says,
" Plato may in the last analysis hue embraced all things in some mysterious
unity ; an idea which in MmUI vague sell.8C it is impossible for human reason
to avoid."
According to the Tinuuv• tho universe was generated, it was modelled after
an eternal pattern. It is a bleesed god, having its soul fixed in the centre, yet
existing throughout the whole. The soul was made before the body. Bctwoon
soul and body there is an intermediate, made up of the indivisible and divisible
essence. The three are mingled into one. The eternal universe was a living
eximmee. ; so the deity tried to make the sensible universe, as far as he conld,
similarly perfect. Time was generated with the universe. Eternity is a unity.
The stars are generated gods, living existences endowed with sonls. Fire,
water, &c., shonld not be called" tAi&" or" tllat," not being" tiling•." Before
the creation of the universe there were being, place, and gent>ration. The charge
of l>roducing mortal naturea was committed by the Creator to his offilpring the
jumorgodL
·
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In the one case the ideas are the being of God ; in the other
God is a Being who creates the universe after the pattern of the
ideas. But where is the phenomenal world? Do the ideas
create the phenomenal or is it eternal ? When God made the
world, He made it after the ideal pattern, but on what did he
impress the idea.? Here Plato ascribes eternity to that which
is non-ex1stent, matter. This shadowy semblance of being
existed. It was that in which the idea. took shape and form,
and yet it is nothing.* It has the capacity to receive any
variety of form, yet it is undetermined, shapeless, and invisible.
It receives and preserves being, only as it has in itself the ideal
form. The visible universe is the result of ideas with this
substratum of non-existence. The universal mind is God. He
is the highest of our ideas, and the source of all thinking and
knowing. He is "the Good." In this supreme Idea all ideas
have their ground and centre. Though itself exalted above
division, yet in it the perceiver and the perceived, the subject
and the object, the ideal and the rea.l, are all one.
In returning to the Socratic faith in the capacity of the mind
to kn~w the truth, and applying it to the nature of essence,
Plato in reality returned to Elea.tic ground, and in following out
his method, he arrived at the absolute reality in the same way as
Xenophanes, Parmenides, and Zeno, had done before him. The
God of reason was Being absolute. t God must be this, and y<>t
Plato recoiled from the immoveable Deity of the Elea.tics. uod
is this, but He is something else even if it it be something inconsistent with this. He is moveable ; He is intelligent; He
is mind; the king of the world; the father of the universe;
God who according to reason must be entirely unlike man, must
yet again have attributes corresponding to those of men.
ARISTOTLB.-At the point where Plato took up the ground
of Socrates, Aristotle differed from Plato. He said that Plato
• Plato, says Archer Bntler, ea1la matter tlu uali•ittd ; intelligence, the
tho liiAit-one and many-single and mnltipl-indiviaible and diviaiblnnchangeable and changeabl-beolnte and relativ~lWilple and copythe good and the Dl&llifelltati.on of the good-the object of science, eternal being
and the object of opinions. Professor Thompson adds, " Bare matter he
~ly distinguished from place."
t Plato dedicated ibis mature powers to' the task of reoon~ the Ephesian
doctrine of a flux, and becoming with the Eleatic principle of Parmenides.ProfUIIOT' Tllmap«J11'• Notu.
Plato, lilte moat phil0110phers after Anaxagoras, made the supremo Beini
to be Intelligence, bat in other respects left His nature undefined or rather
indefinite thongh the variety of definitio11, a conception 1loating varaeJy betweeD Theilm and Pantheiam.-JC.cAa,v'• Progreu.
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had never proved how ideas have an objective reality, nor hull
he even rational1y explained how objects of sense participate in
the ideal. Socrates proclaimed the universal as the essence of
the individual-and so far he was right. Plato raised the conception of a universal to the rank of being, independent of the
individual, and there, said Aristotle, Plato was wrong. Aristotle's method differed so much from Plato's that these two
philosophers have come to be regarded as the respective representatives of the two great classes of minds into which all
men may be divided. But their conclusions differ less than
their methods.
Aristotle began with observations on the external world, but he
found that in this way he could never get beyond the external.
Sense acquwnts us only with individual existence. We must
get beyond this. We do get beyond this, for we have the
knowledge of the universals. We have abstract ideas of things.
Whence are these ? From reason. The universal and the
individual are then co-existent. We cannot separate a thing
from our conception of it. The universal is immanent in the
individual. It is as Plato said, the essence of the individuaJ, but
it is not itself independent of the individual. It is like form to
the material in which form has its existence, yet only by means
of the universal can we know the essence of any one particular
thing. Though not independent, it is yet that which is actual,
while the individual is only the potential. The absolute actuality
is mind, and matter is the same essence in its potential being.
There are four first causes, or first principles. ~.latter, form,
moving cause, and end. As in a house there is the matter, the
conception, the worker, and the ootual house. These four
determinations of all being resolve themselves into the fundamental ones of matter and form. The moving cause, form and
end, stand together as opposed to matter. The last is that
abiding something which lies at the basis of all becoming, and
yet in its own being it is different from anything which has become. Whatever is, has been before potentially. Individual
beings are produced by the coalescing of potential being and
pure form. Every "That" is a meeting of potential and
actual being. But there is a guiding power superintending
these processes of progression. That power is a prime activity,
a pure act.uality, a first Mover. That Mover is God. The relation of the Divine to that of the world is left by Aristotle
undertermined. In some places he seems to meet Plato, but in
others he separates God from all being and becoming, con-
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t<:mplating Him as absolutely mind, not dwelling in the universe
and moving it as the soul moves the body; but moving it
externally, Himself unmoved and free from nature. The world
has a soul. but it is not God. God is maker of the world soul,
which is the movable mover outside of the immoveable Mover.
"Aristotle's leaning was, seemingly, to a personal God, not a
being of parts and passions, but a substantial head of all the
categories of being. The doctrine of Anaxagoras revived out
of a more elaborate and profound analysis of nature. Soon,
however, the vision of personality is withdrawn. We have,
in fact, reached that culminating point in thought where the
real blends with the ideal ; moral action and objective thought
as well as material body are excluded. The Di\"ine action on
the world retains its veil of impenetrable mystery, and to the
utmost ingenuity of research presents but a contradiction. God
becomes the formal, efficient, final cause. He is the one Form
comprising all forms. Acting and working is denied him, only
activity of thought is ascribed to Him. The object of the
absolute thought is the absolute good. In contemplating it the
supreme Finality can but contemplate itself. 1ts immutable
action is as the uniform self-circling revolution of the stellar
heavens, and as all thought consists in contact and combination
with the things thought, so all material inference being here
excluded, the distinction of subject and object vanishes in
complete identification, and the Divine thought is the thinking
of thought. The energy of mind is life, and God is that
energy in its purity and perfection. He is therefore life itself,
eternal and perfect. This indeed seems all that is meant by
the term God. ' Such,' says Aristotle, ' is the principle on
which nature and the world depend.' If it be asked how these
transcendent things came to be a part of a professedly empirical
philosophy, and whence our knowledge of them, he replies that
there is a faculty in the soul bearing the same relation to its
proper objects as sensation does to phenomena, a faculty by
which we recognize the object with certainty."
TRB STOics.-Plato and most of his predecessors endeavored
to reduce all being to unity by denying reality to matter. As
he admitted only reason for a channel of knowledge, he was
consistent in regarding matter as non-being. But Aristotle,
believing his senses as well as his reason, left the dualism mind
and matter unreconciled. With Plato God 19'88 One and all
things. With Aristotle God was One, and the universe a
distinct existence. But as nothing can be which has not been
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before. As there can be no addition to the totality of existence,
Aristotle made two eternals, the one Form, the other Mutter.
God and the material from which the universe was made. The
Stoics were not satisfied with the duality. They felt with Plato,
that all must be one; that an infinite cannot leave a finite
standing over against it. They were willing to trut~t the
testimony of sense, and to admit that logically mind and matter
God and the world are separate and distinct, yet the Stoics
contended that actually they must be one. To show how God
and the universe were distinct, and yet one was the problem of
Zeno and his disciples. They did this by a philosophy of
common sense, in which they acknowledged the truth both of
our conceptions and our perceptions. .The sensuous impression
of an external object they looked upon as a revelation to the
mind of the object itself. Sense furnished the materials of
knowledge. Reason compared them and formed ideas. But
if in this way all ideas came from the senses, how can we have
an idea of pure spirit ? The Stoics were consistent, they
denied that we have such an idea, and with that they denied
the existence of anything incorporeal. That every existence
must have a body was the doctrine which moulded the whole
of the theology of the Stoics. They did not define what a
body was, that was impossible, bodies, beings of all kinds from
the spiritual to the grossly matenal. But the very indefiniteness
in which they left the idea of the corporeal, showed that they
were far removed from the school of Epicurus. Their great
enquiry was concerning the world-whence it is. Evidently it
is not eternal as Aristotle supposed, since it is something produced. What we know of the world producer must be learned
from the world itself. Being is evidently divisible into the
active and the passive. A producing and a produced are the
two obvious principles in the actual world. There must then
be a similar two-foldness in the Original of the world, an active
principle and a passive-the one a living power, the other a
passive potentiality-the one that from which eTerything is, the
other that through which eve17thing is. The passive is the
original matter-a lifeless and mert substance. The active is
the efficient cause or producing power. But this cause must
be corporeal, and yet how can we conceive of it under any
known form of body. The Stoics tried to separate the living
power which creates the universe from every idea of gross
matter, and at the same time they felt that to have a definite
conception oi that power we must clothe it with some material
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form. The active principle was therefore conceived as having for
its substratum the nature of external fire, but to protect this
representation from the misconception of ordinary minds, they
also called it spirit.
The first expression of the working of the active principle is
in forming the primary elements from the ori~inal matter ; the
second, in forming bodies. The active princtple thus working
externally in unorganized nature Chrysippus calls the binding
power, and supposes the air to be its substratum or substance.
This power acting in its higher operations producing the life of
nature, and animating all forms of organism from the humblest
plant to the highest spirit-life he calls the ether, but though
the one active principle has many powers and functions, it is
still but one, as the human mind with all its faculties is an
undivided unity. This active principle is again considered as
the ori~al source of all right :and morality-the principle of
law-givmg-the world order. The moral order is therefore of
the essence of God, or in other words, this moral order is our
divinest conception of the nature of GOO, for in this God ap·
pears as the unchangeable and the eternal, the absolute Being
whose existence implies the highest rectitude, wisdom, and perfection. Tiedemann says of the Stoics-" Among all the philosophers of antiquity, none defended the existence of God with
so warm a zeal or so many and so powerful arguments.'' The
chief of these was the undeniable existence of right in the world.
This shows a relationship between man and God, and the existence of a Deity as a moral Being, as the principle of moral lawgiving and :world order, that is, of right and morality. In
the last analysis there is in reality but one Being existing.
We may call Him God, or we may call Him the universe.
The one is God active, the other is God pa.tsive. The one is
the life, the other is the body which is animated by the life.
The one is the creative energy, the other is the ground or substratum in which this energy is at work, and to which it is
united. God is the soul of the great animal world. He is the
universal Reason which rules over all, and permeates all. He
is that gracious providence which cares for the individual as
well as for the all. He is infinitely wise. His nature is the
basis of law, forbidding evil and commanding good. By ,the
very order of creation He punishes them that do evil, and
rewards them that do well, being in Himself perfectly just and
righteous. lie is not a spirit, for that is nothing; as we have
no idea corresponding to such an existence, but He is the
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subtlest element of matter. He is in the world as those wonderworking powers nnd ever-creating energies which we sec in
all nnture, but whose essence baflles our reason to penetrate.
lie is the most mysterious of all things we know, and more
mysterious thnn nil mysteries. He h the divine Ether. He
is the brenth that passes through nil nature; He is the fire
that kindles the universe. From Him issues forth that stream
of divine life in which nature lives, and which flowing forth into
all her chnnncls makes her rejoice to live. Seneca, the Roman
representative of the philosophers of the porch, calls God the
Maker of the universe, the Judge and Preserver of the world
the Being upon whom all things depend-the spirit of the
world; and then he adds, "Every name belongs to Him-all
things spring from Him. We live by His breath; He is all,
in all His parts; He sustains Himself by His own might. His
divine breath is diffused through all things small and great.
His power 'lind his presence extend to all. He is the God of
heaven and of all the gods. The divine powers which we
worship singly are all subject to Him."
That the ground of all things is one reality, and that that
reality is God, is the burden of nearly all the speculations of
the Greeks, and the end of all their enquiries. They deny
reality to created things lest two realities existing together
might imply two everlMting beings, which is contradictory to
the utterances of reason concerning being. The individual
things proceed from 0 od, and so far as they are real they are
of God, but in their individuality they are distinct from God,
what that renlity of things is, each school has tried to express,
but all the expressions involve a contradiction as they express
something definite, while God is beyond definition-the undefined and the infinite.
·

The Materials of this Chapter are gathered from Scbweglers's History of
Pbiloeopby, Mr. Lewes' Biographical History, Mr. Manricc's volumes on Greek
Pbiloeopby in the Encyclopredia Metropolitan&, Archer Butler's Lectures on
Philoeophy, Mackay's Progress of the Intellect among the Greeks ; the Histories of Brucker, Ritter, and Tennemann ; with the Translations of Plato in
Bohn's Library, and Thomas Taylor's Translations of Aristotle.
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE JEWS.

T

HE Hebrew Scriptures begin with the creation of the world.
The creating God or gods is called Elohim, " a. name," says
Gesenins, "retained from Polytheism and which means the
higher powers or intelligences."* That the sacred writer should
use a word borrowed from Polytheism will not surprise those who
understand the nature of language, but that the writer himself
had passed from Polytheism to the belief of the One God is
evident from the whole of the record of creation, and confirmed
by the succeeding history. To Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the
name of God was El Sltaddai. To Moses God revealed Himself
by the new name Jehovah or I AM. The God of Moses was
pure Being. It was the name Jehovah which kept the Jews from
Idolatry. In proeortion as they ceased to think of their Deliverer as the unspeakable Being they were in danger of worshipping the gods of the nations. "This new name," as Dean Stanley
says," though itself penetrating into the most abstract metaphysical idea of God, yet in its effect was the very opposite of a mere
abstraction." The old Jews did not speculate about the Essence
of God, though they had reached the highest conception of that
Essence. Guarded by the declaration once for all that the nature
of God was mysterions and His name ineffable, they were free to
make Him a. person-to ascribe to Him attributes and to represent Him as made in the image of man. He has hands and feet.
He rules as a king, dwelling with Israel in Canaan, protecting
them with His mighty arm, and watching over them with ever
open eyes, which are in every place, beholding the evil and the
good. All the mighty objects of nature are summoned to express God. The great mountains are the mountains of God; the
• Hebrew grammarians find a similar plarality in the Godhead indicated by
tho title J eltovala &lxJotla, L:lrd of hOlt& Jehovah is not here in the ClOIII&rud
.tate, 10 that the proper translation should be without the "of." The worda
are in ap'J)Oiition, and the meaninjt is, that in Jehovah, all hosts are comprized.
He is all in all. By the Rabbinical writers, God is c:alled MtJAqm, place,
~uae He ia the place of oTe17Wng.
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tall trees are the trees of God ; and the mighty rivers the rivers
of God. He is the Rock of safety, whose way is perfect. He
maketh Lebanon and Sirion to skip like a young unicorn. It is
His voice that roars in the raging of the waters ; His majesty
that speaks in the thunder ; and when the storm and tempest
break down the mighty cedars, it is the voice of the Lord, yea,
it is the Lord who breaketh the cedars of Libanus. This psalm*
expresses the full extent to which the old Hebrews went in the
identification of God and nature. They never surpassed this
even in poetry; and never forgot that the Lord sitteth above the
water iloods, and that the Lord is king for ever. The personifying tendency natural to a race of men who had to fight for their
own national existence, 88 well 88 for the doctrine of the divine
Unity, interfered with all speculation concerning the divine Essence. It exposed them however to the idolatry against which
their national uistence was meant to be a continual witness.
The search for symbols led them to liken God to things in heaven
and earth and the waters under the earth. The world, according
to Josephus, is "the purple temple of God," and to imitate
this temple, the Jews built the tabernacle, and afterwards the
great temple of God at Jerusalem. The symbols permitted
them by Moses and David and Solomon became objects of worship. The images borrowed from natnre to express God prepared them for the worship of Baal and Ashteroth, the sun,
moon, and stars, the gods of the Sidonians, of Chaldea, and
the nations round about them.
We may perhaps fairly date the origin of Jewish philosophy
from the time of the Captivity. The metaphysical idea involved in the name of Jehovah becomes prominent and acts its
part as the personifying idea had done before it. The sin of
the Jews is no longer idolatry. They are henceforth without
Teraphim.t The unity of God was not unknown either to the
Chaldeans or the Persians.
Abraham only conserved a
doctrine well-known to his ancestors of Chaldea, but in his day
almost hidden by the prevailing idolatry. When the Jews went
into Babylon and Persia, did they hear again from the sages
the philosophical notion of God, or did the idea implied in the
name I .AM come natnrally to its proper development ? The
answer is immaterial. The Jewish Rabbis who prosecuted the
metaphysical idea of God, maintained that their speculations
were familiar to learned Jews, and that though the Scriptures
• Pllllm xxix.

t HOR& iii, 4.
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speak of God as a pwMm, which was a necessity of the popular
mind, yet we are to distinguish between the popular aspect of
Jewish theology and that theology itself. The latter was the
.&oUric teaching, the former simply :&otmc. To the Rabbis
was confided the hidden philosophy which the multitude could
not receive. How far Rabbinical philosophy agreed with the
Scriptures or differed from them must be left for the present an
open question. The Hellenist Jews may have borrowed from
the Greeks and Orientals, or the Greeks and Orientals may have
borrowed from the Jews. Or, again, it may have been that the
philosophies of each were natural developments. Some thoughts
belong universally to the soil of the human intellect, and have
an independent growth among nations that have no intercourse
with each other. But even when a doctrine is borrowed, there
must be previously a disposition to receive, for a borrower will
only borrow what is congenial to his own mind. Religious teachers, as Schleiermacher says, do not choose their disciples, their
disciples choose them. 'l'he many foints of agreement between
Judaism and the philosophies o the Greeks and Orientals,
leave it open for us to say either that the Heathen got their
wisdom from the Jews or that the roots and germs of Christian
doctrines are reTealed to the universal reason. The speculative
Jews have maintained that the philosophy of Judaism as they
understand it was the source and beginning of all philosophies.
Plato is with them but an Attic Moses, and Pythagol'a@ a Greek
philosopher who borrowed the mysteries of Monads and Tetrads
from the chosen people.
We have supposed that from the time of the Captivity, the
Jews had a philosophy of religion; but of this philosophy the
traces are few, and the authorites uncertain, until near the beginning of the christian era. Eusebius has preserved some
fragments of Aristobulus supposed to be the Alexandrian Jew
mentioned in the Maccabees as King Ptolemy's instructor. In
these fragments Aristobulus clearly distinguishes between God
Himself, as the first God, the ineffable and invisible, and God
as manifested in the phenomenal world. And in the letter ascribed to Aristeas, librarian to Ptolemy Philadelphus, we Bee
J ndaism and Hellenism forming so near an alliance that each
re~ the other as but a different form of itself. Aristeas
informs Ptolemy that the same God who gave him his kingdom
gave the Jews their laws. "They worship Him," says Aristeas,
" who created all, provides for all, and is prayed to by all, and
especially by us, only under another name." And Eleazar, the
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high priest of Jerusalem, when asked by Aristeas if it was not
unworthy of God to give laws concerning meats, such as those
given to the Jews, answered '' that they were indeed insignificant;
and though they served to keep the Jews as a distinct people,
yet they had beyond this a deep allegorical meaning. " The
great doctrine of Moses," said Eleazar, "is, that the rwer
of this one God is through all things ; " words in whic the
students of Alexandrian philosophy have seen an intimation of
that Spirit which is through all and in all. It has been thought,
too, that in the Greek version of the Scriptures made at Alexandria, there are evident marks of the influence of Greek thought
on the minds of the translators, who seem often to have chosen
such words as left the ground clear for a Platonic interpretation,
and sometimes, even to suggest it. Some of the most remarkable of these are the translation of the name of God. " I am
that I AM," which the Seventy render " I am He that IS ; "
and the second verse of the first chapter of Genesis, where the
Hebrew words which simply mean that the earth was confusion,
are translated " The earth was invisible and unformed," pointing
it has been supposed, to the ideal or typical crtation of Plato,
which preceeded the material. " The Lord of hosts " is nsually
translated "the Lord of the powers," or, "the Lord of the
powers of heaven," the Greek name for the inferior gods.
The Books of the Apocrypha, which were mostly written by
Hellenist Jews, have also been pressed into this service, but the
evidence they furnish is uncertain. Solomon is made to speak of
himself as gOod coming undefiled* into a body; which seems to be
allied to the Platonic idea of the body being the cause of sin.
He is also made to speak of the incorruptible Spiritt of God being in all things. But the verses supposed to be most conclusive
are those which speak of wisdom as the creative power of God;
"A pure influence flowing from the glory of the Almighty.
She is the brightness of the everlasting light-the unspotted
mirror of the power of God-the image of his goodness ; and
being but one she can do all things, and remaining in herself
she createth all things new and in all ages ; entering into holy
souls she maketh them friends of God and propheta. She preserved the first formed father of the world, who was created,
alone, and brought him out of his fall."
• Wisdom of Solomon-viii, 20.

t Wisdom of Solomon-xu, l.

t Wiadom of Solomon-vii, 25, 6 7, and x, t.
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Again, the son of Sirach makes wisdom thus praise herself:I came ont of the month of the mQIIt High,
And covered the earth as a cloud.
I dwelt in high places,
And my throne IS in a cloudy pillar.
I alone compaSied the circuit of heaven,
And walked in the bottom of the deep.
In the waves of the sea, and in all the earth,
And in every people and nation, I got a posseasion.
With all these I aought rest :
And in whose inheritance shall I abide ?
So the Creator of all things gave me a commandment,
And He that made me, cansed my tabernacle to rest,
And said, Let thy dwelling be in Jacob,
And thine inheritance in Israel.
lie created me from the beginning before the world,
And I shall never fail.
In the holy tabernacle I served before him :
And ao was I established in Sion.
Likewise in the beloved city he gave me rest,
And in Jerusnlcm was my power.
And I took root in an honorable people,
Even in the portion of the Lord's inheritance.•

•

•

•

•

I am the mother of fair love,
And fear, and knowledge, and holy hope,
I therefore being eternal, am given to all my children,
Which are named of Him.

That these verses speak of wisdom as the creative power of

God in much the same way as wisdom is spoken of in heathen
philosophies, is not to be denied. It is also true th~~ot they
were composed in Greek, and in a heathen city; but their likeness to the words of wisdom in the book of Proverbs, forbids us
to ~ay that they were borrowed from heathen philosophy. The
writer may indeed have felt the harmony between the thoughts
of the Alexandrians and those of the Jews, and may have delighted to show the Heathen that his nation was already in
pos...~ssion of a philosophy not inferior to theirs.
Bnt if the influence of Greek philosophy is only imperfectly
discerned in the Apocrypha, or the fragmentary writings of the
Hellenist Jews, all doubt is removed by the works of Philo
Judaeus--the proper representative of Alexandrian Judaism.
We have not indeed any treatise of Philo's on a subject purely
speculative, and consequently, no complete or carefully defined
system of speculation ; but the ideas scattered through his prac• Bccleaiutieaa :uiY, 3-18.
Q
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" I AM. " OR BEING.

tical and expository writings, and his unceasing efForts to bring
the teaching of the Old Testament into harmony with these
ideas wherever it seemed to difFer from them, sufficiently evidence his obligations to the Greek philosophers.
But how could the Old Testament be made to teach Greek
Philosophy? The history of a practical nation like the Jews
might be supposed beforehand to have but little relation to the
thoughts of philosophers, who spent their lives in the study of
causes and essences. Often indeed the connection between
thought and action, philosophy and daily life, is closer than we
imagine, and the Old Testament writers may have had metaphysical thoughts, though they wrote no books on metaphysics. It
is, however, impossible in readin~ Philo, notwithstanding the
advantage he had in using the Greek version of the Seventy,
not to feel that his interpretations are more frequently read into
the Scriptures than found there. But this need not concern us
here; we come to Philo's writings neither to refute his doctrines
nor to approve them, but only to trace the character of that
philosophy which manifested itself among the Jews of A lexandria.
The Greek translation of "I AM" as "He that IS" at once
allied the Jewish theology to that of Plato ; for, " the Being"
was pre-eminently the name of Plato's supreme Deity. From
this Philo could at once speak of the God of the Jews as the
Eleatics and Platonists had done of the Being without attributes,
of whom nothine; could be truly affirmed; of whom no likene88
could be made, for He is unlike anything in heaven or earth;
He is infinite, immutable, and incomprehensible; but thf'!'e
predicates do not say what He is; only what he is not. Qualities belong to finite beings, not to God. He is wiser than wisdom; fairer than beauty; stronger than strength. By reason
we know that He is ; but we have no faculty whereby to know
what He is. We aid our feebler thoughts by metaphors and
illustrations from things material. We call Him the primitive
light, from which all light emanates; the life, from which all life
proceeds; the infinite Intelligence; but of Him, as He is in Ilimself, we only know that He is one, simple, and incapable of destruction. He ha.<J no name. To Moses He revealed Himself as
"I AM THAT I AM," which, says Philo, is equivalent to
saying'' It is my nature to be; not to be described; but in order
that the human race may not be wholly destitute of any appelation which they may give to the most excellent of beings, I allow
you to use the word Lord as a name." " So indescribable is the
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living God,'' be says again, " that even those powers which
minister to Him•do not announce to us His proper name." "After
the wrestling with the Angel, Jacob said to the invisible Master,
''l1ell me 'l'hy name;' but He answered,' Why askest thou my
name? ' "Ancl so He docs not tell him His peculiar and proper
name, for," says He, " it is sufficient for thee to be taught by
ordinary explanations; but o.s for names which nre the symbols
of created things, do not seek to find them among immortal
natures.'' "A name can only designate something that is known;
it brings it into connection with something else. Now, absolute
Being cannot come into relation with something else. It fills
itself; it is sufficient for itself. As before the existence of the
world, so after it, BE>ing is the all. Therefore, God who is absolute Being, can have no name." "Indeed,'' says Philo," the
name God does not worthily express the highest Being. It
does not declare Him as He is, it only expresses a relation of
the highest first Principle to the created. In reference to the
universe, God is " the Good," but He is more than that; He is
more than God. It is enough for the Divine nature to be and
not to be known. He must be unchangeable, because He is perfectly simple; and the most perfect of all beings can be ur.ited
with no other." "God docs not mingle with anything else, for
what is mingled with Him must be either better than He is, or
worse, or equal; but there is nothing better or equal; and
nothing worse can be mingled with Him, for then He would become worse, or perhaps annihilated, which it is wrong to suppose.''
Without attributes, without names, incompreheusible to the
intellect of man, God is the One, the Monad, Being; "and
yet,'' adds Philo, making a. still higher effort to express
the ineffable, "the Therapeutre reverence God worthily, for
they consider Him simpler than unity, and more original
than the monad." He is more than life, for "He is the source
of life itself.''
The necessity of again connecting the divine Being with the
created world and things conceivable and sensuous, after entirely separating between Him and them, involved a contradiction
perhaps more than verbal. But each is a truth distinct by itself,
and both are to be acknowledged as such, even if we cannot see
the possibility of harmonizing them. God, though a simple
essence and unlike things which proceed from each other, is yet
the Cause of all the created universe. The unchangeable Bein~
thus becomes the Cause, and being the ground essence of nh
becoming, that is, the phenomenal, must in some way be reo 2
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Iated to it. It may be admitted that the universe did not owe
its origin directly to the first Being; for, indeed, the most
beautiful of the sensuous world is unworthy of God ; to say
nothing of the more unworthy part, which to ascribe directly to
God would be blasphemy; and yet without Him it could not be;
so that He must be recognized, at least, as the Cause of causes.
The unknowable thus becomes known, though known only as the
unknowable. Thus to be ignorant of Him is truly to know Him.
"Therefore,'' says Philo," we, disciples and friends of the prophet
Moses, do not leave off the inquiry concerning that which really
is; holding fast that to know this, is the goal of fortune, is an
unbroken, life whilst the law also says, 'That those who are
near God, live.' Then indeed, those who are separated from
God are dead in soul. An important doctrine, dear to a wise
man ; but those who have taken their place with God live an
immortal life again." " The goal of this life is the knowledge
and science of God." He is incomprehensible, and yet comprehensible. Incomprehensible to us men, and yet comprehensible to us so far as we are divine,* for there is in us a germ of
the Deity, which may be developed to a divine existence; and
though God cannot enter into the circle of the human, We may
yet be raised to equality with Him, and then we shall both see
Him and know Him. This is the goal which we have before us.
Now we know God imperfectly through his works. He is a God
afar off; an Essence whose existence is demonstrable by reason ;
though indeed this knowledge of God is only negative. But we
rise to a true knowledge of Him as our being becomes assimilated to His being. We have visions of God, a pure and perfect knowledge, by intuition, phantasy, or whatever other name
be given to that revelation by which God is revealed to the soul.
"It is such as was given in part to Moses when transcending the
created he received a representation of the uncreated; and
through this comprehended both God and His creation."
The supreme Being is not then the immediate maker of the
worlds. Beginning with the sensuous, which-is the first step of
the celestial ladder we ascend to the spiritual; for, the visible
evidently reveals the working of the Invisible. But we cannot
here infer only one Being; there are, evidently, more than one,
at least, two, an original first Cause and an intelligent Being,
who is the proximate cause. The latter, Philo says, is subjected
• Man was not made of the dDSt alone, but also of the divine Spirit.-PAilo.
QIIOU!l 6J Join& qf D -
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to the first, and is the mediating power between it and the dead
unformed matter.
This mediatin~ power is the Logos, or Word of God, the world
mliker. Philo gtves the Llgos a variety of names: He is the
mediator between mortal and immortal races ; He is God's
name, God's interpreter, God's vicar; to man He is God ; but
on the divine side, the second God, or the image of God. The
spirit world is the divine thought; the st-nsuous world, the
divine speech; and the Logos, the capacity of God to think and
speak. .AJ3 thought, He is the Logos immanent ; as speech, the
Logos transient. Philo identifies the Logos with that wisdom
which God is said to have created as the first of His works, and
established before the Eons, the spouse of God, who is the father
and the Mother of the all. Sometimes the Logos is plural, not
only the Word, but the words of God; and these are identical
with the divine powers or attributes. The two Chtrubim in
Genesis are the two highest powers of God; His goodness and
His might. By the one He has created all, by the other he
preserves all. Between these as a uniting bond, is the Logos,
which embraces both; for, by the Logos, God rules, and creates,
and shews mercy. The Cherubim were the symbols of these
powers, and the flaming sword that turned either way was the
divine Logos. In the same way the Logos is identified with
other attributes, and distributed into different potencies of the
divine Being; and as all these potencies are consubstantial,
having their substratum in God, the Logos is identical now with
the potencies, and now with the first Cause or supreme God ; so
that Philo ends in ascribing to the first Cause, through the Logos,
those qualitits, works and attributes, which he had otherwise
denied Him; considering them unworthy of the first God. The
Deity could not ~ervade matter, nor come into any relation to it;
but thro~h tht .Logos He is the maker and preserver of tpe world.
By the .Logos, God is rest<>red to the world, and the oneness of
the created and the uncreated becomes manifest throurth the
mediating power or powers, for those powers are identic~ with
God; they are also the spiritual world-plan, the perfect world
after whii!h this sensuous world is formoo ; and even it, so far
as it is well formed, is itself the Logos or word of God. The
spirit worlds are God's first begotten, and the sensuous His
younger sons. " Ideas," " demons," " heroes," " angels," " the
higher powers," have the same relation to the lower that God has
to the higher. The necessity of personification may cause them
to appear as distinct beings: but they have all in their degrooa
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a divine existence. Angels and spirits are the divine thought,
and not separate from Him who thinks. He is the God of gods.
1'he Chaldcans said" Either the vi!!ible world is itself a god or
God contained in Himself is the soul of all things." From this
view, says Philo, Moses differs, for he maintains either that the
world-soul is the first God, or that the stars and their host cause
what happens to man; but that all this univer!le is held together
by invisible powers, which the world maker has extended from
the uttermost pnrt of the heavens to the end of the earth." Philo
intended to differ from the Chaldeans by means of the Logos, word,
words, or invisible powers distinct from God and yet identical with Him ; but he differed only in intention, for Philo's
chief God filled all things and went through them all, and left
no place void or empty of Himself.* All the inferior Gods, the
divine mediating powers, as well as the world, arc all parts of
the first God. He is the place of all things-that which embraces all things, but is Himself embraced by none. He extends
Himself to all visible things, and fills the all with Himself. He
is original light; matter is the darkness; the circles of being
are light circles about the first Being. The Logos is a brilliant
fur-shining light, most like to God. 'l'he individual powers are
rays which spread wider and wider the light they receive. The
entire creation is an enlightened becoming of matter through
the first light. It is the one God who is working always and in
all. "'J he Lord looked down to see the city and the tower,"
" after the manner of men," says Philo, " Moses speaks ; since
who does not know that he who looks down, necessarily leaves
one place and takes another. But all is full of God. He embraces, but is not embraced ; and to Him alone it happens to be
everywhere, and yet nowhere. Nowhere, because he created
space and things corporeal ; and it is not becoming to say that
the Creator is contained in others, the things created, but evet"ytvhere, because He leaves no part of the world void; since by
His presence He holds together the earth and water, and the
wide heaven, and all things."
The Logos made the world. The ideal of creation, according
to Plato, existed in the mind of God. Philo said that the Logos
created the world after the pattern set forth in the ideal. But
we must take care that the necessity of personifying does not
mislead us. We have already seen that the ideal was itself the
Logos. God's thought was His image, and as the thought was
; • The aoul of the uriverae, is, according w O!lr definition, God.-PII•Io.
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the likeness of God, so man was the likeness of the Logos.
Creation may thus be regarded either as flowing forth from God,
or, as being willed by Him. It is in reality an emanation; but
as we personify God in the Logos, we must consider it as an act
of the will. " Moses," says Philo, " taught that the material
or younger creation was formed on the model of the archetypal
or elder creation. As a plan exists in the mind of an architect,
so did creation exist ideally in the mind of God. In the beginning, that is, out of time, God created the incorporeal heaven
and the incorporeal earth, after the model perceptible by the
mind. He created also the form of air and of empty space. He
called the air darkness, and the space 'the deep.' He then
made the incorporeal substances of the elements, and at last the
ideal m:tn; after forming the invisible heaven and earth with
their inhabitants, the Creator formed the visible. But He could
not be entirely responsible for the creation of mixed natures; so he
called in otlters.-' Let us make man.' " The creation of Adam
was the creation of human reason not yet united to a body.
1'hrough its union with the sensuous came the fall of man. The
fall, in Philo's judgment, was a necessity, the natural result
of creation ; but it was a step in the divine proceedure. Man
shall rise through the Logos, through the working of the divine
Reason within him ; for the mind of man is a fragment of the
Deity; his immortal nature is no other than ihe Spirit of God.
It shall yet subdue the body, and rise to the purely divine.*
• To make out for Philo something like a congruous system, it bas been
thought desirable to pass by his inconsistencies, and especially his allegorical
trilling with the Scriptures. " It is no essy matter," says Dabne, " to determine the qualities which PhiJo gives to matter, since he, like all his philo110pbical predecessors, in order to lead over all imperfection to this which he
did not know bow to separate in any other way from the most perfect God,
placed matter along aside of God as a second frinciple, which was naturally
bound up with Him ; but with this the nationa faith was at war ; and as the
faith of the people forbade its entrance, it was kept in the back ground ; sometimes he seems to forget it, and sometimes he goes from one school to another.
The same with all the Alexandrians, Heathen and Christian, and the same
too with the Gnostic Heretics. Philo ealls matter ' the void,' ' that which is
empty;' and, like Plato's evil world-soul, he makes it the cause of evil. He
aeems to admit its existence as a something ; and though he receives the niom
that nothing from nothing comes, he speaks, at times, of matter as if it had
been crested, having had no previous existence. And though he has spoken in
full, concerning creation and !be first existence of the sensuous world, he ~·et
says that 'It is the most absurd of all ideas, to fancy that there e\·er was a time
when the world did not exist, for its nature is without any beginning and withoat any end.'" God eternally creates. There was no time before the world.
It ia eonstituted by the movement of the heavens. Eternity has no past or
future, it ia 110111. There is no time in God. The daya of creation are mere!~· thu
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THI CABB.ALA.-The Cabbala is the secret tradition of the
Jews, which explains the hidden meaning of the Scriptnres,
and contains the true exoteric doctrine of Rabbinical Judaism.
The origin of the Cabbala is unknown. The present collection
of books which profess to unfold it are supposed to have originated about the first or second century of the Christian era; but
concerning the age of the doctrines contained in them we know
nothing. The mystical Rabbis ascribe the Cabbala to the
Angel Razael, the reputed teacher of Adam, and say that the
Angel gave Adam the Cabbala as his lesson book in paradise.
From him it descended to generation after generation. Noah
read it in the ark; Abraham treasured it up in his tent; and
through Jacob it was bequeathed to the chosen people. It was
the charter of the national wisdom i their secret masonic
order of succession. God speaks, and it is done. "When God spoke to Moses,
all the people saw the voice. The voice of man is audible, but the voice of
God is visible in truth. What God speaks is not His word, but His works,
which eyes and not ears perceive." It would be a sign of great simplicity, Philo
thinks, for a man to suppose that the world was created in six days ; or, indeed,
created at all in time ; but naked truth can only be received by very wise men ;
it must be put in the form of lies before the multitude can profit by it. The
creation of Eve is manifestly a fable. God had put Adam, or human reason
into an ecltacy (the Greek word), and the spiritual came in contact with the
sensuous. In Genesis iii, 15, God says to the serpent, "It shall bruise thy
head ; " Who ? Evidently the woman, says Philo ; yet the Greek word is
He. It cannot refer, grammatically, to the woman, who is feminine ; nor to
seed, which is neuter ; it must then refer te the mind of man that shall bruise
the head of the serpent, which is the cause of union between the mind and the
sense. Eve bare Cain--pouu•io11 ;-the worst state of the soul is self-love,
the love of individuality. Abel, or, va11ity, was next conceived, in which the
aoul found out the vanity of possession. Cain slew Abel in a fielll, which is
the man in whom the two opposite principles contended. From Cain sprung
a wicked race ; the evil consequences flowing from Cain's victory, when enry
desire after God was destroyed. Another interpretation of Cain killing Abel,
is, that Cain killed himself; showing that the evil-doer naturally reaps the
reward of his evil deeds. Abraham leaving Cbaldea was his leaving the
sensuous. The Babylonian Talmud complained that the Seventy bad translated Gen. i, 27, " Male and Female created he him." Philo vindicated this
trunslation, because the ideal man was masenlo-feminine. " Of every tree of
the garden thou mayest freely eat ; but of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil, thou shalt not eat of it ; and in the day thou estest thereof, thou
shalt surely die." The SP.venty make the pronoun in the first verse singular ;
but in the other two, the pronouns are plnral, becaUlle, says Philo, the realiOnable sonl is alone required for the practice of virtue ; but to enjoy the forbidden fruit, there is need not only of the sonl but of the body and of sense.
"Sacrifice and offering thou wouldst not, but a body hast tho'!l prepared:"
the body is given to man for sacrifice. It is to be renounced. When the high
priest entered the Holy of Holies he became God. Where we read " There
shall be no man in the tabernacle," Philo interprets,-When the high priest
shall enter into the Holy of Holies, he shall ~ 110 111ore a rllllll, until he comea
fr>rth again.
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symbol. By its instruction Moses brought the Jews out of
Egypt, and by its cunning wisdom Solomon built the temple
without the sound of a hammer. That the collection of books
which we possess is the original Cabbala may be true, though its
wisdom much resembles that of the schools of Alexandria.
The likeness of the Cabbalistic theology in some points to that
of Zoroastrianism, has suggested the time of the captivity as
the probable date of the origin of its earlier parts; but a likeness of this kind proves nothing. Its nearest kindred is the
writings of Philo, and it is of nearly the same intrinsic worth.
The whole conceivable umverse of being, spiritual and material, is one. It proceeded from one, and the process of this procession is the subject of the metaphysics of the Cabbala. It
shows how all spirits and spirit worlds are on the one side blended with God, and how on the other they flow out into the visible
worH, and are connected with it. The first of beings, the chief
Being, is En-soph; eternal and necessary, the everlasting or the
oldest of existences. He is the absolute Unity, the Essence of
essences, pre·eminently Being. But that He may not be considered as any one of the things that are, He is also called
Non-being. He is separated from all that is, because He is the
substance of all that is, the principle of all things, both as
potential and as actual. Before creation, He is Gcd concealed,
dwelling in the thick darkness ; but by creation, He is God
revealed, with His light filling space infinite. Unrevealed He is
the unopened fountain of spirit, life, and light; with His selfmanifestation, these flow forth to all beings. He opened His
eye, according to the Cabbalistic hieroglyphic, and light, spirit,
and life streamed forth to all worlds.
This self-manifesting of God concealed, was creation or
emanation. The power of the Infinite flowed forth in its threefold form. The first act of unfolding, that which preceeded
creation, was called the word or speech of God. It is not distinct from God and the world. Priority or antecedence merely
expresses the order of sequence. The Cabbalists, like Philo, know
nothing of tlme, but as existing for the human mind. God and
His manifestations are eternal. This Word was the first ray,
the original, in which the principles of conception and production were united ; the father and mother principle of the
actual universe ; the alpha and omega, the universe of forms;
the first-born of God, and the creator of all things ; at once
the image of the ineffable God, and the form or pattern of the
visible worlds, through which it proceeds as a divine ray in all
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degrees of light, life, and spirit. At the head· of this grad&·
tion is the celestial man, Adam Kadmon, "the old or first Adam,
who is united to the Infinite in and through the first ray, and is
identical with that ray or word of God. He is the Macrooosm
or great world, the archetype of the Microcosm or little world.
ln the celestial Adam we eternally exist. He is that wisdom, of
whom it is said, that of old His delights were with the sons
of men.
From ]j}n,-soph emanate ten ~ephiroths, or luminous circle.s.
These represent the divine attributes. They manifest His wisdom, perfection and power. They are His vesture: "He clothes
Himself with light as with a. garment." By these He reveals
Himself. They are also called the instruments which the su·
preme Architect employs in the operations of His ceaseless
activity. They are not however instruments like the tools of an
artizan, which may be taken up or laid down at pleasure. They
are as the flame from the burning coal. They come from the
essence of the Infinite. They are united to Him. As the
flame discovers force which before lay concealed in the coal, so
do these resplendent circles of light reveal the glory and the
majesty of God. They are from Him, and of Him, as heat
from the fire, and as rays from the sun ; but they are not distinct from His Being. He suffers neither trouble nor sorrow
when He gives them existence. They are no deprivation of His
being ; but as one flame kindles another without loss or violence,
so the infinite Light sends forth His emanating Sephiroths.
When the primordial ray, the first-born of God, willed to create
the universe, He found two great difficulties.-First, all space
was full of this brilliant and subtle light, which poured forth
from the divine Essence. The creative Word must therefore
form a void in which to place the universe. For this end He
pressed the light which surrounded Him, and this compressed
light withdrew to the sides and left a. vacuum in the centre.
1'he second difficulty arose from the nature of the light. It
was too abundant, and too subtle for the creation to be formed
of it. 1'he creative Word therefore made ten circles, each of
which became less luminous in proportion as it was removed
from Himself. In this way, from En-soph to the meanest existence, we have a. connected universe of being. The infinite
light or emanation of the darkness is the All God. In His
infinitnde are placed all ranks and orders of existence. Around
Him, in what we are compelled by the imperfection of thought
and speech to call His immediate presence, are the pure spirits
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of the highest sphere. Then spiritual substances less perfect.
After these are angels or spirits clothed with bodies of light,
which serve both as a covering and as chariots to convey them
whither they will. Then follow spirits imprisoned in matter,
subject to the perpetual changes of birth and death. Last of
all gtoss matter itself, that of which human bodies and the
world are composed, th~ corruption of the pure divine s~bstance
deprived of the perfections of spirit, and light, and life,-divinity
obscured.
The Cabbalists believe in creation, but only in the sense of
emanation. They do not find in Scripture that God made the
world out of nothing. " From nothing, nothing comes" is
with them an established doc~rine. No one thing, they say,
can be drawn from nothing. Non-existence cannot become existence. Either all things are eternal, which, they say is atheism,
or they have emanated from the divine Essence. If it is objected how matter could emanate from God, they answer, that
matter is not an actual existence, and in its logical annihilation
they are not less successful than other philosophers. The
efficient Cause being spirit, must, they say, produce what is like
itself. Its effect must be a spiritual substance. True, indeed,
there exists something gross, palpable, and material, but its existence is only negative-a. privation of existence. As darkness
is a privation of life, as evil is a privation of good, so is
matter a privation of spirit. As well say that God made darkness, sin, and death, as say that He made the substances which
we call sensible and material. The sum ia-all is a manifestation
of God. The divine Word is manifesting itself always, and
in all places. Angels and men, beasts of the field and fowls of
the air, animated insects, grains of sand on the sea-shore, atoms
in the sunshine-all, so far as they do exist, have their existence
in that which is Divine.

AntJ1oritics : -MIInh"'Y'g Edition of the Works of Philo ; thr TTftnslatiun
of Philo in Bohn's Li!Jmry ; Dii.hne's Geschichtlichc Darstellung der JiiclischAielUIDdrischeu Religion.t-Phil0110phie ; Cabhala DenndRta.
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CHAPTER V.
NEo-PLATONISII:.

TT is only Ammonius the porter,---said some Alexandrians to
l. each other. "He professes to teach the philosophy of
Plato;'' and they laughed contemptuously, thinking how much
better it would suit him to be making h1s day's wages at the
harbour instead of troubling his mind about essences and first
principles, enteleehies, potentialities, and actualities. Dut the
Alexandrians were earnest truth seekers, and when Ammonius
Saecas intimated that he was to lecture on philosophy, an
audience was soon collected. Among this audience was a young
man with a look of unusual earnestness. He had listened to
many philosophers. He had questioned many sages. His search
for truth had been deep and earnest, long and ardent; now he
is about to abandon it as hopeless. The abyss of scepticism lies
before him. He knows no alternative but to go onward to it ;
and yet his spirit pleads that there must be such a thing as truth
within the reach of man. The univel"l!e cannot be a lie. On
the verge of despair he listens to Ammonius, and ere many
words had been spoken, he exclaims. " This is the man I am
seeking." That pale, eager youth was the great Plotinus, the
mystical spirit of Alexandria, who, with Plato in his hand,
wns destined to influence the religious philosophy of all succeed·
ing ages. With the devotion of a true philosopher, Plotinus
sat for eleven years at the feet of the Alexandrian porter. He
then visited the Eaat, that he might learn the philosoph1es of
India and Persia. Rich in Asiatic speculation, he returned to
Rome, and opened a sChool of philosophy. Charmed by his
eloquence, multitudes of all ranks gathered around him. Men
of science, physicians, senators, lawyers, Roman ladies, enrolled
themselves as his disciples ; nobles dying, left their children to
the charge of the philosopher; ~ueathing to him their property,
to be expended for their children s benefit. Galienus wished to
re-build Campania, and place him over it, that he might form a
new society on the princ1ples of Plato's republic. Strange and
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wonderful was the power over men possessed by this mystical phil·
osopher. He discoursed of the invisible ; and even the Romans
listened. As he himself had been in earnest, so were men in
earnest with him. What had he to tell them? What was the
secret of his power ?
There was a new element in Plotinus which was not found in
the old Greek philosophers. He was religious, he wished to be
•aved. Indeed, this word was used by the Neo-Platonists in the
same sense as it was used by the church ; only, the way of
salvation for them was through philosophy. They sought to
know God, and what revelation of truth God made to the human
mind. Aristotle could pass with indifference from theology to
mathematics, his sole object being to improve his intellectual
powers ; but Plotinus regarded philosophical speculation as a
true prayer to God. He had, as he explains it, embraced the
philosophical life, and it was the life of an angel in a human
body. The object of knowledge was the object of love ; perfect
knowledge was perfect happiness, for, necessarily, from the right
use of reason would follow the practice of virtue.
Neo-Platonism has been called Eclectic, and this rightly. It
not only borrowed from other systems, but with some of them it
sought to be identified; and on many points the identity isuot to
be disputed. That the sensE's alone could not be trusted had been
abundantly proved, and individual reason only led to scepticism.
The one remaining hope was in the universal reason.
But
between reason individual and reason universal, there is a great
breach : the former has but a partial participation in the latter,
and is therefore defective. Common sense is the judgment of
an aggregate of individuals, and is to be trusted to the extent
that, that aggregate partakes of the universal reason. Beyond
this no school f)f Greek philosophy had as yet advanced. A
further step had been indicated by Parmenides and Plato, and
is now consistently and logically made by Plotinus. That step
was to identify the individual reason with the universal ; but
this could only be done by the individual losing itself in the
universal. There is truth for man just in proportion as he is
himself true. Let man rise to God, and God will reveal Himself
to him. Let man be still before the awful majesty, and
a voice will speak. In this divine teaching, inspiration or
breath of God passing over us, is the only ground of truth.
And the reason is, that our home from which we have strayed
is in the bosom of the Infinite. He is near us at all times,
but we do not feel His presence because we love self. Let
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us put aside what holds us back from Him; all that weighs
us down and prevents us ascending to the heights of divine
contemplation. Let us come alone, and in solitude seek communion with the Spirit of the universe, and then shall we
know Him who is the true and the Good. When we become
what we were before our departure from Him, then shall we
be able truly to contemplate Him, for in our reMon He will
then contemplate Himself. In this ecstacy, this enthusiasm,
this intoxication of the soul, the object contemplated becomes
one with the subject contemplating. The individual soul no
longer lives. It is exalted abo'f"e life. It thinks not, for it is
above thought. It thus becomes one with that which it contemplates; which then is neither life nor thought, for it is above
both. It is not correct to say that Plotinus abandoned reason
for faith ; be holds fast to reason, but it is human reason, at
one with the Divine. To the mind thus true, thus united to
universal reason, truth carries with it its own evidence.
Our knowledge begins with the sensuous world. The manifold is, at first, alone accessible to us. We cannot see that which
is eternal till purified by long labours, prayers, and this particular
illuminating gralle of God. At first our weakness is complete;
We must penetrate the nature of the world to learn to despise
it, or, if it embraces any spark of true good, to seize it and use
it to exalt our souls and lead them back to God. As Plato in~
structed by Heraclitus not to name a river, not even to point to
it with his finger, yet fixed his eyes on the fleeting waters before
contemplating the eternal Essence, so Plotinus stops for a mo-.
ment among the phenomenal ; seeing in sensation, not the
foundation, but the occasion of science. The order of being is
not disturbed by the changes in the sensuous world. That order
must be the proper object of knowledge, and not those many
individuals which are ever changing. There can only be a
science of the universal, for that alone is permanent. We quit
the phenomenal world for another; the eternal, immutable, and
intelligible. There opirits alone penetrate, and there thought directly seizes essences. True knowledge is that which teaches
us the nature of things, penetrates directly the nature of o~jects,
and is not limited merely to the perception of images of them.
This much had been established by Plato, and some think by
Aristotle too ; but Plotinus was carried beyond through this
rational knowledge to a revelation or vision of the Infinite,
granted to the soul that had been purified b1 mental and spiritual exercises.
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The theology of Plotinus was a combination of the theologies
of Parmenides, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. Parmenides and
his followers had carried Dialectics to their last coneequence,
and the result was that God was the immoveable One. Socrates
rebelled against the Eleatic deity, and, taking up the" mind" of
Anaxagoras, which created the world, he ascribed to it also the
preservation and moral government of the universe. Plato was
partly faithful to his master Socrates. He too contended for
the moveability of God, though had he followed out consistently
the Dialectical method which he received from the Eleatics, he
would have come to the same conclusion as they did; but he
recoiled from the theology of Eleaticism, and made God a Creator. Aristotle combatted the God of Plato as being too much
related to the sensuous world, and substituted a mover, who
was moveable; and above him in another sphere, an immoveable Mover, who alone is God. Plotinus did not regard these
theologies as contradictory. Each contained a truth of its own.
He could not reconcile them by reason, but he could receive them
and see their harmony by an intuition which was above reason.
He admitted Plato's method, and Plato's God. He admitted,
too, Aristotle's doctrine of the first frinciple, which must be
immoveable, and his interpretation o the Dialectical method,
that it could stop only at simple Unity; yet, he said, God must
be a cause, hence a threefold God-a God in three hypostases,
the Unity of Parmenides, the immoveable Mover of Aristotle,
and the Demiurgus of Plato.
The Demiurgus, world maker, or world-soul, is the third
hypostasis of the Trinity of Plotinus. It produces things moveable, and is itself moveable; but it is nevertheless universal,
excluding from its bosom all particularity, and all phenomena; it
is unlike our souls which are but" souls in part." The Demiurgus is God, but not the whole of God ; it is entirely disengaged
from matter, being the immediate product and the most perfect
image of "mind." It does not desire that which is beneath it,
but is intimately united to God, and derives from Him all its
reality, and brings back to Him all its activity and all its
power; or rather it is one with Him, though existing as a distinct hypostasis; it is the all of life in whose essence all things live.
Plants and animals,-yea, minerals, stones, and pebbles, are
all animated bl it; for it is the only true element in nature.
But, whatever 1ts manifestations, it is still one and the same.
We may see it manifested as the divine Socrates; or as a simple
brute, leading the mere insect life i 88 one of the deities of the
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mythology, as a blade of grass or as a grain of dust. It is at
once everywhere, and yet nowhere; for, as spirit, it has not
any wMt-e. It proceeds from " mind" as the ray from the radiating centre, the heat from fire, or the discursive from the
pure reason. This " mind " from which it proceeds, is the second
hypostasis; Plato identified the two. Mind was the Demiurgus, or world-maker, and not different from the archetypal
world. Plotinus made the distinction that be might separate
God more from the world, and at the same time unite Him
more closely to it. Mind is the divine Logos, God knowable
and conceivable by man ; but God is above numan knowledge
and finite conception ; therefore, said Plotinus, repeating Plato,
" 0 man, that mind which you suppose, is not the first God ;
He is another, more ancient and divine.'' This is the first
hypostasis, the simple primordial Unity; the Being without acts
and attributes, immutable, ineffable, without any relation to
generation or change. We call Him Being, but we cannot stop
at this ; He is more than Being ; He is above all that which
our minda or senses reveal to us of being. In this sense He is
above Being; He is Non-Being. The laws of reason cannot
be applied to Him. We cannot declare the mode of His existence. He is the super-essential Unity; the only original and
positive Reality ; the source whence all reality emanates. What
more can we say? In this Unity, by means of the Logos or
mind, and the Demiurgus, all things exist. It is the universal
bond, which folds in its bosom the germs of all existence. It is
the enchained Saturn of mythology; the father of gods and men;
superior to mind and being, thought and will; the absolute;
the unconditioned; the unknown. The three persons of this
Trinity are eo-eternal and consubstantial; the second proceeding
from the first, and the third from the first and second. Duality
originates with mind, for mind only exists because it thinks
existence ; and existence being thought, causes mind to stand
over against it as existing and thinking. Between the supreme
God or first person of the Trinity, and the Demiurgus, there is
the same connection as between him who sows and him who
cultivates. The super-essential One being the seed of all souls,
casts the germs into all things, which participate of Him. The
Demiurgus cultivates, distributes, and transports into each the
seeds which come from the supreme God. He creates and comprehends all true existences, so that all being is but the varieties
of mind ; and this being is the universal Soul, or third person
in the Trinity. Thus all things exist in a triune God. The
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sullremc One is everywhere, by means of mind and soul, mind
is m God, and in virtue of its relation to the things that proceed from it, it is everywhere. Soul is in mind, and in God,
and by its relation to the material, it too is everywhere. The
material is in the soul, and, consequentl;r, in God. All things
which possess being, or do not possess bemg, proceed from God,
are of God, and in God.
The material world presented the same difficulty to Plotinus
that it had done to other philosophers. It flowed necessarily
from God, and being necessary, it could have had no beginning,
and can have no end. Yet tt was created by the Deminrgus,
that is, it existed in the Demiurgus; for creation was out of
time, it was in eternity, and, consequently eternal.*
Before the creation, according to Plato, there e.risted God the
Creator, the idea of creation, and the matter from which to
cre'lte. These three are eternal and co-existent. But the existence of matter is a non-existence; for, being a-tllmg of
chiiige, iS
nothing, if it is anything; but more probably it is .nothing. The ~L~xis.Wlc.es tl!el! ~.. QQ..d and His
thoughts, the Creator and the ide~ of things. And as these
thoughts existed &1ways m the mind of the l>eity, creation is
eternal ; for the things which we see, are but images of those
which are not seen. If Plato left any doubt about the nothingness of matter, Plotinus expelled it. Like a true chemist, he
reduces matter to a viewless state. He deprives it of the qualities with which onr minds endow it, which we commonly suppose
to be its properties, and when deprived of these it evanishes.
It is found to be nothing, having neither soul, intelligence, nor
life. It is unformed, changeable,._indekJ:minate, and without
power. It f8 tlieiefOrc· riotr-"beiilg~ Not in the sense in whtch
motion isnon-being~ out trUly non-being. It is the image and
~tom of extension.
To the senses, it seems to include in
ttself, contraries-the large and the small, the least and the
greatest, deficiency and excess ; but this is all illusion, for it
lack.e all being, and is only a becoming. Often when it appears
great, it is small. .Aa a phantom, it is, and then it is not. It

n nexno

"The Alexandrians did not make the phenomenal world eternal. Eternity
meant with them the plenitude of being. Now the world is divisible nnd moveable ; it is therefore not perfect, and, eonaeqncntly, not eternal. It has a
caue, and that cause is God." Thil is .M. Simon's judgment ; bat all Platoaista, inclu4in' Plato, contradict themselves when they apeak about creation.
Even 8 . Angnstine, in his " City of God," makes creation eternal ; he likens it
to an impre1111 on the sand. The impre~~~ and the hand that made it are both
eternal. The iaprea is the eternal eftcct of an eternal Cause.
u
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becomes nothing, not by change of place, but because it lacks
reality. The images in matter are above matter. It is the
mirror or image in which objects present divine appearances,
according to the position in which they are placed : a mirror
which seems full, and appears to bo all things, though in reality
it possesses nothing, and has no reality except as non-being.
God and His thoughts are the only true existences. Material
things are, only in so far as they exist relatively to true beings.
Subtract the true existences, and they are not. God and His
thoughts or emanations, in their totality, embrace all existences
throughout the universe. God is so far separated from His
emanations, that we must not confound Him with any one of
them ; but they are all in and by Him. There are grades of
being from that which is everywhere and yet nowhere, to that
which must be somewhere ; from God who is pure spirit, to that
which has a finite material form, and occupies a definite space.
Plotinus found the germs, at least, of all his doctrines, in Plato.
The supreme Good he identified with the absolute Unity; and
though in some places Plato calls God a soul, and ascribes to
Him tbe creation of the world, yet in the Timaeus be evidently
regards mind as the Demiurgus ; and this Demiurgus produces
the soul of the world. Plotinus thus sums up Plato's doctrine :
"All is outside of the King of all; He is the cause of all beauty.
That which is of the second order, is outside of the second
principle; and that which is of the third order, is outside of
the third principle. Plato bas also said that the cause of all
bad a Father, and that the cause or Demiurgus produced the
soul in the vase in which he makes the mingling of the like and
the unlike. The cause is mind, and its Father the Good, that
which is above mind and essence. Thus Plato knew that the
Good engendered Mind, and that Mind engendered Soul."
Matter being tbe non-existent or the deprivation of ~xistence,
by coming into relation with it, the human soul was so far
alienated from God ; therefore Plotinus despised the material.
Our bodies are that from which we should strive to be freed,
for they keep us from a complete union with the Divine. We
ought then to mortify the fiesh, and live an ascetic life, that
we may be delivered from the participation of the body. Plotinus practised what he taught ; his mind fixed on the invisible,
and foretasting the joys of the divine union, he lived indifferent to
sensuous pleasures; wishing to attenuate his body into spirit.
Regarding it as a calamity that he had ever been born into
this world, he refused to tell his friends his birthday, lest they
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shoultl celebt-a.te an event so sad. When asked for his portrait,
he said it was surely enough for us to bear the image with which
nature hatl veiled us, without committing the folly of leaving
to posterity a copy of that image ; and when dying, he took
leave of his friends with joy, saying, That he was about to lead
back the divine within him to that God who is all in all.
PoRPHYRY.-To follow the other Neo-Platonists is but to
follow the copyists of Plotinus. His most ardent and most distinguished disciple was the celebrated Porphyry. When Porphyry
differs from his master, the difference is only in details. His
supreme God is the same super-essential Unity in three hypostases which, if differently named, are yet the counterpart of the
Plotinian Trinity. We have the same expressions of the Unity
being everywhere, and yet nowhere ; all being, and yet no
being; called by no names, and yet the eten:a.l source of all beings
that have names; outside of whom there is neither thought nor
idea, nor existence ; before whon: the totality of the world is
as nothing, but because He is pure Unity, and superior to all
things called by pre-eminence, God. With Porphyry NeoPlatonism made a closer alliance with religion. Philosophy, which
had formerly banished the popular deities, now re-called them to
its aid. The ancient religion, about to expire, once more glowed
with life. At the root of Polytheism there had been a. Monotheism, but their harmonious co-existence had hitherto been apparent!y impossible. Now they shake hands; the philosopher sees
his philosophy in the popular worship; and the devout worshippar sees his religion sanctioned by the speculations of philosophy.
Plato had conjectured that there was a. chain of being from the
throne of God to the meanest existence. To make up the links
of this chain was the favorite work of the Neo-Platonists of
Alexandria, both Heathen and Christian. Porphyry undertook
it, and for this purpose he required all the gOds, heroes, and
demons of antiquity, with all the essences, substances, emanations that hatl been cogitated by all the schools of all the phil< aophers. He erected a pyramid of being. First: God, or the
One in three hypostases. Next the soul of the world. Here
Porphyry differed from Plotinus, who made the world-soul the
same as the third person of the Trinity. Porphyry admitted
it to be a being-the first of creatures but begotten-the great
intermedial between God and man. It consists of the world, the
fixed stars, the planets, the intelligible gods, all of which
are children and servants of the Supreme. Under these were
demons, and genii, principalities and powers, archangels, angels,
Bll
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personifications of the forces of nature, and other heavenly
messengers; all helping in some way to bridge the distance by
constituting grades of being from the Trinity to man.
lAMBLICHUS.-While Porphyry was expounding Plotinianism
at Rome, Iamblichus and Hierocles were continuing the succession
at Alexandria, but not wit.hout some change. The theory of the
Triad, as we have seen, was born at Alexandria, through the
necessity of reconciling the absolute, immoveable God of Dialectics
with the neoeesarily moveable Demiurgus. Plotinus and Porphyry
could not give movement to the absolute God, nor immoveability
to the creative god; nor could they admit many gods, so they
believed in a God, who, without coming out from Himself, transforms Himself eternally into an inferior order, and thus renders
Himself by a kind of self diminution, capable of producing the
manifold. To preserve the immoveabilityof the first God, and the
moveability of the third or manifold, they introduce an intermediary. The doctrine of a Trinity served to preserve the unity,
while the hypostases remained distinct. Iamblichus thought to
remove the contradiction, by multiplying the intermediaries. In
the first rank he put absolute Unity, which enveloped in its
bosom the first monads. These are the universal monads which
do not suffer any division or diminution of their unity and simplicity. The first God is simple, indivisible, immutable. He
possesses all the attributes which accord with the plenitude of
perfection ; the second god possesses the power which engenders
the inferior gods ; the plenitude of power ; the source of the
divine life ; the principle of all efficacy ; the first cause of all
good. The third god is the producer of the world. He gives
the generative virtue which produces the emanations and makes
of them the first vital forces, from which the other forces aro
derived. All Being, that is, God, and the universe are thus
embrar..ed in this Triad of gods. Porphyry had began to
make philosophy religious, but it was reserved for Iamblichus, his disciple, to bring the work to completion. If
the gods of the poets and the people are true gods,
it must be proper, thought Iamblichus, that temples be
dedicated to them, their oracles consulted and sacrifices daily
offered.
What higher ca.Iling then could there be for a
philosopher, than to concern himself with that which concemed
the gods ? And if the world-soul is so near us that it constitutes
the reality of the world, may we not iWluence it, work upon it,
receive communications from it? Hence divination, theurgy,
wonders of magic. The soul of the philosopher drinking deep
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into the mysteries of spirit, has intercourse with the spirit world.
He becomes the high priest of the universe, the prophet filled
with Deity-no longer a man, but a god having intercourse
with, yea, commanding the upper world. His nature is the
organ of the inspiring deities. To this sublime vocation Iamblichus was called. He tells us, how communications can be
received from the various orders of the spiritual hierarchy. He
knows them all, as familiarly as the modern spiritualist knows
" the spheres" of the spirits, with only this difference, that the
modern spiritualist evokes the spirits and they come to him; but
the philosopher more properly elentes himself to the spirits.
The descent of Divinity is only apparent, and is in reality the
ascent of humanity. The philosopher by his knowledge of rites,
symbols, and potent spells, and by the mysterious virtues of
plants and minerals, reaches that sublime elevation, which, according to Plotinus, was reached by prayer and purification, a
clean heart and an intellect well exercised by Dialectics.
PRoctus.-In the early part of the fifth century, late one
evening a young man, not yet twenty years of age, arrived at
Athens.* He had come from Alexandria to complete his studies
under the care of some celebrated philosophers. Before entering the town, he sat down to rest by the temple of Socrates, and
refreshed himself with water from a fountain which was also
consecrated to the Athenian sage. He resumed his journey ;
and when he reached Athens, the porter addressing him, said
• The conversion of Constantine checked the p~ of fhi10110phy. It
was restored under JuliaD, who adhered to tho theologicalachoo of Iamblichus.
Julian was a lover of di"riuation, always eager to read the will of the goda in the
entrails of the victims. He worshipped the sun as we may Hnppose the devout
Neo-Platonists were 118ed to do, but it was the inuUigible sun-God veiled
in ~ht-the eouroe of eaacnce, perfection, and harmony. "When I was a
boy,' he says," I used to liA up my eyea to the ethereal splendor, and my mind,
struck with astonishment, seemed to be carried beyond itself. I not only desired to behold it with futed eJ~• but even by night when I went outside under
a pure sky, forgetting everytbing besides, I gazed, 80 abeorbed in the beauties
of the starry heaveus that if anything was said to me I did not hear, nor did I
know what l wae doing." The lUll which eo entranced him in his youth he
afterwards worshipped ae God-the parent, as some philosophers had said, of
all animate thiDa~. Libanius says, " He received the riling eun with blood,
and ~ attended him with blood at his setting. And because he could not
go abroad 80 often as he wished, he made a temple of his palace and placed
altars in his garden which was purer than most chapels." "By frequent
deYodou be engaged the gode lio be his auxiliaries in war, worshipping Mercury, Ceree, Mara, Calliope, Apollo, whom ho wol'lhippcd in his temple on tho
hill and in the city." After Julian, philosophy revived at Athens, where it
ftoarislled all 520, A.D., when the schools were ahnt hy the decree of J uetinian.
The 1aet of the Neo-Plalioniste was John of Damascus.
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"I wns going to shut the gate if you had not come." The
words of the porter were in after-times interpreted as a prophecy,
that if Proclus had not come to Athens, philosophy would then
have ceased. He prolonged its existence for another generation.
Arrived at Athens he found Syrianus, who was then ~he master
of the school. Syrianus took him to Plutarch, who had been
his predecessor, but who had now retired from teaching, having
recommended his disciples to Syrianus. Plutarch, struck with
the genius and the ardor of young Proclus, wished to be his
teacher, and at once they began their studies. Plutarch had
written many commentaries on Plato, and to excite the ambition
of Proclus he engaged him to correct them, saying," posterity
shall know these commentaries under your name.'' Syrianus
made him read Aristotle that he might be familiar with the inferior departments of science ; he then opened to him the holy
of holies-the divine Plato. When he had mastered Plato, he
was initiated into the mysteries of magic and divination. In
time he became famous for his universal learning and his sweet
persuasive eloquence, which was made yet more attractive by
his solemn and earnest manner, added to great personal beauty.
Proclus combined all former philosophies, religions, and theologies, into one eclectic amalgamation ; and brought them to
the illustration of Plato, as interpreted by Plotinus, and religionized by Porphyry and lamblichus. In his hands the harp of
every school is vocal with the divine philosophy of Plotinus.
We still hear discourses of the One and the many ; the sterility
of the One without the many; and the lifelessness of the many
without the One. We still hear how the all is both One and
many ; and how existence springs from the multiplication
of unity. The universe, says Proclus, is constituted by harmony, and what is harmony but variety in unity. In the mind
of the great Architect, ideas exist as one and many. He Himself is the One-the highest Unity which embraces the three
divine unities, essence, identity, variety. This is the first Triad,
which Proclus repeats in all forms, and with which repeated he
fills all conceivable voids and vacuums in the universe of bein~.
From this first Trinity proceed all others; as simple being IS
three in one, so are all other beings ; each having two extremes
and an intermedi~. If we realize the Triad; essence, identity,
nriety, the result Is-being, life, mind. Every unity, which is
also a trinity, proceeds from the Trinity; and each is of the
multiplicity which belongs to the supreme One, the prime Unity,
who is Non-Being, because He is above Being. But the necessities
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and limitations of our reason require us to speak of Him as
Being. He is therefore called Being absolute, of whose divine
substance all things are full. Could we conceive a pyramid of
beings, of which, each is a trinit;r in unity, we might have a
conception of the favorite rerialliilage of the brain of Proclus.
But as the pyramid of our imagination is finite, we must not
think that it trnly represents all being, for that is infinite. One
moment we may say Non-Being is at the head of it, for the
primal One is above being, and nothing is at the base of it, for
beneath it is that which is below all being ; but the next moment we must declare that bein~ has no bounds, nor boundary
walls, that there is no " beyond ' outside the all of the universe ;
and therefore it is that God who is beyond being, whom we
cannot by reason understand, can yet be known as infinite
Being. We must then think of a. pyramid from the summit of
which supreme perfection descends to the lowest degree of being ;
constituting, preservinl$, adorning all things, and uniting them to
itself. First, we may thmk of it as descendiD.g to beings truly existing, then to divine genii, then to divinities which preside over
the human race, then to human spirits, at last to animals, plants,
and the lowest forms of matter-that which borders on nothing.
In such an image we may have an idea of the eternal proceBSion
from Him wlio is super-essential, and therefore most truly
essence, to that which 1s non-essential and no kind of eBSence.
In the primordial One all things have their existence and unity.
They derive their multiplicity by a progression which originates
in the separating of the One in the same way that rays diverge
and proceed from a centre. So that though in nature there be
many forms, and in the universe there be many gods, and in
waste places many genii, and in heaven many spirits, and in
hades many heroes, there is but one essence to all. It is everywhere the same. That es&ence is in us ; God is all ; and we
and all existence are but the expressions of the One ineft'able
and supreme.
Proclus was a genuine Platonist. He began and ended with
God. He saw all things in God, and God in all things. The
world is before us a thing of change, its phenomena are ephemeral. We are spectators of the drama. Is our being only
phenomenal? Are we but a part of the world, or is there in
us anything of the One, the Eternal ? Our feet are in the mire
and our heads among the clouds. Our first thoughts reveal to
ua our greatness and our nothingnees ; our exile and our native
land; God who is our all ; and the world through which we
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must pass and rise to God. This triad is the foundation of
~hilosophy, the indisputable data from which we must begin.
That the most perfect exists, Proclus did not stop to enquire.
Our reason proves, clearly and distinctly, that it does. As little
does he aak if the world exists, it ia before us; we can aee it
and feel it. Man by his passions and the wants of his body, is
drawn to the earth; by philosophy, inspiration and divination,
he is elevated to God.
The contradiction involved in the identity of the One and the
manywas not less for Proclus than it had been for his predecessors. The One is perfect, the many are imperfect. The One is
eternal, the many are temporal. The One existed alone, it is
neceBSal'y to His perfection that He be alone, and thus truly the
All before the imperfect was made; but it is also necessary to
His perfection that He be not alone ; He must have thought, and
thought must have an object; God must be the a.beolute Unity,
and yet God creating; the One of Parmenides, the "immoveable
Mover'' of Aristotle and yet the mind or Demiurgus of Plato; the
one is God in Himself, the last sanctuary of the Divinity, the
other is the God of creation and providence, the Lord and ruler
of the world. Hence a. Trinit;r which did not differ from that
of Plotinus. The super-essentta.l One, mind or the most perfect
form of being and soul, which is necessary to the existence of
mind, and preserves its immoveability while it unites it to the
world. " From the hands of Proclus," says M. Simon, " we receive the god of experience, and the god of speculation separately
studied by the ancient schools, reunited by the Alexandrians
in a Unity as absolute as the God of the Eleatics, and mind as
free, as full of life and fecundity as the Demiurgus of Plato."

• This Chapter is founded on the work of M. J nles Simon Hi•toire de
with the help of Plotinus' Enneads, Porphyry's life of
P.lotinus,. Proclus on the theo~ of Plato, his Commentary on the Timaeus,
h1s Orphic V- . and the BisSories menaoned al the end of the Chapter on
Greek Philosophy.

rEcf!le d' Aluiuadrie;
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THn CHURCH.

The reader who remembers the first p~aph -of this book,
will not be startled to find the Church m thts connection. We
do not here enter into controversy, we only give the record of
beliefs. The Neo-Pla.tonist school began with Philo the Jew,
and ended with Proclus. This is one account. Another is,
that it began in a very dift'erent quarter, and is not ended yet.
In reality, there were three kinds of Neo-Platonism; one allied
itself with the old Gentile religion, another with Judaism, and
a third with the new religion of the Crucified. It had formerly
been disputed whether Plato or Moses was the founder of Greek
philosophy, and now it is disputed if the Neo-Platonic philosophy was borrowed from Christianity, or if the philosophical
Alexandrian fathers borrowed their philosophy from the Pagan
Neo-Platonists.
The New Testament authors in whose writings we find definite
manifestationsofacquaintancewith Greek philosophy, areS. John
and S. Paul; indeed John's gospel is so marked by Greek
doctrine anctphilosophical speech, as to have led to the supposifion that it could not have been written by the fisherman of
Galilee. This hypothesis loses its gronnd when we remember
that John lived to a great age, and that the latter years of his
life were spent in Asia Minor, where he must have come in contact with every form of philosophy then known in the Greek
world. It may be true that he did not find the Logos in
Plato, but we know from Philo J udaeus, and some of his contemporaries, that the Logos in a sense nearly allied to that of S.
John's was in common use among the Alexandrian Jews.
'I'he Logos was in the beginning. It was at once with God, and
it was God. John's Logos had the same relation to God as
in Plato's theology "Mind" had to "Being," only S. J ohn'swent
beyond the philosopher. He said that the LO~ was incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth, thus elevating Jesus to equality with
God.
S. Paul's writings have more of a Hebrew than a Greek character. His illustrations, his logic, his rhetoricJ. are all Jewish.
But S. Paul, confessedly, was familiar with ureek literature.
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That he had many thoughts in common with Philo is evident
from such passages as that in the Epistle to the Colossians, where
he speaks of the Son as " the image ofthe invisible God," and
that in the Hebrews, where it is said that the Father made the
worlds by the Son, who is " the brightness of His glory, and the
express image of Hid person,'' and that S. Paul did not regard
heathen philosophy as purely da.rkness is manifest from his
address to the Athenians, where he quotes and endorses the
favorite doctrine of the Greeks, that we are the offspring of God.
The relation of Christianity to heathen philosophy is more
distinctly traceable in the writings of the Christian fathers, and
especially those who were educated where philosophy flourished.
The oldest and perhaps most remarkable of these writings, is
the Apology of Justin Martyr, where Christ is called "the only
begotten of God, the very Logos or universal Reason of which all
men are partakers,'' and on this ground the author maintains
that all those were Christians who lived by reason, even though
they were esteemed Atheists. It is well known that Justin took
for models the Apologies of Quadratus and Aristides, as mentioned by Dionysius, of Corinth, in his letter to the AtheniunP.
Quadratus was bishop of Athens and successor of S. Paul's
philosophical convert Dionysius, the Areopagite. In his Apology
which he presented to Hadrian, he calls Christianity a philosophy, thus clinging to the cloak of the philosopher, even when a
Christian Bishop.*
Tatian, who was Justin's disciple, participates in his master's
spirit. Before creation, he says, that in a certain sense the
Father was alone, but since He had all power, and was Himself
the essential Essence of the visible and invisible, He was not alone,
but there was with Him the universe, existing by the power of
reason. God Himself, and the Logos which was in Him, was
the All.
lrerueus says God is wholly reason, and the Son is this reason, mind, or Logos. When we receive Christ we bear God in
us, and ere we can see God, we must be "within God." In saying that God is the entire Lo~s, or the Logos is entire God.
lrerueus wished to protest agamst the higher speculations of
• Dorner says that Jaatin Martyr waa the firat of the fathers who need the
term Logos in the sense of its being the divine Reason. Hitherto it was llimply
the creative Word. The seed of reason is in all men ; bnt the all of reason
was in Jesns. The soul of man has a natural and essential relation to the
Logos. But Jesus is the Logos, the primal reason itself; so that Christianity
is a divine philosophy.
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philosophy. His complaint against the Gnostics was, that in
seeking after the B1thos they float into the Infinite, which is
above God. Now, 10 the LOgos we have God. The Gnostics
said that the One conld not be known. Irenreus said God is
perfectly known in the Logos. lrenreus had perhaps as little
of the spirit of the Greek philosophers as any of the Christian
Fathers; but when he sets forth the unity of the Church with
itself and with God, be seems to have something of the mystical
feelings which possessed the graver spirits of Nco-platonism.
Cbrist,he says, is in the Churcn as God-man. The Church is
one with Him, as He is one with the Father. Christ is the
animating and vivifying t>rinciple of the Church .; it is His
flesh. Again, it is a untty of flesh and spirit, in which the
Bishop who is the impersonation of tLe united will of the congregation, is the animating spirit. In both, Christ lives, and they
bear a God-man character; they are 'bearers of Christ and
bearers of God ' This relation is further illustrated by that
of a Bishop to his presbyters, ' They are fitted to him as strings
to the lyre.'
The natural development of the doctrine of Irenrens was
the Patripassian heresy ; for if the Logos is entire God, either
there is no God the Father, or if there is, He suffers; and thus
God becomes a being subject to suffering and death, consequently to change-an identification of God with the world, more
fearful than had been made hy any philosophical speculation
on the divine Essence. 'fertullian refuted the Patripassians,
and explained with the help of philosophy, bow God was the
Logos and yet was not the Logos. God, he says, as the object
of His own thought is pre-eminently the Son of God as soon as
He attains positive reality in the actual world. He has first a
mere ideal existence in the essence of God. He is God's
thought-the idea of the world or thfl sum of the thoughts of
the world. In this world-idea is involved, that when it arrives
at actuality it will still have the Goo who was incorporated with
its idea, that is, the Word. Thus the manifestation of God
Himself is interwoven with the idea of the world, and all the
divine thoughts become realities; so that the world is a propessive actualization of the thought to which God gives object·
1ve existence over against Himself. Through the incarnation
of Christ, is completed the full realization of the world-ideal.
The Logos is thus God immoveable and infinite; and yet it
is Goo associated with the world, God moveable and finite.
Tertullian had recourse to Aristotle and Plato to refute the
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Patripuaians, and Hippolytua had the same assistance for the
laDle work. ' The fundamental idea of his theology ; ' says
Domer, ' is chargeable with approximating in another way to
Pantheism, through raising a too hasty opposition to Patripassianiam. Hippolytua showed how God was once alone and
nothing with Him, and how He willed to create the world.
This was done by thinking, willing, and uttering the idea of the
world. But this solitary existence was not real, for He never
was without the Word and Wisdom. ' All was in Him, and He
was Himself the All.' ' The Father,' says llippolytus, ' is over
all; the Son is through all; and the Holy Ghost is in all.'
For the best representatives of Christian Neo-platonism, we
must tum to the Alexandrian Fathers. Among these the chief
is Origen. He was never regarded by the Church as entirely ·
orthodox, but he was in his day the great teacher of Christianity
at Alexandria. The Trinity, with Origen, is an eternal proce&s
in God. In his time, first arose the queetion of the eternal
aon-ship of Christ, and no marvel, for, it is a doctrine, purely
Alexandrian. Tertullian made the generation of the Son, a
divine act, thereby introducing multiplicity into God. Origen
made it an act, eternally completed, and yet, eternally continued.
' The Son, was not generated once for all, but is continually
generated by God in the eternal To-Day.' The Father is the
Monad, absolutely indivisible, and infinitely exalted above all
that is divided, or multiplied. He is not truth nor wisdom, nor
spirit !lor reason, but infit;~itely higher than all these.. He is
not bemg nor substance, but far exalted above all bemg, and
all substance. He is the utterly ineffable and incomprehensible
One, the Absolute. All truth, goodness and power, are derived
from Him, but attributes do not adequately describe Him. We
cannot attribute to Him will or wisdom without also ascribing
to Him imperfection. The super-essential Monad is above all
qualities. The Son is Being, Energy, Soul. Origen wishes to
make the Son equal to the Father ; but his philosophy compels
him to make Him infmor to tM Ather aa toucAing Jru Godhead. 'fhe Son is related to the manifold world. He cannot be
directly grounded in God the Father, because of the Father's
unity and unchangeableness.
A1J Aristotle would say, the
Father is immoveable, and the Son moveable ; only the Son
is not outside of God, but in God ; and in God that He may
be the medium by which the world outside of God, may be
brought into the Divine, for we cannot conceive the world existing independen~y of unity. Necessarily connected with the
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eternal generation of the Son, is the eternal generation of the
world ; for the Son is its ideal, its eternal unity. He is the
world-principle, that which connects together the universe of
individuals in all their divergencies from each other. He is the
permeating substance of the world, its heart and reason, present
in every man, and in the whole world. The Son is the truth,
the life, the resurrection of all creatures ; the one which is at
the basis of the manifold, havin~ objectively d.i1rerent modes of
existence for difFerent beings, Without therefore ceasing to be
one Logos. The human race consists of those souls that through
sin· have fallen from the union with the Son. He could not forget them, and to restore them, He became incarnate. His soul
and ours thus pre-existed together; and as the Logos came upon
the man Jesus and united Him to itself, so shall the Logos
possess our souls and restore them to itself and God. Origen
rivalled Philo Judaeus in his subtle interpretations of the sacred
writings. "The beginning," in S. John's Go'lpel, he takes for
" the supreme Being." Thus, the Word was in the beginning
will signify, it wns in God the Father. "Christ is also the beginning, being the wisdom of God and the beginning of His
ways.'' In the first verse of Genesis, the beginning is the Lord
Jesus Christ. "In the beginning, that is, in the Word or
Reason, God made the heaven and the earth. God is in all
respects one, and undivided ; but Christ the Logos is many proceeding from the Father as well as from mind."
Clemens, of Alexandria, was not less a philosopher than Origen;
nor less imbued with the theology that was taught in the
heathen schools. The Father, who is the first Cause of all
things, Clemens described as inefFable, not to be denoted by
any word or sound, but who is only to be thought, and with
silent reverence to be adored. But tho~h God cannot be known or
manifested in Himself, it is otherwise with the Son. The Father
is being, the Son is "the Idea of ideas in the ideal world, the
timeless and unbegun Beginning.'' Clemens openly defended
the truth of Greek philosophy. "I give," he says," the name
philosophy to that which is really excellent in all the doctrines of
the Greek philosophers, and above all to that of Socrates, such
as Plato describes him to have been. The opinion of Plato
upon ideas, is the true Christian and orthodox philosophy. These
intellectual lights among the Greeks have been communicated
by God Himself."
.
Not only had the Christian fathers the Lo~os in common with
the philosophers, but the metaphysical questlons concerning the
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Trinity, which for centuries disturbed the Church, were kindred to the Alexandrian questions on the divine Essence. Plotinus believed one God in three hypostases; but, as he made
hypostasis equivalent to nature; he made three gods or three
natures in one God. This equivalency of hypostasis to nature,
developed in the fifth century into the heresy of Nestorius, who
maintained that since there are two natures in Christ there must
be two hypostllol;es; which again called forth the opposite heresy
of the Monophlsites, that the two natures became one by a
hypostatical unton. The indefinite word, hypostasis, had previously sheltered the heresy of Sabellius, who took it only iu the
sense of an energy or emanation ; so that the three hypostases,
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, were only three powers or modes
of the one God. The word, hypostasis, was finally, abandoned
by the Latin Church ; because, says Gregory of Nazianzen,
the L::~tins could not distinguish hypostasis from essence. The
Western mind craved a definite do~a; but had no love for
the speculative process concerned in the formation of dogmas.
For hypostasis the Latins substituted person ; making three
pcrilons in one God. This was clear and definite, though involving an irremediable contradiction, for a person is an individual
distinct from other individuals. A new heresy lurked under
the new word; for if the unity of God is to be preserved, the
Son and the Spirit must be inferior to the Father. But the
heresy of Arius was not entirely excluded from the theology of
Origen. It was one side of it, but this stood corrected by the
other side. Arius, though an Alexandrian, had but little of
the philosophy of his age and country, he was an anti-speculative
common-sensa theologian, without the remotest element of Pantheism; the truest disciple of Anaxagoras that had yet appeared
in the Church ; one whom Aristotle would have pronounced
"a sober man." He distinguished broadly and at once between
the essence of God and that of creation. He cut down at
one stroke all the Alexandrian theories of eternal crestion and
eternal generation. If, he said, the son is generat~, generation
is an act ; and that implies time, a beginning of existence.
If the Son is produced from God, he must be a portion of God ;
but this cannot be ; the Son, therefore, like all created beings,
is produced from nothing, and therefore has an essence different
from God's.
The .Alexandrian philosoJ;>hY was powerful fur the refutation
of Arius. Alexander* replied that the Logos or wisdom of GOO
• Biabop of Alexandria, the opponent of Ariua.
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muat be eternal as God Himself; otherwise there must have
been a period when God was without reason or wisdom. But
it is impossible that He who is reason itself should not know
the Father whose reason He is. The Son is indeed generated,
said Alexander, but it is impossible to place any interval
between Him and the Father; but the generation of the Son
surpassed the understan<li.ng of the Evangelists, and, perhaps,
surpasses that of angels. The Ariana said "There was, when
the Son was not;" but this, said Alexander, involves the existence of time. Now time is created by Him, and comes in~ existence along with the world, so that the time, which is said
to have existed, must always have eJrlsted through Him ; which
supposes the eifect to exist before the cause: and how then could
He be the first-born of every creature. The Father therefore
must always have been Father, and the Son through whom He
is Father must have existed always. " Alexander's aim," says
Domer, " was to establish the closest possible connection between
the hyPostasis of the Son and His eternal divine Essence. In
carrymg out this design he decidedly posits a duality in God,
and if we may judge from the images emplo1ed by him, he
conceives the Logos of the Father to be obJectified in the
Son. His images in themselves would warrant us in concluding
that he conceived the Father to have reason and power, not in
Himself, but in the Son ; and that consequently the Son was
the Father Himself under a determinate form or a determination
or attribute constituting part of the full conc.:ption of the
Father. The council of Alexandria, concurring in the doctrine
of Alexander, adopted the Neo-Platonic idea of time to reconcile
the Sonship of Christ with His eternity." ·
Athanasius waa not less an Alexandrian than Alexander.
He refuted Arianism with the same arguments. He distinguished clearly between the Deity and the world; but he did not
leave God in His transcendent existence as some of the Heathens
had done ; he made God also immanent in the world. The
Logos dwelt in a body, but the Deity WIAS not shut up in that
body. He was at the same time in other places. and as He
moved the body with which He was united, so did He move the
universe. God in the Logos is in the entire creation, for He
is in all its powers, extending His providence to all, giving life
to all, and embracing the universe without being embraced by it.
He is in all, as well as beyond all; in heaven, in hades, in humanity, and on earth we may see the Deity of the Logos unfolded
before us, &l:ld at the same time embracing us. On this imman·
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ency of the Logos, Athanasius grounded his argument for the
divinity of Jesus Christ. If the Logos is in the whole world,
yea, in each individnal, why could He not also dwell in a man
whom He moved, through whom He manifested Himself, even
as He manifests Himself in the world. As He is in the sun
and moon, so also is He in humanity, which is part of the
universe.
Eusebius, of Cresarea, whose orthodoxy is somewhere between
that of Arius, and that of Athanasius is not free from the philosophy of Alexandria. In His inmost essence, says Eusebius,
God is one. It is only with an eye to the world and God's relation to it that we can speak of the Trinity. The unity expresses
that which is inmost in God. It contains in it no plurality.
This one Being is the absolute, the primal Substance. This
Monad or Father cannot communicate His being. He cannot
enter into any relation with the world. He could not be a
Creator. To mediate between Him and the world there was need
of the Logos. The Son is grounded in God, and is a copy of
God. He conneeta the world with God, and makes it worthy of
Him. He is the bond that passes through the universe-the
world soul. The Son was always with the Father, generated out
of time, existing before the &ns, yet his existence was effected
by an act of God.
But more singular than the Nco-Platonism, even of Origen,
was that of Synesius, Bishop of Pentapolis. Synesius, however,
scarcely professed to be a Christian in any other sense, but as
Christianity seemed to him a form of philosophy, nearly related
to what he bad learned in the schools. When the bishopric was
offered to him," he declared candidly,'' says Neander," that his
philosophical conviction did not, on many points, agree with the
doctrines of the church, and among these differences, he reckoned
many things which were classed along with the Origenistic heresies; as for example, the doctrine of the pre-existence of souls,
his different views of the resurrection, on which point he probably departed far more widely, than Origen from the view taken
by the Church, inasmuch as he interpreted it, as being but
the symbol of a higher idea. A few quotations from the Hymns
of Synesius will show the character of his theology, and its
likeness to that of the schools.
Rejoicing in immortal glo17,
God sUa above the lot\y h8lghts of heaven ;
Holy Unity ofunities ;
And first Monad of monads.

•

•

•
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A fragment of the divine PU"ent
Deaoende4 into matter ;
A small portion indeed,
But it i8 everywhere the One in allAll di1fu8ed through all.
It tuma the vaat cfrcumference of the heaTeDJ,
Preserving the univerve,
Distributed in diverse forms it ia present ;
A part of it ia the colll'llC of the &tara,
A part in the Angelic choir ;
A part, with an heavy bond, found an earthly form,
And disjoined &om the Pan~nt, drank dark oblivion.
God, beholding human things,
Ia nevertheleu present in them ;

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
:!a/igroduced ;

Yet a light, a light there ia, even in cloeed eyee,
There ia preeent, even to those who have fallen hither
A certain power calling them back to heavenWhen having emerged from the billoWI of life,
They 'joyfully eater on the holy path
Which leada to the pai.ce of the l>arent. .
But Thou art the root of thinga preeent, paat, and future.
Thou art Father and Mother 1
Thou art lll&IC1lline 1
Thou art feminine :
Hail! root of the world 1
Bail I Clelltre of tb.inKa.
Unit7 of divine numDere.
Father of all fatherw,
Father of Thyaelf 1
Fore-father, withoui father,
Son of Thyeelf1
Unitr before Unity;
Seed ofbeingal
Centre of alL
Presubatantial, unmbatantial Mind,
Surpaeeing minda 1
Changing into different part1,
Parent Milid of m.inda ;
Producer of goda.
Maker of spiritl,
Nouriaher of eouls,
Fountain of fountains,
Beginning of beginninp,
Root of rootl,
Number of numbers,
Intelligence and intelligent 1
Both intelligible and before intelligible,
One and all things,
But tha One of all things :
Root and highest branch.
Thou art what produoea,
Thon art what
Thou art what
· htens,

I
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S. DIONYSIUS.
Thou art what is enlightened ;
Thou art what appears,
Thou art what is hidden,
By Thy own brightness.
One and all things,
One in thyself,
And through all thinjl.'S.
Produced after an ineffable manner
That Thou mightest produce a son
(Who is) illustrious Wisdom,
(And) Maker of all things.

•

•

•

Thou art the Governor of the unseen world ;
Thou art the Nature of natures ;
Thou nourishl'st nature.The origin of the mortal,
The image of the immortal ;
So that th" lowest part in the world
Might obtain the other life.

The moat remarkable resemblance in any Christian writings, to the doctrines of the Platonists of Alexunrlria, is found
in the once famous works of S. Dionysius. This Saint was
the Areopagite who adhered to S. Paul after his discourse ut
Athens. It was not known for three or four centuries after the
death ofDionysius that his works were extant, or even that he
had ever written any works. They ~tppeared suddenly in the controversy between the Church and the Monopbysite heretics,
and werequoted in favor of the heretical side. They have never
been universally received as genuine, but tht>ir sublime speculations and their sweet mystical piety have always procured them
admirers, and even advocates of their genuineness.
The favorite doctrine of three ordt>rs in the Church; bishops,
priests, and deacons, as the copy and symbol of the three orders
in the celestial hierarchy, has always made them dear to churchmen.
~'he Abbe Darboy, in ·a recent Introduction to the
works of S. Dionysius, has shown that their author was indeed
the Areopagite converted by S. Paul ; that he lived in the
days when S. John was well known as a theologian, apostle,
and evangelist in exile at Patmos ; when Timothy and Titus
were Bishops of Ephesus and Crete, and when Peter was Pope
at Rome. Furthermore that this Dionysius was certainly
present at the funeral obsequies of the Virgin Mary, that he
was made Bishop of Athens; but having left his Greek Diocese
as a missionary to France, he became the veritable S. Denys,
who founded the Church of the Gauls. " He did not borrow
from Plotinus," says the Abbe Da.rboy, "but Plotinus borrowed
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from him." Gnizot, who is less interested in the advocacy of
the " three orders," and not concerned for the admission that
the Christian fathers drank of the streams of the Nco-Platonic
philosophy, takes a different view from that of the Abbe Darboy;
·' Neo-Platonism," he says "when forsaken and abandoned by .
princes, decried and persecuted, had no other alternative than
to lose itself in the bosom of the enemy.'' Brucker's opinion is
nearly the same. "The works of S. Dionysius introduced Alexandrian Platonism into the West, and laid the foundation of
that mystical system of theology, which afterwards so greatly
prevailed." He then describes it as " a philosophical enthusiasm,
born in the East, nourished by Plato, educated in Alexandria,
matured in Asia, and introduced under the pretence and authority
of an Apostolic man into the Western Church.''
Hefore the Reformation the genuineness of these writings was
an open question in the Catholic Church, and to some extent it
is so still. At the Council of Trent they were appealed to as
genuine. From that time many Catholic theologians have considered their doctrines in harmony with the teaching of the
Church.
We have already seen bow Plato's Alexandrian disciples conceived a universe of being, in which were all grades of existence
from the primal One to that which was nothing. We have seen
how Porphyry and Proclus filled up the immediate spaces between that which was above and that which was below being,
with hypostases of the Trinity, gods, genii, demons, heroes, men,
animals, vegetables and unformed matter ; all of which had, in
God whatever of true existence they possessed. S. Dionysius,
as a Christian, had to expel all the gods and demons from this
Pagan totality of being; and, as a good churchman, to fill their
places with more orthodox existences. Instead of a chain, beginning at God, or a pyramid of which the top was primal
Unity, S. Dionysius conceived a central and special dwelling of
the Eternal, around which were arranged, in consecutive circles,
all the orders of being from the highest to the meanest. First,
there were Cherubim, Seraphim and Thrones. Behind them
Dominions, Virtues, Powers. Then Principalities, Archangels,
and Angels. or the heavenly hierarchy, the ecclesiastical was a
copy ; bishops, priests, deacons. The " threes " of Pagan Proclns,
were beautiful triads, with the Christian Dionysius. Were not
all things trinities in unity? The supreme One was a Trinity.
Each grade was a trinity. The ecclesiastical hierarchy a trinity.
I

2
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Outside of the heavenly that is, immediately behind the
angels, is the order of beings gifted with intellect such as men ;
then those which have feeling but not reason; and lastly,
creatures that simply exist. Light and wisdom, grace and
knowledge, emanate from the Supreme, and spread through all
ranks of being. Divinity permeates all. The supreme One
has called them in their several degrees and according to their
several capacities to be sharers of His existence. His essence
is the being of all bein~, so far as they exlSt. E-fen things
inanimate partake of Divinity. Those that merely live partako
of this naturally vital energy, which is superior to all life, because it embraces all life. .Reasonable and intelligent beings
partake of the wisdom wlich surpasses all wisdom ; and which
ts essentially and eternally perfect. Higher beings are united
to God by the transcendent contemplation of that divine Pattern, and in reaching the source of light they obtain superabundant treasures of grace, and in a manner express the
majesty of the infinite Nature. All these orders gaze admiringly upwards. Each is drawn to the Supreme, and each draws
towards itself the rank next below it ; and thus a continual progress of lower being towards that which is higher, and a continual
descent of the Divine, elevating all ranks and helping them in
their progress towards God. The Divinity surpasses all knowledge. He is above all thought and all substance. As the
sensible cannot undel'Btand the intelligible; as the multiple
cannot understand the simple and immaterial, as the corporeal
cannot understand- the incorporeal, so the finite cannot understaud the Infinite. He remains superior to all being.-a Unity
which escapes all conception and all expression. He is an existence unlike all other existences; the Author of all things, and
yet not any one thing ; for He surpasses all that is. We ought
therefore to think and speak of God only as the Holy Scriptures
have spoken, and they have declared Him unsearchiWle. Theologians call Him infinite and incomprehensible, and yet they
vainly try to sound the abyss, as if they could fathom the
mysterious and infinite depths of Deity. We cannot understand
Hiqt, yet He gives us a participation of his being. He draws
from His exhaustless treasures and over all things He ditruses
the riches of His divine splendors.
S. Dionysius anticipates an objection, that if God thus exceeds
words, thoughts, knowledge, and being, if He eternally em•
braces and penetraus all things, if He is absolutely lDcomprehensible, how can we speak of the Divine Names? He
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auswers, first, that in order to extol the greatness of God and
to show that He is not to be identified with any particular being
He must be called by no name. And then, secondly, we must
call Him by all names. 1 AM, Life and Truth, God of gode,
Lord of lords, Wisdom, Being, Eternal, Ancient of Days. He
dwells in the heart, in the body, in the soul; He is in heaven
and upon earth, and yet he never moves. He is in the world,
around it and beyond it. He is above the heaven and all being,
yet He is in the sun, the moon, the stars, the water, the wir.d
and the fire. He is the dew and the vapours. He is all that
is and yet nothing of it all. In the infinite riches and simplicity of his nature, He has eternally seen and embracec{ all
things ; so that whatever reality is in anything may be affirmed
of Him As, by lines drawn from the centre of a circle to the
circumference, so are even the meanest existences united to God.
"The blessed Hierotheos,'' says S. Dionysius, "bas taught that the
Divinity of Jesus Christ is the cause and complement of all
things. It keeps all in harmony without being either all or a
part; and yet it is all and every part, because it comprehends
a:l, and from all eternity has possessed all, and all parts. Augjust Substance ! it penetrates all substances, without defiling
its purity, and without descending from its sublime elevation.
It determines and classifies the principles of' things, and yet
remains pre-eminently beyond all principle and all classification.
Its plenitude appears in that which creatures have not ; and its
superabundance shines in that which they have." " As in .
universal nature," says the Areopagite, " the different principles
of each particular nature are united in a perfect and harmomous
unity-as in the simplicity of the soul the multiplied faculties
which serve the wants of each part of the body are united, t::o
we may regard all things, all substances, even the most opposite
in themselves as united in the indivisible Unity." From it they
all proceed. The Eternal has produced this participation of
being. It has an existence which is comprised in Him, but He
is not comprised in it. It partakes of Him, but He does not
partake of it; for He precedes all being and all duration. From
His life flows all life. Whatever now exists has existed in its
faithful simplicity in Him. The Areopagite anticipated an
objection from the existence of evil. He obviated it, as all his
predecessors and successors who felt the same difficulty have
done, by denying its existence. Not that be said there was
no evil in the world, but that it was not a real being, and,
consequently, could not emanate from being. It is only an
accident of good, having an existence nowhere.
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On the impossibility of knowing the Infinite, S. Dionysius
and Plotinus entirely agree. All things speak of God, but
nothing speaks the fulness of His perfections. We l.:fUno both
by our knowledge and by our ignorance. God is accessible to
reason through all His works ; and we discern Him by imagination, by feeling, and by thought ; yet lie is incomprt>hensible
and ineffable, to be named by no name. He is nothing of that
which is, and nothing of that which enables us to comprehend
Him. He is in all things and yet, essentially, lie is not one of
them. All things reveal Him, but none sufficiently declare
Him. We may call Him by the names of all realities, for they
have some analogy with Him who produced them ; but the
perfect knowledge of God emerges from a sublime ignorance of
Him which we reach by an incomprehensible union with Him.
Then we feel bow unsearchable He is; then the soul forgets
itself and is plunged into the eternal ocean of Deity; then does
it receive light among the billows of the Divine glory, and is
radiated among the shining abysses of unfathomable wisdom. *
The authorities for this chapter are Dorner 011 the Per- of Chrut,
Neander's Church Hutory, the works of Origen and Syuesiua, S. Dionysins on
the Divine Namu and the Heavenly Hierarchiu, with the Introduction of the
Abbe Darboy, and Bunsen's Hippolytns. The reader who ill interested in the
relations of philosophy to Christianity in the fifth Century will not omit to
read Mr. Kingsley's charming Romance B!fPCJtia.
• It is not necessary to our argument to follow the history of the Dionysian
'll'ritin1,'8. At the Council of Constantinople, in the year 533, where they were
first cited, the Orthodox at once refused their authority. In the seventh century, a Presbyter, named Theodorns, composed a work in defence of their
genuineness ; but long before this their influence was widely spread, or to
speak more correctly, the influence in which they originated. Neander says,
" In the last times of the fifth century, a cloister at Edessa, in Mesopotamia,
had for its head, an abbot by the name of Bar Sudaili. who had busied himself in various wars with that mystic theology which always formed one of
the gronnd-tendenc1cs of the Oriental Monachisrn, and from which had proceeded the writings fabricated in the name ot Dionysil18 tha Areopag~te ;
as in fact he appeals to the writings of a certain Ilierothcos, whom the PsendoDionysius calls his teacher. lie stood at first on intimate terms with the most
eminent Monophysite teachers, and was very highly esteemed bf them. But,
as his mystic theology came into conflict with the church doctrine, he drew
upon himself the most violent attacks. Espousing the peculiar views of MonophysitiBID, and more particularly as they were apprehended by the party of
Xenayas, be maintained that as Father, Son, and Holy Gho~t, are one divine
essence, and as the humanity formed one nature with the godhead in Christ,
and his body became of like essence to the divinity, (was deified) so through
IIim all fallen beings should also be exalted to unity with God, in this way
would become one with God ; so that God, as Paul expresses it, should be all
in all. If it is true, as it is related, that on the walls of his cell were found
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HERESY.

we are to understand the doctrines of sects outside
Byofheresy
the Church; or doctrines that the Church has openly
condemned.

Catholic theologians say that Pantheism is the

written the word!!, 'All creatures are of the same essence with God;' we
must snppoee that he extended this assertion 80 as to include not only all rational beinb'll 1 but all creatures of every kind, and that his theory w-as all
existence proceeded by an original emanation from God, 80 by redemption all
exiStence, once more refined and enobled, would return back to Him. But the
question then arises, whether he understood this, after the Pantheistic manner,
as a return to the divine esscnre with the lOBS of all self-subsistent, individual
existence; (as it has often been observed, that mysticism runs into Pantheism;
or whether he supposed that, with the coming into existence of finite being~ sin
also necessarily made its appearance, but that by the redemption this contrariety was removed, and now at length the individual existence of the creature
ahould continue to subsist, as such in union with God. Our infonnation is
too scanty to enable us to decide this question." In another place speaking of
the development of doctrine in the Greek Church Neander says, "The monk
Ma:~~:imDB, distinguished by his acute and profound intellect, appeared in the
seventh century, as the representative of this dialectic contemplative disposition.
It appears from his works, that the writings of Gregory of Nyssa, and of the
pseudo·DionysiDB, had exercised great infiuence on his theological views. We
may trace the main lineaments of a connected system in his writings. Chri&tianity, as seen in the doctrine of the Trinity, seemed to him to fonn the right
medium between the too contracted view of the idea of God in Judaism, and
the too diffuse notion exhibited in the nature-deifying system of Heathenism.
He t"onsidercd the highest aim of the whole creation to be the inward union
into which God enters with it through Christ ; whilst, without injury to His
unchangeableness He brings humanity into personal union with Himself in
order to deify man ; whence God becomes mAD without change of essence ;
and human nature is taken into union with Him without losing aught of ita
peculiar character. To be able to keep a finn hold of these opinions, it was of
Importance to him to possess distinct notions on the union of the two natures,
still rctHining their particular properties unaltered. The object of redemption
is not only to purify human nature from sin, bot to exalt it to a higher state
than that wh1ch it originally enjoyed-to an nncbangeable and divine life.
Thus the history of crt'ation becomes divide:! into two great parts 1 the one
exhibiting the prepan.ti m for the assumption of human nature by God; the
other, the progressively developed <leificatlOD of man's nature, romrncncing with
that act, and carried on in those who are fitted for it by a right will, till the end
is attained in their perfect salvation. Hence be often speakl of a continued
humanizing of the Logos in believers, in so far as the human life is taken into
communion with Christ, and is imbued with his own divin~ principle of life ;
and he regards the 10ul of him who is the 801ll"Ce of so divine a life • a bcan:r
of God."'
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nevitable goal or Protestantism, and therefore they find it
among all sects, ancient and modern. But as Catholic theologians are not agreed what Pantheism is, some finding it in books,
where others cannot find it, we must, for the present, leave it
an open question to what extent and in what way it is the goal
either of Protestantism or of Catholicism.
But if the infiuence of the Greek philosophers and the Oriental religions was so marked among the Greek fathers, and since
even the writings of S. Dionysius have found so many admirers
in the Catholic church, it will not s~rise us that the same or
similar doctrines are found in the writm~ of heretical teachers.
As in the first centuries of the Christian era, Judaism, Neoplatonism, and Christianity were all struggling for pre-eminence
and mutually influencing each other, it was only to be expected
that the doctrines common to them all, would be found under
manifold forms. To so great an extent was this the case, that
some who wished to be considered Christians, were refused
that name, and regarded even by the Platonic fathers as corrupt·
ers of the Christian faith.
The heresies of the early church, especially those with which
we are concerned here, arose from the predommance of Greek or
Oriental speculation over the purely Christian element. Christianity, as taught by Christ and His disciples, was not so much a
philosophy as a religion. It led the soul to God by intuition and
1nspiration, without professing to satisfy the understanding on
quesiions relating to the essence of God, or His relation to the
universe. But did it forbid these enquiries ? Did it say that
they were not proper for man? On this question the fathers
were divided; some saying, that we have nothing to do with
philosophy, and that tht! Christian's only business is to learn the
doctrines of the Church, others who before their conversion,
had been philosophers of the schools, embraced Christianity
because it helped them to understand the questions which they
had long been studying ; and why should they give up the study
now?
THE GNosTics.-From the speculative side of the Church,
. apnm~ the philosophical heretics. The oldest of these were the
Gnosttcs, who are divided into many sects; for Gnostic, which
means one that knows, seems to have been applied to all the
heretics whose speculations on nature and being did not agree
with the speculations approved of by the Church. Perhaps the
most marked distinction between the Gnostics and the Alexandrian fathers, is, that the former have more of the Oriental
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spirit, the latter more of the Greek. Tho Gnostics bad more
theosophy ; the Alexaudrians more philosophy. Plotinus, who
had imported into his system more of Orientalism than any
Greek before him, wrote against the Gnostics, charging them
with perverting the old philosophy of the Greeks.
The general character of Gnosticism does not differ widely
from that of contemporaneous philosophies in the Eastern world.
It is occupied with the same questions and comes to nearly the
same conclusions. The special heresy of the Gnostics, as pro·
fessed Christians, was the denial of the humanity of Christ; and
this arose from the belief which, as philosophers, they entertained, that matter was connected with evil, and that the body
was the dwelling place of sin ; and if sin was thus inse~arabll
connected with the material body, they concluded that Christ s
humanity must have been illusive-He was man in appearance
only. Some of them placed so wide an interval between the invisible and the visible, as to separate between the God of heaven
and the God of nature. This indeed had been done by some of
the old philosophers, for they would not admit the creating God
to be the same with Him who was the immoveable essence.
The Demiurgus was the " mind " of God with Plato, and the
second hypostasis of the Trinity with Plotinus; but some of the
Gnostics went so far ~as to make the Demiurgus the enemy of
God, like the Ahriman of the Parsees, creating a kingdom
opposed to God's ; yet this dualism again in some way resolved
itself into monism ; the existence of the opposing god and his
world of nature being only a necessary result of the emanations
of the supreme God.
Matter, in his Critical History of Gnosticism, arran~ the
Gnostic sects into six classes. The first, comprised o£ the small
primitive schools, which having at their bead Cerinthus,
and Simon, allied to Christianity doctrines borrowed from J uclaism, Greek Polytheism, and the East. The second, consisting or
the schools of Syria, joined to Christianity some of the fundamental ideas of the East. The third class, which embraced,
the great schools of Egypt, was hostile to Judaism in some or
its divisions, but blended in its teaching the doctrines of
Asia, Egypt, and Greece. The fourth, that of the small schools
of Egypt, did not much differ from the great schools. The
· fifth ciJI88 was that of the Marcionites, which carried its hostility
to Judaism very far, but added to Christianity some ideas from
the East. Another class was composed of those who professed
the principles of the Olemmtines, which allied Judaism
and Orientalism to Christian doctrines.
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Of Simon, the Magician, we know but little beyond the mention of him in the Acts of the Apostles. He was called the
" great power of God ; " a designation which is supposed to
me;m that he w;~s an incarnation of God, or one of the divine
power! "hbh surrounded the Eternal, and were, in reality, the
divine attributes. When he saw the works of the Apostles, he
joined himself with them as a disciple of Christianity. F<;r
anything we know to the contrary, he may have been a Christian
to the end of his life. Tradition makes him an imposter and the
He supposed that the Holy
head of a Gnostic sect.
Ghost could be bought with money; but his answer to Peter,
says Matter, established his good faith and his deference for the
Apostles-" Pray God for me that none of these evils of which
you have spoken happen to me."
Cerinthus, as we learn from 'fheodoret, was a native of Judea.
He lived sometime in Egypt, and became familiar with the
allegorical system of Philo. He wished to preserve it in Christianity, but was strenuously opposed by the disciples of S. John.
He believed the interval bt!tween the supreme Being and the
material world to be so great, that he was unwilling to attribute creation to the supreme God. The Creator of the world was an
inferior power, st:parated from the first principle by a long series
of lEona, or inferior powers, who did not know God, or who,
at least, as Irenreus expressed it, had less knowledge of Him
than the Lo~s had. Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph and
Mary, in VIrtue of His great wisdom and goodness, was
united to Christ at his baptism in the Jordan, and the object of
this union was the manifestation of the supreme God to men.
Saturninus, who represents the first Syrian School, was
more related to the disciples of Zoroaster than any of the other
Gnostics; that is to say, he was clearer in his enunciation
of the doctrine of the two principles. He identified the " I am "
of the Jews with the supreme Being of the Zendavesta; calling Him not only Father, as Christians had been taught to do,
but the " Unkrunun Father." He calls Him also the source of
all that is pure; for the " powers of being " become weak in
proportion as they are distant from the first or primitive source.
On the last stage of the pure world are seven angels, whi..:h
represent what is least perfect in the intelligible world; and these
seven an~ls are the creators of the world which is material and
visible. This differs, apparently, from the doctrine of Zoroaster.
But it is, probably, only another mode of expressing the same
thing, creation frequently being but another word for emanation.
The angels made the creature, man ; but the breath of the su •
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preme power animated him and elevated him to his position as
man. He must be freed from the bondage of matter, and for
this work Chri'lt came into the world. He was the fit·st of the
heavenly powers. ; and on earth wlts with~ut form, without
natural birth, and without any material body.
Bardesanes, was the founder of the second school of Syria.
He also admitted the two principles; the one the '' Unl.-noum
Father," or the supreme and eternal God, who lives in the bosom
of the light, blessed in the perfect purity of his ooing ; the
other eternal mntter, or that inertness, dark and uninformed,
which the East reckoned the source of all evil, the mother
and the seat of Satan. The eternal God, happy in the plenitude of His life and His perfections, having resolved to spread
abroad this life and happiness beyond Himself, multiplied Himself or manifested Himself as many beings, partaking his n<~tUrtl
and bearing His name ; for the .lEone were called Et, or God.
The first being, whom the Unknown Father produced, was
His syzygy, or companion, whom Be placed in the celestial paradise ; and who there became, through Him, the mother of 1'HB
SoN of the living God, Christ. This is an allegory which means
that the Eternal conceived, in the silence of His decrees, the
thought of revealing Himself by another Being, who was His
image or Son. After Christ, comes His sister or spouse, the
Holy Spirit, whom the Church itself calls the love of the Son
for the Father. Bardesanes admitted seven of these syzygies,
orsevenemanations of mystical couples. With thehelpofthefour
.lEone, types of the elements, the Son and the Spirit macJe the
heaven and the earth and all that is visible. The soul of man,
in the last analysis, was itself an emanation of the supreme
Being ; one of the lEone. It was the breath of God, the spirit
of the Spirit that formed the world.
The third class of Gnostics, that of Egypt or Alexandria,
is perhaps the most important of all, and the most marked by
Alexandrian doctrine. Basilides the head of this school, like
all other Gnostics, placed at the head of all, the unrevealed or
ineffable God. From Him proceeded emanations, which in
their turn were themselves God, for they were in reality but the
divine names and attributes hypostasised. With Basilides, the
manifoldness of God appears first as an Ogdoad, consisting of
seven divine powers, and the primal One. This is the first
Octave, the root of all existence. From them are evolved
other existences ; each rank being a copy of the preceeding
one and inferior to it. Every raDk or series is composed of
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Be\'en intelligencoo, nnd the total of these three hundred and
sixty-five make the intelligible or celestial world. The soul of •
man is n. ray of the celestial light which hns been in a. perpetual
mh;ration since the beginning of the world. Its end is to be
separated from the material, that it mny return to the source
whence it came; and not only is this the destiny of the soul of
man, but of all life thft.t is now imprisoned in matter. Christ
came to accomplish this deliverance, and for this end he was
united to Jesus of Nazareth.
The most significant, according to Baur, and that which
represents the first chief form of the Gnosis, is undoubtedly the
Valentinian, partly as it is set forth by V a.lentinus himself, and
partly as it is more fully expounded with different modifications
Ly his zealous disciples. Like the system of Basilides, that of
Valentinus has a double series of manifestations or of beings,
which are all united to a single first Cause. Of these, some are
the immedi:lte manifestations of the plenitude of the divine
life; others are emanations of a secondary kind. The head of
both series, who is the immediate head of the first only, is a
perfect Deing tho Bytlws or ahyss, which no intellect can
fathom. No eve can behold the invisible and unspeakable
glory in which He dwells, we cannot comprehend the duration
of His existence. He has always been and He will always be.
The manifestation of His perfections gave existence to the
intelligible world. To this act we cannot apply the word creation, for it was not a production of that which did not e.tist.
The supreme Being put outside of Himself that which was concealed ; that which was concentrated in the Pleroma; and the
intelligences to which He gave existence, bore the name of
manifestations, powers, or J.Eons. The Cabbalists gave to all
'Superior intelligences, and especially to the Sephiroth, the names
El, Jehovah, Elohim, and Adonai. They wished by this to
-express that aU t!tat which emanates from GOd, stiU is God. The
Gnostics had the same thought, and gave to the intelligences the
name lEon, which means a world ; an age ; an eternity. 'Jh.e
most characteristic attribute for God was eternity ; and therefore
these emanations of God were called lEona. 'fhe V alentiniaos
say, according to Irenmus, that there is in the invisible and
urispeakable heights, an .l&m of all perfection, who has been
before all things. They call Him also Bytlws.
The Bythos having passed infinite ages in rest and silence,
resolved to manifest Himself; and for this He made use of
thought, which alone belonged to Him ; which is not a m~fest-
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ation of His being, but which is the source of all perfectionthe mother which receives the germs of His creation. The first
manifestation which the thought of the Supreme Being produced
was mind. In the allegorical language of the Valentinians,
thought was unpregnated by the Bythos, and thus was produced
mind the only begotten Son of the Supreme. Bythos is thus
masculine; at other times masculo-feminine, as when reprded as in a state of unity with thought. Bythos and iltQU{Illt
liave their counterpart in the Ammon and Neith of the Egyptians. Mind is the first manifestation of the powers of God-the
first of the lEons, the beginning of all things. By it Divinity
is revealed; for without the act which give it existence, all
things would remain buried in the Gythos. The lEona are but
the more complete revelation of God. They are the forms of the
great Being, the names of Him, lfhose perfections no name
can express-the names of the nameless One. Of these &ns,
some are masculine, and some are feminine. The feminine is
the analogue of the masculine; so that the Ogdoad becomes a
Tetrad, and can be reduced to these :-Bythos, Mind, Word,
Man.
In the Bythos, all things are one. As it unfolds itself there
result antitheses, which are formed through all degrees of
existence. Dut these are antitheses of like kinds ; syzygies,
or unions; copi•:s of Bythos and thOttght. The one is the
complement of the other. The first of the two is the male, the
active or forming principle ; the second, the feminine, or passive principle. From their nnion result other ...Eons, which
are the images of these. The union of all &ns forms the
Pkrom4 or fulness of the divine nature, the plenitude of the

*

• The Tetrad, consists of the Bytlw. (abyu,) Nmu (mind,) Log~ (speech,)
Ali~Aropa. {man.) In the Byt'-, all ia one, its lll&IJifeatati0118 constitute the
degrees of existence ; the four which make the Tetrad, with their .YZJipiu,
make the 0~ The syzygy of Byt'- ia E11Mia (thought,) sometimes
eal.l Sigt (silence,) and Arreknt ( the unspeakable,) the syzygy of No•• is
Aldheia (truth.) These four, make the first T•trad of the Ogdoad, the
~pygy of IAgo. is Zot (life,) and that of A11tlu-~, Eltlduia, (the Church.)
Theee form the second Tetrad. From Byt'- proceeda Horw (limitation,)
the .4Jora sent to teach the last of the lEon., (Sophia,) that ahe could not be
united to ~"-· The desire to know the lJyt'-, and to return to it,
which had •
Sophia, Jl08IIe88l!d all the lEoru, which troubled the hannon1
of the Pkrom4. To finish the work be~ by Horw, the Nmu engendered
CIINw, and Hie companion PMuma ( spuit.) From~ and Zot emanate
a decade of lEou ; BytAW. (of the nature of BlJt'-,) Agerow (the ageleu,)
.datoplayu, (self-produced,) .dltU.ew (the lDlJDoveable,) and JIO"IIDfe~te•
(the Oolr begotten,) with their syzygies, JlizU (alliance,)
(union,)
H.tou (plellure,) lyMra.N (moderation,) MaAcria (bftlllllednea) l'lom
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attributes and perf'ections of Him, whom no man can know, save
the only begotten Son.
All the manifestations of God were pure, and reflected the
rays of His divine attributes. But the lEona were not equal in
perfection. The more their rank separated them from God, the
less they knew Him and the nearer they were to imperfection ;
yea, they reacht'd imperfection, and of necessity there was degeneracy, or as it is otherwise called, a fall. The lEona that
were distant from God, were animated by a vehement desire to
know Him ; but this was impossible. Eternal silence, which
means an impossibility in the nature of things, prevented their
attaining this knowledge. The harmony of the Pleroma was
troubled ; there was need of a. restoration, of a. deliverance
from the fall. This deliverance was wrought by Christ.
This Pl&roma., thiA foll and deliverance, only concerned the
the celestial or intelligible world ; but the inferior or terrestial
world is a copy of the celestial ; and though outside of the
Pleroma what took place in the celestial had its counterpart
in the terrestial. Jesus did for the inferior world what Christ
did for the Pleroma, as the only begotten. He was the firstborn of creation, and spread throughout all existence placed
outside of the Pleroma the germs of the divine life, which He
embraced in His own person.
There was a manifest contradiction in speaking of a Pleroma
or fulness, which contained the all of being, and then assuming the existence of matter outside of the Pleroma. But the
V alentinianshada ready answer. Though theFatherof all things,
they said, contain all, and nothing is beyond the Pleroma, yet
" inside of" and " out.side of " are only words adapted to our
knowledge or our ignorance, having no reference to space or
distance. And when they spoke of matter beyond the Pleroma, they explained matter as the philosophers had done before
them ; as not a real existence, but the necessary bounds between
being and non-being, a negative something between that which
is and that which is not. The existence of a pnrely divine, and
a divine mingled with matter, required Valentinus to acknowl~,
in the creative wisdom of God, a two-fold being, a higher ancl a
..btAropot and EltAluia emanate a duodecade ; Pardlew (comforter,) and
Putu (faith,) Patrikcu (paternal,) and Elfi' (hope,) Metrilca~ (the metrical,)
and Agape (love,) .A.eii&OIU (eternal mmd,) and Syttuu ( int.el.ligeucc,)
Eltltluia~tico. (belonging to the church,) and Malcariotu (the blissful) 1'Mlet01
(will) and Sophia ( wiadom,) laat of all, the &11 Jeaus, who united in him·
self', all the good of all the .£ou.
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]ower wisdom. The latter i& the soul of the world, the immature
JEon in its progress to perfection. Froru the mingling of this
lEon with matter, spring all living existences, in gradations without number; higher in proportion as they are free from matter,
and lower the more they are in contact with it.
The doctrines of Basilides and V alentinus, under different
modifications, were held by a!l the sects of Egyptian Gnostics,
both of the great and the small schools. Neander says ''There
were some among this kind of Gnostics who carried their Pantheism through with more consistency. They held that the
same soul is diffused through all living and inanimate nature:
and that, consequently, all, wherever it is dispersed and confined
by the bonds of matter within the limits uf individual existence, should at length be absorbed by the world-soul or wisdom,
the original source whence it flowed. Such Gnostics, said,' when
we take things for food we absorb the soul, sea ttered and dispersed in them, into our own being, and with ourselves ca1 ry
them upward to the original fountain.' Thus, eating and drinking were for them a kind of worship." In an apocryphal gospel
of this sect * the world-soul or supreme Being says to the initiated, "Thou art I and I am thou; where thou art I am, and I
am diffused through all. Where thou pleasest thou canst
gather me, but in gathering me thou gatherest thyself." Dorner
says, " Epiphanius relates of the Gnostics of Egypt, what proves
that they were in part given to a Nature-Pantheism. They
called the quickening powers of nature, Christ. Those who
believed that they had measured the entire circle of nature-life,
and had collected and offered all power, said ' I am Christ.' "

t

• The gospel of Eve-The sect, the Ophites.
f The Marcionitcs who in Matter'• clllllllfication are the fifth gronp of
Gn011tics belonged to Asia Minor and Italy. There in nothin~ in their doctrines to require any particular notice here. The Clementine& represented
rather theopmionsof an individual thana sect. Their fundamental definition of God
is that Be is a pure Being, rest, and out of Him, is only nothing. As Being
He is the all. The world including man stands over against Being as the
TIICUUDl which is to be filled by Him who IS. God is good and especially
righteoDII. This impoeea the neaceaaity of thinking God as pei'I!Onaf. God
"riewed in Himself 111 eternally united with wisdom as His spirit and His
elfulgent body. But His manifestation is a movement of God Hiruelf flowing
forth in the double act of expansion and contraction of Himself of which the
heart of man is the type, the wisdom, the BP.irit or word of God is the eternally .
onatretched hand which completes the man1festation and forma the world. The ·
world of revelation is God unfolding Himself. There are six acta of selfexpansion which comprehend the six worla epochs which, in the seventh, find
their point of rest in God. God is the eternal Sabbath and the moveleaa
Centre. But though the world is a communication of His essence a .
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MANICH..EISM.-After Gnosticism, the other great philosophical heresy was the Church of the Manichees. Manes, the
founder of this sect, before he embnwed Christianity, had lived
long among the Persian Magi, and had acquired a great reputation for all kinds of learnin~. '' The idea," Matter says,
which governs all his system, 1s Pantheism ; which, more or
less, pervades all the schools of the Gnosis; which he however
derived from other quarters i doubtleBB, from its original source
in the regions of India and China, which he had visited,
in order to satisfy his ardor for theological speculation.'' According to Manes, the cause of all that \\hich exists is in God;
but in the last analysis, God is all. l.Jl souls are equal.
God is in all. This divine life is not limited to man and animals,
it is the samo in plants. But the Pantheism of Manes was
modified by the dualism of Zoroaster. The kingdoms of light
and darkness, spirit and matter, had long contended. Each had
its 2Eons ordemons, under the leadership of their chief, as in the
kingdoms of Ormuzd and Ahriman. At one time, the kin~om
of darkness seemed likely to overcome ; but the chief o1 the
kingdom of light, seeing the danger, created a power which he
placed in the front of the heavens, to protect the }Eoca, and to
destroy the kingdom of darknesa or evil. This power was t'M
mother of life-the soul of the world-the divine principle,
which indirectly enters into relation with the material world, to
correct its evil nature. As a direct emanation of the Supreme,
it is too pure to come into contact with matter. It remains on
the bounds of the superior region. But the mother of life bore
a Son, who is her image i this Son is the first or celestial man.
He fights with the powers of darkness, but be is in danger of
being conquered and of falling into the empire of darkness; but
the ruler of the light kingdom, sends the living spirit to deliver
him. He is delivered ; but part of his armour or light which,
in the Eastern allegory, is called his 1on, has been devoured by
the princes of the kingdom of darkneSB.
The suceeSBion, then, of the first beings of the empire of
light, is this ;-The ~ God, tha mother of life, the first man
the son of man or .fesus Christ and the living spirit. The
Mother of life, who is tho general principle of divine life, and
the first man are too elevated to be allied with the empire of
momentum or the Monad God in Bill inner Being remains unehan2ed. He is
He is al8o Being. Cluilt, the et.emal prophet of truth, ~ill manileated in .Adam, Enoc:h, and Jeaaa.

penonal but
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darkness. The Son of man is the germ of the divine life which
according to the language of the Gnosis enters the empire, and
ends b:y: tempering it or purifying it from its savage nature.
The deliverance of the celestial ray which is in the empire c£
matter and its return into the bosom of perfection constitute the
end and destiny of all visible existence. This end once
reached, the world will cease to be.
The visible Adam was crea~ in the image of the first man.
His soul was light and his body matter and thus he belonged
to both kingdoms. Had he obeyed the commandment not to
eat of the forbidden fruit, he woUld have been freed ultimately
from the ki~om of darkness, but an angel of light tempted h.iJn
to disobey. :t'he demons :produced Eve whose personal charms
seduced Lim from the spintual and plunged him into the sensual.
What happened at the creation of the world is repeated by the generation of every human being. The blind forces of matter and
darkness are confounded, and enchain the soul which seeks deliverance. Man is enchained of fate bl this act which has given
him existence, and which always g~.ves him up weaker to the
powers of sense and the charms of the terrestrial world.
JoHN Soorus ERIGEN.&.-It is not with the full permission of
the Catholic Church, that we place among heretics the name of
John Scotus Erigena. Until the year 1683, both the French
and English martyrologers celebrated him as a holy martyr, and
since the republication of his works in Germany, many Catholic
theologians of that country claim him as a sound Catholic.
He certainly lived and died in the communion of the Church of
Rom&-was perhaps on Abbot and therefore probably a priest,
though evidence is wantin~ to establish the certainty of this.
He first appears in history m a controversy on predestination.
Godeecalcus a Saxon monk, had incurred the displeasure of the
Archbishop of Rheims, by teaching that God's predestination
was two-fold; one of the good to eternal blessedness and the
other of the reprobate to eternal condemnation. Erigena
espoused the side of the Archbishop, maintaining that God out
o{ His everlastin~ had predestined all men to eternal life.
The controversy
e so important that an appeal was made
to Rome. Nicholas I. approved of the doctrine of Godescalcus
and tried to check the "poisonous'' dogmas of Erigena; "nevertheless" adds his German Catholic biographer with a feeling of
triumph," Erigena himselfwasnotcondemned." At the request of
Charles the Bald, Erigena translated into Latin the works of
S. Dionysi118 the Areopagite. ThiS again exposed him to the
It
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Papal displeasure; Nicholas blamed him for translating, without the approbation of the Court of Rome, a book so liable to be
mis-interpreted. His work on the Eucharist, in reply to Radbertus
was condemned and burnt by the Council of Versailles in the
eleventh century, but his Catholic advocates in Germany say
this book was not written by Erigena, but by Ratramnus. His
great work "on the Division of Nature'' seems to have passed
without censure till the thirteenth century when Honorius
ID. finding it had leavened the sect of the Albigenses who
boasted of their argeement with so great a man as Erigena,
ordered all his works to be collected and burnt. In the seventeenth century they were republished at Oxford, and immediately
after catnlogued at Rome in the index of books forbidden.
To what extent Erigena is a heretic the infallible Church has
not decided. He believed his speculative theology to be in perfect harmony with the theology of the Church. This has been
maintained by some modern Catholic theologians, but denied
by others. It is convenient here to place him among heretics,
and yet it is improper to separate him from the author of the
Dionysian writings.* Erigena's great work, we have said, is" on
the Division of Nature.". By "Nature" he understands not
only all being, but all non-being; things which are, and things
which are not. These two are necessary to constitute absolute
Existence, for being is not the all so long as non-being stands
opposed to it, this however is but th~ ground of a further division
into four kinds.
• Of the history of this remarkable man, very little is known. To his name,
John Scotos, was added Erigena or the J1VA-00r•. Tradition bringa him
from the Irish monastarics, where it is said philosophy and the Greek language ftonrished long after they had fallen into neglect in other puill of
Europe ; bot Seotland and Wales dispute with Ireland the honor of being the
conn~ of his birth. He found a liberal patron in Charles the Bald. who made
him Director of the U niver~~ity of Paris. His rare acquaintance with the Greek
language ; his familiarity with the doctrines of Plato, and his Alexandrian disciples, seem to have constituted hie chief claim to regal patronage and to Papal
censure. According to one account he died in France. A;:eonling to another, he fonnd a second royal protector in Alfred the Great, who made him
teacher of Mathematica and Dialeetica at Oxford, and then Abbot of Malmesbnry. He suft"ered death at the hands of his echol&lll. A wonderful light
shone over the place where his body lay, till it was buried near the altar in ihe
great church of Malmesbnry. He was henceforth enrolled in the list of aainta
and martyrs. Like nearly all great metaphysicians, be was little of stature,
and endowed with pat snbilety of intellect. Dr. Christlieb enter~~ at eome
lenltth into the question of Erigena's return to ~land giving the evidence on
both sides, and he concludes that the probability 48 in favor of the belief that
Erigena did come to England. The authorities are Simeon of Durham ; William of Malmesbnry, and Matthew of Westminster. The objection ia, &ha&
these authora confounded Erigena with eome other Scotaa.
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1. Nature which creates and is not created.
2. Nature which creates and is created.
3. Nature which is created and docs not create.
4. Nature which is not created and does not create.
These four divisions are purely speculative, starting with the
idea of existence in which being and non-being, subject and
object, God and the world are all one. The Dualism is only apparent, the Monism is real. On the human side, that is, in our
subjective contemplation ''Nature'' is two-fold and manifold. On
the divine side, ell is one. The four divisions are justly resolved
into two. The first is manifestly, God in the Word, as the
Original of all things. The second is things in their ideals,
which in Plato's sense are the realities. The third is what some
would call the reality in the ideals but, in Platonic language, the
phenomenal world. The fourth is God in Himself as the source
of all things, and as the goal to which all things return. Reduced
to two, these four divisions are God from whom all emanates and the
things emanating from Him ; but as the latter have no reality except so far as they derive it from Him from whom they emanate,
we come back to the Pantheistic formula-God is one and all
things.
Erigena dwells much on the incomprehensibility of God.
He is so overwhelmed with the thought of the divine infinitude,
that he . does not imagine God to be known bl any created
beings. Even to expect to know God as He is, 18 as unwise as .
the demand of Philip "Shew us the Father." And Christ's
answer to Philip, is the only answer that will ever be given to our
expectations of seeing God. We shall behold Him in His theophanies; in the manifestations of Himself in creation, but above
all, shall we know Him in His Son. We know that God is, and
that He is the highest reality ; the essence of all which is, but
what that essence is, we know not. It remains above all human
thoughts and all human conceptions of being. God alone creates,
and is alone un-created, He is created by no other, because He
creates Hitn$elf. But if thus above us, how can we think of
Him 7 How can we speak of Him ? If we cannot know Him.
is theologi possible ? This is a question with which we are still
familiar. The different answers to it, and the conclusions from
these answers are interesting, when we compare them with the
answ era and conclusions that were made in the days of .Alfred
the Great. Erigena did not despair of theology, though he
declares God to be the absolutely unknowable and unknown. We
can think and speak of Him in two ways, negatively and posis.2
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tively. We first deny that Godisanything; any ofthode things
which can be spoken of, or understood. Then we predicate
of Him all things, but affirming that He is not any one of
them, and yet that all are by and through Him. We can say
of God that He is being, but that is not properly being to
which non-being stands opposed.
He is therefore above
being. We can say, He is God. If we take the Greek
word for God, as derived from the Greek verb to see, then
darkne88 is opposed to vision, and God being more than
light, is above God; if from the verb to nm tMln not running
is opposed to running, and He is, in this sense too, more than
God. It is written "His word runneth very swiftly," which
means that He runs through all things which are, in order that
they may be. In the t~ame way He is more etemal than
eternity, wiser than wisdom, better than goodness, and truer than
truth. These attributes are transferred from the creature to the
Creator, from the finite to the Infinite. They exist in Him. but
in a manner so transcendent thntwespeAk most reverently of Him
when we deny Him all attributes, lest we &hould associate with
them anything that is human or finite. Only by predicating all
things of God, and nt the same time denying Him the possibility
of these predicates being applied to Him, can we speak truly
of God. There is more truth in the negation than the affirmation. We know Him best, by feeling our ignorance of Him.
This is true divine knowledge to know thnt we do not know Him.
The highest name by which He can be called is to call Him by
no name, and our highest conception of Him is not as in reality
a being, but as the ..Absolute Nothing who js above all being.
But Erigena cannot stop here.
The dread of limitation
accompanying the knowledge of the divine Being, is thus
the Fund of the denial of that knowledge. But another
questton immediately arises. Does God know Himself?
If He does is not that a limitation, as well as human knowledge
of Him ? If He knows Himself, He must become an object
of His own knowl., and as such He is no longer the Infinite
and th~ Incon~iv~e. ~rige~a comes boldly to the legi.timate
conciUBlon of hts ngxd Dialectic. God does not know Himself.
He knows that He is, but He does not know what He is. If
He knows not Himself, how are we to know Him ?
Wherefore need we ask His name since it is so wondednl?
God cannot be known as anything determined, and yet this
divine ignorance is in troth the most inexpressible wisdom.
And so it is with God's unconsciousness of Himself. We
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aay He does not know Himself because if He did He would
be limited. This attribute like the others must be both affirmed
and denied of Him ; so as to e.xpress that His knowledge of
Himself is like Himself, above all that is being or essence, transcendently divine.
Erigena divided nature, or the all of being and non-being,
into four divisions. These, 68 we have seen, were reducible to
two, and these again to one, in the identity of God and
creation. But -this identity may be understOod in two ways,
either that the essence of God goes out entirely into the being of
the universe, or that though all things partake of His being, and
are manifestations of it, yet, He Himself transcends all. It is
in the latter sense, that we are here to understand the identity
of God and the universe. He creates all things, and His
essence is in. all things. It is manifested in every creature,
and yet God remains One in Himself. He never gives up the
simplicity of His being. God moves and extends Himself,
and therefore the universe, as a visible phenomenon, appe11rs.
All is His extension, because all arises from this, that
God extends Himself; but in this extension He does not give
liP His being. He still exists, separate from all, just aa
OW' spirits exist separate from our thoughts as expressed in
words or in writing. H18:nce in all things does not hinder
that He remains one in ·
If. The universe has no existence independent of God's existence; it is therefore God, but
not the whole of God. He is more than the universe, yet the
divine nature is truly and properly in all things. Nothing
really is, in which the divine nature is not. God and the
creature then do not differ in their essential nature ; they arc
both divine. 1'he creature subsists in God; and God after a
wonderful manner is created in the creature.
Erigena uses the word creation, and his Catholic advocates
plead this as a proof of his orthodoxy; but we mwt not be misled by words. Creation, with Erigena, is emanation. His
argume!lts lo.se their meaning the moment we forget this.
Emanation is the chain which unites the created to the oncreated ; the invisible bond which makes Creator and creature
one. As the second of the four divisions, we had " TW&t which
creates and is created." This represents the ideals which
constitute the realities of all created things, which the Greeks
called prototypes, species or eternal forms according to which,
and ·in which, the visible universe was created. These ideals
are God's thoughts. llis conceptions of things before the
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beginning of time. They are identical with His spirit and
will. God cannot exist without creating, for creation is His
necessary work. The divine attributes of being, wisdom, ~
ness and truth require that God create-and these are themselves one with the ideal principles of creation. These ideals
thus become the bridge between the lnfinitt' and the finite. As
God's attributes they participate in God, and at the same time
they are the realities of the phenomenal universe. To understand this we must dismiss our ordinary conception of a thou~ht,
as something in the mind distinct from the outward reality.
All God's thoughts, it is maintained, have a real objective
existence in the Logos, which, as Scripture teaches, existed in
the beginning or first principle, the J>rimordial cause of the
heaven and earth. He formed in His Word, which is His only
begotten Son, all the things which He wished to create, before
they came to phenomenal existence. The Word thus is the
unity of the ideals; the original form of all things, which in an
eternal and unchangeable manner are represented in Him, and
subsist by Him.
Whilst the ideals were regarded as the divine attributes, or
God's necessary thoughts, Er:gena found it easy to identify these
with God through theWord. But how is he to bri~ the separation between the ideal and phenomenal universe--between the
second and third divisions·of nature--'' That which creates and
is created ;'' and " That which is created and does not create ?·'
The ideas are co-eternal with God. This is settled ; but could
they be objective realities until they passed into the phenomenal stat~: 7 In other words--can there be a cause until it
makes good its existence by an effect 7 Is the phenomenal universe co-eternal with the ideal; or did it t&ke its origin in time?
If the latter, then creation was not eternal, unless there can be
a cause without an effect. But creation is eternal-the ideal
universe is eternal, the phenomenal being necessary to its completion, it too must be eternal. Logically, the effect follows
the cause ; the creature must come after the creation ; so that
here we are compelled to distinguish between the eternity of
God who has His be~nning in Himself, and the eternity of
things created, which have their ~g in Him. Yet,
when He was, they were; the primordial causes are co-eternal
with Him, because they always subsisted in Him. What then
is matter, time, and space? As realities they disappear. Time
is but the continuance and motion of things mutable. The cognition of it, precedes everything known or belonging to time.
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Space is a limitation of sensible and intelligible objects. It is
not perceivable by sense. It can only be thought in the reason.
Time and space are merel,- subjective existences. Nearly the
same is said of matter. It comes to appearance within the
bounds of time and space, flowing out from the primordial causes.
So far as it has form, it is corporeal, but so far as it is
formless it is incorporeal, and can be known only by
reason. Aristotle regarded matter as mere potentiality ; and
form as the actuality which brought the indefinite material to
be a M;mething. Erigena's doctrine does not much differ from
this. Matter is to him only the participation of form and
shape. Whatever wants these is nothing actual. But form
and shape are in themselves incorporeal, and can only be
known by the reason. It follows then that things formed as
well as things formless are originally and essentially incorporeal.
The latter, through the want of form, the former, not in them·
selves, but through the form. But that which is in itself incorporeal becomes corporeal by its participation with another
incorporeal ; and thus bodies are produced by the coming together of two incorporeal&. If so, they can be again resolved into
their original states and cease to be bodies. What then is
matter? Nothing-or something next to nothing; the mutability of things mutable; the ''without form and void ;" the
nonentity of a body which remains when deprived of all its
qualities-the mere reflection, echo and shadow oftrne being.
Man visible has his place at the head of the '' natnre which
is created -and does not create." As the essence of God is the
one substance of all beings, as the Log08 is the unity of all the
primordial cnuses, so is man the mediating point of the opposites and differences of the phenomenal world. His being contains all created natures in itself; since in the spirit and reasun
of man God has created the invisible and intelligible world ; and
in his body, the visible and sensible. Man is contained in the
hidden original cause of- nature according to which he WII.S
created ; and in him is contained the whole creation, so that he
has been called, not improperly, "the work-shop of all other
creatures." He understands as an angel; reasons as a man;
feels as an animal ; lives as a plant ; consists of body and soul ;
and is akin to every creature. He was created in God's imagt\
that in Him every creature, both intelligible and sensible, might
form an undivided unity. Need we marvel then, that if in his
eoffering, creatures suffer, and that all creation is groaning and
tra~ together with him, and with him waiting for d<:liTerancel
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The fourth division of nature is, "That which does not create
and is not created." This, as we have already seen, is God in
Himself. The d.ift'erence is, that in the first, God is the Creatorthe Word-the Being from whom creation emanates. In this He is
the Being to whom creation returns. This is God in our
hi~hest conception of Him ; God without attributes; God in
His super-essential essence, neither creative nor created;
God as the original Monad, which not being any OM thing, is
yet more than all things, and of whom we speak most reverently and most truly, when we call Him the absolute
Non-being.
We have reserved hitherto the application of Erigena's philosophy to the interpretation of Scripture and church dogmas.
This arrangement is of our own making. It has no pl8ce in
the " Division of Nature." There-Scripture, church doctrine
and philosophy are brought to$6ther to explain each other-the
perfect harmony of all these bemg previously assumed. ErigeM
was a Christian and a Catholic. Let us see how he understood
Christianity.•
•
The Catholic faith is, that we worshiJ.> one God in Trinity and
Trinity in Unity. This is a true doctnne. We may object to
the contradictory and hard dogmatic form which it takes in the
Latin phrases of the creed of S. Athanasius; but in substance
it is true. There are not three persons in the Godhead; but
substitute the Greek word, which we translate person, explain
that the Latin word means no more than is intended by the
Greek word, and then the creed of S. Athanaaius may be
• The prmilling bent of the theologit'al spirit of that age was to cling, u
we haTe remarked before, to the authorities of the church tradition : but .V
W1l8 founding a system of truth, which should repose entirely on rational
insight, approTe itaelf as true by an inner necessity of reason. Yet even
according to hia apprehension, the rational and the church-tmditional theology,
faith and knowledge by reason, philosophy and religion did not stand in contradiction, but in perfect honnony with each other. For, said he, a man can
eleTate himaelf to the lrnowledge of God, which is the end of true philoeophy,
ouly by following the mode and manner in which God, who in Hie -ee ia
incomprehensible and unknowable, letting Himaelf down to the condition and
wants of humanity which is to he educated, has revealed Himaelf ;-God in Hia
torma of reTelation, in Hia theophanies. After thia manner God p - t a Himself in the historical development of religion, tl:.roogh the authority of the
church 1 but true philosophy, which riaea above the theophanies to the Abeolut.e itself, which soars beyond all conceptual apprehension, gives insight into
the lawa aecordiug to which God must be known and worshipped. True
philosophy and true religion are therefore one. Philoeophy veiled in the form
of tradition, is religion ; religion unveiled from the form of tradition b7
rational knowled~ ia philoeoph~. Philosophy ia the theoretic aide ofreliaion,
Nli&iou the pncti.calllide of philoeophr.-Neader.
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allowed to pass. The Trinity is not so much a God in three
rersous, as God in three operations. God is one, and yet one
tn three self-subsisting hypostases or existences. He is one
cause subsisting by itself; and yet in three self-subsisting
causes. The Father is the cause of the Son, not as to nature,
for both are of one essence ; but according to the relation of
him who begets, to him who is begotten, or of the cause that
precedes, to that which follows. The Holy Spirit proceeds from
the Father, nl)t from but through the Son, for one cause cannot
have two causes. Light proceeds from fire by the medium of
a ray, but not from both, for the fire is the onginal cause both
of the light and the ray. The ray produces the light, but not
as if it were in itself a self-subsisting cause; for it can never be
thought of, as separated from the fire from which the ray pro·
ceeds and which is incessantly present in the ray, and suffers
the light to go forth from itself. So a~ the Father is the producing cause of the Son. And He is the essence of all causes
which are created in Ilim by the Father; and the Father Himself is the cause of the Spirit proceeding from Him, but through .
the Son. The S1•irit ahrain is the cause of all division, multiplication and distribution of all the things, which are made in
the Son by the Father, in the general and special workings both
in the kingdoms of nature and of grace. Thus the Holy Spirit
proceeds from the Father by the meclium ·of the Son; and,
again, the Sou is ~gotten of the Father through the grace of
the Holy Spirit. These forms and modes of representing the
Trinity were common among the Greek fathers. How far they
are orthodox is not our present business. With Erigena the
"three'' that form the Trinity never appear as persons, but only as
powers, names, relations or operations of GocL The Father is
e&~eace; the Son is wi~~tlom; ~e Spirit is life. The Father is
being; the Son is might; the Spir1t is energy. The Father is
mind; the Son self:.knowleclt~~ the Spirit self-love. As
Abraham was not a father in · self, but in relation to Isaao,
nor Isaac a son but in relation to Abraham, so God is not •
father in Himself, nor Christ a son in himself; but the one.
a father and the other a son in relation to each other ; the sub-stance of both bein,l: the same. Though the operations ar&
dift'erent, it is one Thxl who works through all. The Father
creates. Through the Son all is created. By the Spirit, as
~e dift'erential principle, the creation is wrought out mto the
manifold. The Father willa; the Son creates; the Holy Spiri~
brings the work to completion. But for the Father to will is
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to do, so that the working of the Son and the Spirit is but the
willing of the Father. The Futber is the principle of the substance of things-the Son, of their ideal causes-the Spirit, of
their actual manifestation in time and space. The operations
of the triune three are different, and yet the Worker is One.
This great doctrine of the Church points to moments in the
becoming of nature. It is a theophany of the trntb, nothing
more. God is neither a Trinity nor a Unity. He is something
more than either three in one or one in three.
The creation of man too, like the being of God, is altogether
transcendental. Man existed in the divine mind from all
eternity. Of old " the delights of wisdom were with the sons
of men." The ide~tl Adam was completely happy in paradise;
he had a spiritual body like that of the angels. S. Paul discoursei of glorified bodies and shows by his language that body
and spirit are essentially of one substan~. This primordial
Adam was taught to love the spiritual and the invisible; but he
desired the visible and the sensual, and as a punishment he was
clothed with this present body of death. Then being subject to
passions and the viler affections be was driven from paradise-that is, he was sent forth from the spiritual to the material
world ; he was no more like the angels. Eve was created. Marriage was instituted, and man was doomed to perpetuate his race
in the same way aS the beasts of the field. This may seem to
contradict the narrative in Genesis; but in reality it does not,
for the ideal Eve previously existed in the ideal Adam, and
represented that principle of sense whirh seduced him from the
spiritual life. In this expulsion from Eden, and this separation
of the sexes, the phenomenal world, to speak humanly, bas its
origin. Man passes from the ideal and spiritual to the phenotnenal and material, andas in him are contained all forms and
ranks of creatures, these take their beginning as he begins his
material existence. In this fall we learn what sin is. It is no
real being, but only a privation of good-an accident of being.
It was nothin~ which happened to man in time, but an original
infirmity of h1s nature. The seed of sin or the possibility of
willing evil was always in man. It was suffered by God to be
in him. Indeed, the fall was predestined, that out of this seeming evil might be brought a greater good. It is impossible that
God could be disappointed, or that any event should arise which
He had not pre-ordained. The fall of the ideal Adam, and the
creation of this phenomenal world, are but steps in the divine
procedure-parts of an eternal working which, m the end, shall
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contribute to the greater glory of God, and the higher blessedness of all the universe.
And the incarnation of Christ, that too is out of time. It
must be, for the thought of it is co-existent with the though of
infirmity in man. As he was predestined to pass the material
stage, so was be predestined to return to the spiritual or rather
to pass on to it, for the fall and the incarnation are together
processes in the history of the creature's progress towards the
Creator. The subject of the Incarnation is the eternal Logos;
the first principle, in and by whom all things were made. In
the Logos, man had his being. He fell by the love of the
sensual. He participated in the material. It was necessary
that tho Logos m order to restore man, should descend in like
manner and participate of the material, therefore He took upon
Him humanity in its fallen state ; a body of sense with soul and
spirit, and thereby He united in Himself the whole sensible
and intelligible creation. In taking man's nature He took all
the natures below man's for it includes them all, and thus He
is the Redeemer of the whole creation. The Logos or eternal
cause of all, descended as in His Godhead into the effects of
which He is the cause, that is into the sensuous world that He
might save according to His humanity the effecta of the causes,
which he already had eternally in Himself. The Incarnation
was no matter of choice. It was necessary for the cause of all
things, thus to make good the effects bl descending into then:.
This was done by the Logos, who in this mcarnation became man,
and thereby manifested the eternal self-subsisting unitl of the
spiritual and the phenomenal ; the infinite and the fimte-the
eternal immanency of God in tho universe. As man is the
content of all effects produced by the ideal cause, so the Logos
is the unity or content of the causes themselves. In Scripture
the incarnation is necessarily represented as taking place in time,
bu~ like the creation, and fall of man, it is in reality eternal.
Tho final and complete restitution of man, is the inevitable result of the incarnation of the Logos. The tmiverse has proceeded
from God. It is but the extension of His being; the manifestation
of Himself; therefore must it return again to Him, not in part,
but as a whole. 'lhe predestination of anything to destruction
is but a figure of speech. All men shall be saved. Their return to God is 111ecessary, yea it is not a thing of time, not an
event of which we can speak, as past or future. It is some~ actual. In the contemplation of God it is eternally
realiSed, but to man the Logos became incarnate in Jesus of
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Nazareth, who by His death, resurrection and ascension completed the salvation of men, and angels.
ERIGENA.'s DISCIPLES.-Erigena left no school, and if he
had any immediate followers, nothing is known of them. " The
century," says Ntander, "in 11hich he lived was not prepared
for his system ; but the speculative spirit which passed over
from the twelvth to the thirteenth century prepared the way for
its acquirin~ an influence which it was unable to do on its first
appearance. ' We are without data for any sufficient history of
the heresies of the thirteenth century; but we have intimations
that tltey were numerous, and so widely spread as to alarm the
authorities of the church. The chief of these heresies were
various forms of what we call Pantheism. In the year 1204,
the University of Paris condemned the doctrines of Amalric de
Dena,* Professor of Theology in the University. As we have
none of Amalric's writings, we only know his doctrines from
passages preserved by other authors. These agree so entirely
with Erigena's doctrines, as to leave no doubt as to the source
from which they come. That God alone truly exists,-all else
being merely phenomena,-that God and the creature are one
and the same, and that all things will finally return to God, are
the chief points in the heresy with which he is charged. Then
we have in detail the Platonic doctrine of ideas and nrimordial
causes-the forms and patterns which, like the seCond division of nature, create and are themselves created. They exist
in God, and what God is they are. A.iJ Abraham is not of one
nature and Isaac of another, but both one and the same, so all
things are one-ali are divine, God being the essence of all
creatures. We have the repetition of Erigena's doctrine concerning the fall of man, and the result of that fall in the production of the sensuous body, and the origin of the two sexes.
Amalric was removed from his profeesorship. He appealed to
Innocent ill., but the sentence of the University was confirmed.
Thus condemned by the Roman See, he acknowledged his errors,
signed a recantation, and soon after died.

m

• Amalrie of Bella, wu 10 called from his birth-place
the dioeeie of
Qartrea. In the begiiming of the thirteenth centm;r, he taught at Paris.
.After gaiDing a high reputation by hia lecturee on dialectie~~, he palled cmr to
theology, and now created a great aeD.BitiOD by many of the opiniona he advancecf-; among which may be mentioned ID plirticular, 6e following : "As
no man can be saved without believing in the 8llfl'eriDgl and l'elllll'eCtiou of
~ ao neither can he be saved without beli.erinc that he hbn~lf it a member of Cbriat."-Nea11dtr.
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Dot Amalric's doctnnes had taken deeper root than either
the Pope or the University of Paris was aware of. His disciple,
David of Dinanto, was not less formidable than Amalric bad
been. To refute David of Dinanto was the work of the theologians of this century, and to extirpate his followers the special
vocation of the cbnreli. David wrote a book " On Divisions,"
which, from the portions of it preserved by Albert the Great,
seems to have been an imitation of Erigena " on the Division of
Nature., He is said to have gone beyond his master, in having
defined God as " the material principle of all things, which was
a snbstitntion for Amalric's more idealistic phrase, "the formal
principle." But the difference appears to be in words more
than in meaning. What is " formal " in the Platonic philosophy is essential, and perhaps "material " is but another name
for the same thing. Matter, as such, had no more existence for
him than it had for Erigena or Amalric. Whatever he meant,
we may safely conclude he did not think that God is material.
This distinction between tho theology of Amalric and David of
Dinanto was first made by Thomas Aquinas, who describes the
latter as having taught that God was the first matter; that is,
that God is the one substance, essence or matter which constitutes the universe. He divides the " all" into "three indivisibles ;" the snbstratnm of the corporeal world ; then, that out
of which spirit proceeds; and lastly, that of the ideas or eternal
snbstances. The first is called matter, the second spirit, and
the third God. But the three are one ; they are only different
designations of the divine Essence according as we consider it
in its relation to the corporeal, the spiritual, and the ideal
worlds. God alone is true being, the only substance, of which
all other beings are but the accidents.
So widely did this speculative theolo~spread itself both among
the clergy and the lay peofle, that the University of Paris prohibited the reading of al metaphysical books. Aristotle, and
books ascribed to Aristotle, which bad hitherto been read in the
University were publicly condemned. The body of Amalrio
was ordered to be dug up and burned, or at least east out of
consecrated ground. Th.e work of David of Dinan to was proscribed, with the commentaries of the Arabian Averroes, and
the writin~ of some other Pantheistic heretic, who is called
" the Sp&Dlsh Maurice ;" nor was the opposition of the church
confined to proSCJiptions of books, and anathemas against their
authors. The stake was kindled, and all metaphysical priests
and laymen who would not recant their faith in the doctrines of
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Aristotle and Ama.lric were consumed. " But you cannot bum
me," cried Bernard, a brave priest of the Pantheistic sect; "you
cannot bum me, for I am God.'' This, however, did not overawe his enemies. They kindled the faggots which they had
gathered round him, and soon the phenomenal Bernard
disappeared.•
A leaven of the heresy of Erigena and Amalric is supposed
to have made considerable progress among the order of S.
Francis. Abbot Joachim, of S. Floris, a fervent advocate of
the speculative and mystical doctrines condemned by the University of Paris, was in great reverence among the Franciscans.
Joachim had written a commentary on the Apocalypse. He
was a prophet, and an interpreter of prophecy. Among other
predic.tions, he foretold .the. great su~cess of the order of :::;,
Francts ; and among hts mterpretat10ns of prophecy, he
supposed that he had discovered the law of God's progressive
revelation of Himself in the world. There was first the age of
the Father. With the incarnation, was that of the 8on ; and
now the age of the Holy Ghost was about to begin. This age
was to be marked by such an increase of light and grace, as to
supersede the necessity of a church and priesthood such as then
existed. All men were to be equal, free from the cares of the
• Pantheilm, with all the practical consequences that flow from it, was more
boldly and abruptly expreued than perbape the original founders of this echool
bad intended. That dtstinction of the three ages which bad attached itself to
the doctrine of the Trinity, and which we noticed in the doctrines of the Abbot
Joachim, was employed b! thia sect also, after their own peculiar IIWIDer.
As the predominant revelatton of God the Father, in the Old Testament, was
followed by the revelation of the Son, by which the forms of worship under the
legal dispensation were done away ; so now the age of the Holy Ghoet was at
hand,-the incarnation of the Holy Ghost in entire humanity, the being of
God under the form of the Holy Ghost after an equal measure in all the faithful ; that is, the dependence of the religious consciousness upon any one individual as a person in whom God is incarnate would cease, and the coneciousnessof all alike, that God exists in them, bas in them assume~\ human nature.
would come in place of it. The sacraments, under which the Son of God bad
been worshipped, .would then be done away ; religion would be made wholly
independent of ceremonies ; of everything positive. The members of thia eect
are the ones in whom the incarnation of the Holy GhOtlt has beg1U1, the forerunners of the above-described period of the Holy Spirit. Several other opinions are charged dri'!k:embers of thia sect, which certainly accord with their
general mode of
· · 1g; as, for example, that God bad spoken in Ovid
u well u in Augustine 1 that the only heaven and the only hell are in the present life ; that those who poasesa the true knowledge no longer need faith or
hope ; they have attained already to the true resurrection, the true pa.radiae,
the real beaTen ; that he who lives in mortal sin has h~ in himself. Thete
people OJipoaed the wonhip of saints as a ~es of idolatry. TheT ealled the
raJiD1 ebmda Babylon ; the pope, ant;iclu:iA.-Necwkr.
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world, and filled with the Spirit of God. This millennium of
blessedness was called " the eternal gospel," and the order of S.
Francis were to be the chief heralds of its approach.*
Nearly allied to these zealous Franciscans were the Albigenses who, as we have already mentioned, claimed discipleship
from Erigena, and appealed to his works in vindication of their
doctrines. Of the tenets of the Albigenses wo know nothing,
except from their enemies. They are represented as Manichreans and Ariana. Many wild doctrines are charged upon
them, but with what amount of accuracy we cannot determine.
An affinity of doctrine has also been shown between the" Division of Nature," .and the ~k "on the Nine Rocks" which, it
is said, was the secret oracle of the " Brothers and Sisters
of the Free Spirit." There are, however, extravagances in
this book, which are not to be found in the works of Erigena. The existence of the universe is denied because of
its identity with God. It is an emanation from Him,
and to Him it shall return. The soul of man is declared to be
uncreated and a pMt of the divine Being. To abstract ourselves
from the finite, is the way to realize our union with the Infiniteto feel that we are God. What the Scripture says of Christ is
true of every godly man-he is the son of God, and God.
• AJ the strict Franci!K'&nl entertained a apecial reverence for the Abbot
Joecbim, who bad foretold their order and the regeneration of the chnrch, of
which they were to be the instrument, and occupied themeelvea a good deal
with the explanation of hie writings, the interpretation and application of the
current ideas In the same, so a great deal was said among them about a new
everlasting gospel. The idea of 8'1Cb a gospel belong.d really among the ehal'liCteriatic and pecaliar notions of Joachim ; and we have seen, how hy this
exprasiou. borrowed from the 1-'th chapter of the Apocalypse, be had nnderatood, following the view of Origen. a new spiritual apprehension of Christianity, as opposed to the aensuons Catholic point of new, and answering
to the age of the Holy Spirit. A great sensation ~ now c~ by a commentary on the eternal gospel, which, after the DUddle of the thirteenth century, the Franciscan Gerhard, who, by his zeal for Joachim's doctrines,
involved himself in many persecutions, and incurred an eighteen years' impriIOIIment, published under the title of "ltttrotluctoriru i11 Eoaflgdi~n~~ tUterlldl." Many v~e notions were entertained about the eternal gospel of the
Franciscans, ariatng from auperftcial views, or a superficial understanding of
Ja.chim'a writings, and the offspring of mere romour or the heresy-hunting
spirit. Men spoke of the eternal gospel aa of a book composed under this title
and cirenlated among the Franciacanl. Occasionallv, also, this eternal gospel
wu confounded perhaps with the above-mentioned introductorius. In l'flality,
there wu no book existing under this title of the Eternal Goepel; but all that
ia aid about it relates simply to the writings o( Joachim. 1'he opponents or
&he Franm-n order objected to the preachers of the eternal gospel, :bat,
aeeording to their opinion, Christianity was bot a transient thing, and a new,
J)el'fd re!Won, &he abeolut.e form, destined to endare for ever, WOillcl
ncaed it.-N..U,.,
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Under the shelter of these doctrines, if history speaks what
is true, " the Brothers and Sisters" jostified practices which are
not considered commendable by Catholic ChriStendom. If, they
said, the soul is one with God, then those acta which appear
sinful cease to be so, they are essentially acts of God. If God
wills that we sin, why should we will not to sin? And if we
have sinned a thousand times, why should we repent!
The sins we commit are parts of the divine plan, which
brings good out of evil and makes use of partial ill for
the universal well-being of the world. There is often but
a narrow line between truth and error, between a man's own
doctrines, and the sense in which others understand them and
yet that line is itself a world. S. Jude condemned those who by
apparently legitimate reasoning, turned the grace of God into
lasciviousness and so doubtless, if these things are true, would
John Scotus Erigena have rebuked and condemned the" Brothers
and Sisters of the Free Spirit."
• Thia account of the Gnostics and the Manichees, fa chiefly from MG~Ut"•
Hi.noire Critiqwe da Grw.ticimu and Bav'• Die CllrUtlicAe ~. The
Anthoritiea for the rest of the chapter are Erigfu, tk Diviftorce Natvrtu ; Dr.
CAriltlieb'• J:..ber& urtd Le,.e du Johmcrtu Scotu Eri!JD14; and Balta'•
GuchichU dcr Ketzer ir11 MiUelolUr. The Grtomc• aad tMir R-"u, b;r C.
W. Kirtg, is an interesting work on GnOitie .Art.
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CHAPTER VID.
SCHOLASTICISM.

church doctors of the middle ages were called Scholastics,
THEeither
because they were the learned men of these ages, or
because of their connection with the schools that were established
by Charlemagne. Philosophy found a home in Paris after its
course was run at Athens and Alexandria.. Erigena may be
considered either as the forerunner of Scholasticism, or as the
first of the Scholastics. M. Rou8selot speaks of him as
wandering on the mountains of Scotland, or by the banks of the
sea which washes the Hebrides, embracing in himself all that the
solitary Iona had been able to preserve of philosophical antiquity
from the ignorance of barbarians; and, at the same time, concealing in his bosom the fruitful germ of the future~* ~'he
discussions of the Scholastics were but a continuation of tb
discussions of the philosophers. Two centuries had elapsed after
the death of Erigena, before the great controversies of the
middle ages ; but there is evidence that in these two centuries
the cultivation of philosophy was not neglected. M. Cousin
has shewn by a passage in the glosses of Raban Maur, who
wrote in the ninth century, that the difference between Nominalist and Realist had already began. Idealism, as the doctrine
of Plato, had always been more or less the philosophy of the
chnrch. The wisest, and as we now reckon the most orthodox
of the fathers, S. Augustine was an Idealist, believing that
ideas are realities-the original types of things and existing
before the things themselves. Realism was but another name
for Idealism, and as such had been inherited from Plato. The
first intimation of the rise of Nominalism in the church, is found
in this passage of Raban Maar. Boethius, in his Introduction
·to Porphyry's lsngoge, had said-" The intention of Porphyry in
• H. Bouaelot baa no facts to support him in making Scotland the natin
eoautzy of Erigena ; but he has many probuhili tie& It 1100ms natural to believe
tiW eo ~ n metaphysician bclongcll to the race which ia pre-eminently
metaphyllcal
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this work, is to facilitate the understanding of the categories by
treating of five things or names-genus, species, difference,
property, accident." Porphyry was raising no ontological
question, nor expressing any doubt about th41 nature of the categories, whether they were names or things; but his commentators supposed he was raising such a question, and tried to
answer it. Raban Maur l!&id the1 were only names, and that
Boethius had shewn this in his first commentary on the
catagories.
But Nominalism does not appear to have been much in favor
till the eleventh century, when Roscellin carried the Nominalist
principle so far as to come in collision apparently with the
doctrine of the church. Parts, qualities, relations, universals,
are they realities or name.s? Names, said Roscellin. But the
Trinity is a universal. It is then merely a name, and the three
persons in the Trinity can only be three parts of one, said
Roscellin, and as parts, do not exist, such ideas as " a whole,"
or '' a part," not having any real existence. There is. only one
person or there are three; if one, only one God-if three, three
Gods; or if the three be only one reality, then the Father
and the Holy Ghost must have become incarnate as well as the
Son. Abelard's argument against Roscellin, that when Christ
ate " part" of a fish, He could only have eaten a name, must
have been meant for a jest. It was just the existence of abstractions that Roscellin denied-not the existence of an individual
thing as a whole, or part of anything as a part. The doctrine
of Nominalism was but a renewal of the one substance of the
Ionics, confining reality to things perceived by the senses.
We do not know to what extent it was carried by RoscelliD.;
but we do know that its spirit is alien to Christian theology.
Roscellin was condemned by the council of Sohssons, 1093,
and was driven from France. He came 1o England, then under
the sway ~ the Normana. About dle time of his arrival, his
great opponent, S. Anselm, arrived too-Roscellin comes as a
fugitive, quitting his native land to save his life-Anselm to have
placed on his head the mitre of the Archbishop of Canterbury.
Roscellin is the more complete philoso~her. Anselm has the
better philoeophy. Roscellin teachesNommalism at Cambridg:e. *
Anselm replies from Canterbury. Anselm had the better philosophy, and he was by nature a better philosopher; but the bent
• This ia ODly a coujec:Wre of .M. Bouaeelot'e. There ia DO clear erideDce
&hat Roeoellin tTer taupt u Cambridge.
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of his mind was checked by the necessity of his being an orthodox
bishop. He was a profound metaphymcian, essaying boldly the
most exalted questioos, but he recoiled before the conclusions to
which philosophy led him. He made reason the servant of
faith, but when reason asked concerning the . ground of faith,
Anselm checked the enquiry. Beliefshouldaccord with reason,
and reason with belief. Only on this assumption is philosophy
possible in the church. But Anselm's philosophy was only
Erigena's restrained by the dogmas of the church, whenever
these dogmas seemed opposed to it. In his "Dialogue on Truth,''
says M. BotlSSelot, " he plunges into the metaphysical abyss ;
into what is true in itself, leadin~ back all to unity. This unity
i8 for him reality. The true IS that which is, and all that
which u, is good. 'fhen the good and the true are identical,
and form only one and the same thing, whence it follows, that
in the ontological point of view, evil u not, it is only a negation.
It exists only in the acts of men, and in consequence of human
liberty. The true, or that which is truth, is being ; then
beings or individuals are parts of being, as particular truths
u-e parts of truth."
The ontological argument for the being of God, which is
ascribecl to Anselm, can only be understood by its connection
with his philosophy. " It is impossible,'' he says, "to think
that God does not exist, for God is when defined, such a Being
that we cannot conceive one superior. Now, I can conceive a
Being whose existence it is impossible ,to disbelieve ; and this
being is evidently superior to one whose non-existence I am
capable of imagining. Therefore, if we admit the possibility of
supposing that God does not exist, there must be a being supe-rior to God, that is to say, a being superior to one than whom
we cannot conceive a greater, which is absurd." There cannot
be a question about the conclusiveness of this argument. It ia
an absolute demonstration of the being of God. But what
God? The God of ontology; the OM of Parmenideainfinite Being. Plato, as we have seen, saved hie theology
from this :purely dialectical God, by adding the " mind" and
&he "Deuuurgus.'' Anselm, by adhering to the faith of the
Catholic churcn.
Roecellin's disciple, William of Champeau, united with
Anselm in opposing the Nominalism of Roscellin, yet he bareli
escaped the fate of his master. He was not indeed condemned
by the
if judged as some ju~Lhim, he might have
beeQ.. Bayle
"bes .th«t ~of
of Champeaux .a

churchd!::.

w· .

L I
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" a Sj>inosism

not ·yet developed ;" and even the Abbe Maret
says, " that· from this opinion to Pantheism there is but one
step.'' Nominalism denied the Trinity because it did not admit
the realit1 of the universal. Realism did not admit the reality
of the 10dividual, and therefore involved the denial of
the distinction of the three persons. The conclusion was the
88Dle; unity of substance-with only this difference-the" substance" of the Nominalist was matter; that of the Rea.Jist,
spirit. The Nominalists were Ionics, the Realists were Eleatics.
'fhe Nominalists were natural philosophers; the Realists were
metaphysicians.
Peter Abelard appeared as the opponent both of Nominalism
and Realism, but in no better hurmony with the Church than
Roscellin or William of Champeaux. His condemnation at Rome
may have been unjust, having been made on the representation of
.an open adversary, but though his philosophy was different from
the two antugonistic schools, his theology is reckoned equalll
unsound. Abt!hrd saw in Nominalism the negation of phllosophy4 It limitt>d knowledge to the senses, excluding even the
common sense of reason. In Realism he saw the other extreme,
the tendency to exclude the senses, and to find reality only in
abstmctions of the mind. Speaking of his master William of
Champeaux,hesays, "I then returned to him to study rhetoric and
among other matters of dispute, I set myself to change, yea, to destroy by clear arguments his old doctrine concerning universals.
He was of this opinion concerning the identity of substance
that the same thing, essentially and at the same time, was with
~the individuals it produces. The difference between the indi·viduals does not then come from their essence, but from variety
of phenomena." Abelard took up intermediate ground, allowing
reality both to universals, and to individuals. Gmus, speciCR,
difference, property, accident, what are they? i'hings, said the
Realist. Words, said the Nominalist. Both, so.id Abelard.
·Every individual has matter and form, the first from the universal, the latter is its_individuality. Humanity, as Anselm said,
is a reality apart from the individuality, and yet the individuals
partake of it, and are themselves each a particular reality besides.· _ Between this theory and orthodox theology, there was
no necessary discord, but Abelard was a philosopher. He did·
no& depart from the principle of Anselm, that faith precedes
.reason, but unlike Anselm, he forgot the boundaries within which
the church wished to confine philosoph!· Bishop Hampden,
while vindicating the orthodoxy of the Realists, t'efuses to do
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the same for Abelard. " His expressions in his Introduction to
theolo~" says Bishop Hampden, "are dccidooly Pnutheistie
.identitying the Holy Spirit with tho Anima Mundi of the Stoics."
The later Schoolmen were more orthodox. They 11·ere not
consistent Realists, though they did not entirely forsake Pinto.
A leaven of the e:cperimentnl philosophy of Aristotle guarded
them from the legitimate results o£ pure Realism ; yet in their
reasonings the Platonic element is predominant. By the a
priori method of tracing up all existences to the Being of God
they virtually admitted the material wa.s only the phenomenal.
All power, wisdom and goodness in the universe, were emanations
of the power, wisdom and goodness of the divine Being. All
earthly relations are copies of archetypes in God. Fatherhood
and sonship were of heaYenly origin. God is the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and from Him all ftz!herhood• in heaven and
earth is named. The analogies of the physical univcrttewere positive participations of the divine nature. The purified intellect,
that could see God in the m11.nifestation of creation, knows Him
not in a figure, but in reality. All that was real in nature, was to
them truly God. Albertus :Ma.~us is the first of the five, ·in
whom according to Dean Milman, the age of genuine
Scholasticism culminates. He undertook to reply to Amo.lric
de Bena, and yet he differs from him only in degree. Ho affected
to reconcile Plato nnd Aristotle; Philosophy and Christianity,
yet he leans more to Plato th'ln to Aristotle. On most of the
peculiar doctrines of Christianity he is silent, some of them such
a.!! creation and redemption he expounds nftcr the manner of
Erigena. Creation is God's eternal work, and Redemption is
tho advancement of man to a higher state of being. Time and
space have no r011l existence. The idea.s of them eternally in
the mind of God arc their realities. Albertw was ever repeat·
ing the doctrine of tho development of tho Unity into the manifold, and yet ever struggling to establish a real difference between
them, " He accepted." says Dean Milman, " a. kiud of Platonic
emanation theory of all things from the Godhead ; yet he repudiated as detestable or blasphemous the absolute unity of tht:
divine Intelligence with tho intelligence of man. He recoil,;
from Pantheism with religious horror.'' And . yet as Deau
-Milman further shows, in crying out against what he conccivt'l
to be blasphemy he wa.s but crying out against the dQCtriuc
which in substance he was advocating and dcf.mding.
Latin, P•Jltmiltll.
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Nor does Thomu Aquinas, " the angelic doctor," tho greatest
of the Scholutics, the recognised interpreter of Catholic
theology entirely escape the danger of this "bluphemy.''
As if armed_a~t it, he sets forth with all explicitness the absoluteness of Uod, and His entire separation from all that is created.
No Eastern Anti-Materialist ever~ the primal Godhead
more zealously from any intrnsive aebasement. But this guarding is no sure protection. If, u Aquinas aaks, it is the essence
of God " to be,'' what is the essence of things created ? He
answers that it is not being. His world of angels and demons,
which corresponds to that of the Dionysian writings has no
• being, it is finite. This must be the line which separates it
from the Godhead, and yet he admits it has being, and is on
one side infinite. The visible world wu created according to
the ideas existing eternally in the Divine mind. These
ideas, as Plato and all his true disciples had taught, were the
types of the world that appears to our senses. They are parts
of God's infinite knowledge ; they are the essence of Godthey are God. Aquinas' theology was a compromise-an
eclectic gathering. His design was to separate God from His
c.reation; but the interests of theology demanded that the separ.ation be in some way abandoned-the chasm bridged over;
and this Aquinas did, though contrary to his own design.
" There have been," he says, " some, as the Manichees, who
said that spiritual and incorporeal things are subject to divine
power, but visible and corporeal things are subject to the power of
a contrary principle. Against these we must say that God is in
all things by His power. There have been others again who,
though they believed all things subject to divine power, still
did not extend divine Providence down to the lower parts, concerning which it is said in Job, 'He walketh upon the hinges
of heaven, and considereth not our concerns.' And ~iost
them it is necessary to say, that God is in all things by Hts presence. There have been ~n others, who, thou~h they said all
things belonged to the Providence of God, stillla1d it down that
things are not immediately created by God, but that He
immediately created the first, and these created others. And
~rrainst them it is n~ to say that He is in all things by
His essence." On the existence of evil, Aquinas made some.
refined distinctions, the simple meaning of which ~ that eTil
has only a negati\'e and not a positive existence. .tie did not
affirm the eternity of creation ; but he said it was im{l088ible to
refute it, for a beginning of creation was so opposed to reason
that it could only be an object ot faith.

all
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. BonaventUl'a1 "the l'eraphic doctor," W88 the farthest removed
from philosophy of all the Sehoolmen. For Plato and Aristotle;
he substituted the life of S. Francis and apocryphal legends
of the history of Christ. He exchanged dialectics for
contemplation and meditation on the wa1 of man's return to God.
Yet that thought of Plato's, that the bemg of God is the essence
of all created beings, lay at the basis of his aspirations after the
Divine. "His raptures," says Dean Milma:n, "tremble on the
borders of Pantheism,''
Nor can Duns Seotus, " the subtle doctor," the- ~t antago•
nist of Aquinas, be excluded from the category that contains the
seraphic and the angelic doctors. The direction, says Ritter,
which he gave to philosophy was throughout ecclesiastical.
" He is," says Dea:n Milman, " the most sten1ly orthodox of
theologians." And yet Duns Seotus is so much a Rationalist
as to have denied the necessity of revelation, becau..~ of the
abundance of knowlerlge attainable by natural rea.,on. And
when he comes to discourse of the relation of God to creation,
he falls back on the ultra-Platonic argument ot Plotinus, that
matter is in its e88Cnee but another form of spirit. To call
matter immaterial may seem a paradox ; but with this definiti?n, how easill does t~e ortho~ox Duns Scotus shake hands
w1th the heret1cal Davtd of Dmanto, and agree to call God
the "material" principle of all tltings. God is indeed the
single Monad above all creation both in earth and heaven. To
this dogmu of tho church, as a churchman Duns Scotus wns
pledged, but his philosophy cannot rest here. 1'he primary
matter, which is God, must in some way, be throughout all
things. This is accomplished by its being divided into three kinds.
Tho universal, which is in all things, the secondary which partakes both of the corruptible and the incorruptible; and the
tertiary which is distributed among things subject to change.
1'be schoolmen repudiated the consequences which we draw from
their theology. 1'hey were the men pre-e~inently orthodoxth., true sons of the church-the genuine defenders of the faith ;
but their history only adds a few more names to the large list of
theologians who destroyed what they sought to establish ; and
established what they souq!t to destroy. It is satisfying to
• find the view of Scholastic ·~·neology here advanced, sanctiont'<l
by the great names of Dea:n Milman, and Bishop Hampden.
"In this system," says Bishop Hampden, "neither was thv
Deity identified with the individual acted upon, nor was thE>
individual annihilated in the Deity. The distinctness of the
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divine Agent, and the human recipient, was maintained in
accordance with tho Scripture revelation of GoJ, o.s a sole Being;
eeparate in His nature from the works of Provid~nce and grace.
Still, the notions of Him as an energy-as a moving powerentered into all the explanations of the divine intlnence on the
soul. So far they were strictly Aristotelic; but with this
exception, the Platonic notion of a real participation of Deity
in the soul of man pervaded their speculations. Aristotle's idea
of human improvement and happmess, was rather that of a
mechanical or material approach to the divine Principle-an
attainment of the Deity as our being's end and aim. We see a
great deal of this in the Scholastic designation of the progress
of man in virtue and happiness. Plato's view on the other hand,
was that of assimilation or association with the Dirinity. This
notion more easily fell into the expressions of Scripture,
which speak of man as ~ted in the image of God, and which
holds out to ns an example of Divine holiness for our imitation.
The Pantheistic notion then, of a participation of Deity, or the
actual deification of our nature is the fundamental idea of the
co-operation of grace according to the Schoolmen. The Aristotelic idea of motion, of continual progress, of gradual attainment of the complete form of perfection, is the law by which
this operation of grace is attempted to be explained. This
Bystem, made up of Platonic :md Aristotelic views, was regarded
as sanctioned by the Apostle, in his application of that text of
philosophy, 'In Him wclive, and move, and have our being.'''

The worb referred to in this chapter are Jl. RoJUselot'• Ehulu '"' Ia
Philcwplau tlau k Moyt111 age. Bayle'• Dictio7tary. Jlaret'• E•sai nr /e
Pa11tltt:ime. Deara Mil'lfiGrt.'• HuloT¥ of Latirt. Chri•tianity, and Bialtop

H-pdnt'• Ba.plorl Le«w-.
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CHAPTER IX.
TBB I'r.&LIAl' UVIVAL.

have alreadl seen how Aristotle agreed with Plato in the
WEtr&ll800Ildentaltsm
of hie theology, though he reached that
transcendentalism by an entirely ;different method. There
were in fact, as M. Rousselot says, two Arietotles in the middle
agee, Aristotle the logician, who narrowly escaped being canoniZed, and without whom as an Italian Cardinal said" the church
would have wanted some of the articles of faith.'' The other
was Aristotle the metaphyaician, proscribed and · persecuted,
the author of all heresy.
The knowledge of Aristotle came to the echoolmen through a
Latin tr-,mslation, * and the commentaries of the Arabian Averroes. That these commentaries did not agree with the text is now
generally admitted, but what Averroeism is, is a question as
wide as what Aristotelianism is. t At one time it is the bulwark
of heresy, at another time the refuge of the defenders of the
faith. The later schoolmen, particularly Albertus Magnus and
Thomas Aquinas, know no greater enemy of the church than
Averroes. The Medireval painters gave him a place in lnferrw with Mahomet and Antichrist. Dante is more tolerant,
having placed the philosopher among great men, in a region of
·peace and melancholy repose. His works had been translated into
Latin about the end of the twelfth or the beginning of the
thirteenth Century, and had found so many advocates in the University of Paris as to provoke a host of opponents, and to bring
down the censure of the church. In a former chapter we classed
such heretics as Amalric de Dena, with the Brothers and Sisters
• D'Herbelot aaya, that the :r..tin venion 11IJed b1 the Scholastics was translated from the Arabian version of A venoee. Th1a error ia repeated by all
writen since.-RBnN.

t The printed editiona of his works offer only a Latin translation of o
Hebrew tranalation of a Commentary mado upon an Arabian tran.slation
of a Syrian translation of a Greek text.-Rasu.
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of the Fr.?e Spirit, as disciples of John Scotus Erigena. Three
centuries bad intervened, all traces of genealogy were. lost, yet
the similarity both of words and sentiments made the classification reasonable. There was however at work a powerful and
living element, and it would be no idle enquiry to examine how
far they might be considered children of Averroes. It is certain that most of the .heretics of the middle ages sprang from
the Franciscans, almost every great movement for reform, for
freedom of speech or thought, had iti! origin in the bosom of this
order. They were the preachers of the "Eternal Gospel," the
bold spirits that most rebelled against the Court of Rome, the
prophets who, not without a mingling of enthusiasm, proclaimed the approach of a spiritual reign. Now the leaders
of the Franciscan school favored the philosophy of Averroes.
'' Alexander of Hales" says M. Renan, " the founder of the
Fl'anciscan school, is the first of the Scholastics who had accepted
and propagated the influence of the Arabian philosophy. John
of Rochelle his successor, follows the same tradition and adopts
for his own almost all the psychology of A vicenna. M. Haureau
has justly observed that most of the propositions condemned at
Paris by Stephen Templier in 1277, belonged to the Franciscan
school, and that they had been borrowed by the boldest of
Alexander de Hales' disci£1es, from the long ill-famed glosses of
Avicenna and Averroes. The same year the Dominican, Robert
of Kilwardby, Archbishop of Canterbury, in the council held
at Oxford, the centre c.f the Franciscan school, condemned propositions almost identical, and in which the influence of A verroes
could not be ignored. We may then believe that some of the
philosophers against whom William of Auvergne, AlbPrt and 8.
Thomaa express themselves with so much severity, belonged to
the order of 8. Francis."
But the history of Averroeism culminates at the University
of Padua. It appears there first as a kind of free belief, embraced chiefl1 by physicians and men devo.OO to natural studies.
From 'being m disgrace with the church, it comes iBto favor.
It then provokes opposition both from the side of philosophy
and orthodox theology. It miDgle& its influence with die
revival of letters, and then disappears as the morning star before
the 11m. Plato oomes back and Seholasticism vanishes. Aristotle
i. read in· Greek and his Arabian commentator seeks
the shade. Cardinal· Bembo celebrates in verse the great
event. The morning dawns and the shadows flee away.
Nearly all the great men of the Universitit'S both oC Padna
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and Florence in the time or the Revival are called A verroeiats ;
but this only in a very wide sense. They all exhibit in some
way the . inftuence of philosophy in its contact with the new
direction which had been given to the ph1sical sciences. 1'hey
are all either metAphysicians or na.turahsts, or both combined.
or those who are known as Pantheists, the most celebrated is
Giordano Bruno, whom we may take as thf representative of the
Italian school proceeding from Averroes. It baa been said above
that most of th~ heretics and A verroeists belonged to the
Franciscans, but Bruno was a monk of the order of 8. Dominic.
His history is well known, h 'ving been frequently recorded as
that of Qne of the martyrs of philosophy ana freedom of belief.
With the zeal of a propagandist he travelled through Europe
to disseminate his doctrines. Rome and Geneva expelled him
as a dangerous teacher, but England and Protestant Germany
permitted him to dispute in their Universities. He waa favored
bl Queen Elizabeth and her court, but aa the extravagances of
hts doctrine became better known be was compelled to leave our
hospitable shores. At Flol'tlllce he fell a victim to the Inquisition. After an imprisonment of six years, he expiated his
heresies at the stake in presence of the Cardinals and the most
illustrious Theologians of Rome. Bruno waa wholly occupied
with what Erigena. called the higher speculation. At Oxford be
declared himself the teacher of a more perfect theolo~ and a.
purer wisdom than waa then taught there. Like Ertgena. he
essayed to harmonize this "more perfect theology,'' with the
popular theological teaching. " I cfefine" he says " the idea of
GOd, otherwise than the vulgar, but it is not for that reason ·
opposed to that of the vulgar. It is only more clear, more
developed." Judged merely by his theology Bruno's title to be
called a Christian is not less than Erigena.'s, but he is not so
reverent. The great .Erin-bom never forgets that he is a Chris-.
tian as well as a philosopher, but the NeopolitaD. is simply a
speculator, aiming apparently at little more than the ~utation
of ~uity and making a parade of his learning.
The starting J><>int of his philosophy is the infinitude. of the
universe. A disciple of Copernicus, he denied the immobility
of the earth, and with that perished every thought of the
universe, having either a centre or a circumference. The saying of lkrmes Trismegistus sometimes applied to God and
sometimes to the world, is continuall,r on hishps. "The centre
is here the. circumference nowhere.' Bruno applies it to God,
j118t because it is applicable to the universe. The InfiDite is
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realizod in this visible creation in the immensity of celestial
spaces. Wherever we are, wherever we go we are surrounded
with the infinite, a boundless material is forced upon us. There
is a unity, but it cannot be the primitive Infinite. He cannot be
an effect, He must be mind and a cause, yea, the Cause of causes.
Nllture is but a shadow, a f.h&ntom, the mirror in which the
Infinite images Himself. fhe basis of all things is mind, not
matter. It is mind that pervades all We ourselves are mind,
and what we meet in creation is a corresponding mind. Creation
does not present mere traces, or foot prints of the Deity, but the
J>eity Himself in His omnipresence.
.
We are compelled to believe that God is. This is a primal
truth so obvious to reason, and so overwhelming in its evidence,
that we cannot escape receiving it. 'l'he visible universe is an
efft-'Ct, it must have a cause. These worlds are all composed,
and they ca.n be dissolved. AiJ th~y could not give themselves
existence there must be a first principle from whence they come.
This principle must be infinite, andl.et one. Reason is impelled
to the conclusion that there is a Go , but it cannot stop there. It
must ask what God is? how He is? and how He is related to the
visible infinite? There are here two terms logically different, the
rimitive Unity, and manifested nature, or the visible creation.
n popular speech these are pure spirit, and matter, but these
in their essence, so far as matter bas an essence, are only one.
The interval between them is filled up by an intermediary.
This is the world-soul, which is God, and which yet mingles
with matter. As a voice that fills the sphere where it resounds
without being lost, so this world-soul becomes the essence of
matter without ceasing to be God. It is the source of the
general life of the world manifested in different degrees according
to the rank of the creatures, the hi~hest form being that of mind
or soul. God transcends the world. To behold Him in His
transcendental character is the object of religion,-but to find Him
in the forms and existences of the universe is the vocation
of philosophy. There He is reflected in all His perfection, so
that the contemplation of the infinite universe is of neoessity
the contemplation of God.
To understand this fully we must enquire into the nature of
a principle and a cause. A principle is the intrinsical
foundation; the eternal reason of a thing-the only source of its
potential existence. Cause is the exterior basis the source of
the actual and present existence of an object. The principle
remains bound and inherent to the eff~t, and preserves the
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essence of the object. For example, matter and form are united
together in the way of mutually sustaining each other. Cause
on the contrary is, exterior to the eft'ectanddetermines the external
reality of the object. What an instrument is for a .work, or
means for an end, that is a cause for its eft'ect. Causes are of
three kinds, the efficient, the formal and the final. The
efficient cause of the universe is the Beiag which acts ever and
everywhere, the universal intelligence, or chief faculty of the
soul of the world. It is this inconceivable .power which fills and
enlightens all, which guides nature in the productions of all her
1torks. What the faculty of thinking is in man to the generation of ideas, that ia the world-soul to worb of nature. It ia
what Pythagoras called the Mover of the world ; Plato the
Architect of the universe ; the Magi the seed of seeds, that
which by its forms impregnates and fructifies matter. Orpheus
called it the Eye of the world because it penetrates all things,
and because its harmonies and skilful proportions are found on
all sides. Empedoeles called it the -niscerner because it
develops what is confused and enveloped in the bosom of matter
and death. For Plotinus it was a Father, a Generator, since it
distributes germs and dispenses the forms of which the field of
nature is full and by which it is animated. '' We," says Bruno,
" call it the interior Artist. It is He who from within gives
form to the matter, He sends out from the root and grain, the trunks
and shoots; from the shoots, the branches; from the branches, the
twigs. He disposes and finishes within, the tender tiBBue of the
leaves, the fl.owe111 and the fruit. Again from within He calls back
the jniees from the fruits, the flowers, and the leaves to the branches,
from the branches to the trunks and from the trunks to the
roots. That which the interior Worker performs in the plants,
He does also in animals. The works of nature more manifestly
than ours are the works of intelligence. We practise upon the
surface of nature. We can produce any work or invention just
so far as there is a mind working within us. Now if for our works
we need intelligence, how much more is an intelligence needed,
for the living works of nature ?"
.
Intelligence is of three kinds. That of God which is everything. That of the world-soul which does everything and that
of the particular intelligences which constitute everything.
Here are two extnmes and a middle. The world-soul is the
truly eft'ective cause of things purely natural at once external
and internal. It is the external cause since it must be oonsidered
as external to these objects. It cannot see itself as a pan or u
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an element of anything that is composed, and yet it is the
internal cause since it neither acts upon mattel' nor outside of
matter, but from within, from the centre and the bosom of the
material. We have next, the formal cause. This is united
directly to the efficient, and cannot be separated from the final or
ideal. Every reasonable act supposes a design ; now design is
llothing more than theoform of a.ccomplishing the act. We con.,lade then, that the Intelligence which is capable of producing
all things, causes them in itself in virtue of the final reason
and its power of realizing the potentiality of matter. We have
thus a double form.; cause which is not effective and that which
really gives birth to material objects, which are the end of the
efficient cause. The end of tae efficient cause is the final, the
perfection of the universe which consist& in this, that all forms
in different regions of matter come to a real existence. The
efficient cause is universally present in each particular being,
and in each of its parts, every being too has a formal and a
final cause, and since intelligence is the peculiar faculty of the
world-soul, that which creates all things, it is impossible that
the formal be absolutely distinct from the efficient. In the
in~r principle they are one. The world-aoul is then at once
interior and exterior, reason, principle, and cause at the same
time. A pilot in a ship follows the movements of the ship.
He is part of the mass which is in motion ; and yet as he is
able to change the movement he appears an agent who acts by
himself. So it is with the world-soul. It penetrates and
vivifies the universe. It constitutes the universal life. It appears but a part ; the interior and formal part of the universe.
But as it determines all forms and organisations with their
changing relations, it &!I81DDe8 the rank of a cause. Every form
is the effect of soul. It is the soul's living expression. We
cannot conceive anything which has no form. Mind alono is
in the state of forming. There is nothing so sensual, nor so
vile, that it does not contain mind. The spiritual substance in
order to .become a plant or an animal needs only a proper relation. It does not however follow though soul IS the essence of
all things, and tho11gh life permeates all, that everything is therefore a living creature. The product of our arts for instance
are not living forms. A table 10 far as it is a table is inanimate,
but since it derives its matter from nature, it is in consequence
All material things have form in
composed of living
them, which is the ab1ding essence, though they themselves are
subject to continual change.
·
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· " Democritas and the Epicureans," says Bruno," y,retend that
form does not exist. They regard matter as the on 1 reason or
principle of creation. They even call it the Divme nature.
The C~aic school, the Cynics and the Stoics also take forma
as acc1dental dispositions of matter, but Aristotle more correct
than they, believed in two kinds of substances, form and matter~
We mnst acknowledge sovereign power, the source of all eneriO'·
We must also believe in the corresponding object, a something
which may be acted upon. The one determines, the other suffers
itself to be determined.''
The relation between matter and form may be understood by
works of art-the joiner operates on the wood-the smith on
the iron-the tailor on the cloth, and from these materials by
means of intellect they produce a variety of objects. The form,
species, character, and use of these objects, derive their nature,
and property from a given matter; and do not exist by th~m
selves nor merely by the intellect of the artist. So it is with
nature, making only this difference that art receives its matter
already formed ; the substance of this matter it baa onll to modify.
But nature acts.from the centre of its object, which 18 unformed
matter. To this simple and unique matter, nature gives forms
and diversities. It may be objected that this matter being invisible, we have no right to aasume its existence ; to which the
answer ia that though it transcends the aeoaee it is within the
coeisance of the eye of reason.
fhe re1a&ioD which exiRa between the form of art and ita
matter resembles the relation which unites the form of nature,
to its matter. Art accomplishes a multitude of transformations
upon the same material. From the trunk of a tree it produces
valuable furniture-the ~nt of a magnificent palace.
Nature shows metamorphoeee analagous to those of art. That
which at first is a seed, becomes-an herb, then an ear, then bread,
chyle, blood, seed, embryo, man, corpse, then earth, stone or
some other body; and thus the same round is repeated. Now we
have here in these objects something which changes and something
which yet remains unchanged-natural forms and a substratum.
How then are these related? Many philosophers have held that the
aubetratum waa matter, and that it alone deserved the title of .
the first Principle ; the form being but iCil accidents fA!ld fortuitous
anaogements. If this be so, it ia reasonable to deify matter,
and there is no escape but in ad!Qitting form to be necessary and
e~ The ~ of the form ia the world-soul, the all lifo
of dle unin~~e.
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The first and absolute principle comprehends in itself all
existence. It can be all, and it is all, active force, possibility,
reality; evtrything in it is one and indivisible. There is then
doubtless no other substance which can be, and cannot be; which
ean be determined in such a way or such another way. Everyman is
in each moment that which be can be in that moment but he is
not all that which he can be in general, and according to his
substance. The Bein~ who is all that which He can be, consti·
tutes only a single whole, embracing the all of His existence
in the actual and preSE'nt existence. Other beings are only that
which they are and can be at each moment individually,
separately, and in a given order of suocession.
·
Universal nature is equally all tbatwhicbitcan beinrealityand
at the same time, bcca.u.<~e it embraces rul matter at once as the
eternal and invariable form of all the changing forms. But in
its successive dev~lopments, in its difi"erent parts, in its accidents,
circumstances, particular substance and diverse movements, in a
word-in its exteriority, nature is no longer that which it is or
can be. It is then only a shadow, an image of the first prin·
ciple in which form potentiality and reality are one.
This matter-the common source of all things that are
material is a being both multiple and uniform. In itself it is
absolutely simple and indivisible; but it embraces a multitude
of forms. It is all that which can be, and because it · is all,
it is not an1 one particular being. Doubtless it is difficult for
us to conce1ve how anything can po88ees all properties, and yet
have no property-the formal reality of all and yet not any one
form. But we Bee continually that matter is all, and becomes
nll, and yet we cannot give it the name of any particular
composition. ·We cannot say of it, that it is such a form.
If we descend to the last orders of the individual, and the simple
forms of art, it is air, fire, water; but taken in the largest
conception matter affects all forms while it is represented by
none. It has no dimenrions jmt that it may luzve aU. It does
not affect this inifinity of forms by a foreign impulse from with
out, but it produces them from its own depth. It is not the pr~
;,ikil of certain philosophers whoso contradict themselevs. It is
not a pure void, naked power, without effect and without perfection. It may have no form by itself and yet it is not destitute
of form, for from itself it sends forth all fonns.
We cannot indeed by this idea of matter rise to that of the
Supreme Being, for the latter idea is formed outside the reach
of our intelligence; but we can arri?e at comprehending in what
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way the world can be all and can produce all, anti bow the
infinity of particular things constitute3, in itself and by itself, only
one and the same bein~.
To know this unity ts the end of all philosophy. Nature
produces, not only by retrenchment, by a·Mition, by combination,
but in a way peculiar to itself, by distinction and separation,
by analysis and development ; such is the opinion of the sages
of Greece and of the Eaat. Moses himself in relating the
origin of creation, introduces it by the words " Let the earth
bring forth," "Let the seas bring forth." Mutter according to
Moses was a creative, producing power. The material principle of
all things for him was water, and the o.ctive intelligence, spirit.
This is that Spirit which brooded over the waters from whose
bosom ull things insensib:y came forth by means of separation.
This umty of all things is the result of th':l proof of the
identity of matter and form, cause and principle. The universe
is o:1e, infinite and immovable. There is but one absolu~
potentiality; one reality; one activity. Form and soul are
one ; matter ana body are one. There is but one being; on~
unity, one perfection. Its character we cannot comprehend. It hM no limit, no bound, no definite determination,
Deing is one. It is infinite, and without measure; and there..
fore it is immovable. It cannot change its position, for outside
of it is no place. It is not begotten, for all existence is its
existence. lt cannot perish, because it cannot suffer, nor can it be
transformed into anything. It cannot increase nor diminish,
bccnuse the infinite is not suEceptible of increase or of diminution. It is suluect to no alteration from without, for there
is nothin~ outside of it; nor from within, for it is at once all
that whicn it can be. Its harmony is eternal, for it is unity
itself. It is not matter, for it has neither figure nor limit. It is
not form, for it is all isolated existences, as well as the whole of
existence. It cannot be measured, nor can it make use of
measure. lt does not comprehend itself. It cannot grasp
itself, for it is not greater than it..;elf, nor can it be grasped
or understood, for it is not less than itself. It neither compares itself, nor can it be compared, not being .such and such a
thing-neither a tltis nor a that-but a being, one, unique and
ever the same.
It is easy to see that Bruno only repeats Aristotle as he
had been iuterprcted by the Averroeists.* He opposed himself
• Bruno is

gcn~ral~y

represented

a~

the forerunner of Spinoza ; but thrrt Is
)(
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to the professed disciples of Aristotle in his time ; but these
were the disciples of Aristotle '"the logician," not of Aristotle
" the metaphysician."
OTnER ITALIAN PHILOSOPHBRs.-Bruno's doctrines were
received with more or less addition or modification by many
eminent Italians of the sixteenth century, especially in Padua
and Florence. t It is impossible to classify them ns A verroeists,
or as opposed to A verroeism; for some taught the Arabian philosophy while they declared themselves opposed to it; and others
.avowed themselves Averroeists, meaning only that they were
students of the commentaries on Aristotle. M. Renan enumerates among those who were Averroeists in the wide sense of
sceptics or enemies of Christianity; Cisalpini, Cardan, Bengard
and Vanini. Of the first, he says, " that his mind was too
original to be confounded with a school that wanted originality.'' In some points of his doctrine he is related to
A verroes; but in his spirit and manner he in no way belongs to
Paduan Averroeism. Nicholas Taurel, his adversary, finds his
doctrine "more absurd and more impious than that of Averroes.''
Cisalpini says, " there· is but one life, which is the life of God,
or the univefSIIl soul. God is not the efficient, but the constituent cause of the universe. Divine intelligence is unique, bot
human intelligence is multiplied according to the number of
the individuals, for human intelligence is not actual, but poten·
tial." Cisalpini was physician to the Pope, and was present at
the burning of Bruno. He escaped the Inquisition, not because
his doctrines were approved, but by the convenient method of
professing to renounce philosophy as dangerous. " 1 well
know,'' he said, " that all these doctrines are full of errors
nothing in hie works to entitle him to this distinction. A more juet view it to
look upon him as a reviTerof old doctrines, wbi<-h be reproduces with Tivacilyand sometimes with eccentricity-but with little originality.
• Any claaaiflcation of the eminent Italiana of this period muat be arbitrary.
They moetly wished to adhere to the Catholic church, yet many of them bad
t'mbraeed opinions in entire opposition to Christianity. When Sabinua, a
friend of Melanethon'a, was at Rome, be visited Cardinal Bembo, wbo asked
him what Melanethon thought of the resurrection of the body and the lifeenrlasting ? &binus auawered, that it was evident from the Reformer's
writings, that be beld these doctrines. " Ah," said the cardinal, " I should
bave thought Philip a wiae man if be bad not believed theae things." When
V anini was in England, hie seal ag&~nst the Reformation earned him a year's
imprisonment. The famoua Campanella too, amid all his troubles, still tried to
cling to the church. But the church condemned most of them as Atheittl, and
Protestamtism approved the condemnation. "Modern Atheists," says Archbishop Tillotson, " eame ftrat from Italy. They c:roued the Alpa into Franee,
and from thenoe they came into England."
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against the faith, and these errors I regret ; but to refute them
is not my business. I leave that task to theologians more p~
found than myself.''
.
The doctrine of Cardan is not without analogy to that of
Cisallini. All particular souls are virtually included in a universa Soul, a<~ the worm in the plant by which it is nourished.
In one of the first treatises which he composed, Cardan admits;
without restriction, the Averroeist hypothesis of the unity of
intellect. In a later book he retracted his first sentiment, and
acknowledged expressly that there could not exist a single intelligence for all animated beings, or for all men. He maintains
there that this intelligence is to us as personal as sensibility;
and that souls are distinct here below, and will be in another
life. In a third writing, Cardan undertook to reconcile these
two antagonistic opinions. Intelligence, h& said, is single, but
ean be regarded from two points of view-either in its relation
to eternal and absolute existence, or in relation to its manifestation in time. Single in its source, it is multiple in its
manifestation.
On the individuality of the human soul, Bengard is more
orthodox than either Cisalpini or Cardan. His claim to ·be
considered an Averroeist is limited to his being in some measure
an unbeliever in Christianity.*
To fix Vanini's place is not eas-,. Like Bruno, he was
eccentric, and not over-reverent in h1s discourse ; with a love of
paradox, and a talent for disputation, he had enemies everywhere, and was never anxious to make friends. In one of his
Dialoguu he record:t an example of his preaching, which shows
at once his character and the theology m which he delighted.
Preaching on the subject-Why did God create n:.an ?-he
resolved the question by that fMMt1.8 8C4le of .Avm-oe1, according to which it is necessary that there be a kind of gradation
from the lowest of all beings to the most exalted, which is God,
or the first matter. At Genoa, V anini wished to teach according
to this doctrine; but, says his biographer, " the people there
were not prepossessed in favor of Averroes, and he was obliged
to depart." These intimations would justify us in classing
V anini with Bruno. But his published works present some
• The want of the Bpirit of Chriltianity among the learned Italians of the
time of the Revival, was that which prennu:id them bein« among the grea&
Refonners of the church. It was seriously propoeed te the Pope that the beet
way of putting down the Reformation in Germany wu to eircalate the writinp
of tho Neo-PIAtoniat.e.
111 I
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difficulties. He professed to refute the doctrines which it is
believed he adopted as his own creed. His .Amphitkeatrum was
a defence of Christianity and the Catholic church against ancient
philosophers, Atheists, Epicureans, Peripatetics and Stoics.· As
such it was published with the approbation of the divines of the
Sorbonne.* He expressly refutes the Averroeist theories ofthe
eternity of the world, of intelligence, providence, and the unity
of souls; but the Inquisition thought they discovered that he
had not used the best arguments in defence of the Christian
doctrines; and they suspected too, perhaps not without cause,
• Vanini was surely the moat unfortunate of men. No author l!eC.'ma to haTe
a word of sympathy for him ; and yet science has rarely bad a more ardent
votary, or theology a more zealous student. When a young man at the t;niversity of Florence, though struggling with the hardships of poverty, be was
not content with what learning wus simply necessary to obtain Orders, but
devoted himself to physic and the natural sciences. Before he was of age to be
admitted to the priesthood, he rejoiced in being "Doctor of both Laws." He
travelled through Europe, defending the Catholic faith ~inst all " Atheists,
Infidels, Protestants, and other Heretics." But V anini bUDIIelf was at length
suspected of something worse than heresy. Though the Doctors of the Sorbonne
had pronounced hia great work " skilful in argument, and well worthy of
t1pe," the inquisition condemned it. When the inquisitors examined hia
propert.v, they found among his possessions a crystal glass containing a li'Ct
toad. This. was proof to demonstration, not only that he denied the existence
of God, but that he was in league with some other exiatence. No protestations
of orthodoxy; no confessions of his faith could convince his enemies. They
loaded him with insult calling his confessions, hypocrisy. The judge asking
what he thought concerning the existence of God, Vaniui answered -" I believe
with the church, one God in three persons and that nature e\·idently demonstrate& the existence of the Deity." Seeing a straw on the ground, he took it
up, and continuing to address the judge, he said-" This straw ohl·gcs me to
confess that there ia a God ;" and, after a long and beautiful discourse on Providence, he added-" The grsin being cast into the earth, appears at first to be
destroyed ; but it quickens, then it becomes green and shoots forth, ini'Cnsibly
Jrowing out of the earth. The dew assists it springing up, and the rain givl'll
1t yet a ~ter strength. It ia furnished with ears, the pointe of which keep
off the b1rds. The stalk riaes and ia coYered with leans. It becomes ydlow,
and rises higher. Soon after it withers and dies. It ia threshed, and the
ltraw being separated from the COl"Il, the l11tter serves for the nourishment of
man, anc1 the former ia given to animals created for man's use." It seems as
if those who write about Vauini, and profess to have read bia books, are not yet
!!greed as to their meaning. The following judgment, in an article on V anini,
m the lm~rial DictioMry of Univer11al Biography, is in curious contrast "ith
M. Renan's judgment. "He pnbliabed at Lyons, in 1615, a workentitled.Amphitkeatnma aeter~~ae provide11tiae adver•u• reteru Philo.oplwt, Atheo~~,''
tc. ; and in the following year he published at Paris four Dialogwe•, De
admirandill Naturae, Reginae Dtaeque Mortalium .Arcanill. The first of
th~ works isl(ll.ite fllttzetptiOIIGble in point of ortlrodoi:J; but the latter is
dec!c1edly matenaliatic in its philosophy, &Ld Pantheistic in it3 theology."
Tb1s article was written by the late Professor Ferrier, a man who generally
read the books lle sroke about. The present writer found the Diulogwt•
quite as harmless as the Amphitlrtatrum.
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that what he profe:!Sed to refute WM always the doctrine he
wished to inculcate. M. Renan, who is severe on V anini,
thin~s. ~hat in this interpre~tiOJ?- of the .Amphitkeatrum, t~e
InqntsttlOn were not wantmg m dtscernment. They found hun
guilty of the charge of Atheism, for which, like his brother
priest and philosopher, he was burnt at the stake.

r

The authorities are JL. RerUJra'• Aoerrou tt Af1tm~ei.mte ; M. Bartlwt- · Giordano Brwno ; BriUII)'• works, especiall1 De ltJ CtJIUtJ, Principio td
Uno, and De rinjinito, UniuerH e Moradi; Vanioi'a ehie( work ts the
Awtpfaitlaeatrllm : it is very searoe ; the writer found a eopy of it in the King'a
Library, in the Britieh Ma.seam.
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CHAPTER X.
KYSTICAL DIVINITY AND PHILOSOPHY.

.

the head of Mystics, we might class many names that
UNDER
have been already disposed of. All religion is more or less
mystical, that is to say, it i11 an inward intuition; a divine
sentiment in the soul. The Brahmans; the Budhists; the
Alexandrians, Jewish, Heathen, and Christian, were all Mystics.
In some, this spirit hu been so largely developed that they have
been called pre-eminently Mystics. Such were Plotinus and
S. Dionysius ; his successor, Maximus, and his medireval disciples.
Every great religious movement has been connected directly or
indirectly with some Mystic or some unusual manifestation of
the mystical spirit.
GBRM.Al{ MYSTics.-The most important of modern Mystics
who have been called Pantheists,are those of Germany. Dr.
Ullmann traces their origin to the societies of the Beghards,
Beguines, and the Brethren of the Free Spirit. If this be correct,
and there seems no reason for doubting it, we have all the
links of the succession established from Dionysius and the early
Mystics, through John Scotus Erigena down to the Reformation.
"The basis of their doctrines (the Beghards)," says Dr. Ullmann,
" wu Mystical Pantheism, as that is to be found principally
among the Brethren of the Free Spirit."
"Inasmuch however, as during the whole of the middle ages, the
chief object of interest was not nature, but more predominantly
man, contemplation was then directed less to the Divine Being
in the general universe, and almost exclusively to God in mankind; the former being adduced merely as a consequence or
supplement of the latter. The great thing was God in the
mind, or the consciousness of man. Hence, the Pantheism of
these parties was not materialistic but idealistic. The creatures,
10 the1 supposed, are in and of themselves a pure nullity. God
alone ts the true Being ; the real substance of all things. God,
however, is chiefly present where there is mind, and conse'luently in man. In the human soul there is an uncreated
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and etern•l thing, namely, the intellect; that is, the divine principle in man, in virtue of which he resembles, and is one with
God. Indeed, in so far as be purely exists, he is God Himself;
and it may be said, that whatever belongs to the divine nature
belongs likewise, and in a perfect way, to a good and righteous
man. Such a man works the same works as God. With God he
created the heavens and the earth, and with Goo he begat the
Eternal Word; and God without him can do nothing. Such a
man was Christ. In Christ, as a being both of divine and
human nature, there was nothing peculiar or singular. On the
contrary, what l:kripture affirms of Him is likewise perfectly
$rue of every righteous and good man. '1 be same divine things
which the Father guve to the Son, He has also given to us·;
for the good man is the only begotten Son of God, whom the
Futher has begotten from all eternity. Man becomes like
Christ when he makes his will conformable in all respects to the
will of God, when forsaking all things and renouncing all
human wishes, desires, and endeavours, he so completely merges
himself in, and gives himself up to the Divine Being, as to be
wholly changed, and transubstantiated into God, as the bread
m the sacrament is into the body of Christ. To the man who is
thus united with God, or to speak more properly, who recollects
his primreval unity, all the differences and contrarieties of life
are done away. In whatever he is or does, though to others it
may seem sin and evil, he is good and happy. For the essential
. property of the divine nature is, that it excludes a.1l differences.
God is neither good nor bad. To ca.ll Him good, would jnst be
like calling white black. His glory is equally revealed in all
things; yea, even in all evil, whether of guilt or penalty.
Hence, if it be His will th:lt we should sin, whatever the sin may
be, we ought not to wish not to have committed it, and to be
sensible of this is the only true repentance. But the will of God
is manifested by the disposition which a man feels towards a
particular action. Hence, though he may have committed a
thousand mortal sins, still supposing him to have been disposed
for them, he ought not to wish not to have committed them.
Neither, to speak strictly, has God enjoined external acts. No
external act 18 good or godly ; and on such an act no influence
is exerted by God; but all depends upon the union of the mind
with Him. That being the case, man ought not to desire or
pray for anything, save what God ordains. Whoever prays to
God for a particular bleBBing, prays for a wrong thing, and in a
wrong way; for he prays for a thing contrary to God's nature.
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:For thi:~ reason a man ought well to consider, whether he should
wish to t·eceive any boon from God, because in that ea.se he
would be His inferior, like a servant or slave; and God, in
gh·ing it, would be something apart from him. But this should
not take place in the life eternal; there we should rather reign
with Him. God i:~ truly glorifierl, only in those who do not
strive after property ; houor or profit; piety or holiness; rccompensu, or- the kingdom of Heaven ; but who have wholly renounced all such things."
This account of the doctrine of the Jleghards, h'ts the disadvantage of coming from enemies; by whom it may have been
exaggerl'lted, and pllrhaps the meaning pervertecl. The source
of it iH the Bull of Pope John XXII., by whom the Beghards
were condemned. Dr. Ullmann has used the terms in which
the propositions ascribed to them were set forth, admitting their
general accuracy, yet willing to make allowance for the differ·
ence between a doctrine in it8elf and the representation of it by
an enemy. But whether the extravagances were in tho Hcgh~rds' teaching, or only in the Pupal representations need not
concern us much; for we can see in the general features the reappe:~.rance of doctl'ines which we have ah·cady met, e othcd m
more moderate language, and in a more intrrcsting form.
Ruysbrock, who was himself a Mystic, gives a clescription of
the Beghards, which corresponds generally with that of the
:Papnl Bull. He divides them into four classes, ascribing a
peculiar form of heresy to each, while he accuses them all of
the fundamental en-or of making man's unity with God to be a
unity of nature and not of grnee. ~·he godly man, he admittcrl,
i.:~ united to God, not however in vi: tue of his essence, but by a
process of re-creation and regeneration. The first class he
calls heretics against the Holy GhOl!t, becv.use they claimed a
pet·fect identity with the Absolute, which reposes in itt>elf ar.d is
without act or operation. They said that thq thflmselves were
the Divine Esscnre, above the persons of the Godhead, and in
us absolute a state of repose as if they did not at all exi:ot ;
inasmuch as the Godhead itself does 11ot act, the Holy Ghost
being the sole operative power in it. The second class were
heretics against the Father, because they placed themselves
simply and directly on an eqnality with God; contemplated the
I as entirely one with the Divinity so that from them all things
proceeded, and being themselves by nature God, they had come
mto existence of their own free will. "If I had not so willed,"
one of them said, " neither I nor any other creature would ever
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have existed at all. God knows, wills, and can do nothing without
me; heaven and earth hang upon my head. The glory given
to God is also paid to me, for I am by nature essentially God.
There are no persons in God. But only one God exists, and •
\\;th Him I am the self-same one which He is.'' 'l'he third class
were heretics against Christ, because they said, thut in respect
of their divinity they were begotten of the Father, and in
respect of their humanity begotten in time. What Christ was
they were ; and when He was elevated in the host, they too were
elevated with Him. The fourth class were heretics against the
church, for they despised not only all its ordinances, but set
themselves above knowledge, contemplation, and love. They
despised both the finite and the infinite ; the present life and the
eternal. They soared above themselves, and all created things ;
above God and the Godhead, mn.intaining that neither Vo1l
nor themselves, neither action nor rest, neither good nor evil,
blessedness nor perdition has any existence. They considered
thems:·lves so lost as to have become the Absolute Nothing which
they believed God to be. Dr. Ullmann, though far from sympathising with the Beghurds, considers even Ruysbroek's delineation as half apochryphal.
Eckart,* the leader of the
German l!ystics, is suppoSE.d to have ~n a Begho.rd; but
there is no evidence beyond the likeness of his doctrines to the
propositions condemned by the Bull of John XXII., and the
fact that the Beghanl)l, who were numerous in Germany in
his time, appealed to his writings as confirming their doctrines.
Eckart had been a professor in Paris, where the influence of
Abelard, William of Champeaux, and Amalric de Bena could
t<carcely have been ended. He was familiar with the works of
the Arcopagite and Scotns Erigena; the Nco-Platonist philo• J. •hn F.r.kart, commonly called "Master F..ckart," was a monk, of the order
of ~. Dominic. In his yonth he was a teacher or professor in the College of
S. J:vln<'s, in l'••ris. He was afterwards made Doctor of Theology at Rome,
an• I was el<·<'ted Provincial of his Order in Saxony. TbiTe years later he was
appointed Vicar-Gcncml of Bohemia. Soon after he appears at Strasburg,
preaching in the convents of the nUDS, and then in Frankfort-on-the-Maine, as
Pri<•r of the Blackfriars of that city. He Willi suspected of heresy, and was
accnaed of being in communication with " the Brethren of the Free Spirit." In
1326, he was depoeed from his office of Provincial of the Dominicans. As his
doctrine had spread widely among his order, the Archbishop or Cologne
ace~ the whole brotherhood of heresy. Eckart wu summoned to appear·
before the Pope, at A vignon. He was condemned on the charge ot heresy.
llis doctrines were Btl widei,Y spread through Germany, Switzerland, Tyrol
an<l Bohemia, that they reqntred to be condemned a second time. This wu
in 1430, by the University ol Heidelberg.
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sophers ; and, above all, of Plato, whom he often quotes, and
whom he calls "the great clerk.'' He was not aware that he
taught anything different from the doctrines of the Catholic
. church, supposing Platonism and Neo-Platonism to be compatible with Christianity. In this belief he clung to the Catholic
faith to his last hour, though he had been condemned at Cologne
by the Archbishop, and though this condemnation was afterwards
confirmed by the Pope.
Of the writings of Eckart, we have little more than fragments,
but these are sufficient to acquaint us with the character of his theology.* "All that is in the Godhead," he says, "is one; thereof we
can say nothing. It is above all names and above all nature. The
essence of all creatures is eternally a divine life in Deity. God
works but not the Godhead. Therein are they distinguished in
working and not working. The end of all things is the hidden
darkness of the eternal Godhead ; unknown, and never to be
known." Here we have that hidden darkness which is the same
as the Dionysian Abysses of light ; and that Godhead, who is
above being, and only becomes God as He works, and creates. In
the Godhead, Creator and creature are one; but when the
creature becomes a creature, God becomes God. " In Him'lelf," says Eckart in another place, " He is not iod, in the
creature only doth he become God. I ask to be rid of God, that
is, that God by his grace, would bring me into the essence ; that
essence which is above God, and above distinction, I would enter
into that eternal Unity which was mine before aJl time, and
when I was what I would, and would what I was; into that state
which is above all addition or diminution, into the Immobility
whereby all is moved.''
To be rid of God, in order to blessedness is an expression apparently in contradiction to the system which makes man one
with God ; but Eckart's meaning is never obscure. He longs
for a return to that fountain of the Godhead, when as yet God
was not separated from the creature. In another p&I!S8ge he
expresses the same doctrine with the opposite words, " In every
man," he says, " who hath utterly abandoned self, God must
communicate Himself according to all His power, so completely
that He retains nothing in His life, in His essenceL in His Godhead
He mustcommunicate all to the bringingforthot fruit." Again,
" when the will is so united that it becometh a one in oneness,
• Profeeaor Pfeifter, in his work on the German Mystics, hu collected one
hundred and ten llel'IDODS ; eighteen tracte, and lllll'eD#1 single saiiugs, which
lie ucribee to Eckart.
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then doth the heavenly Father produce His only begotten &n in
Himself and me, I am one with Him. He cannot exclude rue.
In this self-same operation doth the Holy Ghost receive His
existence, and proceed from me, as from God. Wherefore ? I
am in God, and if the Holy Ghost deriveth not His being from
me, He deriveth it not from God. I am in no wise excluded."
In other places he declares his oneness with Deity, " God and I,
are one in knowing, God's essence is His knowing, . and God's
knowing makes me to know Him. Therefore is His knowing
my knowing. The eye whereby I see God is the same eye
whereby He seeth me, mine eye and the eye of God are one eye,
one viston, one knowledge, and one love.''
" There is something in the soul which is above the soul,
divine, simple, an absolute Nothing; rather unnamed than
named; unknown than known. So long as thou lookest on thyself as a MmJ.tthing, so long thou knowest as little what there ts,
as my mouth knows what color is, or as my eye knows what taste
is. Of this I am wont to speak in my sermons, and sometimes have
called it a power, sometimes an uncrea.ted light, sometimes a divine
spark. It is absolute and free from all names and forms, as God
is free and absolute in Himself. It is higher than knowledge
higher than love, higher than grace, for in all these there is
atill distinction. In this power doth blossom and flourish God
with all His Godhead, and the Spirit flourisheth in God. In this
power doth the Father bring forth His only begotten Son, as essentially as in Himself, and in this light ariseth the Holy Ghost.
This spark rejects all creatures, and will have only God, simply
as He is in Himself. It rests satisfied neither with the Father,
nor the Son, nor the Holy Ghost, nor with the three persollS, so
far as each exists in its respective attributes. I will say what
will sound more marvellous still. This light is satisfied only
with the super-essential Essence. It is bent on entering into the
simple Ground, the still Waste wherein is no distinction neither
Father, Son, nor Holy Ghost; into the Unity where no man
dwelleth. Then is it satisfied in the light, then it is one; then
it is one in itself--as this ground is a simple stillness, in itself
immovable, and yet by this Immobility are all things moved.''
" God is a pure good in Himself, and therefore will dwell
nowhere, save in a pure soul. There He may pour Hi[\lSelf out ;
into that He can wholly flow. What is purity? It is that
man should have turned himself away from all creatures, and
have set his heart so entirely on the pure good, that no creature is
&o him a comfort; that he has no desire for aught creaturely,
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eave as far ns he mny apprehend therein, the pure good, which
is God. And as little as the bright eye can endure aught
foreign in it, any stain between it and God. To it all creatures
are pure to enjoy, for it enjoyeth all creatures in God, and God
in all crt'atures. Yea, so pure is that soul, that she eeeth through
herself. She need.eth not to seek God afar oft', she finds Him in
herself when in her natural purity she hath flown out into the
supernatural of tht' pure Godhead. And thus is she in God,
and God in her; and what she doeth she doeth in God, and God
doeth it in her."
" I have a power in my soul which enables me to perceive God.
I am as certam as that 1 live, that nothing is so near to me as
God. He is nearer to me than I am to myself. It is a part of
His essence that He should be nigh and present to me. He is
also nigh to a stone or a tree, but they do not know it. ff a
tree could know God and perceive His presence, as the highest
of the angels perceive it, the tree would be as blessed as the
highest angel. And it is because man is capable of perceiving
God, and knowing how nigh God is to him that he is better oft'
than a tree."
" The words I am none can truly speak but God alone. He
has the substance of all creatures m Himself." " He is a
Being that has all being in Himself." " All things are in God,
and all thivgs are God." " All creatures in themselves are
nothing; all creatures are a speaking of God." "Dost thou ask
me what W'I.S the purpose of the Creator when He made the
creature. I answer, repose. Consciously, or unconsciously, all
creatures seek their proper state. The stone cannot cease
moving till it touch the earth ; the fire rises up to heaven ; thus
a loving soul can never rest but in God, and so we say God has
given to all things their proper place. To the fish, the water;
to the bird, the air ; to the beast, the earth ; to the soul, the God·
head. Simple people suppose that we are to see God, as if He
stood on that side and we on this. It is not so-God and I are
one in the act of my perceiving Him.'' Concluding a sermon,
in a lofty flight of impassioned eloquence, Eckart cries, " 0
noble soul ! put on thou wings to thy feet, and rise above all
.,reaturee, and above thine own reason ; and above the angelic
~hoirs; and above the light that has given me &trength, and
throw thyself upon the heart of God, there shalt thou be hidden
from all creatures.''
Eckart might well ask his hearers, as it is said he used to do
.at the end of his sermon, if they had understood him, telliD&
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those who did not, not to trouble themselves, for only those who
were like the truth could know it. It was not something to be
thought out by the reason, but something to be received in the
soul's intuition, for "it came directly out of the heart of God."
When the Beghards had brought down upon themselves the
opposition of the church, their existence as societies was no
longer possible. At Cologne, their head quarters, many were
cast into the Rhine, and some burned at the stake ; while through~
out Germany and the Netherlands the church wnged against
them a war of extermination. From their embers arose a new
fraternity, mystical as they had been, and like them also cela.
bra ted for their pious and benevolent labours. This was the fra·
ternity of the " Brethren of the Common Lot." But between
the Beghards and this new Brotherhood there was a famous
Mystic, whom Dr. Ullmann regards as "a transition link between
them.'' This was John Ruysbroek, who has been already
mentioned. He was by birth a Belgian, but in his mind and
character a German. He was destined to exercise a great
influence on the mystical writers who immediately preceded the
Reformation. Ruysbroek's first appearance was as an opponent
of the extravagances of the Beghards, from whom, as we hav~
already intimated, he differed materially. Eckart said that,
God and man were one "by nature." Ruysbroek would not
admit this, but tried to show how man might become one with
God through contemplation and purification of the soul; but
this union, he continually repeated, was of such a character that
man did not lose his independent existence, or dissolve into
Deity. " God," he said, " is the super-essential Essence of all
being, eternally reposing in Himself; and yet, at the same time,
the living and moving principle of all that He has created.
In respect of this substance He is everlasting rest, in which
there is neither time nor place, neither before nor after, neither
desire nor possession, neither light nor darkness. This God iS'
one in His nature and triune in His persons. The Father is the
eternal, essential, and personal principle. He begets eternal
wisdom-the Son ; His uncreated and personal image. From
the mutual intuition of the two, there flows an everlasting rom~
plaeency, a fire of love, which burns forf:ver between the lt""nther
and the Son ; this is the Holy Spirit, who continually proceeds
from the Father and the Son, and returns into the nature of
the Godhead. This triune Godhead is transfused in a threefold
way into the human soul, which is its image. The deepest root
and the proper essence of our soul, which is this eternal imageof God rests for ever in Him. We all possess it, as eternalliftt~
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without our own agency; and prior to our creation in God.
After our creation however, three faculties take their rise in the
substance of our soul ; shapeless vacuity by which we receive
the Father ; the highest intellect, by which we receive the Son ;
and the spark of the soul, by which we receive the Holy
Gho11t, and become one spirit and one love with God.''
Man having proceeded from God, is destined to return and
become one with Him again. But this takes place in such a
way that God never ceases to be God, nor the creature a creature.
This is a sentiment often repeated ; but the intenseness with
which Ruysbroek expresses this union often leads him, as it
were unconsciously, into the language of the Beghards. He has
admitted, as we have seen above, that man has the root of his
being in God, and speaking of the return of the soul to the divine
fountain, he says, "The spirit becomes the very truth which it
apprehends. God is apprehended by God. We become one
with the same light with which we see, and which is both the
medium and object of our vision."
Dr. Ullmann, while admitting the doubtful meaning of some
passages like this, yet contends earnestly that Ruysbroek was no
Pantlleist. The ground of his argument is, that Ruysbroek
while recognising the immanence of 6od in the world, never fails
to assert that He also transcends the world. He overflows into
the universe ; dwells ever originally in all created minds, and
unites Himself in the closest manner to the pious sonl ; yet He
:rests eternally in his own essence, and, independently of the
world, possesses and enjoys Himself in His Godhead and ita
persons.
To the practical side of Ruysbroek's Mysticism, Dr. Ullmann
traces the establishment of the " Brotherhood of the Common
~~" and in the other side, the contemplative, he sees the
continuation of the Mysticism which had reached ita culmipating point in Eckart.
The mystical succession was continued at Cologne by John
2'atdw, a ~n)t ()f the Dominican order.• Tanler was a great
• .John Tauler wu a native of Btrleburg. He studied at the Univenily of
Paria, and after hia return to St.Tuburg he became acquainted with Muter
J?.cbrt. This part of Germany wu then UJ)d.er the sentence of exoommuniation, but Tauler preached in BJ;>ite of the Papal interdict, and great crowds of
pople fioeked to hear him. While the Black Death wu nging in Strasburg,
'l'auler and two other priests were the only ministers of fi!~on who admini..
tered the sacraments to the sick and the dying. He was
> banished from
Strasburg for hia bold words against the Pope. He repaired to Cologne, where
be preached for some years in the cloilter of 8 . Gennadt. Be &fterwuda
J'$I'Ded to biJ ~re to'WJI, w~ he diecl iD 1361,
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favorite with the German Reformers. Luther and Melancthon
often speak of him. His sermons and religious discourses are
devoted chiefly to the points most dear to all Mystics-God in
His being; our origin in and from Him, and our return to Him
again. His words have the ring of the often condemned specula·
tion, but it is urged for him as for Ruysbroek, that the union
with God of which he speaks, is rather religious and moral, than
a oneness of essence; that while Eckart was a bold speculator,
" rearing a system which, like the dome of the Cathedral of the
city in which be lived, towered aloft like a giant, or rather like
a T1tan assaulting heaven" Tauler was more a man of sentiment,
expressing the deep feelings of an overflowing soul. There may
be truth in this distinction, but it may oo urged on the other
side, that the difference is less in the doctrines than in the
mental character of the men, which to the same doctrine gives
different forms. "Godly men,'' says Tauler, ''are called Godlike, for God lives, forms, ordains and works in them all His
works; and doth, so to speak, use Himself in them." Here we
have God's immanency in man. Human life is God's life, for
God Jives in man. He exists in the human soul, for he uses
Himself there. This, however, is spoken only of the godly, and
must be understood with this limitation. Other passages illustrate the advantages of the annihilation of self that God may
become all. "The created nothing," says Tauler, " sinks in
the uncreated, incomprehensibly, unspeakably. Herein is true
what is said in the Psalter-' Deep calleth unto Deep• for the
uncreated Deep calls the created, and these two Deeps become
entirely one. There hath the created spirit lost itself in the
Spirit of God; yea, is drowned in the bottomless sea of Godhead." " God," he says again, " is a Spirit, and our created
spirit must be united to and lost in the uncreated, even as it
existed in God b~fore creation. Every moment in which the
soul re-enters into God, a complete restoration takes place. If it
be done a thousand times in a day, there is each time a true
regeneration. As the Psalmist saith, ' This day have I bego~
ten thee.' This is when the inmost of the spirit is sunk and
dissolved in the inmost of the divine nature ; and is thus new..
made and transformed. God thus pours Himself eut into ou
spirit, as the sun rays forth its material light, and fills the ail'
with sunshine, so that no eye can tell the difference between tM
sunshine and air. If the union of the sun and air cannot be
distinguished, how fv lesa this divine union of the uncreated
spirit. Our spirit is received and utterly swallowed up in t~
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abyss which ia its source. Then the spirit transcends itself
and all its powt'!rs, and mounts higher and higher towards the
Divine Dark, even as an eagle towards the sun." " Let man
simply yield himself to God; ask nothing, desire nothing, love
.and mean only God, yea, and such an tmknou·n Godp Let him
lovingly east all his thoughts and cares, and his sins too, as it
were ou that unknown Will. Some will ask what remains after
a man bath thus lost himself in God? I answer, nothing but a
fathomless annihilation of himself; an absolute ignoring of all
reference to himself personally; of all aim of his own in will
and h('!ll.rt, in way, in purpose, or in use. For in this self-loss,
man sinks so deep, that if he could out of pure love and loveliness sink deeper, yea, and become absolutely nothing, he would
do so right gladly. 0, dear child I in the midst of all these
enmities and dangers, sink thou into thy ground and nothing·
ness, and let the tower with all its bells fall upon thee ; yea,
let all the devils in hell storm out upon thee ; let heaven and
earth and all their creatures at~sail thee, all shall but marvellously serve thee; sink thou only into thy nothingness, and the
better part shall be thine."
Tauler spesks of this ground of the soul as that which is inseparable from the divine Essence, and wherein man has by
grace what God has by nature. He quotes Proclus, as saying,
" that while man is busied with images which are beneath u;:,
and clings to such, he cannot possibly return into his ground
and essence." "If,'' he says, "thou wilt know by experience
what such a. ground truly is, thou must forsake all the manifoltl
and gaze thereon with intell~etual eye alone. But woulust thou
~me nearer yet, turn thine intellectual eyes right therefrom,
for even the intellect is beneath thee, and become one with the
One, that is-unite thyself with the Unity. This unity,
Proclus calls ' the calm, silent, slumbering and incomprehensible
divine !Ia.rkncss.' To think, beloved in the Lord, that a heutbcn
should understand so much and so far, and we be so behind,
-may well make us blush for shame. To this our Lord Jesus
Christ testifies, when He says ' the kingdom of God is within
you.' That is, this kingdom is born in the inmost ground of all,
·apart from all that the powers of mind can accomplish. In
this ground the eternal, heavenly Father doth bring forth His
only begotten Son, a hundred thousand times quicker than in
an insta.n~, according to our apprehension, ever anew in the
light of eternity, in the glory and immutable brightness of His
own self. He who would experience this, must turn himself
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inward, far · away from all working of his outward and inward
powers and imagination-from all that ever cometh from without, and then sink and dissolve himself in the ground. Then
cometh the power of the Father, and calls the man into Himself through tho only begotten Son, and so the Son is born out
of the Futhcr and retumeth unto the Father, and such a man
is barn, in the Son, of the Father, and Howeth back with the
Son unto the Father a!min, and becomes one with them."
Dr. Ullmann says that Tauler, in respect of doctrine, kept
apparently within the limits assigned by the church, and though
he raised agninst him ecclesiastical opposition, it was less for
what he taught than for his inward piety and his zeal against
the sins or the clergy.
Heinrich Suso, a disciple of Master Eckart, was another
of tho celebrated Mystics of Cologne. Dr. Ullmann says, that
though he embraced the princif,le of union with God by selfannihilation, yet be never entire y occupied the ground of Pantheism on which his master speculated. Suso was a monk of
the Dominicoo order ; famous as a preacher and distinguished
for his piety and benevolence ; an ardent lover of the monastic
life, and a grent enemy to the corruptions of tho church. His
definition of God is purely Dionysian-Being which is equal
to non-being. "He 1s not any particular being, or made up of
parts. He is not a being that has still to be, or is capable of
any possibility of receiving addition ; but pure, simple, undivided universal Being. 'l'his pure and simple Being is the
supreme cause of actual being, and includes all temporal existonces as their beginning and end. It is in all things, and out
of all things, so that we mny say ' God ill.& circle whose centre is
everywhere, His circumference nowhere.'" Oa the union of
man with God he speaks with the same guarded ~xpressions as
ltuysbroek, maintaining the unity, yet holding the creature to be
still a creature. Man vanishes into God. All things become
God, yet in such a way that the created is the created still. " A
meek man," he says, " must be defor"TMd from the creature, conformed to Christ, and transformed in:o the Deity; yet the divine
'1!/wu and the human I continue to exist." "The soul," he
eays agnin, " passes beyond time and space, and with a loving
inwarcl intuition is dissolved in God. This entrance of the soul
banishes all forms images and multiplicity. It is ignorant of
itself and all things. Reduced to its essence it hoveN on the
brink of the Trinity. At this elevation there is no effort, no
struggle; the beginning and the end are one. Here the divine

•
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nature doth u it were embrace and mildly kiss through and
'hrough the soul that they may be one for ever. He who is
thus received into the t-ternal Nothing is in the everlasting now,
and hath neither bifore nor aft". Rightly hath Dionysius said
that God is non-Being; that is, above all our notions of being.
We have to employ images and similitudes, as I must do in
setting forth such truths, but know that all such figures are as
much below the reality as a blackamore is below the sun. In
this absorption of which I speak, the soul is still a creature ;
but, at the same time, hath no thought whether it be a creature
or no."
The THEOLOGIA GERMANICA, a pious mystical book, the
author of which is unknown, belonged to the ~e of Tauler,and was
probably written by some of the Mystics of his brotherhood. It
begins with au ontological application of S. Paul's words, " When
that which is perfect is come then things which are in part shall
be done away." The Perfect is that Being "who hath comprehended and included all things in Himself and His own
substance, and without whom and beside whom there is no true
substance, and in whom all things have their substance, for He
is the substance of all things, and is in Himself unchangeable
and immovable, yet changet-h and moveth all things." 1'he
things which are in part, are explained as those things which may
be apprehended, known and expressed ; but the Perfect is that
which cannot be known, apprehended, or expressed by any
creature. For this reason the Perfect is nameless. No creature
as a creature can name it or conceive it. Before the Perfect can
be known in the creature all creature qualities such as I and self
must be lost and done away.
God, or the eternally good, is that which truly exists. Evil
bas no real being, because it does not reall;t exist. Anything
exists just in proportion as it is good. The author of the
Theorogia Germamca does not hesitate to carry this principle
to its utmost extent, even saying that the devil is good, so far as
be has being.
Submission to eternal goodness is described as the soul's
freedom. He is not free who looks for a reward of his welldoing, or 1tbo does what is right through fear of hell punishment. He alone is free who loves goodness for its own sake,
and does what is ri~ht be<;ause in well-doing is blessedness.
" What is Paradise,' the author asks, and he answers, " All
things that are, for all are goodly and pleasmt, and therefore
may be fitly called a paradise. It is said also that paradise is
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an outer conrt ofheaven. Even so this world is verily an onter
court of the eternal, or of eternity, and specially whatever in
time or any temporal things or creatures manifesteth or remindeth us of God or eternity, for the creatures are a guide and a
path unto God n.nd eternity. Thus the world is an outer court
of eternity; and, th~refore, it may well be called a paradise, for
it is such in truth ; and in this p tra.dise all things are lawful
save one tree o.nd the fruit thereof-nothing is contrary to God
but self-will; to will otherwise than as the Eternal Will would
have it."
This book was a great favorite with the Reformers. Luther
edited it and recommended it to the people. Spcner says "that
it Wl\..'1 the Holy Scriptures, the Theologia GernuJnica and the
sermons ofTauler, that made Luther what he was." From the
title of it the Germlln Mystics were called "German Theologians." Anticip~tting the reproach of thus identifying himself
with Eckart and Tauler, Luther said, "We shall be called
~rman Theologians" and he answers, " Well, German Theologians kt us be."
Of all the German Mystics, Dr. Ullmann considers Eckart
alone to be a decided Pantheist. He classes 311 the others as
Theists, except the author of the Theologia Germanica. Of
this book, he says that it contains the elements of Pantheism, yet
a Pantheism not of speculation, but of the deepest and the
purest piety. He had difficulty, as others before him, in drawing the lines of distinction. This book which, before the Reformation, had great influence among the Catholics of Germany,
has since been placed in the index of books forbidden; but among
the Lutherans it is still in high esteem.*
• Sebastian Frank. a C'lntemporary of J,uthcr systematized the speculatio111
of Eckart and Tauler, and red need them to definite forms of logic. "Starting,"
says Mr. V1mghan, "with the <loctrine of the Theologia Gen~~anica, that
God is the s~bstance of all things, be pushes it to the verge of a dreary Pantheism, and even beyond that uncertain frontier." In his system the univene
passes through the process of a divine life. l<'irst there is the divine substance,
or abstract unity, which prodn~ all existence. '!'his substance appearing aa
an opposite to itself, becomes subject and object.
This opposition 1a abi'Orbed
in the consciousness of m11n when he is restored to the Supn>me Unity, and is
rendered divine. The fall of man is a fall from the llivinity within him, a
fall from that reason which is the Holy Ghost ; that reason in which the Divine
Being is supposed first to aeqwre will and self-consciousness. Christ is the
Divine element in man. The work of the historical Christ ia to make 111 con.00118 of the ideal and inward, and we thn11 arrive at the conseioUIDess of that
ftmdamental dirinene111 in 111 which knows and is one with the Supreme b7
~ofnature.

a a
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Luther retained much of the spirit of the German Mystics,
but neither he nor his immediate followers seem to havo
adopted their theology. The mystical suecession was broken
in Germany for more than a century. It was then taken
up by Jacob Bohme, the philosophical shoemaker of Garlitz.
Bobme was a. member of the Lutheran church, tlle authorities
of which treated him as the Catholic church did Eckart and
Tauler. Bohme's meaning is often obscure. He had not the
learning of the pre-Reformation Mystics, but what he wants in
learning he amply makes up for in originality.
We can either, he says, begin at man and reason up to God,
or we can begin at God and reason down to man ; the conclusion
either way will be the same. Tl) know ourselves is to know
God, for we are a similitude of the Deity-a living im11ge of the
eternal divine nature. That which is in the triune God is
manifested in nature, and creation; and of this entire nature and
creation, man is the epitome.
Beginning with the consideration of the Infinite Being, we
can contemplate Him as He is in Himself ; as He is in His
Word or eternal nature ; and as He is in the visible creation, " the
out-spokenorvisibleword." In Himself, God is an eternal Unity;
a.n eternal Nothing; an Abyss without time or space. He needs no
habitation, for He is without and within the world equally alike;
deeper than thought; higher than imagination; no numbers can
express His greatness, for He is endless and infinite. He manift>St<J Himseff in His word, eternal nature-the All of the
universe. He fills all things, and is in all things. "The
Being of God is like a wheel in which many wheels ore made
one in another, upwards, downwards, crossways, and yet continually all of them tum together." The whole of nature; heaven,
earth and above the heavens is the body of God. The powt:rs of
the stars are the fountain veins in this natural body, which is the
world or unh·erse.
The process of the Divine going forth from nothing to something is on this wise. In the abyssal Nothin~ there is an eternol
Will, which is the Father; and an apprehending mind, which
is the Son. From the will and mind there is a proce.sion which
is the· Spirit. The Father eternally generates the &n. The
Son is the wisdom in which all things are formed. The Spirit expresses the egress of the will and mind; " standing continually
In the ftaah wherein life is generated." This triune Being is
;yet but one essence, which is the Essence of all essences. It ie
enough to name Him God, but with the very conception or God
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there is introduced that of eternal nature. Of this nature God
is the root and the ground; but He is not before it, for it is
eo-eternal with Him. The exten1al world is the out-birth of
this nature. In the one are all the principles that are found
in the other. But though eternal nature is divine, for
into it God enters as He is in Himself an eternal Good, yet the
external world cannot be so unreservedly called divine, for into
it He enters both as wrath and love. God is in all things as
the sap in the green and flourishing tree. He lives in the stars
and the elements of nature. He is present in the meanest of
insects, and the tiniest of herbs. By_His wisdom, and of His
essence is all creation made. In the stillness of the evening
twilight we may feel the presence of the Holy Spirit, in whose
kingdom all c1-eatures rejoice to live. If our eyes are purified
we may see God everywhere. He is in us, and we are in Him,
and if our lives are holy we may know ourselves to be God. All
lies in man, he is the living book of God and all things.
These doctrines are repeated in Bohme's writings times with·
out number, and with so many modifications, and further developments, as to make it difficult to set them forth definitely as
constitutin!! an harmonious system. 1'be root idea seems to be
a dualism, like what is found among the Gnostics, but with this
difference, t.hat Bohme receives no principle as independent of
the being of God, but posits a duality of principlea in the very
essence of God.
In this essence is an opposition of darkness and light, fierce·
ness and tenderness, and from this proceeds a:U opposition in
the life of nature and of spirit, and even the opposition of good
and evil. There is a duality of principles of which the first
which is dark, fierce, and astringent, is not God in His highest
Being; yet it is God, or at least it belongs to the essence of
God. " Since man knows that be is twofold, possessing both
good and evil, then is it . highly necessary to him that he
know himself; how be was created ; whence his good and evil
impulses ; what is good and evil and on what they depend ; what
is the origin of al!·good nnd of all evil, how or when evil came
into the devil, or men, and all creatures; if the devil was a holy
angel, and man too was created good, why such mise? is found
in all creatures, and why every one is biting, beatmg, push·
ing, and crushing each other, and there is such opposition not
only in living things but in stones, clements, earth, metals, wood,.
leaves, and grasses: in all is poison and wickedness, and it must
be so, otherwiJe there would be neither life, nor movement, nor
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color, nor virtue, nor thickness, nor thinness, nor perception of any
kind, but all would be a nothing. In such a hiv;h consideration
we find that all such comes from and out of God, and that it is
of His substance, and evil belongs to formation and movement, and good to love, and the severe or counter-willing to JOY.''
T}lis opposition which Bohme found in all nature, he was compelled to carry up to God ; for following the analogy he had laid
down, what he saw in the creature he must posit in the Abyssal
Deity. Though God, in the first conception, is a simple Unity in
whom difference is not supposed to exist; yet when we enquire
into the origin of love and anger, we find that they come from
the same fountain, and that they are the children of one parent.
We cannot say that the dark, fiery, astringent principle is in
Qod any more than earth, air, or wakr, and yet these have all ·
come from God. Sorrow, death, and hell, cannot be ill God, and
y~t ~bey have their origin in the divine Nothing. The enquiry
must be into the cause of the evil not only in creatures but in
the divine Essence, for in the root or original all is one. All
comes from the essence of God considered in His threefold nature.
God in the first principle is notproperlyGod, but wrath and terror,
the origin of bitterness and evil. Though this is not God it is
yet the innermost first fountain which is in God the Father, according to which He calls Himself an angry and a jealous God.
This fountain is the first principle and in it the world has its
origin. It is the principle of severity and anger, resembling a
brimstone-spirit, and constituting "the abps of hell, in which
Prince Lucifer remained after the extinction of his light.'' This
~ark principle is not God, yet it is the essence out of which God's
l~~ht and heart are eternally produced. In it is the eternal
mmd which generates the eternal will, and the eternal will
generates the eternal heart of God, and the heart generates the light, and the light the power, and the power the
Spirit, and that is the Almighty God, who is in an unchangeable
Will. The Godhead is thus :-God the Father, and the
light makes the will-longing power, which is God the Son. since
in the power the light is eternally generated; and in the light out
of the power proceeds the Holy Spirit, which a.ga.in in the dark
mind generates the will of the eternal Being. " See now,
dear soul,'' says Bob me, " this is the Godhead and contains in
i.teelf the · second or middle principle, therefore God is alone
good ; He is love, light and power. Consider now that there
~o~ld not have been in God such eternal wisdom and knowledge
:had not ~e min~ stood in the darkness."
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Such is the eternal birth of the divine Essence. By this, God
Himself realizes the eternal idea of His Being. The moments
of the eternal birth are differently set forth in Bohme's writingR.
according as the Divine Being is considered in Himself, or in
His relation to Satan, the world, or man. Again, in the first relation, there are different points of view under which we may
r~ the eternal birth of the Deity.
The life process in God constitutes a Trinity, which is the
eternal and necessary birth of QQd, who produces Himself, and
without this life-process could not be thought of as a living QQd.
Bohme says, " When we speak of the Holy Ternary we
must first say there is one QQd-He who is called the Father and
Creator of all things, who is therefore Almighty, and all in all.
All is His. All has originated in Him, and from Him, and remains eternally in Him. Then we say He is threefold in persons and ha, from all eternity generated His Son, who is Hia
heart, light, and love, so that the Father and the Son are not
two beings, but only one. Then we say from the Holy Scriptures, that there is a Spirit who proceeds from the Father and
tho Son, and is one essence in the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost. "See then," says Bohme, "since the Father is
the most original Essence of all essences, if the other principle
did not appear and go forth in the birth of the Son, then the
Father would be a dark valley. You see now that the Son, who
is the heart, life, light, beauty, and gentle beneficence of the
Father, discloses in His birth another .principle, and reconciles
the angry terrible Father, and makes Him loving and merciful,
and is another person than the Father, since in His centre is nothing but pure joy, love, and delight. You may now see how the
Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son. When the
heart or light of QQd is begotten in the Father, there arises in
the kindling of light, in the fifth form, out of the water-fountain
or gentleness, in light, a very loving, pleasant, and agreeable spirit,
that is the spirit which in the original was the bitter sting in the
astringent mother, and which now makes in the waterfountainmany
thousand, yea innumerable centres. You may now understand
that the birth of the Son is originated in the fire, and He receives His ~rsonality and name in the kindling of the soft,
white, and clear light which is Himself, and which makes the
sweet odor, savor and gentle beneficence in the Father, and
is most truly the heart of the Father, and is yet another
person, since it bears and unfolds the other principle in the
Father, and is His being, form, and light, therefore is it rightly
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called the power of God. The Holy Spirit was not known
in the original of the Father }>(fore the light but \\hen the soft
fountain rises to the light, then it issues forth as a strong Almighty
Spirit, with great joy, out of the water-fountain and light, and
is the power of the water-fountain and light. It now makes
forms and figures, and is the centre in all essences where the
light of life originates in the light of the Son, or heart of the
Father. The Holy Ghost is therefore culled a separate person,
because it goes forth as the living power of the Father, and the
Son, and confirms the eternal birth of the Trinity." Tflc Holl
Spirit is in the m3Difold what the Son is in the Unity. It 1s
the creative power of God; the formative principle whbh
moves the power of the Father and unfolds the immeusUI'Ilble
and innumerable centru in the birth of the heart of God .
.AJJ the Ternary of the Divine Nature may be reduced to
a unity or a duality, so may it be inc~ to a Septe011ry of
powers or principles-the ground relationship remaining the
88me. God the Father is all power, He is the well-spring of
all-" in Him is light and darkness, air and water, heat and
cold, bard and soft, thick and thin, sound and tone, sweet and
sour, astringent and bitter." The prop,?,rties or fountain spirits in
God, are divided into seven kinds. i'he first is the astringent;
a property of seed or concealed essence, a sharpness, contracting
or penetrating of the sharp and bitter nitre, which produces the
beat and the cold, when it is kindled it produces the salt-like
sharpness. The other property, or spirit of God, in the divino
nitre or in the Divine Power, is the sweet property which works
in the astringent and softens it so that it becomes entirely loving
and soft. It is then a conquering of the astringent; the fountain of the mercy of God, which overcomes wrath. The third
property is the bitter: a penetrating aud compressing of the
sweet and astringent. The fourth is the heat: it is the proper
beginning of life, and also the right spirit of life, it kindles all the
properties, for when the heat works in the sweet moisture it produces the light in all qualities so that everyone sees the other ;
therein arise sense and thought, in this light arises the flash of life.
The fifth propert7 is the blessed, friendly, and joyful love.
When the heat ar1ses in the sweet property and kindles the sweet
fountain, then arises the friendly love-light-fire in the sweet
property, and kindles the bitter and the astringent, and eats and
<trinks them with sweet love-juice, and refreshes them, and
makes them loving and friendly, and then when the sweet
light love-power comes to them that. they taste of it, and receive
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lite, then is a friendly meeting and triumphing, a friendly
ealnting, and a great love ; yea a friendly and blessed kissing
and tasting-then the bridegroom kisses his bride. The sixth
fountain spirit in the Divine Power is the sound and tone which
everything bas, whence arises speech, and the difference of all
things, with the music and songs of tho holy angels, and herein
too stands the forruin~ of all colors and beauty, and also tho
heavenly kingdom of JOJ. The seventh spirit of God is the
body, which is produced out of the other six spirits. In it are
all heavenly figures, in it everything is formed and imaged, and
in it arises all beauty and gladness. This is the right spirit of
nature; yea nature itself, in which all creatures in heaven and
earth are formed, yea he~ven itself, and in this spirit consists
all natur1'lness in the entire of God. But for this spirit there
would neither be angel nor man, and God would be an unsearchable Being, who existed only in unsearchable power. All these
seven spirits live and move in each other. They are all
together God. Since there is no one spirit outside of another, but
all the st:ven produce each other, so the one is not without the
other. But the light is another person since it is continually
generatt,d out of the seven spirits, and the seven spirits continu,,Uy arise in the light, and the powers of these seven spirits
procee•l continually in the glare of the light into the seventh
Dl\tare·spirit, and in it they fashion and form all things, and
this proceiSion into t!tc light is the Holy Spirit.
The first r.,ur of these fountain spirits or properties, expl'888
tho being of God the Father. The fifth, that of the &n, which
b light, anrl this light is the heart of the seven spirits. The two
last which give the spirih their definite and concrete form, represent the being of the Holy Ghost. Out of the seventh fountain spirit, which is nature, or holy heaven, God created the
angels. Thro'!3h the rising of the seven spirits, the light
in them, the Holy Spirit which proceeded from them was
moved, and they beeame creatures, so that every angel has the
power of all the seven spirits; but in each, one property predominates. Bat here again the prevailing ground-form is the triad
of the divine essence, and that in a manifold sense. Every angel
is created as the ttntire Godhead-as a little God-because God
created the angels out of Himself, and He is everywhere the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Gh.o$t. There is no difference
· between the spirits of God and the angel~ but onJy
this that the angels are creatures, and their corporeal essence
bat a beginning, bat their power wherein they were created,
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is Godl Himself. Now the same triad whieti is the essence
of every individual angel is found also in the three angelical kingdoms. God created these angel princes, each of
which is the Lord of an angelic host, and is united to the Creator
as a soul is to a body. The first ts Michael, who is called the
strength of God. He bears this name beeanse he is formed out
of the seven spirits, and stands in the place of God the Father.
The second is he who is now called Lucifer, because he was
expelled from the light of God. As Michael was created after
the image of God the Father, so Lucifer was created after the
beautiful image of God the Son ; and, as a dear son, was united
in love to Him. His heart stood in the centre of light, as if it
had been God Himself, and his beauty was resplendent over all,
for he was the son of the Son of God, and even as God the
Father was united in great love to God the Son so also was
Lucifer united to Michael as one heart or one God, for the
well-spring of the Son of God had reached to the heart of
Lucifer. The third angelical king is called Uriel, from the light,
lightning, or outgoing of the light. He is created in the image
of the Holy Ghost, and is :the Holy Ghost. These are the three
princes of God in heaven. ''Since now the flash of .life, that is
the Son of God, arises in the middle circle among the fountain
spirits of God, and shows itself triumphing, and the Holy Spirit
raises itself triumphing over it, so also arises to this elevation
in the hearts of the three kings the Holy Trinitl, and thus all the
heavenly hosts are triumphant and full of joy.'
Bohme has to struggle with the same difficulty that beset
all other philosophers who have tried to resolve the all of being
into one. There is obviously the perfect and the imperfect; the
infinite and the finite. A way of uniting these opposites must
be found-some device must be formed which, while admitting
the existence of the imperfect and the finite, will/et eliminate
all imperfection and finitude from the perfect an the infinite.
BOhme essays the solution of the problem in two ways. At
one time by the idea of a fall. At another time by the supposition of a duality of principles. In the one ease be follows
the Scriptures, in the othtr he approaches Manichreism, with
this difference that the Manichees placed one principle outside
of God, but Bohme posits both in the Divine Essence; and yet
he contends that, though evil has this origin, God is not its
author. As to the fall, it began with Lucifer, whose kingdom
was originally created " in the royal, lovely and heavenly
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nitre* of the divine properties.'' Lueiferwas the most beautiful
prince in heaven, adorned and clothed with the most resplendent
beauty of the Son of God. Why he fell rather than the others .
Dohme scarcely knows. Indeed he carries back into the very creation of Luciferthenecessityof a fall, for those attributes with whieh
Lucifer was endGwed seem to have been his only potentially.
He would have possessed them, had he with the other spirits
taken his direction to the heart of God. It was intended that
the seven spirits in an angel should be as God was, but the
fountain spirits in Lucifer seeing that they sat supreme, moved
the astringent and produced a fiery spirit which rose up in the heart
like a proud virgin. By thus acting contrary to the law of
nature, and otherwise than God their Father, there was a
fountain against the entire Godhead. They kindled the nitre
of the body, and then was produced a sou, entirely nnlike the
son or Leart of God such as the fountain spirits would have brought
forth had they not stirred the astringent. "He," saysBohme,speaking of Lucifer," was created like the other angels, out of eternal
nature, out of the eternal indissoluble bond and has stood in Paradise. He has also feltandseen the birth of the Holy Godhead, the
birth of the second principle, the heart of God, and the confirmation of the Holy Spirit. His nourishment would also have been
from the word of God, and he would have remained an angel.
But because he saw that he was a prince, standing in the highest
principle, he despised the birth of the Son of God and His
gentle loving qu11ities, and determined to be a very powerful
and terrible lord in the first principle, and as he wished to
qualify himself in the five powers, and despised the gentle disposition of the heart of God, he could not be nourished by the
word of God, and his light was extinguished. He lost God and
the kingdom of Heaven, and all the delights and joys of Paradise, and remained in the dark valley of the eternal original,
always shut up in the first principle as in eternal death. He
raises himself oor..tinually trying to reach the heart of God and
rule over it.''
Lucifer first kindled the fiery principle in God whereby He
became an angry and a jealous God ; that is, first showed His
wrath, which is in reality His righteousness. And this fire
which burns in God is manifest in nature too, for the whole of
nature is set on fire by Lucifer. He could not enter into the
• The nitre, .al nilnml, &litter or ll&ltpetre la one or BOhme's .Alchemieom)"l&ical marks of the di'rine BlleDce.
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two births, that of the Son and that of the Holy Ghost, but
heremaincdinthe birth of God,and was cast out with airand fire
into the outermost nature wherein he had kindled the fire-anger.
1'his nature indeed is the body of God, in which the Godhead
produced itself; but the devil could not touch the gentle birth
of the Son of God, which rises in the light. As God finished the
creation of this world after the fall of Lucifer, so was everything created out of the nitre wherein Lucifer was placed, and
this fire-anger of God is still in tho body of tho god of this
world, and will be till the end.
The dualism or opposition of principles is between Lucifer
and God the Son; but in the deeper ground of the Deity this
dualism vanishes. It is in the Son that God is first truly God.
but that same separation of powe~ and principles in virtue of
which God manifests Himself as Father and Son, also gives
beingto Lucifer,andthesnmeprinciplewhich inunitywith the Son
is the Father, in its .for-its-self-being, in its full antithesis to the
Son, is Lucifer. But this antithesis or difference which in
Lucifer comes to its full development, is one which again is entirely
removed. Therefore, into the place of fallen Lucifer, the eternal only-begotten Son has directly entered. On the kingly
chair of expelled Lucifer now sits our King. The kingdom of
Lucifer has become the kingdom of Christ.
In hi11 interpretation of Scripture Bohme is more mystical
than all the Mystics. With the revelation within, he made
all external revelation to agree. God, he says, made all things
out of His own essence, because there was no other es~ence from
which they could be made. The Spirit of God indeed moved
npon the water in forming the world, but this is the Spirit's
eternal work. In the birth of the Son of God, it moveth upon
the water, for it is the power and outpouring of the Father out
of the water and light of God. Man is made in the im&orre of
the Trinity. Like the Fathrr, he bas mind; like the Son, he
bas light in that mind ; like the HolT Ghost, he has "a spirit
which goes out from all the pmvers.'
His fall was a necessary
~vent, for in Adam were contending principles under the dominion of the more hurtful of which he could not but fall. Like
the angels, he was created with a spiritual body, and would have
multiplied his kind &II they do. Hut he fell, and then Eve was
created, that his posterity might be continued, as they now are.
This may not accord with the letter of the Scripture narrative,
according to which Eve sinned first and then Adam ; but that
is onfy a mystical representation, of which the sense is, that
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.Adam sinned by desire. He fell into a doop sleep, the death of
his soul. When he awoke he f'ound Eve. They both knew that
they were naked-the sensual bad eclipserl the spiritual, and
they were ashamed of their material bodies. •
• Bohme'a representatiotlll of the Trinitv are not alwave vcrballv ton~nt,
and this ie one of the thiags which make hlm difficult to· be undmtood. The
following passage from the book on the TArn PriJtciplu seems a definite ex~ion of his conreption of God, though in eome pomts it does not 8gM! with
what is quoted in the text-" The sevea spirits are God the Father, the life of
the seTen spirits ia the ligAt 'Khich subAiFts in the centre of the seven spirits,
and is generated b) them 1 this light ia the Son, flash, stock. pith, or heart of
the seYen spirits. The splendor, or glance in all the powers which fi:OeS forth
from the Father and the Son, and fonns or image~~ all in the seventh nature
apirit ; thia ie the Holy Ghoet. Thna, 0 blind Jew, Turk, and Heathen, thou
sees& that there are three persona in the DeiCT, thon can at not deny it, for thon
liYcst, and urt. and haat thY being in the three pcreons, and thou hast thy life
from them, and in the power of thceo three pcreons thou art to rile from the
dead at the lnPt day, and liTe etff!lally.
The following exposition of BOhme Is fTom hie commentator Freher. It ia
taken from Mr. Walton's Meneoritd of Willia111 Law :-" After the three first
properties, called by BObme the trian!f!e in nature, and rl'ferrin~ distinctly to
Father, Son, and Spirit, in the generation of the fourth, which 111 the fire, the
first Abyual Wi111a opened aa an eternal nothing, consuming, melting down,
turning, an<.! transmutlug, in one sense, into nothing, but in another into eomething better and more noble,llll what hy the three first properties in their fighting and whirling waa made np. And this is the Father, whom the Scripture
eleo eallcth a consuming fire. .If thm thi11 first abyssal will is G:Jd, via. the
Father, considered aa in Himself only •ithout all nature, this same aby-1 wiD.
DOW opened in the generation of this formh fonn, ia God ;,. JtiJtwe.
" From this firat manife11tation which is Ilia :Fiftfrer's ill the ftrc, tile eeeond.
vis. the Son's in the light. is all inseparable. And llfl 11 aleo f'rem thceo two thct
thin!, which ia the Spint'tJ, called or compared. u in t&e Scriptnrl', eo by
BOhme aleo, to a wind or air, not only proceeding forth from fire and light, but
aleo keeping them both in union, aecordmg to that outward n'prl'leDtation there·
of in temporal nature, wherein we see, that without air proceeding fTom [anct
with) the fire, no fire CM bum and ~nently no light can ahine."
)lr, Walton gives the following exposition:-" WAat il tlte ~il>1U of ..411
t/airtg• fDMre there u JtO creatrtre, viz. tM Abyual No-tlliJtg r
"Aut11er. (1.) It is a habitation of God's Unity, for the opening, or thct
IIOIDething of the nothing, ia God himselt: The opening ia the U ,;ty, via. an
eternal life and deairinlf, a IIIUC veUeitg or fDill, which yet hath nothing that it
can desire, but itselt: Therefore ia the will a mere deairona Jove-longing delight, viz. an exit of itself to its perceptibility or inventibility.
"(2.) This
is fint, the eternal FatMr of the bysa or ground; and
secondly, the percq~tibility of til• love ia the eternal Sola. which the will in itself
generateth to a perceptible Jove-power; and thirdly. the exit of the deairona
perceptible Lon ia the Spirit of the DiTine life.
"(3.) And thia is the eternal Unity, or threefold, nnmeanrable, aheginmng Life, which standeth in mere deairinr ; in eonr:eiTing, eompnheadbag and finding of itself, and in an eteraal exit of itsell.
·
" ( 4.) ADd that which is gone forth fTom the Win, from' the Love. &Del frolll
the Life, the 1&1118 ia the Wildoa of God, viz. the Divine orilioa, eoatempJabiiUr• ad joy of the Unity of God, where tM Wft
illlelf"

.,;a

iato JIOW"'"> OoJcD. ....... GHl mt.l."
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.ANGELUS SILESIUB.

The poems of Angelus Silesius published in the seventeenth
century were the last manifestation of the mystical German
Theology, excepting, of course, the Transcendentalists, who shall
be mentioned in a subsequent chapter. Silesius was long confounded with John Scheffter, who is said to have been a follower
of Jacob Bohme, but who was at last a priest of the Catholic
Church. It is now considered as proved that they were two
different persons. The following verses will be sufficient to show
the character of the theology of Silesius : "God never yet bas been, nor will He ever be;
Bot yet before the world, and after it, is He.
What God is no one knows, nor sprite nor light is He,
Nor bappine!!8, nor one, nor even Divinity,
Nor mind, love, goodness, will. nor intellect far seeing,
Nor thing. nor nought, nor soul, nor yet e88Cntial being,
He is what I and thou, may vainly strive to learn,
Until to Gods like Him, we worldly creatures turn."
"God in my nature is involved, as I in the Divine,
I help to make His being up, as much as He doea mine•
.As much as I to God, owes God to me,
His blissfulne!!8 and self-suftleiency.
I am as rich as God, no grain of dust
That is not mine too-share with me He must.
I am as great as God, and He as small as I ;
He CIIDnot me surpass, or I beneath Him lie.''
" God cannot without me endure a moment's space ;
Were I to be de~~troyed He must give up the Ghost,
Naught seemeth high to me, I am tbe highest thing,
Beeanae even God Himself is poor deprived of me.''
" While au~ht thou art, or know'st, or lov'at, or hast,
Nor yet beheve me is thy burden gone.
Who is as though he were not, ne'er had been ;
That man ob joy I is made God absolute,
Self is anrpaued by self annihilationThe nearer nothing, so much more divine.
Rise abon time and apace, and thou can'st be,
.At any moment in eternity."
"Eternity and time, time and eternity,
.Are in themselves alike, the difference is in thee ;
'Tis thou thyself tak'st time, the clock-work is thy sense,
If thon but dropp'st the spring the time will vanish hence 1
Yon think the world will fade, the world will not dec:ay,
'The darkness of the world alone is swept away.''
.. I bear God's image, would He see liimse1f;
He only can in me, or such u L"
"' I see in God, botil God and man,
He man and God in me ;
I quench His thint, and He, in tUm,
Helpa my neceeaity."•
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I'RBNCB KYSTICI.

FRENCH MYsTics.-The chief Mystics of France are Fenelon
which we shall not have an opportnnity of mentioning in the text. One is
John Tolnnd's Pantlaeuticon. Toland was a man of great reading and great
intellectaal powel'8, but deficient in the ordinary wisdom of the world. The
pablication of this book was simply a freak of his erratic geaill8. It meant nothing except perhaps to confonnd and horrify the advocates of Christianity, who
looked upon Toland as an nnbeli'lver of the wol'8t kind. In the introduction
he quoted Tlaonuu Aquiruu as saying that " they did not contradict the Mosaic
account of creation, who taught that God was the eternal cause of the etenaal
world, and that all things frotr. all eternity flowed from God without a medium,"
and S. Jerome as saving that "God is interfused and drcumfoscd both within
and without the world." "The seeds of all thinW!," Toland says," begun from
an eternal time, are compoeed out of the fil'8t bod1ea, or most simple principles,
the four c>mnnnly received elements being neither simple nor saftlcient, for in
au infinity all things are infinite, nay even eternal, as nothing coold be made
ont of nothin!f. To illustrate this, the seed of a tree is not a tree in mere potentiality as Aristotle would •1• but a real tree, in which are all the integrant
parts of a tree, though so mJDute as not to be perceiYed bT the senses without
microsce>pM, and ne>t even then but in a very few things.' The Socratic Society, which indulged in these deep specnlations is represented as singing in
alternate parts, after the convivial fashion of a Masonic Lodge, some verses of
which the f'>llowing are a specimen:" Pre•idtnt.-Keep oft" the profane vulgar.
Re•po11de'1118.-The coast 11 clear, the door is lhnt. All saf'e I
P.-AU things in the world are one,
And one is all in all things.
R.-What is all in all things, is God;
Eternal and immenseNeither begotten nor ever to perish.
P .-In Him we live, we move, and have our being.
R.-Fvery thing bas sprung from Him, and shall be rennited to Him,
He Himself being the beginning and end of all things.
P.-Let us sing a hymn
Upon the nature oftbe universe.
" P. t R.-Whatever this is it animates all things,
Forms, nourishes, increases, creates,
Buries, and takes into itself all things,
A.nd of all things i1 itself the Parent
From whom all things that receive a beiJ1e.
Into the same are anew resolved."
Sometimes they sing this hymn" All things within the verge of mortal laws
Are changed, all climates in reYolving yean
Know not themselves, nations change their facel,
Bot the world is safe, and preserves its all,
Neither increased by time, nor worn by age 1
Its motion is not instantaneous.
It fatiaues not its coarse, always the aame
It bas been and eball be, our fathers saw
No alteration, neither shall posterity,
It is God immutable for ever."
Toland professed to refute the blaspbemiel or Spiuou I He 'also tnWiatecl
int.o English Giordano Brnno'e ~ tM/4 ButUt. triotifate, but the tnaelatiou was as destitute
IDe8lliag as the oriKinal. The other book ia ~
:Poe's B.,.da, in which thuntborderivee all things !rom m origiual nnUy. It
ia called a proH ,_,., blat i& bu • 11M mw eitlaer or Poe'• pro11 or Jail

or
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RNBLON .AND IUDAKB GUYON.

the Archbishop of Cambray, and Madame Guyon. They
were accused by Bossuet of teaching doctrines that led to l'an·
theism. The inference may have been correct, but Fenelon
and Madame Guyon would have recoiled not only from the bold
apeculations of Erigena and Eckart, but even from the more
modified doctrines of the other German Mystics. Their mysti·
cism was practical rather than speculative. They were more
anxious to be able •to love God than to explain His essence.
But like all great religious souls when they did speak of God
their language overflowed the bounds of the prescribed thoo·
logy, and wandered into a kind of religions Pantheism. "What
do I see in all nature," cried Fenelon, "God-God- is everything, and God alone.'' Fenelon may have paused to explain
what he meant; so did Erigena and Eckart; and eo did even
Spinoza ; but the explanation was either at war with the original
statement, or it went to establish it. If the lormer, there was a
manifest contradiction, if the latter Pantheism was openly
espousecl.
From Madame Guyon's writings a few smilar sentences might
be gleaned, but they arc not numerous, and they never express
mor~ than that ineffable union of the soul with the Deity, which
in some wny or other is the hope of every Christian. Her deep
piety. and the warmth and earnestness of her spirit may havo
led to the use of language which reminds us of Brahmnnical
absorption ; but we may plead for her, as Dr. Ullmann did for
some of the Germans, that the union of which ehe !!poke wu
not one of essence, but only moral or religious. In this verse,
from one of her hymns, we have an instance of this language,
and with it a guide to the meaning
"I Jo.-e the Lord- but with 110 lnve·o£ mine,
For I hue n011e to give;
I loTe the Lord-hut with a love divine,
For by thy Jon I lin.
I am u nothing, and nojoice to be
Erytitd and !Mt, and ADaUotDtd up in Thee !"

Again, in describing the mode of the soul's union with God,
abe says, "The soul passing out of self, by dying to itself necesS&l'ily paaaes into ita Divine Object. This is the law of ita
transition. When it passes out of self, which is limited,
and therefore is not GOd, and consequently evil, it necessaril;r
paaaes into the unlimited and uncreated, which is God,
therefore the Rue and good.*"

ana
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WILLIAM LAW.

ENGLISH MYSTics.-The mystical spirit has not been fruitful
in England. The writings of Jacob Bohme were translated into
English in the time of the Puritans by some zealous disciples,
but his followers in this country do not appear ever to have been
numerous. In the middle of the last century he found an
eloquent expounder of his doctrines in William Law, a non·
juring clergyman of the Church of England. Bishop W &r·
burton charged Law with teaching Spinozism, to which his only
answer was that" Spinoza made God mattw, and that it surely
oould not be supposed that he could be capable of any belief so
absurd." Law did not understand Spinoza, but he made no
secret of his agreement with Jacob BOhme.
Perhaps the best text for an exposition of Law's Theolo~, is
the following passage, " Everything that is in being, is either
God, or nature, or creature ; and everything that is not God is
only a manifestation of God ; for as there is nothing, neither
nature nor creature, but what must have its being in and from
God, so everything is and must be according to its nature more
or less a manifestation· of God. Everything, therefore by its
form and condition speaks 10 much of God, and God in everything speak. and manifests so much of Himself. Properly a.nd
strictly speaking nothing can begin to be. The beg~uning of
everything is nothing more than its beginning to be in a new
state." Whatever separation may be afterwards made between
God and the creature, we see in this passage in what sense they
are one. All things live, and move, and have their being in God.
This is true of devils, aa well as of angels, and of all beings in
the ranks betweeD devi!s and angels. 'l'he happiness or misery
of every creature is regulated by its state and manner of existence in God. He is all in all. We have nothing 1eparately or
at a distance from Him, but everything in Him. Whatever
He gives us is something of Himself, and thus we become mol"6
and more partakers of the Divine nature.
Man was created with an angelic nature. It was intended
that he should be the restoring angel who was to bring back all
things to their first state as they were before the fall of Lucifer.
He was placed in this world which had formerly been the place
of the fallen angels. He was in a paradise which covered that
earth which is now revealed by sin. He was to keep that paradise, but after his fall he was sentenced to till the ground which
now appears, for this world and all that we see in it are but the
invisible things of a fallen world made visible in a new and lower
ltate of existence. The first creation which was perfec~ spiritual,
0
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THB SEA OF GLASS.

anti angelical, is represented by the sea of glass which S. John
sa.w before the throne of God. 'l'hu.t sea is the heavenly
materiality out of which were forrued the bodies of the angels,
and the angelical Adam. In this sea of glass all the properties
and powers of nature moved and worked in the unity and purity
of the one will of God. Perpetual scenes of light and glory and
beauty were rising and changing through all the height and
depth of this sea of glass, at the will and pleasure of the angels
who once inhabited the region which is now this earth. But
these angels rebelled, and by their rebellion this sea of glass was
broken to pieces and became a black lake ; a horrible chaos of
fire and wrath ; a depth of the confused, divided, and fighting
properties of nature. The revolt of the angels brought forth
that disordered chaos, and that matter of which this earth is now
composed. Stones and rocks, fire and water, with all the vegetables and animals that arise from the contending and comingling of the elements came into existence through the
rebellion of the angels. They exist only in time; they .are unknown ineternity. The angelical worldorseaof glass had indeed
its fruits and flowers, which were more real than those which
grow in time, but as different from the grossness of the fruits
of this world as the heavenly body of an angel is different from the
gross body of an earthly animal. It was the mirror of beautiful
figures and ideal forms, which continually manifested the wonders
of the Divine nature, and ministered to the joy of the angels.
Adam was created with dominion over the fallen world and
all the creatures whose existence was mortal, but he himself was
immortal and possessed of a heavenly body. He was placed in
paradise till he should bring forth a numerous offspring fitted to
inhabit the world that had been lost to the angels. The sea of
glass was to be restored. The sun, and stars, the earth, and all
the elements were to be ~urified by fire, and when all that was
gross and dead was purged away, the sons of Adam were to in·
habit the renewed earth and sing hallelujahs to all eternity.
Adam with the body and soul of an angel in an outward body,
was thus placed in paradise. He was put on his trial not by the
mere will of God, nor by experiment, but by the necessity of his
nature. He was free to choose either the angelic life, in which he
could have used his outward body as a means of opening up the
wonders of the outward world; or to turn his desire to the opening
of the bestial life of the outward world in himseif, so as to know
the good and evil that were in it. He chose the latter. The
moment the bestial life was opened withiQ him he di~
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ALL THINGS OF GOD.

spiritually. IIis angelic body and spirit were extinguished, but
his soul being an immortal fire became a poor slave in prison of
bestial flesh and blood.
When Adam had thus fallen it was not good for him to be
alone, so God divided the first perfect hum~ nature into two
parts. Eve was created, or rather taken out of Adam. She
Jed him further astray by eating of the forbidden fruit, and persuading him also to eat of it. He saw that be was naked; that
he was an animal of gross flc:~b and blood, and he was ashamCii
of his bestial body. That man was created at first male and
female in one person, and that his offspring was to be continued
after the manner of his own birth from God, Law endeavours
to prove not only from the record in Gt>nesis, but from the words
of our Lord to the Sadducees that " in the resurrection they
neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels in
heaven,'' or as S. Luke has it, " they are equal to the angels of
God," which is supposed to mean that the state of angelic being,
which Adam had before he sinned, will be again restored to
humanity.
That the original substance of humanity was Divine is evident
from the record of creation, where it is said that God breathed
in to man ' the breath of lives,' and he became a living soul. That
soul did not come from the womb of nothing, but as a breath
from the mouth of God. What it is and what it has in itself is
from and out of the First and Highest of all beings. To this
record in Genesis S. Paul appeals where he wishes to show that
all things, all worlds, and all living creatures were not created
out of nothing. The woman, he says, was created out of the man,
but all things are out of God. Again, he says that there is to us
but one God, out of whom are all things. Crt"ation out of nothing is a fiction of modern theology, a fiction big with the
greatest absurdities. Every creature is a birth from something
else. Birth is the only procedure of nature. All nature is itself
a birth from God ; the first manifestation of the hidden inconceivable God. So far is it from being out of nothing, that it is
the manifestation of that in God which before was not manifest,
and as nature is the manifestation of God so are all creatures the
manifestation of the powers of nature. Those creatures that are
nearest to God are out of the highest powers of nature. The
spiritual materiality, or the element of heaven, produces the
bodies, or heavenly flesh and blood of the angels, just as the
elements of this world produce material flesh and blood. The
spiritual materiality of heaven, in the kingdom of the fallen
0
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TllB CDRIST WITniN.

angels, has gone through a variety of births or creations, till
some of it came down to the grossness of air and water, and the
hardness of rocks and stones.
A spark of the light and spirit of God is still in man. It has a
strong and natural tendency towards the eternal light from which
it came. This light is Christ in us. He is the woman's seed who
from the beginning has been_ bruising the serpent's head. He
did not begin to be a Saviour when He was born of Mary, for
He is the eternal Word that has ever been in the hearts of men ;
the light which lighteth everyman that cometh into the world.
He is our Emmanuel, the God witk t/.8 given unto Adam, and
through him to a.ll his offspring. To tum to the light and spirit
witltinus is the only true turning to God. The Saviour of the world
lies hid in man, for in the depth of the soul the Holy Trinity
brought forth its own living image in the first created man, who
was a living representation of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
Thu was the Kingdom of God within him, and this made paradise without him. At the fall, man lost this Deity within him,
but from the moment that God treasured up in Adam the
Bruiser of tke serpent, all the riches of the Divine nature C4Ulle
seminall;r back to him again, so that our own good spirit is the
very Sp1rit of God.
~'he Christ within us, is that Christ whom we crucify. Adam
and Eve were His first murderers. Eating of ,the earthly tree,
was the death of the Christ of God,-the divine life in the soul
of man. Christ would not have come into the world as the
second Adam had He not been the life and perfection of the
first Adam. God's delight in any creature is just as His well-beloved Son, the express image of His person, is found in that
creature. This is true of angels as well as of men, for the
angels need no redemption only because the life of Christ
dwells in them.
The :work of Christ is not to reeoncile or appease an angry
God. There is no wrath in God. He is an immutable will to all
~. The reconciliation is to turn man from the bestial life,
from nature which is without God. The effect of the fall of the
angels was to deprive nature of God, that is to say, angels and
fallen man turned to nature without God. Nature in itself is a
desire, a universal want, which must be filled with God who is
the Univwsal AU. In this desire is a will to have something
which it has not, and which it cannot seize. In the endeavour
,.fter what it seeks, it begets resistance. From these two properties arises a third which is called the ' wheel' or ' whirling
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NATURE WITHOUT GOD.

anguish of life.' These three great laws of matter and nature
are seen in the attraction, equal resistance, and orbicular
motion of the planets. Their existence as pointed out by Jacob
Bohme has smce been demonstrated by Sir Isaac Newton.
These three properties were never to have been seen or known
by any creature. Their denseness, and strife, and darkness were
brought forth by God, in union with the light, and glory, and
majesty of heaven, and only for this end, that God might be
manifested in them. Nor could they have been known, nor the
nature of any creature as it is in itself without God, had not
the rebel angels turned their desire backward to search and find
the original ground of life. This turning of their desire into the
origin of life was their turning from the light of God. They
discovered a new kind of substantiality; nature fallm Jrqm God.
'fo these three properties are added other four; fire; the form of
light and love ; sound or understanding; and the state of peace
and joy into which these are brought, which etate is called the
seventh property of nature. The fourth, fifth, and sixth, express the existence of the Deity in the first three properties of
nature. Bohme explains the first chapter of Genesis, as a
manifestation of the seven properties in tl.te creation of this
material temporal system ; the last of which properties is the
state of repose, the joyful Sabbath of the Deity. As Adam failed
to be the restoring angel it was necessary that God l!hould become man, " take a birth in fallen nature, be united to it and
become the life of it, or the natural man must of all necessity
be for ever and ever in the hell of his own hunger, anguish, contrariety, and self-torment; and all for this plain 1'8'\Son, because
nature is and can be nothing else but this varietjY of self-torment,
till the Deity is manifested and dwelling in it.'
From this doctrine followed of nec~ity the perpetual inspiration of the human race. God lives and works in man. It
is by His inspiration that we think those things that be good.
It is not confined to individuals, nor given only on special occasions. The true Word of God is not the sacred writings, but the
in-8p0lun living Word in the soul. The law was the schoolmaster to
bring us to Christ, and the New Testament is but another schoolmaster-a light, like that of prophecy, to which we are to give
heed until Christ the dawning of the day, or the day star,
arise in our hearts. The sons of wisdom in the heathen world,
were enlightened by the Spirit and W ora of God. Christ was
bom in them. They were the Apostles of the Obrist tuit!tin,
commissioned to call mankind from the pursuits o.£ flesh and blood
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INRPIRATION PERPETUAL AND UNIVERsAL.

to know themselves, the dignity of their nature, and the 1m·
mortality of their souls.*
• Dean Stanley, in his Lectures on the Eastern Church, baa expressed a wish
that some historian would arise" who would trace the history of Alexandrian
theology from ita first dawning among the Greek Fathers to ita influence on
John Wesley." Such a historian would have an interesting and hitherto notrodden field. His historf would be that of almost every manifestation of
earnest religion in the Christian world. Law took the form of his theology
from Bohme, but in substance it was Alexandrian. Wesley's theology wu
eclectic. It did not take the same form as Law's, but the really earnest part
of it he had in common with Law.

The authorities for the first part of this Chapter are Dr. Ulhluznn'a Refonura /nfore 1M &[ormntiota ; Vauglan'• Hovra tDitla the My.tica ; Tavler'a
Serm0118 and the Tlieoll_!p_ia Germanica, bot/a traulated i11to Er~qluh by S118a1Ulala
Winkwortla ; Schratkr a Ar~gelVA Siluius und seine Myatill ; and Upham'• Life
of Madame Guyon. This account of Biihme's Theology is derived almost
verbally from B1Jhme'11 Aurora, De Tribva Principiu, and the M.11•1n"n1f11
Magnum in Schiebler'a edition of Biihme'a SiimmdicM Werke, with William
Law's translation of Bobme'e Works. The exposition of Law's Theology is
fonnded on his Way to Divine KROtDkdge, his Spirit of Prayer, and his
Spirit of Love. A valuable collection of Theosophical writings to which the
writer of this has been greatly indebted, is a Memorial ofLaw, Jacob BullfRe,
and otMr Thtoaophera ~ ChrutopMr Walton (Londott, 185,, printed for private circvlatio11.) The wnter has been duly warned by Mr. Walton that what is
here written on Jacob Bi.ihme is a tRaU of conjnion, and that he must study
Bobme for the next seven years before be can get "au intellectnal glimpse of
the great landscape," for " Bobme can not be touched by blind rea11011 and
mere eartlalyunderatandir~g." Mr. Walton is preparing a work in elucidation of
" BObme's •wm propertiu of 1M centre of nature, or the first eternal math~
matical point of mental essence." He says that " the discourses of BObme profess to be a atrict demoutration from the very essence, or ground of being of
the several subjects they profess to treat of : being, in short, a fnndamental
demonstration of Christianity."
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CHAPT.ER XI.
SUFETISM.

THE

only religion in the world in which we should have eoneluded, before examination, thAt the Pantheistic spirit was
impossible, is the religion of Mahomet. Islamism is repellant
of all speculation about God, and all exercise of reason in
matters pertaining to faith. The supreme God of the Arabian
prophet was not a Being from whom all things emanated, and
whom men were to serve by contemplation, but an absolute Will
whom all creation was to obey. He was separated from everything, above everything, the Ruler of all things, the Sovereign
of the universe. It was the mission of Moses to teach the unity
of God in opposition to the idolatry of the nations which, through
beholding the worshipful in nature, had put the created in the
place of the Creator. For this purpose all images of the Divine
Being were forbidden to the Hebrews, yet their prophets made
use of all the glories of creation to set forth the Divine Majesty
and the splendor of God. His chariots were fire. He walked on
the wings of the wind. He clothed Himself with light as with a
garment. He was in heaven and on earth, and in the uttermost parts of the sea, yea even in hell. Neither matter, suffering
nor impurity excluded Him from any region of the universe.
Jesus Christ, even more than the Hebrew prophets, directed His
disciples to the natural world that He might show them the
Father; nor did He hesitate to point to natural objects 118
symbols of God and emblems of His glory. S. John tells us of
the rapture with which he delighted to repeat the message he
h~rd from Jesu$ that 'God is Light;' and in setting forth the
Divinity of the Logo& he pronounced this light to be ' the life
of men.' Mahometanism was at least as clear in its doctrine of
the Divine Unity as either Judaism or Christianity, and more
rigid than either of these in excluding nature from an1 place in
religion. It recognized no symbols. It learned notbmg of God
from creation. The Supreme One had spoken by His prophet,
and His word was the essence of religion. Again, Mahometanism
is a religion of dogmas and ceremonies. It rests on authority.
Its doctrines are definite. The Koran is infallible ; the words
are not only inspired but dictated in Heaven. To find !,an theism
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SUF!YlSM AND PAiSBEISJI,

in Mahometanism is to find it in a system which of all others is
the most alien to its spirit. But in this as in all other religions
we have the orthodox who abide by the creeds and the ceremonies,
-who repose implicitly on the authority of a person, a book or a
church ; and those of a free spirit who demand the exercise of
reason, or look for divino intuitions in individual soul&-the one
saying religion is a creed, the other it is a life-the one saying God
has spoken to some of old, the other saying He is speaking to
us now. The latter class is represented in Mahometanism by
the Sufis, who are ita philosophers, its poets, its Mystics, its
enthusiasts. To give a history of them is not easy, for they are
divided into many sects, nor is it less difficult to find their
origin, and the genealogy of their doctrines.
Mahometan
authors admit that there were Sufis in the earliest times of their
religion, probably cotemporary with the prophet himself. Some
trace the origin of the Sufis to India, and identify them with
the mystical sects of Brahmanism. Others find in Sufeyism un~
mistakable remnants of the old Persian faith. This is the more
ltkely hypothesis. The spirit of Parseeism, which survived
after the victory of the Mahometan faith, again awoke and
following a law, which can be traced in many similarcases, gave
birth to the Puritanism* of Mahometanism. The Sufis thought
that they believed as Mahomet and wished to prove that he also
was a Sufi ; an efl'ort the accomplishment of which to all but them~
selves has appeared impossible. "Sufeyism; says an English
writer'' t has arisen from the bosom of Mahometanism as a vague
protest of the human soul, in its intense longing after a purer
creed. On certain tenets of the Koran the Sufis have erected their
own system, professing mdeed to reverence its authority as a
divine revelation, but in reality substituting for it the oral voice
of the teacher, or the secret dreams of the Mystic. Dissatisfied
with the barren letter of the Koran, Sufeyism appeals to human
conseiousne3s, and from our nature's felt wants seeks to set before
us nobler hopes than a ~ss Mahometan Paradise can fulfil."
"The Great Creator' says Sir John Malcolm, "is, according
; to the doctrine of the Sufis; difl'used over all creation. He exists
everywhere and in everything. Tht-y compare the emanation
"-.l of His divine essence or spirit to the rays of the ann, which
they conceive are continually darted forth and ~abeGr~ It is
for this ~absorption into the divine essence, to which their immortal part belongs, that they continually sigh. They believe
• Sufi wcau3 pure.

t

Mr. Cowell.
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; that. the soul of man, and that the principle of life which exists
/through all nature is not only from God but of God; and hence
\., these doctrines which their advel'SAries have held to be most
profane, as theyarecalculated toestablish a degree of equality of
nature between the created and the Creator.''
This brief description, not only fully declares the character of
the Sufi doctrines concerning God, but by the illustration of the
sun and it rays points at the same time to their origin. _God..
is light, and that light is all which is. The phenomenal worl<ljs
mere nlusTon; aViSioi:Cwhicli _!he senses taket.O·oo a something,
b~ _n_~~ing. All ffiings · are. wnattneyare-·by an
etefnat necessity, and all events _so ~tined that the existence
of ~!Us imp~si~Je. On these subjects some ·or the -gun 8ects
manifest a wild fanaticism which hM caused them to be charged
with lawlessness, but their more frequent character is that of
extravagant Mystics. We are come from God and we long to
return to Him again, is their incessant cry. But while acknowledging a separation from God which they regard as the worst of
miseries, they yet deny that the soul of man has ever been
divided from God. The words ' separated' and 'divided' may not
convey the meaning of the corresponding Persian words, nor mske
clear to us the distinction which it is intended should be conveyed.
PeFhaps there is here loaically a contradiction ; for at one
time it is declared that Goa created all things by His hreath,
and everything therefore is both the Creator and created; and
at another ti_!De this unity of God and the c~ture, is
limited to the enlightened soUl. The difficulty is one we
have met before, and though admitting the inadequacy of the
words we may yet understand or at least conjecture the meaning.
To ~ _re-absorbed into the 15lorious essence of GQ<l is the great
ob~~ of tlie Siifi. 'l'o attam thts he hiiii to paBStllrOugh four
~The first is that of _gbedience to the laws of the prophet.
The second is that state_Q.f..apiritl:l~ . ~~ggling attai~ed through
this_obedience when be lives more m tlie spirit than m the letter,
In the thir({1le arrives at knowhtiei~nd is ins ired. In the fourth.
he att&iiis to tnit an is comp ete\Y re-u.xded with the Deity•.
In this state he Toses all will and personality, He is no more.
creature but Creator, and when he worships God .it is God
worshiiTJing]Ii..JD~H~lf.
1>r.holuck, in his book on S;gismus, has shown by manY'
passages from Mahometan authors that the Sufi doctrines are.
idenJi(,l&l_ with those of the Brahmans and Bucihis~_t_!_he ...Neo...
Pla.tonists, theBCg!iarils ancrBeguines. 'I here is the same union
. - ------

----

·-----. ---- - ----#
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of man with God, the same emanation of all things from God and
the same final absorption of all things into the Divine Es...<:ence,
-and with these doctrines a Mahometan predestination which
makes all a necessary evolution of the Divine Essence. The
creation of the creature, the fall of those who have departed
from God and their final return, are all, events preordained by
an absolute necessity. The chief school of Arabian philosophy,
that of Gazzali, passed over to Sufeyism by the same reasoning
which led Plotinus to his mystical theology. After long enquiries
for some ground on which to base the certa.inty of out· knowledge,
Gazzali was led to reject entirely all belief in the senses. He
thenl'ound it equally difficult to be ct~rtified of the accuracy of
the conclusions of reason, for there may be, he thought, some
facul~ higher than reason which, if we posseSsed, wouitt-Bhow
the uncertainty of rea.sOn, as reason now shows the uncertainty of
the senses. He was left in scepticism, and saw no escape but in
the Sufi union with Deity. There alone can man know what is
true by becoming the truth itself. 'I was forced,' be said, ' to
return to the admission of intellectual notions as the bases of
all certitude. This however was not by systematic reasoning
and accumulation of proofs, but by a flash of light which God
sent into my soul! For whoever imagines that truth can only
be rendered evident by proofs, places narrow limits to the wide
compaa~ion of the Creator.'
/ .,
Bustami, a Mystic of the ninth century, said he was a sea
\
-~ -...,without a bottom, without beginning, and without end. Being
· ! !~.l-'asked what is the throne of God? He answered, I am the
1 ). ,. '
throne of God-What is the table on which the divine decrees
are written 7 I am that table-What is the pen of God-The
word by which God created all things 7 I am the pen-What
is Abraham, Moses and Jesus? I am Abraham, Moses and
Jesus-What are the angels Gabriel, Michael, Israfil7 I am
Gabriel, Michael, Israfil, for whatever comes to true being is
absorbed into God, and thus is God. Again, in another place,
Bustami cries, Praise to me, I am truth. I am the true God,
Praise to me, I must be celebrated by divine praise.
·
J__elaleddin a Sufi poet thus sings of himself. : . " I am the gospel, the Psalter, the Koran,
I am
Gild Lat-(Arabic deities}-Bell and the Dragon
lnto two and sevent) sects, is the world divided,
Yet only one God, the faithful who believe in Him am I,
Thon knowest what are fire, water, air and earth,
Fire, water, air and earth, all am I,
Lies and truth, good, bad, hard and soft,

u.a
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:Knowledge, aolitnde, virtue, faith,
The deepest ground of heU, the highest torment of the flamea,
The hignest paradise,
The earth and what is therein,
The angela and the devils, 11pirit and man, am I ;
What ia the goal of speech, 0 teU it Schema Tebriai?
The goal of aeuse? Thia :-TIIll: Wo.aLD SouL .All I.t

Mr. V 11.ughan, in his" Hours with the Mystics," quotes the
following verses from Persian poets:-

. j

Vf

"All sects but multiply the I and Thou ;
This I and Thou belong to partial being.
\Vhen I and Thou, and several being vanish,
Then mosque and church shall find thee nevermore.
Onr individual life ia but a phantom ;
Make clear thine eye, and see rcality."-M.ulllUD.
" On earth thou see'st Hia actions ; but Hia apirit
llakes heaven His seat, and all infinity,
Space, and duration boundlesa do Him service;
All Eden's rivers dweU and eerve in Eden."-Ism.
" Man, what thon art is hidden from thyself ;
Kuow'st not that morning, mid-day and the eve
Are all within thee ? The ninth heaven art Thou ;
And from the spheres into the roar of time
Didst fall ere-while, 'l'hou art the brnsh that painted
The hues of all the world-the li~ht of life
That ranged its glory in the nothmgnesa."
"Joy ! joy! I triumph now ; no more I know
Myself as simpll. me. I born with love.
The centre ia Wlthin me, and its wonder
Lies as a circle everywhere about me.
Joy I joy! no morts! thought can fathom me.
I am the merchant and the pearl at once.
Lo I time and space lie crouchin~ at my feet.
Joy ! joy! when I wonld revel m a raptJue.
I plunge into myself, and all things know."-FB.JUUDODDJX.
"Are we fools? We &1"'1 God's captivity.
Are we wise ? We are His promenade.
Are we sleeping ? We are drunk with God.
Are we walung ? Then we are Hia heralds.
.Are we weeping? Then His clouds of wrath.
Are we laughing? Flashes of Hia love.''-JEL.ALJ~DDllf.
" Every night God frees the host of spirits ;
Freel them every night from fieshly priaon.
Then the aoul is neither slave, nor master,
Nothing knows the bondsman of hia bondage :
Nothing knows the lord of all his loriship.
Gone from such a night, ia eating IIOn'OW ;
Gone, the thoughts that question ~or e'ril.
Then without distraction, or divi8lon,
In this One the spirit ainks and alumbera."-IBm.•

t Compare this with what Krishna says.-Page 21.
• Compare thia with what ia &aid on Brahmanism at the bottom of page H.
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Tl:.oluck quotes this verse from a Dervish Breviary:" Y es~nlay I beat the kcttlHrnm or dominion,
I pitched my tent on the highest throne,
I drank, crowned by the Beloved,
l'he wino or unity from the cop of the Almighty."

Some verses from Jami's "Salaman and Absal" which has
been recently translated into English may conclude this notice
of the Sufis. The subject of the poem is the joys of divine
love-the pleasures of the religious life as opposed to the
delusive fascinations of the life of sense. In the Prologue the
poet thus addresses the Deity : -

.0
V
)

"Time it is
To unfolct Thy perfect beautv. I would be
Thy lover, and Thine only-·1, mine er..es
&>alcd in the light of Tboe to all but Thee,
Yea, in the re,·elation of Thyaclf
, &If-lost, and conscience-qnit of good and evil.
Thou movest under all the Corms of truth,
Under the forms of all created things;
Look whence I will, still nothing I discern
But Thee in all the uninrse, in which
Thyself Thou dost innst, and through the cyea
or man, the subtle censor I!Crntinise.
To Thy Harim DIT1DUALITT
No entrance finds-no word of lhi• and fAtJt;
l>o Thou my separate and derived self
Make One with Thy Essential! Leave me room
On that Divan which leavt"8 no room for two ;
Lest, like the simple kurd of whom they tell,
I grow perplext, oh God, 'twixt ' I' and ' TAo•.'
If 1-this dignity and willdom whence?
If T,hou-then what this abjtct impotence ?"

The fable of the kurd is then tol!l in verse. A kurd perplexed in the ways of fortune left the desert for the city, where
he saw the multitudes all in commotion, every one hastening
hither and thither on his special business, and being weary with
travel the kurd lay down to sleep, but fearing leat among so
lll&ny people he should not know himself when he awoke he tied
a pumpkin round his foot. A knave who heard him deliberating about the difficulty of knowing himself again, took the
pumpkin off the kurd's foot and tied it round his own. When the
J,urd awoke he was bewildered not knowing
"' Whither I be I or no,
If 1-tbe pmnpkin why on you ?
If you-then where am I, and who ?

l'be Prologue continues : " Oh God I this poor bewildered kurd am I,
Than any kurd more helplesai-Oh, do Thoa,
Strike down a ray of light into my darkness I
Torn b7 Th1 if'8CO theae dregs into pure wine,
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TilE TEMPTATION.
To recreate the spirits of the good ;
Or if not that, yet, as the little cup•
Whose name I go by, not unworthd found,
To paaa thy aalutary vintage ronn !"

The poet is answered by the Beloved:.. No longer think of rhyme, but think of Me 1"0f whom P-Of Him whose palace the eoul ia,
And treasure-bonae-who noticea and knows
Ita income and out-going and tAe11 comes
To fill it when the stranger is departed.
·
Whose shadow being kinga-whoae attributes
The tfP8 of theirs-their wrath and favor HiaLo I tn the celebration of His glory
The King Himself comes on me unaware,
And suddenly arrests me for His own.
Wherefore once more I take-beat quitted elaeThe field of verse, to chant that doable praiao,
And in that memory refresh myeoul
Until I grup the skirt of lhing P~nce."

The story is of a Shah or king who ruled over Ionia, which
with the Persians meant Greece. This king lived in great
prosperity, but one thing was wantingtocompletehishappiness; he
had no son. One day he expressed his regrets to a sage whom
he held for his counsellor. The sage told him of a man who
"craving for the corse of children," went to the Shiekh beseeching
him to pray for him to Allah, that he might have a son. The
Shiekh told him to leave that wholly in the hand of Allah, but
no, he would have a son. The Shiekh prayed and his prayer
was answered. The son took to evil company and disgraced his
father. The sage could not persuade the king that he was happy
without a son. Salaman was given him from the pure heaven.
As he had no mother, Absal a young maiden was chosen to n111'8e
him. Salaman grew up a youth of marvellous beauty, and of
wonderful gifts. None could equal him in the royal games, none
could aim the arrow so unerringly as he, and when he summoned
his " Houri-faced musicians" to the banquet hall, he it was that
with the reed or harp governed all and m&de them cry for sorrow
or for joy as he willed. His wisdom was the marvel of all who
knew him, and his munificence was compared to that of the sea
which profusely heaves up its pearls and its shells. When
Salaman had reached the prime of manhood, Abeal tried tQ
ensnare him : " Thus day by day did Absal tempt Sa1amaD,
And by and bye her wUee bepn to work.
Her eyes, Narcissus stole hia 8leep-ibeir luhea
Picrc'd to hia heart-oat from her loeb a ll1&lto

• Jo-.i meuw a cap.
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TBB CELESTIAL BEAUTY.
Bit him-and bitter, bitter on his tongue
Became the memory of her honey lip.
He aaw the ringlet restless on her check,
And he too quiver'd with desire ; his teArs
Turn'd crimson from her cheek, whose moalr.y spot
Infected all his soul with melancholy.
Love drew him from behind the veil, where yet
Withheld him better resolution• Ob, should the food I long for, tasted, turn
Unwholesome, and if all my life to come
Should sicken from one momentary Kweet !"

For a full year Salaman and Absal rejoiced together and
thought their pleasure would never end. The king and the
sage were sadly troubled for the fall of Salaman. The king
reproached him. The sage reasoned with him, with all the
wisdom of a Plato. Salaman confessed the right, but pleaded
that he had no will for choice. He fled with Absal. They
came to the sea-shore and sailed till they reached an island of
wonderful beauty. The king is in great sorrow for his absent
son, who overcome by passion has left the kingdom to which he
is heir. Salaman, unsatisfied, returns to his father and is forgiven.
He and Absal go to the desert and kindle a pile. They both
walk into the fire. Absal is consumed. Sala.man laments the loss
of her. The king, seeing his sad condition, consults the sage,
who speaks to Salaman of Zuhrah the celestial beauty:.. Salarnan liBten'd, and inclin'd--again
Repeated, inclination ever grew ;
Until TUB 8AOB beholding iu his soul
The Spirit quicken, so eftectoally
With Zuhrah wrought, that she reveal'd benelf
In her pure beauty to Salaman'a soul,
And washing Absal'a image from his breast,
There reign'd in.stead. Celestial beauty eeen,
/ /He let\ the earthly ; and, once come to know
Eternal love, be let the mortal go."
THE EPILOGUE.
" Under the outward form of any story
An inner meaning lies-this story now
Completed, do thou of ita mystery
(Whereto the wise bath found himself a way)
Ban thy desire-no tale of I and Tuou,
Though I and Taou be ita interpreterw.
What signifies TBB SUA& ? and what THE SAo!:?
And what 8Auxu not of woman born?
And what Au.u. who drew him to desire ?
And what the Kr!fooox that awaited him
When he had drawn his garment from her band ?
What means that FIERT PILE ? and what TBB Su ?
And what that heavenly ZUIIIU.H who at last
Clear'd AasAL from the mirror of biB soul ?
!.earn part hy part the myltery from me ;
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All ear from head to footand understanding be.
The incomparable Creator, when this world.
He did create, created fil"'lt of all
Thejir.rt iJtttlligert.ce-tirst of a chain
Of ten intelligences, of which the last
Sole A~nt is in this our Universe,
Active mtelligt:nce .so call'd, the one
Distributor of evil and of good,
Of joy and sorrow. Himself apart from matter,
lu essence and in ene$1' His lMiliuN
t;ub]ect tO no sucK ta118man-He yet
Hath fashion'd all that it-material form,
And spiritualsprnng from Him-by llim
Directed all, and in His bounty drown'd.
• Therefore is He that Firman-issuing SHAH
To wl.om the world WIIS subject. But becaUM
What He distributes to the Universe
Himself from still higher power receh·es,
The wise, and all who comprehend aright,
Will recognise that higher in TilE S.t.GE.
llia the Prime Spirit that, spontaneously
Projected by the tenth intelligence,
Was from no womb of matter reproduced
A special eascnce called the Soul-a Child
Fresh sprnng from heaven in raiment undefiled
Of sensual taint, and therefore eall'd 841aman.
And who Absal ?-The lust-adoring body,
Slave to the blood and senae-through whom the Soul,
Although the body's very life it be,
Does vet imbibe the knowlerlge and desire
Of things of senae; and these united thus
By such a tie God only can unloose,
Body and aoul are lovers each of other.
What is the Sea on which they sail'd ?-the Sea
Of animal desire-the sensual abyss,
Under whose waters lies a world of being
Swept far from God in that submersion.
And wherefore was Absal in that Isle
Deceived in her deli~ht, and that Salaman
}'ell short of his deaJ.re ? -that wu to show
How p8811ion tires, and how with time begin•
The folding of the carpet of desire.
And what the turning of Salaman's heart
Back to THE SH.t.R, and looking to the throne
Of pomp and glory ? What but the return
Of the lost soul to ita true parentage,
And back from carnal error looking up
Repentant to ita intellectn..t throne.
What is the Fire ?-~~ ~pline,
·
n.hat burns away the arumiil airoy;
/ ' rill all the dross of matter be consumed,
nd the CSIIential Soul, ita raiment clean
Of mortal taint, be left. But forasmuch
As, any lif&-long habit so consumed,
May well recur a pang for what ia lost
Therdm
SAGII aet in Salaman '1 eyel

y'
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A 1100thing fantom of the past, but still
Told of a better V cnus, till his soul
She fill'd, and blotted out his mortal lo¥e,
For what is Zuhrah ?-That divine perfection,
Wherewith the soul iuspir'd and all array'd
In intellectual light is royal blest,
And mounts the throne, and wears the crown, and reigns
I..ord of the empire of humanity.
This is the meaning of this mysU>ry,
Which to know wholly ponder in thy heart,
Till all its ancient aecret be enlarged.
Enough-the written summary I close,
And set myBMl:
THB Ta1J'Tu Goo onT X!fows.•"

/J
\)

• The following fuble from Jelaleddin will illu~trate the Suft idea of identity
which, under the image of love, is set forth in Salaman and AhMI :
" One knocked at the Beloved'• door ; and a voice asked from within
• Who is there ?' and he answered 'It is I.' Then the voice llllid, • Thie
house will not hold me and thee.' And the door was not opened. Then
went the lover into the desert, and fasted and prayed in solitude. And aftu
a year he returned, and knocked again at the door. And again the -roice
asked, 'Who is there ?' and he said, 'It is thyself !'-and the door wu
opened to him."

The quotations in this chapter are made from M. SclaWJtltkr'• Euai ..,. lu
Ecolu Plailotopllu chez 1u Arabu; Dr. Tlwl~~elc'• S~u ; Sir Jolut MGIcol~~t'• Hufln7/ of Per11U. ; VouglaG"'• HOUT• tDitA tAe ltlylll~• ; Per11i#ll Lit#'at~tre, one of the Ozford Euor.• for 1855, by E. B . Cotoell of M~ Boll,
Pd an EngW.h translation o J411li'•
oltfl.46141.
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CHAPTER

xn.

IDEALISTIC PHILOSOPHY.

mHE title of this chapter is less correct than that of any of its

~Jn1redecessors. An idealist \)hilosophy has been at the hue
of
the systems we have renewed. A history of Pantheism would be for the most part a history of Idealism. It is not
however without reason that we apply the term Idealistic
Philosophy specially to this chapter, for here we find those
doctrines concerning God and creation, which have so generally
prevailed in the world, relegated entirely to the province of
philosophy, supported by vigorous reasoning and an efl'ort made
for the absolute demonstration of their truth. And all this is
done on the only ground on which it could be done, that of a
pure Idealism.
Dss CARTEB.-The founder of modem ideall>hilosophy was
Bml Du Oartu, a French nobleman. He fiour1shed about the
beginning of the seventeenth century, and was distinguished in
his life-time as a mathematician, me!:fi!ysician, natural philosopher, and soldier. Though an Id · tin philosophy he was
no visionary, but an experienced open-eyed man of the world,
who well knew that
'All theory ill grey,
But green Ia the golden tree of life,

Despairing of being able to extricate philosophy from the confusion into which it had fallen, he resolved to apply to mental
phenomena the same principle which Bacon had applied to
physics, that of examination, observation and experience. But
before this could be done the authority of two great powers had
to be put aside, that of Aristotle, and that of the Church. The
influence of the former was already passing away. The new life
of the sixteenth century had thrown off the bondage of what was
called Aristotelianism. Some theologians there were who still
defended the philosophy of Aristotle, but it had met its death
blow before the appearance of Des Cartes. How he stood in
relation to the Church is not so easily determined. He openly
professed the Catholic faith, and declared his object to be, the
discovery of grounds in reason by which he could defend and
1'
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uphold the doctrines which he received on the Church's authority.
This complacency towards the Church is by some regarded as
only a polite method of keeping clear of the Ecclesiastical
Doctors and the Inquisition ; but modern Catholics take Des
Cartes seriously and represent him as a philosopher whose great
object was to refute, on ProtestAnt grounds, that is, on principles
of reason, the heresies of the Reformation.
Aristotle and the Church being thus put aside, the first enquiry was for a ground of certitude. Does anything exist? It
does not prove tbat anything is, because some one has said that
it is. Nor are the senses sufficient to testify to the existence
of anything, for they may be deceived. So too with our reasonings, even those of mathematics are not to be relied on, for
perhaps the human mind cannot receive truth. There is left
nothing but doubt. We must posit everything as uncertain;
and yet this cannot be ; for the I which thus posits must be a
true existence. He who thus doubts of all things ; he who thus
enquires after truth must himself lJe. So reasoned Des Cartes, I
doubt then must there be a subject doubting ; I tMnk, therefore, I e:Nt; or, more accurately, I think, and that is equivalent
to saying, I am a' thinking something.'
The clearness of this idea of self-existence evinces its truth,
and from this Des Cartes drew the principle that whatever the
mind perceives clearly and distinctly is true. Now we have a
clear and distinct idea of a Being infinite, eternal, omnipotent,
and omnipresent. There must then be such a Being-necessary
existence 18 contained in the idea. If it were possible for that
Being not to be, that very possibility would be an imperfection,
and cannot therefore belong to what is perfect. None but the
perfect Being could give us this idea of infinite perfection, and
since we live, having this idea in us, the Being who put it in us,
must Himself be. We are the imperfect. We are the finite.
We are the caused. There must be One who is the complement
of our being, the infinity of our finitude, the perfection of our
imperfection ; a mind which gives us that which we have not
from ourselves. Des Cartes eliminated from the idea of the
Divine Being everything which implied imperfection. He was
careful to distinguish between God and His creation. He left
the finite standing over against the Infinite-the creature absolutely distinct in substance and essence from the Creator. He
did not take the step which annihilated the one to make room
for the other, and yet he suggested it. Unconsciously, and even
~ spito of himself, he is carried on towards conclusions from
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which he ahrinb, and to which he refuses to go forward.
' When I come to consider the particular views of Dee Cartes,'
says M. Saisset, " upon the perfection of God and the relations
of the Creator with the world and with men ; when I endeavour
to link his thoughts, and to follows out their consequences, I find
that they do not form a homogeneous whole, I believe that I can
detect the conflict of contrary thoughts and tendencies.' Dee
Cartes had got on the track of Parmenides, but like Plato and
8. Anselm he refused to advance. He preferred a theology not
logically consistent to the theolo~ of the Eleatics.
There are but two starting pomts of knowledge. Either we
begin with matter, and assuming the reality of the visible world,
we go on to the proof of other existences, but in this way we can
never demonstrate the existence of mind by itllelf: or we begin
,r.th mind, and assuming it as the first certain existence, we go
on to the proof of others, but in this way we never legitimately
reach the proof of the existence of matter by it&elf. The exist.
ence of mmd was, to Des Cartes, an undoubted existence, I
tlaink is a present consciousneu, and the existence of an infinite
mind was a lawful conclusion from the fact of the existence of
a finite mind; but sinoe the senses were distrusted how was Des
Cartes ever to prove the existence of matter? Only by means
of the mind. We have no knowl~e of the corporeal, but
through the mental ; that we have a body is not a self..evident
truth, but that we have a mind, is. Yet Des Cartes wanted to
have an external world, and as he could not prove its existence he
took it on trust as other men do. As heh&d taken the existence
of the mind independently of the body, why should not body
exist independently of mind f Even on the principle of clear
ideas we have eome knowledge of matter, for the thinking substance is dift'erent from that which is the immediate subiect of
extension and the accidents of extension, such as figure, place,
and motion.
Des Cartes was satisft.ed to have proved the existence of God,
of mind, and of matter. The first is the uncreated substance,
self-existent and eternal; the other two are created substances
whose existence is derived from God. Their creation was no
neceesary act of Deity ; their existence in no way flowed neceaaarily from His existence-but in the exercise of His own
free will Be created them. Mind is a eomething which thinks,
Uld matter a something which is extended. GOd, too, thinks.
He is incorporeal, yet we must not deny Him the attributo of
~on, so far as that attribute can be separated froQ1 UlJ

••
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idea of imperfection. E:r.tenaion being pre-eminently an attri·
bate of matter, the tranaferenoe of it to Deity in any form
aeems tn betray a concealed conjec~ure in Des Cartee' mind, of
110me ultimate connection be~ween the spiritual and the ma&erial.
He had denied it, he bad f~ht against the conclusion to which
his method led him, but in spite of hie protestation, the tendeocy
is manlfeat at ev«y step he takes. The attribute of matter hu
been transferred to God, and now coneciouely, but with no
thought of the result, the attributes of God are vanaferred to
the material world. Dee Cartee con&emplatet the universe, and
he ia overwhelmed with thoaghta of infinity and eternity. Is
not the universe infinite? It ia at least indefinite, bu.t this
word is ued only that tbe other word may be reeerved for
Deity. The universe is infinite. There ean be no void beyond
immensity. Dlimitable e:r.teneion is one of oar neceaaary
thoaghta. It impingee on our idea of infinity, if it is not one
with it. But if the univene ia infinit•, why not eternal ? If
\Ullimitled in ~ why limited in time ? Dee Cartes having
p1aoed the origm of the anivene in the free will of God, was com·
pelled to giTe it a begitmiDg, but tae queation was argent;why abould it ha~ a beginning? If it ia neceeaary to con·
atitate infinite space, why is it ~ a1Jo n~ to oonatitute
inlnlte time? The neoeeaity for a beginning deprivea it of the
e:r.iaWDce of etemitypast; btat we maywithoutdanger, thought
Dea Cart., allow i~ ~emity to CMJM. We have th01 an infinite
Being, and an infinitt universe. At some point or other these
two iidiDitea must be only one. Creation is indeed a work, bat
unlike a human work it cannot m:iat without the oontinual pre'81000 of the Worker.* It requi.ree for its existence a continual
repetition of the Creator's act. God ia not at a distance from
H11 univerte. He is immanent therein-the Executor of all
laws, the Doer of all works, the ever present Ageooy that pervades and upholds the infinite All.
• '.l'bil Idea hu beea beautifully exp~ by u embleot preacller :-• A.
hiiiiiUI mec:laaam JDA1leave the machine be hu constzu~ to work wi&hout
hie further penonalauperintendence, beeaUie when he Ieana it, God's laws
take
~ by their sit the malieriala of wtllcb tile macll:loe Ia ..... NllliD
4ileir
. • the lteel co.tiD. . t1utie, . . ftpcm keeps
pci'WU'.
Bai whu od hu COIIItruclled RU m.chlne of the ani-, De cannot 10
leave it, or any the minutest part of lt, lu ita lmmenaftT m.l intricacy ot moTeJneDt, to itaelf1 fer, lf He retire, there Ia no..ooa( Oed to tab eare of tlail
JUcllille. Not !NUl a llagle atGa of llUII;ter ean He who .ade it for a aoiiMIM
wit.bclraw Ria 81lpfll'inteDde ud ~apport. E&ch auccellive momen\ all
the world, the act of creatloumuat berepeatect.•-.sn...n
tll1fwnee
I, IAt
Joh C.W.
.

it:!i,
R•.

'*' .,....,.
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SPINOZA.-Des Cartes died a Catholic, receiving in his ~t
hoW'S the sacramenta of the Church. Though in hie life-time
persecuted for an Atheist, hie memory is now revered throughout Christendom. Not eo with Des Cartee' disciple, 8ened~t
Spinola. The GenDans indeed have do~ something to r~
his memory from the reproaches of nearly two eenturi~, bqt the
time has not yet come for either Catholio or ProtQeW.t theologians to judge him impartially.
Herder and Schleiermacher have wished to claim Spinoza as
indeed a Christian, but their cla!w are re~~~. not Qnly by the
Chlll'Ciles but by the open enemJes of Christtazuty. Whate~
may be eaid of his opinions, all agree to represent him as a
Christian in heart and life; an example of pat1ent endlU'all~ ; a
man full of faith in the Divine GoOdness, preferring to bring
forth the fruita of the Spirit, to bearing th.e bitter apP.les of wrath
and malice, strife and dtscord, by which the profesSed Christians
of his day wore distinguished.* It would be no great error to
accord to Spinoza the name of Christian. He certainly we.s no
enemy to rational Christianity. Nothing but j~oraQ.ce could
ever have claased him wi&h the Freoch Encyclopedists; and that
is only a more culpable ignorance which classes him with e.Qy
sect of materialists.
Of Spinosa'• system Bayle ~~&ys that ' but few have
studied it, aDd of thoee who haTe studied it but few have understood it, and most are discouraged by the difticulties, e.Qd impeoetrable abstracuona which attend it.' Voltaire aaye 'that.
the rea80ft why so few ~le uftdemand Spinoza is because
Spinoza did not understand bimael!.' It is now ~~d that
Spinola may be understood, and notwithstanding the great
authority of Voltaire it is more than pl'Obable that be underslOOd
himself. Spinoza was avowedly a teacher of Cartesio.n.ism. Jiis
first writings were exposito11 of Des Cartes' philoeophy. To these
he added appendices, ~laining wherein he differed from tbtu
philosopher. In troth, Spinoza was consistent, .and went reao,.
lutely to lhe conclusion before which Des Cartes stood appalled.
His doctrines were purely Cartesian. Some wbo woul<J save tbe
~Paster ud ~ the dil!ciple will cleny tijis. It h~ been
maintained that he owed to Des Cartes only the form, and that
his principles were c!erivecl.from other sources. The Cabt>ala has
• Y-. I ll8)leU with S. lolua, tllat it ~ joetoioe ..d charity wlaicla are the
molt certain signs, the only aigu of the true Catholic faith ; justice, t"baritv,
.,._ - tlae Cne fruita of die !Wy Spirit. WbereYer theBe ve; &here is Chrilit,
and, whero theee are not, there CbriHt c:annot be.-utter kl A~trt Burgh.
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been named as a probable source, and ~e iuftuence of Averroea
on Maimonides and the J ewe of the middle ages, has been
brought forward 88 another.* That Spinosa had learned all the
philosophies of the Rabbis before he was excommunicated from
~e aynago~e of the Jews is probable; but there is no need to
seek the ongin of Spinozism. in any other system, but that in
which it had ita natural growth ; the philosophy of Des Cartee.
Spinosa's doctrinfl8 are indigenous to the the soil of ldealism.f
• Article by Emile s.l.et in the •Benle dee deux 'Hondee', 1861.
~ To undentand SpinouitiaabeolutelyneceiiiU'Y to attend to hia DUIJflTion.

The following are th0111 of the filllt book of the EtlicG. The lllbject of tho
ftnt book ia God.
L I IJJldemand, by CtJXN of iUeif, that whoee - c e impliee e.xiltence, or
that the nature of which can be conceiTed u exiatlng.
IL .A.~ Ia called finite iJI ita kind when it can be limited by 10111ething
elee of me amo nature. For instance, a body ia called ftnite beeauae we
al-ya conceiTe one greater; 10 aliO a thought ia limittd by another thought;

but the body ia not limited by thought, nor thought by tbe body.
Ill. I underlltand, by nb.ttJ~~ee, that which ia in itaelf, and ooncei'f'ed by itthat ia to uy, that of which the concept can be formed without baYing
noed of the eoncept of anything elee.
IV. I undentand by attriiJMtc that which the reuoD concei'fea in the lllbltance u conatituting ita -nee.
V. I understand by ffiOtU the afl'eetiona of nbetanee, or that which ia in
another thing, and ia conceiTed by that thing.
VL I undentand by God a Beiag abeolut.ely infinite, that il to eey, a nbltaneo conatituted by an infinity of attributes, of which CIIKh up~ an Ollel'nal and infinite ExPLAunox.- I .,, al»olwu'* irtftait., tJrtdiiOI iaj&aaa iJI i,. Aired; for
IWiyl}ai~tg wlicl u i'!fbaitc 011'¥ i" i,. liu coa 6e dAi«l CIA iafiailfof IICtrilnata;
6wt cu to 6ei"9 al»olwtei, i~iu, tJll tltJt wlid ~ CIA - . Grill tlou
aot i~~elwdc ,.,., ugtJti011, bJm.g• tD ~ UNaC4.
VIL .A. thing ia.free when it Wata by the ,ale neCIIllllity of ita nature, and ia
deterioined to action only by itllelf ; a thing ia neceaary, or rather conatraiaed,
when it ia dotencined by another thing to exiat and to act accordiag to a certain determined law.
VIII. By eUniity I andentend existence itself, in eo far u it ia eoncei'f'ed
u resulting neeoaarily from the eole definition of the eternal thiag.
EuL.Ur.t.TIO!I'.-Sueh an exiltence in fact ia conceiTed u the euence itlelf
of tho thing which ia conaidered, and cor.aequently it cannot be extended intD
time or daration, &YOD though duration be conceiTed u bniag neither
begianiag nor end.
The followiag are Axloxs :L Eneythiag whic!h u, ia ia itaelf or in eomething else.
n . .A. thing which cannot be conceiTed by another, moat be conceiTed by
~elf,

ltaelf.

m .A. deftnite e&UIO beiag giTOD1 the eftect follOWII n-nJy ; and 011 the
eontrcry if auy definite ea010 ia not giTen, it ia impouiblo that the eft'ed
follows.
IV. The knowledge of the eftect dependa oo the knowledge of the ea010, and
lmp_lieeit.
V. Tbiap which haft between them nothiaa ia commoa cannot be coa-
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We may take as Spinoza's starting point his theory of know-

1~ which had its foundation in the Cartesian principle of

the tru.th of clear ideas. Ov modes of perception be reauced
te feur:I~ That which we have from hear-say, or from any sign
which may be ~ upon.
11. That whtch we have from vague experience, thai is, from
experience which is undetermined by the intellect, but is only
called BD idea, because it comes as it were by accident, and we
have no other test which opposes it, and so it remains as it were
unshaken with us.
IlL That where the essence is concluded from another thing
but not adequately, which takes place when we gather the e&118e
from any effect, or when it is concluded from something universal, which is always accompanied by some property.
IV. Lastly thtlre is that perception where a thing is perceived by its own essence alone, or by the knowledge of its
proximate ca118e.
Spinosa illustrates each of these by an example.
''By
lear141J only I know my birth-day, that I had such parents
and similar things concerning which I never doubted. By
fJti{JUt ~ I know that I shaH die ; I affirm this bet"ause I have seen others lik~ me die, although all may not
have lived the same space of time, nor died the same
oeived by each otller, or iD other words the eoaceptof the one doeanot include the
coooep& of the other.
VL A true idea mutt agree with itl ideate (object).
VIL Wbea a thing can be eoaceiTed u not exi8tiug, itl e.ence does not indude exiatence.
The following are eome of the PaoPOerTio'lfl :There c:annot be in nature two or more nbstancee of tbe IUDe natun ; in
other wmla, of the aame attributee.
A aubetance cannot be produced by another IUbltaDce.
Existence belongs to the nature of nbetance.
The - c e of things, produced by God, does aot include exiateooe.
Allnbetance is nece.arily infiuite.
God, that is to say a IIUbetaDce OOIIItituted by an lnlinity of attribut.,
exi8tl necee.ril .
Sube&ance
infinite is indivill'ble.
There cazmot ail&, and we cannot coucein, any other nbltaDce but
God.
All that which l1, is in God, and Dothing can be, 110r can be eoaceind
without God.
From the necellity of the Di'fine Da&are, mlllt low an hdlnity ol w.p
iDfluitelJ modified.
God 11 the imm&Dent and not the tranaiat C&UII of all things.
The uilteDce of God and Hie~ are ODe and the IUDe tbhlg.
Uu~ whether fluite or influite, u for inltance, will, delift, Jon,
k , maa be ref&rod to Da&ure prodaoed, u4 not to 11&&1118 procllu:iD,c.

act!.uy
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death. Then by VBolPlle experience I 1'1110 know that oil is a fit
aliment for nourishing a flame, and that water is carble of
extinguishing it; I know also that a dog is a.n anima which
barks ; that a man is an animal who reasons ; and in this way
are known almost all things which belong to common life. From
another thing we conclude in this manner-since we clearly
perceive that our body feels and nothing else, thence we may
clearly COBClude that the sonl is united to the body, which union
is the cause of sensation, but what that sensation and union are,
we are not able absolutely to understand; or after that I have
known the nature of sight, and at the same time that it has this
property, that we see the same thing at a great distance to be
less than if we looked at it nearer ; whence we infer that the sun
is larger than it appears, and so with other like things. Lastly,
by the sole essence of a thing, the thing is perceived ; whence
from this that I know anything, I know what it is to know
anything ; or from this that I have known the essence of the
soul-I know that it is united to a body. By the same cognition we know that two and three make five, and if two lines are
given parallel ro a third, these are also parallel to each other.
But those things which I have hitherto been able to understand
in this way are very few."
That theee things may be better understood he gives a further
lllustration. "Three numbers are given to find a fourth, which
shall be to the third as the second is to the first. Merchants
say they know what to do to find the fourth, as they have not
forgotten the operation the)' learned from their schoolmasters ;
though it is only a bare rule without demonstration. Others
make a simple axiom, borrowed from experience, where the
fourth number lies open, as in 2, 4, 8, 6, where they find that
the second being multiplied into the third, and the product
divided by the fint, the quotient is 6, and when they see the
same number produced, which they had known without operation to be the proportional one, they thence conclude that the
operation is always good for finding the fourth proportional number. But mathematicians know by the demonstration of the·
nineteenth Proposition of the seventh book of Euclid's elements
what numbers are mutually proportional by the very nature and
property of that proposition; so the number which results from
the first and fourth is equal to thai whtch reeults from the second
and third. And ;yet they do not see the absolute proportionality
of the numbers gtven, or if they see it, it is not by virtue of
the proposition in Euclid, but intuitively and wi~hoUt performing any operation."
·
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Intuitive perception is thus the ground of certitude. That is .
most surely known, which we know by ita 10le usence alone.·
Hereby the simplest truths are manifest to the mind. They are
the tnte ideas which correspond to their ideate& or objects. Now
the first and most evident of these, is that of an infinitely perfect
Being, whose existence is neces881j'. Des Cartes defined this
Being as an infinite substance, but he placed beside Him the infinite universe, which was 8 created infinite substance. Spinoza
could find place for only one Infinite, so he denied to creation
the character of substance. It is dependent. It does not exist
in and by itself. It requires for the conception of it the conception of some other exiStence as its ca'OSe. It is therefore not
a substance, but only 8 mode of that substance which is infinite.
God being the absolutely infinite, there can be no substance besides Him, for every attribute that expresses the eesence of substance must belong to Him. Here Spinosa first separates from
Des Cartes. What one calls ereated substances, the other calls
modes. Apparently this is only a verbal diference, and it may
be that in reality it is nothing more. Precisely as we understand this, will be our interpretation of Spinosa's system. If it
is oDiy verbal what matters it by what names created things are
called, so long as the Creator is distinguished from the creation 7
And why is the latter called a mode, but to make the distinction .
more definite ? ' Substance,' says Spinoza, ' is that which exists in itself.' ' A mode is that which exists in something elae
by which that thing is conceived.' It would seem that the irst object of these two definition~ was to mark definitely the Selfexisting as aubetance the dependent as something so different
that it must be ~ the opposite of substance, that is a mode.
:But the distinction between mode and created substance is not
ooe of words merely. It goes deeper than words. The created
thing is not a nothing. It is not merely a mode. It has a substance because it partakes of the one substance. And thns it is
a reality at the same time that it is only a mode :by which the
one reality is conceived. :By the Cartesian theory of know- ·
ledle we Lave God, mind or soul, and matter. 'l'hrougb ihe
meClinm of mind we arrive at the certitude of the existence of
God and matter. Is God of a dift'erent esaeDCe from mind ? fa
mind of a difFerent essence from matter ? Or is it that in some
meuure God communicates His essence to all be~ and that
the1 ~~re, just in proportion as they partake of His eesence ?
This last is the Cartesian doctrine which Spinoza further expounds. 'These axioms,' he says,' may be drawn from Des
Cartee.' There are dil"erent degreee of reality or entity. For
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substance has more reality than mode, and infinite subetanee
than finite. So also there is more obJective reality in the idea
of substance than of mode, and in the 1dea of infinite substance
than in the idea of finite. 'God is the infinitely perfect Be~,
His Being is distributed to all orders of the finite creation m
diverse degreee according to the measure of perfection, which
belongs to each.' Angela and such invisible beings as we know
of only by revelation do not come within the ~on of the
philosopher's enquiries, and therefore no account 18 taken of
them. There is much gruund for believing that created beings
of greater perfection than man exist in other worlds ; but man
is the moat perfect in this. Yet he is only part of infinite
nature, whic'b is but one individual consisting of many bodies,
which thou~h they vary infinitely among themselves, yet leave
the one individual nature without an'l change. And aa being is
conatituted by the amount of perfect1on, that which is without
any perfection whatever, is without any being, eo that what the
vulgar say of the devil as one entirely opposed to God is not
true ; for being destitute of perfection he must be equally destitute of existence.* The philosopher has only to deal with
thought and the externality of thought. Now tho~h we may
distingnish afterwards finite thinking beings, and fimte external
objects, yet our first and clearest perceptiona, both of thought
and the externality of thought, are infimte. We first think the
infinite, and then the finite. But this perfect Being, whom our
minds reveal to ua thus directly, is an infinite Essence, and in
His externalityinfinitel;r extended. Here, in the very conception
of Him, His only .attr1butes of which the human mind can nave
knowledge are infinite extension and infinite thought. We have
not reached the idea of God through external nature, but
through the mind. Thought is first, externality follows it and
depends on it. But if we call that world, which is exhibited
to the aenaea, created nature, what shall we call that internal
thoqght, whose image and manifestation it is? If the one is
'•alure produud,' will it be improper to Cllll the other, natur•
produdt'!J' 7 They are 80 difFerent that the one may be called
'producing' and the other, 'produced,' yet they are 80 like, that
is, they have their identity m a deeper aspect, that .the word
nature may be applied to both. Nature however is applied to
the aecoud in a au~reme aenae, and not aa ordinarily understood,
not the mere workings of the external universe, but the Being
whom these workings make manifest.
. • Compare thia with what ia ll&id on the 7'ltlologitJ Q,..allicG.-Pqe 178.
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Spinoza, 88 we have intimated, builds his whole system on
the ontological argumen' 88 revived by 8. A.nselm and Des
Cartee. We have in the mind a olear and distinct idea of an
infinitely perfect Being . of whose Existence reason itself will
not allow us to doubt. The two attributes under which 1te conceive this Being areinfinitethoughtand infiniteextenaion. The
doctrine ascribed to Plato, that the univel'8e ia God's thought
realized, seems clearly to be the doctrine of Spinosa. God
is a Being who thinks, and Hie thoughts under difl'erent aspects
couetitute the ideal, and the phenomenal worlds. AB a Being,
who thinks, God is primarily manifested in the world of thought,
that is, in beings who think. Dee Cartee had shown that thought
is the essence of soul-the foundation of spiritual existence, in
fact, that the soul is a thought. Spinosa added that it is a
thought of God's, for Divine thought being a form of absolute activity, must develop itself ae an in&nite sncceeeion of
thoughts or ideaa, that is, particular souls. M. Sailll!et, in an
ingenious chapter on this part of Spinosa's doctrine, has pointed
out, in one or two places in Spinosa's writings, obaeure but
decided intimations that Spinosa placed intermediaries between
God, and the finite modes or particular souls. Existence had been
divided into three kinds; substance, attributes, modes, yet the
last seems to have been again divided into two kinds. There
were modes properly so callt'd; the finite which are l"&riable and
succesaive, and other modes of an altogether difl'erent nature
which are infinite and eternal. The infinite modes are more
directly united to substance than the finite. 'Everything'
Seinosa says • which comes from the absolute nature of an attribute of God must be eternal and infinite, in other words, must
poueea by its relation to that attribute eternity and infinity.'*
For an example of this kind of mode he gives the ide4 of God,
so that between absolute substance and any particular or finite
mode. there are at leaat two intermediaries-the attribute of
substance and the immediate mode of that attribute. The idea of
God is not absolute thought but the first of the manifeetatioue
or emanatioue of absolute thought. It is infinite because it comprehends all other ideas, and 88 it is an absolutely simple and
tl8Clelll&r)' emanation from the divine thought, it must be eternal.
It canno' then be confounded with the changing and finite ideas
which constitute particular souls. From the idea of God
emanate other moilificatioue equally eternal and infinite. We
• Propolition XXI, Ethica, Book L
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have here room for such an infinity of intennediariee, that we do
not know where the infinites end, and the finites begin. The chain
is endl618, Spinoza did not name any of these infinite and eternal
modifications of the idea of God, but M. Saisaet thinks he is
justified in reckoning among them, the idea of the extension of
God. Thus infinite thought, which has for its object, substance
or Being abeolntely indetermined, is the foundation of all ideas.
The first of these the idea of God which has God for its object,
is the idea of the attributes of God. This idea is the infini&e
understa.Dding which includes an infinity of ideas, for it includes
the idea of every one of the attl'ibutes of God, and theee are
infinite. Each of these ideas, the idea of eztension for instance,
is an immediate emanation of the idea of God, just as the idea.
of God, is an immediate emanation of the thought of God, and the
thought itself an immediate emanation of the essence of God.
"Now,'' M. Saisaet asks, '' what does each of these ideas of each
of these attributes of God contain, say for instance, the idea of
extension? It comprehends the ideas of all the modalities of
eztenaion. Now what is the idea of a modality of eztension?
It is a soul-& particular soul joined to a particular body. The
idea of extension thus embraces all souls. It is literally the
world soul of Plato and the Aleundrians-the universal soul of
which ,all particulal' souls are the emanations. It is an infinite
ocean of souls or ideas. Every soul is a river of this ooean.
Every thought is one of its waves. The idea of extension is the
soul of the corporeal world, but the idea of extension is itself a
pa.rticul&l" emanation of a principle which contains 811 infinity
of ideas ; a wave of a still vaster ocean. The idea of extenaioo,
and the idea of thooght, with ao infinity of ideas of the aame
degree, are included in the idea of God. The idea of God is
then no longer merely the soul of the uniyerse known to qa. H
is the soul of that infinity of worlds, which the incomprehensible
fecundity of being is incee11ntly producing. It is truly the
world soul, taking the world in that wide sense in which the infinite Rninl'88 known to ua-the univeree of bodies and souls,
matoor and spirit, is lost as an imperceptible atom." Aocording
to lhis interpretation of Spinou's doctrine of intermediaries w•
have for ' nature producing ' GOO. alld His infinite aitributee,
thought, and extension, with all the iafizaity of attributee beyond
tbe reaeh of the reaaon of man; anc fer ' nature procl~,' we
have tM idea of God 'With an infinity of emuatioos, er mode.
both infinite and finite.
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The world of bodies corresponds in its denlopment to the
world of souls, that is of ideas or ~ought. Spinoza defines a
body as ' a mode which expresses after a certain determinate
fashion the essence of God considered as aomething extended.'
Des Cartes said that eTery body is a mode of extension.
Spinosa added, a mode of the extension of God; for infinite extension, like infinite thought, is one of the attributes of God. But
extension is nothing more than space, and the secondary qualities
of bodies are but impressions of sensibility, from which it follows
that bodies themselves are only ideas or expressions of thought
takin~ definite forms in space.
The only thing which bodies
have m common is extension, and this as we have seen is one of
the two attributes by which God is known to the human mind.
The participation of bodies in this attribute is that which makes
them alike. It is, so to speak, their substance while the modifications constitute the differences. A body then with Spinosa
is an act of thought, as it is with other ide8lists, but it is more
than an act of thought-it is aJ.so the object corresponding to
the act. Dodies and souls are thns distinct existences. The
body does not depend on the soul, nor the soul on the body.
The one exista as God's thought, the other as God's extension.
They have their identity only in that subllanct, of which thought
and extension are the_attributes, that is, in God.*
DEJ'IlQTIONa from the aeeond book, the subject of which ia the &nd.
• L I undentand by body a mode which expre&~~e~ in a certain determined
way the eeeeDce of God, in 10 far u it is considered u something extended.
IL That which belongs to the esaence of a thinJ. ia t1W whoee existence
Implies that of the thing, and whoee non-existence, 1ts non-existence ; in other
words, that which ia IUCb that the thing cannot exist without it, nor it without

thethif"•
DI. y Uka I understand a concept of the aoul, which the 10ul forma u a
thinking thing.
EuUNATlON.-1 MIJI concept ratMr t/taa ~~ 6«tJIIH tluJt tJae pwc~tioJa HtiiU to illdicaU tAat tfae lOIIi recmu jtora IM object Cl paniflt illlpru.~oa, Gild t1tat COJtCtpt oa tM otAer 11411d Gpp«Jt"• to ezyru. tM a.ctiolt of tiN

MI.
IV. By adequate idea, I understand an idea whi~1 eonaidered in ltaelf,
without regard to its object, hu all the propeliiea, all me intrintic denomina·
tiona of a true idea.

EXPUlfATlON.-1 MI!J i11tnuic ia ortUr to HI tJride t/ae utriuic prqperlg
~aatima of a id«J, -.Iy, iu accortlar&c• IDitla iu ohject.

or

,.,.,.a-J

V. Duration 1a the inctefinite continuation of existence.
illbJb&ite 6«tJ- it CCJit llft1W H
6y tfN
ll4tve ituff of tA. e:Ntirtg tlairtg, aor 6y iu ~ - , •lUcia reecuiGrilv
~,. tie uinac• of tlae tAillg, Glad dou aot tB.troy it.
· VI. Bea1ity and perfeetlon are for me the same 1:hiD«.
EuutfATION.-1 «<I

VD. By illdif!ldiiCIZ tlant.g. I undentand the things wliich are-tnlte, and iltmt
a determined existence. But if many indhidnala meet for a eertain action, in
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TliB BTEIUUL .UD TliB TBKPOllAL.

The pll88agtl from the eternal to the temporal, from the infinite
to the finite, is left by Spinoza. in the same obscurity which envelopes the intermediaries. When did bodies be~ to be ? This
question seems to have been answered when it 1a said that the
only attribute which they have in common is one of the attributes of God. But extension is nothing more than infinite
len~h and breadth, infinite height and aepth ; when and how do
bod1es become actual objects 7 Leibnitl answers for Spinosa,
that he made his actual bodies from abstractions ; with ciphers
he made unities and numbers. In this he approached some of
1111ch a way &hat they are altogether the e&Uie of the ume effect, I COIIIider them
ander thia point of 'riew u a aiDgle individual thing.
AxloQ.

L The of mao doel not imply neeaaaary existence, in other word..
in the order of nature, it might happeo that IUch or aach a mao u.iata, u it
might happen that he did not eJtiat.
n. :Man tbiob.
lll The modee of thought, IUch u ton, desire, and other paaiooa of the
10nl, by whateTer IWDe they may be mown, eao DOt exiA uoept there be in
the individual in whom they are foand, the idea of a thin& lond, daired, &c.
But an idea eao exiA without any other mode of thought.
IV. We feel a certain body affected ID many wayL
V. We do DOt feel, nor do we perceiTe, any other individual thlnp than
bodiea and modee of thought.
PBoPOIITIOKL
Thought Ia an attribute of God, in other wonla, God Ia a Being who
thinb.
Exteoaion Ia an attribute of God, in oCher wardl, God ia a BeiDg
utended.
The fOrmal being of ideu hu God for ita eaoae, 10 f'ar only u God ia ~
prded u a Being who thinb, and not u Hi8 nature, ia u~ by any other
attribute, in other wonll, the ideu of particular thiop han not their objeo&
for an dlcient c:aoae, &hat 11 to uy, thingl perceiTed, ba& God Himaelf 10 &r
u He ia a Being who tbiob.
The order and the coanexiou ol idea Ia the ame u the order and
CODJIGion ol thingL
The beiJ11 of 1abstance doea DOt belOIIJ to the of man, in other
won1a, it Ia not the IUbetance which cooatitutea the form or the euence of
mao.

The object of the idea which COIIItitutea the hUIIWl 10ol la the body, Ia
other wordl, a certain mode of exi8tence and nothing more.
He who hu a true idea, knows at the ume time that he hu &hat idea, and

eaonot doubt of the thing which it repreeenta.
It ia not of the nature ofrea10n to pereein thlngau oootingent but, rather

uneceaary.
ETery idea of a body, or anr particnlar thi.Jli[ actully exi.ltiog, IDTOlTel,
DeCiliiiU'ily, the eternal and ioAmte existence of God.
The blowledge of the eternal ud ioAni.t.e 111111e11ce ol God, which eTflrJ idea
iDTOlTello ia adequate and perfect.
The hUID&Il IIOUl bu an adequate kDowledp of the ioAni.te and eter1111
..ace of God.
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the old philosophers who made corporeals by the meeting of incorporeals. And this was not some process which bad a
beginning, but one that was necessary and eternal. Spinoza
acc:Ounts for the transformations of bodies by the mathematical
laws of movement. In nature there is neither birth nor death.
What we call birth is but the composition of simple modes of
extension. Their decomposition we call death. For a time
they are maintained in a finite relation, that is life. The inert
elements of the corporeal universe are simple modes uncomposed.
The moat simple combinations of these modes form inorganic
bodies. If we add to these combinations a higher degree of
complexity, the individual becomes capable of a greater number
of actions and passions. It is organized. It lives. With the increasing complexity of parts the organization becomes perfec&.
Dy degrees we arrive at the human body: that wonderful machine, the richest, the mi)St diversified, the moat complete of all,
yea, that master piece of nature which contains aU the forma of combination and o~zation which nature can produce ; that little
world in which 1s reflected the entire universe. The whole of
nature is one individual. Ita parts vary infinitely, but the individual in ita totality undergoes no change.
The division of the all of existence into 'nature producing'
and ' nature produced,' carries with it Spinoza's doctrine of
creation. He clin~ tenacionsly to the word crtation, t.houa:h he
denies with all explicitness the doctrine of creation from noihing.
This doctrine he calls a fiction and deceit of the mind, by which
nothing is made a reality. God is not a great Being who works
outside of His own essence. He is Being itself. The Being
who is all Being. Creation depends immediately upon God
without the intervention of anythmg with which or upon which
He works. God is essentially a cause-the oauae of Himself
and all things. Creation resembles the work of preservation,
which, as Des Cartes has shown, is but a continual repetition of the
work or act of creation. Yet that which ia created is not substance, for no substance can be created by another. The eseenoe
of enrything is eternal, for it is the essence of God. From the
bosom of His unchanging eternity He unoeaaingly creates. He
fills infinite duration with the exhaustless nriety of His works;
the efFects of which He ia the cause. But theae worb are not
themselves infinite or eternal. The finite neTer 1Hcomu the infinite. 'Nature produced' can never become 'nature produciDft!
Both are called God, but the one ia only God in His finite
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IS CREATION ETERNAL.

modes, the other is God in His eternal activity. As we tht18
distinguish between finite and infinite, so must we distinguish
between eternity and time.• The first il, the latter is constituted
by duration. Created things are necessary to its existence. It
has no existence apart from them. • Before creation,' says
Spinoza, ' we cannot conceive either time or duration, for these
.began with created things. Time is the measure of duration, or
rather it is nothing but a mode ofthinkin~. Not only does it
pre-suppose something created, but chiefly thinlcing beings.
Duration ends when created things cease to be, and begins when
they begin to be.' Eternity, which belongs to God alone, is distinct from all duration. Make it as vast as we may, the idea
of duration still admits th&t there may be something vaster still.
No accumulation of numbers can express eternity. It is the negation of all number. It follows then that nothing could have
been created from eternity. The favorite argument of those who
maintained an eternal creation is founded on the necessity of an
effect followin~ wherever there is a cause. And if God is the
eause of creat10n, it must, they said, be eternal like Him. Referrin~ to these, Spinoza says, " There are some who assert that
the thmg produced may be contemporaneous with the cause, and
that seeing God was from eternity, His effects also must be from
eternity. And this they further confirm by the example of the
Son of God, who was from eternity ~tten of the Father. But
it is evident from what we have said above that they confound
eternity with duration, and attribute to God only duration from
eternity, which is evident from the very example they bring
forward, for they suppose that the same eternity which they
attribute to the Son of God is possible for creatures. They
imagine time and duration before the foundation of the world,
and they wish to establish a duration separate from things
created ; aa others wished to make an eternity distinct from
God. Either of which is very far from the truth. It is altogether false th'lot God can communicate His eternity to creatures:
the Son of God is not a creature but eternal aa the Father•
.When we say that the Father has an etern&ll.y begotten Son, we
only JDe&n that the Father has always commwucated His eternity
to the Son." Spinoza's idea of creation ditfers on the one aicfe
from the ordinarY idea that God works on sometbmg external to

Sailee*'•

:re;

• B ..,._be Mtioed here that if
ipterpzetAtion of S · osa ia correct,
Spinola ia alli02ether confuaed about theee modee. Aze
eternal ud
inAnite or are tfier only temporal and finite ? ls • nature produced' ID arty
11nae eternal and infinite ?
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Himselt, and on the other side it dift'ers from the pr;·eminently
Pantheistic notion of an eternal emanation, from and out of the
essence of the Divine Being. . Created things are indeed emanations but not eternal, for God is still God, and the creature is
still a creature. M. Saisset compares Spinoza's doctrine of
creation with that of the Church Fathers, quoting S. Augustine
who says in the ' Oitl of God,' ' Before all creatures God bas
always been, and yet He has never existed without the creatures,
because He does not precede them by an interval of time, but
by a fixed eternity.' This seems to be the very doctrine of
Spinoza, but how it dift'ers from that of an eternal emanation,
depends on the meaning given to the word ' eternal,' which, with
10me of the old philosopliers, meant unending duration, but with
B. Augustine and Spinoza it is the negation of all duration.
Since created things are the modes of the Deity it follows that
their existence is necessary. Des Cartes said that creation was
doe to the will of God uniniluenced by any motive. From this,
Bpinoza concluded that God must then act from the necessity of
His own nature. God is free to create, that is, there is no mo·
tiTe from without, no snbjeetion to fate, no compulsion to call
forth creation, but this freedom is regulated by the nature of
God, so that He acts by a free neceuity•.,. We cannot ascribe
will to God. ·In fact, will apart from volitions is a chimera ; a
eeholastic entity or non-entity, as humanity abstracted from
men, or lloneit!J abatracted from stones. Will is only a series of
volitions, and a series of volitions is merely a series of modes of
activity, not of activity itself. But God is the absolute ac·
tivity, even as He is the absolute existence, and the source of all
existence. He acts because He is. For Him to exist is to act.
He is absolute liberty just as He is absolute activity, and abso.
lute existence. In the words ' free necessity' Spinoza introduces
a verbal contradiction, which he tries to explain. He controverts the popular belief in the freedom of the will. We act and
we know that we act, but we do not know the motives which de·
termine our actions. Liberty does not consist in the will being
undetermined, but in its not being determined by anything but
• " I am far from eabmitting God in any way to fate 1 only I conceive tba&
all thinga rualt from the nature of God, iD the llliDI way that everyone con•
eei't'el that it result. from the nature of God that God hal knowledge of rum.
1e1t There is certaialy no one who dispatea that this rea111 rcsalte from the
exiateuce of God, and yet no one anderstanda by this, suboutiing God to fAte.
ETeryone believe• that God comprehenda Bimlelf with a ~ liberty,m4

ret necesaarilr."-Letter tD OldinbMrg.

q
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FINAL CAUSES.

itself. Hence the definition:-' A thin~ is free when it exista
Ly the sole necessity of ita nature, and 1s determined to action
by itself alone; a thing is necessary, or rather constrained when
it is determined by another thing to exist, and to act according
to a certain determined law.' God is free because He acts from
the necessity of His own nature. 'All things result from the
nature of God in the same way as it results from the nature of
God that He has consciousness of Himself; God comrrehenda
Himself with a perfect liberty, and yet by necessity. Things
which follow from the nature of God must necessarily exist. To
imagine that God could order it otherwise is to suppose that the
effect of a cause is not something necessary, or that in a triangle
God could prevent that its three angles be equal to two right
angles.
Spinoz11.'s doctrine of the necessity of creation will help us to
understand what he says aboutfinal eawt8, He does not deny,
as we have seen, that God thinks, for thou~ht is one of His infinite attributes, nor does he deny that God 18 a living, conscious
Being who creates freely, though His freedom is regulated by
His own nature, but he does deny that God works for an end.
' Men commonly suppose,' says Spinoza, ' that all the beings of
nature act like themselves for an end. They hold it for certain
that God conducts all things towards a certain definite end.
God, they say, has made everything for man, and He has made
man to be worshipped by him.' Spinoza introduces some confusion into his argument by identifying the doctrine of final
causes with the belief that all things were made specially for the
use of man. God may work for an end, though that end may
not be to make all creation the servant of man. Yet this is the
belief which Spinoza has chiefly before him when he speaks of
final causes. ' Men,' he says, in the next page, ' meeting outside of themselves a great number of means, which are of
great service to procure useful things, for instance ; eyes to see,
teeth to masticate, vegetables and animals to nourish them, the
sun to give them light, the sea to nourish fishes, &c. ; they consider all beings of nature as means for their use, and well knowing besides that they have met these means, and have not made
them, they think that there is reason for believing that there
exists another Being who has disposed them in their favor.' It
does not ~ppear that Spinoza meant that men should not conclude from the works of nature that there is a manifest
Intelligence at work in creation. What he chiefly objects to, is
that men judging of all things by their utility to man, suppoee
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GOD INCORPORBAL.

that for this end they were made, so that the master or masters
of nature being themselves like men, have taken care of mankind,
and made all things for their use. Spinoza denies God design
just as he denied Him will, because design is human ; a mode ot
finite working which cannot be supposed to exist in God. Infinite
wisdom must differ from finite. God is intelligent; yea He is
intelligence infinite. He thinks though He has no understanding, just as He acts though He has no will, for understanding
like will is a mere abstraction ; a succession of modes of thought,
as will is of volitions. But God's thought cannot be a succession
of ideas. It is infinite, and therefore we cannot call it understanding without ascribing to the all-Perfect the conditions of
imperfection. Understanding implies a proc;ess of reasoning. It
consists in passing from one idea to another ; going from the
known to the unknown, till that becomes the known ; but all
thinking and all knowing is included in the ideas of infinite
thinking and infinite knowing, so that understanding in the
eense in which it belongs to man cannot be predicated of God.*
In this way Spinoza eliminates all imperfection from human
attributes before he ascribes them to God, lest he should carry
over into the Divine nature the limitations of the human. This
principle which he had learned from Des Cartes he pushed to its
last consequence, even denying that God has the same attributes
as man, or if He has, it is in a way so different that the theological distinction between attributes, communicable and incommunicable, disappears. Understanding and will have been denied
to God, and on the same principle He is incorporeal. Extension
is one of the two known attributes of God. It is also an attribute of bodies ; that which constitutes bodies, or rather that in
which bodies have their constitution. That God is corporeal seems
the necessary conclusion from extension being one of His attributes ; and so it would be if Spinoza were in any sense a
materialist. But though Divinity be exhibited to all our senses
by modes, it does not follow that these modes are in themselves
God. If they were anything real they would be God. If they
were God they would not be modes. But their very name declares that they are n•t the essence, though the essence is manifested in them ; God, therefore, is not corporeal, for though the
subject of extension, He is not the subject of motion or division.
• The word understanding doee not convey in itself the idea which Spinosa
inteoda. Bil meaning maat be gathered from what he eaye. What he eeema to
deay in God il Dot reuoa, bu$ ~ neceaai'y of l'eiiOIIinr·

Qt
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DURATION NOT TO BE ASCRIBED TO OOD.

He Cllnnot be diYided into parts; that would clearly imply imperfection, to affirm which of God would be absurd. ' Substance
abaolute!J infinite ie indivisible.' 'l'he division which we see in
the worl is in the modes, not in the substance. It is not extension which constitutes a body, but division, eo that God ia not
necessarily corporeal because He is the subject of exteosion.
It does not follow that whatever substance is extended, is finite,
for to be finite is contrary to the nature of anbstance. We can
conceive corporeal substance only as infinite. In the same matter
parts are. not distinguished, except u we conceive the matter as
aft'ected in dift'erent ways; 80 that the distinction ia not as to
the essence, but only the modes. Water, for instance, we ma1
conceive to be divi4ed and separated into parts, 80 far M it 18
water, but not a.~ it is corporeal subttuoe; for u such it can be
neither separated nor divided. The one substance, whose attributes are infinite thought and exten&ion, is incorporeal ; for
extenaion is not body, but being infinite it excludes the idea of
anything corporeaL Although it is gran~ that God is incorporeal, yet this is not to be received as if all the perfections of
extension were removed from Him, but only so far as the nature
and properties of exten11ion involve any imperfection. This diatinction between extension and eorporeitv, though not admitted
in our ordinary though&, explains how GOd is incofporeal and
yet infinitely extended.
Can we ascribe duration to God? Sir Isaac Newton deftned
God as that Being who endures always, apd thereby constitutes
duration. Spinoz.. says, we call God eternal mat we may exclude from Him the idea of drwatU.. He does not endure, He
Dtll'IAtion is an affection of existence, but no~ of essence, and
cannot be attributed w God, whose existence is one with His
ess£>nce. No one can say of the essence of a circle or a triangle
10 far as it is eternal truth, that it has ~isted longer to-day
than it bad existed in the days of Adam. To aacribe duration to
God would be to suppose Him capable of diviaion, and this wottld
be contrary to His infinite nature. God does llOt, like created
things, f'0'8UI existence. He is J;Iimself existence, as He is
Himself eesence. Has GO<llife 7 As with duration and ~xiat·
ence in the sense in which the created tbina has it; God has it
not. " By life we understand the foru by w4ich tllifi{J& co.m,..,,
in tMir own being. And because that force is dift'erent from the
things themselves, we say properly that the things Aclw life.
But the foroe by which God continues in His Being, is nothing
but His own eesenoe, 80 that they speak .ri&ht who call God life.

u.
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There are theologiana who think that because God is life, and
not diatinguiah.ed from life, is the reason why the Jews did not
swear by the lif~ of Jekovah as Joseph swears by the life of
Pharaoh, bat by the living God." Agatn, God does aot love nor
hate. He ia not angry with any man; He is without passions.
The Scriptures indeed ucribe love and hatred to Him, but \hey
are altogether difrerent from the human emotions that go
by theee names. 8. Paul understood this well, when he 1aid
God loved Jacob and hated Esau before they were bom, or had
done good or evil.
The effort to keep the perfection of God free fnlm f'Rety human
elemenf led Spinosa to make the difference between the human
and the Divine attributes, not merely one of degree bat of kind.
He even denied that there was anything in common between the
Divine understanding and the hDDlan, ~aying that when we aacribe undersianding to God, that attribute in the Divine Being
has no mere resemblance to human understanding than the dog
~ ultltial fig•, bu to the dog which barks. Spinoza seems
here lor a moment to have lost himself in the abyssal sea of the
Infinite. ET8rJ rational theology, that is, every theology which
has been reaaoned out can only depend for its coocluaions on the
belief' that the human mind is a eopy of the Divine : that the
one resembles the other, Uld that the human mind is capable of
knowing God, and to some extent of understanding Hie ways.
If there is no analogy between the mind of God and the mind of
man, theology and rauonal religion are impossible. The Infinite
indeed oan never be brought under the limitations of the finite,
but if the dift'erence is in kind, why did Spinoza attempt to tell
us what God ia, or how He is related to creation? The ground
of hill denying this analogy was that the Divine thought was tho
cause of human thought. One of his friends reminded him that
be had said ' Il two things have nothing in eommon they cannot
be the cause of each other, from which it follows t~t if tllere
was nothing in common betwten the Divine· and the human
understanding, the Divine could not be the cause of the human.'
To this, Spinoza answered that all beings dHfered from their
causes both as to essence and existence, excepting where h"ke
produced like ; and referred to a scholium and corollary, where he
had shown in what sense God wu the efficient caue of the
essence of created things. What he meant may be oonjeetared,
but the objection was never. really answered.
Spiooza had uaed a strong and nnfortunate comparison, which
expressed more than he intended. To another friend be wrote,
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• As to what you maintain that God has nothing formally in
common with created things, I have established the contrary
in my definition for I have said, God is a Being constituted
by an infinity of infinite attributes, that is to say perfect, eac~
in its kind.' The attributes which correspond to human attributes, he considered as existing in God after an infinite manner
indeed, yet not as differing in kind from the finite. That
Spinoza believed in the humanitg *of God is evident from what he
says in another place : " The will of God, !ln~hich He wills to
love Himself, follows necessarily from His i
· te understanding,
by which He knows Himself. But how these are distin~ished
from each other, namely, His essence, the understandltlg by
which He knows Himself, and the will br which He wills to love
Himself we place among the things which we desire to know.
Nor do we forget the word per1onality, which theologians sometimes nse to explain this matter. Bot though we are not
ignorant of the word, we nevertheless confess our ignorance of
its meaning, nor can we form any clear and distinct conception
of it, although we constantly believe in the mo1t blu#d t1ision
which i1 promised w the faithful that God will ,.etJ«<l et~M thu to
His otm. That will and power are not distinguished from the
understanding of God we have shown from this that He not onl;r
decreed things to exist, but to exist with such a nature, that 18
that their essence and their existence depended on the will and
power of God ; from which we plainly and distinctly perceive
that the understanding of God His power and His will, by which
He has created, and bas known created things, preserves them
and loves them, are in nowise to be distinguished bot only in
respect of our thoughts."
• " He did not merely reoeive the witnea of a one God from hi11 mother's
llpL The ,.oice which spoke to Moee~~out of the buah wu uttering itaelf.in his
generation. It wu no cunningly devised fable, no story of another day. There
was a witne1111 for it in ~· very nature and being of man ; it might be brought
forth in bard forms of geometry. In those forms it necesurily became con. tracted. Ita life, ibl personality, were always threatening to disappear. The I
a• seems in the act of paBBing into t/ae Beirt~. (Mr. Maurice means Plato'•
ontological Detty, whom we have identified wtth the Orae of PannenideL) But
the change is never fully accompliahed. The living God spoke still to the
modem sage. He conld not shake off the belief that His ,.oice was U. fiH9
to be heard in the Bible. With all bia physical science, all bia reverence for
the light of natlll'll he bows before the God of bia fatherL There is awe and
trembling in the worshipper. Though 10 clear in his perteptiona, though 10
calm in hia utterances, he often ahrinb and becomes confu.aed in tiW ~ce.
He does not feel that be ia alone in it: all mea an dwelling in it : WBnl it withdrawn all would periah."-Modern PhilO&Oplly, by tlae Rtf). F. D. Ma~~Tice.
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MAN H.AS NO FREE WILL.

Spinoza ascribed to God a kind of freedom: a free necessity.
But to creatt!d existences even this kind of freedom is denied.
'There is nothing contingent in the nature of beings ; all things
on the contrary are determined by the necessity of the Divine
nature, to exist and to act, after a certain fashion.' ' Nature produced' is determined by' nature producing.' It does not act ; it
is acted upon. The soul of man is a Spiritual automaton. It is
not an empire within an empire. It does not belong to itself; it
belongs to nature. It does not make its destiny; it submit.q to
a destiny made for it. Every individual acts according to its
being, and that being is grounded in the Being of God. There
can be'\tothing arbitrary in the necessary developments of the
Divine essence. There can be no disorder in .that perpetual
movement which incessantly creates, destroys, and renews all
things. The harmony of the all is so perfec' in itself, and all
its unf'oldings, that no possibility is left for free will in the creature.
Every being is determined to existence and to action by another
being, and so on for ever. Movements produce movements, and
ideas generate ideas according to a law founded upon the very
nature of thought and extension, and in a perfect correspondence
which again has for its foundation the identity of thought and
extension in God. We imagine ourselves to be free, but it is
only imagination. It is a delusion arising from our ignorance of
the motives which determine us to action. When we think that
in virtue of any self-determining power in the soul, we can
speak or be silent as we choose, we dream with our eyes open.
Were a man placed like the school men'sass between two bundles of
hay, each of which had equal attractions for him, he could de·
cide for neither. If hay were his food he would die of hunger
rather than make a choice. And if equally placed between two
pails of water he would die of thirst. Of course he would be an ass
if he did, says a supposed objector, to which Spinoza has no other
an8wer, but that he would not know what to thmk of such a man.
The old and stubborn objection to this doctrine will arise in every
Is God then the author of sin 1 Spinoza
reader's mind.
answers that sin is nothing positive. It exists for us but not
for God. The same things which appear hateful in men are regarded with admiration in animals; such, for instance, as the
wars of bees and the jealousies of wood pigeons. It follows then
that sin, which only expresses an imperfection, cannot consist in
anything which expresses a reality. We speak improperly, applying human language to what is above human language, when
we say that we sin against God, or that men ofFend God. No-
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thing can exist, and no event can happen, contrary to the will
of God. ' The command given to Adam consisted simply in
this, that God revealed to him that eating the forbidden fruit
would cause death. In the same way He reveals to us, by the
natural light of our minds, that poison is mortal. If you ask
for what end was this revelation given? I answer : To render
him so much more perfect in t.he order of knowledge. To ask then
of God, why He has not given to Adam a more perfect will is
as absurd as to ask why He has not given to the circle the pro·
perties of the square.' The consequence, which seems to ua
naturally to follow from this doctrine, is that there is no di.ference between virtue and vice : good and bad. But this Bt>inoza
does not admit. There is a dift'erence between perfection and
imperfection. The wicked, aftmo their own manner, express the
will of God. They are instruments in His hand. He uaea
them as His instruments, but destroys them in the use. It is
true they are wicked by necessity, but thev are not on that ac·
count leas hurtful or leas to be feared. \ve are in the hands
of God as the clay in the hand of the potter, who, of the same
lump. makes one vessel to honor and another to dishonor.
In a system where all is necessary, and where sin is only a
privation of reality, the distinction between good and evil can·
not be more than relative. Our knowledge of things is imper·
fect. When we imagine, we think that we know. H nature,
an9 the chain of causes were not hidden from our weak sight,
every existence would appear to us, as it is, finished and perfect.
()ur ideas of good and evil, perfection and imperfection, like
those of beauty and ugliness, are not children of reason but of
imagination. They expreas nothing absolute-nothing which
belongs to being. They but mark the weakneas of the human
mind. That which is easily imagined we call beautiful and
well-formed, but that which we have difficulty in imagining appears &o us without beauty or order. What we call a fault m
nature, such as a man born blind, is only a negation in nature.
We compare such a man with one who sees, but nature is no
more at fault than in denying sight to stones. For man however
there exists good and evil relatively if not absolutely. But
these are reEolved into the useful and the injurious. A thing
at the same time may be good, bad, or ind1ft'erent. Music for
instance is good for a melancholy man, but for a deaf man it is
neither good nor bad. Goodneas is but the abstraction we make
from things which gives us pleasure. We do not desire them because they are good, but our desire invests them with a supposed
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goodness. To the pUI'S1lit of what it agreeable, and the hatred
of the contrary, man is compelled by his nature, for' every one
desires or rejects by neoeeaity, according to the laws of his nature, that whioh he judges Jiood or bad.' To follow this impulse is not only a neceaeity but it·is the right and the duty of
every man, and everyone should be reokoned an enemy who
wishes to hinder another in the gratification of the impulses of
his nature. The measure of everyone's right is his power.
The best right is that of the strongest, and as the wise man has
an absolute right to do all which reason dictates, or the right of
living according to the laws of reason, ao also the ignorant and
foolialt man has a right to live according to the laws of

appeti~.!_-.l
· of pred~=-ftti'
· S pmosa
•
's
The m.ruuuction
_........ on, or neeess1'ty mto
_system gives it an aspeot of terror. The heart of man recoils
from that stern fatalism which makes men good or bad, and
leads them on to reward or punishment, not according to
what they are by choice, but acoording to what neoessity has
made them. But like all predestinarians Spinosa was happily
inconsistent. The fact that we are predestined, must not influence as in our efl'orts. We must act as if no 811Ch predestination existed. The end Bpinoza had in aU his speculations,
was to find a supreme goOd, such as would satisfy an immortal spirit. He uerci8ed his reason with all earnestoess, tha'
; The foUcnriDg are the DD'llm'lo•• ba the thUd hook- the subject of
which ia the nature and origin of die pusio111 :
L I call adequate calUe, that die effect of which can be clearly and cJia.
tinetly pen:eiTed by itaelf, and inadequate or partial, that the effect of which
ctDDOt be CODCeim by melf alooe.
·
IL When an~ happena in na or outeide of ae, of which we are the
adequate eaoee, that 111 to ay, when anything, in Ul or outside of 1111, foliofrom our uature, which can be c:oDCeiTecl by it clearly and diatinc:tly, I call that
aedng. When, ou the oontrary, anything happens in 1111, or results from our
DAture, of which we are DOt the a.uae, DOt even partially, I call that aaft'ering.
IlL I undentand by pauiCIJI• thoee affections of the body which in~ or
diminiah, favor, or hinder its power ot acting, and I Ullderstand allo, at the
111111e time, the illeu of theae affecti~m~o
TAU u IDA,, if !De CGII be tAe ~ CGIIU qf uy ou qf t.ieM aff~
pGUi1nt tAa upr.-~e~ Clll actio~~ ; aa nery otll#r CG# it •• ca tnu1 JIG"W•·
PIIOPOIITI01f8.

Our 80111 cloee certain aetio111, and luffen certain ]lUiioDa 1 111mely, eo far
u it hu adequate id-, it doel certain acti0111 ; and eo far u it hu inadequate
ideu it IIUffere certain pusiona.
The leti0111 of the 1001 come only from lldequate ideu, paaiou Ollly from
~
EYeJYthiag eo far u it u, ia forced to penenre in its OWD beiug.
Tbe effort by which eYerytbing tenda to pereevere in ita own beiug, ia nothing more than die actual e~~~ence of that ~ng.
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he might know himself and God; and find that which would
give him joy when temporal pursuits and pleasures failed him.
The existence of good and evil, perfection and imperfection,
taken in the moral sense given to them in the human consciousness, he denied. But he deniM their existence only to re-affirm
it in a higher, and as he reckoned, the only true sense. He had
started with the perfection of God. We have an idea of such a
perfection : an adequate idea of One who is the Perfect. The
mfinite number of modes which emanate from the DiviDe attributes are less perfect, and yet each in its rank of being expresses
the absolute perfection of Being in itself. There is then an absolute perfection and a relative perfection ; the latter including
a necessary mixture of imperfection. Everything is perfect according to the measure of reality which it ~ssesses, and imperfect just as it lacks reality. What is good for man is that
which is useful-that which brings him joy and takes away
sorrow. Joy is the passage of the soul to a greater perfection,
and sorrow to a less perfection ; in other words, joy is the desire
satisfied, and sorrow the desire opposed. The ruling desire in
man is to continue in being: to be more that which he is. Our
duty is to know what is the supreme good-the good of the soul.
We need not interrupt Spinoza with any questions about duty
when he has denied us free will. He will answer, that is altogether a different question, and one that should not interfere with ·
our striving after perfection. It is a man's right, as well as the law
of his nature to strive to continue in being. But there are two
ways by which this may be done; one is blind brutal appetite,
the other is the desire which is guided by reason. Now reason
avails more 'han appetite. Reason is master of the passions,
appetite is their slave. Reason thinks of the future, appetite
only of the present. It belongs to reason to think of things
under the form of eternity; it affects the soul as powerfully with
the desire of good things to come, as with those that now are.
Its joys are not delusive and fleeting but solid and enduring.
It nourishes the soul with a blessedness which no time can
change. Reason leads us to God and to the love of God. The
life of reaeon is then the highest life, the happiest, the moat perfect, the richest, that is to say, the life in which the being of
man is most possessed and increased. By reason, man is free.
He then regulates his life by a clear and adequate idea of the
true value both of the temporal and the eternal. The cause of
this we can see in .the very nature of the soul. It is an idea : a
thought. Its activity is in the exercise of thought. The more
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u,

it thinks, the more it that is, the more it has of perfection and
blesaedne88. True thought is in adequate ideas. All othe1'8 are
inadequate and mutilated, leading to error and sorrow, and
making men slaves to their appetites and pa88ions. The life of
reason is the most perfect life, because it is the life in God.
' The supreme life of the soul is the knowledge of GOO.'*
Spinoza's object was the same lui that proposed by Des Cartes
....:..to prove that religion is the highest reason ; that the doctrines of
religion are in accordance with reason, that is to say, rational.
Starting with the existence of God, which he held for a primary
trnth, he went on to demonstrate the immortalit;r of the soul.
This was involved in the definition of soul. It ts an idea: a
thought of GOO's. As such it is an eternal mode of the eternal
unde1'8tanding of GOO. It does not belong to time. Its existence is as immutable as that of its Divine Object. It does not
perceive things under the form of duration, that is, successively
and imperfectly, but under the form of eternity, that is, in their
immanent relation to substance. The human soul is thus a
pure intelligence entirely formed of adequate ideas, entirely active and altogether happy; in a word, altogether in God. But
the absolute necessity of the Divine nature requires every soul
in its turn to have its career in time, and partake the vicissitudes of the body, which is appointed for it. From eternal life
it falls into the darknCIIS of the terrestrial state. Detached in
some way from the bosom of God it is exiled into nature. Henceforth, subjected to the laws of time and change, it perceives things
only in their temporal and changing aspect, and with difficulty
seizes the eternal bond which binds the entire universe and itself to God. It does, however, seize it, and by a lofty effort,
surpassing the weight of the corporeal chain, it finds again the .
infinite good which it had lost. The human soul is thus immortal. The senses, memory, and imagination being passive
faculties appropriated to a successive and changing existence, ·
• DD"ImTIOlfl from the fourth book-the subject of whiclr ia the bondage
of man, or the power of the Paaiona :
I understand by ~ that which we certainly know to be naefal to na.
Byllt7il that wh1ch we certaiuly know hinders aa poaeMinr a certain

good.
PBOPOIITIOI'.

Ken are eonlltaatly and neceaaarily in conformity with nature only, eo far
u they lin according to the coanaela of reaeon.
PKoPOIITIOlfl from the fifth boolr.-the aabjectof which ia Liberty:
The more we comprehend particular things, the more we comprehend God.
The IIOUl can imagine nothing, nor remember anything put, bat on condmon that the body continaea to e:dat.
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perish with the body. Then too the 10ulloeee all its inadequate

ideas, which were the cause of the pusione, prejudice~, and
errors which enslaved it and led it &Stray while it wu in the
body. Reason, which enables 111 to peroeiw thing~ under the

form of eternity, alone aubeiata. 'The human 1001 OIDDOt entirely perish with the body. There remaiDa IOIDetb.ing of it
which 18 eternal.'•
·
We have come from God. Once we existed in the bolom of
God, and loved Him with an eternal love. Our 1011ls fell from
eternity into time. They came into material bodies. We have
reminiaoencea of our former bleuedneee in that reason which
tells us that God is the highest 20od : the only true joy of the
aoul. When the body is diuolve(i, aDd that order of things which
is ooDStituted by the UDion of our aouls with bodies is ended, then
we shall find the good which we lost, or rather which wu b a
time hidden from our eyes. This ia life eternal ; this ia true
blesaedneaa, to find, in the contemplation of the perfect Being, the
satisfaction of the desire of our aoule. Thoae who now live
rationally have a foretaste of this blessedness, which they abaii
enjoy in its r.n fruition when all dies but reuon, aDd GOd ahall
love 111 in Himeelf, and we shall perfectly love God in us.
Spinosa ptll'81lea, throughout, die object which Des Cutes had
propOeed-to abow the reuonablmeea of religion; yea, to demonstrate that religion is reuon itself, and that reason ia religion. The highest lite ia the most rational, md that must be
religious. For what is reaaon 7 That which gives aa ncb clear
and adeqUitie ideu of God, of ourselves, and of the eternal reJa..
tion1 of the universe, that we cannot do otherwiae than love(]()d,
and all mankind. And to be thus guided b1 NUOD is to pretene and increue our being. It ia to nourish the etemal life
• N~elell, there it ~y In God, ID idea which expre-. the
euenee of ncb md IUch a hiiDIID body Ullder Ult chaneter of e&ernity.
That the idea which expreuee the euence of Ule body under the chaneter
of eternity is a mode determind by thought which re1attia it to the eou1 Qd
wbicb Ia aeee.arily etenlal. Yet it is impoesible for us to remember that we have
ailted before the body, since no trace of that existence ean be found in t1te
body, Uld that etemity ean be meuured by time or han my relation to it,
and ye& - feel, - pnl?e, that we are ete:maL Although we do not remember

to have existed before the body, we feel that OIIJ' eoul, so far u it ineludee
the eueDce of the body under the charaeter of eternity is eternal. aud &bit
eternal ex!.tence C&llllot be meuured by time, or lltretcbed into duration.
• Our soul, 110 far u it knows ita body &Jld iUdf uDder the cbanleter of
eterDity, polllletlle8 neceaurily the bowledp of God, aud lmo-it is in God, ud
ie conceived br God.
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within us. Our being is in thought, and the very eaenee of
thought is &he idea of God. To know God is then our highest
knowledge. To love Him ia our highest joy.• And this participation in bJeuedneu, leads us to desire that other men mRy
enjoy it too. It then becomes the fo110dation of morality ; the
only true source of aD good in men. The Divine law is thus a
natural law ; the foundation of reli~ous inatruction ; the eternal
original of which all the various religions are but changing and
perishable copies. Thi8 law1 according to Spinosa, baa four
chief characters. First, it is alone truly universal, being founded
on the very nature of man, ao far aa be is guided by reason. In
the second place, it reveals and establishes itself, having no need
of being supported by histories and traditions. Thirdly, it does not
require cere8lonies, but works. Actions which we merely call
good because they are commanded by aome institutions, are but
aJymbols of what is really ~ They are incapable of perfecting our understanding. We do not put them among works that
are truly exoellent-.mong such as are the offspring of reason,
and the natural fruits of a sound mind. The fourth character
of the Divine law, is that it carries with it the reward of its observance, for the happineas of man, is to know and to love God
with a aoul perfeo~y free; with a pure and an enduring love;
while the cbaatisement of those who break it is a privation of
these blessings, slavery to the leah, and a 110ul always restleu
and troubled.
Spinosa starting with nason, and the reuonableneas of re..
ligion, of neceaaity came into collision with thoae_parts of ChrU..
tianity which are at present above our reason. While he could
aim a deadly blow at 8Uperstition, and recommend the ~
precepts and doctrines. of Chriatiallity,he was yet compeUecl to put
aside, or relegate to the category of impoasiblea, other doctrines
or events which did not seem according to reason. There waa
PO .&uelation for him in the ordinary conventional sense of that
word. Revelation was in the human soul; in ~ light that
God Himself is kindling in men's hearts. What we call reveJa.
tion is but the gathering up of the greateG aad moei iJnportan'
• The intellectual Ion of the eoul for Qod, ia tho Tf!C1loYe wbiob Ged h.e
tor Himaelf, not only eo far u He Ia infinite, buteo far u Bia Jllliure c:au be
u~ bl the -nee of the human eonl, con.sidered under the characcer ot
e&etnh.r ; mother worda, &he in~ love ol tile 10111 for God it a put
of tho intlnito love which God hu for Hilalalf.
From thia it follon that eo far u God loTea lliluelf Be aleG lOYtl 111e11a
1nd coneoqueatly &he iatellectoal loTe of God for meu, ud tho in&ellecWallon
of God, are onl7 one ud &he ume thinr·
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truths which God has revealed to the huma.n race. But they were
revealed through the huma.n mind in the natural order of things,
and while our reason endorses them as rational, we are not compelled to believe that the wisest of those, through whom they
were made, were free from the errors and prejudices o£ the age
in which they lived.
Revelation or prophecy Spinoza defines as ' a certain knowledge of a.nything revealed to men by God.' He immediately
adds that from this definition, it follows that natural knowledge
may also be called prophecy, for the things which we know by the
natural light depend entirely on the knowledge or God, a.nd His
eternal decrees. The difference between natural knowl~e a.nd
divine is one of degree. The Divine passes the bounds
which terminate natural knowled~e. It cannot have its cause
in huma.n nature, considered in melj, but there iaaLightwhicA
lightens every man who cometh into the world, and we know by thi.
that we dweU in God, and God in us, becawe He hath matk us f4
participat~ of Ku Holy Spirit.
The prophets, by whom the
Scripture revelations were made, had imaginations which reached
after higher truths. They saw visions that were not given to other
men; visions or which they themselves did not always understand
the meaning. But to Jesus was given an open vision. He saw a.nd
comprehended troth as it is in God. He was notamere medium of
the divine revelation; He was the revelation, the truth itself.
"Though it is easy' says Spinoza ' to comprehend that God can
communicate Himself immediately to men, since without any
corporeal intermediary, He communicates His essence to our souls,
it is neverthelesa true, that a man, to comprehend by the sole force
of his soul, truths which are not contained in the first principles of
human knowledge, and cannot be deduced from them, ought to
possess a soul, very superior to ours and much more excellent.
Nor do I believe that a.ny one ever attained this eminent degree
of perfection except Jesus Christ, to whom were immediately revealed without words, and without visions, these decrees of God
which lead men to salvation. God ma.nifested Himself to the
apostles by the soul of Jesus Christ, as he had done to Moses
by a voice in the air, a.nd therefore we can say that the voice of
Christ, like that which Moses heard, is the voice of God. We can
also say in the aame sense that the wisdom of God, I mean a
wisdom more than human, was clothed with our nature in the
• person of Christ, and that Jesus Christ was the way or
Salvation." Spinoza's relation to Christianity is a vexed question
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among his critics. In this passage he evidently presents Jesus
Christ as the very incarnation of truth, which is the wisdom
of God, and which, with the Greek Fathers, was God Himself,
or God the Son. He openly admitted that he did not hold
the ordinary belief concerning God ; the Trinity; and the
doctrine of the incarnation. In a letter to a friend he wrote,
"To show you openly my opinion, I say that it is not absolutel,Y
necessary for salvation, to know Christ after the flesh ; but it 18
altogether otherwise if we speak of the Son of God, that is, of
the eternal wisdom of God, 'Which is manifested in all things,
and chiefly in the human soul and most of all in Jesus Christ.
Without this wisdom, no one can come to the state of happiness
for it is this alone which teaches what is true and what is false,
good and evil. As to what certain churches add that God
took human nature, I expressly declare that I do not know what
they say, and to speak frankly, I confess that they seem to me,
to speak a language as absurd as if one were to say that a circle
bas taken the nature of a triangle." He calls this the doctrine
of certain modern Christians, intimating that there was no ·such
doctrine in the early Church. God dwelt in the tabernacle, and in
the cloud, but He did not take thenatureeitherof the cloud or the
tabernacle. He dwelt in Jesus Christ as He dwelt in the temple
but with greater fulness for in Jesus Christ was the highest manifestation, and this S. John wished to declare with all possible
explicitness when he said, that the Word was made flesh.
Spinoza's doctrine will be best understood by compariog it with
what the Alexandrian Fathers have written on the Trinity and
the incarnation of the Word or Wisdom of God. The fall of man
was explained by Spinoza as we have more than once seen it explained by others. Man lost his liberty by eating of the fruit of
the tree of knowledge of good and evil Adam having found Eve
discovered that there was nothing in nature more useful to him
then her. But as he found that the beasts were like himself he began to imitate their passions and to lose his liberty.
He came under the dominion of his paseions, which is the real
bondage of the soul. To be freed from this dominion is liberty.t
Redemption, or the restoration of this liberty, began immediately
after the fall. The patriarchs were guided by the spirit of

t It ia t.hia which ell&blea ua clearly to understand in what our salvation, our
in other words, our liberty, consists : fllltMly, in & constant and ·
e&eru&llon for God, or if people wish it in the love of God for us. The
Holy Scripture gins to this love, this blesaedneaa, the name of glory, and that
rightly. We may refer this love to the IOul or to God, in either cue it ia
alwa1s that e&eru&l peace which ia not truly distinguished from glorJ.

bl~u.,
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Christ, that is to say, the idea of God. And this restoration,
begun in the patriarchs, will be carried on till man completely
regains the freedom which he lost in Adam. As the record of the
fall of man represented the loss of human liberty, so the restn'l'et>tion of Christ re.Presented the rising from the death of sin.
Christ's resurrectxon was altogether spiritual, and revealed onl~
to the faithful, according as they could understand it. "I mean,
says Spinosa, "that J esoa Christ was called from life to eternity,
and that after His passion He was raised from the bosom of the dead,
(taking this word in the same sense 81 where J esoa Christ said :
' Let the dead bury their dead,') as He was raised by His life,
and bl His death, in givin~ the example of an uneqnalled holiness.'
Spinosa gave thl8 instance simfly as a mode that
might be adopted to interpret those partso the Scriptures which
apeak of things beyond or out of th.e course of nature as known
to us. But this Was onl7 an inclift'erent and eecondary matter.
He was in reality opposed to explaining the mysteries of religion
by subtle speculation, declaring that those who did this, found
notlling in the Scriptures but 'the fictions of Aristotle and Plato.'
He saw in the Scrxpturea a practical religion: instructions how
men may live righteooa lives, and the histories of men who have
lived such lives. The sum of all religion, both 81 taught by the
Scriptures and by the light within, is that there is one God ; that
He loves joance and charity; that all men ought to obey Him,
and that the obedience with which He is most pleased, is the
practice of Joatice and charity towards our neighbour,-in the
words of Him who was J>"e-eminently the Teacher of religion to
men, we are to lov1 tM Lord our God wit/a all ow lae4rl8 tllld
mittdl tMd #rengtA, mtd ow neigUoar a1 ourulvu.*
• AD IICCOUJlt of the a&tempta to relata and cridclae Spinou wOIIld make a
curious ehapter. The A1'li great e1fort ...... that or Bayle, who il generally
Jlllid to have refuted the whOle of Spinosism. Bayle's argument wu very pro.
foaDCI md ftf'J' eoncl.usiYe. It eonailted in diaregarding Spinosa's detlnition of
nbetuce, ud thea going on to proTe that uerything had a 10bstauoe of ita
41WD.
Voll:aire luapecta that Bayle did not quite audera&ud Spiaou'a
substance, ud nggesta how 6plnoaa might really be refuted. This is the
fiOOell: ISpinoD bnilds hia theory on the miltake of Des Cartes, that ' Nature
il a Pleaam.' Aa rrery motiOD ~eqnirea empty apace, what beoomea of Spinou'a
0118 and oalynbltance P How ean the nbltance of a atar between which and
me there il a Yoid ao immenae, be pteeilely the substance of thil earth, or the
aubetance of myself, or the nbetaDce of a fly eaten by a apiderP Voltaire'•
~- Ia u iDgeDioaa u Bayle'• is profound and CODcluliYe. EYen Emile
SaiMet, who Ia b7 far the bel* ezpoeitor of Spinoa il not alwaya to be
truted. Both in hia introduction to Spinola'• worb, aDd in hia ' ~y Oil
Beliaiou Philoaoph ,' he mabs a rbetilrical iellare of Spinou flniaiJ.ing &be
Am book of u
pmrmnciDf,
IOnllitJ", ' I laW -..

~tAicll,

wi& ~
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HALBBBANCBK,

MALBBILAKCBB.-To Malebranehe the dift'erence between him-

aelf and Spinoza seemed infinite. And externally it was great.
Spinoza was a Jew, excommunicated from the synagogue; Malehnnehe, a Christian priest. The one had been educated in the
Cabbala, the other clung to the writings of S. Augustine. But
great as were the external dift'erences, impartial judges justly
reckon them teachers of kindred theologies. Des Cartes. as we
have seen, admitted two kinds of substance, the created aud the
uncreated, but in reality the latter was the only real substance.
Spinoza saw this inconsistency, and made the created substances,
accidents or modes of the uncreated. Bot these created substances are evidently of two kinds, the spiritual and the
material. Can these be reduced to one, or are they in their
essence entirely distinct 1 Des Cartes was of the latter opinion.
Spinosa held the former. From this resulted his belief in the
original unity of the thinking and the extended substance ; of
God as thought and extension. Malebranche wished to keep
the Cartesian ground, that they were distinct substances, and at
the same time to remove the Cartesian dualism. He did this
by supposing them distinct in themselves, ;ret finding their unity
in God. As all things exist spiritually and ideally in the Divine
:Mind, God is, as it were, the higher mean between the I and the
external world-' We see all things in GOO.' Malebranche as a
Cartesian, started with thought. We are a something which thinks;
we have ideas. Whence have we these ideas 1 Some are immediate, but others are the ideas of things material. The latter
we may have either from the objects themselves-from the soul
having the power of producing them, or from GOO's producing
them in us, which He may have done, either at creation, or may
do every time we think of any object ; or we may conceive the
.(114iud lAc lllllv• of God.' Th- wordl are certainly in the Etlti.ea, bat there
11 a comma after God, and the 11e11tenoe goes on ' u that which necell&rily exil&a, &c.' The I.Atiu ia, Hu Dei umam ci'!'f"' p'I'Op,.ictatu aplicvi, vt ~p~od
~ IZUtiJt, qwod •it '"'ic"'• tc· H. Saialet tranalates it apparently &o
make way Cor hia own rhetoric, J' ai uplicvi daru ce If" '011 17ifllt d•/ir-e la 114m• • Dift ., ... pr-oprieU. ; J' ai mot&trl tpiC Dtn uut• J&«-ir-CIIIIIIt,
p' il ut -iqu, kc. Mr. Fronde, misled apparently by Saiuet, hu repeated
&bia criticiam. '9"oltaire complained of the difflculty of undentandin, Spinosa,
bat ~arely Spinou hu caaae &o complain of the want of undentanding in hia

Crities.

An Enaliah clergyman hu prefix'!d an introduction to a tract of Leibnib'•
nceDUy diaconred, which hu been published u a refutation of Spinou. Tbe
tract doee not profea &o deal with more than one point of Spinosa'• pbil010phy,
and that anbozdinate one, bat the editor lancbl it u a complete refutation. ' U a--.ry,iadeed,' he goe1 on to say, 'for we all bow that Dr• ..ua.(!) Clark•
nlalil4 Spinou a hudnd yean aao.'

•
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SEEING ALL THINGS IN' OOD.

soul as having in itself all the perfections which we discover in
external objects, or lastly, as united with an AU-Perfect Being,
who comprehends in Himself all the perfections of created beings. Ma.lebranche examines each of these five ways of knowing
external objects, to find out the one that is most probable. He finds
objections to them all except the last. His arguments for this
are founded on the old Neo-Platonic doctrine of ideas. 'It is
absolutely necessary,' he ssy8, 'for God to have in Himself the
ideas of all the beings He has created, since otherwise He could
not have produced them, and He sees them all by considering
those of His perfections to which they are related.' God and
the human soul are supposed to be so united that God may be
called the ' place ' of souls, as extension is the place of bodies.
Spinoza could not have expressed this so well, nor could he have
wished it expressed better. The chief attribute of tho corporeal
is extension. In it, bodies have their being and essence. .And
as bodies are constituted in extension, so are souls constituted in
God. 'It is the Divine Word alone which enlightens us by
U!ose ideas which are in Him, for there are not two or more
wisdoms ; two or more universal reasons. Truth is immutable,
necessary, eternal; the same in time and in eternity; the same
in heaven and in hell. The Eternal Word speaks in the same
language to all nations.' This s~ing in us of the universal
reason is a true revelation from God. It is the only means of
our possessing any true knowledge of things external. ' To see
the intelligible Mrld, it is enough to consult the reason which
contains these ideas, or these intelligible, eternal, and necessary
essences which make all minds reasonable and united to the
.Heason. But in order to see the material world, or rather to
determine that this world exists-for this world is invisible of
itself-it is necessary that God should reveal it to us, because
we cannot perceive those arrangements which arise from His
choice in thu.t Reason which il! necessary.''
The ideas of material things we see in God, but spiritual
things we see in God immediately without the medium of ideas.
In the spiritual, internal, or ideal world we are face to face
with truth and reason. There we see, not ideas, but realities.
There we kn~ the Infinite, not through the idea of Him, but
immediately, and it is through Him that we have our knowledge
of all things finite. In Him the material exists sriritually. Before the world was created God alone existed. ~o produce the
world He must have had ideas of the world and all that is in it.
And these ideas must have been identical with 1-Umself, so that
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in creating the world, He communicated Himself to external
objects. God eternally beholds His ideas. This is His converse
with the Eternal Word. This is God as Being, giving Himself
to God as thoucrht-the Father giving all things to the Son.
This Divine
shines in our souls. By it we see in God
some of the ideas unfolded in the Infinite essence. God sees all
things in Himself, but a created spirit does not see all things in
itself, because it does not contain all things in itself. It sees
thetll in God, in whom they exist. When for instance we see a
square we do not see merely the mental idea within us, but the
square itself, which is external to us. God H~self is the imme.
mediate cause of this Divine vision. He instructs us in that
knowledge which ungrateful men call natural ; He hath shown it
unto us. He is the light of the world, and the Father of light
and knowledge. S. Augustine says that ' we see God in this life
by the knowledge we have of eternal truths. Truth is uncreated,
immutable, eternal, above all things. It is true by itself, b
makes creatures more perfect; and alJ spiri~ naturally endeavour
to know it. Nothing but God can have the perfections .of truth;
therefore, truth is God. When we see some eternal and immu.
table truths we see God.' After quoting from S. Augustine,
Malebranche adds, ' These are S. Augustine's reasons, ours differ
a little from them. We see God when we see ~ternal truths,
not that these are God, but because the ideas on which these
truths depend are in God.......perhaps Augustine had the same
meaning.'
In starting from thought, Malebranche, like Des
Cartes and Spinoza, had found the idea of the Infinite to b!:l the
first and clearest of our ideas. ' This,' he said, ~ is the most
beautiful, the most exalted, the soundest and best proof of the
.existence of God.' lt is the idea of Universal Being, which in~
eludes in itself all beings, The human mind can know the
Infinite, though it cannot comprehend it. We conceive first the
Infinite, and then we retrench the idea to make it finite : not
however, that the idea represents the Infinite Being, for so far
as it is an idea it represents something determinate, but though
our vision be dark and finite we yet see and know God as the
Infinite. He is then identical with Universal Being. We call
Him a Spirit, but this is not to declare what lie is, but what He
is not. l;le is not matter. He is as much above spirit, as spirit
is above matter. The highest attribute which we know of that can
belong to being, is thought or mind, and therefore we call God IJ.
Spirit, but He is the infinitely perfect Being. As we denyl:liDJ.
JJ. bQJDI'Jl shape, so sbou1.d we deny Him h\Uij.an ~hough~,
ffi4
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NO SECONDARY CAUSES.

mind is not like oun. We only compare it to our own because
mind is the most perfect attribute of which we know anything.
As He includes in Himself the perfections of matter, though
He is immaterial, so does He include in Himself the perfections
of spirit without being a spirit, as we conceive spirits. His
name is HB THAT IS. He is Being without lim1tation; All
Being ; Being infinite and universal. And as we have this distinct idea of God as Being, so have we another idea also
necesaary, eternal, and immutable ; that is, the idea of extension.
It is impossible to efface this idea from our minds, for infinite
extension belongs to being, or at least, to our idea of being.
Malebranche does not make extension one of the attributes of
God, but he ought to have done, after what he has said of Being
and extension. He maintains that the idea of extension is eternal and immutable ; common to all minds, to angels ; yea, to
God Himself-that it is a true being, and identical with matter.
We need not draw any inferences from Malebranche's doctrines.
It is enough at present to show the parallelism between his views
on God, being, spirit and matter, with those of Spinoza. As our
souls are united to God, and see all things in God, so our bodies
have their essence in extension. Between the substances, matter
and spirit, there is no necessa1'J' relation. The modalities of our
body cannot by their own force change those of the mind, and
yet the modalities of the brain are uniformly in connection with
the sentiments of our souls, because the Author of our being
has so determined it.
And this immediate action of God is not limited to the mind
of man. It is the same through all nature. God has not given
up His creation to secondary causes ; what we call such are but
the occasions whereby God, who is the universal cause, executes
His decrees as He wills they should be executed. It is true
that Scripture in some places ascribes events to secondary causes,
as in the book of Genesis, when it id said, ' Let the earth bring
forth;' but this is said improperly. In most parts of the Scriptures God is spoken of as the immediate actor. He commands
the children of Israel to honor Him as the only true cause, both
of good and evil, reward and punishment. ' Is there any evil
in the city,' said the prophet Amos,' and the Lord hath not
done it?' The works of nature are God's immediate works. He
forms all things. He giveth to all life and health, and all th~.
He causeth grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for the sernce
of man, that He may bring furth food out of the earth. God
never leaves His world. He is present in it now as much as in
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the first moment of creation ; in fact, creation never ceases. The
same will, the same power, and the same presence that were required to create the world, are required every moment to preserve
it. What we eall the laws of nature, are but the expressions of
the will of God. He works by laws, but the working is not
therefore, less immediate or less dependent on His will and
power.
Malebranche reminds us of Spinoza when he discourses of the
passions. The human mind has two relations essentially different-one to God, and the other to the body. This is no
meaningless comparison, as we may at once conclude from what
has been said of our seeing all things in God. The union of the
toul with God is not less than that of the soul with the body.
By the union with th~ Divine word, wisdom, or truth, we have
the faculty of thought. By 0111" union with the material we
have the perceptions of sense. When the body is the cause of
our thoughts we only imagine; but when the soul acts by itself, in
other words, when God acts by it, then we umlerltand. Passions
in themselves are not evil. They are the impressions of the
Author of nature which incline us to love the body and whatever
is useful for its preservation. Whether our union with the
body is a punishment for sin, or a gift of nature, we cannot determine. But we are certain of this, that before his sin man
was not a slave to his passions. He had a perfect mastery over
them. But now nature is corrupted. The body, instead of
humbly representing its wants to the soul, acts upon it with
'riolence, becomes its tyrant, and turns it aside from the love and
service of God. Redemption can be nothing else but the restoration of man to the dominion of the soul over the body, for
ills is to have God reigning within him.
But this question of the passions involves a further enquiry
-what is sin ? If God works whatever is real in the emotiors
of the mind, and what is real in the sensations of the passions,
is He not the Author of sin ? Malebranche gives the old
answer that sin is nothing real. God continually impels man to
~. but he 8top1, he ruh; this is his sin. He does not follow the
fcading of God, he does nothing, and thus sin is nothing. So
far we have followed Malebranche simply as a philosopher, but
how could he as a priest of the Catholic church, reconcile his
speculations with the Scriptures, and the df'CreeS of the
councils? He did not attempt to reconcile them, or if he did
the reconciliation was but partial. Where the Church has not
tpoken rea110n ia free, but where the church hils spoken, what-
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e\·cr be our conclusions from rE.>ason, we must submit to the decisions of the Church.* We have no evidence of the existence
of an external world, but we receive it on the Church's authority.
Our reason cannot be trusted with the mysteries of the faith.
They are beyond the limits of our faculties. The incarnation,
the Trinity, the chan~ing of the bread and wine in the eucharist
into the real body anu blood of Christ, who can understand? It
is well to exercise our reason on subtle questions that its presumption may be ta.medj for is not reason the author of all the
heresies that have rent the Church? Yet Malebranche used
his reasdn, for after all a man cannot help using his reason, let
him be in the Catholic church or out of it. Malebranche had a
grand theory-worthy of Jacob Bohme--that all things were
made for the redeemed Church. This world is finite and imperfect, but in Jesus Christ it becomes perfect, and of infinite
value. Jesus Christ is the beginning of the ways of God-the
first-born among many brethren. God loves the world only because of Jesus Christ. Even had God willed that sin should
never have come into the world, yet Christ, the eternal Word,
would have united Himself to the universe, and made it worthy
of God. Christ had an interest in man, independent both of sin
and redemption. God foresaw the existence of sin. He decreed to give Jesus Christ a body to be the victim which he was
to offer, for it is necessary that every priest have somewhat to
offer. God thought on the body of His Son when He formed
that of Adam, and He has given every one of us a body which
we are to ~~acrifice, as Christ sacrificed His body.
·
LEIBNITZ.-LeSBing once said to Jacobi that Leibnitz was as
tnuch a Pantheist as Spinoza. Jacobi would not admit this,
and on further acquaintance with the writings of Leibnitz,
LeBBing gave a. different judgment. Indeed Leibnitz was so
• !tow ~ompietdy Mnlebmnche had followed Dell Cartes in throwing off tlto
authority of Ari~totle way be seen from thiJI. p881!8gt1 : ' If any trnth is discovered now, Aristotle must have known it, but if Aristotle is against it the
discovery is false. Some make that philoso~her speak one way and some
another, for all pretenders to learning make him speak in their own dialect.
There is no impertinence which is not ascribell to Aristotle nor any new discovery which is not found treasured np enigmatically in some corner of his books.
He CO!Illtantly contradicts himself, if not in his works at least in the mouth of
his disciples. For though the philosophers intend to teach his doctrines, yet it
is a hard thing to find two of them to agree aa to his opinio!lll. In fact his books
are so obscure, and abound with so many loose, indefinite, and general tenna
that even the most opposite opinions may be ascribed to him. In his works he
may be made to say anytlling because he savs just notlaixg, and yet he makes a
great deal of noise jnst as children make I>ella sound whateYer theJ wish, because they are noisy and inarticulate.
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thoroughly opposed to most of Spinoza's doctrines that our only
reason for introducing him here is to complete the history of
Cartesianism. Leibnitz wished to return to Des Cartes, and 80
to re-construct Cartesianism as to refute on Cartesian ground the
errors of Spinoza and Malebranche. Bot he was only in a very
limited sense a disciple of Des Cartes. Locke said that there is
nothing in the mind which does not come through the senses.
Leibnitz added, except the mind itself. So far as he agreed with
Locke he was a materialist, but 80 far as he differed from Locke
he was an idealist. Des Cartes had east doubts on the existence
of matter, and from the idea of the infinite given in consciousness, he had proceeded to construct a universe. This universe
was in reality nothing more than space or extension-something
Now, said
destitute of energy; an abstraction; a nothing.
Leibnitz, if Des Cartes' universe is not something real, then
God produces no reality external to Himself, and if God produces nothing real, that is, if He is not a creative God He is
only an abstraction. Into the conclusiveness of thi:~ argument
we need not make any enquiry. Des Cartes and Spinoza would
both have exclaimed that they were misunderstood. This
matters nothing here. 1'he argument gives Leibnitz's point of
departure from Des Cartes.
Substance with Lt>ibnitz was not nn idea as it was with the
idealists, nor was it a £-ubstratum of ID'Itter as it was with the
materialists, but n force; a dynamtcal power. The simple
originals of beings he calls monads, which are metaphysical
points to be thought of as we think of souls. God is the chief
Monad; the others are of different ranks nnd degrees from the
humblest forms of matter to the highest spiritual substance.
'fhese monads are the true atoms of nature, 80 to spenk, tl1e
clements of things. 'J'bey are imperishable, vimple, and original
-they have no windows by which anything Ca.n enter into them
or come out of them. And yet they have qualities, for without
qualities they could not be distinguished from each other. Every
monad must diffcsr from every other, for there never was in
nature two beings perfectly like each other. Being created,
as they all are except the chief Monad, they must be subject to
change, but the principle of change must be from within, for no
external cause can influence them. They are also called entelechies, because as simple substances they have a certain perfection. These have a sufficiency of themselves which makes them
the source or their own internal actions, they are, 80 to speak,
incorporeal automatons. Every body has a monad belonging
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DEMONSTRATION OF TOE ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT.

to it. This monad is its entelechy or soul. The body with the
monad constitutes a living creature, or an animal. Every bo<J;r
is organized. It is a divine mechanism, every part of which 18
again a mechanism, and so on infinitely for every_ portion of
matter is infinitely divisible, so that there is a world of creation
endowed with souls in the least part of matter. With Des
Cartes and Spinoza, Leibnitz admits the infinity, and, after a
faahion, even the eternity of the universe. But he defines infinity and eternity~ when applied to the universe, as different
from the same terms when applied to God. There is everywhere
a relative infinity-in every Fcle of the universe an infinity of
creatures, each of which agam embraces another infinity, and so
on for ever. This infinity extends to duration, and constitutes
the eterni~ of the universe. Creation and annihilation do not
take place m time but in eternity. To speak properly, nothing
perishes and nothing begins to be. All things, even the most
-toanimate, are naturally immortal. But the immortality of a
self-conscious monad is necessarily different from that of one
which wants self-consciousness. It is not only a mirror of the
universe of creatures, but also an image of the Deity. The
human mind has not only a perception of the works of God ; it is
even capable of imitating them. The soul of man can discover and
understand the laws b;r which God made and governs the universe, and in its own bttle world it can do the same things as
God does in His great world. And thus it is that men are
capable of religion. They can know the Infinite. In virtue of
their reason and their knowledge of eternal truths, they enter
into a kind of society with God. They are members of the Oity

of God.

Leibnitz as an idealist necessarily h<'ld to the ontological
argument for the existence of God. He even put it into the
form of a demonstration :-The Being whose essence implies existence, exists, if it is possible; that is to say, if it has an
essence. ( This is an axiom of identity which requires no demonstration.)
Now God is a Being whose essence implies existence.
(Through Definition.)
Therefore, if God is possible, He exists. (By the very
necessity of the concept of Him.)
The conception of perfect being is more than possible, it is
necessary. It is an absolute necessity of reason. Leibnits tried
to strengthen this position by arguments drawn from experience,
especially that which is founded upon the non-necessity of erea·
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tion. or the contingent existence of the world. If necessary
being is possible it must also be real, for if it be impossible all
contingent beings would also be impossible: if it did not exist,
there would be no existence at all; which is what we cannot
suppose.
While Leibnitz remained on the ground of ontology he had
much in common with Des Cartes and Spinoza, but he wished
to escape their erro1'8. To do this he gives prominence to the
other two great arguments which were either ignored or denied
by Des Cartes and Spinoza ; these were the eoamological, and the
argument from final caU~U. The world is manifestly a work,
ana God is the Worker. All phenomena must have a producing
ca'08&-&Ifljicient rttUOII. Nothing can happen without a O&use
or antecedent. In the whole range of contingent. that is, created
beings, there is not one which does not take its origin in another.
' Every particular being includes other anterior contingent beings.' Carry up the analysis as far as we will, let us mount unceasingly from ring to rio~ we must stop at a first cause or
reason placed outside of th18 long chain ; at the necessary being
in whom the series of events and agents exist as riven in their
fountain heads. This Being is the ultima rad~; the last root
of things. The cosmological argument with Leibnitz runs into
the ttlfological, and this it ought to do, for the proper doctrine of
final causes is not that all things were made for the use of otan,
but that all things manifest the wisdom of the great Author of
nature. The end may be the general j[O()d of the whole universe ; it may be the glory of God, or "both of them together.
Leibnitz often speab of the Divini~ as the true end of all the
movements in the world. He identifies the life eternal, or the
final ~ of the career of man with the very essence of the
Diviwty, and regards the moral activity of intelligent beings as
an element necessary to the felicity of God. God is free,
and yet the Divine freedom with Leibnitz does not differ from the
free Mceuity of Spinoza. ' That pretended /ak,' says Leibnitz,
' which necessitates even the Divinity is notLing but the proper
nature of God- His understanding, which furnishes la'W8 for
H s wisdom and His goodness. It is a happy necessity, without
which He would be neither wise nor good.'
:But though Leibnitz in some parts of his theology approaches
the Cartesians, his escape from everything Pantheistic is
suprem~ly manifest in his denying the immanency of God in
the world. Des Cartes thought that an Infinite. Omniscient. and
Omnipresent Being must be ever in His universe. and that what is
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done in it must be done immediately by God. Leibnit~ thought
this unworthy of God. If man can make a machine that will
work by itself, how much more ean God? Why may not He,
like the human mechanist, retire from His work ? ' He would be,'
says Leibnitz, ' a bad workman whose engines could not work
unless he were himself standing by and giving them a helping
hand ; a workman who having constructed a time-piece would
still be obliged himself to tum the hands to make it mark the
hours.' God has made a perfect machine. It is governed by
immutable laws. We cannot even suppoee, as Locke a.nd Newton did, that God sometimes interferes to restore it, or to keep
it in repair. The very perfection of His workmanship must exelude every such thought. He is a Perfect Worker, Hlld therefore His work must be perfect too. But is it perfect ? Leibnitz
says this is the best of all possible worlds. Voltaire says it is the
worst. Leibnitz says that out of an infinity of possible worlds
Infinite Wisdom must have formed the best. It is not indeed a
world without evils, but
'Disconi, ia hannony not nndentood
All partial evil, tmivenal good,'
' Then say not man's imperfect, heaven at fault,
Say rather, man's as perfect as he ought,'
' Respecting man, whatever wrong we call,
May, must be right as relative to all.'

The Divine Mind has so arranged that all things shall work
together for good. In making " contingent world God foresaw
what would happen through the action of moral agents and
natural causes, and provided for these accidents, that they might
be over-ruled for the general welfare of the universe. There
was o. pre-established harmony by which all things were
necessary, and yet man was left free ; God
' Binding nature fast in fate
Left free the human will.'

This universal order we see everywhere rising above apparent
disorder, and triumphing over it. How numerous are the marks
of wisdom, visible in creation. How beautiful the proportions.
How benevolent the intentions. How wisely are the relations
calculated, and how solidly organized. The harmony in which
they are maintained is permanent and universal. That hannony
has an Author. It is He who has arranged that this infinite
diversity of beings, shall maintain their places in the order of
creation; that there be a continuous gradation and a mutual
dependence among all kingdoms, species, families, and indi\?iduals. Leibnitz explaned all things hy his pre-esfabli81ted
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/,af'm(tny. By it the monads come together to form composite
beings. By it all monads and composite beings maintain a.
perfect order in their existence. By it God operates upon mind
and matter.· He wound them up like two clocks, so that when
we see a. thing it is not because mind acts upon matter, or matter
upon mind, bot because it was pre-arranged from eternity that
the object and the fact of our seeing it should occur at the same
inetant.
The rational explication which Leibnitz gave of the world,
and his vindication of the perfections of God through maintaining that after all it is a perfect world, necessarily brought him
in collision with the commonly received doctrine of original
sin. If the world was once better, and may be better again,
how is it MW the best of all possible worlds ?* Leibnitz's answer
has been partly anticipated in his doctrine of relative perfection,
and the educing of good from seeming evil. But to meet the objection fully he divides evil into three kinds : metaphysical evil
or imperfection, physical evil or suffering, and moral evil or sin.
The two first he ascribes directly to God. The evil of imperfection is inevitable, it belongs to the creature. Everything
created must be limited. In a relative and dependent world,
weakness must be mingled with strength, and light with darkness. The uncrented alone can be free from fault, infinite, and
truly perfect. As to physical evils 'we cannot say that God has
absolutely willed them. He may have willed them conditionally,
that is to say as suffering justly inflicted for our faults, or as
the means of leading us to good ; the true end of man and the
only source of happiness. As to moral evil, Leibnitz falls back
on the metaphysical doctrines of the fathers and the schoolmen.
God gives us liberty. He respects that liberty in us. He sets
before us good and evil, and leaves us to choose. We cannot
charge human perversity upon God. He gives aU things-that
is true. He is the first cause of all thin~s ; the first original
of the power which we have to do evil ; the material element of
sin as S. Augustine expressed it. But thie power indispensable
to every action, good or bad, is itself a boon, and in giving it
God bears witness of His goodness. That then in sin which is
• Voltaire, in hit charming romance Carulide which was written ro ridicule
the doctrine of Leibnitz, canaea Dr. Panglou and Candide ro be arrested by
.the Inquisition at Lisbon for saying, among the ruins of the houses, after
the earthquake, • It is all for the best in this best of aU possible worlds.' The
doctors of the Inquisition thoua:ht the doctrine amounted ro a denial of" original
•in.
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real and positive comes from God ; that which . is perfect and
unreal belongs to us.
On the great question of thfl conformity of faith and reason
Leibnitz, like Spinoza, was pureJy Ca.rteeian. The spirit of wisdom is the spirit of liberty. The wile man altme ufree, said
the ancient Stoics. WMre the 8pirit of God u, there u liberty,
said S. Paul. And what is wisdom but the Spirit of God? That
which constitutes a created monad is its power of thinkin~.
Much more must God who gives us this power possess 1t
supremely in Himself. God is thought; yea, the very essence
of all intelligence, of all reason, and all know)~. The first
original of all things is a ~u~reme Mind. The cloctrines of religion, if they come from UOd, must be rational. This was a
great q_uestion in Leibnitz's day, and always will be a great question Wlth men who think earnestly and who are sincere and
honest with themselves. For those who are too idle to think, or
who are attached to some favorite dogma, it is convenient to
decry reason and philosophy. The moat enlightened theologians
of the Catholic Church-Pascal, Malebranche, Boasuet, and
Fenelon received what they called Catholic doctrines, as
mysterious dogmas to which no principles of reason could be
applied. Some even said that the more the mysteries shocked
the reason and the couacience, the more devoutly they were to
be believed. Baronius called reason that Hagar who was to be
cast out with her profane Ishmael. Nor was this spirit confined to the Catholic Church. Luther is full of it. The more,
enlightened Protestants tried to harmonize the teachings of the
Bible with those of reason and conscience, the more those who
had to defend the dogmatic forms of the Churches, cried out
against reason. Bayle, with his encyclopedic leaming, had
set forth all the received doctrines o( Christianity, and
in a spirit of the deepest scepticism had tried to
show how incompatible they all are with reason.
From
this armoury in later times Voltaire drew the darts, which, with
winged sarcasm, he aimed at the Theologians who defied reason.
Leibnitz had Bayle before him when he discoursed of the conformity of faith with reason. He maintains that what God
reveals to man, must agree with what man knows to be right.
God's goodness, and God's justice cannot differ from ours,
except in being more perfect. There may be revealed doctrines
above our reason, but not contrary to it. Even the mysteries
may be explained so far as it is necessary for us to believf: them~
The Lutherans defended the doctrine of consubstantiation aa
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rational. The Trinity is no contradiction in reason. When
we say the Father is God, the Son is God, and the Holy Ghost
is God, and yet these are not three but one God, the word
God has not the same meaning at the beginnin~ of the sentence
which it has at the end. In the one case it s1gnifies a person
of the Trinity and in the other, the divine Substance. The old
fathers refuted the heathen reli~ons by arguments drawn from
reason; and defended the Christian doctrines as in the highest
sense rational.
It is beside oar purpose to follow Leibnitz further. Though
sprung from the school of Des Cartes, he is heneeforth the
representative Theist of Germany.

The authoritiea for thU chapter, beeidee the Histories of Philoeopby mentioned at the end of the chapter on Greek Pbiloeophy, are Jlur.II'• Hi8to'7 of
PlaiJD.oplay ; A CritU:Gl Hiltorg of RalioiiiJIU., by A-Nd &it~tu, trarultJud
f,._ tM Frnu:la 1 Kdau' Gcriu• Protut1Jt1tina 1 lEvwu tle Dr• Cartu 1 Jl.
S4i8Hl'• I EUOJ 011 RtligioiU Plailo«Jplay,' trarulGtMI f,._ "'- Frn.cla; sdiet tk SpiiiOZII uper11 q - ftt-'nu&t -1tia edidit Ctirolu HU'fUJitiU Brvder,
(This edition contaiu more Ulan any of the pre'rioua editio111.) a:.wu a
SpirwUJ tradwitu_par_ E•ik Saiuet
l~ttrodMCtior& dw TraciMCtnr; (We
have nothing in Engliab on SpiMUJ of any value except what Mr. Mallric•
hu written in his Jlotkra Plai!Moplty, and an article by Mr. Fronde in the
Wut.iutrr Rm-, July, 1EI55.) lE•wu tk Makbrat~elae,eepe.:ially Roclurcle
a Ill Vtritl and E•ll•ti8u nr Ill Jlddplynqu 1
Lib•iu,
specially TAbxlie~•. LJ Jlolllltlologil, PritiCtpu u Ill N~~t~~re .t a Ill Gr-,
uttru ..,. Uilnaiu « Clllrlte nr Dift, L' A-, L'E~ L4 Dvrh, tc:.,
and Jl. BartAiJlaa_. Hi8tW-1 Criti1JW 4u Doelrittu R.U,iftuu Ill Pia~
plti• Jloaru.
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CHAP.rER XIII.
TRANSCBNDBNTALISM.
ROM French Idealism to German Transcendentalism we
pass over a full century. That century was the remarkable eighteenth, despised as superficial by all true philosophers,
lamented as Godless by all truly religious men. The philosophy
of Locke, which rejected all enquiry into' Being' and 'Essence,'
guarded the English mind from all doctrines that savored of
Pantheism or mysticism. Carried into France, that philosophy
bore its legitimate fruit; an atheism such as the world had
never seen. It was reserved for Germany to. revive Idealism ;
to re-assert that there is in the human soul an overwhelming
conviction of the e;xistence of God, and with this to restore
the rejected Pantheisms and neglected mysticisms of past ages.
KANT.-Transcendental philosophy, which is merely another
name for German Idealism, takes its beginning from Kant. He,
however, only laid the foundation, his successors reared the
superstructure. Kant, like Locke, was a :reformer in philosophy,
concerning himself not so much with being, as with'· our modes
of knowing being. So far as he was instrumental in the re-.storation of a philosophy of being and essence, he was only an
unwilling contributor. Idealism in the hands of Hume had
met the same fate that materialism had met in the hands of the
Idealists. Hume returned to absolute doubt-we have ideas, but
we know nothing more-we have no right to identify thought
with reality.
Cartesianism, as interpreted by Leibnitz, and systematized
by Christian Wolf, was the orthodox philosophy of Germany.
rt had grown into an extravagant dogmatism, no longer tenable
in presence of the searching scepticism that had come from
France and England. Kant applied himself to the criticism of
philosophy that he might save it, both from this dogmatism,
and this scepticism. He tested the powers of the intellect, and
essayed to fix the limits of reason. He tried to hold the balance
between the materialist and the idealist, maintainin'> with the
one the necessity of experience to give .validity. to our mte
. llectual
co,gnitions; with the other, that the intellect is the basi3 o£ 9!11'
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knowledge, Bnd that it contains a priori- the condition on which
we know anything by experience.
A criticism of reason
naturally led to a critici8Dl of the conclu&ions of reason, or rather
it included them. Prominent among these were the proofs of
the Being of God, in tho Cartesian and Leibnitzian philosophies,
tho' ontological,' the 'cosmological,' and peculiarly in the original
philosophy of Locke, the' physico-theologi~V Th9 two first,
Kant showed to be only subjec~ively valid, we ·having no means
of applying to them the test of experience necessary to give
validity to the mental idt-as. The last he showed to be imperfect,
as from design we cannot argue the existence of any being
greater than a designer. Too ~gument proves a world JD&ker,
but not a Creator; a Cramer, but not a maker of matter.
The idea. of God, which Des Cartes recognized as in-born in
the human mind had been .ela:bQn.ted by a process of dialectics
into a demonstration of the existence of G<xl. !Unt objected to
the conclusion, and yet admitted the fact of the existence of the
idea, and while a.dmitt.i.ng it, endeavoured to determine how far,
and in what manner, our reasonings concerning it a.re justified. In objecting ,to the idealistic arguments as theoretical
demonstrations, he opposed :the idealists. In again establishing
their practical validity he opposed the sceptics. His guide,
however, was not eolectioism, but criticism. His object was not
idealistic, nor realiatic, but to find exactly what was true in
Idealism and in Realism.
The idea. of God is in the mind, bot His existence is not
verified by experience, for it transcends experience. So on the
other hand, the idea .of the external world is derived through
the senses. We have experience, or empirical knowledge of
its existence; practically it exists, but as we have no cognition of anything external, by, and in i&self, without the
mind accompanying the cognition, so in pure reason its exist.
ence cannot be demonstrated. In the e.x:temal world we have
Beyond this, w~ oan demonstrate nothing.
phenomena.
True to his principle of a critical investigator Kant wished to
stop here, as having reached the furthest boundary of the pos·
aibility of human knowledge. Further than this, he was not an
idealist, and only thus far is he the founder of TraDscenien.te.lism. Ia the first edition of his ~ Critique of the pure Reason,'
he threw out a conjecture that perhaps the reality of phenomena
was only the I that contemplates it; that the thinking mind
and the thing thought are perhaps one and the same substance.
On tbis conjecture Fichte .started the doctrine of the I- hood.
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Kant protested that Fichte's doctrine was not his, and to
strengthen the protest that he was not responsible for the development of hts ardent disciple, he omitted this paesage in all
subsequent editions of his ' Critique.'
The primitive duality then, of subJect and object, was left untouched by Kant. The one he mamtained to be the complement of the other, and both were reckoned necessuy to uiake
knowledge possible--.mb;•ect as the form or the principle of our
representattons, and object as the principle of the matter of these
representations. The one being thus necessary to the other, it
could not be proved that either of them was a real being. Something real in their internal nature there must be, but what this
substratum of phenomena is, what this being is which unites
subject ~and object was not only left by Kant undefined, but even
declared to be beyond our knowledge.
FIOHTB.-It might have been supposed that the critical
philosophy of Kant was omnipotent to check all further speculation concerning the nature of that which L. Had he not
fixed the limits of the human mind, and shown the impolisibility
of any science of the absolutely unconditioned? H8d he not
shown that it was impossible to demonstrate the truth, either of
idealism or materialism ; that, in the one case, we had no means
of verifying by experience the ideas in the mind, and, in the
other, no means of knowing the existence of obJects independent
of the mind always present in the cognition of them. Philosophy
seemed to have spokeu its last word. Materialism and idealism
had boon fairly weighed, and the truth in each : a l l y acknowledged. ' But,' said Fichte on the side of id · , ' is not
our knowledge of the subject greatly more than that of the object, and moreover, prior to it? Wf1 know that we have an internal world, and only through the medium of it do we know
that there is an external worla. The existence of m1I, my consciousness, is a primary fact. The existence of anyth1ng external
is only seen in the mirror of this L Its existence therefore, is_dependent, and may be only apparent. The subject is the manifest reality ; the primitive ground of knowledge; the true
foundation of philosophy.
On this consciousness Fichte baaed his philosophy, and from
the given existence of the I it received its first form. w; tAiU,
is 0111' most certain knowledgo. What it is which thinks need
not concern as. Of its essence we know as little as we do of the
aubetance of the world. Indeed we may_not be justified in concluding that such an essence exists. We need not Rppoee ita
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existence, it is enough to take by itself the simple fact of conThis is only cognised by us as an activity. It is
the act of forming and. representing internal images. We must,
however, distinguish between the act and the image-the one is
the actmg process, the other the process by which it acts. Jn
this way the I creates itself. By thus acting it becomes actually
what it is potentially. It renders itself self-conscious. And in
this act of the I we have a duality, itself and the object it evokes.
'fhe I, in positing its owu existence, posits also that of the nonL These two principles stand in the consciousness opposed to
each other-the one limiting and determining the other, for
what the I is, the non-I is not, and what the non-I is, the I is
not. But the I in determining itself to a representation does
so with the consciousness that the representation is onll a modification of itself; so that the I and the non-1 are agam nnited
in one and the same consciousness. The formula is Thesis,
Antithesis, Synthesis.
Jacobi called this philosophy an inverted Spinozimn. In place
of the absolute eubstance Fichte substituted the 1. He thought
by this to avoid Spinoza's theology, but the endeavour was vain.
He had ultimately to go beyond the 1, for in no other way could
he reach the Infinite. The finite consciousness disappeared in
the infinite consciousness. The I found nothing but ita own
reflex. It sought a God, but it only found itself- the I
answering to the 1. Freed from the limits which it produces
for itself, our I is the Infinite I of the universe; that in which
all finite Pa lose their existence, and in which are embraced as
its representation all the varied phenomena of the external
world. There is originally and essentially but one consciousness, that of the absolutely Infinite L Every effort to represent this 1 as conceivable by the human intellect was rejected
by Fichte as anthropomorphism. The supposition of a personal
God WRS a mere transference of human limits and imperfections
to the Divine Being; and when we ascribe to Him such attributes as consciousness, or extra-mundane existence, we only make
Him finite, for these qualities necessarily include the idea of
substance extended in time and space.
God is not substance. The attributes ascribed to Him by
Spinoza are liable to the same objections as were made to the
common anthropomorphism. If they do not make God man,
they yet limit Him. They make Him corporeal, and substitute
a substratum of the nniverse for the Divine Activity. Nor do
,.,e escape this result by calling God a Spirit. What is spirit?

sciou~ness.

I
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A mere negation of body, a term which u a positive definition
of God, is wholly uselees unleee by a deception of the mind we
ascribe to spirit some of the qualities which constitute a body.
For the I&Dle reason that we deny to GOd consciousneee, personality, and substantiality, we also deny Him reality; all
reality being to us only finite. God cannot be adequately conceived, defiried, or represented; for conceptions, definitions, and
representations are onl1 applicable to things limited and determmed. ' If,' says F1chte ' we call God a consciousness, it
follows that we apply to Him the limits of the human consciousness, if we get rid of this limit of thought, then there remains to
us a knowledge which is quite incomprehensible, and this might
well be ascribed to God, who, so to speak, is in this sense pure
consciousness, intelligence, spiritual fife, and activity, save only
that we could form no notion of such attributes, and on that account would rather abstain from the approximate definition, and
that, too, out of strict regard to philosophical accuracy, for every
conception of the Deity would be an idol.'
is the infinite I, cleal'ly incomprehensible. The finite I
is known only u an activity, and so likewise only as an .Acnftty
do we know God. We are constituted in a moral order. As
finite
we have duties and destinies. By fulfilling these we
realize our place in the moral order of the universe. And this
order is the highest idea of God to which we can attain. We
need no other God, we can comprehend no other. Only by this
Moral Order living and working in us do we perceive anjtbing
divine. God is not a being or an existence, but a pure Activity
-the life and soul of a transcendent world order, JUSt as every
personal I or finite intelligence is no being, but a pure activity
m conformity with duty, as a member of that transcendent world
order.
This form-the form of morality-is the second phase of the
development of Fichte's philosophy. It incurred, as we might
have expected, the charge of Atheism. Jacobi said it was the
' worship of mere tmit~tr80lity,' and even Schelling said ' that it
swallowed up all religion.' Fichte defended himself, and in his
later works so explaiiled hie meaning as to leave no doubt of
his firm faith in God. Jiilc_lu says 'The idealist's re}ijtious faith
in a moral order of the world is now raised to a higner standpoint ; to the realistic religiou faith in a living and independent
mtelligent principle of the world order; and for the proud selffeeling of absolute freedom, we now have humility and submission to an Absolute Will.' These later writings wa
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addressed to popular audiences. A mystical faith had taken
the place of metaphysical reasonings. Man reaches the knowledge of GOO in pure thought, which is the eye of the aoul. By
this he perceives God, for what is pure thought but the Divine
Existen~e? Of the mode of GOO's being we know nothing, nOl'
do we need to know. ' We cannot pierce the inaccessible light
in which He dwells, but through the shadows which veil His
presence there flows an endless stream of life, and love, and
beauty. He is the Fountain of our life, the Home of our spirits,
the One Being, the I am, for whom reason has no idea, and
Ian~ has no name.' In conscious union with the Infinite,
addressing Him as a ' Sublime and Living Will,' Fichte exclaims
' I may well raise my aoul to Thee, for Thou and I are not divided. Thy voice sounds within me, mine sounds in Thee, and
all my thoughts, if they are bllt good and true, are in Thee also.
In Thee the incomprehensible, I myself and the world in which
I live, become comprehensible to me. All the secrets of my existence are laid open, and perfect harmony ariaes in my aoul.
I hide my face before Thee, and lay my hand upon my mouth.
How thou art and seemest to Thme own Being I can never
know, any more than I can &88Ume Thy nature. After thousands
upon thousands of spirit lives I shall comprehend Thee as little
as I now do in this bouse of clay. Thou knowest, and wiliest,
and workest, omnipresent to finite reason, but as I now, and always must conceive of being, 2Vwu art not.'
God knows, wills, and worlca, He is something more than a
principle, just as He is something more than a person. Yet our
highest conception of Him is as a princi~le, as the world order;
and our most convincing proof of His extStence is in the realization of our place in this order. Then we become consoious of our
oneness witli Him. We cannot become GOO, but when we annihilate ourselves to the very root, God alone remains, and is all
in all. We speak of our existence as something distinct &om
God's, but ours is only the negation of existence. Apart from
the Being of God our being is a mere semblance, which has asaumed tbe form and appearance of being. That, alone, is
reality, which is good and true. Our highest conception of
being is identical with our highest conception of good-a principle of right. What then is blessedness, but to seek this true
life ? The eternal ia in us and around us on every side. Would
we realize this presence ; would we feel that this eternal Being
is our being, then must we forsake the transitory and apparent1
and cling with an unfailing love to the unchangeably true, anQ
1
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everlaStingly good. God is goodness unceasingly active, in
what the holy man does, lives, and loves, God appea.r s in His
own immediate and efficient life. Nor in man only does God
appear, but in all nature the soul purified from the love of the
transitory and unreal may see Him immediately _pre~nt.
' Through that,' says Fichte, ' which seems to me a dead mass,
my eye beholds this eternal life and movement in every vein of
sensible and spiritual nature, and sees this life rising in everincreasing growth, and ever purifying itself to a more spiritual
expression. The universe is to me no longer that eternally repeated play; that monster swallowing up itself only to bring itself
forth again as it Wll8 before. It has become transformed before
me, and bears the one -stamp of spiritual life; a constant progress towards higher perfection in a line that runs out into the
Infinite. The sun rises and sets. The stars sink and re-appear,
and all the spheres hold their circle-dance, but they never return again as they disappeared. And even in this lightfountain of life itself, there is life and progress. Every hour
which the] lead on ; every morning and every evening sinks
with new mcrease upon the world. New life and loYe descend
from the spheres, and encircle nature as the cool evening encircles the earth.'
Wherefore should man doubt of life and immortality? Are
they not clearly revealed to the soul that loves the true life ?
Being passes through its phases, but it does not cease to be. A
dark soul not recognizing its root in the Godhead may be
troubled at the changes in nature, and made sad by the passing
away of that which to it alone seems real. But is not all death
in nature birth ? In death itself visibly appears the exaltation
of life. There is no destructive principle in nature, for nature
throughout is free and unclouded life. It is not death which
kills, but the new Jife concealed behind death begins to develop
itself. Death and birth are but the struggle of life with itself
to assume a more glorious and congenial form. ' And my death,'
said Fichte, speaking as one who participated in this blessed and
unchanging lite. 'How can it be aught else but birth, since I
am not a mere sham and semblance of life, but bear within me
the life which ia one, true, original, and essential. It is impossible to conceive that nature should annihilate a life which
does not proceed from her : nature exists for me, I do not exist
for her.'
Fichte did not profess to derive his doctrines from Christianity,
yet he did maintain, that between them and Christianity the
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identity was complete. He lived in that life in which Christ
lived, and drew his inspiration from the same fountain of truth.
All trne men have found their strength there, and Christ above
all others because He was supremely trne. Christianity then is
no external revelation,butGodspeaking and working inhumanity.
By Christianity, however, Fichte only meant what he called the
J ohannean gospel. He rejected S. Paul and his party as unsound teachers of Christian doctrine. They were but half
Christians, and left untouched the fundamental error of Judaism
and Heathenism. S. John was the disciple who had respect for
reason. He alone appealed to that evidence which has weight
with the philosopher-the internal. 'If any man will do the
will of Him tha.t sent me he shall know of the doctrine whether
it be of God.' The preface to S. John's gospel is not to be regarded as a merely speculative prelude to an historical narrative,
but is to be taken as the essence and stand-point of all the
discourses of Jesus. In the sight of John this preface is not his
own doctrine, but that of .Jesus, and indeed is the spirit, the innermost root of the whole doctrine of Jesus. And what is the
doctrine of that preface ? Its subject is creation. Precisely
that on which Judaism and Heathenism had erred. Compelled
to recognize the absolute unity and unchangeableness of the
Divine Nature in itself, and being unwilling to give up the independence and real existence of finite things, they made the latter
proceed from the former by an act of absolute and arbitrary
Power. The Jewish books begin :-' In the beginning God
created.' No, said S. John, in express contradiction to this.
In the beginning ; in the same beginning which is there
spoken of; that is, originally and before all time, God did not
create, for no creation was needed, but there wtu already 'In
the beginning was the word; and all things were made by it.'
In the beginning was the word ; in the original text the Logos,
which might be translated reason, or as nearly the same idea is
expressed in the book called the 'Wisdom of Solomon,' wisdom.
John says that the Word was in the beginning, that the Word
was with God, that God Himself was the Word, that the Word
was in the beginning with God.
Fichte asks,-' Was it possible for John to have more clearly
expressed the doctrine which we have already taught in such
words as the following : -Besides God's inward and hidden
Being in Himself, which we are able to conceive of in thought,
He has another existence which we can only practically apprehend, but yet this existence necessarily arises through His in-
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ward and absolute Being itself; and His existence, which is only
by w distinguished from His Being, u in il.self and "'
llim not distinguished for His Being, but this existence is originall1 before all time, and independently of all
time, with His BeJ.Dg, inseparable from His Being, and itself
His Being,-the Word in the beginning, the Word with God,
the Word in the beginning with God, God Himself the Word,
and the Word itself God. Was it poBBible for Him to set forth
more distinctly and forcibly tlle ground of this proposition, that
in God and from God there is nothing that arises or becomes,
but in Him there is oaly an IS ; an Eternal Present, and whatever has existence must be originally with Him, and must be
Himself? 'Away with the perplexing phantasm,' might the
Evangelist have added had he wished to multiply words. 'Away
with that perplexing phantom of a creation from God, of a
something that is not Himself, and has not been eternally and
necessarily in Himself; an emanation in which He is not Himself present, but forsakes His work-an expulsion and separation
from Him that casta us out into desolate nothingness, Nld makes
Him an arbitrary and hostile Lord.'
The immediate existence of God is neceBB&rily conscioUBDessreason. In it the world and all things exist, or as John expreBBe8 it, their:!,in the Word. They are God's ~ntaneous
expression of ·
lf. That Word or conscioUBDess 18 the only
Creator of the world, and by means of the principle of separation contained in ita very nature, the Creator of the manifold
and infinite variety of things in the world. This Word manifested itself in a personal, sensible, and human existence ;
namely in that of Jeaus of Nazareth, of whom the Evangelist
troly said, He was 'the Eternal Word matk jluh.' In and
through Him, others were to be partakers of the divine nature.
His disciples were to be one with Him as He was one with the
Father. This is the characteristic dogma of Christianity as a
phenomenon of time; as a temporary form of the religious
culture of man. But the deep truth which it reveals is the
absolute unity of the human existence with the Divine.
Christ does not constitute that union, but reveals to us the
knowledge that it exists. Before Him, it was unknown, and
all who have since known it, may ascribe that knowl~ to
Him. The philosopher may indeed discover it, but 1t is
already revealed to him in Christanity. All Christ's discourses
as recorded by John are full of it. We must eat His flesh and
drink His blood - that is, we must be transformed into Him.
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We must live His life, not in imitation merely, but in a faithful
repetition. We must be like Him, the Eternal Word made flesh
and blood. For those who repeat the character of Christ He
prays that they all may be one as 'Thou Father art in me and
I in Thee that they also may be one in us.' One in us-all
distinctions are laid aside. The whole community, the Firsthom of all, with His more immediate followers, and with all
those who are bom in later days, fall back together into the
one common source of all life, the Godhead. Thus Christianity,
its purpose being obtained, falls again into harmony with the
abaolute truth and maintains that every man may, and ought
to come into unity with God, and in his own personality become
the divine existence in the Etemal Word. No ma.n bid ever a
higher preception of the identity of Godhead a.nd humanity
He never supposed the
than the founder of Christianity.
existenoe of finite things ; they bad no existence for Him.
Only in union with GOd was there reality. How the nonentity assumed the semblance of being, the difficulty from which
profane speculation proceeds, He never cared to enquire.
He knew truth in Himself, He knew it solely in his own existence.
He knew that all being is founded in God alone, and consequently that His own being proceeds directly from Him. When
He showed His disciples the way to blessedness, He told them
to be like Himself, for He knew of no blessedness but in His own
existence. They were to come to Him for life; and they were to
find it by being in Him as He was in the Father, and being one
with Hiin as He was one with the Father.
ScJm.I.INa.-With Ficbte the reality of the object had disappeared. The non- I was only the production of the L Here
he departed from Kant, who left subject and object as correlates; the one givin~ validity to the other. At the same
point Schelling departed from Ficbte. The argwuenta which
rendered the existence of the object uncertain prevailed equally
against the existence of the subject. Bnt, why should we not
believe in the existence of the extemal world, or why should we
doubt our own existence ? After all our reasonings, the fact
still remains that we do ea:Ut, and with our existence emerges
face to face an existence which is not w~. The I and the
,._I continue to auert their being-the subject as validly u
the object, and the object as validly as the subject. Is either
of them real, and which ? Ficbte said, the subject. Schelling
said,-both are real, but they have their reality in the identity
of the two. The thinking process reveals to us not merely a
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subject or an object~ but both as one-the mind thinking, and
the thing thought. We cannot separate them, because we
cannot have the one without the other. The I is then evidently
a subject-object. It is a mind r.ssessing in itself the potentiality of all that is out of itsel , and in its own spontaneous
evolution evolving the potential into the actual. Thinking is
thus identical with being, for there can be no thinking without
n thing thought, and this thing thought cannot be separated
from the mind thinking. There can be no knowledge without a
thing known. A true knowledge, therefore, can be only a
knowledge of self as subject and object-in other words, a selfconsciousness. What is thus true of the human I is equally
true of the I of the universe-the absolute or fundamental L
It too is a mind knowing, identical with the things known, an
absolute reason in which all things exist as potentialities and
come forth as actual. That I, to use Fichte's expression, is an
absolute activity whose movements are represented to us in
time and spo.ce. The activity of the finite I is the result of its
being acted upon by the I of the universe. The world spirit
is knowing itself as subject and object in every individual, so
that in his internal essence every man 1s real and actual; but,
as to his form and personality he is imaginary and unsubstantial.
We have just said that Schelling at the point of the reality
of the external world departed frOm Fichte, yet only to give
reality to the external world from its necessary connection with
the ideal. It may be maintained, and justly, that as yet he is
on Fichte's stand-point, for nature is wholly deduced from the
essence of the L Schelling's earliest writings do not show a
sudden departure from Fichte, but a gradual development, imperceptibly it would seem, to the author himself, from the
doctrine of the I to a philosophy of nature. In the later
writings, the stand-point is frequently changed. Schelling felt
that among real philosophers the harmony was greater than the
difference. In every new form which the expression of his own
philosophy took, he identified it with that of some other philosopher who had gone before him. Having died without giving
to the world the long expected exposition which would show the
a~rreement of all the forms his doctrines assumed, we have no
alternative but to follow them in their historical development.
This is divided .by Schwegler into five periods. In the first,
Schelling agrees with Ficbte. In the second, he bas advanced
to the recognition of a science of nature as distinct from the
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science of mind. In the third, he agrees with Spinoza. In the
fourth with Plotinus, and last of all with Jacob Bohme, of
whom he boasts that he is not ashamed.
I. Schelling agrees with Fichte. He discourses of the I and
from it deduces nature. He sees in this nature, processes corresponding to those of mind. As feeling, perception, and
knowledge are the result of the antagonism of the two potencies
-the unlimited and the limited-which constitute mind, so is
matter the production of attraction and repulsion. These forces
being its original, it is not something gross and inert, as we
might suppose but of the nature of .those forces which though
called material are yet more like something immaterial. Force
is that which we may compare to mind. The conflict which
constitutes mind being precisely that conflict of opposite forces
which constitutes matter, we must look to a higher identity for
the union of the two. The same .Absolute is manifested in the
external world as in mind. Nature is visible mind, and mind
is invisible nature. 'fhe stand point being the I, the internAl
world comes first. It is then followed by the external world as
its copy. The mind produces this copy in its way to selfconsciousness. In the copl the successive mental stages are
visibly marked. Organic life being the highest, in it especially
does mind behold the production of itself. In everything
organic there is something symbolical. Every plant bears
some ft-ature of mind. Each organism is an interpenetration of form and matter. Like the mind, nature too strives
towards a purpose, and presses from within outwards. All
nature proceeds from a centre progressing onward and outward
to higher stages. 1'he prevailing mode of its activity, the
element so to speak of its existence, is the conflict of opposing
forces. These are one in a higher unity, and taken together,
they lead to the idea of an organizing princ;iple which makes of
the universe a system, in other words, to the idea of a World
Soul. Though nature and mind are but two sides of the II&IDe
Absolute, yet the science of each is a distinct science by itself.
Here, Schelling progresses to the second form of his philosophy,
where he distinguishes between a philosophy of nature and a
philosophy of mind.
H. 'fhe distinction, however, is only provisional, and for the
purposes of philosophy. The development of the fundamental
unity is ever kept in view. We may begin with nature and ·
trace backwards the progress from mind, or we may ~ with
mind and study the procession from it of the external world. The
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one gives us natural philosophy which aims at an explanation
of the ideal by the real ; the other transcendental philosophy
which seeks to explain the real by the ideal.
Nature, which to other men seems dead, and moved only by a
power external to itself, is to the true philosophu a living eelfunfolding energy. It is the absolute unity manifesting itself
on the phenomenal side. It is the movement between the
producing activity and the product. Taken absolutely, it is
mfinite activity or productiVIty but, this being hindered in
e:l:,{>reeeing itself, gives finite products. These individual
finite products are only phenomenal ; beyond each one of which
nature herself advances. The individual is contrary to nature ;
she desires the absolute, and to expreee it is her constant
eft'ort. All diff'erent 18 these finite products are, nature yet
leaves on all the impreee of her unity. We may divide and
subdivide, but only to return again to the original identity.
The powers in nature are distributed in diff'erent measures to
various claasea of beings, yet the organization of all things
organic is one. The life of a plant is but the smallest degree
of the life which is enjoyed by man. In the inorganic world
we seem to lose the trace of this unity. Yet here we find
gradations and processes, corresponding to the gradations and
energies of organic existence. There must be a third principle
or medium by which organic and inorganic are again unitedsome ultimate cause in which they are one, and through which,
18 through a common soul of nature, both organic and inorganic
have at once their origin and identitv.
On the transcendental side the philosophy of nature is that
of the I, the beholding subject. Starting from mind, we
must establish the validity and explain the character of mental
cognitions. 'lne common understanding gives a world existing
outside of ourselves. The first problem of transcendt>ntal
philosophy is to explain this pre-judgment of the common understanding. This constitutes theoretical philosophy, which beginning with the 1 developes the history of eelf-coneciousneaa
thro~h its diff'erent stages of sensations, intuitive abstraction,
and will. It explains the origin of the external world in the
productive intuition, and the existence of time and space in the
outer and inner intuition.
With the act of the will arises the second problem :-How
we can produce an eft'ect upon the objective world according to
representation~ which arise freely in ua. The solution of this
is practical philosophy. Here the I is no longer unoonsciously
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beholding but consciously producing. The Absolute is revealing Him8elf in the self-determinations of the human spirit. In
the effort to eolve these problema, transcendental philosophy
finds itself e~ in the eolution of a problem yet h1gher, that
ia, the reoonclli&tion of the subjective and the objective. This
can only be done on the grouud that the activity through which
the objective world is produced ia originally identical with that
which utters itself in the will. This identity of the conscious
and unconscious in nature is shown by the philosophy of art.
The peculiarity of nature, is that it exhibits itself as nothing
but a blind mechanism and yet it displap design. It repre·
Ients an identity of the conscious subject1ve, and the conaciousless objective activity. In nature the Ibeholds its most peculiar essence, which consists alone in this identity. That contradiction between the conscious and the conaciousless, which ia
inconsciously reconciled in nature, finds its perfect reconciliation in a work of art. There the intelligence finds a perfect
intuition of itself. The unknown which perfectly harmonizes
the objective, and the conscious activity, is nothing other than
that absolute and unchangeable identity to which every
existence must be referred.
III. In the third period Schelling has advanced from the
idealiam of Fichte, to the idealistic realism of Spinosa. The
BeCOnd period is the history of that progress. Now the stage is
reached and Schelling adopts Spinoza's definition of matter, as
an attribute which expresses in itself an infinite and eternal
Being. He repeats too with increased conviction of its truth,
anothn of Spinosa's sentiments, 'that the more we know individual things, the more we know God;' and to thoee who seek
the science of the Eternal I-lwod, he says, ' Come to physical
nature and see it there.' It may satisfy such pretenders to
philosophy as Epicurus and his disciples, to regard matter as
aimply atoma; but it was partly guesSed, and partly known by
all the wise men of antiquity, that matter had another sido thaD
the apparent one, and that a duality lay at its root. And
Iince the question has been raised again in modem times, it has
been concluded that the duality was due to a third principle,
and therefore matter represents a triplicity enclosed in itself,
and identical with itself. The first glance of nature teaches us
what the last teaches us. Matter apreases no other nor closer
bond than that lfhich is in the reuon, the eternal uui~ of the
infinite with the finite. In the thinga lfe recognin the pure
essence which cannot be further explained, yet lf8 never lee
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the essence by itself, but always and everywhere in a wonderful
union with that which cannot of itself be, and is explained only
by the being of the essence. This which cannot be an essence
by itself is called the finite or the form. It is not first a something by the infinite coming to it, nor by its going to the
infinite, but in the identity with the infinite. These always
appear united. The necessity which makes them one, is the
bond or copula, which must be itself the only real and true
infinite.
Schelling repeats this idea in a multitude of forms. The
Absolute is the copula of the finite and infinite, the being of
the ideal and real, the identity of subject and object, the unity
of mind and mat~r. This absolute is reason-the only standpoint of philosophy which seeks to know things as they really
are, that is, as they are in the reason. Every thing which is,
is in essence like the reason, and is one with it. Now the
reason is absolutely one, and like itself. Its highest law, therefore, which is that of identity, must be the highest law of all
being. Difference then can be only difference of <tuantity, and
can exist only in the finite; for the Absolute Being, perfect
identity or difference cannot exist there. Nothing is either
simple object or simple subject, but in all things subject and
object are united ; this union being in dlfferent proportions, so
that sometimes the subject, and sometimes the object, has the
preponderance. The fundamental form of the :Ufinite is ..4.-A,
so the scheme of the finite is .A=B (i.e., the union of a subjective with another objective in a different proportion.) But in
reality nothing is finite, because the identity is the only reality.
So far as there is difference in individual things, the identity
exists in the form of indifference. If we could see together
everything which is, we should find in all the pure identity,
because we should find in all a perfect quantitative equilibrium
of subjectivity and objectivity. In looking at individual objects
we see the preponderance sometimes on the one aide, and sometimes on the other ; but on the whole this is compensated. The
absolute identity is the absolute totality; the universe itself.
There is by itself no individual thing or being. The absolute
identity is essentially the same in every part of the universe.
The universe may be conceived under the figure of a line, in the
centre of which is the ..4.=..4., while at the end, on one aide, is
.A-:-b (i.e. transcendence of the subjective) and at the end, on the
other aide, is a= B (i.e., a transcendence of the objective) thou~h
this must be conceived, so that a relative identity may eXLSt
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even in these extremes. The one side is the real, or nature, the
other side is the ideal. The symbol of the Absolute is the
magnet where one principle constantly manifests itself as two
poles, and still rests in the midst as their identity. Divide the
magnet, every part will be a complete system in itself: two poles
and a point of divergence. Just as every part of the magnet is
the entire magnet in miniature, so also every individual development in nature is a miniature universe; since, however, the preponderance of the real is the characteristic of nature, the ideal,
though present, is held a<J it were in the bondage of matter,
spell-bound in the embrace of reality. But in an ever-rising
gradation the ideal effects its disenchantment, the members of
that gradation again embodying the type-real, idelll, identity,
where it is to be remembered that in each of these three, both
principles are present, so that the powers or potencies in nature
represent only their particular quantitative differences.
The first potency in nature is weight, matter, the most real
principle, which craves a necessary complement from without,
that complement, the' ideal real,' is light or movement which is
the second potency. The union of both, the identity, life, or
organism constitutes the third. Organism is just as original as
matter. Inorganic nature as such does not exist; it is actually
organized, and is as it were the universal germ, out of which organization proceeds. The organization of every globe is but the
inner evolution of the globe itself. The earth by its own evolving
becomes plant and animal. The organic world has not formed
itself out of the inorganic, but has been at least potentially
present in it from the be~inning. That matter which is before
us apparently inorganic, 18 the residuum of organic metamorphoses which could not become organic. The human brain is
the highest bloom of the whole organic metamorphoses of the
earth.
The manifestations in the ideal world ; corresponding to
matter, light, and life; are truth, goodness, beauty; or science,
religion and art. God is again nigarded as manifested in the
great universe, the macrocosm ; or in man, the little world, or
the microcosm, and in the ideals corresponding to these, which
are history and the state. In nature we see the real progressing
towards identity, by bodying forth with increasing adequacy the
ideal, and conversely we see the ideal advancing towards the
same identity, by shaping itself out more and more into the real;
Aa the acme in the one case we behold reason organized in
man, and in the other the transcendental imagination embodied
in works of art.
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We need not follow Schelling into the details of his nature
philosophy. It i• enough to mark the principle on which it is
grounded ; the ideptity of the object wtth the subject. The
ideal i.s repreaente4 as shadowing itself over into the real. Ideas
are produced, and these again are necessarily productive. They
are related to each other as they are related to the original
unity. The entire result of continued subject-objectiving which
according to one of the first laws of the form of the absolute
goes into the infinite is this-that the entire absolute universe
with all ranks of being is reduced to the absolute unity. In it
nothing is truly individual, and nothing as yet is, which is not
absolutely ideal, entire soul-pure 'nature producing.'
The ancients said of God, that He was that Being whose
centre is here, Hia circumference nowhere. 'Were we on the
other hand,' says Schelling, ' to define space, we might say that
it is that which it everywhere merely circumference, and nowhere centre, space as such is the mere form of things without
the Bond.' Ita ~ity then is evident, for it shows nothing
but ita want of power, ita destitution of being. We cannot
define space, beca~ there is nothing in it to define, nor-can we
say how it was crea~ for how can we speak of the creation of
that which is non-being? Th~ bond as the one in the multiplicity negatives tht multiplicity as self-subsisting, and this at
the same time nef.'tives space in the form of this selfsubsisting multiplic1~y. Whilst the bond thus negatives
space as the form of the self-subsisting multiplicity it also
posits time-the other form of finitude. Time is the expression of the One in opposition to the many. Its centre is
everywhere, ita circumference no where. Temporal things have,
as it were, bubbled ovef from the eternal, and been posited in
time. In the being-lui-taU~ of time, the real is the eternal
Copula without which time would not fiow over. Every moment
is an undivided eternity. If we did not see eternity in the
moment, then could we see nothing anywhere, and the moment
itself would be unfulfilled. The universe is beyond all time
and apace. It is only the imagination which changes the actual
iufinity of the all into the empirical of time and space. In the
true infinity of the all the greatest does not dift"er from the least
and endless duration does not ditrer from a moment. It has
neither beginning nor end, but both at once, because the all i8
neither in time nor in space. The world goes beyond time, not
from eternity-that ia, not from endless duration, but in an
eternal way.
Everything ia thus eternal, for eternity i8
wholly dift'erent in kind from dvation. Duration ia short, but
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Eternity is aborter still. Eternity is all in a moment, as
substance is also the all in a point and infinite. Infinite duration, were it cooceiveable, could not create eternity, neither
can the smallest duration annihilate it.
IV. In the fourth period, Schelling's philosophy is allied to
Neo-Platonism. He bad passed from the I-bood of Ficbte, to
the Ideo-Naturalism of Spinoza; and now be bas come to
recognize with Plotinus a ground of absolute knowledge in the
mind itself. We say he bas passed from Fichte, and Spinoza,
but the transition was no violent effort. There was no barrier
to be crossed. The In-itself of the I freed from all limits and
opposition was itself the Absolute. Spinoza, as well as Schelling
recognized the intuition of the intellect as the ultimate ~ound
and certainty of knowledge. Reason has not only an tdea of
God, but it is itself that idea. In the identity of subject and
object, the knowing and the known, is an immediate revelation
of God. 'I know,' says Schelling, 'something higher than
science. And if science bas only these two ways open before it
to knowledge--W, analysis or abstraction, and that of synthetic
derivation, then we deny all science of the Absolute. Speculation is everything- that is a beholding of that which is in
God. Science itself bas worth only so far as it is speeulative
-that is, only so far as it is a contemplation of God as
He is. But the time shall come when the sciences shall more
and more ceaso, and immediAte knowledge take their place.
The mortal eye closes only in the highest science when it is no
longer the mao who sees, but the Eternal Beholding which has
now become seeing in him.' But Schelling's agreement with
the Neo-Piatonists did not merely consist in adopting their
starting point of intellectual intuition. He had hitherto made
natural philosophy the science of the Divine and had shown the
identity of the Ideal and the Real. But the external world still
presented a difficulty which he could not ignore. That would
stand forth as something distinct from the Absolute and as
opposed to the Absolute. True, indeed, finite things have no
reality in themselves; but whence is their unreal existence P
Whence had this sense world its origin? Not, certainly in
anffi~ity imparted to it from the Absolute, but in a complete
fa · away and ae~tio~ from the Absolute. To restore it is
the work of time. Histol'J is the record of the progress of
reconciliation. God is manifesting Himself there, and when
&bat manifelt&Uon is complete, 10 alto will be the world'•

refiOratiOD.
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V. The mystical element, which appeared so decidedly in the
fourth period of Schelling's philosophy, was yet more fully
developed in the fifth and last. He expressly abandons Spinoza
for the company of Jacob Bohme. The Philosopher of Gorlitz,
while maintaining the fundamental union between God and
nature, had yet definitely distinguished between them. Schelling had done the same in the earlier forms of his philosophy,
but the method of Bobme seemed to lead to a more definite
Theism, and to be free from the objections to which SpinoJiism
was exposed.
This method was to recognize an abyssal Nothing, in which
God and nature had their beginning eternally. Schelling called
it the 'Original Ground,' or rather the ' Un-Ground.' It is
not merely an idea, but a something real and actoal. It is not
God Himself considered in His actuality, but only the ground
of His existence. It is nature in God; an essence inst>parable
from Him, and yet different. The relation is explained analogically through the power of gravity and light in nature.
The power of gravity goes before the light in its eternal dark
ground of being, which is not itself actual, and which disappears
in night whilst the light goes forth. This ' Original Ground,'
Now inor ' Un-Ground' is the absolute indifference.
difference is not a product of opposites, nor are they implicitly
contained in it, but it is an essence different from all opposites,
and in which all opposites are broken. It is nothing but their
annihilation, and therefore it has no predicate but that of predicatelessness. The ' Un-ground' goes before all existence.
But the precedence is not one of time. There is here no first
nor last. The one is not without the other, so that God is both
that which exists ; and again the Prius of the ground-since
the ground as such could not be, if God did not exist.
This ground of the existence of God is nature in God. It is
also described as the non-intelligent principle in God, not only
as a mere non-intelligent, but because it is the potentialitythe ground and beginning of the existing God- that is of
God as Intelligence. It is a medium which works indeed
with wisdom, yet, as a blind, in-born intuition, and not a conscious wisdom. ' I posit God ' says Schelling, ' as the first and
the last, as Alpha and Omega ; but He is not as Alpha what he
is as Omega.' In the one He is God involved; t in the other He
is God evolved. For the evolution of Deity it is necessary that

t
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God have before Him an object, and this object must be Himself.
To reach self-consciousness, the Absolute comes from His
unconscious envelopement, which is His first state. He comes
out of it by a necessary evolutiora, which is the revelation of
Himself- creation. As yet He is but half-conscious, His
wisdom is but a blind instinct. This is the condition of nature
-this is the God of pure naturalism. He then becomes the
pure and holy Divinity whom we worship-a personal God. He
He is thus the first and the last. As Alpha, He is:God involved,
as Omega, He is God ~olved. True religion reconciles the
worship of both in the worship of the higher Identity, who is at
once Alpha and Omega.
This nature in God is the bond which unites Naturalism and
Theism. This is Schelling's passage from Spinozism to the
recognition of a consCious, personal God. Without this bond
there would be on the one side God without nature ; on the
other, nature without God. It may be asked concerning the
Perfect- the Actual, why is it not so from the beginning?
The answer is that God is not merely a being, but a life, and
all.life has a destiny, and is subjected to suffering and becoming.
Every life, without distinction, goes forth from the condition of
evolution. Whence as regards its next condition, it is dead and
dark. Even so is it with the life of God. Personality rests
on the union of one independent with one dependent on it, so
that these two entirely penetrate each other and are one. Thus
God, through the union in Him of the ideal principle with the
independent ground, is the highest personality. And since the
living unity of both is Spirit, then is God, as the absolute Bond,
Spirit in an eminent and absolute sense.
We have followed Schwegler's five divisions of Schelling's
Philosophy, but in reality the five may be reduced to two-that
in which Schelling agrees with Spinoza, and that in which he
follows .BOhme. He repudiated the epithet ' Pantheistic,' and
strongly expressed his belief in the personality of God. But
whether Spinoza or .BOhme was the more Pantheistic, or which
of them most believed in the Divine Personality is ' among tho
things which we desire to know.'
' The God of pure idealism,' said Schelling, ' as well as the God
of pure realism is necessarily impersonal. That is the God of
Fichte and of Spinoza, but to me God is the livin~ unity of all
forces-the union of the ideal principle with itself m the bosom
of its own independence. This is sptrit in the only true sense.' .
The latest and most interesting phase of Schelling's Philo-

.,
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eophy is its application to mythology, in which Schelling seeks
to discover the principle of divine revelation. Worship was
first addressed to the elements. Visible objects were worshipped with God. Afterwards, in the Greek religion for
instance, these objects were endowed with spirit, and the Infinite was finitely represented. Christianity, on the other
hand, went out direct to the Infinite. When its ideas became
objective they were still infinite. They were clothed, not in
permanent, but in phenomenal forms. They were not eternal
beings of nature, but divine manifestations fl.eetin~ and transient which could never be chan~ into an absolute present.
'l'he Greek religion was PolythelBm, for this reason that the
Infinite became finite. In its very nature it was a potential
Polytheism. Christianity is not Polytheism, because it does
not see in the finite the symbol of the Infinite. It does not
make a synthesis of the absolute with limitations, in which the
form of the absolute remains with the limits of the finite. It
has not, therefore, its origin in nature, but in that which falls into
time. It is in its inmost spirit, and in its highest sense, historic~tl. Every particular moment of time is a manifestation
of a particular side of God, in each of which He is absolute.
What the Greek religion had as an at-once, the Christian has a
one-after-another.
Nature and history are generally related to each other as
the real and the ideal unity. Even so is the religion of the
Greek world related to the Christian, in which the Divine has
ceased to manift!st itself in nature, and is only discernible in
history.
Nature is the sphere of the one-in-it.,elf-being of things, in
which, in virtue of the imaging of the fnfinite in the finite
they, as symbols of the ideas, have likewise a life independent
of their signification. God is, as it were, exoteric in nature
-the ideal appears through another than itself. But in history, the Divine lays aside the veil, and the mystery of the
divine kingdom is manifc~t.
With Christianity the whole relation of nature and the ideal
world must be inverted. As nature was the matJijest in Heathenism, the ideal world retreated as mystery; but, in Christianity,
nature must retreat as mystery, while the ideal world becomes
the manifest. The old world is the nature side of historythe ruling idea in it is the infinite in the finite. The old world
could only end, and the new one begin, by the Infinite coming
into the finite - not to deify it, but only to eacrifice it
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to God in ita own person, and thereby to make. reconciliation.
The first idea, then, of Christianity is nt'IC888al"ily the incarnation
of God. Christ is the summit and end of the old world of
gods. He stands as a phenomenon determined from eternity,
but transient in time. He is the boundary of both worlds. He
retnrns into the invisible, and promises m His place, not the
coming again into the finite, but the Spirit-the ideal principle
which leads back the finite to the Infiiiite, and, as such, is the
light of the new world.
To represent the unity of the finite and Infinite objective!}'
and through the symbol, as the Greek religion essayed to do, xs
imposaible. The all-pervading antinomy of the divine and the
natural, is only removed through the snbjective determination
to think both one, in a way that is inconceivable. Such a enbjective unity the idea of miracle erpresses. On this supposition
the origin of every idea is a miracle. It enters into time, and
yet has no relation to time. Ideas cannot arise in the way of
time. It is God Himself who manifests them, and therefore
the idea of revelation is necesaary to Christianiv.
A religion, which like poetry lives in the spec1es, doea not require a historical foundation.
Its nature is ever manifest.
When the Divine doea not live in abiding forms, but goes out in
fieshly phenomena it wants the means ·Of being held fast and
perpetuated. Outside of the peculiar mysteries of religion, there
18 necessarily a mythology on its exoteric side, and which is
grounded on religion, aa religion of the other kind is grounded on
m~hology.

The reconciliation of the finite fallen from God, through His
own birth into the finite, is the first thought of Christianity; and
the perfectin~ of its entire view of the universe, and of its history is in the 1dea of the Trinity, which, on that account, is necessary to it. The Son of God-the Eternal produced from the
being of the Father is the finite itself, as it 18 in the eternal in·
tuition of God. He appears as God suffering, and made snbject
to the destinies of time in His incarnation. He shuts up the
finite world, and opens \hat of the infinite, which is the kingdtma
of the Spirit.
When Schelling, following Bohme, made the imperfect creation a neceeaary development of God, he was met by tlae question
which all philosophers, Pantheistic or otherwise, ha"nt had to
answer ; 'Ia God 'then the author of evil ! ' ' No,' annered
Schelling, 'for evil tho!!Sh it is necessary is nothing real.' It~
the darkil• which God, who is light, requirea for the full lii&Dl•
IT
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festa.tion of Himself. All birth begins in obscurity. It comes
out of darkness. In every existence the light is fighting with
the darkness. Where the darkness predominates, there is evil.
On the immortality of the soul, Schelling difFers in nothing
from Spinoza. ' The I,' he says, ' and ita essence undergoes
neither conditions nor restrictions. Ita primitive form is that of
Being, pure and eternal. We cannot say of it, it wa. or it will
be, we can only say, it is. It exists absolutely. It is then outside
of time and beyond it. The form of its intellectual intuition is
eternity. Now since it is eternal it has no duration, for duration
only relates to objects, so that eternity properly consists in having nothing to do with time.' This is the eternity which belongs
to God, and, therefore, belongs to the human soul, which finds
its true life in God-whose essence is the essence of God, and
as it returns to the service of its life, it loses its individuality,
and knows itself as one with the Absolute and the Eternal.
When Schelling gave to the world his philosophy of revelation he declared that all his former philosophy was only a poem,
a ' mere poem.' The public, it is said, never took it for anything else, even including ' the last development.'*
HEOBL.-Thcre is nothing new in Hegel. After mastering
his fearful verbology we have gained no new ideas ; but he inherited the riches of all previous philosophers. The whole world
of speculation lay open before him. He made a system, grand,
compact, logical. He summed up the entire wisdom of the
world. He spoke the last word of philosophy. With him philo·
sophy stands or falls. A disciple and fellow student of Schelling
he h8.d much in common with his master, but he came out from
Schelling, as Schelling came out from Fichte, and Fichte from
Kant. For 'the poetical raph.sodies, the dith7.rambic inspirations,
the capricious contemplations, and the bnlliant disorders' of
Schelling, he substituted an inflexible method by which he submitted to the yoke of philosophy all the triumphs of science.
But how shall we explain Hegel? When M. Cousin asked
Hegel for a succinct statement of his system, the German smiled
ironically and said ' it was impossible, eapeciaUy in FrmcA.'
• Schellinlt's philoeophy, though a • mere poem,' like all trae poetry wa
truth. . Among his disciples in nature philoaophy-thoee who
looked upon all the forma of nature u a picture of the divine lif-were Oken
Xlein and Bluche. Among his mystical diacipl-thoee who CODiidered the
apiri~ u produced by nature, and yet capable of rising aboTe it-were Schubert,
StefFens, and Baader. The famous Romantic School also claimed diacipleahip
from Schelli.Di-NoT&lia, SolJer, Frederic Schlegel, and Schleiermacher.
preguan~ witli
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What cannot be explained in French is surely incapable of explanation. Mr. Stirling* traces the immediate origin of Hegel's
philosophy to Kant. Perhaps he is right. We might trace it
to Hume, which is nearly the same thing. The idealists, Bishop
Berkeley for instance, had denied the existence of matter, that
is, abstract matter. Phenomena, the things apparent to sensethese are the all of the material. By the same reasoning which
led Berkeley to his conclusion, Hume showed that mind had no
existence as abstracted from our thoughts. lmt>ressiona, ideas-these are the all of the mental. Hegel's posttion is precisely
Hume's ; we know nothing of matter but as phenomena ; we
know nothing of mind but as a thought, an idea. This then is
the reality, both of mind and matter. Thought is existence.
The rational is the actual, and therefore the Supreme Reality
is absolute Thought, Mind, or Idea. The unfolding of this
thought is the unfolding of the manifold ; for the order of the
actual or phenomenal world has a rrfect correspondence with
the order of the ideal or intellectua . Kant had said that ' there
are two stocks or stems of human knowledge, which arise perhaps from a singk common root, as yet unknown to us, namely,
sense and understanding. Through the former of which, objects
are given; and throu~h the latter, thought.' This common root
was Fichte's synthests, which united the I and the flon-L lt
was Schellin.is identity, in which the ideal and the real were one.
It correspon<led, too, with Spinoza's substance, of which the two
attributes were thought and extension. Hegel made it tlumght
it8elf, the absolute Idea. Sensation and understanding are virtually one- the former being externally what the latter is
internally.
Hegel objected to the term substance as applied to God. It
has a sound of materialism. Doubtless there may be a spiritual
substance, but the word is borrowed from sense-objects. Spinoza
applies it to that absolute Being in whom mind and matter have
their identity, with the obvious conviction that His nature is not
• TAct &crtt of Htgtl. by JatiiU Huki&Uoll Stirli~~g. Mr. Stirling says that
Hegel ia the only man who understood Kant, and he leaves it to be inferred
that he (Mr. Stirling), ia the only man who has nndcr!tood H('gel. How('V('r,
this may be, he has written a very interesting and sensible book on a very
diftlcult subject. If it has a fault it is that the writer has stopped in the midtlle
of Hegel, and left untouched what to the English n•adcr would be the most interesting part of the Hegelian system. No one, I suppc)l(', will dispute Mr. Stirling's argument that Hegel realized Kant's Catcgoric•-tran~lonucd Kant's
l'!<,.rchology into an Ontology.
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definable beyond a describing of some of His known attributer.
Hegel, on the other bani, defines God aa the Absolute Mind;
He accepts and endorses the Christian definition th~ God iJ a
Spirit ; not aa Malebranche, Augustine, and others had explained
this ~ as declaring what God u 110t; but aa affirming, and.
positively defining what.He
God ia not merely being and
substance, He ia not merely intelligent and living, but He u
Spirit. 'The spiritual nature,' says Hegel, ' is alone the true
and worthy starting-point for tho thought of the Absolute.'
Beasts have no religion ; they do not know God, becanse they
do not transcend the aensnoua. It is only for thought that there
is being or substance. Only for thought does the world manifest
Almighty power and exhibit marks of desip. The so-called
proofs of the being of God are only descriptions and analyses of
the coming of the spirit, which is a thinker, and which thinks
the sensuous. The elevation of thout,~tnover the sensuous ; its
ite, the leap which is
going out beyond the finite to the
made by the breaking oft' from the seusuous into the super-sensuous ; all this is thought itself. This transition is only thought.
If this passage were not thought it would not be made.
.
Starting with absolute thought, Hegel constructs a universal
philosophy. There is nothing new in this conception. Schelling
had discoursed of the absolute science to which all sciences were
aubordinate. Others bad done the same before him, but Hegel'•
system has an interest for its completeness, its order, and the
universality of its applications. The study of all things ia the
study of mind, and nund is God. We have then : 1. Logic, or the science of the idea in-and-for-melf.
n. Nature philosophy; or the science of the idea in itl

u.

othemu1.

m.

The philosophy of apirit; or of the idea which, from itl

otlutmu, returns to itself.

Logic, with Hegel, is not mere reasoning, but the whole
BCience of reason. It is that which treats of the Log01 ; the
thought of the universe in itself, and all its manifestations.
Thought is known to us in its three forms :-subjective, objective, and the union of these two ; or thesis, antithesis, and
synthesis. Corresponding triads form the ' rbythmua of the
universe.' All things are trinities in unities, from the Supreme
Idea to the humbles• phenomenal existence. The first diTiaion
of Logic is into
1. The doctrine of Being.
2. The doctrine of euence.
8. The doctrine of the notion or idea.
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The first definition of the Absolute is Being. It is that in which
thought i1 the most primitive, abstract, and necessary. Being
aimply, is. the indefinite immediate. It is pure indefiniteness and
necessary. At this stage, and under this aspect, it is not to be
distinguished from Nothing. Pure Being and pure Nothing are
the same. They are united in a Becoming. Nothing has passed
over into Being, and Being into Nothing, so that, though they
are the same, they are yet absolutely distinguished. Their truth is
the immediate disappearance of the one into the other. Thia
moTement we call a 'Becoming.'
The abstract being of
Parmenides was really identical with the Nothing of the Budhists, though Parmenides did not see it. He said ' Only being
is, and nothing is altogether not.' ' l'he deep-thinking Heraclitus
said He~l, 'brought forward against that simple and onesided
abstract10n, the higher total notion of Becoming, and saidBeing is as little as nothing is, for all flows-that is, all is a Becoming. We never pass through the same street; we never
bathe in the same stream. Neither Being nor Nothing is, what i.t
is only their union, and that is Becoming, for Becoming is Nothing
p~ing into Being, or Being passing into Nothing; and this truth
is the foundation of all the Oriental wisdom ; that everything has
the germ of its death even in its birth, while death is but the
entrance into new life. ' It does not require much wit,' sayA
Hegel, ' to turn this principle into jest, and to ask if it matters
not whether my house, property, the air, this town, the sun,
right, spirit, yea God, be or be not ? The end of philosophy
indeed is to free men from the multitude of finite objects, and to
make it a matter of no importance, whether they are or are not.
But those who ask this question do not understand the subject.
Our enquiry is not concerning concrete existences, whether their
content is the same as Nothing. Our discourse is entirely of Being and Nothing in the abstract. If it be said that this identity of Being and Nothing is inconceivable, it is illustrated by the
idea of Becoming. When we analyse the conception it is found
to contain not only the determination of Being, but also another,
that of Nothing. TheRe two determinations are in this conception, one, so that becoming is the unity of Being and Nothing.'
The old argument against a Beginning of any thin~ was grounded,
according to Hegel, on the philosophical opimon that Being
is only being, and Nothing is only nothing. On this supposition
it was correct to say ' from nothing, nothing comes.' Bu~ the
later Christian metaphysic rejected this axiom for it involved
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the denial of creation from nothing. This was the error of
Parmenides and Spinoza,. and the result W88' Pantheism.'
The outcome of the Becoming is There-being-in plain English, individual things. There-being is to be discussed (1) a&
8UCh (2) in its other fW' finitude, and (8) 88 qualitative itifinittule.
There-being in general is the simple oneness of Being and
Nothing; but, as yet it exists only jfW' -us in our rejlecritm. .As
it is something definite, a concrete, it has qualities, and is
determined to a &metking wh1ch evokes its Other. This is
considered in itself, in its qualification and itsfinitutk. Through
the removal of this limit it passes into the Infinite. It is then
considered a& the Infinite in general; the Infinite as the negative
of the finite; and, 188tly, 88 the affirmative '!'!finite. Being-jfW'•
6e/jis the ultimate of the passing over of There-being, or finitude,
into the Infinite. It is considered (1) a& stiCk (2) 88 the one
and the many; and (8) as repul6ion and attraction. :Seing, which
refers only to itself, is the One; but, by its repelling others, it
posits many onu. These are not, however, to be distinguished
as to essence. The one is what the other is. The many are
therefore one, and the one is the many.
Essence is Being, as phenomena. The same developments
which logic treats of in the doctrine of being, it now treats of in
the doctrine of essence, but, in their reflected, not their immediate form. Instead of Being and Nothing, we have now the
forms of positive and negative ; and, instead of individual
existence, we now have existence. Phenomenon is the appearance which the essence fills and which is hence no longer
essenceless. There is no phenomenon without essence, and no
essence which may not enter into phenomenon. It is one and
the same content, which at one time is taken as essence, and at
another 88 phenomenon. When the phenomenon is a complete
and adequate manifestation of the essence, then we have an
actual something as distinct from the essence of which it forms
a part. The individuality of every individual thing is thus
reconciled with the unity of absolute essence. This union of
being and essence takes place through the notion, which, being
rational, is the truly actual.
The notion appears first as subjective, then in its obJectivity.
The union of these is the Idea which is the higheat definition
of the Absolute. The absolute Idea in its reflecting, discharging,
o~ overfiowing itself into space constitutes nature. This gives
nee to
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n.

The philosophy of nature, or the idea in its Otlurnu&.
This evolution is marked by three epochs, the mechanical, the
phy&ical, the organic. Nature, ae mechanic, constitutes time
and space, m"tter and movement. As physical, it consists of individualities, general, particular, total. As organic, it is at one
time geologic, at another vegetable, another animal. Nature is
mind estranged from itself-Bacchus unbridled and unrestrained.
Its products do not correspond to our conceptions. They represent no ideal sucession, but everywhere obliterate all limits, and
defy every classification. The province of philosophy is to trace
the return of nature to mind. This stage it reaches in the selfconscious individuality, man. At this stage begins
ill. The Philosophy of Spirit, or the doctrine of the Idea in
its return from nature or its otherness. In this process the 1
separates itself from nature and rises above it. The spirit is
first subjective in its transition from general consciousness to
self-consciousness. As subjective it creates anthropology,
phenomenology, psychology. Objectively it appears in ri~ht,
morality, politics. As spirit absolnte, it gives birth to religton,
eithetics, philosophy. This last, which is the knowledge of
knowledge-the knowledge of the Absolute Being, is the crown
and termination of all the evolutions of the Idea.
We need not go further into the details of Hegel's philosophy. The whole secret of it seems to be that it realizes
thought, Logo&, or Logic-concatenates or classifies allBCiences
as the expressions of the Logo,___mvides each into a ternary, and
subdivides each member of the ternary into another. Everything has a beginning, an existence, an end. There is a birth,
a life, a death. We have sowing, growing, seed time ; all is a
three in one, and a one in three.
He~l appeared first as the disciple and advocate of Schelling.
At th1s stage he did not seem to ditrer from Schelling, except
that he applied a more rigorons method, and tried to systematize Schelling's raP.hsodies. This stage is marked by the ' Phenomenology of Bpint.' Hegel's object in this worK is to show
how the spirit, both in an individual and in a nation, rises above
the vulgar conBCiousness, or what we call common sense, to the
height of absolute BCience. In its progress it passes through
four phases, - self-conBCiousness, reason, morality, religion.
These phases Hegel calls &piritual phenomena, and he endeavours
to prove that they are the result of the mediate labour of
thought, and not as Schelling said, the fruit of an immediate
intuition. This is the ladder which intelligence passes over
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after it b&9 overcome the feeling of indiYidual existence, and
before it arrives at the full possession of universal knowledgethat is, of that knowledge which shows to the individual intelligence that it is identical with the universal and absolute Spirit
-with the World Soul Man only knows just as he has
knowledge of this identity. So long as be has not reached this,
he has a soul, but he has not a spirit. So long as be is divided by the opposition of being and thought, he distinguishes
between his I and his knowing. He does not yet know that he
is one with pure knowledge. He does not know that ' The
Spirit which, in developing itself, teaches to know that it is
spirit; is knowledge itself. Knowledge is its life; it is the
reality which it creates-which it draws from its own substance.'
Absolute or speculative knowledge does not begin till after this
evolution of spirit. It constitutes the sphere in which the pure
Idea reigns-that is, the whole of the laws which govern all
that which can exist and can be conceived-the whole of the
categories-the conditions which reason fulfils in accomplishing
the end which it has before it-which is, to reach the state
of perfect Beason. The Phenomenowgy thus ends where the
Loflic and the Encyc'[()pmdia begin.
Hegel has now fairly parted with Schelling. Starting, where
Spinoza stopped, with the abstract conception of pure Being, the
Hegelian Logie arrives at a concrete idea whose manifestation is
the universe. This Idea whose developments are traced in the
Logic and the Bllcyc'[()pmdia is God Himself,-God, anterior to
the creation of the world, viewed in his abstract universality and
eternity. It belongs to His nature to be unfolded in the opposites-general and particular, infinite and finite, internal and
external, ideal and real.
Hegel's last writings were devoted to developing _particular
parts of his doctrine, such 88 the Philosophy of Right, the
Philosophy of History, and tht> Philosophy of Philosophy.
This evolution of Spirit is Hegel's TModicea- the knowledge that spirit can only free itself in the element of spirit,
and that what is past and what is daily passing, not only
comes from God, but is the work of God Himself. History
is but the successive revelations of Spirit. Each of these
revelations is an epoch in which there appears a new manifestation of Spirit. Every people, representative of an epoch,
expresses a given fonn-a factor, so to speak, of the nnoeasing
development of Spirit. These manifestations conatitnte a part
of' the grand drama of the universe. They are united to the
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revolutions of nature-to the destinies of the terrestial globe
and the vicissitudes of time and space. History has presented
four great ages, each of them representing a distinct principle,
and yet all the principles are closely allied to each other. The
first 1s that of the East-the theatre of the idea of the Infinite,
which is there still absolute and undetermined, immovable, and
as it were, self-involved. There the individual has no part to
perform, the theocratic power has united the political and the
religious in a unity as indissoluble and compact as it is overpowering Bod oppressive. Among the Greeks we see the idea
of the finite everywhere triumphant. The free and varied activity of the most complete of finite beings, man, has signally
disengaged itself from Oriental confusion. It has shaken ofF
Asiatic apathy, and is producing marvels of sentiment and
independence; at the same time maintaining ita relation to the
Infinite-considering this relation as one of dependence which it
expresses under the power of symbol and myth. At Rome, the
idea of the finite reigns alone. The worship of the Infinite is
banished as the worship of a mere abstraction. In the German
world, the fourth age of the manifestation of Spirit in History,
on the ruins of the Egoistic empire of Rome, the Divine unity
better understood, and human nature entirely free are met and
reconciled in the bosom of a harmonious identity. From this
alliance there has sprung forth, and will yet spring forth
more and more, truth, liberty, morality-the peculiar perfection
of the modern Spirit.
The philosophy of religion shows similar manifestations, or
developments of spirit. In every religion there is a Divine
presence, a Divine revelation, but it does not follow that because it is a religion it is therefore good. On the eon~
some religions are bad. If the spirit of a people is sensual, so
will be its ~. Of these gods it may be said ' they that made
them are like unto them.' But all religions seek the reconciliation of the finite and the Infinite-man aud God-and all point
to an absolute religion, in which God will bfl revealed in His
entireness, and in which thia reconciliation will be realized. In
the great relip:ions of the Eastern world man is overpowered by
nature. In tlle first and lowest forma of them he worships the
objects around him. His God is a jf.ti&ch. To nature in her
more sensuous fonna he addreaaea his prayer. By adoration•
and conjurations be struggles to be free from that brute force,
which be worships in a apirit of superstition and fear. In
Hinduiam we have a higher form. Nature is atill powerful,
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but God is viewed as present, dift'using Himselt over all things.
Between Creator and creature .there is no determined and
marked line. The greatest of truths is here divinely shadowed
forth-not reached by thought, but by imagination. It is a
poetical Pantheism, in which God, man, and nature are undistinguished, and hence the most sublime verities are mingled
with the vilest aupentitions. In the Peraiau religion, God or
the principle of good, is more precisely determined as spirit,
but this only in op~ition to the principle of evil, which is
matter. In the religion of Ancient Egypt the personality of
God emerges yet more distinctly. It now appears as it is, and
has no need of a principle of opposition for its manifestation.
But though God appears as distinct from nature, Ht\ remains,
as to form, entirely undetermined. Hence the Egyptians worshipped Him, now as a man, and again as an animal. .FetUclailm
was still blended with the worship of Him who is a Spirit. The
religion of Egypt was the highest form of the religions of
nature.
These were followed by the religions of spiritual individuality.
In them, spirit is independent of the external world. The first
is Judaism. Here the spiritual speaks itself absolutely free
of the sensuous, and nature is reduced to something merely external and undivine. This is the true and proper estimate of
nature at this stage ; for only at a more advanced phase can the
Idea attain a reconciliation in this its alien form. The Greek
religion also decidedly consecrated the personality of God.
Hence mind freed itself from the dominion of nature. The gods
are creations of the intellect-arbitrary expressions of the good
and the beautiful. In the Roman religion the nature-side of
spirit dies. The world has reached that stage of life where it
feels nature unsatisfying. It is melancholy, hopeless, despairing, unhappy. From this feeling arises the super-sensuous, the
free spirit of Christianity. 'l'he Christian religion is the highest
determination of the spirit in the religious sphere. Here the
spirituality of God is clearly defined. The finite and the Infinite are seen both in their separation and in their unity. God
and the world are reconciled. The Divine and the human meet
in the Person of Christ. The intellectual content of revealed
religion in Christianity is thus the same as that of speculative
philosophy.
The Roman world in its desperate and abandoned condition
eame to an open rupture with reality, and made prominent the
general desire for a satisfaction, such as could only be attained
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in the new man-the soul. Rome was the fate that crushed down
the gods and all genial life, in its hard service, while it was the
power which purified the human heart from all speciality. Its
pains were the travail throes of another and higher spirit ; that
which manifested itself in the Christian religion. This hi~her
spirit involves the reconciliation and emancipation of sp1rit,
while man obtains the consciousness of spirit in its universality
and infinity. The absolut-e object, truth, is spirit, and as man
himself is spirit he is mirrored to himself in that object, and
thus in his absolute object has found essential Being and kis
own essential being. But in order that the objectivity of essential being may be done away with, and spirit be no longer alien
to itself, the naturalness of spirit, that in virtue of which man
is a special empirical existence, must be removed, so that the
alien element may be destroyed, and the reconciliation of the
spirit accomplished. With the Greeks the law for the spirit
was' Man know thyself.' The Greek spirit was a consciousness
of spirit, but under a limited form, having the element of nature
as an essential ingredient. Spirit may have had the upper-hand,
but the unity of the superior and subordinate was itself still

natural.
'Ihe element of subjectivity which was wanting to the Greeks
we find among the Romans, but it was merely formal and
indefinite. Only among the Jewish people do we find the conscious wretchedness of the isolated self, and a longing to
transcend that condition of individual nothin~ess. From this
state of mind arose that higher phase, in wh1ch spirit came to
absolute consciousness. From that unrest of infinite sorrow is
developed the unity of God with reality, that is, with subjectivity, which had been separated from Him. The recognition
of the identity of subject and object was introduced into the
world when thefulneu of time was come, the consciousne98 of this
identity, is the recognition of God in His true essence. The material of truth i& &pirit itself, inherent vital movement. The nature of God as pure Spirit is manifested to man in the Clari&tiata

religion.

Hegel's great object, like that of his predecessors, was to show
the rationalneu of Christianity. He was, or at least he meant
to be, thoroughly orthodox. The mysteries, as Malebranche
and the Catholic Theologians called them, were no mysteries
to Hegel. ' Thai Hagar and luw profane Ishmael' were not to be
banished, for they were satisfied that Christianity, in all its fulneu, as taught in the Holy Scriptures, and interpreted by the
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Lutheran Church, was in perfect agreement with reason. The
Hegelian philosophy is the scientific exposition of historical
Christianity. The religion of Christ was the point in the
world's history when the spirit awoke to a clear consciouanesa
of its absolute essence, and made a decided beginning to return
to itself out of nature, or its ot'kermu. Hegel's Chriatology
proves how earnestly be strove to embrace in his philosophy the
whole content of the Christian faith. Not only is the historical
account of the incarnation received in all its fulness, but it is
shown that God became mau ; that He appeared in the flesh as
manifesting and accomplishing the unity of God and man. Jesus
Christ conquered death. He was the death of death. He annihilated the finite as something evil and foreign, and so He reconciled the world with God. •
The Idea being reason or spirit,.it cannot be said that we do
not know God, for this is the starting-point of our knowledge.
The Trinity is in no wise a mystery. It is the first Triad of
Being. God, as the Absolute Spirit, eternally distin~ishea
Himself, and in this distinction He is eternally one with Himself. The true forma of the Divine manifestations are (1) The
Kingdom of God the Father-that is, the Idea, in and for
itself. God, in His eternity, before and out of the world, in
the element of thought. (2) The Kingdom of the Son in which
God is in the moment of separation-the element of representation. In this second stand-point is contained all that, which in
the first, was the other of God. Here nature is the other-the
world and the spirit which is manifested there-the nature
spirit. (8) The Kingdom of the Spirit which contains the
consciousness that man is reconciled with God. The difFerence
and determination of these three forms is not directly explained
through the idea of the Trinity. Each form contains all the
three forma-the one, the other, and the removing of the
other. There is thus, in all the three forms, a unity as well as
a difFerence, but in a difFerent way. The Father is the abstract
God-the Universal-the eternal unrestrained total particular• There wu no question of Hegel'• orthodoxy till aome of bia profeaaed diaciplea went into Atheism. But what right they had to call themaelve. hia
dieciple. ia not euily made out. Hia firat and true diaciplea were orthodox
theologiana of the Proteatant Church. The attempt of Strauu to COJUlect hie
doctrine with Hegel'a, wu u 1mwarranted u the claim of the Antinomiana
to be followera of 8. Paul. The whole apirit and charact.er of Strauaa'a • Life
of .Te1111,' ia contrary to Hegelianiam. Hegel wu coulnlctiH. He acblowledged the good which the IU-iluJtiqa had done, but ita day wu put.
He wiahed to huilcl up again b7 phDOIOpby w tho fall exteu.t of what ta..
Church beliel'ed.
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ity. The other is the Son, the infinite particularity-the manifestation. The third is the Spirit-the individuality as such.
The difference, then, is only between the Father and the Son,
and, as the Father and the Son are one, the third is also the first.
Hegel as a Christian often speaks with a firm conviction of
the reality of the future life. As a philosopher he explains his
belief. The explanation differs from that of Spinoza, Fichte,
and Schelling only by the form it takes in connection with the
idea. Death, which can only happen to a living organism, stands
between it and the moment of its other life, which is the life of
the Spirit. The reason of the diBBOlution of a living being is
to be found in its idea. Organism is the culminating point, and,
as it were, the unity of nature; but, it is only sn external unity,
and does not reach the simple and internal unity of thought and
spirit. Death is but the necessary act-the mediating ide&by which the reality of the individual is raised from nature to
spirit. It is but the natural progress of the Idea which, to produce
temperature and color goes from heat and light t.o their negatives
and so to posit spirit it goes to the negative of life-which is
death. What we call death marks a higher degree of existence.
Beings which do not die are those which are furthest removed
· from spirit; such as mechanic and inorganic nature. 'At death,
the external other of nature falls from us, we are born wholly
into spirit, spirit concrete, for it has taken up unto itself nature
and its natural life. Nature is to Hegel much as it is to Kant.
It is but the phenomenon of the noumenon-it is but the action
of what i1, and paSBes, while the latter is and remains. Time
and space, and all questions that concern them, reach only to
the phenomenon ; they have no place in the noumenon. There
is but one life, and we live it with, as the Germans say. That life
we live now, though in the veil of the phenomenon. There is
but an eternal now, there are properly uo two places, and no two
times in the life of spirit, whose we are, and which we are, in
that it is all. So it is that Hegel is wholly sincere and without
affectation, when he talks of its being in effect indifferent to
him, 'how and wl.ether he is in the finite life. He is anchored
safe in thought, in the notion, and cares not for what vicissitude of the phenomenal may open to him.' * In everything
Hegel wishes to be orthodox. He defends the validity of the
three great arguments for the being of God-the ontological,
the cosmological, and the teleological. He dreads nothing
ao much as • Pamhei1m.' }Jut which of all the systems we havo
• Mr. Smliar.
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examined is the most Pantheistic, or what Pantheism is, we
do not yet know. Hegel concludes hie Encyclop~dia with some
verses from a Persian poet, which express, as well as poetry can
express, the great idea of his philosophy. As they are no le88
applicable to the doctrines of all our precedin~ chapters we shall
quote them as a fitting conclusion for this. They are, perhaps,
the most accurate expression of what is called Pantheism which
we have yet met.
I looked above and in all apacea saw but One ;
I looked below and in all billows eaw but Oue;
I looked into ita heart, it was a - of worlds;
.A IIJl&ee of dreams all fnll, and in the dreams but Oue.
Earth, air and tire and water in Thy fear dissolve ;
Ere they ascend to Thee, they trembling blend in Oue •
.All life in heaven and earth, all pulling hearta ahould throb
In prayer, leat they impede the One.
Nought but a sparkle of Thy glory is the sun;
.And yet Thy light and mine bOth centre in the Oue.
Though at Thy feet the circling heaven is only duat,
Yet is it one, and one my being is with Thine.
The heaveua ahall duat become, and dust be heaven again,
Yet ahall the One remain and one my life with Thine.

Authoriti-Ka11t'• Kritill thJo rei11tft Ver~~llltf}; Kritill der prdta.clua
Vernu'\11; the translations of Ficlttb tooru by Willia~t S..itla ;,. CAapraan'•
Catlaolic Seriu; Scltellin!l• W erlle, and the works of Hegel mentioned in tile text,
88p8Cially Die WiueucAaft du LottiJc; PIIMDmnol~ thJo GNtu end the
ErtC!JCioplldie thJo ph~lt;.chn Wiutf&M:haj'tm. Mr. Stirlirtg Ita. n...zat.d
tM ttoo SectiorM n Quality and Quott~ty of tile Logic in hu • &cret of B.gel. •
There ia a tranalation of Hegel'• Pmw.oplty of Butory by Mr. SilwH ;,.

Bolan'• Library.
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blooming of God, is one of the most beautiTO seeful ofallournature
sentiments. To behold the green and variegated
mantle, which in the glowing spring-time is flung over mountain
and valley, as the living garment of God, is the sublimest poetry.
There cannot be a diviner feeling than that which hears all
birds singing of God, and sees all the powers of nature whether
in terrific grandeur or in placid repose, as the working of the
ever-present Deity. To the pious soul, nature is God's speech ;
every little flower peeping from the ground is a silent memorial ;
the daisies and the cowslips, the blue bells and the hyacinths are
all speaking of God. This is the marriage of religion and
poetry where both as one are penetrated with the presence of the
true and the Divine. Where the poetica~pirit is absent,
nature appears but a dead mass, destitute of~ivinity,and deserted of God. Where the religious spirit is absent or deficient,
God is lost in nature, and the nature spirit alone remains. If
this beholding of God in nature be so common to poetry and religion it will not be surprising that we find Pantheism in our
poets, even in those of them whose religious sentiments are
the most unlike.
The first passages we have selected are from Goethe. What
was Goethe's creed we scarcely know. He is generally considered a mere Pagan, though he profE-ssed to be a Christian.
Goethe lived when Spinoza was being revived in Germany. He
does not conceal his obligations to the Portugese Jew. In his .Autobiography he speaks of the delight with which in early life he
read Spinoza's .Ethica. The dry abstractions of the geometrical
and metaphysical universe-expounder appeared fresh and beautiful to Goethe. He was fascinated with Spinoza's gentle and
bumble, yet sublime spirit. And then that lofty doctrine of
unselfishness was so charming that even Goethe was disposed to
say that God should be loved for His own sake, and without
reference to reward. But before Goethe met Spinoza.'s Ethica
be had embraced a similar theology as we may see from this pasv
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GOBTllB'S FAUST.

sage. ~iscuss God, apart from nature, is both difficult and
dangero . It is as if we separated the soul from the body.
We know the soul only through the medium of the body, and
God only through nature. Hence the absurdity as it appears
to me of accusing those of absurdity who philosophically have
united God with the world. For everything which exists,
necessarily pertains to the essence of God.~ause God is the
One Being whose existence includes all thin s. Nor does the
Holy Scripture contradict this, although we
erently interpret
its dogmas, each according to his own views. All antiquity
thought in this way,- an unanimity, which to my mind is of
great significance. To me the judgment of eo many men speaks
highly for the rationality of the doctrine of emanation.'
In the prologue of Famt the second person of the Trinity pronounces a benediction. Instead of the Semetic form, 'May the
Holy Spirit '-the corresponding philosophical speech is used,
' May the Becoming, which works and lives through all time,
embrace you within the holy bonds of love.' This use of the
Becoming might be related to the Hegelian philos6phy, but it is
said that Goethe never understood Hegel, nor had any interest
in Hegel's W!velopment. In another place Mephistopheles tells
Faust that he is ' a part of the part which in the beginning was
the .All'-a blaaphemous utterance, and as destitute of the
spirit of philosophy as of the spirit of reverence. But the
speaker is Mephistopheles.
The earth spirit says:In Lebensllnthen, im Thatenaturm
Wall' ich auf nnd ab,
W ehe bin nnd her !
Geburt und Grab,
};in ewigea Meer,
Ein wechaelnd W eben,
Ein gluhend Leben,
So ~~ehaff ich am aaneenden Webetuhl der Zeit.
Und wirke der Gottheit lebendigca Kleid.
In the floods of life, in the storm of deeda,
I move np and down,
I go to and fro,
Hirth and the grave,
An eternal sea,
A chan~ng strife,
A gloWlllg life.
Thus I create at the roaring loom of time,
And weave the living garment of the Deity.

Faust says to M~garet, when she doubta if he believee in

God,-
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THE .lLL-J:HBRACBR.
Wer darf ihn nennen 7
Und wer belr.ennen:
leh glaub' ihn.
Wer empfinden
Und aich nnterwinden
Zn ugen : ich glaub' ihn nicht ?
Der Allumfauer,
Der .Allerhalter,
Faaet nnd erhilt er nicht
Dich, mich, aich eelbst ?
Wolbt sich der Himmel nicht dadroben ?
Liegt die Erde nicht hierunten fett ?
Und steigen freundlich blickend
Ewige Sterne nicht heranf ?
Schau' ich nicht Aug'in Auge dir,
U nd driingt nicht alles
Nach Haupt und Herzen dir,
Und webt in cwigem Geheimniss
Unsichtbar sichtbar neben dir ?
"Erfiill' davon dein Herz, so gross ee ist,
Und wenn du ganz in dem Gefiihle llelis bilt,
Nenn' ee dann wie do willat,
Nenn'a Glliclr. I Herz I Liebe I Gott I
lcb babe lr.einen Namen
Dafur ! Gefllhl i8t allea ;
Name iat Schall nnd Rauch,
U 111nebelnd Himmelsgluth.
Who dares to name Him P
And who dana to aclr.nowledge;
I believe Him.
Who can feel,
And presume
To say, I believe not in Him ?
The One who embraces all,
The Preserver of all.
Does He n:,!:\'r'nd preii81'Te
Thee, me, ·
P
Does not the alr.y arch iteelf above ?
Does not the earth lie firm below P
.And do not friendly loolr.in~ stars ucend 7
Do I not behold eye in eye m thee,
.And does not everything throng
Towards head and heart in thee,
And hovers in eternal mystery
Invisibly, visible near thee ?
Fill with it thy heart, lArKe u it il,
And when thou art quite blilsful in that feeq,
Name it then, as thou lilr.eat,
Call it happiness, heart, love, God I
I have no name for it I
Feeling is all,
Name 18 sound and smoke,
Surrounding with mist the glow of heum.

In Faust's interpretation of the first verses of S. John's gospol
we have the doctrine of creation
IU
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CREATION.
Geschrieben eteht: "im Anfang war du Wort I"
Hier stock' ich echon I Wer hilft mir weiter fort?
Ich kann das Wort so hoch unmoglich achii.tzen,
Ich muss ea anders iibersetzen,
Wenn ieh vom Geiste recht erlenehtet bin.
Geschrieben ateht : im Anfang war der Sirua.
Bedenke wohl die erste Zeile,
Daea deine Feder aich nicht iibereile I
Iat ea der Sinn, der alles wirkt nnd schafft ?
Es aollte atebn : im Anfang war die Kraft I
Doch, anch indem ich dieaea niederschreibe,
Schon warnt mich was, dass ich dabei nicht bleibe.
Mir hilt der Geist I Auf einmal aeh' ieh Rath
Und echreibe getroet: im Anfang war die Tlu:Jt I
It is written-" In the beginning was the Word."
Here I am at a stand already, who will help me on ?
I cannot possibly value the word so highly,
I must translate it differently,
If I am really inspired by the Spirit.
It is written,-In the beginning waa the terue.
Cot:.sider well the first line,
That your pen does not ont-rnnlon.
Is it the sense that influences an produces everything ?
It shouhl stend: In the beginning was the Po!Dfr.
Yet cYen as I am writing this
Something warns me not to keep to it.
The Spirit com~s to my aid. At once I see my way
And write confidently. In the beginnillg was the deed.

In some verses entitled Gott, Gemitth, Welt; God, Soul, World,
Goethe l'!ays,
Was wii.r' ein Gott, der nor von an~~&en atiease,
Im Kreis das All am Finger lanfen liesse I
Jhm ziemt's, die Welt im Innern zu bewcgen,
Nntur in Sich, Sich in Natn:r zn hegen,
So daes was in Ibm lebt nnd webt und ist,
Nie Seine Kraft, nie Seinen Geist vennisst.
(;;-What were a God who only wrought externally.
f And turned the AU in a circle on His fin~r.
It becomes Him to move the world in its mterior ;
To cherish nature in Himself and Himself in nature.
\ So that whatsoever lives and weaves and is in Him
· ,~ever lacks His presence and His spirit.

The following is called Weltseele or World-Soul:Vertheilet encb, nach allen Regionen,
Von diesem heil'gen SchmaDB I
Bcgeistert reisst euch dnrch die nichaten Zonen
In's All nnd filllt ea &DB I
Schon sehwebct ihr, in ungemess'nen Femen,
Den sel'~n Gottertrsnm,
Und leuchtet neu, geaellig, nnter Stemen
Im lichtbesii.ten Ranm.
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WORLD SOUL.

Dann treibt ihr euch, gewaltige Kometen,
In's Weit' und Weitr' hinan.
Daa Labyrinth der Sonnen und Planeteu
DlllChaclmeidet cure Bahn.
Ihr greifet raach naeh ungeformten Erden
Und wirket, schopfrisch jung,
Daas sie belebt und stets belebter werdea,
Im abgemess'nen Schwung.
U od kreisend fiihrt ihr in bewegten Liiften
Den wandelbaren Flor,
Und achreibt dem Stein, in allen seinen Griiften,
Die festen Formen vor.
Nun alles sich mit g()ttlichem Erkilhnen
Zu ilbertreffen atrebt ;
Daa Wasser will, daa unfruchtbare, griinen,
Und jedes Stiubchen lebt.
Und so verdrangt, mit liebevollem Streiten,
Der feuehten Qualme Nacht ;
Nun glilhen achon des Paradieses Weiten
J n iiberbunter Pracht.
Wie regt sich bald, ein holdes Licht zu schauen,
Gestaltenreiche Schaar,
Und ihr erstaunt, auf den beglilckten Auen,
Nun ala daa erste Paar,
U nd bald verlischt ein ubegriinztes Streben
Im sel'gen Wechselbliek.
Und so empfangt mit Dank daa schonste Leben
Vom All in's A1I zuriick.
Dilperse yourselves towards all regions,
From this holy feast
Inspirited take yourselves through the next zones
Into all and fill it out.
Already you hover in unlimited distances
Around the bleued Divine dream,
And shine anew, sociably, under stars,
In the space sown about with light.
Then you rush about, powerful comets,
Out into the wide and distant parte
The labyrinth of suns and planets
Cuts through your path.
You seize quickly after unformed earths,
And work ereatingly young,
ThU they get more and more animated
In this measured ftight.
And whirling yon carry in agitated air
The changeable veil,
And prescribe to the stone in all its pits,
The firm forms.
Now everything strives with divine holiness
To snrpass itself.
The water wishes the unfruitful to be green,
And every atom lives.
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!CHILLER.
And th1111 the night with aft'cctionate strife is dispoueued
Of the moist vapour,
Now glow already the wide distances of paradise
In great splendour.
Soon there moves about a light lovely w behold ;
A troop rich in forma,
And you are astonished on the happy meadoWB,
Now as the first pair.
And aoon an unliiilited sbi ving
Ia extinguished in a holy mutual look.
And so receive with thanks the most beautiful life,
From all into all back.

There is less theology in Schiller's poetry than in Goethe's.
The following extract from one of his letters is Platonic, but not
extravagant :-' The universe is a thought of God's. After this
ideal image in His mind burst into reality and the new-born world
filled up the sketch of its Creator-allow me this human repre·
sentation-it became the vocation of all thinking beings to re-discover in the existent whole the original outline. To seek in the
machine ita regulator; in the phenomena the law of its production; in
composition its several unities; and thus to trace back the building to its plan or scheme, is the highest office of contemplation.
Nature has for me but one phenomenon-the thinking principle.
The great compoaition which we call the world is to me only remarkable because it is able to indicate to me symbolically the
variou properties of the thinking being. Everything within
me and without me is the hieroglyphic of a force, and analogous
to my own. The laws of nature are the cyphers which the
thinking being adopts to make himself intelligible to other
thinking beings. They are but the alphabet by means of which
all spirits converse with the Perfect Spirit, and with each other.
Harmony, order, beauty, give me pleasure, but they put me in
the active state of a possessor, because they reveal to me the
presence of a reasoning and a feeling being, and reveal to me
my own relation to that being. A new eX{leriment in this
kingdom of truth ; ~vitation, the detected cuculation of the
bloOd, the classificat1ons of Linneus* are to me originally just
the same as :an antique dug up at Herculaneum ; both are reSections of a mind-new acquaintance with a being like myself.
I converse with infinitude through the organ of nature, through
the history of the world, and I read the soul of the artist in hia
Apollo.'
• Schiller IMIDI to have auppoaed the Linllllean clasaificationa 114111ral.
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NOV.ALIS.

We have already mentioned Noval is as a disciple of Schelling,
and a leader of the &mantic school. Like Schelling he had no
defined system. His doctrines were poetical, mystical,ecstatical.
The desire for the Absolute is, he said, universal.
The
human spirit is tormented with the desire of returning to its
native land, of being with itself. It seeks this country everywhere. What are all the yearnings of man after a Being beyond
himself-what are all the philosophies of the world but the utter·
ance of this desire for the Infinite ? ' In philosophy,' says
Novalia, ' I hold converse with my true I, with that 1deal and
better I, which is the sole centre of my being. God converses
with my soul, and thereby nourishes and strengthens it making
it like Himself. Nature, too, converses with me. It is an immense and an eternal converse, where thousands on thousands
of voices relate the history of God. God speaks to nature and
by nature, lives in it and reveals Himself by it just 88 He lives
and reveals Himself in man. Our I enters into a living and
spiritual relation with an unknown Being. This Deing inspires us to become spiritual 88 He is. By His inspiration we
come to know that our I is but the reflex of the true L This
knowledge is produced in us just in the degree that the false
individuality evanishes. Then the marriage of spirit and
nature is completed for us in the unity of the Being of beings.
God is truly known, when to our restless enquiring I there is
an answer from the world-soul; the great I of the universe.'
Novalia objected to Fichte's evolving all from the individual
L We must begin, rather with putting our I to death, and
this suicide is that which will meet true life. Then shall be
opened to it the life of the universe, the life of God, and it shall
live again in the universal and perfect L 'No mortal hath yet
uncovered my veil,' said the mscription on the temple of the
goddess at Sale. ' If no mortal,' cried one of her disciples,' has
been able to lift the veil of the goddess, then we must become
immortal, for he who does not lift this veil is not a true disciple.
Einem gelang e&,-et' hob den Schlcier der Gotten zn Saia
Aber Will aab er?-er aab., Wunder dea Wundon, sieh selbst.
One 11t1eceeded-he lifted the veil of the goddus at Sais,
But what did be - ? -be saw, wonder of wonders, hllnlelf.
Ea firbte sich die Wiese griln
Und um die lleclteu aab icha bliibn;
Tftlrt.klieh sah ich neue Krailter
Mifd W.r die Luft, der Himmel heiter :
Ieh wu!llto! nieht wie mir geaehah
Ond wie du wurde, was icb aab.
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MEN SHALL Bl GODS.
Und immer dnnkler ward der Wald
Anch bunter Sanger Aufenthalt,
Ea drang mir bald auf allen W egen
Ihr Klang in siis&em Daft entgegen.
Ich wnsste nicht, wie mir geachah
Und wie das wurde, was ich sab.
Ea quoll nnd trieb nun iiberall,
.Mit Leben, Farben, Duft nnd Schall ;
Sie scbienen gem sich zuvereinen,
Daas alles m<>chte lieblich schienen ,
Ich wnsste nicht, wie mir ~h
Und wie das wnrde, was 1ch sab.
So dacbt' ich ; ist ein Geist erwacbt,
Der alles so lebendig macht,
Und der mit tausend schonen Waaren
Und Bliiten llich will offenbaren ?
Ich wusste nicht, wie mir geschah
U nd wie das wurde, WIIB ich sah.
Vielleicht bcginut ein neues Reich,
Der lockre Staub wird ZUDI Gestrii.nch,
Der Baum nimmt thieriscbe Geberden,
Das Thier soil gar zum Henschen werden.
Ich "'11SIIte nicht, wie mir gescbah,
Und wie das wnrde, was ich sah.
Wie ich so stand nnd bei mir sann,
Ein mii.cht'ger Trieb in mir begann ;
Ein freundlich Midchen kam gegangen,
Und nahm mir jeden Sinn gefangen.
Jch wusste nicht, wic mir geschah,
U nd wie das wnrde, was lch sah.
Uns barg der Wald vor Sonnnenschein.
Das ist der Friiblingl flel mir ein;
U nd kurz, ich sah ,d8Sf! jetzt auf Erden
Die Menshen sollten Gotter werden
Nun wnsst' ich wohl, wie mir gcschah
Und wie das wurde, was ich sah.
The meadow was tinted green,
And around the hedges I saw it bl0880m,
I saw daily new herbs ;
The air waa mild, the sky clear,
I knew not how I felt,
And how that was which I saw.
And the wood became darker and darker,
Also the abode of variegated songsters,
It soon thronged towards me on all sides.
I knew not how I felt,
And how that was which I saw.
It was gushing, and that everywhere,
With life, colors, fragrancy, and sound
They seemed willing to unite together
So that all might appear lovely.
I knew not how I felt,
And how that waa which 1 saw.
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WIELAND.

So I thought ; is a spirit awake
Who makes everytbmg alive,
And who wishes to manifest himself
With thouaand beautiful wares and blossom ?
I knew not how I fel~
And how that wu which I aw.
Perhaps a new realm is beginning,
The looee dust becomes shrubs,
The tree assumes animal gestures,
The animal is perhaps to become man.
I knew not how I felt,
And how that was which I saw.
As I thus stood and reflected within myself
A mighty impul&e began within me,
A friendly maiden was coming by
And took every sen&e within me captive.
I knew not how I felt,
And how that wu which 1 saw.
The wood eoneealed Ull from sunshine.
It struck me, this is the spring I
And in short, I saw, that now upon earth,
Men should become Gods.
Now I knew well how I felt,
And, how that was which I saw.

The following lines are from Wieland's Hymn to God :Groes uud erhaben bist dn I Ein uuergriindliches Dunkel
Birgt dich dem Me08Chen von Staub. Do bist I Wir gleichen den Trinmen.
Die mit den LUften des Morgeus um's Haupt des Sehlnmmerudeu Sehweben.
Deine Gegenwart hilt die W etten in ihrem Gehol!IIUil,
Wiukt dem Kometen aus Sehwindlichten Feruen. Du sendest, o Schopfer,
Einen Strahl von dem Licht, in welchem du wohust, in die Tiefe,
Under gerinnt znr Sonne, die Leben und bliibeude Sehouheit.
Ueber jnnge, zn ihr sich driugende Welten ergiesset.
In der eiusameu Ewigkeit standen in geistiger Sehonheit
Aile Ideen vor Ibm, nor seinem Angesicht sicbtbar,
Beizende Nebeubuhler om's Leben ; uud welchen er winkte,
Siebe, die worden. Das U::ermessne, so weit er umber sah,
Rausehte yon uen entsprossenden Sphiiren ; der werdende Cherub
Stammelte, halb geschaffen, ibm seine Hymne eutgegen;
Aber sein Starnmeln war mehr ale einer mcU8CbliChen Seele
Fenrigster Sehwnug, wean sie, von deinem Daseyu umschattet,
Gott, dich empflndet, mit allen gauz aUllgebreiteten Fliigeln
Und mit allen GeJ.anken in dein Geheimniss sich seuket.
W ahrheit, 0 Gott, ist dein Leib, du Licht des Aethers dein Schatten,
Dnreh die Sebopfuug geworfon. Ich lehnte den Fliigel des Serapha
Flog an die Griinzen des Himmel&, den Thron des Konigs zn fiDden ;
Aber 41ie Sphiren sprachen : wir habeu ihn niemals ~hen ;
Und die Tiefe : er wohnt nicht in mir. Da lispelt em Allhauch
Einer iitherischen Stimm' in mein hOI\'hende Seele ;
Sanft, wie das erste Verlangen der Liebe, wie zirtliche Seufzer,
Lispelte sie zn meineu Gedanken : Der, welchen du, Seele,
Snchest, iat allenthalbeu I Sein Arm umfaseet den W eltbau,
Alle Gedanken der Geister sein Blick. Was sichtbar iat, strahlet
Etwaa Gottliches aUll ; 'V88 sich beweget erziihlt Ihn,
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BUCDl\T.

Von den Geeingen des Himmela sam Lied dea Singers im Haine,
Oder znm Siuaeln dee Zepbyra, der nnter den Lilien weidet.
Ihn su denken wird Btetl die hOc:hate Be~trebung dee Tiefainna
Jedea Olympiera eeyn ; aie werden aieb ewig beatreben.
Great and lofty art Thou I An unaearehable darkneaa
Covers Thee &om man (that II made) of d11.1t. Thou Grt I We are like the
dreamt
Whieb with the breath of the morning mon over the bead of him that
alambera.
Thy presence bQ)de the worlds in their obedience
Beckons to the comet &om the vanishing distanc:ee. Thou aendeai, 0 Creator,
A ray of the light, in whieb Thou dwelleat, into the deep,
And-it curdlea to a sun, whieb poura out life and blooming beauty
0'fer young worlds crowding towards it.

In solitary eternity atood in spiritual beauty
All idetu before Him, manileet only to Hie sight,
Charming rivals for life, and to whiebever He beckoned ;
Lo, they were. The unmeasurable, aa He looked wide around
R11.1tled born the rising spherea ; the becomi11g cherub
Stammered, half-created, towards Him, his hymn, But hie stammering wu more than the ardent qui'fering
Of a human soul when, shadowed by Thy being,
It receivee Thee, 0 God, with all it. wings outspread,
And with all (ita) thoughtlainka into Thy mystery.
Truth, 0 God, is Thy body, the light of the air Thy abadow
Cut forth through creation. I borrowed the wings of a seraph
(And) flew to the bordera of heaven to flnd the throne of the Xinr,
But the apheree said-we have never - n Him,
.
And the deep-(said)-He dwalla not in me. Than whispered a breath,
Of an etherial voice, in my listening soul,
Soft aa the first longing oflove, like a tender sigh
It whispered to my thought He whom thy soul
Seeketh is everywhere ! His arm embracea the universe ;
His look all the thought. of apiritl. - What ie manifest ltreama out
Something Divine. Whatever movea apeab of Him,
From the songs of heaven to the song of the songster in the meadow,
Or to the whisper of the •et>hyr, whieb J?l'!lturea among the lili11.
To think Him is to be continually the htgheat striving of the deep though~
Of every inhabitant of heaven ; they will strive for eYer.

These are from Ruckert's Wisdom of t'M Brahmans :Wohl der Gedanke brinllt die gause Welt hervor,
Der, weleben Gott gedacnt, niebt den du denbt, 0 Thor.
Du denbt sie, ohne daas daram entstebt die Welt
Und ohne daas, wenn du lie wegdenbt, wegflillt.
A11.1 Geist entetand die Welt nnd gehet auf in Geist.
Gott ist der Grund, a11.1 dem, in den sutiick lie lueiat.
:Ein ainchling ist der Geist, Naturist seine Amme,
Sie nihrt lhn, bis er filblt daaa er von ihr nicht atamme.
Die dunkle mutter will ihr kind im Seblnmmer halteD;
Von oben briebt ein Strahl durch ihrea Ba11.1ea SJ!Nten.
Unendlicb fii'llleet du dicb in dir selbet, doeb enlich
Nacb auMen bin und bist eel bar, unventindlieb.
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LAMARTINJ:.
V erateh ' I Unendliehee nnd Endlieh8, du dir acheint
8o UDTereiJlbaJ', ist dureh Einee doch vereiJlt.
Dn bilt ein werdendes, nicht ein geword'nes Ieh,
Und allea Werden ist in Widersprnch mit sich.
Woher ieh b.m, wohln ieh gehe, weiss ich nieht;
Nnr diflll, Ton Gott zu ~ ist meine ZuTersieht.
Thought, indeed, prodneea the whole world
That, 0 fool, which God hu thourht, not what thou thinkeat.
Thou tAi11ltut it, but not on this account does the world arile ;
And, without yonr thinking it away, does it pus away.

Out of Spirit the world arose, and into Spirit it goes again .
God is the ground out of whieh the world comes, and into whieh, haTin&
made its cycle, it returns.
The spirit is a tuekling, nature is its nune ;
She nonriahe11 it till it feels that it does not spring from her.
The dark mother wishe11 to hold her ehild in slumber.
From aboTe breaks in a ray through the cleaTing of her hoUH.
Thou feeleet in thyaelf (that thou art) infinite, yet finite
Externally, and thou art incomprehensible to thyeelf.
Undentand; infiuite aud finite, what appears to thM
So irreconcilable, is yet reconciled through One.
Thou art a 6eoomi11g, not yet an I b.cmJI•
ADd all becoming is a contradiction in itaelf.
Whence I come, whither I go, I know not.
Only tbia ia my tnllt-Fro111 God to God.

M. Claudius, in a beautiful summer poem, makes .lrau Rebecca thus speak to her children : Dies Veilcben, dieaer Bliithenbaum
Der aeine Ann' austreeket,
Sind, Kinder I • Seines Kleides Saum,'
Du ibn Tor unt bedeeket.

This Tiolet, this tree covered with bl011101111
Which stretches out its branehes,
Are 0 ehildren • the hem of his garment
Which conre Him from our sight.

The poetical works of Lamartine are full of the Pantheistic
sentiment. This is from La Priere in Meditati<m& Poltiquu.
Saint, ~rincipe et fin de toi-m~e et du monde !
Toi qut renda d'nn regard l'immeneite feoonde,
Ame de l'univere, Dieu, pee, cr&teur,
Sous tous eea noms diven je erols en toi. Seigneur I ·
Et, sane noir besoin d'entendl"'l ta parole,
Je lia an front des eieux mon glorienx symbole.
L'etendue 1 mu yeux rev~le ta grandeur ;
1.. terre, ta bonte ; lea utres, ta 1plendeur.
Tu t'et produit toi·m~me en ton brillant ouvrage I
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GOD IN M.A.TURB.

L'univers tout entier refieehit ton image,
Et mon arne a son tour rellechit l'univeta.
Ma pensee, embrassant tes attributs divers,
Pr.rtout autour de toi te deoouvre et t'adore,
Se contemple soi meme, et t'y decouvre encore ;
Ainsi l'astre du jour eclate dana les cieux,
Se reftiichit dana l'onde, et Be peint a mee yeux.
C'eet pen de croire en toi, bonte, beaute suprfme I
Je te cherche partout, j'upire toi, je t'aime I
Moo ame est no rayon de lumim et d'amour
Qui, du foyer divin detacM pour no jour,
De desire d~vorants loin de toi conaum6e,
BrUle de remonter il sa source enllammOO,
Je respire, je aens, je penae, j'aime en toi I
Ce monde qui te cache eat transparent pour moi ;
C'eat toi que ~e decouvre au fond de Ia nature,
C'eat toi que Je b6nis d&DJ toute creature.
Pour m'approcher de toi, j'ai fni dans cea d~ :
L8, quand l'anbe, ligitant son voile dana lea airs,
Entr'ouvre I'horizon qu'uo jour naissant colore,
Et s001e sur les moots lea perles de l'aurore,
Pour moi c'est ton regard qui, dn divin s!ljour,
S'entr'ouvre sur le monde et lni repand le jour.

a

Salvatien, principle and end of Thyself and of the world I
Thou who with a glance rendereat immensity fruitful,
Soul of the universe, God, Father, Creator,
Under all theee different names I believe in Thee, Lord,
And without having need to hear Thy word,
I read in the face of the heavens my glorious symbol.
Extension reveals to my eye Thy greatness,
The earth Thy goodness, the stara Th.Y splendor.
Thou Tbyeelf art produced in Thy shining work I
All the entire universe reflects Thy image,
And my soul in its turn reflects the universe.
My thought embracing Thy diverse attributes,
Everywhere around Thee discovers Thee and adores Thee ;
Centemplatea itself, and yet discovers Thee there :
Thus the day star shines in the heavens,
Is reflected in the wave, and is painted on my eye.
It is little to believe in Thee,
supreme beauty ;
I seek Thee everywhere, I aspue to Thee, I love Thee ?
My soul is a ray of light and of love,
Which detached from the Divine centre for a day,
Consumed with devouring desires far from Thee,
Burns to re-ucend to its burnin~ source.
I breathe, I feel, I think, I love m Thee I
That wodd which conceals Thee ia transparent fur me.
It is Thou whom I discover at the foundation of nature,
It is Thou whom I bless in ev~ creature.
To. approach Thee, I have fled mto the deserts ;
There, when the day-break, waving its veil in the air,
Half-opens the horizon which colors a rising day,
And sows upon the mountains the pearls of the dawn,
For me it is Thy glance which from the Divine dwelling
Opens upon the world and sheds over it the day.

F.neas,
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CE GBA.lfD TOUT.

These lines are from the poem Dieu, addressed to tho brave
Abbe Lamennais : Comme IIJie goutte d'ean dana l'Ocean versee,
L'infini dans BOD eeiD absorb ma pe~ ;
IA, reine de l'eapace et de l'etemitj,
Elle ose meaurer le temps, l'immenaite,
Aborder le n6aD~ ~urir l'exiatence,
Et concevoir de D1eu 1'incoucevable eBIIellce.
Jrlais aitat que je veax peindre ce que je seua,
Toute parole expire en elforte impniasants :
ldon ime croit parler; ma langue embaraas6e
Frappe l'air de vaina 80D8 ; ombre de ma peuaee.
Dieu fit po11r lea ~ta deax 1angagea divers :
En soua articul6a 1 IIJI vole dans lea aits ;
Ce langage bom6 s'apprend panni lea homme1 ;
II BU11lt aax beaoina de l'exil oil nous sommee,
Et, anivant dee mortele les deatins inconetanta,
Change avec les climate on l'aa8e avec lea tempe.
L'autre, 6ternel, sublime, 11Dlversel, immente,
Est le langage I11J16 de toute intelligence ;
Ce n'eat point un son mort dane les airs r6pandu,
C'est IIJI verbe vivant dana le ta~ur entendu ;
On l'entend, on l'explique, on le parle avec l'Amo ;
Ce langage senti touChe, illumine, enftamme :
De ee que l'&me ~pronve interpr~s briilante,
D n'a que des soupirs, des llrdeurs, des 61aua ;
C'est Ia langue du ciel que parle Ia pri~re,
Et que le tendre amour comprend seul sur Ia terre.
Anx puree r6glona ouj'aime 1 m'envoler,
L'enthousiume aussi vient me Ia reveler ;
Lni aeul eat mon ftambeau dalll cette nuit profonde,
Et mieu que Ia raison il m'expli~ue le monde.
Vielll done I il est mon guide, et JO veu fen servi.r
A aes ailes do fen, vielll, laiase-toi raTir.
D6j1l'ombre dn m.onde 1 nos regards a'efface ;
Et, dans l'ordre 6ternel de Ia realite,
Nons voill face 1 face avec Ia v6rit6 I
Cet aatre IIJiiveraeJ, 8&118 d6elin, aaua aarore,
C'eat Dien, c'est ee grand tout, qui aoi-mAme e'tdore I
n est ; tout est en lui: l'immeneitj, lee tempe.
De son Gtre inftni sont lea pure 616menta ;
L'espace eat SOD 16jour, 1 1'6ternit6 BOD ~;
Le jour eat IOD rePzd, le monde eat eon unage :
Tout l'nnivers enbaiat 1l'ambre cle ea main ;
L'4tre 1 ftote 6ternele d6ooulant de son eein,
Comme IIJI fleUTe uonrri par te*te IOillll8 immense,
8'111 6chappe, etnvillnt 6nir oil tout COIIIIIlODte.
8Ail8 borne COIDJile Jni, 101 ODVI'Igell pll'{aiUI
B6nisaent en Daiuant Ia main 3ui lee a faits :
D people l'in1bdcblque foia qu il :e!f.ire ;
Pour lni, vouloir c'eat faire, eXiater c eat produire I
Tlrant tout de sol aeul, rapportant tout 1 soi,
Sa volont6 111pdme eat ea ~npr&ne loi.
Hail ceu.e TOlont6, IIIDI ombre et aaua faibleue,
Eat 1la foia pm-u.ce, ordre, 6quit6, aage~~e.
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TBB GOD OJi' PLATO, CBBI8T'S GOD.
Sur tout ce qui pent 8tre U l'eurce laon gt6 ;
Le n&nt j1111qn' llui a'&lllve par degte:
In~ce, amour, force, beant6, jeuneaee,
Sana a 6puieer jamaie, il pent donner IIIIDI oeue ;
Et, eomblant le n6ant de eea done precieux,
Dee derniere range de l'etre il pent tirer des dieux I
:Mail cee dieux de aa main, cee fill de aa puiuance,
:Meaurent d'eux llui 1'6ternelle distance,
Tendant par Ia nature ll'lltre qui lea fit:
n eat leur fin 1 tool, et lui eeul lie suftlt !
Voila, voili Dieu que tout esprit adore,
Qu' Abraham a 1181"ri, que r6vait Pythagore,
Que Soerate aunon~t, qn'entrevoyait Platou ;
Ce Dieu que l'univere r6vllle ;. Ia raieon,
Que Ia justice attend, que l'infortune eapl!re,
Et que le Christ enfin vint montrer AIa terre I
Ce n'eat plus Ia ce Dieu par l'homme fabrique,
Ce Dieu par 1' imposture i l'erreur expliqull,
Ce Dieu defigure par Ia main des faux pretrea,
Qn' adoraient en tremblant DOl credulea ancetrea :
n eat seul, il eat un, il eat juste, il eat bon ;
La terre voit eon <envre, et le ciel aait aon nom I
As a drop of water in the full ocean,
The Infinite in Hie boeom abaorbe my thought ;
Thert, queen of apace and of eternit;r,
It darei to measure time, and immensity,
To approach the nothing, to run over existence,
And to conceive th" inconceivable essence of God.
But 10 soon as I wish to picture what I feel,
Every word expires in powerleae efforts ;
My soul believes that it speaks ; my embarrassed tongue
Strikes the air with vain sounds ; shadow of my thoaght.
God made for souls two clliferent languages ;
In articulated sounds the one flies into the air ;
This limited language is learned among men ;
It suffices for the wants of the exile in which we are,
And following the uncertain destinies of mortals,
Changes with the climates, or ~- with the times,
The other, eternal, sublime, nn1versal immense,
Is the innate language of all intelligence 1
It is not a dead eound east into air,
It is a living word in the understanding heart ;
We know it, we explain it, we speak it with the eoul;
This language felt, touches, illumines, inllames :
Burning interpreter of what the aoul experiences,
It has only sighs, ardors, raptures,
This is the language of heaven which prayer apeaka,
And which on earth tender love alone eomprehenda.
In the ~ure regions whither I love to fly,
EnthUSl&lm also comes to reveal it to me ;
It alone is my torch in this profound night ;
And better than reason it explains to me the world,
Come then I it is my guide, and I wish to aerve thee with it ;
On the wings oi fire, come, su1Ter thyeelf to be ravished.
Already the shadow of the world is effaced from onr view ;
We eacape from time, we leap over apace ;
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SHELLEY.
And in the eternal order ofmality,
We are here facl tl1 face with trnth.
Thia universal star, without setting, without riain~,
Thia ill God, this is the great All who worahipa Himlelf ;
He ill, All ill in Him: immensity, timet
Are the pure elements of Hill infinite being ;
Space in Hill dwelling--eternity Hill age ;
The whole universe enbaistll by the shadow of His band,
!leinl in eternal billows ftowing from Hill boeom
Like a riTer fed by this immense source
kapea from Him, and returns to finish where all begina.
Like Him~elf without bounds, Hill perfect worb
Bleta u they are produced, the hand which hu made them ;
He peoples the inftnite each timo that He breathes 1
For Him to will is to do, to exist is to produce I
Drawing everything from Him~elf, relating all to Himaelf'.
Hill Supreme will is His Supre111e law,
But this will without shadow and without weakneta,
Is at once power, order, equity, wiadom.
Upon all which oan be, He exercisee it at Hill pleasure,
The nothing is by degrees elevated to Himself :
Intelligence, love, power, beauty, youth,
He can ~ve nnceuingly, without exhanllting Himlelf.
And filling the nothing with His precious 2ifts
From the lut ranks of being He can draw the cod•·
Bot these gods of his hand; these sons of hill might,
:MetaUre from them to Him, eternal distance,
Tending by nature to the Being who hu made them.
He ill the end of all things, and He alone lltlflleet Himeelf.
Behold I behold the God whom every spirit adores ;
Whom A braham ~erved, of whom Pythagoras dreamed,
Whom Socrates announced, with whom Plato conversed ;
That God whom the univer~e reveala to reuon,
Whom justice waite for. whom the unfortunate hopes for,
And whom at length Chrillt came to show to the world ;
Thia is not that Deity fabricated by man,
That God ill explained by imposture
That God. dilf!Jtlll'ed by the banda of false prieete,
Whom our credulous anlleltors trembling worahipped ;
He alone is, He ill One, He is jn.llt, He is ICood ;
The earth _. His work, and the heaven bows His name.

Among English poets, the representatiVt Pantheist is Shelley.
He denies explicitly the existence o£ a personal or creative God.
I nftnity within,
lnilnity without, belie ereatioa
The interminable spirit it contains

Ia na&me'• cmly God.

Hie God is the soul, liCe, or activity, or nature.
Throughout the T&ried and eternal world,
Soul ill the onlJ element, the block
That for immortal agee hu remained
The movelea pillar of a moutain'e weiJh&.
Ia active liTinJeplrit.
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SHILLBY'S SPIRIT OF NATURE PERSONAL.
Spirit of natare ! here !
In this interminable wildemeas
Of worlds, at whose immensity
Even IOIUing fancy staggws.
Here is thy fitting temple,
Yet not the lightest leaf
That qnh·enr to the passing breeze
Ia leu instinct with Thee.
Yet not the meaneat worm
That lurb in graft~ 1111d fattens on the dead
Lese ehania thy eternal breath.
Spirit of nature I thou I
lmperiahable as this acene,
liens ia thy llttiug temple.
Thron¥hout these infinite orbs of mingling light,
or which yon earth is one, ia wide diffused
A spirit of activity and life,
That lmo11'8 DO term, ceaaatiou, or decay ;
That fades not when the lamp of earthly life,
Extingniahed in the dampneas of the grave,
Awhile there slumbers, more than when the babe
In the dim newness of its being feels
The impulse of sublunary things,
And all is wonder to nnpraetiaed sense :
B\lt, active, ateclfast, 1111d eternal, still
Glides the lleroo whirlwind, in the tempest roars,
Cheers in the day, breathes in the balmy groves,
Strengthens in health, and poisons in disease ;
And in the storm of change, that ceaseleaaly
Rolla round the eternal universe, and shakes
Its nndecayiug battlement, presides,
Apportionmg with irresistible law
The place each spring of its machiDe shall find.

In the following lines this ' Spirit of Nature ' seems to be
identified with 'Necessity' : Soul of the Universe I etemal spring
Of life and death, of happiness and woe,
Of all that cheqners the phantasmal scene
That floats before our eyes in wavering light,
Which gleams but on the darlmCSII of our prison,
Whose chaiua and IJlllli8Y walla
We feel, but cannot aee.
Spirit of Natare I all-4nllicing Power,
Neceuity I thou mother of the world I
Unlike the God ofhnm1111 error, thou
Beqnirest DO prayers or praises.

Shelley denies that he ' deifies the principle of the universe.'
He calls the Divinity a pervading SJ>irit, co-eternal with the
universe; and yet unconsciously aa 1t were, he acknowledges
a personal and creative God, possessin~ will, and to whose wisdom the world owes its happiness and 1ts harmonies : Spirit of Nature I thou
Lite of interminable multitudes ;
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POPE'S ESSAY ON MAN.
Soul of those mighty spheres
Whose changeless path thro' heavens deep silence lies ;
Soul of that smallest being,
The dwelling of whose life
Is one faint April son-gleam ; Man, like these passive things,
Thy will unconsciously fulfilleth :
Like thtirs, his age of endless peace,
Which time is fast maturing,
Will swiftly, surely come;
And the unbounded frame, which thou preYadest,
Will be without a flaw
Marring its perfect symmetry.
Nature's soul
That Conned the earth eo beautiful, and spl'el&d
Earth's lap with plenty, and life's smallest chord
Strung to unchanging unison, that gave
The happy birds their dwelling in the grove ;
That 11elded to the wanderers of the deep
The lovely silence of the nnfathomed main,
And filled the meanest worm that crawll the earth,
With spirit, thought, and love.

Pope's Essay 011 Man is said to have been written to advocate the doctrines of Leibnitz, as they were made known to Pope
by Bolingbroke and Shaftesbury. In what Pope says o£
natural laws and the perfection of the universe as a divinely
constituted machine, there is much of Leibnitz, but Leibnitz
would not have sanctioned
All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body nature is, and God the eoul ;
That, changed through all, and yet in all the same 1
Great in the earth, as in the ethereal frame ;
Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze,
Glows in the stars, and bloseoms in the trees,
Lives thron~h all life, extends through all extent,
Spreads undivided, operates unspent ;
Breathes in.onr soul, informs our mortal part,
As full, as perfect, in a hair as heart ;
As full, as perfect, in vile man that mourns,
As the rapt seraph, that adores and burna :
To Him no high, no low, no great, no small ;
He fills, He bounds, connects, and equals all.

nor this,
One all-extending, all-preservin~ Soul
Connects each being, greatest With the least ;
Made beast in aid of man, and man of beast ;
All served, all serving ; nothing stands alone ;
The chain holds on, and where it ends, unknown.

An immanent, ever-present, all-extending soul in nature wu
just what Leibnitz emphatically refused to admit.
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THOMSON AND COWPER.

Thomson, in his Hymn on the &fUOA8, has beautifully blended
the impersonality and the personality of God,
These, as they change, Almighty Father I theae
Are but t/ae VGried God. The rolling year
I• ft~U of Tlaet. Forth in the pleasing Spring
Thy beauty walks, thy tenderness and love.
Wide flush the fields ; the softening air is balm ;
Echo the mountains round ; the forest smiles ;
And every sense, and every heart, is joy.
Then comes Thy glory in the Surr.mer months,
With light and heat refulgent. Then Thy sun
Shoots full perfection thro' the swelling year ;
And oft Thy voice in dreadful thunder speaks ;
And oft at dawn, deep noon, or falling eve,
By brooks and groves, in hollow-whispering galea.
Thy bounty shines in Autumn unconfin'd,
And spreads a common feast for all that lives.
In Winter awful Thou I with clouds and storms
Around Thee thrown I tempest o'er tempest roll.
Majestic darkness I On the whirlwind'& wings,
Riding sublime, Thou bidllt the world adore,
And humblest Nature with thy northcm blast.

In the conclusion of this hymn, the poet rises to a sublime
expression of' all for the best.'
E!hould fate command me to the farthest verge
Of the green earth, to distant barbarous climes,
ltivers unknown to song, where first the sun
Gilds Indian mountains, or his setting beam
Flames on th' Atlantic isles, 'tis nought tome;
Since God is ever present, ever felt,
In the void waste as in the city full !
And where He vitnl breathes there must be joy.
When e'en at Jut the solemn hour shall come,
And wing mr. mystic fli~ht to future worlds,
I cheerful Wlll obey ; there with new powers
Will rising wonders sing. I cannot go
Where Universal Love not smiles around,
Sustaining all yon orbs, and all their suns,
From seeing evil still educing good,
And better thence again, and better still,
In infinite progression. But lloso
Myself in Him, in Light Ineffable :
Come then, expressive Silence I muse His praise.

Cowper did not meau to be a Pantheist when he wrote
There lives and works

4 soul in all things, and that soul is God.
John Sterling was once in a company where the conversation
turned on poets and which of them were Christian. One gentleman was claiming Wordsworth as a Christian poet. ' No! '
laid John Sterling, emphatically,' Wordsworth is not a Chris-
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WORDSWORTH.

tian. He is nothing but a Church-of-England Pantheist.'
That Wordsworth should have been Pantheistic is the more remarkable in that he avowedly belonged to that party in the
chorch whose tendency is to localize the Deity ; to consecrate
temples and cathedrals for His special dwelling place. Wordsworth's Pantheism is found in some passages in the' Buurlion,'
but especially in the Jines on Tintern Abbey.
I have felt
A preeenee that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts, a eelll8 eublime
Of aomething rar more deeply interfueed.
Whoee dwelling ia the li2ht of eetting IIUIII
And the ronnd oceau anil the living air,
And the blue ekyand in the mind ofman
A motion and a 11pirit, which impels
All thinking things, all objects or all thought
And rolls through all things.

His Pla.tonism, or belief in the pre-existence of souls, is found
in the well-known lines,
Our birth ia but a sleep and a f~ng ;
The Soul that riaea with as, our life's Star,

B~&t

Hath had eleewhere ita eetting
And cometh from afar 1 •
Not in entire forgetfuln888
And not in utter nakedneu
trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who ia our home.

Bailey's Futus has some Pantheistic lines.
The visible world

Is u the Christ or nature. God the Malter
In matter made r.el.f-mauifest ;
All things are formed of all thinge, all of God.
A world
Is but perhaps a senee of God's, by which
He may explain Hia nature and receive
Fit pleasure.

Our religious poetry-that is, our hymn literature, is peculiarly destitute of the Pantheistic sentiment. This verse in
Wesley's Hymns approaches the raptures of the mystic.
Ah I giTe me thia to know,
With all Thy saints below ;
Swells mr aoul to compus Thee 1
Gasps 1n Thee to live and move 1
Fill'd with all the Deity,
All immereed and loet in love I

The following is more to our purpose : In Thee we move :-all 1Ai"9' of 7lu
XI
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WESLEY.

Ar1 full, thou Source and Life of all ;
Thou nst unfathomable Sea !
(Fall prostrate. loet in wonder, fall
Ye sons of men, for God iJ man I)
All may we loee, 110 Thee we gain,

This h),nn seems to be a translation of Tersteegen's hymn
on the Pruenu of God. The corresponding verse in German
i.Luft, die Alles fiillet I
Drinn wir immer achweben ;
Aller Dinge Grund und Leben I
Meer ohn' Grund und Ende,
Wunder aller Wonder I
Ich eenk' mich in dich hinunter:
Ich in dir,
·Du in mir,
Lua rnich ganz verachwinden,
Dich nnr aebn nnd linden.
Air, which filleth all
Wherein we always move ;
Ground and life of all thinp I
Sea without bottom or shore,
Wonder of all wonders,
I eink myeelf in Thee,
I in Thee,
Thou in me.
Let me vanish
To see and find only Thee.

It was impossible for Wesley to translate this literally to be
aung by English congregations. For ' air which filleth all,' he
wrote, ' In Thee we move.' This had the sanction of S. Paul ;
but, the next words, '.AU things of Thee are fuU,' is the most
familiar sentiment of the Greek and Roman poets.• If the third
line is to be interpreted by the original, the ' God is man'
is not more true and marvellous than the converse, ' man is
God ' ' I in Thee ' and ' Plum in me.' With the next verse,
Wesley chan~ed the sense and ended the translation. The
German is thlsDn dlll'Chdringest Alles ;
Lua dein scbonstee Lichte,
Herr, beriihren mein Gesichte.
Wie die zarten Blnmen
Willig sich entfalten
Und der Sonne stille hal!en ;
Lua rnicb so,
Still nnd frob,
Deine Strablen fusen
Und dich wirken lassen.

• See the verse of Aratns from which S. Paul quoted, page 53, and alto tho
linea from Virgil, page 65.
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BRYANT.

Thou penetrateat all !
Let Th) beautiful light,
Lord, touch my eyea
As the tender ftowers
Willingly unfold,
And bold (themeelvea) still before the aun,
Leave me eo,
StiU and joyful,
To catch Thy reya
And let Thee work.

Wesley's translation or paraphrase is,
.As ftowers their op'ning leaves display,
And glad drink m the eolar fire,

So may we catch Thy every ray,
So may Thy influence ua inspire ;
Thou Beam of the eternal Beam,
Thou purging Fire, Thou quick'ning Flame.

Bryant, the American poet, is as little Pantheistic as Cowper,
yet he writesThou art in the eoft winds
That run along the summit of th- trees
In music, Thou art in the cooler breath
That in the inmoet darkneaa of this place
Comes scarcely felt-the barky trunks, the ground
The moist fresh ground are all instinct with Thee.
That forest flower,
With scented breath aud look eo like a smile,
Seems, aa it issues from the shapeless mould,
An emanation of the indwelling Life,
A visible token of upholding Love,
That are the eoul of this wide univeree. •

He describes creation asThe boundlees visible smile of Him,
To the nil of whose brow our lamps grow dim.

The following linea are in Emerson's Wood Notu.
tree sings-

The pine

Hearken I once more ;
I will tell thee mundane lore ;
Older am I than thy numbers wot,
Changes I may but I p11111 not.
Hitherto all things fast abide,
Safe anchored, in the tempeat ride.
Trendrant time returua to burry
All to yeaa and all to bury.
All the forma are fugitive,
But the substances survive,

• It appears that John Wesley was the fint English Tbeologiau who introduced

GtriiiGII

7'Molon into

England.
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BKEIUION.
Ever Creah, the bro&d creation,
A divine improvilation,
From the heart of God proceeds,
A lingle will, a million deeds.
Once slept the world, an egg of atone.
And pnlae and sound and light wen~ uone,
And God said • Throb ' and there wu motion,
And the vut mua beeame YUt ocean.
Outward and onward the eternal Pa11,
Who layeth the world's inceaaant plan,
Halteth never in one shape.
•
But for ever doth eecApe.
Like wave or Same into new forma.
Of gem and air and plant and WOl'JDI,
I that to day am a pine
Y eaterday waa a bundle of graa~.
He is free and libertine
Pouring of Hie power the wine.
To every age and every race,
Unto every race and age,
He emptieth the beverage
Unto each and all,
:Maker and Original
The world is the ring of His spe11a
And the pla;r of His miraclea.

•

•

•

•

•

Thou eeekeat in globe and galax7
He hides in pure transparency,
Tbou aakeat in fountains and in fires.
He is the essence that inquires ;
He is the axis of the &tar ;
He is the sparkle of the spar ;
He is the heart of every creature ;
He is the meaning of each feature ;
And His mind is the
Tban all it holds more deep, znore hiaJI •

u:r ;

•
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CHAPTER XV.
WBA.T IB PA.NTJUIBH

?

A

celebrated Frenchman once said that language was invented
to conceal our thoughts. This may not be true, yet surely
men's thought are very indefinite, or language is a very imperfect
vehicle for expressing them. What careful reader of these
pages has not wished long ere now that writers, especially on abstruse subjects, would define all the terms they use. How many
mistakes would this prevent. How much time and labor would
it save the reader. ((7h..!l__ "\V()~ Pantheism seems to be the mostv
indefinite or all indefinite words. 'To sum up a man, and call
him a Pantheist,' says Mr. Stirling in his book on Hegel, ' is to
tell you just nothing at all about him.' What religion from
Indian Brahmanism to English Protestantism?-What philosophy
from Thales to Hegel might not be called Pantheistic ? And
to what religion or to what philosophy will its advocates admit
that the word is rightly applied ? lJ!Jhe. Jt~~ chapter we excluded entirely the Atheistic side, or ~!t_at which measures God
bi_Ill_!l.teriallaws, and allows Him no existence beyond the assemblage ofmdivj~tlJ~l beings which compose the universe. This
is called: mat~t_Panth~J!m, but it is not Theism ~n any proper
sense. - It1il what has alw&ys been known as Athetsm, and why
should a new element or confusion be introduced into a subject
already sufficiently difficult by the use of new and indefinite
words ? If a distinction is to be made between the Atheist who
believes that all arose from chance, and him who sees in all
nature an eternal order and the working of certain and immutable law, let the distinction be made, but let us call them both
Atheists, for this is their proper appellation. We shouW then
lay aside the words ' material Pantheism.' They mean nothing.
They carry in themselves an expreaa contradiction.
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/what, then, we have hitherto meant by Pantheism is what is
called ~Ri!'itual Pantheism. We have seen 1t exhibited in
its
forms,-th~_poetJCit, the mystical, the religious, and the metaphysical. We may eliminate the extravagances of 8'>me of the
mystics and the intoxication of the Sufis; and, this being done,
we shall try to find the value and meaning of what remains.
But, before proceeding to this enquiry, it will help us, first
briefly to review one or two popular forms of theology said to be
partly, if not altogether Pantheistic.
The first is t_h_!rt_of Schleiermacher. Neander did not overestimate Schleiermacher when he announced his death in these
words,-' We have now lost a man from whom will be dated
henceforth a new era. in the history of theology.' Schleiermacher
gave the death blow to the old Rationalism of Germany, and he
sowed the seeds of the new. He regenerated th_eology, and gave
it a fresh start ; and, what is more, he revived religion. His
Moravian piety was combined with the speculations of Schelling;
and the glowing Discourses, by which he recalled the educated
classes of Germany to a sense of religion, took for their standpoint the philosophy of Spinoza. ' Piety' he says, ' was the
maternal bosom in the sacred shade of which my youth was
passed, and which prepared me for the yet unknown scenes of
the world. In piety my spirit breathed before I found my
peculiar station in science and the affairs of life. It aided me
when I began to examine into the faith of my fathers, and to
purify my thoughts and feelings against all alloy. It remained
with me when the God and im'17UJ1"lality of my childhood disappeared from my doubting sight. It guided me in active life.
It enabled me to keep my character duly balanced between my
faults and my virtues. 'fhrough its means I have experienced
friendship and love.' The ' God and immortality' of his childhood disappeared. _The personal God whom the Moravians
worshipped was exchanged for the impersonal Divinity of
philosophy. Nor did this theology seem impious. No, it was
the very essence of true religion. The pious soul has an immediate knowledge of the Infinite in the finite-of the eternal
in the temporal. True piety is to seek this Infinite; to find it
in all that lives and moves, In all wh1ch is bOrn and changes, in
. / 1· all acting and suffering. It is a life in the all. It is to possess
v
all in God and God in all. Natore becomes a continuous
action of the Divinity in the world, and in the sons of men.
Religion, as the highest science, tries to comprehend the unity
of the Divine works-the unchangeable harmony which vivifiee

all
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the world. In one of his famous 'Discourses on Religion,
Schleiermacher exclaims, with enthusiastic adoration,-' Offer
up reverently with me a lock of hair to the manes of the holy,
repudi!'ted Spi~9za! Til~ high .World·Spirit penetrated him;
the Infinite '!.~ hi~~_g!_nning ana his end; the uiiiVerSe his
only and eternaTfove. l~.holy innocence and lowliness he
mirrored him~~f_ i~ the eternal__}!Qrld;-~d _saw himself&s its
most ·lovew~r~!ly image. He was full of religion and of the
Holy Spirit; and, therefore, he stands alone and unreachable,
master in his art above the profane multitude, without disciples
and vdthout citizenship.' ' When philosophers • he says again
'shall be religious, and shall seek God like Spinoza; when poets
shall be pious and love Christ like Novalis, then will the great
resurrection be celebrated in the two worlds.'
The old Rationalists placed religion in reason ; the orthodox )
in aut.horit~. Sc~ei~~h.·er, foll()wing Ja:c<>~-~_placed it in
devout fee!~ an Immediate self-consciOusness. Out of
this he drew his entire tli:eology, and on this ground he tried to
harmonize theology with philosophy. To describe the forms of
this religious feeling; the conditions of the pious consciousness, is the work of theology. Now the first and most obvious
of these is a consciousness of ourselves as completely dependent,
which is the same thing as a consciousness of ourselves in our
relation to God. This feeling is the Divine element in our constitution. By it we are capable of fellowship with God. It
proclaims the presence of God in us, :md shows how we may be
one with the Infinite.
Jesus Christ differed from other men in this, that in Him
there was a perfect consciousness of God. He was actually what
all men are potentially. He was the realization of our
humanity ; a perfect indwelling of the Supreme constituted His
inner-self. The Divine activity, which is in humanity, was
chiefly manifested in Him. The Divine word was not an eternal
pi'Tson. It only became a person in Jesus of Nazareth. As the
Divinity is potentially a person in every man, we may at once
conclude that the Trinity in the orthodox, or Western view of it,
was rejected by Schleiermacher. There are not three persons, but
three activities-. The Father in creation; the Son in redemption; the Holy Spirit in sanctifying the Church. It is only in
an improper sense that we apply the word person to Deity at all.
He is the Infinite Being, the universal substance. We may
think of God as a person if we can separate from His personality
everything incompatible with His infinity. Indeed it is a neces-
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1ity of our minds that we do form a personal conception of God,
yet God is more than a person. The question, he says 'be.
tween us and the material Pantheist is not whether there is
a personal, but whether there is a living God. The attribute,
' living,' Schleiermacher regarded as not placing the same limitatious to the Divine Being as that of personal. It might be
objected that the humblest beings, even unorganized matter, possess life, and that Schleiermacher, instead of raising onr VIewl
of the attributes of God, as He intended to do, in reality lowers
them. But this would be an irrelevant objection for Schleiermacher is showing the materialist that God is a living Being,
and not a blind necesaity. What kind ofa Deing He is, and in
what respect He is personal, is to be discussed not with the materialist, but with the believer in God.
Schleiermacher's doctrine of creation was the same as Spinoza's.
There is a creation, but it is eternal. God as the absolute
causality could never have been without a something caused.
He dwells immanently in His univert!e, and creates unceasingly.
The fall was a necessary step in human progress. It was inevitable
from the e:Dstence of the sense element in man. Redemption is, therefore, a necessary result, or a continuation of creation. Its object is to raise men to a perfect communion with
God, such as was possessed by Jesus Christ. Revelation is the
revealing of God in us. lnspira•ion is the growth of the OkrVt
within. In the life of Christians, the resurrection of Jesus i1
completed and His earthly life perpetuated. w_e are progressing God-wards. In Christ humanity becomes divine, and this
by an eternal predestination, not of some men only, but of all
men, to eternal life.
Schleiermacher said that the immortality as well as the
God of his childhood disappeared. ' The last enemy to be
destroyed is not death, but the hopo of immortality ' said
Strauss ; but Schleiermacher had said before that,-' Life to
come, as actually conceived, is the last enemy which speculative
criticism has yet to encounter, and, if possible, to overcome.'
He means individual immortality-an immortality apart from
God ; a continuance of our present unreal existence. The true
eternal life is that of which the religious soul has a foretaste in
communion with God. Thus to lose ourselves-thus to abandon
ourselves to the universe, to our eternal interest ; to know that
we are a part of the All, and one with the Eternal is not to be
loet without a return, not to be annihilated without reward. On
the contrary, it is to create the true personality, to know that
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we are not a mere transient mode of the Infinite, but its enduring expression, its chosen and wished for instrument. These
doctrines were called Pantheistic. Schleiermacher maintained
that they were not. His critics say that these were merely the
doctrines of his youth, and they trace in his writings modifications, gradual changes, approximations to a belief in the personality of God. Schleiermacher, in his old age, declared that
he retracted nothing. He added explanatory notes to his
' Discourses on Religion ; ' but these were only to confirm what
he had ta~ht, and to show the harmony of his earlier and his
later teachmg. His critics found in this but ' the weakness,
common to great men, of believing that he had never erred.'
The great German theologians whose works we now eagerly
translate into our language-Tholuck, Neander, Domer, Lucke,
Ullmann, and Julius Muller-were the disciples of Schleiermacher. To such as these we may suppose were addressed the
inspiring words with which he concludes the fourth of the ' Dis·
courses on Religion,'-'' Friends and admirers of all that is
beautiful and good, you are a school of priests. Each of you
handles as the object of art and study the representation of the
spiritual life-to you the highest life. The Godhead out of
His infinite riches has given to each of you a peculiar destiny.
With the universal sense for all which belongs to the sacred
domain of religion, each of you, as becomes an artist, unites
the desire to be perfect in one particular branch. A noble
emulation reigns among you, and the desire to produce something which is worthy of such an assembly, suft'ers each of you
to drink in with truth and eagerness all which belongs to his
appointed domain. It will be preserved in a pure heart. It
will be ~ with a collected mind. It will be adorned and
perfected by a heavenly art. And thus in all ways and from
all sources shall sound forth a hymn of gratitude and praise to
the Infinite, whilst each of you with a joyful heart, ofl'ers the
ripest fruit of his thought and contemplation-of his reflection
and feeling. You are a band of friends. Each knows that he
is a part and a work of the universe, and that in him its divine
work and life are manifested. He beholds himself as a worthy
object of attention for others. What he observes in himself, of
his relation to the universe-what there is formed in him of the
elements of humanity, all will be disclosed with holy fear, but
with ready openness that every one may go in and see it. Why
ehould 7ou conceal anything from each other ? All that is
human 11 sacred, for all is divine. You are a band of brothers
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-or have you a better expression for the entire mingling of
your nature, not as re~ds being and action, but as regards
feeling and understandmg ? The more eaeh of you comes near
to the universal, the more does he communicate himself to others,
the more -perfectly do you become one. Each has a consciousness for hunself. Each at the same time has a consciousness of
the other. You are no longer merely men; you are also humanity, and in going forth from yourselves ; triumphing over
yourselves, you are on the road to true immortality and
eternity." *
The next theology we have to examine is that of Frederick
. Robertson. Shall we call him a disciple of Schleiermacher ? Hie
favorite doctrine of the heart preceding the intellect in all
matters of eternal truth reminds na of Schleiermacher's devout
feeling, and immediate consciousness of God. In Robertson'&
sermon& there ia the aame myatical piety combined with a manly
freedom of enquiry, the same faith in the inherent power of
truth, and the same placing of the personal or internal possession of' eternal life,' above all external authority. And, more
than this, Robertson's view of the relation of God to the world is
as near to Schleiermacher's as it can well be. • The world,' he says,
' ia but manifested Deity,-God shown to eye and ear and sense ;
this strange phenomenon of a world, what is it? All we know
of it ; all we know of matter is that it is an assemblage of powers
which produce in na certain sensations, but what these powers
are in themselves we know not. The sensations of color, weight,
form we have, but what it is which ~ves na these sensationsin the language of the schools, what 18 the substance which supports the accidents and qualities of being, we cannot tell.
Speculative philosophy replies it is but ourselves becoming conscion& of ourselves
Positive philosophy replies, what the
being of the world is we cannot tell, we only know what it seems
to na. Phenomena, appearances, beyond these we cannot reach.
Being itself is, and ever mnat be, unknowable. Religion replies

I

•Schleiermacher'a strength lay in the religionalifewithiu him; hie~
wu his faith iu criticism. It wu neceeaary that the tpirit of enquiry should be
permitted free course, but the grounds on which he rejected some tx'""ona of
the Scriptures were arbitrary withoat measure. His claaifieat.ion of the
Dialogues of PlKto from intemal evidence has not been I&Dctioned by any
emiueut Platouiat. That kind of criticism which gave but a faint probability
aa to Plato, ought surely neTer to have been applied to the writing~ of the
New Testament. It must be very questionable criticism which rejects from
internal el'i~ence the first two chapters of S. Lub's gospel and ~taina the

nat u genmne-.
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that something is God, the world is but manifested Deity. That
which is bene&th the surface of all appearances, the cause of all
manifestations is God. The sounds and sights of this lovely
world are but the drapery of the robe in which the Invisible has
clothed Himself.'
' Go out at this Spring season ; 116e the mighty preparations for
life that nature is making ; feel the swelling sense of gratefulness,
and the persuasive, expanding consciousn~ of love for all being,
and then say whether this whole form which we call natnre is not
the great sacrament of God-the revelation of His existence,
and the channel of His communication with the spirit? "
' What is the world itself but the form t of Deity ; whereby the
manifoldness of His mind and beauty manifests itself, and
wherein and whereby it clothes itself. It is idle to say that
apirit can exist apart from form. We do not know that it can.
Perhaps even the Eternal Himself is more closely bound to His
works than onr philosophical systems have conceived. Perhaps
matter is but a mode of thought.'t
'The Spirit of God lies touching, as it were, the soul of manever around and near.
the outs1de of earth man stands with
thebOunaless heaven above him- nothing between him and
space, space around him and above him-the confines of the sky
touching him. So is the spirit of man to the spirit of the Evernear. They mingle-in every man this is true. God has placed
men here to feel after Him, if haply they might find Him, albeit He is not far from any one of them. Onr souls fioat in
the immeasurable ocean of Spirit. God lies around us ; at any
moment we might be conscious of the contact.'*
The infiuonce of Schleiermacher may be distinctly traced in
the writings of Theodore Parker. His chief work, ' .A DisCQurse

on

I

r

•Enn the practical Charles Kingsley, who it thoroughly eound on the
penonality of God, has theae words in one of his ViUage Sei'JIUIU,-' He
leta His breath, His spirit, go forth, and out of that dead dust grow plants
ud herbs afresh for man and beast, and He nonewa the f~~ee of the earth.
For, says the wise man, • all things are God's garment '-ootward and 'risible
lligne of Hit unseen and unapproachable glory ; and when they are worn out
He changes them-.ya the Pealmist-u a gannent, and they shall be changed.
The old order changes, giving place to the new,
And God fulfils .tlimaelf in many ways.
But He it the same. He is there all the time. All things are flis work
In all things we may see Him, if our eoula have eyes. All things, be they
what they may, which live and grow on this \lllrt.h, or happen on land or in
&lte U:y, will tell us a tale of God.
tEven Dr. Rowland Williams, in quoting this paeaage, puts a query after it.
t Th- three linea are found almost nrbatim in Channing's Euay 011 .lliltOII.
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ef Mattera pertaining to Beligilm ' was obviously 811ggeSted by
Schleiermacher's ' Disco111'8e8.' It proceeds on the same doctrine
of religious consciousness-a &mse of~; or, as it is
otherwise called, 1M religious element in man. This sense of
dependence does not disclose the character, still less the nature
and essence of the Object on which it depends. It is but the
capacity of peroeption-the eye which sees or the eat' which
hears. But it implies the Absolute. The reason spontaneously
gives us by intuitilm an IDEA of that on which we depend.
'!'his is natUral religion or revelation, for all actual religton is
revealed in us. There is but one religion, and it is always the
same. Theolo~es are men's thoughts about religion, and these
. . have never ending difFerences; .DQ .~O men J!Ming preci~ the
· • same theology. There have been then forms of religion of &II
:kinds, from the worship.of the Fetich to the worship of Him who
is a Spirit. God haa spoken most clearly in Jesus ofNazareth;
but He is speaking in all men-speaking most audibly in those
who listen most attentively, who honestly use the faculties which
God has given them, and are in earnest to know and do IIis
will. Jesus of Nazareth taught the absolute religion, but the
churches have never realized what He taught. The Christianity
c4 the churches is, therefore, transient and like all other passing
forms will have its day, and give place to something higher and
better. Parker discourses of the workings of the religious sentiment, and after the fashion of the Germans traces its development from the lowest to the highest forma. Of the one-and-all
doctrine, he says," Pantheism has, perhaps, never been o.ltogether
a stranger to the world. It makes all things God, and God all
things. This view ,seems at first congenial to a poetic and re·
ligious mind. If the world be regarded as a collection of powers,
-the awful force of the storm, of the thunder, the earthquake;
the huge magnificence of the ocean, in ita slumber or ita wrath ;
the sublimity of the ever-during hills; the rocks, which resist
all but the unseen hand of 'l'ime ; these might lead to the
thought that matter is God. If men looked at the order, fitness,
beauty, love, everywhere apparent in Nature, the impreasion is
confirmed. The All of things appears so beautiful to the comprehensive eye, that we almost think it is its own Cause and
Creator. The animals find their support and their pleasure;
the painted leopard and the snowy swan, each living by ita own
law; the bird of passage that pursues, from zone to zone, its
unmarked path ; the summer warbler which sings out ·its melodious existence in the woodbine ; the flowers that come unasked,
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charming the youthful year ; the golden fruit maturing in its
wilderneu of green ; the dew and the rainbow ; the frost flake
and the mountain snow ; the glories that wait upon the morning,
or sing the sun to his ambrosial rest; the pomp of the sun at
noon, amid the clouds of a June day; the awful majesty of
night, when all the stars with a serene step come out, and tread
their round, and seem to watch in blest tranquillity about the
slumbering world; the moon waning and waxing, walking in
beauty through the night :-daily the water is rough with the
winds; they come or abide at no man's bidding, and roll the
yellow corn, or wake religious music at nightfall in the pinesthese things are all so fair, 80 wondrous, 80 wrapt in mystery;
) _ it .ia no_ma.ruLth.at...men B&J', thjs is divine_; _yea, tbe All is God ;
· He is the light of the morning, the beauty of the noon, and •
the strength of the sun. The little grass grows by His Presence. He preae"eth the cedars. The stars are serene because
He is in them. The lilies are redolent of God. He is the One;
the All. God is the mind of man. The Soul of all; more
moving than motion; more stable than rest; fairer than beauty,
and stronger than strength. The power of nature is God ; the
universe, broad, and deep, and high, a handful of dust, which God
enchants. He is the mysterious magic that possesses the world.
Yes, He is the All; the Reality of all phenomena.
But an old writer thus pleasantly rebukes this conclusion :
'Surely, vain are all men by nature, who are i~orant of God,
and CQPld not out of the ~ things that are seen, know Him
that is •.• but deemed e1ther fire, or wind, or the swift air,
or the oircle of the stars, or the violent wa~r, or the lights
of heaven, to be the gods which govern the world. With whose
beauty if they being delighted took them to be ~s; let them
know how much better the Lord of them is, for tlie first Author
of beauty hath created them." '
After this deecription of material Pantheism, which does no\
admi' God u the Absolute and Infinite, but only u the sum
total of material things, and which he regards u having been the
doctrine of Strato of Lampsacus, of Democritus, and perhaps of
ip~tes, Parker &088 on to describe what he calls_§p!!itg_a.l
./
antheism. Th11 dentes the existence of matter, and resolves
. al~ in~ _sp1ri~, whic~ ~ GOd. The PI&terial is b_u.Ll!b.~~~onal,
and the reahtS of 1t 11 God. This, Parker describes, as the
Pantlieism ofpinoza:t!~lie Medileval Myst_i~ of S. John, and
of 8..JO!!..o11~i~s the
p&gite. We. may-add tnat_Tt_1s the
PantheismoTTheooore Parker, at least it iJ difficult to distinguish

li
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if from what he says soon after, about the relation of nature to
God :-" If Infinite, He must be present everywhere in general,
and not limited to any particular spot, aa an old writer 80
beautifully says: - ' Even heaven and the heaven of heavens
cannot contain Him.' Heathen writers are full of such expressions. God, then, ~ ;mversally present in the world of matter.
, He i_s the subst&ntt t:;;Tif matter The circle of His Being in
space has an infinite
us. We cannot say, Lo here, or Lo
there-for He is everywhere. He fins an nature with His overflowing currents; without Him it werinor.-Ilis Presence gives
it existence ; His Will its law and force ; His Wisdom its order;
His GoodneBB its beauty.
It follows unavoidably, from the idea of God, that He is pre• sent everywhere in space ; not transiently present, now and then,
but immanently present, always ; His centre here ; His circumference nowhere; just as present in the eye of an emmet as in
the Jewish holy of holies, or the sun itself. We may ca1l
common what God has cleansed with His Presence; but there is
no comer of space so small, no atom of matter so despised and
little, but God, the Infinite, is there.
Now, to push the inquiry nearer the point. The nature or
substance of God, as represented by our idea of Him, is divisible
or not divisible. If infinite He must be indivisible, a part of
God cannot be in this point of space, and another in that ; His
Power in the sun, His Wisdom in the moon, and His Justice in
the earth. Be must be wholly, vitally, essentially present, as
much in one point as in another point, or all points; 88
eSBentially present in each point at any one moment of time as
at any other or all moments of time. He is there not idly :present but actively, 88 much now as at creation. Divine Omrupotence can neither slumber nor sleep. W88 God but transiently
active in matter at creation, Hia action now passed away ? From
the idea of Him it follows that Be is immanent in the world,
however much He also transcends the world. ' Our Father
worketh hitherto,' and for this reason nature works, and 80 has
done since its creation. There is no spot the foot of hoary time
has trod on, but it is instinct with God's activity. He is the
ground of naiure ; what is permanent in the passing; what is
real in the apparent. All nature then is but an exhibition of
God to the senses; the veil of smoke on which His shadow falls ;
the dew-drop in which the heaven of His magnificence is poorly
imaged. The sun is but a sparkle of His splendor. Endless
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and without beginning flows forth the stream of Divine influence
that encircles and possesses the all of things. From God it
comes, to God it goes. The material world is perpetuaf growth ;
a continual transfiguration, renewal that never ceases. Is this
without God? Is it not because God, who is ever the same,
flows into it without end? It is the fulness of God that flows
into the crystal of the rock, the juices of the plant, the life of
the emmet and the elephant. He penetrates and pervades the
world. All things are full of Him, who surrounds the sun, the
stars, the universe itself; 'goes through all lands, the expanse
of oceans, and the profound heaven.'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Since these things are so, nature is not only strong and beauti.
ful, but has likewise a religious aspect. This fact was noticed •
in the very earliest times ; appears in the rudest worship, which
is an adoration of God in nature. It will move man's heart to
the latest day, and exert an influence on souls that are deepest
and most holy. Who that looks on the ocean, in its an§er or its
play ; who that walks at twilight under a mountains brow,
listens to the sighing of the pines, touched by the indolent wind
of summer, and hears the light tinkle of the brook, murmuring
its quiet tune,-who is there but feels the deep religion of the
scene? In the heart of a city we are called away from God.
The dust of man's foot and the sooty print of his fingers are on
all we see. The very earth is unnatural, and the heaven scarce
seen. In a crowd of busy men which set through its streets, or
flow together of a holiday; in the dust and jar, the bustle and
strife of business, there is little to remind us of God. Men must
build a cathedral for that. But everywhere in nature we are
carried straightway back to Him. The fern, green and growing
amid the frost, each little grass and lichen, is a silent memento.
The first bird of spring, and the last rose of summer; the gran·
deur or the dulness of evening or morning; the rain, the dew,
the sunshine; the stars that come out to watch over the farmer's
rising com; the birds that nestle contentedly, brooding over their
young, quietly tending the little stragglers with their .b eak,-all
these have a religious significance to a thinking soul. Ever;J'
violet blooms of God, each lily is ~t with the presence of
Deity. The awful scenes of storms,..and lightning and thunder,
seem but the sterner sounds of the great concert, wherewith God
speaks to man. Is this an accident? Ay, earth is full of such
' accidents.' When the seer rests from religious thought, or
when the world's temptations make his soul tremble, and though
T
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theepirit be willing, the flesh is weak; when the perishable body
weighs down the mind, musing on many things; when he wishes
to draw near to God, he goes, not to the city- there conscious
men obstruct Him with their works- but to the meadow,
spangled all over with flowers, and sung to by every bird ; to
the mountain; ' visited all night by troops of stars ; ' to the
ocean, the undying type or shifting phenomena and unchanging
law; to the forest, stretching out motherly arms, with its mighty
growth and awful shade, and there, in the obedience these things
pay, in their order, strength, beauty, he is encountered front to
front with the awful presence of Almighty power. A voice cries
to him from the thicket, ' God will provide. The bushes burn
with Deity. Angels minister to Him. There is no mortal
· pang, but it is allayed by God's fair voice as it whispers, in
nature, still and small, it may be, but moving on the face of the
deep, and bringing light out of darkness."
From this immanency of God in the universe, Parker argues
for the in-dwelling of God in man-the natural, perpetual, and
universal inspiration of the human race. He supposes that the
spiritual Pantheists, especially the German philosophers, did not
allow God any existence beyond the sum total of finite spirit;
and thus, God, with them, was variable and progressive, growing
in wisdom as the ages roll. From this view of the Deity, he
differed widely, as God must infinitely transcend both the worlds
of matter and of spirit. The progress is not in God, the
manifestor, but in nature, which is the manifestation of Him.
We have already quoted from Emerson's poetry. His prose
writings abound with sentiments similar to those in his verses.
Emerson is usually classed with Theodore Parker as representa·
tives of a far gone school of Unitarianism, but this like all such
classifications is OJ>Eln to many exceptions. A similarity of sentiments is indeed found, bv.t the differences are manifest. For
some to whom Parker is reverent, Emerson seems to border on
blasphemy.
The Egyptian Hermes said, ' Let us call God by all names,
or ratherlet us call Him by no name, for no man can express
Him.' The latter is more reverent, and Parker has followed it,
but Emerson delights to give God names, which according to the
wise rule of Des Cartes should be rejected as expressing
itnpefection in the Divine· T'ature. But Emerson does not
forget the wisdom of Hermes. If he calls God by any name, it
is with the distinct remembrance that no name can express Him.
He says that Empedocles spoke a great truth of thought when
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he declared that he was God, but it was a lie before it reached
the ear, for every expression of the Infinite must be blasphemous
to the finite. To determine is to deny. Yet Emerson calls
God the' Oversoul,' within which every man's particular being
is contained, and by which it has its unity with all other beings.
God is the Impersonal-the Oommon Nature-which appears in
each of us, and which is 1et higher than ourselves. We, as
individuals, live in sueeess1on, in division, in parts, in particles,
but within, in the universal-soul, the wise silence, the universal
beauty, to which every part or particle is equa.Ily related-the
Eternal One. And the deep power in which we all exist-this
beatitude, which is all accessible to us, is not only perfect and
self-sufficient, but it is at once the act of seeing, and the thing
seen, the subject and the object in one. Time, space, and
nature vanish before the revelation of the soul. The simplest
person, who in integrity worships God receives God, yet for ever
and ever the inftux of this better and universal self is new, and
unsearchable. Man, the imperfect, adores his own perfect. He
is receptive of the great soul, whereby he overlooks the sun and
the stars, and feels them to be accidents and effects, which today are, and to-morrow change and pass. Man is nothing. As
a transparent eyeball he sees all the currents of universal being
circulate through him. He is a part or particle of God. Humanity is afD.fade of Deity. Let man but live according to the
laws of his being, and he becomes Divine. So far as man is just
and pure and good-he is God. The immortali~ of God, the
safety of God, the majesty of God have entered mto his soul.
There is but one mind everywhere-in each wavelet of the pool,
in each ray of the star, in each heart. Whatever opposes that
mind is baftled. When man becomes unjust or impure, he comes
into collision with his own nature. Of his own will he subjects
himself to the opposition of that mind, which, with rapid energy,
is righting all wrongs.
'Jesus Christ,' says Emerson,' belonged to the trne race of
prophets. He saw with open eye the majesty of the soul.
Drawn by its severe harmony, ravished with its beauty, he
lived in it, and had his being there. Alone in all history he
estimated the greatness of man. One man was true to humanity.
He saw that God incarnates Himself in man, and goes forth
evermore anew to take possession of the world. He felt respect
for Moses and the prophets, but no unfit tenderness at postponing their initial revelation to the hour, and man that now
1s-to the eternal revelation in the human heart. Thus was He
a true man.'
-r 1
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A theology, corresponding to Theodore Parker's, is at the
foundation of the celebrated 'Life of Jesus,' by M. Renan.
Describing the theology of Jesus and its relation to otht:r
religions, the author says, " Deism and Pantheism have become
the two poles of theology. The paltry discussions of scholasticism, the dryness of spirit of Des Cartes, the deep-rooted irreligion
of the eighteenth century, by lessening God, and by limiting
Him, in a manner, by the exclusion of everything which is not
His very self, have stifled in the breast of modem rationalism
all fertile ideas of the Divinity. If God, in fact, is a personal
being outside of us, he who believes himself to have peculiar relations with God is a 'visionary,' and as the physical and
physiological sciences have shown us that all supernatural visions
are illusions, the logical Deist finds it impossible to understand
the great beliefs of the past. Pantheism, on the other hand, in
suppressing the Divine personality, is as fur as it can be from
the living God of the ancient religions. Were the men who
have best comprehended God-Sakya·Muni, Plato, S. Paul, S.
Francis d' Assissi, and S. Augustine (at some periods of his
fluctuating life)-Deists or Pantheists ? Such a question bas no
meaning. The physical and metaphysical proofs of the existence of God were quite indifferent to them. They felt the
Divine within themselves. We must place Jesus in the first
rank of this great family of the true eons of God. Jesus had
no visions ; God did not speak to Him as to one outside of Himself; God was in Him; He felt himself with God, and He drew
from His heart all He said of his Father. He lived in the bosom
of God by constant communication with Him; he saw Him not,
but he understood Him, without need of the thunder and the
burning bush of Moses, of the revealing tempest of Job, of the
oracle of the old Greek sages, of the familiar genius of Socrates,
or of the angel Gabriel of Mahomet. The imagination and the
hallucination of a S. Theresa, for example, are useless here.
The intoxication of the Sufi proclaiming himself identical with
God is also quite another thing. Jesus f!ever once gave ntterrmce to the sacrilegious idea that he was God. He believed
Himself to be in direct communion with God ; He believed Himself to be the Son of God. The highest consciousness of God
which has existed in the bosom of humanity was that of
Jesus."
What M. Rlman means by' Pantheism,' is evidently materialism, or the denial of a living God. It is not that of the ancient
religions nor of the old philosophers. But the doctrine which
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he attributes to Jesus, and Jesus' view of His relation to God,
are not widely different from what 1tas taught by Spinoza and
Sehleiermacher. In another chapter Renan says '' The idea
which Jesus had of man was not that low idea which a cold Deism
has introduced. In His poetic conception of nature, one breath
alone penetrates the universe ; the breath of man is that of
God ; God dwells in man, .and lives by man, the same as man
dwells in God, and lives by God. Th.e transcendent idealism of
Jesus never f;ermitted Him to have very clear notions of His
own personLity. He is His Father, His Father is He ; He
Uves m His disicples ; He is everywhere with them ; His disciples are one, as He and His Father are one. The idea to Him
is everything; the body which makes the distinction of persons
is nothing.' In another place Renan seems to adopt Schleiermacher's view of immortality, which indeed is only a part of the
same theology. "The phrase,' Kingdom of God,' he says 'expresses also very happily, the want which the soul experiences of
a supplementary destiny, of a compensation for the present life.
Those who do not accept the definition of man as a compound of
two substances and who regard the Deistical dogma of the immortality of the soul as in contradiction with physiology, love to fall
back upon the hope of a final reparation, which under an unknown form shall satisfy the wants of the heart of man. Who
knows if the highest term of progress after millions of ages may
not evoke the absolute consciousness of the universe, and in this
consciousness the awakening of all that have lived? A sleep of
a million of years is not longer than the sleep of an hour. S.
Paul, on this hypothesis, was right in saying, In ictu oculi! It
is certain that moral and virtuous humanity will have its reward,
that one day the ideas of the poor but honest man will judge
the world, and that on that day the ideal fignre of Jesus will be
the confusion of the frivolous who have not believed in virtue,
and of the selfish who have not been able to attain to it. 'J'he
favorite phrase of Jesus COTl.tinue3, therefore, full of an eternal
beauty. A kind of exalted divination seems to have maintained
it in a vague sublimity, embracing at the same time various
orders of truths.''*
• :M. Henan's • Vie de Juus,' with all ita beauty-and it has some noble
only be regarded as a calamity in the Christian world. The
author started on the right prineple, and the only principle on which a true
• Life of JesUll' ean be written-that of bringing ont HIS perfect hwnanity.
The Chnrcll has always believed that JesUll was • wry man' ; but the fear that
His hlllllanity, too plainly acknowledged, would lead to a denial of the other
trudl, that He is • very God, has tended to merge His humanity in H1s divinity.
paMage&--Can
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The question, ' What is Pantheism ? ' becomes more difticult
to answer the more we study books written expressly to refute
it. The Abbe Maret published a work some years ago in the
. interests of the Catholic Church, in which he shows that all religions, ancient and modem, with all philosophies of religion
are Pantheistic, if not actually, yet certainly in their tendencies,
excepting the Catholic religion and philosophies sanctioned by
the Church, such, for instance, as the speculations of Augustine,
Des Cartes, and Malebranche. Not, he says, that reason
necessarily leads to Pantheism, but this is the inevitable result
of rationalism, or the denial of a Divine revelation.
By a Divifle revelation, M. Maret means an infallible church.
Without this we are left to individual reason, and as all men
have not the same development of reason, the same means of
knowing what is truth, nor the same judgment concerning it,
there cannot be for mao, on the principles of reason, absolute
1truth and absolute error. 'Catholicism,' he says, 'starts with
absolute truth. Pantheism teaches that humamty will only arrive at truth after a long history of progression.' We may object
to the inference that there is no absolute truth, because it is not
absolutely apprehended. AB Protestants we might say that
Catholics no more than we have absolutely apprehended truth.
But M. Maret's argument is that the Church has ; and he
proves it by reason, demonstrates it, ' gives a rigorous proof of
his fundamental proposition.' ' To arrive at truth,' he says,
' we must have an idea of it.' Every method of the investigation of truth supposes the idea of that which it investigates.
Now as there are but two ideas of truth, there can be but two
methods of investigation, that of Catholicism a.nd that of Pantheism. Truth is that which is ; truth and being are identical.
Unitarianism has preeerved a part of the truth which Trinitarianism had partially lost, but wh1ch it was under no neceaaity of losing. A life of Jesus from
the hun1an aide, as the child of hun1ble parents gro~ in wiadom and stature,
and in favor with God and man, awaking to a consc1oumeaa of His destiny,
doing His work in the world as a man inspired by God ; and showing where the
hun1an met the divine is the life we should have had from Henan had he been
consistent with hinleelf. In the view of God's relation to the world eet forth by
Renan, there is no antecedent impossibility in miracles. That impossibility only
exists in the system of a cold Dtin&, such as the author condemns. But Rllnan
changes his ground as often as he has the opportunity of saying IIOIDething clever.
This 'Teacher of the ab10lnte religion,' uus great •Revealer of God.' this ' first of
&he sons of God,' this • Noble lraitiatevr' is after all bnt an enthusiast; one wha.
reason seemed disturbed, and if He was not Himeelf an impostor, He wu yet
weak enough to allow His friends to contrive impostures for Him I The
author of Ecce HO'IIW has taken up the subject from the Ame aido aa Baan,
if he ia consistent, he will reach a different conclusion.
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We conceive being nnder the two great categories of the Absolute and the relative, the Infinite and the finite. The Infinite
gives us an image of itself, or an idea of the one absolute necessary and immutable truth. The finite, by its opposition to the
Infinite, appears to us, in some way, as a negation of being ; a
true non-being. It only subsists by a real participation in the
Infinite by the living relations which unite it to God. These
relations, these laws which harmonize and unite all bein~ to·
gether, and the world with God, give us the idea of a mecbating
truth between the Infinite and the finite ; the Creator and the
creature, God and the world. Now this mediating truth comes
from God ; yea, it is God, and so must be like Him, absolute,
eternal, and immutable.
This idea of truth leads to Catholicism, where we have a
living and infallible authority-a society which is the depository
of truth, and of the divine word. It is difficult to see the
force of M. Maret's argument from the vagueness of his definition of Pantheism. It is that belief which makes • truth progressive and variable,' and he enumerates among Pantheists the
orthodox Guizot, the Eclectic Cousin, and the Saint-Simonian
Pierre Leroux, with all the German and French philosophers
who are not Catholics. It does not appear that all or any of
these men make truth in itself progressive and variable. It is
so only as regards man's relation to it. Man is a seeker after
truth, and as M. Maret admits, all men, even Catholics, are
., perfectible and progressive.' Even that incomprehensible
thing the Catholic Church, according to some of the greatest
Catholic theologians has truth only as it is developed from age
to age; new doctrines being continually added to the sum total
of the Catholic faith.
The theory of an infallible church is without doubt a happy
invention. It puts an end to all doubts, and if it permits enquiry, it fixes its exact bounds. An infallible church is the desired haven of every anxious and troubled mind. Had we been
the makers of revelation, that is, had it been ours to determine
in what way God should reveal Himself to man we should have
eansed the words of truth to be written in the heavens, so that
all men might read them, or we should have made angels the
ambassadors, so that all men might see and hear what the immediate messengers of heaven had to say, but if both of these
were denied, the next mode of revelation would certainly be
through an infallible church. But what if this, too, were de·
nied? Is truth, then, impossible? Is it, therefore, mutable
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and uncertain? Whatever be the answer to this question we
must not invent ways for God. We cannot determine be!orehand how He should reveal Himself; we must then enquire how
He has revealed Himself. The infallible church has never determined what Pantheism is. It has applied the word to certain
doctrines, and to certain philosophies with the same indefiniteness that we find among Protestants. 1t has forbidden the
works of Erigena, and suffered to pass uncensured the writings
of the Areopagite. It has not condemned the speculations of
Des Cartes and Malebranche, the legitimate outcome of which
was the doctrine of Spinoza. It declares itself opposed to Pantheism, but it bas neither eliminated nor explained the
Pantheistic element in the Fathers, whose works it holds for
orthodox, nor of the schoolmen who were its great doctors in its
medireval glory.
M. Maret's work was specially addressed to the rationalists
of France. Among whom were the Eclectic philosophers, M.
Cousin and his followers, some of them, by the way, Catholic
laymen who had distinguished themselves as refuters of Pantheism. Maret found the heresy in Cousin's analysis of the mind,
which he, in some sense, identified with the Divine mind, filling up with the idea of causation the chasm between the Infinite
and th& finite. The Infinite,' says M. Cousin, ' is the absolute
cause which necessarily creates, and necessarily develops itself.
We cannot conceive un1ty without multiplicity. Unity taken by
itself; unit;r indivisible; unity remaining in the depths of its
absolute ex1stence, never developing itself into variety, is jQt' itself, as if it were not. It is necessary that unity and variety
co-exist so that from their existence results reality ; and unity
admits multiplicity, because the absolute is cause.' The life in
God, Cousin describes as the movement which goes from unity
to multiplicity, making up in the Divine intelligence-the In·
finite, the finite, and the relation between theru. From this idea
of the Divine causation we learn what it is for God to create. It
corresponds to the effects we can produce by the exercise of our
faculties. God is an absolute and necessary cause, He creates
with Himself, He passes into His work, remaining entire in
Himself. The world then is created out of the Divine substance,
and created necessarily. Its existence is as necessary as that
of God Himself, since it is only the development of His life-the
unfolding of His unity. In human reason, Cousin says, we
have found three ideas which it did not create, but which rule
and govern it. From these ideas to God, the paeaage ia not
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dimcult, for t'lwe ideas are God Himself. ' Again,' He says,
' The God of consciousness is not an abstract God- a solitary
being, banished by creation, on a throne of a silent eternity
an absolute existence, which resembles the annihilation of existence. He is a God at once trne and real, at once substance and cause, always substance and always cause, being substance
only inasmuch as He is cause, and cause only inasmuch as He
is substance, that is to say, being absolute cause, one and many,
eternity and time, space and number, essence and life, individuality and totality; principle, end, and middle, at the summit of
being, and at its lowest degree-Infinite aud finite together, a
triple Infinite, that is to say;at once God, nature, and humanity.
If God is not All, He is nothing. If He is absolutely indivisible
in Himself, He is inaccessible, and by consequence He is absolutely incomprehensible, and His incomprehensibility is for us
His destruction. Incomprehensible as a formula, and in the
school, God is revealed in the world which manifests Him, and for
the soul which possesses Him and feels Him.' In accordance
with this view of the relation between God and the world, M.
Cousin propounds doctrines of psychology, of religion, and a
philosophy of the progressive development of humanity.
Thought 18 a Divine inspiration, a true revelation in the soul.
There is a solemn moment in which, without being sought, we
are found-when without any concourse of our will ; without
any mingling of reflection, we enter into possession of life, and
the three elements which constitute it ; the idea of the Infinite
the finite, and their relation. This .fiat lt1x of thought is a true
manifestation of God in us. There are privileged men in whom
the faculty of inspiration has been raised to its highest power.
These men become for other men masters and revealers. Hence
the origin of prophecies, priesthoods, worships.
Cousin's disciples, J onffroy and Damiron, ·Michelet and Lerminier, applied their master's principlt>s to the elucidation of
the formation of dogmas; to philosophies of history and religion ;
and tho last mentioned, Lerminier, to the philosophy of right.
The human mind Lerminier calls ' a perpetual and necessary
revelation of God.' Its progress is infinite and indefinite. In
it God appears on earth, constituting law and order. God
Himself is the essence of law ; and the development of this
essence is the progress of society. Maret finds the Pantheist
heresy in every idea of developmenttas being antogonistic to his
definition of revelation. Even M. Guizot becomes a Pantheist
in affirming that trnth is not absolutely realized in human
inititutions, either political or religiotu.
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After the Eclectics, Maret disoovel'll the same doctrine among
the Socialists of France, the followel'll of Saint-Simon and Charles
Fourrier -hut especially in the school of Pierre Leroux and
the new Encyclopedists, which was developed from SaintSimonism. Maret undertakes to refute them all, and to defend
and exhibit the doctrines of the Catholic Church. He has
declared the certainty of revelation as man's only guide; but he
does not sacrifice reason. He is more a philosopher than his
theory would have led us to expect. ' When the spirit of man'
he says, ' in the silence of meditation, rises to the conception of
eternal, necessary, and immutable ideas. When it perceives
truth ; when it sees God Himself; if it re-entel'll into itself after
having enjoyed this magnificent light; if it question itself, what
will it think of its own nature? Being of a day, changeable
and changing shadow of being, it will acknowl~, without
doubt, that it has not been able to draw from itself the great
idea of truth. Man will acknowledge with gratitude that this
idea has visited his soul, that it fell upon it like a ray of the
sun on the organ of si~ht. He will ackriowledge that the great
light has been given him, that it is revtaled to him.' Independent of the Church then there is a revelation. We might go on
to ask if this revelation is fallible or infallible, if it has any correspondence to the revelation in the Church. ' We here take
the word revelation' says M. Maret, ' in its largest sense. We
believe that ideas and speech are revealed to man. That is the
revelation of which S. John speaks, which enlightens every man
that cometh into the world, an(l which is the true source of reason.
That primitive and natural revelation, which every ~
psychology establishes, is in perfect harmony with the teaching
which represents to us religion as born of a revelation,'preserving
itself and developing itself by revelation. There is revelation in
the natural order as well as in the supernatural. There are
natural truths as well as supernatural truths, which both come
from God.' It was, of course, necessary that the unity between
the natural and supernatural suggested by the word revelatioft,
should be abandoned, for the class of things naturally revealed
might be differently understood by different minds. They led to
Pantheism. The revelation in the Church was therefore added
as the ' revelation positive and supernatural.' But even this
revelation runs back into the other, for Maret has to go to the
dim light of Judaism and the dimmer light of the Patriarchal
age which possessed only the truths of natural religion, to find
that Church which he reckons necessary for the preservation o£
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the supernatural revelation. But he has maintained that there
is such a thing as a revelation in the human mind. To this
extent he was a philosopher ; and, as such, had to accept the
same conclusions that he objected against the Eclectics and
Saint-Simonians. If there is a natural revelation, it is progressive ; yea, and the supernatural revelation, is it not progressive too? His theory is to start with an infallible Church,
but in reality he ~ with reason, and so must every man
who does reason. 1:he new Encyclopeedists had good ground
for retorting on the refuter of Pantheism that he had the leaven
of it in himself, and though his ' ecclesiastical superiors ~ve
encouragement to his feeble etrorta for the defence of the fa1th,'
his brother priest, the Abbe Peltier who, it most be admitted,
was not wanting in discernment, found in Maret's definition of
God the very essence of Pantheism.*
Amand Saintes, representing the Protestant side of Christianity, aays the alternative is not Pantheism or Catholicism,
but Pantheism or the gospel. This is scarcely a step towards
the solution of the question, for the gospel spoken of in this way
is as indefiuite as Pantheism. We know what the gospel is as a
message of good news from God to man. We know that it is a
manifestation of God's infinite compassion- a revealing of
Him as ' our Father in heaven,' but the theology of the gospel
-the gospel as opposed to Pantheism ; what is it? We have
seen that the great teachers of the gospel from S. Paul, and the
Alexandrian Fathers, to say nothing of S. John, down through
the great doctors of the middle agee, even to the Abbe Maret,
have been considered more or less Pantheistic. The dogmatic
teaching of the gospel is to every man what it is to his reason.
The moment we have refused obedience to the authority of a
Church, we are cast on our own responsibility. This is the fundamental principle of Protestantism. It is useless to ignore it.
Even when we give allegiance to a Church, it is only so far as
that Church represents the collective wisdom of its members.
The Catholic Church is a convenient refuge : for whatever a
man's metaphysics may be ; however much his philosophy may
come in collision with the Church's dogmas, he can etrect the
reconciliation as Malebranche did, and indeed as every thinking
• The Abb6 Peltier, like a good orthodox friest as he ill, 8&,18 that Chriatiant ahoald be content with the knowledge o God given them in the Cbareh
C.techiam He told M. Maret that hill definition of God was borrowed from

Hegel and Couin ; ud be denounced Kalebraoche as a prieat who aubltituted
· philolophy for the doetriDea of tiM Qlurch.
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Catholic does, by agreeing to submit to the decisions of the
Church. It is the boast of Protestantism that reason is an
essential element in all matters of religious belief.
M. Sai.sset representing the interests of religious philosophy
tried to show that Pantheism was not the necessary result of the
exercise of reason in religion. He criticized Des Cartes, Male.
branche, and Spinoza, with their disciples in France and
Germany. He found the poison of Pantheii!Dl secretly lurking
in the 'heology of Sir Isaae Newton and Samuel Clarke. The
famous passage with which Newton concludes his Pri,._
cipia we have always regarded as an expression of the purest
Theism; but M. Saisset sees in it the germs of a very dangerous
theology. 'God' says Newton 'is neither eternity nor infinity,
but eternal and infinite. He is neither duration ncr space, but
He endures always, and is present everywhere and constitutes
both duration and space.' M. Saisset interprets this as teaching
that God is substance, and that infinite duration and extension
are only modes of His being. 'It is true' he says, ' that Newton
saw the danger of the theory, and tried to escape its consequences; but his qualifications are simply inconsistencies, neither
explaining the first hypothesis nor expounding another. Newton's doctrine was taken up by Clarke, who established his
argument for the being of God on the fact that we have ideas
of infinite time and infinite space, concluding that there must be
a Being to constitute these infinites-that they seem both to be
but attributes of an Essence incomprehensible to us. This, M.
Saisset regards as but another form of the doctrine of Spinoza,
who made extension or infinite space one of the attributes of
God. The same objection had been made bl Leibnitz to Sir
Isaac Newton's definition of space as the sensor•um of the Deity.
Clarke defended Newton, quoting his words more accurately
than Leibnitz had done. ' Space is, as it were, the sensorium
ofthe Deity.'
.
M. Saisset criticized all erring theologians. His work has
been translated into English to check the importation of Pantheism into England, but not without a protest by the translator
that M. Saisset himself has retained the very essence of the
theology which he wished to refute. M. Saisset saw, as he
thought, the danger of believing in infinite time and infinite
space specially exemplified in the case of Newton and ClariCe,
yet he thought it impossible not to believe that the world is
infinite and etern~. ' Away from me ! ' cries_ the philosophical
refuter of Panthe1sm, 'Away from me, vain phantoms of the .
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imagination ; God is eternally all that Be is. If Be is the
Creator, Be creates externally. If Be creates the world, it is
not from chance or CRprice, but for reasons worthy of Himself;
and these reasons are eternal. Nothing new, nothing fortuitous
can arise in the councils of eternity. The universe must express
the infinity and the eternity of God. We cannot conceive of its
having a beginning, nor can we anywhere set a bound to it. M.
Saisset does not forget that Giordano Bruno was led to Pantheism through this belief of the world's eternity and infinity;
but, to save himself, he distinguishes between the infinity of
God, and the infinity of the world-the eternity of God and the
eternity of the world. The one is absolute; the other relative.
The want of this distinction led Newton to confound eternity
and time, immensity and space: There can be no eternal time,
and no infinite space for eternity has no duration, and space
has no bounds. Eternity and immensity are the unchangeable.
Time and space the very conditions of change. The Creator
alone is eternal, immense, infinitely absolute. The creation is
I!IC&ttered over space and time, subject to changes and to limits.
'Thus,' exclaims M. Saisset :-'I consider myself saved at once
from Pantheism and superstition ! '
The question of Pantheism involves several other questions.
I. It is an enquiry concerning being. What is that which IS?
There is a permanent-a something stable amid all change, at
least something which abides whatever may be its changes.
This is the first and most certain fact of the human consciousness. But what is that which IS? We do not know, we only
know our ideas about it. We find ourselves in space-we ask
what that is.
Our first conception of it is a something
limited, but this conception is soon corrected, for we cannot
imagine any bound being set to space. We still ask for somewhere beyond. The highest flights of imagination never reach
the boundary wall of the universe. We go from world to world,
from sun to sun, and to imaginable worlds and suns beyond these,
but we never reach nowher~. Our idea of space is infinite, or
indefinite-call it whichever we may, it is practicalll the same.
We cannot define it, we cannot give it limits. It 18 the opposite of the finite. Infinite space is to us a positive idea; it is
that of boundless extension. This is the result of the first efFort
of the mind to give attributes to Being or that which IS. It is
the boundless. Our idea of time follows the same law as that of
space. We first think of a part of time; a finite part, an hour,
a day, a week, a year, a life-time. We go back to past genera-
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tiona ; the beginning of our own nation ; the time of nations betore ours ; the first nation, the first family, the first thing, but
what was there before that? Something, surely. No, there
cannot have been anything before the first thing. What then 7
Ceaseless duration, and involved in this, something which
endures; a Being infinite as re~ time or duration which is
our idea of time. That then which IS, is always, has been and
will be always. These are the first thoughts of philosophy. They
are the most certain, the clearest, the most universal of all our
ideas. But being is still something undefined. It is not any
one of the finite things which we see. If these are anything beyond phenomen&, they must partake of that which IS. Being
then is some unknown universal. ' Let us call it water,' said
Thales. 'Air,' said Ana.ximenes. ' Fire,' said Heraclitus.
'No,' said Ana.ximander, 'call it what it is-' The boundless.'
' Call it the one,' said Pythagoras. ' Better still,' cried Pa.rmenides and all the Eleatics, 'let us call it by its true name,' ' Be·
ing,' ' the Being,' the ' One Being.' This was the foundation of all
ancient Theology. It was the first great grasp of the intellect
of man in its search for God. Yet it was only the philosophical
putting together of a universal truth. The .Brahman had incorporated it in the legends of his gods. It was the thought
which reared the vast temples of India. As the negation of the
finite it comforted the Budhist amid the miseries of the transient
life, and as the non-Being, or the above-Being, it was the grc>und
of the mystic theology of Plato's Alexandrian disciples. How
it passed into the theology of the Church,and how it has leavened
all theology to the present day we have abundantly shown. It
is, in fact, the ground-work of theology. A doctrine of being is
implied, if not expressed, in every religious system. We are only
shocked when a Dionysius or an Erigena calls Being Nothing,
and identifies that Nothing with God-when a Spinoza calls it
substance, a Schelling identity, or a Hegel, an idea, and says that
God is this Substance, this Identity, this Idea. They transfer
to the Infinite, words which in our minds express only the
finite.
Substance was not an improper name for being in general,
but in our ordinary thinking, the substance of a thing is merely
that conception of it which we have from our sense-knowledge.
But the substance of a thing is properly the thing itself or that
which gives it reality. This is what Spinoza meant by substance ; but the word had been already ap{>ropri&ted, and it
carried with it the marks of its previous serv1ce. Bayle, who,
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as we have been told a hundred times, both by Catholics and
Protestants, refuted Spinoza, did his great work of refutation by
confounding Spinoza's substance with the substance of ordinary
thinking, proving that everything has its own substance, which
in Bayle's sense was perfectly true; but the argument had
nothing to do with Spinoza. So long as the problem of Being
is unsolved, the problem of Pantheism too will remain unsolved.
II. The question of being involves a further question-that
of creation. There are three views of creation. The first is
properly emanation, or the evolution of all things from the
essence of God. The second is that of some of the ancient
philosophers-that God wrought on an eternal material, external
to Himself. The third is the modem Christian doctrine of
creation out of nothing. We waive altogether the question of
the Mosaic creation. Geology has demonstrated that that was
not a creation out of nothing ; at least it was not the beginning
of material or organized existence, and the best Hebrew scholars
are agreed that the Hebrew word which we translate created does
not necessarily mean more thtm fQroled. Our enquiry is not
then concerning the Mosaic creation, but concerning the
beginning of phenomenal or finite existence, and how the Infinite and the finite can exist together. We see at once that
they cannot, for the Infinite can leave no room for a finite to
stand over against it. We can add nothing to infinite Being.
It is already all that is or can be. If a worm, or a drop of water,
or a blade of grass has any real being by itself, that being is
subtracted from the Infinite, and it ceases to bo infinite. It
matters not whether the finite existence bo a universe or an
atom of dust, a deity or a worm, the least of conceivable bein~
subtrftcted from the Infinite deprives it of infinity. ' God
said the Eleatics, 'is either all or nothing, for if there is a reality
beyond Him, that reality is wanting to His perfection.' The finite
or the Infinite must go ; either there is no God or no world. The
Eleatics were certain of the existence of God. They were certain
that Being existed and that it was infinite. They had, therefore,
but one alternative. That was to make the world merely phemena. It is confessed on all sides that this is the real qnestion at
issue. This is the argument which can not be answered. Plato
felt it, and tried to solve it by means of the ideas, but he left the
problem where he found it. Aristotle felt it, but notwithstanding his supposition of an eternal matter, and his evident leaning
to a personal creative Deity, he fell back on abstract being,
leaving the relation of God to the world undetermined, if lie
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did not really identify the Divine Being with the all-life
of the universe. Malebranche felt that philosophy led him
inevitably to a doctrine of creation different from that of the
Church, but he harmonized the two on the Cartesian principle of
believing the Church's doctrine on the Church's authority; and,
therefore, though a philosopher, be believed in the existence of
a material world and its creation out of nothing. M. Saisset
refuted Pantheism, yet at the end of the refutation be cried,
'God creates eternally.' And this is the universal utterance of
reason. .'How,' Mr. Mansel asks, 'can the relative be conceived as coming into being? Hit isa distinct reality from the
absolute it must be conceived as passing from non-existence into
existence. But to conceive an object as non-existent, is again
a self-contradiction, for that which is conceived exists, as an object of thought, in and by that conception. We may abstain
from thinking of an object at all ; but, if we think of it, we can
but think of it as existing. It is possible not to think of an object at all, and at another time to think of it as already in being; but to think of it in the act of becoming, in the progress
from not-being into being, is to think that which in the very
thought annihilates itself. Here again the Pantheistic hypothesis seems forced upon us. We can think of creation only as
a change in the condition of that which already exists, and thus
the creature is conceivable only as a phenomenal mode of the
being of the creation. The whole of this web ofcontradictions
is woven from one original warp and woof,-namely, the impossibility of conceiving the co-existence of the Infinite and the
finite, and the cognate impossibility of conceiving a first
commencement of phenomena, or the absolute giving birth to
the relative. The law of thou~ht appears to admit of no possible escape from the meshes m which thought is entangled,
save by destroying one or other of the cords of which they are
composed. Pantheism or Atheism are thus the only alternative
offered to us, according as we prefer to save the Infinite by the
sacrifice of the finite, or to maintain the finite by the sacrifice
of the Infinite.' M. Mansel has a way of his own to escape this
dilemma of which we shall have occasion to speak again.
Another argument for emanation, or the impossibility of creation, is derived from the want of material external to God, on
which He can work. To make something out of nothing is an
act which we cannot conceive. In our idea of cause, the material
or passive element is always present. To change the nothing
into something is to give nonentitf the qualities of reality. We
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may, indeed, suppose that God ho.s made the first matter of the
universe, and then wrought on it, externally, but this supposes
two substances-one of God and one of the world, which cannot
co-exist as we have already seen, that of God being infinite, and
the other finite. This argument virtually revolves itself into the

first.
A third difficulty in supposing a creation is found in the
moral nature of God. Either He creates from necessity or
voluntarily. If from necessity, He must be controlled by some
power beyond or outside of His own being, but this is contrary
to our idea of God. He must create freely. But here we are
encompassed with manifold difficulties. God's will must, like
Himself, be eternal. If He has willed, He has willed eternally.
The things produced must then, also, be eternal. It is impossible
that His will could have been without the means of being accomplished. There is some sophistry in this argument, for God's
will may have been that the universe be temporal and not eternal,
There is more validity in the objection from the imperfection of
the world. Why did God will what is imperf~ct? If the world is
neither perfect, eternal, nor infinite as the advocates of creation
say, why, as Malebra.nehe expresses it, has 'God taken upon
Himself the base and humiliating condition of a Creator? ' These
are all questious we cannot solve, for the idea of creation is at
Wl\r with the idea of the Infinite,
The second doctrine of creation, that of an etel'flal matter, is
no longer tenable. The objection, from the impossibility of the
co-existence of the infinite and the finite is as valid against it as
against any view of creation. The third doctrine, tha.t of crea.
tion from nothing, is the received doctrine of the Churches.
Hegel, as we have seen, like an orthodox philosopher as he was,
or at least mPant to be, embraced this view, maintaining that
the deui~l of this was the origin of the Pantheism of Parmenides
and Spinoza. Spinoza himself thought that he eMaped Pantheism, by saying that creation, though eternal in the sense
of never ending duration, was not eternal in the proper,
philosophical, or Alexandrian sense that eternity is distinct fro~ .
all duration, and means absolute existence or the perfection of
being. This is the sense in which it is generally wed by the
more learned of the Fathers, and which seems to be sanctioned
by S. Jolin in his Gospel. Creation out of nothing, they did
not understand. It was introduced, as Hegel says, by the later
Christian metaphysic.• It does not mean that nothing was the
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entity out of which God created, but that God called into
existence by an act of His power, a new substance. The NeoPiatonists called this new substance the phenomenal or created
as distinct from the eternal and real, and probably this was what
Spinoza meant when he said there was only one substance; and
the moment we begin to reason on the subject we see that there
is no other conclusion consistently to be reached, but that this
substance is the reality of all phenomenal and finite existence.
" When we are aware,'' says Sir William Hamilton, " of something which begins to exist, we are by the necessity of our
intelligence, constrained to believe that it has a cause. But
what does this expression, that it has a cause, signify? If we
analyse our thought, we shall find that it simply means that as
we cannot conceive any new existence to commence, therefore
all that now is seen to arise under a new appearance, had previously an existence under a. prior form. We are utterly unable
to realize in thought, the possibility of the complement of
existence, being either increased or diminished. We are unable
on the one hand, to conceive nothing becoming something, or on
the other, something becoming nothing.
When God is said to
create out of nothing, we construe this to thought, by supposing
that He evolves existence out of Himself; we view the Creator
as the cause of the universe. 'Ex nihilo nihil, in nihilum nil
posse reverti,' expresses in its purest form the whole intellectual
phenomenon of causality.'' In another place, Sir William says
- ' We are unable to construe in thought that there can be
an atom absolutely added to, or an atom absolutely token. away
from, existence in general. Make the experiment. Form to
yourselves a notion of the universal; now, conceive that the
quantity of existence, of which the universe is the sum, is either
amplified or diminished? You can conceive the creation of the
world as lightly as you can conceive the creation of an atom.
But what is creation ? It is not tht! springin$ of nothing into
something. Far from it; it is conceived, and 1s by us conceivable, merely as the evolution of a new form of existence, by the
fiat of the Deity. Let us suppose the very crisis of creation.
Can we realize it to ourselves, in thought, th:~.t the moment after
the universe came into manifested being, there was a. larger
taught. Plato makes the world to be made from the 11011-ui1~11t, bot this with
Plato means matter. Athanasios and Arios were agreed that the body of
Christ, like all other created things, wu made from the 11011-uilfettt, bot
Atbanuioa maintained that the Divinity of Christ wu ooereated, and therefore
the Son waa COillllbatautial with the Father.
·
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eomplement of existence in the universe and its Author together,
than there was the moment before, in the Deity Himself alone 7
This we cannot imagine. What I have now said of our conception
of creation, holds true of our conception of annihilation. We
ean conceive no real annihilation, no absolute sinking of something into nothing. But, as creation is cogitable by us only as
an exertion of divine power, so annihilation is only to be conceived by us as a withdrawal of the divine support. All that
there is now actually of existence in the universe, we conceive
as having virtually existed, prior to creation, in the Creator; ·
and in imagining the universe to be annihilated by its Author,
we can only im~ne this as the retractation of an outward
energy into power. Mr. Calderwood in a criticism of Sir William Hamilton's philosophy denounces this view of causation and
creation as essentially Pantheistic. Mr. Mansel regrets that
Mr. Calderwood should ever have charged this theory with Pantheism; for, if ever there was a philosopher whose writings from
first to last are utterly antagonistic to every form of Pantheism,
it is Sir William Hamilton. But what in all the world is Pantheism if it is not that God evolve& the universe out of Him~elf 1 *
Mr. Stuart Mill denies the statement that we cannot conceive a
beginning or an end of physical existence. Its inconceivableness
belongs only to philosophers· and men of science, not to the
ignorant who easily conceive that water is dried up by the sun,
or that wood and coals are destroyed by the fire. But surely a
metaphysician like Mr. Stuart Mill knows that the phenomenon of
thought is not to be taken from what the fool thinks, but from what
the philosopher thinks. The true phenomenology of mind is not
that of the ignorant unthinking mind, but of the mind which
thinks.
That the matter of the universe is ' an efflux of God ' was the
doctrine of Milton, and he maintains that it is the doctrine,
not only of the old Fathers but of the New Testament. 'It is
clear' he says, ' that the world wa." framed out of matter of
some kind or other. For since action aud passion are relative
terms; and since, consequently, no agent can act externally
unless there be some patient such as matter, it appears impossible
• Mr. :Maneel aays that Sir William Hamilton's theory repreaenta the Pantheistic hypothesis as the result of a mere impotence of thought. This ia Sir
William Hamilton's theory generally, at least as interpreu-d by Mr. M&Dsel, bnt
in whnt he here aays of creation he aeema to imply that it is impoastble for ua to
eoneem creation except as emanation. Mr. Calderwood, in a second edition of
hia work, sap. " It would have been gratifying bad I seen anfllcient grounds to
warrant it, m deferenee to the opinions expreesed, flrat by Profeseor Fruer,
and the after by Dr. !lanlel, to withdraw the assertion that Hamilton'•
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that God could have created this world out of nothing ; not from
any defect of power on His part, but because it was necessary
that something should have,reviously existed capable of receiving paasively the exertion o the divine agency. Since, therefore, both Scripture and reason concur in pronouncing that all
these things were made, not out of nothing, but out of matter,
it necessarily follows that matter must either have always existed
independently of .God, or have originated from God at some
particular time; that matter should have been always independent
of God (seeing that is only a passive principle dependent on
Deity and subservient to Him ; and seeing, moreover, that as in
number, considered abstractly, so also in time or eternity there
is no inherent force or efficacy) that matter, I say, should
have existed of itself from all eternity is inconceivable. If, on
the contrary, it did not exist from all eternity, it is difficult to
understand whence it derives its origin. There remains, therefore, but one solution of the difficulty,jor which, moreover, ~
have the authority of Scriptttre, namely, that all things are ofGod.'
But if matter thus emanates from God, if the matter of the universe proceeds immediately from the universal mind, there must
still remain some bond or ground of union between mind and
matter in their limited or finite forms. Milton is not afraid to
carry this out, perhaps as far as Schelling did. He says that
' man is a living being intrinsically and properly one, and individual, not compound or separable, not according to the common
opinion ruade up and framed of two distinct different natures as
of soul and body ; but the whole man is soul, and the soul man,
that is to say, a body, a substance individual, animated, sensitive,
and rational.' This will explain the doctrine of the following linea
from Paradise Lost:• 0 Adam ! One Almighty is, from whom
All things proceed, and up to Him return,
If not depraved from good, created all
Such to perfection. Onejint •atter all,
Indued with various forms, various degrees
Of substance. And, in thin~s that live, of life.,
But more n'fined, more spintuons and pure,
As nearer to Him placed or nearer tending,
Each in their several active spheres assigned,
Till bod[~ up to 'f.irit 111orA in bounds
Proportioned to 1ts kind. So from the root
Springs lighter the green stalk, from thence the l•n.,
More aery, last the bright conaummate flower
Spirits odorous breathes, flowel'll and their fruit,
MAn's nourishment, b7 gradual scale sublimed,
reasoning leads logically to a Pantheistic conclusion. But, After careful reconsideration, I cannot see any escape from such a result, when it ia mabltainecl • that creatioo adda nothinr to

exatence....
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To vital spirits upire, to animal,
To i~ttelkchuJI.'

ill. The question of Pantheism is generally supposed to be
settled by saying that the Theist believes God to be pel'80nal,
the Pantheist believes Him to be impersonal-not Him but It.
But what do we mean by a person 7 An individual, one who
exists in relation to others, an I which evokes a TMu. But this
is just ltbat God in His highest being cannot be, for it involves
limitations which we cannot ascribe to God without danger of
idolatry. It is a denial of the Infinite. To avoid this limitation
we are compelled to say that God is impersonal-that is, not a
person, because He must be something more than is implied in
the word person. Here language fails us, if not thought itself.
The impersonal is beneath the personal. We apply it to things
inanimate, to things destitute of life and consciousness. In this
sense it is less applicable to God than the word personal. God,
then, is neither personal nor impersonal. We cannot apply
these terma to Him RS they are applied to finite beings or
finite things. His infinity negatives them both. :Uut we can
only speak of God in huma'l language if we speak of Him at all.
And human language being imperfect, we must often express
our meaning by a verbal contradiction. God is neither personal
nor impersonal. He is both. He is personal, because our
highest conception of being is as a person. Only to the personal
can we ascribe reason, consciousness, freedom of action. And
here our idea of God emerges as that of the highest personality.
God is a person absolutely free and independent. He must be
a person, for our highest idea of exi&tence is that of spirit, ·and
spiritual existence is spiritual, individu11l /ersonality. But,
while ascribing the highest personality to Go , it is necessary to
guard this from mistake by saying that He is more than personal, and in this sense i~personal. 7his two-fold and apparently
contradictory view of the Divine Being underlies all theology.
The ignoring it or forgetting it is the ground of many differences,
and the recognition of it would be the settling of many vexed
questions in theology. He who has grasped the great truth of
the impersonality of God and yet recognizes the Divine personality, has risen to that transcendental region where truth has
its origin, and yet he has a footing on the terrene where truth
is known only under the limitations of things finite, conceived
through ~he medium of human analogies and spoken of in the
language of the sensuous. If we look only on the infinite side,
our eyes are dazzled with the light; if only on the finite, our
knowledge will be partial, imperfect, and even erroneous, unle&l
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we continually bring with us the remembrance that the truth
thus partially seen has also a side which is infinite. The doctrine
of the impersonality and the personality of God is acknowledged
implicitly by the Church in many parts of Christian Theology.
(1.) We have it in the doctrine of the Trinity. Every religion and every system of religious philosophy, with but few
exceptions, has been in some form Trinitarian. They have all
set forth a Being, a Mind, and a Relation ; a Subject, an Object,
and a Bond between them. The expressions are often widely
different; but the idea is generally the same. In the Christian
religion we acknowledge a Father, a Son, and a Holy Ghost,
-three persons, yet one God. The Father is God, the Son is
God, and the Holy Ghost is God ; ' and yet,' adds the orthodox
creed, ' there are not three Gods, but one God.' The Arian
objected that this was a manifest contradiction. Looking only
to the finite side, and overlooking the conditions on which a
knowledge of God is possible to man, he said,-' The Son must
be inferior to the Father ; ' but the Nicene Fathers were gnarded
against' dividing the substance.' The Sabellian, from the same
ground as the Arian, tried in another way to reconcile the
Trinitarian contradiction by saying that the three persons meant
three manifestations of the Divine Being-' That the Monad
develops itself into a Triad in the Son and in the Spirit, and
yet there is only one essence in three different relations.' But
the orthodox Fathers were gnarded against ' confounding the
persons.' The heresy of Arius was as much a heresy against the
Alexandrian philosophy as against the doctrine of the Church.
He interpreted eternity by his idea of time, supposing that in
eternity there was temporal priority. He said that the Father
must have been before the Son. ' There was, when the Son
was not.' But in the Neo-Platonic philosophy, eternity and
time were entirely different in kind. The process of development or manifestation which Plotinus and his disciples placed in
the Godhead was an eternal process. 'The Being' was always
generating the ' Mind' or Divine Reason, and the Spirit was
eternally proceeding from the ' Being' through the ' Mind.'
When Arius assailed the doctrine of the Nicene Fathers, S.
Athanasius equippe<i himself with the Neo-Platonic argnments
that the eternal light could never have been without its radiance
that if ' t.here was when the Son was not, then God wae once
wordless and wisdomless.' Or, to use another of his illustrations,
• if the Fountain did not beget Wisdom from Itself, but acquired it from without, there is no longer a Fountain, but a
wrt of pool.' The ' Mind,' Logos, or God in His personality
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must have been eternally with and in God in His impersonality,
otherwise God would not be God.
Of all the heresies on the Trinity, that of Sabellius was
nearest to the doctrine of the Church. It d1ffered from it
oniy in this, that though Sabellius called all the three hyposlll$tS
persons, yet he explained that they were only three modes or
manifestations of the Divine Nature. In this way he secured
the Uni-personality of God. But the right faith is that God is
2W-personal. Implicitly, then, in the orthodox doctrine of the
Trinity, personality as applied to God is not the same as personality applied to man. Trinitarian apologists have rarely
failed to show their Unitarian an~nists that' person' in the
Godhead does not mean a distinct mdividual existence, but an
indefinite hypostasis, so that the Trinitarian holds the doctrine
of the Divine Unity as firmly as the Arian, the S~tbellian, or the
Unitarian. If Trinitarianism neglected the Unity and held only
to the Tri-personality, it would be the greatest of all heresies;
but the Creed declares, that though the three persons are each
'uncreate, incomprehensible, and eternal ; ' yet, there are not
' three uncreated,' ' three incomprehensibles,' or three eternals; •
which implies that the personality of God wllS something transcendent; to us an impersonality, not less but more than the
personality of man. Each of the three persons has distinct
operations ; but, even in the Scriptures, the work of the one is
ascribed tO the other, so that every idea of personal plurality is
distinctly removed. The doctrine of the 1'rinity is not the
irrational contradiction which the Church of Rome makes the
doctrine of the Eucharist. S. Athanasius was right in calling
the Ariana 'insensate.' They were the least rational of the
two contending parties. The orthodox doctrine was the last
word of reason concerning God. It was the recognition of Him
in His transc~ndency as personal and yet as impersonal. *
• It was common among the Alexandrif\ns to nse the word • nature ' as
eynooymoua with • pereon.' S. Cyril 110 used it in the following pii.Ssage u
quoted by John Henry Newman. • Perhaps some one will say, How is the
Holy and adorable Trinity distinguished into three la!JPOittUu, yet issues in
o~te 11ature of Godhead ? Becanse the same in substance nece!IIIIUily following
the dijfere~tCe of naturu, ncalls the minds of believers to ou JttJI11re of Godhead.' " In this passage," continues Dr. Newman, "one nature stands for a
reality, but • three natures' is the one eternal Divine nature, viewed in that rea~ct in which He ia Three. The Son "'"" u tlui Divine substance ie from the
Father, 111/ao u the same Divine Substance. .Aa we might say that ' Man ia
father of man ; ' not meaning by man the eame individual in both t'ftllel, but
&he eame nature, so here we speak not of the ~>&me penon in t"o cases, but the
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The ultimate union of redeemed humanity with the Divine
Essence, as taught by S. Athanasius, transcends all human idea&
of personality. It is to be accomplished by Jesus Christ, in
whom the eternal Logos was incarnate. Jesus Christ was not
God. He was created. He was among those creatures, of
whom Arius said that they were made from nothing, or out of
the non·existent. But the eternal Wisdom of God was incarnated in Him, so that He was wholly God and wholly man ;
as simply God as if He were not man, and as simply man as if
He were not God. He deified His human nature, and He will
deify us. It was an essential part of the Arian heresy to deny
that men could be truly the sons of God. Christ, not being of
the same substance with the Father, neither He nor His dis•
ciples could ever truly participate in the Divine. But Athanasius says that in the Word we become truly the sons of God.
for since the Word bore our body, and came to be in us,
therefore, by reason of the Word in us, is God called our Father.
For the Spirit of the Word in us, names through us His own
Father as ours, which is the AJ>OStle's meaning when he says
God hath sent forti' the Spirit of His Son into yoor hearts, crying
.Abba, F.llher. And again " we all partaking of the same beCI)me one body, having the one Lord in ourselves. Had He said
simply and absolutely ' that they may be one in Thee,' or 'that
they and I may be one in Thee, God's enemies had bad some
plea, though a shameless one ; but, in fact, He bas not spoken
ume individuum. All these expressions resolve themselves into the original
mystery of the Holy Trinity, that person and individuum are not equivalent
terms, and we understand them neither more nor less than we understand it.
In like manner as regards the incarnation, when S. Paul says, • God was in
Christ,' he does not mean absolutely the Divine nature, which is the proper
1ense of the word, but the Divine nature 88 existing in the person of the Son."
In another place be adds, • though we •ay three persons, person hardly denotes
an abstract idea, certainly not 88 containing under it three individual subjects,
but it is a term applied to the one God in three ways. It is the doctrine of tho
Fathers, that, though we nse words expressive of a Trinity, yet that God is
beyond number, that Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, though eternally distinct
from each other, can scarcely be viewed together in common except as 011e subatance, as if they could not be generalized into three .dAy whatever ; and
u if it were strictly speaking incorrect to speak of a person as otherwise than .
of tile person, whether of Father or of Son, or of Spirit. The question has almost been admitted by S. Augustine, whether it is not poBSible to say that God
ls ODil-011e penon.' The • preface ' in our Commnnion Service for the Feast of
Trinity sa1s that God is • not one only person, but three persons,' and thia is
the Catholic faith. Archer Butler, in a sermon on the Trinity, says • there is
no more difficulty in supposing a thousand persons in the Godhead than in
eupposing a Bingle person.' All Trinitarians feel that it is onlJ' in a qnaWiocl
lienee that personality can be predicated of God.
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aimply, but, tU Th0'14, Father, art in Me, and I in Thee, thdt thty
may be alt O'lle.* ''
(2.) This unconscious recognition of the impersonality of God
may be further illustrated by the doctrine of the atonement, and
the different views which theologians take of what it is. The
popular, and we may say, orthodox, teaching on this subject, is
that man having sinned of his own free will, God devised a
scheme of redemption, a plan of salvation. There was a great
emergency and God provided for it. He was angry against sin,
for He is a righteous God. Yet, being full of pity, He had
compassion on the sinner, and sent His Son into the world to be
a propitiation for our sins. Justice being satisfied, God may
now be just and yet the justifier of them who believe. This is
the ordinary and popular form of the theology of the atonement.
There are some variations which have at least a verbal eanction
in the Holy Scripture. Such is that view which makes God the
angry Father and Christ the Iovin~ Son. The Father is full of
terror, suspending the sword of JUStice over the head of the
sinner; but the Son intercedes and pleads that the evil done may
be pardoned or the sinner have time for repentance. The Son
dies on the cross to reconcile God to us, and so we have redemption, through
• The streaming drope of Jes111' blood,
Which calmed the Father'a frowning face.'

.

• The reali$y of our BOnahip was a atrong point with the Alexandrian Fathera.
The definition of BOnsbip waa 'of the aame subatance with the Father.' This
could be said only of the eternal Son-the Word of God. But aa 'being of the
aame substance ' ia that which constitutes BOnship, and aa they were eager to
maintain the rtal BOillhip of believers, it was not eaay to exprea their meaning
without saying either that believers were of the same nature with God or that
we are only called aona of God by a figure of speech, u the .Ariant Slid. 8.
Baail aaya that we are BOns • properly ' and 'primarily ' in opposition to figuratively. 8. Cyril aaya that we are BOos' naturally,' as well as • by grace.' 'Trnly and
naturally the Son of God' is generally reserved by S. Athanaai111 for Christ alone,
a11 ' we are BOlli not as He was by nature and grace.' " S. BaaU and S. Gregorr
Nyllllen "says Johu Henry Newman, •• consider BOD to be • a term of relatioruhip
acconliog to nature.' The actual presence of the Holy Spirit in the regenerate in
nlntanc1, constitutes thia relatio111hip of nature, ancl hence S. Cyril say• that
• we are BODB naturally because we are i11 Hi,, and in Him alone.' And
hence Nylllleu lays down, as a received truth, that • to none does the term
.,.properly apply but to one in whom the name responds in truth to the nature·'
Aud he also implies the intilr.ate asaoeiation of our BOnahip with Christ's,
when He connects ~ther regeneration with our Lonl'• eternal generation,
neither beio~ of the Will of the flesh." S. Auptine says • He called men gods
aa being de16ed of His grace, not as bom of Hia sobataoce.'
It is remarkable that the eight.eenth century divines, who were mostly dillciples of
Locke. and like him, Arian in their tendencies, generally denied the reality o(
the aonlhip, except aa applied to Christ. Earnest religion e~une back with the
~ion o( a real and true aonahip. Tboee who dt!ny thi• reality mar be
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Some Calvinists add to this, that only a chosen number of
the human race, are elected to be saved, and, only for them did
Jesus pay the price of redemption, and the price having been
paid, it would be unjust in the Father not to save them. The
last view as it relates to the extent of redemption, can only be
advocated on the ground of a certain view of the nature of tho
atonement. Taking the words ' price,' ' propitiation,' ' redemption' literally, it is a contradiction to speak of Christ having
died for all men unless it is allowed that all men will be saved.
The advocates of a universal atonement, do not seem to have
known that they differed from their opponents, on the question of
the character of the atonement. They were agreed to take the
words literally, and to say that a real satisfaction had been
made to the Father by the Son. And they were amply jastified
by the whole tenor as well as by the words of the Apostolic
writings. There is wrath in God. The arrows of His justice
are terrible. He is a consuming fire, and to fall into His banda
is a fearful thing. But in Jesus Christ, He is reconciled. Yet
there are many texts which show that the Divine love to man
was in the Father, as well as in the Son, for God is love. He did
Trinitari&DJ in name, but they are either Ariana or the Trinity is with them
10me tearful contradiction like tranaubatantiation in the Church of Rome.
• No belienr in the nnivenality of the atonement can consistently believe
in the death of Christ as a literal substitution in the sense of price or oom pensati.on. The Calvinist objection is valid, that it would be unjust in the Divine
Being to antler anyone to be lost after the price bad been paid. Mr. Rigg, a
Weslepm minister, has written a book on Modtn~ A119licar& Tlaeology, in which
there 14 aome aeYere criticism on Mr. Maurice, and especially on hi3 doctrine of
the atonement. A. great deal of this would have been spared bad Mr. Rigg
been better acquainted with the character and tendency o( Wesley's Theology,
which in many points is more allied to Mr. Maurice's than ill generally supposed.
W ealey'a Theology was easentially Alexandrian. WitneSB the place where he
c:alla Soeratea' demon, ' a ministering angel,' and includes him with Marcua
Antonin111, aad aome other good Heathens, among those who were iMpir~d.
Southey q~ Weale;r as endorsing the words that' what the Hesthens ~led
Reason; Solomon, Wiadom; S. Paul, Grace; S. John, Love; Luther, Fa1th;
Fenelon, Virtue was all one and the same thing.-The light of Christ shining
in di«erent degrees under different dispensations.' Southey ajrain quotes Wet:ley, deeeribing a mystical faith as' the internal evidence of Christianity, a 1'"-•
~tiUJl rewlation equally strong, equallJ new, through all centuries, which ha,·e
elapeed since the Incarnation, and paasmg now even as it bas done from the beginning directly from God into the believing soul.' • The hilltorieal e~;dence
of reYelation,' Wealey goes on to say,' strong and decisive as it is, is cognisable
by men of learning only, but this is plain, simple, and lenl to the lowest
capacity. The aum is, o1te tll.mg I .kr&010, wll.~ecu lwa• bli11d ,..., I•«, AD r:rr·
ment of which & peasant, a woman, a child may feel all the force.' The poaitlon
which Mr. Maurice has taken up as to reason and revelation is the very ground
on which W esleyatood in his oontroYersite with the Calvinists,-( Ste pGge 354.)
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not love men merely because Christ died for them, but He so
loved the world that He gave his Son. It is evident that both
views are true. The apparent contradiction lies only in a too
literal application to God of the idea of personality, a forgetting
that God is impersonal as well as personal. The second of our
'Articles,' distinctly says that Jesus Christ truly auft'ered, waa
crucified, dead and buried, to reconcile His Father to us, and
yet the first Article says that God is 'without body, parts, or
passion&.' If God is without pauion1, how could He be capable
of anger-what need for reconciling a God of whom we cannot
predicate either hatred or love? Is not the answer to be found
in this that God transcends personality aa we understand itthat the atonement, too, is in some way transcendental, ~hat it
is a process in God, and that the true reconciliation is in the
' Lamb slain from the foundation of the world? '
(8.) This two-fold conception of God again appears in the
opposing views of Divine providence. Does God preserve the
world by general or by special laws ? One of the most certain
things in the world appears to be our dependence on an absolute
inviolable order in which the universe exists. We see this order
reigning everywhere. It subjects us to conditions. It requires
us to keep its commandments. If we break them, we suffer aa
certainly as if the law Maker Himself put them into immediate
execution. Nor is there any apparent discrimination aa to
moral worth. The good man does not five longer than the
vicious man, except so far aa he has kept physical laws. Due
retribution so manifestly follows the breaking of physical laws
in the natural world, that it bas been justly inferred that in the
long run evil doing may as certainly entail its own punishment
aa if there were no living personal Judge to infiict it. The
impersonal Deity is plainly the Ruler of the world. But would
it be worthy of an omnipotent God, or would it be like an everywhere present and all-knowing God so to govern tho universe aa
to exclude His own special working. Man might work in this
way, but it is incredible that God would. .l:lia general and His
special working are both true aa to us, but general and special
lose their meaning when applied to Him. That inexorable
law which governs the world is never suspended• When the lOON moUDtain trembles from ?D high,
Sliall gravitation ceue if rou go by P
Or eome old temple, noddmg to ita fall,
For Chartrell' head reaerve the hanging wall?'

Yet the very hairs of our bead are all numbered. His hand
feeds the ravens when they cry. His Spirit gives breath to every
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living thing. Whatsoever is done in the earth He doeth it
Himself. If science teaches us of the general law, religion
teaches us of the ever-present God; and, however men may
dispute about the mode of tho Divine government in the world,
some abiding by the general, and others acknowledging only the
special laws, all truly religious minds practically admit both.
(4.) The same question returns when we enquire into the
nature of prayer. If there is no special providence, it seems
useless to pray. Shelley said of the ' Spirit of Nature' that,
'unlike the God of human error, it required no prayers
nor praises.' If all is inviolably fixed, it is idle to pray. If
God has put within our own reach all which He intended
that "!fe should have, why ask Him for more ? Can our petitions change His order? Will He be moved by our importunity? Reason tells us that He cannot. Yet we pray. Religion
teaches men to pray. Those who try to ex~lain it say
that it is God's will that we should pray-His wtll to give us
things on condition that we ask them, as a fatht'r gives his
children gifts, yet requires of his children that they ask them
from him. Thus prayer becomes a reli~ious exercise, profitable to ourselves by raising and cherishing 10 us good dispositions.
And so rational men fall back on the worship of God in His
impersonality. Prayer becomes lost in praise. Awful feelings
of reverence overpower the soul. Prayer becomes a life,
a love, a longing, a feeling of the Divine within us. • The best
of all prayers' said Fenelon, ' is to act with a pure intention,
and with a continual reference to the will of God. It is not by
a miracle, but by a movement of the heart that we lire benefitted,
by a submissive spirit.' Hence petitions to God are not like
petitions to men. We repeat the same words in liturgies.
Men repeat them for centurtes. They are never old. They
never change God. They are not meant to change God, but
they produce good dispositions in the sincere worshipper. And
thus we sometimes sing our prayers as well as our praises, for
rational prayer cannot be other than praise. Is not this the
reconciliation of Wordsworth's Pantheism with his High
Chnrchism? The cathedral is not the dwelling place of God,
but it helps us to realize the presence of the Ever-Near. The
very stones are made to sing psalms to God. We project the
Divine within us, and that externally realized, speaks to the
Divine in others. Even in our prayers we worship God p~r·
aonal and impersonal.
(5.) The question of general and special laws is nearly the
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same as the queetion of miracles. A miracle supposes a Jl*!reonal Deity. The impossibility of miracles exists only on the
supposition of the Divine impersonality. Those to whom Deity
appears simply 88 an individual distinct from themselves, only
greater than themselves, have no difficulty in believing miracles.
Yea, they expect miracles. As knowledge advances, men become
conscious of a universal order, and they see more of God in this
order than in its violation. Miracles, then, become doubtful,
for why, 88 Leibnitz said, should the Creator have made His
work so imperfect 88 to require His continual interference. If
the Deity is all-powerful and all-wise, why should He violate the
laws whtch were made in infinite wisdom. 1'hrough these conAiderations scientific men conclude the improbability, if not the
impossibility of any violation of the order of nature. The idea
of miracle 88 a violation of law is generally renounced by enlightened men. This definition, or this view of a miracle, gave
to Hume's argument against the miracles of the gospel, the only
strength which it bad. It is more likely that the testimony
concerning miracles is false than that miracles should have
occurred. It is more likely that men were deceived as to what
they saw, than that God should violate His own order. There
can be no changeableness in God. The supposition that He
capriciously violates His own laws exists only by our 88cribing
to Him the limitations of human personality. The moment we
have seen that God must transcend such personality all objecWe have been
tions to the possibility of miracles CeBBe.
confounding our view of the order of nature with that order in
itself. We have been interpreting the works of God as if they
were human works. In the transcendent impersonality of God
tho natural and the supernatural become one. N11ture exists in
Him. What is miraculous to us is no miracle to God, for His
being constitutes what we call the order of nature. It is all
miraculous, and if He h88tened the operation of His laws or did
something in our view different from them, it would still be
order. 'A miracle' says Bishop Butler, 'is something different
from the course of nature 881woeoll.' It may be in harmony with
that course 88 unknown to ua. 'The difference' says Mr.
Rogers ' between the natural and the supernatural is relative,
not absolute--it is not esaential. . . • These miracles, eo
we on earth must call them, and which we are accustomed to
apeak of as inroads upon the course of nsture, are, if trul7 con·
aidered, so many fragmentary instances of the eternal order of
• an upper world.' Thom88 Carlyle, with a deeper view of the
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Divine impersonality than was possessed either by Bishop Butler
or Mr. Rogers, teaches the same doctrine concerning miracles.
In &rtor .Resartus the question is asked, ' Is not a miracle
simply a violation of the laws of nature? ' ' I answer ' says
Teufelsdroeck, 'by this new question, what are the laws of
nature? To me, perhaps, the rising of one from the dead were
no violation of these laws, but a confirmation, were some far
deeper law now first penetrated into, and by spiritual force even
as the rest have all been, brought to bear on us with its material
force. • • They (the laws) stand written in our works of
science, say you, in the accumulated records of man's experience?
Was man with his experience present at the creation, then, to
see how it all went on? Have any deepest scientific individuals
yet dived down to the foundations of the universe and guaged
everything there? Did the Maker take them into His council ;
that they read His ground-plan of the incomprehensible All, and
can say,-This stands marked therein and no more than this?'
Alas ! not in any wit1e. These scientific individuals have been
nowhere but where we also are, have seen some ha.ndbreadths
deeper than we see into the Deep that is infinite without bottom
and without shore.'
We must predicate human attributes of God, and yet we must
again deny that any human attributea can be truly predicated
of Him. He has them, and yet He has them not, for the mode
of His possessing them transcends our knowledge. God is not a
person as we are persons, yet, as Schleiermacher says, ' the pious
soul craves a personal God,' and the very conditions on which we
know God, carry with them, in someway, His personality. We
may deny Him wilJ, and yet He wills. He is not intelligent. He
is intelligence itself. He has no designs, the idea of infinite
wisdom excludes that of design, and yet to us He is the vast
Designer. He is not hoary with time, for eternity is ever young,
and yet He is the Ancient of Days. He is not our Father, because we are not infinite as He is, nor cousubstantial with Him,
and yet He is ruost truly ' Our Father in Heaven.' He is not
a king, for that is a human term, and a human office. He sits
on no material throne. He holds in His hand no material
sceptre, and yet He is King of kings, and Lord of lords. He
is incorporeal, ' without body or parts,' and yet He fills heaven
and earth. He is ' without passions ;' yet He is a jealous God,
and angry with the wicked every day. His name is love. He
is an immutable will to all good, yet to all workers of unrighteouanesa, He is, by the necessity of His nature, a consuming •
fire.
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IV. Pantheism is sometimes defined as a doctrine which de·
nies the distinction between good and evil. But this definition
is too indefinite to be of any service. Religious philosophy invariably interprets the Mosaic account of the fall of man as a
mythical form of a fact of human nature. Evil or sin is
generally identified with imperfection. Man comes short of the
supreme good, and therefore evil exists, which is only the negation of good. Every explanation of sin which has been made
virtually denies that there ·is anything positive in it. Even the
Greek word, which the Apostles use to express it, is said to
mean primarily ' failure' or ' short-coming,' omission rather
than commission. The theory of Leibnitz, which is adopted by
some writers on Natural Theology m•keq sin nothing more than
a metaphysical imperfection. In this, Leibnitz did not differ
from Spinoza, nor Spinoza from S. Augustine, though the Abbe
Maret boasts that 'Leibnitz and the Catholic theologians' have
settled the question of evil long since. They have settled it
only by showing that ' whatever is, is right,' and that ' partial
evil' is 'universal good.' S. Au!!llstine; had no other argument
but this against the Ma.nichean Dualism ; and rational theology
has, as yet, found no other vindication or' the ways of God to
man ' Instead of leading to the Catholic doctrine of original
sin, it leads where it led Dr. Pangloss to the denial of sin
altogether. Pantheism in this sense is nothing more than the
theology of reason-the theology of ' all for the best ' as taught
by Pope in the Essay on Man, by Archbishop King in his sermon
· on Predestination, by Thomson in his sublime Hymn on the&asons,
and by Emerson in one of his ' Pantheistic sermons ' where be
says ' that the Divine effort is never relaxed ; the carrion in the
sun will convert itself into grass and ftowers; and man, though
in brothels or jails, or on gibbets, is on his way to all that is
true and good.' •
V. 1'he quest:on of the existenr,e of evil is inseparably connected with the doctrine of predt!stination which, with the old
philosophers, was callt>d 'necessity,' or' fate.' If evil has not
come into the world through the free will of man, it must have
come from the will of God, or through necessity. The ancient
• This snhj:JCt is treated of at large by Dr. Julius Muller in the second book
of hia treati~~e on ' the Christian doctrine of sin.' There are eome judicious remarks on it in Principal Tnlloeh'a 'Barnett Prize Eeaay.' Theanthoraays • it ia
clear that this theory (that o( Leibnita) pushed to ita fair logical reanlta, only
e-pee Pantheism b7 maltin& sin eternal. Man onl1 c:euea to be a sinner by
becominr God.'
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philosophers were strong predestinarians. Predestination entered into their conception of God. It was God's providence
considered absolutely. They did not always distinguish between
the Divine will and necessity. And yet each is distinctly
acknowledged. The union of them, if in any way they can be
harmonized, would correspond to the ' free-necessity' of Spinoza.
The recognition of a Divine will is the recognition of a personal
Deity. Fate is the silent impersonal power through which the
purposes and designs of God are accomplished. ~·his Fate is
often identified with the being of God, as in Seneca, where he
says,' Will you call Him Fate? You will call Him rightly, for
aU things depend on Him. He is the cause of causes.' It is
sometimes called law. Seneca again says,' AU things go on
for ever according to a certain rule, ordained for ever.' To this
agree the words of Cicero 'All things come to pe.ss according
to the sovereignty of the eternal law ; ' and those of Pindar,
where he calls law' the ruler of mortals and immortals.' But
this fate or law was yet in some way the expression of a mind.
'Nothing is more wonderful in the whole world,' said Manilius,
'than Reason, and that aU things obey fixed laws.' The
reason manifest in the world is so inseparably connected
with the laws that the one seems to be always assumed when
the other is mentioned. ' I am firmly of opinion' says Sophocles,
in the Ajax, ' that all these things, and whatever befals us, are
in consequence of the Divine purpose. Whoso thinks otherwise
is at liberty to follow his own judgment, but this will ever be
mine.' Chyrsippus, the Stoic, defined fate as ' that natural
order and constitution of things from everlasting, whereby they
natnrally followed upon each other in consequence of an immutable and perpetual complication.' The Stoics, more than all
the philosophers of antiquity, connected the Divine Being with
the universe. He was the active principle in nature or the first
nature, corresponding to the 'nature-producing ' of Spinoza,
while created things were 'nature produced.' Laertius says that
they defined fate as ' the Logr>s whereby the world is governed
.
and directed.' God Himself is subjected to fate, yet He is the
maker of that fate to which He is subject. 'The same necessity'
~~ays Seneca, ' binds the gods themselves. The Framer and
Ruler of all things made the fates indeed, yet He follows.
He always obeys. He commanded once.' And Lucan to the
same effect.-' He eternally fonned the causes whereby He controls all things, subjecting Himself likewise to law.' This interpretation of the fate of the Stoics has the sanction of S.
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Augustine, who says ' we acquiesce in their manner of expression, becanse they carefully ascribe this fixed succession of
things, and this mutual concentration of causes and effects to
the will of God.' Nothing could be nearer Spinoza's necessity
than that of the Stoics. The very words of Seneca enter into
his definitions of freedom and necessity. 'A thing is free,'
said Spinoza, ' when it exists by the sole necessity of its nature,
and is determined to action only by itself.' ' Outward things
cannot compel the gods,' said Seneca, ' but their own eternal will
is a law to themselves.' 'God acts by a free necessity,' said
Spinoza, and Seneca, to the same effect, said ' God is not hereby
less free, or less powerful, for He Himself is His own necessity.'
In the doctrine of predestination as received by Christians,
the idea of a necessity which binds the Deity is eliminated. God
Himself is absolutely free. All things proceed from His will,
and are directed by His will in all apparent contingencies. With
the old Calvinist divines of the Church of England this was a
tangible doctrine of the special providence of God. 'A sparrow,'
says Bishop Hopkins, ' whose price is but mean, and whose life,
therefore, is but contemptible, and whose flight seems giddy
and at random, yet falls not to the ground, neither lights
anywhere without your Father. His all-wise providence hath
before appointed what bough it shall pitch on ; what grains it
llaall pick up ; tohere it shall lodge, and where it shall build ; on
what it shall live and when it shaJ,l die.' All things are predestined-every event and every action in the lifo of every indi •
vidual. It is unchangeably determined to whom salvation shall
be offered, who shall accept it, and who shall neglect it. But
does not this destroy all distinction between good and evil ?
Does not this take away responsibility from man, and make
God the Author of good and evil, salvation and condemnation?
Yes, according to our reasoning. And is not this the very objection which was made to Spinoza? And what was Spinoza's
answer? Nearly in the words with which Toplady answered
Wesley. The wicked must be punished because they are
wicked, just as men destroy vipers because they are hurtful,
though it is by no choice of theirs, but by their nature, '' Zeno,
the founder of the Stoics,' says Toplady, 'one day thrashed his
aervant for pilfering. The fellow knowing his master was a
fatalist, thought to bring himself off by alleging that he was
destined to steal, and therefore ought not to be beat for it.
' You are destined to steal, are you'?' answered the philosopher,
'then you are no less destined to be thrashed for it,' and laid
A.A.
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on some hearty blows accordingly. What is objected to the
predestination of Spinoza may be equally objected to the pre·
destination of the genuine Calvinist. * Christ, according to
Spinoza, was good by necessity, but He did not, therefore, cease
to be good. Judas was predestined to betray Jesus, but he was
not, therefore, less Judas, or less culpable. This was virtually
leaving the question where Bishop Butler left it when he said,
' And, therefore, though it were admitted that this opinion of ne. cessity were speculatively true; yet, with regard to practice, it
is as if it were false, so far as our experience reaches ; that is to
the whole of our present life. For the constitution of the present world, and the condition in which we are placed, is as if we
were free.'
VI. The question of Pantheism involves the question of
immortality, not, indeed, as to its reality, but its character.
Our first thought of the life everlasting is that of dwelling as
conscious individuals in the immediate presence of God. And
as we cannot conceive that the sum of our being can be less in
the eternal world than in the present, we cling eagerly to the
hope of' the resurrection of the body.' Hut how can the same
body be raised again? We change the materillls of the body
many times in the course of our lives. Yea, the same materials
which constitute our bodies have constituted other bodies, and
will constitute yet others, we know not bow often. In the
resurrection day whose shall the bones be, the particles of which
have formed the bones of many individuals? The physical fact
destroys belief in the literal resurrection of tb~ body. ' Thou
fool,' says S. Paul, ' thou sowest not that body which shall be,
but bare grain, but God gives it a body, to every seed its own

t

• What is here said of predestination refers only to the philosophical part of
it-that which relates to necessity. Christians who receive this doctrine,
generally receive it because they find if, or think they find it in the Scriptures.
Supposing it is there in any absolute sense, either Sublapsarian or Supralapsarian, its reception or n'jcction becomes then a question of authority or reason.
Wesley, in his celebrated sermon on Fru Grace, says that 'no •cripture ca"
prove predc•tination.' He means that tho doctrine of election-the choosing of
some to eternal life, and the preterition or reprobation of others is so opposed to
the character of God as the good, the merciful, the just, that no cxtemal
anthority can establish it. So far as we can see, it is not jlll!tified by reason.
Hence all rational theologians who have been predestinarians, such as Erigena,
Spinoza, and Schleiermacher believed in the predestination of all mtll to eternal
life. This is the only view that consists with reason.
t 'If,' says Spinoza, ' we look to our nature, we shall understand clearly that
in onr actions we are free. But if we look to the nature of God, we shall see
u clearly and distinctly that all things depend on Him, and that nothing exist&
but that which God has decreed eternally should exist.'
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·body.' The stalk of wheat is in reality the wheat seed which
was son. They are to appearance altogether different, but th6
substance of the seed has passed into the plant, and they are in
an important sense the same. Such will be the identity and
difference between the present body and the resurrection body.
It is sown a natural bOdy. It is raised a. 8piritual body. S.
Paal has tried to explain the resurrection, but how rapidly does
his reasoning change the whole a.spect of our first belief. A
l]'iritual body! At once every idea of materialism is removed.
The material body is left in the earth as the seed sown is left to
die and decay. Like a. worn-out garment that has served its
time, it is east away. But there was something in it which
could not die. Something which could not be lost. Something
that was spiritual, and which grew up a spiritual body. What
do we know of the mode of immortality? As little as we know of
being; as little as we know of matter or of spirit. Yet we believe in immortality because we believe that God has given us
something of true being. Spinoza says we are but modes of
GOO. If in this life we are but modes, what matters it if our
present mode of being shall end that we may exist as higher
modes ? Schleiermacher associated our individual existence with
our imperfection and our separation from God; and, therefore,
he denied an individual immortality. This, certainly, was to make
the idea of immortality less distinct to ordinary minds ; but
to him, immortality was something greater than ordinary minds
conceive it to be. When we cannot follow tht' philosopher he
seems to us to be losing his grasp of the truth, but is he not
striving to give emphasis to what S. John felt so deeply when he
said, 'Now are we sons of God, but it doth not yet appear what
we shall be' ? S. Athanasius says that Christ did not lose the
proper substance of Bis divinity when He became man, and so
we shall not lose our proper humanity when we become God.
VII. The difference between ordin.ary Theism and what is
called Pantheism, is perhaps most distinctly seen in the question
of God's immanency in the universe. Does God abide in His
creation, or is He seated on a. silent throne in some far distant
region beyond the boundary wall of the universe ? This question is evidently in close connection with some others, which we
have already considered. It is but another form of the Divine
personality, or impersonality. We are but repeating the question,-if God has created only once, or if He creates unceasingly.
So far a.s we look upon God as made in the likeness of man, we
conceive Him as altogether separate from all created things. He
.LA

2
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sees all, and with unerring wisdom He guides all, but He Himself is far distant, dwelling in some special heaven, filled with
unspeakable splendor. So feeble are our thoughts that we associate hapfiness with places as if spiritual beings were influenced
by materia phenomena. When we have seen that God must
transcend human personality, we see, also, that He needs no
throne and no heaven, for ' the heaven of heavens cannot contain Him.' He must be in His universe as well as out of it-'immanent in the world, yet transcending the world.'
The belief in the Divine immanency is another of the doctrines which are implied, ifnot expressed, in all theology and all
men's thoughts of God. This ia obviously the PantMism of
the poets, as expressed for instance in Cowper's lines already
quoted:• There liTes and works
A. 110ul in all things, and that 110ul is God.'

There is a soul in nature-a soul which in some way is God
Himself. A dim conception of this was the foundation of the
ancient mythologies, which peopled all nature with living
spirits, connected a deity with every field and forest, every
road and river. This conception placed Jupiter on Olympus,
Apollo in the sun, Neptune in the sea, Bacchus in the vintage,
and Ceres among the yellow com. It filled the fountains with
Naiades, the "ftoods with Dryade~~, and made the sea to teem with
the children of Nereus. At last, advancing reason became dissatisfied with the multitude of divinities, and poets and philosophers treated them as the creations of fancy, yet as embodying
the higher truth, that' all things are full of God.'
That the soul which lives and works in nature is God, ia the
the partial truth of all the theories of progressive development
which have prevailed in the world. These theories were the inevitable result of the study of nature. There, all is progress.
Every thing unfolds. Tlie highest organism bas its beginning
in the smallest form of life. The visible starts from the invisible.
The things which are seen are made from things which are not
seen.
The oldest cosmogonies recognized the law of progress in
nature. The ancient Brahman looked upon creation aa the outbeaming of the Deity-the going forth of Brahm. It was not a
work, but an unfolding ; a manifestation of mind in matter ; a
development of the One into the many. The spiritual shone out
in the mat(lrial. The real was visible in the phenomenal. It
was a atrange dream, but it baa been the dream of poetry, and
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the romance of science. The Egyptian did not materially differ
from the Brahman. Nature was the emanation of Osiris and
Isis; the gushing forth ofNilus; the one Deity, whatever was
His name, for He was called by all names, passing into the
manifold. The Greeks who may have got their knowled~e from
Egypt's priests, ha.d the same thoughts of nature. 1 he old
lonics were on this track when they sought for the first element
out of which the aU was formed. The Atomic philosophers,
whom Plato describes as' sick of the Atheistic disease '-Democritus and Epicurus, and in later times Lucretius, were all, after
a fashion, enquirers concerning the progresa of nature. Atoms
wandering in the vacuum of infinite space, like motes dancing
in a sunbeam they supposed to be the first matter. These
atoms, in the lapse of ages, gathered into a solid mass, and became suns and moons, stars and worlds. Through the blending
of all things with all things, the waters brought forth vegetables,
and animals. These took their form and character from the
climate in which they lived, and the conditions on which life
was permitted them. Special organs, and particular members
of the body took their origin from the same conditions. By long
practice the1leamed to fulfil their offices with a measure of perfection. Btrds learned to fly, and fishes to swim. Eyes became
skilful in seeing, tongues in talking, ears quick to bear, and
noses to smell. Plato, indeed, in the Tiuueus confounds this development with creation. After describing how Oceanus and
Tethys sprang from Heaven and Earth, and from them Phorcys,
Kronos, and Rhea, from whom sprang Zeus and Hera, be says,
' the Artificer of the universe commanded them to create mortal
natures as He ha.d created them.' Ovid, too, gives an account
of creation which resembles that of Moses, but Horace represents
the general belief of antiquity, where he thus describes the origin
of men. 'When animals first crept forth from the newly-formed
earth, a dumb and filthy herd, they fought for acorns and lurking
places with their nails and fists, then with clubs, and at last
with arms, which, taught by experience, they ba.d forged. Then
they invented names for things, and words to express their
thoughts, after which they began to desist from war, to fortify
cities, and to enact laws.' All the old philosophers were agreed
that the working of nature was a process of advancing development, but Democritus and his disciples left the evolution to
chance, while the wiser philosophers regarded it as the working
of God, or of God as the soul of nature.
The development doctrine was revived in the beginning of the
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last century by De Maillet, an eccentric Frenchman.• It is
scarcely evident that De Maillet believed all be said, for what he
calls his facts are, some of them, fictions wild enough ; and his
analogies and correspondences in nature are often not only fanciful but merely verbal. With Homer, Thales the Milesian, and
the Nile worshippers of Egypt, he traced the origin of all things
to the element of water. He quotes Moses as teaching the same
thing, where he speaks of the Spirit brooding over the face of the
deep. He argues from geology that the ocean must once have
swept over the entire globe, and nourished nature in its cool embrace. It treasured up the seeds of plants and flowers. It
watered the undeveloped monads of fishes and foxes, mammoths,
and men. All things rejoiced in the rolling wave and ' the
busy tribes of flesh and blood' slept as softly on beds of seaweed as dolphins and mermaids on the bosom of Galatea. The
ocean, said De Maillet, still witnesses to its universal fatherhood. Its kingdoms, animal and vegetable, are closely anillo• De Maillet puts his discolll'8e into the mouth of an Indian philosopher.
Telliamed (his own name backwards). The firs~ dawnings of geoloj;Y were
rising on the world, and threatening to overthrow the established beliefs and
unbeliefs. Petrified shells were found on the top of Mount Ceuis, from which
De Maillet argued that the mountains must once have been submerged.
Voltaire, afraid that this might establish the fact of Noah's ftood, thought the
pilgrims to Rome who crossed Mount Cenis might have carried og•ter •lulu i•
tlaei, bonneu. De Maillet, certainly with more science than Voltaire, said that
all these petrified sht~lls, plants, bones, reptiles, fishes, &c., which were found
in the hard rocks must have been placed there when the mountains were soft
liquid. The ocean must for long ages have covered the face of the earth. The
vlsion of Pythagoras was true, as Ovid has it ' Where once was solid land, seas hue I seen,
And solid land, where once deep seas have been.
Shells far from seas, like quarries on the ground ;
And anchors have on mountain tops been found.
Ship keela, anchors, and even entire ships in a state o( petrifaction had recently been dug up in the Alps and the Appenines, and in the deserts of Lybia
and Africa. On a Swiss mountain had been discovered the petrified bodies of
sixty mariners who had suffered shipwreck in a tempest thut drifted the wild
surges over the hi~hest peaks of the Ural and the Caucas~» somewhere about
the year two mill10n before Adam and Eve were in Paradise. De Mailet had
some other wonderful stories to tell about Mer-men and Mer-maids that b.a
been caught in the lie&. The most wonderful of these was an extraordinary
manife&tation of our aea-.faring brethren a~ Orecnbnd. The crew of an English
whaler saw about sixty •ea-.men rowing to the ship in boats. But when the
HO-men discovered that there were lalld-men in the ship, they all plunged
under the water, boats and all, except one poor fellow who broke his oar aDd
could not get under. He was taken on board, and was found to be covered all
over with ecales. He could not speak a word <:>f En~lish, nor would he eat biscuit nor anything on board, and so he died. B11 boat and fishing tackle
were curiously made of fish bones. They were all brought to Englalld, and
may yet be seen in the Town Hall of Hull I
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goua to those on dry land. We have the same unity of type,
and in many cases the species correspond. The sea has flower
beds as rich and varied o.s those on land and corresponding to
them, as the very nsmes show. We have sea-roses, sea-lilies,
sea-violets, and sea-vines. When the water receded from the
land the planti and flowers remained. What changes they have
since undergone arc due to the influences of the sun and frer.h
water, being nourished by the rain and the rivulets that water
the earth.
Similar conformations are visible in animals.
Varieties of plumage and form in birds have their analogies in
the shape, color, and disposition of the scales of fishes. The
fins of a fish are arranged like the feathers in its analogous bird.
If we attend to the flight of birds we shall discover a likeness to
the mode in which the corresponding fishes swim in the water.
The same analogies De Maillet ·suds between land animals and
sea animals. When the waters left the land the marine animals
had no alternative but to become land animals, and should the
ocean ag:lin overflow the world, what could they do but again
betake themselves to the sea? In the struggle for life many
would doubtless perish, but some would eat the herb of Glaucus,
and when used to the uew element would find a congenial home
with their ancient marine relatives, the children of Ncreus and
Doris.
De l\Iaillct's doctrine was never regarded in any other light
but that of a wild theory, of which the object was amusement
rather than serious enquiry. But the development doctrine wae
soon after taken up by a Frenchman of a very different character.
This was J. B. Robinct, the eminent and able author of' De la
Nature '-a work which Lord Brougham pronounces to have
greater merit tha.n the famous ' System of Nature,' which bears
the name of .Mirabaud. Brougham says that both these works
have the same tcn(lency, lJUt this is entirely a mistake. Mirabaud's, or rather l>'llolbach's 'System of Nature' was avowedly
Atheistic, .Uobinct's W::t'l avowctlly l'heistic. D'Holbach was
the leader ot' tho French Atheists; Hobinot claimed to be a
rck;ious philosopher ull his life, in his lnttcr years he became
a Catholic, and (Ecd in the faith of the Catholic Church.
Nature, HoLinet said, is not God, nor any part of God,
yet it result3, necessarily, from His Divine Essence. It never
had a moment which wa.~ not prccc<led by another, and it never
will have a moment to which another will not equally succeed.
In other words, it never had o. beginning, and it will never have
an end. Moses says that creation took place t'7l the beginning,
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that is, out of time, in that abyssal eternity, which is not constituted by duration. It will never have an end. NetO ketwem
and tUW earth8 mean only that the heavens and the earth will be
changed. The matter is the same, they are new as contrasted
with previous forms.
Nature thus co-existing, necessarily and eternally, with the
Divine Essence developes unceasingly its types and forms, according to its own eternal laws. This development is progressive. The first axiom in natural philosophy is this-' nature
makes no leaps.' Everything begins to exist onder a very little
form-the smallest possible. It passes, necessarily, from the
state of seed to that of species. The more complete the organization, the longer the time required for development. An insect
reaches its perfection in a day. A man requires many years;
an oak, centuries. The difference between the acorn and the
oak, tho germ cell and the full-grown man is vast, but vaster
still between the seed of the world and ' the world formed.' How
immense, then, the length of time required by the law of development to bring the universe to the point of increase which
it bad reached, when our earth was formed.
Robinet could see in nature no mode of operation, but this of
progressive development. He could find no trace in t)le past, of
a working different from what he saw going on in the world now.
This unceasing law forms the universal all. This all is infinitely
graduated. It is without bounds, and its divisions are only apparent. Nature has individuals, but no kingdoms, no classes,
kinds, or species. These are artificial-the work of man ; but
having no existence in nature. Originally there is but one being-the prototype of all beings, and of this one all are variations, multiplied and diversified in all possible ways. l'his seemed
to Robinet so obviously true that he wondered any naturalist
should dispute it. But be complained chiefly of those who
did not acknowledge any absolute difference between animals and
vegetables, and who yet made a bridgeless chasm 'between the
lower animals and man. Why, he asked, this great stride ?
Why should the law suffer an exception; why be deranged here P
Have we not the links of the chain to complete the continuity
of the gradation of being ? Robinet, indeed, was not convinced
of the consanguinity of apes and men, but there were the se4mr.;J of whom De Maillet had spoken.
There was, moreover,
the ourang, which Robinct supposed to be more nearly allied to
men than to apt!s, but its existence had not yet been satisfactorily
proved to the naturalists of France. The links of the complete
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chain, he thought, could not be far otT; if not actually discovered
science must soon discover them.
Nature has had her eye upon man from her first essays at
creation. We see all beings conceived and formed after a single
pattern. They are the never-enc:ling graduated variations of the
prototype-each one exhibiting so much progress towards the
most excellent f1>rm of being, that is, the human form. Man is
the result of all the combinations which the prototype has undergone in its progress through all the stages of progression. All
were types of man to come. As a eave, a grotto, a wigwam, a
shepherd's cabin, a house, a palace, may all be regarded as varia. tiona of the same plan of architecture, which was executed first
on a simple and then on a grander seale, so in nature. The
eave, the grotto, the wigwam, the cabin, and the bonae are not
the .Escurial nor the LnltJre, yet we may look upon them as
types; so a stone, a vegetable, a fish, a dog, a monkey, may be
re~ed as variations of the prototype, or ideal man.
Robinet'a theory was vastly comprehensive, uniting all kingdoms, classes and species. He believed that he bad found the
key of the universe, and that he had laid the foundation of all
true science, in being able to say, 'Nature is one.' He bad
fewer fictions than De Maillet, but his analogies were not
altogether {ree from fancy. Beginning with minerals, he found
stones that in shape resembled members of the human body
-the bead, the heart, the eye, the ear, the feet. Among
vegetables, he found plants resembling men and women ; these,
however, were not, he admitted, normal growths. Among
zoophytes, he found many points of resemblance to the human
form, as the names indicated; such are the sea-hand, sea-chest,
and the sea-kidney. Among fishes, he found some of human
shape; but these were in distant seas. The fish of S. Pierre,
which is caught on the coasts of America, engenders in its body
a atone which has the shape of a man. The Pee~ Muger, as
the Spaniards call it, has a woman's face. Some sea monsters
are two-banded, as the whale, the sea-fox, and the sea-lion.
Coming to land animals, Robinet traced the same gradation from
the lowest form of life to the highest, to the topatone of nature's
etrorta--the being nobler than all others, with an erect look and
a lofty countenance, the lord of creation-Man.
Robinet'a principles were taken up nnd illustrated by another
Frenchman-the famons naturalist, Lamarck. He was more
scientific than Robinet, and mingled with his enquiries less
theology and metaphyaica-leaa of Plato and interpretatiou of
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Moses, yet he recognized the same relation between nature and
the Divine Essence that had been set forth by Robinet.
Nature be said, is a work, and its great Author is the everpresent Worker. It can do nothing of itself; it is limited and
blind. But, though nature is a work, it is yet in a sense a
laboratory. In this laboratory the Author of nature works
incessantly. He never leaves His creation. We say that He
gave it laws; but He is Himself ever-present, the immediate
Executor of all law, the Doer of all nature's works.
Lamarck discarded all the divisions and subdivisions of plants
and animals, which other natw-alists had made. Like Robinet,
he regarded them as having no real existence in nature, being
only the arbitrary arrangements of man. Nature is one and
undivided. It knows of no oruers but the order of progression.
Nature makes nothing great at once. Unnumbered ages are
required to bring to perfection the workmanship of her laboratory.
Lamarck takes the fluid which impregnates an egg, and gives
vitality to the embryo of a chick, as the principle ana.lo~us to
that by which life presses into the world. A seminal fiutd pervades all nature, and impregnates matter when placed in circumstances favourable to life. Nature begins with the humblest
forms. It produces ' rough draughts,' -infusoria, polypi, and
other similarly simple forms. When life is once produced, it
tends to increase the body that clothes it, and to extend the
dimensions of every part. Variations are the result of circumstances. A plain proof of this is seen in the production of new
species. Dogs, fowls, ducks, pigeons, and other domesticated
animals have superinduced qualities which did not belong to
them in their wild state. These have arisen entirely from the
circumstances and conditions of their existence as domesticated
animals. The same law prevails in the vegetable kingdom.
The wheat from which we make bread is originally a wild grass.
It is due tQ cultivation that it has become wheat.
The characteristic part of Lamarck's doctrine is the way in
which he endeavours to account for the possession of senses and
special bodily organs. They were acquired by what he calls
• an internal sentiment.' .By this 'sentiment,' animals have
desires ; and, by frequent endeavours to gratify these desires,
the organ or sense necessary for their gratification was produced.
The duck and the beaver, for instance, had an 'internal sentiment' to swim ; and, after long and persevering efforts, webs
grew on their feet, and ducks and beavers learned to swim. The
antelope and the gazelle were naturally timid, and, being often
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pursued by beasts of prey, they had an ' internal sentiment' to
run fast, and much practice in running, the result of which was
that suppleness of limb which is th~ir only resource in times of
danger. The neck of the camel-leopard became elongated through
stretching its head to the high branches of the trees on which
its food is found. The dumb race of men had an ' internal
sentiment ' to speak. They exercised their tongues till they
could articulate sounds ; these sounds became signs of thoughts,
and thus arose the race of articulate speaking men. The senses,
capacities, and organs thus acquired by the efforts of many
successive generations were transmitted to their offspring, and,
in this way arose those differences and resemblances on which
naturalists ground the idea of species.
The doctrine of development, even with Lamarck, is still in
the region of romance. His illuatrious contemporary and
fellow-laborer, Geoffroy S. Hilaire first gave it a really scientific
form. Lamarck's studies were chiefiy in botany. S. Hilaire
applied himself to zoology. In this he was joined by Cuvier.
Hitherto there had been no serious effort at a scientific classification of the animal kingdom. The old writers on natural history
were content with a general division of animals into wild and
tame, or animals living on land and animals living in water.
Until Linnreus, no naturalist had got beyond the divisions of
beasts, birds, fishes, and reptiles. And Linnreus himself could
find no better principle for the classification of mammals than a
purely artificial arrangement, grounded on the number and shape
of the teeth. Cuvier and S. Hilaire endeavoured to discover
the natural classification that they might classify the animal
kingdom as they found it in nature. They co-operated harmoniously for many years, scarcely conscious that they were
each pursuing widely different principles, and when they did
find out how and where they differed, neither of them seemed
conscious of the magnitude or importance of the difference.
They were seeking the natural classification, but that classification
eluded their search. S. Hilaire doubted its existence. Cuvier
confesses that he could not find it, but he believed it was to be
found. S. Hilaire was at last convinced that the search for it
was as vain as the search for the philosophers' stone-that the
lines supposed to separate between genera and species are as
imaginary as the lines of latitude and longitude which divide
the ~lobe. This was the first manifestation of difference between
Cuner and S. Hilaire, but the difference had roots as yet
unseen, and branches undeveloped. Cuvier said that the
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business of a naturalist was simply to observe nature and try to
discover nature's classification. S. Hilaire said it was more
than this. The naturalist must also reason from his facts. He
must draw inferences from his observations. There must be
room for the noble faculty of judgment. When the facts are
established, scientific results follow, as stones that have been
quarried and dressed are carried to their places in the building.
S. Hilaire was well-known·as a naturalist before his doctrines
were formally announced to the world, but the careful reader of
his early essays may find it there without any formal declaration
of its presence. S. Hilaire waited, it is said, for the publication
of Cuvier's 'Animal Kingdom' that the world might be in possession of the facts necessary to secure for his doctrine an impartial hearing. This may be true, but in one of his earliest
cempositions, that' On the frontal prolongation of Ruminants'
he compares the neck of the giraffe with that of the stag. explaining the difference by the inequalities of development-a
prophetic intimation of what was afterwards known as ' The
theory of Arrests.' In another piece of the same date he clearly
evinces his belief in the essential unity of organic composition.
Nature, he says, has formed all living beings on a unique
plan, essentially the same in principle but varied after a thousand
ways in all its necessary parts. In the same class of animals,
the different forms under which nature is pleased to give existence to each species, are all derived from each other. When
she wishes to gtve new functions, she requires to make no other
change but that of the pNportion of the organs-to extend or
restrain the use of these, suffices for her object. The OSStOU
pouch of the .Allorcat, the organ by means of which it makes its
strange howl, is but an enlargement of the hyoid bone-the purse
of the female opossum is but a deep fold of the skin ; the trunk
of the elephant, an excessive prolongation of the nostrils; and the
horn of the rhinoceros, a mass of adherent hairs. In this way,
in every class of animals, the forms, however varied, result from
a common organism. Nature refuses to make use of novelties.
The most essential differences which affect any one family come
solely from another arrangement, complication, or modification of
the same organs. The doctrine thus early announced is distinctly
avowed in S. Hilaire's later compositions. By it he accounted for
the existence of vestiges and rudiment.s of organs. The ostrich, for
instance, though it does not dy, has rudimentary wings, because
this organ played an important part in other species of the same
family. Similar rudiments, unseen by ordinary observers, are
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yet seen by all careful anatomists. In some quadrupeds, and
1n most birds, there is a membrane which covers the eye in sleep.
Anatomists find a rudiment of this membrane at the internal
angle of the human eye. ' So numerous' said S. Hilaire, • are
the enmples of this kind disclosed by comparative anatomy,
that I am convinced the germs of all organs which we see, exist at
once in all species, and that the existence of so many organs
half-effaced or totally obliterated is-due to the greater develop.
ment of others-a development always made at the expense of
the neighbouring organs.'
In 1880, Cuvier and S. Hilaire had their famous discussion
before the French Academy. The chief subject was the
mutability of species,-Cuvier maintaining that the same forms
had been perpetuated since the origin of things ; and S. Hilaire,
that all species are the result of development. Never were
disputants more equally matched. Never was evidence more
equally balanced. Never had disputants a wiser Palremon. 'I
do not judge;' said Goethe, 'I only record.' So great was
the interest .in this discussion that it pre-occupied the public
mind, though France was on the very eve of a great political
revolution. ' The same year-almost the same month ' says
Isidore S. Hilaire, in the biography of his father, 'took away
Goethe and Cuvier. Unity of organic composition-admitted by
the one, denied by the other, had the last thoughts of both.
The last words of Cuvier answer to the last pages of Goethe.'
Forty years before the discussion between Cuvier and 8.
Hilaire, Goethe had announced the doctrine of development as
the law of the vegetable kingdom. In his ' Metamorphoses of
Plants,' he supposes nature to have ever had before her an ideal
plant-an idea corresponding to .Robinet's more general conception of an ideal man. To realize the ideal plant was the
great object of nature. Every individual plant is a partial
fulfilment of the ideal--every stage of progress an advancement
of the concrete to the abstract. Not only are all plants formed
after one type, but the appendages of every individual plant are
repetitions of each other. The flowers are metamorphosed leaves.
Goethe's doctrine was afterwards taken up by Schleiden, but in
a modified form. He supposed every plant to have two representative organs, the stem as well aa the leaf. The leaf is
attached to the ascending stem, and, besides its common form,
it takes other form9, as scales, bracts, sepals, petals, stamens,
and pistils. What seemed at first but the fancy of a poet is
now the scientific doctrine of vegetable morphology.
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The French naturalists reached the doctrine of development
through the study of external nature. But, with the Germans,
it followed upon their transcendental philosophy. Spinosa's
theology recognized a bond between God and nature, unknown
both to the theologians and the natnralists of that day. In his
theology, creation was the emanation of the Deity as well aa
His work. This bad been the dream of the Brahman ; and,
though the dream might nbt be true, the Transcondentalists
thought that there was truth in the dream. 'Nature produced'
was the mirror of 'Nature producing.' The Otle who was
working in nature, produced in nature the image of Himself.
In Schelling's philosophy, nature was the counterpart or the
correspondent of mind. ' The final cause' said Schelling, ' of
all our contemplation of nature is to know that absolute unity
which comprehends the whole, and which suffers only one
side of itself to be known in nature. Nature is, as it were, the
instrument of the absolute Unity, through which it eternally
executes and actualizes that which is prefigured in the Absolute
understanding. The whole Absolute is therefore cognisa.ble in
nature, though phenomenal nature only exhibits it in succession,
and produces in an endless development that which the true and
real eternally possesses.' Lorenz Oken, a disciple of Schelling's,
found in actual nature what his master fonnd m ideal. Nature
was a divine incarnation-the progress of Deity in ' His other
being '-from imperfection to perfection. Deity reaches its full
manifestation in man, who is the sum total of all animals, and
consequently the highest incarnation of the Divine.*
The doctrine of development was first made popular in England by the' Vestiges of a Natural History of Creation.' The
author of the ' Vestiges' rejected, as vicious, Lamarck's notion
of an ' internal sentiment.' But even S. Hilaire had seen that
the function followed the organ, and not the organ the function.
He adopted Robinet's principle, that the phenomenon of reproduction was the key to the genera of species. This, to some
extent, had been accepted by Lamarck, but more fully by
Robinet, who, like the author of the ' Vestiges ' in showing the
progress of the development of men from animalcules, illustrated
1t by the changes which the tadpole undergoes in its progress
towards being a perfect and complete member of the Batrachian
• Lorenz Oken saw the bleached aku11 of a deer in the Hartz forest, and he exclaimed 'it is a vertebral column.' Anatomists are now agreed that Oken was
ri&h~tbe same plan that aerved for the back bone aerved aleo for the aku.ll.
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order. Oken, too, had adopted the same principle, illustrating
the stages of development from vesicles to men by corresponding
stages in intero-uterine life.
To make earth, according to this analogy, the mother of the
human race, it was necessary to sup~se that the earth had
existed long before man appeared. That such had been the
case was now evident from geology. The earth had travailed in
birth, from the earliest of the geologic ages till the close of the
Tertiary, when divine man, her noblest child, was born. La
Place had shown in his nebular theory, how the earth and other
planets were first formed by the separating and condensing of
nebular matter. Supposing his theory to be true, it was only
necessary to show the continuation of the same progressive
movement, and the same working of natural laws. La Place may
have thought it unnecessary to suppose that the Divine mind
was directing this natural law in its operations. But the author
of the 'Vestiges' saw in this progressive working the mode of
operation most becoming the Divine Being, and most analogous
to all that we know of His ordinary working. In nature, there
are no traces of ' Divine fiats,' nor of ' direct interferences.'
All beginnings are simple, and through these simples nature
advances to the more complex. The same agencies of nature
which we now see at work are sufficient to account for the
whole series of operations displayed in organic geology. We
still see the volcano upheaving mountains, and new beds of
detritus forming rocks at the bOttom of the sea. ' A common
furnace exemplifies the operation of the forces concerned in the
Giant's Causeway, and the sloping ploughed field after rain
showing at the end of the furrows, a handful of washed and
neatly composed mud and sa.nd, illustrates how nature made the
Deltas of the Ganges and the Nile. On the ripple bank or •
sandy beache8 of the present day we see nature's exact repetition of the operation by which she impressed similar features on
the sandstones of the carboniferous t.ra. Even such m•ks as
wind slanted rain would in our day produce on tide deserted
sands have been read on the tablets of the ancient strata It is
the same nature--that is to say, God, through or in the manner
of nature, working everywhere and in all time, causing the wind
to blow, and the rain to fall, and the tide to ebb and flow,
immutable ages before the birth of our race, the same as now.'
The &.uthor appeals to the astronomical discoveries of Newton
and La Place ; and to the facts in geology attested by Murchieon and Lyell, as affording ample ground for the conclusion that
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the Creator formed the earth by a complicated series of changes
similar to those which we see going on in the present day.
As He works now, so has He wrought in the ages that are past.
The organic, indeed, is mixed up with the physical, but it is not,
therefore, necessary to suppose that because there are two classes
of phenomena, there must be two distinct modes of the exercise
of Divine Power. Life pressed in as soon as there were suitable
conditions. Organic beings did not come at onctl on the earth
by some special act of the Deity. The order was progressive.
There was an evolution of being, corresponding to what we now
see in the production of an individual. That life has its origin
from inorganic bodies is shown by the very constitution of
organic bodies, these being simply a selection of the elementary
substances which form the inorganic or non-vitalized.
The development doctrine has found a rigidly scientific advocate in Mr. Charles Darwin
He has not been content with
general principles and theories, but has collected a multitude of
observations or facts which tend to show not only that all complex organisms have undergone changes, but how the changes
were effected. A:n.y naturalist, he says, reflecting on the natural
affinities of organic beings, their embryological relationa,
geographical distribution, and geological succession might reasonably come to the conclusion that each species had not been independently created but, had descended, like varieties from other
species. But the conclusion would not be satisfactory till it
could be shown how the different species were modified so as to
acquire that perfection of structure and co-adaptation which excite our admiration. Mr. Darwin admits that external conditions, such as climate and food, may have had some influence,
but he thinks them insufficient to account for all the changes,
'"" and so he adds what he calls the principle of' natural selection.'
Among the multitude of beings that come into existence, the
strong live and the weak fail in the struggle for life. As the
struggie is continually recurring, every individul of a species
which has a variation, in the way of a quality superior to the
others, has the better chance of surviving the others. A:n.d as individuals transmit, to their descendants, their acquired variationa,
they give rise to favored races, which are nature's' selections.'
The neck of the giraffe has not been elongated by having made
efforts to reach the branches of the lofty trees, but in a time of
scarcity a longer-necked variety being able to obtain food where
others could not obtain it survived the other varieties and thus
become a species.
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Mr. Darwin's doctrine of natural selection was suggested bl
the varieties produced in domesticated animals through man s
selections. But the deeper principle is the great tendency to
variation, which is found in all plants and animals. Variations
determine the selection. The early progenitor of the ostrich,
for example, may have had habits like the bustard, and as
natural selection increased in successive generations the size
and weight of the body, its legs were used more, and its wings
less, until they became incapable of flight. In Madeira. there
are two species of one kind of insect. 1.'he one has short wings,
and feeds on the ground, the other has long wings, and finds its
food on trees and bushes. The wings of each have been determined by the conditions on which they could live in the island.
Those which were able to battle with the winds continued to fly,
and their wings grew larger, those that were unable to battle
with the winds found their food on the ground, and rarely or
ever attempted to fly. Animal life will adapt itself to any
climate, and become adapted to any conditions of existence provided the changes are not effected suddenly. The elephant and
the rhinoceros, though now tropical or subtropical in their
habits, were once capable of enduring a colder region ; species
have been found in glacial climates. This capacity for variation is not denied by any naturalists. Some suppose it to have
limits beyond which nature never passes, but these limits can·
not be defined. Mr. Darwin can see no trace of them, and for
the facts which he has noticed he can find no explanation but in
the doctrine he advocates, that nature forms varieties, and these
in time, through natural selection, become new species.
The development doctrine bas received but little additional
illustration since Mr. Darwin's work. ·From a more extensiv&
study of the mode of nature's working connected with researches
in geology, Sir Charles Lyell has been led to adopt Mr. Darwin's
doctrine of the mutability of species ; and Professor Huxley has
endeavoured to find the missing and most missed link in the
development chain-that which connect& man with the brute
creation. This intermediary was the great want of De Maillet
and Robinet. The sea-man was legendary, and the ourang was
little known, and M. De Cbaillu had not yet invaded the territory
of the gorilla.. Professor Huxley finds most humanity in tho
chimpanzee. He bas, perhaps, demonstrated that monkeys as
well as men have the ' posterior lobe ' of the brain, and tho
' hippo-campus minor'-that they are no longer to be classed
as 'four-handed' animals, but aa having two feet and two hands J
BB
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the feet consisting, like a human foot, of an os cakis, an astralugus, and a scaphoid bone, with the usual tarsals and metatarsals.
The doctrine of development may be denied, but the facts
which have led to a belief in it remain the same, and require to
be explained. 1.'bese facts are an obvious unity in the plan of
nature's works, which is now acknowledged by all scientific men.
Professor Owen says that he withstood it long, but he was
finally compelled to yield. The remarkable conformity to type
in the bones of the head of the vertebrate animals led him to a
re-consideration .of the conclusions to which he, as a disciple of
Cuvier, bad previously come. On reviewing the researches of
anatomists into the special homologies of the cranial bones, he
was surprised to find that they all agreed as to the existence of
the detenninable bones in the skull of every animal down to the
lowest osseous fish. That these bones had, in every case, similar
functions to perform, was a supposition beset with too many
difficulties to be entertained for a moment. 1'here are marked
sutures in all skulls, but these ~utur;:,s cannot serve the same
end in marsupials, crocodiles, and young birds, which they are
supposed to serve in the head of a child. According to Professor Owen, more than ninety per cent of the bones in the
human skeleton have their homologies recognized by common
consent in the skeletons of all vertebrata. The same uniformity
as recognized in the animal structure, is acknowledged by
botanists to prevail in the vegetable world. Even the duality of
Schleiden has been rejected, and scientific botanists have adopted
the unity of Goethe. ' Every flower' says Professor Lindley,
v;ith its l.eduncle and bracteolre, being the development of a
flower bu , and flower buds being altogether analogous to leaf
buds, it follows as a corollary that every flower, with its peduncle
and bracteolre is a metamorphosed branch. And, further, the
flowers being abortive branches, whatever the laws are of the
arra.ngement of branches with res~t to each other, the same
will be the laws of the flowers w1th respect to each other. In
consequence of a. flower and its peduncle being a. branch in a
particular state, the rudimentary or metamorphosed leaves which
constitute bractcolre, floral envelopes, and sexes, are subjf'Ct to
enctly the same laws of arrangement as regularly shaped leaves.'
The recognition of typology 11nd morphology would not have
been so tardy but for the belief that it came in collision with
the obvious fact that nature is working for an end. The
disciples of Cuvier have bEen compelled to acknowledge the
principle of archetypal order, so precious in the eyes of S.
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Hilaire, a principle originally connected with the mental
philosophy of Plato, and the mystical dreams of the later
Platonists, but now established by observations on external
nature. And the lesson which Cuvier's disciples have learned
is, not that the doctrine of special ends or ' final causes' is lost
or obscured; but that it receives new illustrations and a new
form. They have learned that, though the works of God
resemble the works of man, there is a point where the resemblance ceases, and the working of the Divine is no longer
analogous to that of the human worker.
The unity of nature does not cease with that of animal or
vegetable structures. Matter, as a substantial existence indedendent of the forms and qualities it assumes, has been banished
from the world by all genuine metaphysicians since the days of
Plato. It has a supposed existence in the laboratory of the
chemist, but it ever eludes his grasp, like the sunbeam through
the window or the phantasmagorian images on the canvas. It
is the supposed something which is beyond all analysis. A mind
at work is the most obvious fact in nature alike to the metaphysician, and the natural philosopher. 'The attentive study,'
sa1s Robert Hunt, ' of the fine abstractions of science lifts the
mmd from the grossness of matter, step by step to the refinements
of immateriality, and there appear shadowed out, beyond the
physical forces which man can test and try, other powers still
ascendin~ until they reach the source of every good and every
perfect g1ft.'
Even the forces of nature lose themselves in each other, and
are reduced to one force ; its nature and essence escaping observation. Heat, light, electricity, magnetism, chemical affinity,
motion are all correlative or have some reciprocal dependence.
No one of them by itself can be the essential cause of the
other, and yet it may produce, or be convertible into, any of the
other. Heat may produce electricity, electricity may produce
heat. Chemical affinity may prodace, motion, and motion
chemical affinity. Each force as it produces, merging itself as
the other is developed.· 'Neither matter nor force,' says Dr.
Grove, 'can be created or annihilated--an essential cause is unattainable-causation is the will, creation the act of God.' Life
itself is supposed to be but a higher degree of the same power
which constitutes what we call inanimate objects-' an exalted
condition of the power which occasions the accretion of particles
in the crystaline mass,' the quickening force of nature through
every form of existence being the same. When we say life is
DB
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present or absent we only mean the presence or absence of a
particular manifestation of life. The all-life of the universe is
the Deity energizing in nature -this is the theology of science.
The conception of the universe is incomplete if it is not conceived
as a constant and continuous work of the eternally-creating
Spirit. 'External nature,' says Mr. Ruskin, 'baa a body and
soul like man, but the soul is the Deity.' Though nature be not
God, the thoughts of nature are God's thoughts. Religion,
poetry, and science all demand that however much God may
transcend His creation, He must in somt: way be immanent
therein.*
VIII. Lastly, Pantheism involves the question of the capacity
of the human mind to know God. It is a question of the validity
of reason in theology. Can we without any external revelation
through a church, a book, or otherwise, know that there is a God f
and can we know anything whatever of what He is? Have we
any capacity in any way competent for such knowledge? Some
will answer that we can know there is a God, because we see His
works, and from His works we infer His existence, but we do not
know what He is. We may know that there is a Creator-an
Author of nature, but we cannot know Him as the Infinite and
the Absolute. Some jealous defenders of the authority of external revelation have impugned all arguments addressed to reason
• The ecientiflc feeling of the Divine Immanency has been made popular by
Robert Hoot in his P•~ttllea, or Spirit of Natvrt. The name, aa well as the
idea, ia taken from Shelley. Julian Lord Altmont, the hero, comea onder the
powerfal inOoence of Leon and his daughter Aeltgiva, worshippers of the Spirit
of Nature. Altmont is initiated. "Aeltgiva exclaimed, in a tone of comma:od,
• J alian Altmont ; let the eyes of the mind look through the other ecn.ses and see
the spirit of the law.' She continued in a calmer tone :- ' Those curving wattra.
line with line commingling to form that flowing sheet on either side of the
translucent mass, which shiuea more brightly than any artificial mirror, ~lide
adown the ann-woven tressea of the mighty Panthea, by which they are restnr.ined.
Can you not trace their myriada of silver threadJ weaving through all, and
binding that mass of watera? But gaze ou,-Aeltgiva was suddenly llllent.
She clasped her handJ upou her bosom, still pressing the water lily. She bowed
herself reverently, and sank one knee elowly to the gronnd. 'Kneel, Julian,'
she continued, ' kneel,' the revelation of those heaven-illumined eyes, dimming
the moon with their lUBtre, is to be received with humility, and met with human
adoration. Migh~ Spirit, kindly looking from thy throne of waters, permit me
to hope that by thia manifestetion of Thine eternal presence to the earth-born,
Thou art pleased to receive the votary we bring Thee I Panthea speaks through
me, and b1ds me 1ay,-• To kuow nature thou must be true to nature. To be
true to nature thou must live looking for ever with purest love onto the Kighty
Spirit who presides. The love of the sensual must rise into the love of the
spiritual. On the earth thou must cease to be of the earth. In the body the
purified soal must become bodiless ; and then the rapture of that holy life !>hall
be given thee, and, monntillg the car of mind, thou ahalt know the mJSte17.'"
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to prove the existence of God; but these are few, and not deserving
of any notice. The question is between those who say we can
know God as the Infinite, and thoae who deny that we ue
capable of such knowledge. By knowing God is not meant
comprehendinJ!: His Essence. This, perhaps, we shall never
.know. We cfo not know any essences. All our knowledge is
relative. The question is, Do we know God as we know other
beings ? Have we a knowledge of the Infinite as well as of the
finite? On the assumption that we have this knowledge, all
rational theology is founded. Sir William Hamilton, and after
him Mr. Mansel, with a clear perception of the inevitable result
of the admission that the human mind has a cognition of the
Infinite, denied the possibility of our knowing God. This was
laying the axe to the root of Pantheism, and had it cut down
nothing more than the theologies of the Pantheists, Sir W.
Hamilton's doctrine, as applied by Mr. Mansel, might have been
accepted in all its simplicit;r. But it did not stop there. It deprived theology of all foundation in reason. We speak only of
Mr. Mansel's doctrine if legitimately carried out. He admits,
we imagine, that no man ought to receive a religion unless there
was something rational in it, and if it contained a doctrine which
made God cruel or unjust he would surely say as Wesley did of
predestination; 'No Scripture can prove this.' But Mr. Mansel's mode of refuting Pantheism is to expel reason to make
way for revelation. The Abbe Maret did the same thing to
make way for the infallible church, and then he returned to
reason, not only to show the reasonableness of believing in the
Church, but to show that natural religion was really a kind of
revelation. Before Mr. Mansel's argument can have any weight
the question which Mr. Maurice asked must be fully settled.
What is &velation ? The external evidences of the infallible
Church we, as Protestants, at once reject not only because of
their own weakness, but because the Church of Rome teaches
doctrines too mJnstrous to be believed. The external evidences
of the Scriptures-what are they when deprived of the moral
or internal evidence 1 Had the character of Je~us been the
contrary of what it is could any miracles have established His
divine mission, or any testimony been sufficient to authenticate
the inspiration of those who wrote the books of His life and doctrines? It is evident that an appeal to reason, and the moral
conscience of mankind enters into the evidences of revelation.
Christianity has made ite way in the world just because
its truth commends itself to the hearts of men. Few people
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are capable of understanding the external evidences, and
of those who do still fewer are convinced by them. It
is not the objective doctrine nor the objective revelation that
turns men from darkness to light and fills their souls with faith
in a Father infinitely good, in a Son who bears the perfection of our nature, or a Holy Spirit who sanctifies and leads
into all truth. 'Ihe multitude of Christians who know and
believe these things could not prove the genuineness, the authenticity, nor the inspiration of any book in the Bible, nor state
with any measure of accuracy the argument from prophecy or
miracles. Revelation is subjective. It is God speaking in
man. The record of God's speaking to the saints in times past
is objective revelation. To suppose that this can be opposed to
the reason or the moral conscience, is to suppose a contradiction.
It could not be revelation if it were. But the Scriptures do not
mark out those limits of religious thought which are marked
out by Mr. Mansel. And Mr. Mansel knows this. He knows
that the Scriptures do speak of God as the Infinite. They do
not seck to crush reason, but to exalt it, to exercise it, to raise
it to the Infinite. ' Surely' he says, 'there is a sense in which
we may not think of God as though He were man, as there is
also a sense in which we cannot help so thinking of Him.
When we read in the same narrative, and almost in two consecutive verses of Scripture--The Strength of Israel will not
lie nor repent, for He is not a man that He should repent;
ami, again, the Lord repented that He made Saul king over
Israel ; we arc imperfectly conscious of an appeal to two different principles of representation involving opposite sides of the
Sdme truth; we feel that there is a true foundation for the
system which denies human attributes to God ; though the
superstructure which has been raised upon it logically involves
the denial of His very existence.' It is evident then that the
Scriptures agree with reason, and that both give a foundation
for Pantheism. Mr. Mansel cannot change revelation into
something else than what it actually is, and however bad Pantheism may be we cannot, in order to escape it, give up both
reason and revelation.
Pantheism is, on all hands, acknowledged to be the theology
of reason--of reason it may be in its impotence, but still of
such reason as man is gifted with in this ptesent life. It is
the philosophy of religion; the philosophy of all religions. It
is the goal of Rationalism, of Protestantism, and of Catholicism,
for it is the goal of thought. There is no resting place but,
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by ceasing to think or reason on God and things divine. Individuals may st<>p at the symbol, Churches and sects may strive
to make resting places on t'ho way by appealing to the authority
of a Church, to the letter of the Sacred Writings, or by trying
to fix the ' limits ' of religious thought, when God Himself hal!
not fixed them. . But the reason of man in its inevitable development and its divine love of freedom will break all such
bonds and cast away all such cords. They are but the inventions
of men, and the human soul in its progress onwards will hold
them in derision. It knows that God is infinite, ar.d only as
the Infinite will it acknowledge Him to be God.
But what is Pantheism? Substantially and primarily, Pantheism is tho effort of man to know God as Being, infinite and
absolute. It is ontological Theism-another, a necessary and
an implied form of rational Theism. 1'he ar;,rument frrm
teleology proves a God at work ; the argument from ontolo~y
proves a God infinite. We cannot take the one without th~
other, whatever may be our difficulties in reconciling the conclusions to which each leads us. 1'he difficulties arise from
the vastness of the subjllct; and, though we cannot see further
than we do see, that is no roason for :>hutting our eyes to what
is manifest.
And is not this the reconciliation of the supposed contradiction in Plato's theology? Who was more decidedly Pantheistic than Plato? Is he n:>t the great ancestor of all
rational or Pantheistic theologian~:~? And yet who is clearer
on teleology than Plnto? In the Timreus God is a Creat()r
distinct aml separate from cr~:ation, and apparently, too, from
the ideas,* after which creation was modelled. :From nature
and its regulation according to laws, Ph\to derives his principal
reasons for the conviction of the Divine existence, and from
the constant mobility of nature he concludes the necessity of
an originating, moving principle. Every doubt as to Plato'~:~
belief in a person11l I>eity who works iu nature for speci tl emb
mu.;t be removed by the following passage from .the Sopltistes :- ·
" Guest of Elea,-But with respect to all living animals allCl
pl:mts which are produced in the earth from seeds aml I'Outs,
together with such inanimate bod1es as subsist on the earth,
• 'Ve have o.ssumcd throng bout that Plato's •ide88 ' arc the thuu~hts of
God. Professor Thompson says • this is a common miorcpt~!!ent>ltion, hut IISsnredly it is one. In the Pnnncnidrs Plat<> denie• that idt'l\:i arc thvn;;ht.-, 11nd
rl'l'utcs the pusition dialectirally. If thelarc n••t 'thou~:ht~<.' of <·our"' the.'· t:nnuot be • God's tJtoughta.' The the<ny IS not Pluto, Lut l'/.ttv ,,,,,Jc "'·'!!.'
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able to be liquified or not, can we eo.y that, not existing
previously, they were subsequently produced by any other
than some fabricating God? or makibg use of the opinion and
the assertion of the many.'
Theretetus,-' What is that?'
Guest,-' That nature generates these from some self-acting
fortuitous cause and without a generating mind, or (is it) wi~h
reason and a Divine science originating from God?'
Theretetus.-' I, perhaps through my age, am often changing
my opinion to both sides. But, at present, looking to you
and apprehending that you think these things are produced
according to (the will) of a Deity, I think so too.'
Guest,-' It is well, Theretetus? and if we thought that you
would be one of those who, at 'a future time, would think
differently, we should now endeavour to make you acknowledge
this by the force of reason, in conjunction with the persuasion
of necessity. But, since I know 1_0ur nature to be such, that
without any arguments from us, 1t will of itself arrive at that
conclusion to which you say you are now drawn, I will leave
the subject, for the time would be superfluous. But I will lay
this down, that the things which are said to be made by nature
are (made) by divine art, hut the things which are composed
from those of men, are produced from human (art); and that,
according to this assertion, there are two kinds of the making
art--one human, and the other divine.'''
Plato's teleology exposed him to the reproach of anthropo·
morphism as much as his ontology to the reproach of Pan·
theism. Plutarch says ' Even Plato, that magnificent reasoner,
when he says that God made the world in His own mould and
pattern, savors of the rust and moss of antiquity. • • . . He
represents the Divine Architect as a miserable bricklayer, or a
mason, toiling and sweating at the fabric and government of
the world.'
But the elements which Plato inherited from Panreni<tes
were never renounced. God was still ' the Being '~xist
ence itself. He was without passions, incapable of repentance,
anger, or hatred. He was best worshipped by pious feeling
and upright conduct. Ceremonies, prayen, sacrifices were no
honor to Him. They did not secure His favor ; they did not
change God. Not only was God' the Being,' but He was' the
Good'-absolute Goodness. Plato's modern disciples have been
perplexed by the identification of God with 'the Good,' and have
tried to explain that this was not his meaning, but all his ancient
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followers, Platonists and Neo-Platonists alike, so understood him.
· This opinion,' says Professor Thompson, ' is evidently difficult
to reconcile with the personality of the Divine Essence, and with
those passages in the TimaJUS and elsewhere, in which that personality seems to be clearly asserted. Are we to suppose that
such passages are to be taken in an exclusively mythical sense,
and that we are to look to the Republic and Phile'bus as conveying Plato's interior meaning?' But what need for all this criticism and these suppositions, if the Theism of ontology is a necessary part of all rational Theism? That which reconciles Plato
with himself, reconciles Schleiermacher, the modem Plato,
with himself. His short-sighted critics talk piteously of the
Pantheism of his youth, and-express rt'joicing that in his later
years he saw more distinctly the personality of God. But that
great spirit who had a genius for theology, such as is rarely to
be found in the course of ages, saw clearly that the theology of
the ' Discourses on Religion,' was the same as the theology of his
sermons. He knew that God was impersonal and yet personal ;
that He was without parts or passions, and yet that He was our
Lord, our King, and our Judge.
We have already proposed that the words' material Pantheism'
should be no longer used, and as the other form of Pantheism is
nothing more than belief in the ontological Deity, we might propose that the word Pantheism be entirely laid aside. Indefinite
or ambiguous words are the greatest enemies to clear thinking.
But there is an important sense in which some of those who are
called Pantheists have fallen into error. The source of this
error is an ignoring of the conditions under which what may be
known of God is known. Our knowledge is always relative.
We do not know essences, least of all the transcendent essence
of God. The dread of anthropomorphism h:ts led some theologians
to a denial of the likeness between God and man. They havo
preferred worshipping a God without attributes, of whom nothing can be predicated, to ascribing to God any attributes which
would seem to limit Him. This is dividing the truth, yea it is
running against it, for man is made in Go<l's image, and the
qualities of love, goodness, justice, with many others which, are
in man, are also, in some way, in God. Every philosophy, and
every religion has returned to acknowledge this, however much
they may have denied it. What but this is the meaning of all
Polytheism, and the incarnations of the gods? In all religions
there is a human deity corresponding to the wisdom of God.
A Brahma, a Budha incarnate, a Hermes, a Honover or a
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Logos. In the Hebrew religion, though God was the ampereonal
' I Am,' He was yet a personal God, appearing to the patriarchs
in a human form, leading forth the people out of Egypt, abiding
in the clond by day and the pillar of fire by night. All religions,
even those which have speculated most on the Infinite have yet
conceived God under a human form and as possessing human
attributes. Nor is this wonderful when we consider that man is
the highest being of whom the mind can form a distinct image.
Man is to himself the representative of all that is great; the examplar of mind; the highest manifestation of spirit. Provisional;
the conception of God as personal may be, corrected by the other
it. must be, yet it is necessary to a true knowledge of God. ' The
pious soul craves a personal Deity.;. We crave to worship man.
It is equally true that God is infinite and that He can be represented under the form of the finite. So has He been represented
in Him who is the visible 'image of the invisible God'Him we can worship without idolatry, for in Him the Divine
was clothed in the human form. Man is made in the likeness
of God, and the converse is fulll true th~t God is in the likeness of man. He wills and destbDS. He has passions-anger,
jealousy, love, and hatred, but He has them without the limita·
tions and infirmities which they imply when predicated of men.
So long as we hold fast by this we are free to indulge in the
widest and fullest speculations concerning the being of the Infinite God. He invites us to such enquiries. They are nntural
to the human mind. They are connected with the highest theologies and the deepest and most devout feelings of men. We
could not believe in a Logos, did we not believe in a ' Being,' or
a 'Bythos' beyond; or to use more Christian language we could
not believe in Christ who is the Son, but for our belief in God
who is the Father. We could not believe in a personal G(){l
who creates the world and rules it as a king or judge, but for
our belief in a Spirit which is everywhere, and yet 1UJtollere.
The argument from final causes proves the existence of a worldmaker. It demonstrates that there is a mind working in the
world. It is a clear and satisfactory proof to the ordinary understanding of man, but it proves nothing more than a fin it~
God. We must supplement it by the argument from ontology.
The one gives a mind, the other gives Being, the two together·
give the infinite God, impersonal and yet personal-to be called
by all names, or, if that is irreverent, to be called by no name.
Our thoughts concerning God reach a stage where silence is the
sublimest speech. Like the little child that at even time lifts
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its eyes to the great blue vault of heaven and says of the ten
thousand stars that are twinkling there, these are God's eyes, He
is the silent Witness and Watcher of my deeds; so must we say of
the great world, that God is everywhere, in all things He sees us,
in all things we may see Him. The profoundest philosopher,
the man most deeply learned in science, returns to the creed of ·
the world's infancy, and hears in the roar of the thunder that ,
voice which is full of majesty, sees in the lightning the flashes
of the Divine Presence, and in all the operations of nature's ·
manifold laws, the working of an ever-present God.

CONCLUSION.
E have already said that Pantheism is a question of tho
right of reason to be heard in matters pertaining to religion. We have seen the conclusion to which reason inevitably
comes. Is what is called Pantheism anything so fearful that to
avoid it we must renounce reason ? To trace the history of
theology from its first dawning among the Greeks, down to the
present day, and to describe the whole as opposed to Christianity
1s surely to place Christianity in antagonism with the Catholic
reason of mankind. To describe all the greatest minds that have
been engaged in the study of theology as Pantheists, and to mean
by this term men irreligious, unchristian, or Atheistic, is surely
to say that religion, Christianity, and Theism have but little
agreement with reilSon. Are we seriously prepared to make
this admission? Not only to give up Plato and Plotinus,
Origen and Erigena, Spiuoza and Schleiermacher, but S. Paul
and S. John, S. Augustine and S. Athanasius. It may be said
that the philosophy of the Greeks and Alexandrians corrupted the
simplicity of the gospel of Christ, and that an apostle says, 'the
world by wisdom knew not God.' It might be enough to answer
with S. Augustine that by wisdom S. Paul here means the
philosophy of such as Democritus and Epicurns, not that of Socrates and Plato. Yet there is an important sense in which
philosophy corrupted the simplicity of Christ's gospel. That
gospel was a religion, not a theology ; a rule of life rather than
a code of faith. It was corrupted when theology took the
place of religion, and certain dogmas were declared necessary
to salvation, and substituted for a godly life. But the first
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teachers of Christianity-those who had their commission immediately from Christ appealed to the truths of natural religion
and incorporated as their own all that was true in the teaching
of the Heathen world. S. Paul quoted and sanctioned the Pantheism of one of the most Pantheistic of the Greek poets. He
did not stop to explain in what sense we are the offspring of
God. He took the words of Aratns as they stood. He did not
explain the Monotheism of the Greeks as a spurious Theism, nor
did he say that the God whom the Greeks worshipped was not
the same God whom Jesus reveaJed. He quoted the words of the
philqsophical poet without qualification or explanation. He made
use of Heathen wisdom to refute Heathen folly. Christianity,
indeed, clothed itself in the Greek forms of speech. It adopted,
corrected, or modified the great truths of natural religion that
were known to the Heathen world. Even the Logos which in S.
John is the designation of the Son of God, previous to His incarnation, was in familiar use in the theology of the schools.
Throughout S. Paul's Epistles, and the Epistle to the Hebrews,
close parallelisms may be traced both in thought and language
between them and the writings of the AleuuJl"ian philosophers
and especially those of Philo, the J cw, who preceded the Apostles
in translating Hebrew thoughts iuto Greek forms. 'Alexandrianism' says o.n able and earnest writer, 'was not the seed of
the great tree which was to cover the earth, but the soil in
which it grew up. It was not the bodl of which Christianity
was the soul, but the vesture in which 1t folded itself-the old
bottle into which the new wine was poured. When with
stammering lips and other tongues the first preachers passed
beyond the borders of the sacred land Alexandrianism was the
language which they spoke, not the faith they taught. It was
mystical and dialectical, not moral and spiritual; for the few,
not for the many ; for the Jewish .therapeute not for all mankind.
It spoke of a Holy Ghost, of a Word, of a Divine Man, of a
first and second Adam, of the faith of Abraham, of bread which
came down from Heaven ; but knew nothing of the God who
had made of one blood all nations of the earth, of the victory
over sin and death, of the cross of Christ. It was a picture, a
shadow, a surface, a cloud above, catching the rising light ere
He appeared.' Christianity recommended itself by its reasonableness to the philosophers of Aleundria. These p888ed into
the Church and became its first great teachers after the days
of the Apostles. Their deep longing for yet higher and clearer
truth was satisfied in Christianity. The gospel became to them
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the true Gnosis-the knowledge which Plato had taught men
to seek after as the highest good.
To. separate between reason and revelation is to put asunder
what God hath joined together. To speak of their harmony is
but to enunciate a truism, for revelation is made to reasonthat is, it appeals to man as a moral and rational being. It is
in itself the highest reason, for it is the Divine reason speaking to the reason of man. Man may apprehend it but imperfectly; some men more, others lees. If we start with the
aasumption that revelation is an infallible Church, or if we
make the Bible that reasonless and indefinite authority which
Catholics make the Church, we shall end in inextricable confusion. The exile of reason will be a necessity, and the only
substitute left, a blind and unenquiring faith, which, in other
circumstances, wonld have been given to the religion of Budha or
Mahomet as readily as it is given to that of Jesus. 'That
would be an evil day ' says the Bishop of London, ' for the
Christian religion and the Christian Church, in which theolo·
gians granted that the truths which they taught were not to be
tested and maintained by reason. Where should we have
anything to save us from launching on the shoreless sea of
superstition, which, in a vague way, satisfying unthinking
minds, is for those who think, but another name for Scepticism? '
Come what may, let us hold fast to reason. Let theology be
brought out into the field of a full and searching enquiry. In
such a.n ordeal, like other sciences, it will be purj{ed of much of
its dross, but it will come forth all the better ana brighter and .
worthier in the eyes of men. It skulks now behind authority,
tradition, and ignorance, for its advocates are afraid that it
cannot bear the light. Vanish all such fears ! Let men be
honest with themselves, honest with their own minds; and God,
too, will be honest with them. The search for light is our
earthly vocation, and God Himself is leading us on. He ia
holding before us the golden lamp. Often we see it but dimly,
and often the very brightness of our vision is dazzling to the
eyes of other men. ' The most precious truth ' said Richard
Baxter,' not apprehended doth seem to be but error and fantastic novelty.' But for all this seeming, it is not lees 'precioua
truth.' Reason has had many wanderings and many guesses.
She has often been right when she seemed to be wrong, and
wrong when she seemed to be right. The Catholic Baroniua
wished to .expel ' the Hagar ' with ' her profane Ishmael ; ' but,
with all her conjectures, her dreams, her air castles, that is truo
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which was said by One wiser than Ba.roniue even by Him who
was the incarnation of the Divine Reason.- W"&Sdom is fustikd

of all her children.
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